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Film: A Critical Introduction proposes that film is an art form and a cultural insti

tution worthy of serious intellectual consideration. I t  demystifies the process of 

academic inquiry for students who love movies but may not possess the tools 

for creating interpretive arguments. 

Teaching film studies is  more exciting and challenging than ever. New tech

nologies that make films-and information about films-readily available have 

produced a flurry of interest in the medium. Viewers can watch DVDs with 

special features and commentary tracks, and they can find information on the 

Web ranging from official studio sites to reviews by individual fans.  The Inter

net has made even some of the most esoteric, hard-to-find experimental films 

available to the general public. Moreover, viewer upload sites like YouTube now 

provide exhibition outlets for every budding filmmaker. Even casual film enthu

siasts now want to learn how to describe the cinematic techniques used by their 

favorite directors. Not surprisingly, fil m  studies instruction is growing at every 

educational level. 

This textbook is designed for students who possess a broad range of infor

mation but don't have the framework for understanding cinema as an aesthetic 

and cultural institution. The book provides that framework by focusing on the 

skills of analysis and argument that are critical to  an intellectual engagement 

with the medium. The material helps readers master film techniques and termin

ology. I t  highlights research skills and rhetorical strategies, enabling students to 

build comprehensive, thoughtful interpretations of films. And rather than limit

ing a discussion of writing to a single chapter, it encourages readers to build 

their interpretive skills at the same time that they enhance their knowledge of 

form, visual style, and sound. 

I�� The Structu re of Th is Book 

In this Second Edition, the authors have reorganized the chapters in order to 

foreground and better integrate the book's emphasis on writing instruction .  The 

book is  divided into three parts. Part One introduces readers to the importance 

of film analysis, offering helpful strategies for discerning the ways in w hich films 

produce meaning. The final chapter in Part One formally establishes a key aspect 

of the book's overall focus: the importance of developing interpretive and evalu

ative skills by constructing written arguments. 

In Part Two, individual chapters examine the fundamental elements of film,  

including narrative form, mise en scene, cinematography, editing, sound, and alter

natives to narrative cinema. Each chapter introduces basic terms, techniques, and 

concepts, then goes much further, showing readers how this information can be 

used to interpret films. In Chapters 4-9, Techniques in Practice sections model 

the way that specific details (for example, the choice of  a lens) can be used as 

the basis for interpreting a scene or film. In addition, end-of-chapter film analyses 

address one of that chapter's larger topics in relation to a specific film, such as 

The Grand Illusion, Notorious, Triumph of the Will, and Meshes of the Afternoon .  

Part Three introduces readers to critical frameworks that foreground t h e  way 

in which cinema functions as a cultural institution.  Individual chapters move 



beyond textual analysis to consider the relationship between film and society, 

exploring subjects such as stardom, genre, ideology, and the contemporary film 

industry. Part Three offers readers access to current theoretical debates about 

film in cultural, historical, and economic contexts. 

S peci al Featu res 

Techniques in Practice sections in Chapters 4-9 use key concepts and film tech

niques to analyze and interpret a scene, a film, or several films. These sections 

reinforce the idea that the ultimate goal of mastering definitions and concepts, 

and paying close attention to details,  is to formulate rich interpretations. 

Inset boxes in Chapters 4-8 help students understand the filmmaking process, 

including industry personnel and trades. 

Film A nalysis end-of-chapter essays in Chapters 2 and 4-9 address a broad topic 

area of the chapter (for example, setting) in a carefully developed analysis of one 

or two films. Sidebars draw attention to rhetorical strategies, demystifying the 

process by which writers move from gathering details to generating ideas and 

organizing an argument. 

Samples of published film scholarship and criticism throughout Part Three illus

trate important modes of inquiry in film studies (for example, genre criticism) 

and familiarize readers with the conceptual and rhetorical diversity of writing 

about film. 

Works Consulted lists at the ends of  chapters point students to possibilities for 

further research .  

Relevant examples from a wide variety of films engage the reader's interest 

without sacrificing intellectual rigor. While the book focuses on narrative film

making, it also offers in-depth discussions and analyses of avant-garde and 

documentary films,  and features a number of important narrative films made 

outside Hollywood. 

An extensive glossary defines the terms discussed in each chapter. 

An expanded selection of color stills throughout the text. 

Expanded coverage of film history and film genres, including the musical,  film 

nair, action, and horror. 

Updated coverage of technology and industry issues. 

S u p plements 

I nstructor's Manual and Test Bank by Maria T. Pramaggiore, North Carolina State 

University, Tom Wallis, North Carolina State University, and Nancy McVittie, North Carolina 

State University 

This detailed Instructor's Manual contains learning objectives for each chapter, 

chapter outlines, discussion questions,  and skills development activities that 

illustrate the concepts and principles of the main text. In  addition, the Test Bank 
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portion of the manual contains numerous  multiple choice, true/false, fill-in-the 

blank, and essay questions. 

TestGen EQ: Computerized Test Bank 

The printed Test Bank is also available in a computerized format. The user

friendly interface enables instructors to view, edit, and add questions, trans fer 

questions into tests, and print tests in a variety of  fonts. Search and sort features 

allow instructors to locate questions quickly and arrange them in preferred 

order. Available for download through our I nstructor's Resource Center, at 

www.ablongman.com/irc. 

PowerPoint Presentation Package by Maria T. Pramaggiore, North Carolina 

State University, and Tom Wallis, North Carolina State University 

This text-specific package consists of a collection of lecture outl ines and graphic 

images keyed to every chapter in the text. Available on the Web at www.ablong 

man. com/irc. 

A&B Film Study Site, accessed at www.abfilmstudies.com 

This website features film study materials for students, including flashcards and 

a complete set of practice tests for all major topics. Students will also find web 

links to valuable sites for further exploration of major topics. 
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F
ilm is a complex art form and cultural institution whose 

influence spans the 20th century and transcends it. In its infancy, 

film depended on the technology of the industrial revolution and 

the business model associated with the penny arcade. In its maturity, 

the cinema emerged as a global entertainment industry, instigating 

and taking advantage of technological developments in photography, 

sound recording, and, eventually, electronic and digital imaging. The 

cinema not only contributed to a mass culture of entertainment and 

celebrity; it also provided a forum for education and critique through 

the tradition of social documentary, and served as a medium of 

personal expression in the form of avant-garde films and home 

movies. 

Many film lovers value movie spectacles that transport them to a 

magical world of romance, drama, and adventure. Others seek out 

challenging films that provide a rigorous intellectual and aesthetic 

experience. This book contends that these two desires are not 

mutually exclusive: the most profound moments of immersion in 

cinema art also invite audiences to ponder social, aesthetic, moral, 

and intellectual questions. 

In Part One, Chapter 1 provides an overview of the book's approach. 

Chapter 2 introduces the foundation of film interpretation. It helps 

readers to develop strategies for critical reading and analysis so that 

they may better understand the way films build meaning through the 

systematic use of details. It also lays out the goal of film analysis: the 

clear and convincing description, evaluation, and interpretation of 

films. Chapter 3 takes film analysis to the next stage: developing, 

organizing, and writing thoughtful interpretations. 

Part One: Introduction to Film Analysis 



Last night I was in the Kingdom of Shadows. 
M axim Go rky, on attending h is  first film screening 

Watching a movie takes most viewers out of their everyday lives and 

transports them to a different world, a realm that Russian writer 

Maxim Gorky called "the Kingdom of Shadows. " When 35 mm films 

are projected in a movie theater, a powerful beam of light passes through 

translucent celluloid to produce those " sh adows , "  the larger-than-life images on 

the big screen. Whether people watch a film in a movie theater or the digitized 

version at home on a DVD, t hey continue to visit Gorky 's kingdom (fig. 1 . 1 ) .  

They immerse themselves i n  the lives o f  fictional characters, develop opinions 

about historical events, and become captivated by artistic combinations of color, 

light, and sound. Because films engage viewers on an emotional level, some 

people criticize the cinema as escapist entertainment. Yet others praise i t  as an 

imaginative art form that allows people to realize their dreams and fantasies. 

The reality is that films do both of these things, and more. 

This book maintains that watching films can be both emotionally satisfying 

and intellectually stimulating. It offers essential tools for developing a critical 

approach to the film medium, based on  knowledge about the way films are 

I ntrod uction 

1.1  Fi l m  viewers lose themselves i n  
w h at Gorky cal led "The Ki ngdom of 
S h adows." 
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made and the way they can be interpreted in aesthetic, technological, and cul

tural contexts. One premise of this book is that moviegoers who learn to analyze 

films and to build sound, thoughtful i nterpretations will enhance their experi

ence (and enjoyment) of the cinema. This book is not intended to turn every 

reader into a professional critic or scholar. But  it does emphasize that training in  

film helps viewers to understand and enjoy their experiences of film .  The  more 

viewers know about how films are made, why certain films have been celebrated 

and others ridiculed, and how movies contribute to culture, the better they are 

able to understand and interpret the films they see. 

One of this book's major concerns is  film analysis, and one of its main aims 

is to  help readers identify the major elements of film art and recognize the way 

those elements work together to produce meaning. The book also emphasizes 

the value of critical reading, which means putting those analytical skills to use 

by examining and questioning a film 's organization and visual style. A viewer 

who reads a film critically asks questions s uch  as: does this film conform to the 

accepted conventions of a particular genre (such as the Western) or  does i t  

move beyond them? Does i t  tell a story in a conventional manner, or does i t  over

turn expectations about structure or characters? Does the film's  "look" enhance 

its themes, or do visual elements introduce irony or tension? 

The book also encourages students to develop the skills necessary to build 

sound written interpretations. The writing process helps to clarify thoughts and 

organize ideas. By focusing on writing skills, the book emphasizes the import

ance of constructing thoughtful interpretations.  

�t.;) Cinema: a confl u ence of a rt istry, 
ind ustry, and technology 

The most recognizable image of the cinema as an art form and a cultural insti

tution may be that of an audience of  individuals sitting in a darkened theater 

watching larger-than-Iife images on a screen, as depicted in figure 1 . 1 .  But that 

combination of machinery (35 mm projectors) , material (reels of cellulose 

acetate) , venue (a commercial movie theater) , and form (feature-length narra

tive film) represents only one moment in a long and varied history of produc

tion and reception. This manifestation of  film art, which is  a product of the 

Hollywood studio system, was the result of the interaction of  technological 

developments, economic structures and opportunities, and aesthetic experimen

tation .  The golden age of the movie palace does not represent the inevitable evo

lution of moving picture art, nor does that model of spectatorship circumscribe 

the ways that films can enrich our lives. The history of film production and exhi

bition is  a history that merges social and economic factors as well as i nnovations 

in technology and aesthetics. 

During the late nineteenth century, technological advances in p hotography 

established the basis for recording moving images on film.  Experiments con

ducted by Eadweard Muybridge and Etienne-Jules Marey moved still p hotog

raphy in the direction of motion pictures. Muybridge and Marey' s  experiments 

in  serial photography had as much to do with scientific  discovery as they did 

Ch apter 1 :  I ntro d u ctio n  



with fi lm as an art form.  Muybridge's 

famous photographs of horses in motion 

( 1 878) were inspired by a question that 

Leland Stanford (later Governor of Califor

nia) hired Muybridge to answer: do horses 

l ift al l  fou r  feet off the ground when 

running? (The answer was yes . )  Muybridge 

set up a bank of  still cameras, each of which 

captured a shot of the horse as it  moved by. 

These sequences of  still shots o ffered insight 

into the details of human and animal move

ment (fig. 1 .2) . 

By 1 888 inventor Thomas Edison and his 

assistant William Dickson began to focus on 

motion picture technology and developed 

the Kinetograph, a camera that recorded 

motion pictures on rolls of film,  and the 

Kinetoscope, a machine with a peep-hole 

viewer that an individual looked through 

to see those films (fig. 1 .3) . Fi lm rapidly 

became a popular and profitable mass

market entertainment medium. Then, as now, there were a variety of ways to 

see films: Louis and August Lumiere traveled the world fil ming actualites (the 

earliest documentary films) and screening them for audiences in theaters they 

opened in European cities and in New York. In American cities, neighborhood 

theaters called nickelodeons charged 5 cents for admission and presented 

diverse programs of short films of  1 5 -20 minutes in length. 

During the 1 910s and the 1 920s the narrative feature film began to eclipse 

other types of movies as filmmakers began to develop cinema's narrative poten

tial and as u.s. industry leaders sought to compete with French and German 

cinemas. The organization of the U .S .  film industry into corporate entities pro

duced the star system and the movie mogul, and incited the migration from 

New York to southern California to evade competitors' restrictive patents and to 

take advantage of better weather and cheap real estate. I t  also consolidated the 

notion of films as commercial products. The studio system established in Holly

wood-often referred to as an "assembly line" model of industrial production

became the dominant fil mmaking practice, both in economic and aesthetic 

terms, in the United States and around the world .  

Alternative modes of  filmmaking and spectatorship have always existed 

alongside the commercial industry, however, including independent art cinema, 

experimental films,  and documentaries. Economic and technological factors 

influence the production and the viewing of these types of films as well .  For 

example, the advent of broadcast and cable television, and now the internet, has 

meant that more people have greater access to all kinds of films.  

The contemporary history of cinema is, in part ,  a history of attempts to stave 

off the competition from newer entertainment technologies such as television.  

Television, often called the " small screen , "  emerged during the middle of  the 

Cinema: a confl u e n ce of artistry, i n d us try, and tec h n o l ogy 

1 .2 Series p h ocography suggests 
m ovem ent. 

1 .3 Edison's  Ki necoscope. 
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1 .4 The screen aesthetics of 
the cell phone .  
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twentieth century as Americans moved out of urban centers 

into suburbs and began to reap the benefits of rising dispos

able income and leisure time by p urchasing individual tele

vision sets. Television developed its own signature style, 

including the situation comedy and the hour-long drama. 

The film industry attempted to fight back:  in  the 1970s video 

technology made it possible for people to watch feature films 

at home, which, in turn, changed the dynamics of  the film 

industry. Profits came to depend on rental receipts from 

videos (and , later, DVDs) rather than on the box office. 

Home viewing has changed the social aspect of film specta

torship as people stay home to watch films of their choosing 

on sophisticated home theater systems. 

Digital technology has had an enormous impact on the 

economics and the aesthetics of cinema. They may prove to 

have their biggest impact on the ways films are actually 

made, however. Digital video cameras are increasingly 

within the financial reach of most consumers . Emerging film 

artists may use a sophisticated digital video camera, an older 

camcorder, or a camera phone, mixing their images with sound on readily avail

able professional software packages such as Final Cut Pro or on websites such 

as eyespot, where tools are made available for free. Sites s uch as YouTube and 

atomfilms.com invite cineastes to post the films they have made for everyone 

to see. 

We are becoming accustomed to consuming entertainment on our computer 

screens and cell phones, technologies originally designed to enhance business 

efficiency and communication. Perhaps the most important point is that creative 

users of new technologies-much like Muybridge, Marey, Edison and Dickson

explore new aesthetic possibilities and challenge limitations. Cell phone images 

are no exception: cell phone imagemakers are developing aesthetic principles, 

namely, the frequent use of close-ups and extremely slow movements so as to 

eliminate blur (fig. 1 .4) . 

The experience of film has never been limited to viewing feature-length nar

rative films on the big screen. Film, as an art form, a technological apparatus, 

and an industry, is intertwined with society, and more specifically with the 

image cu lture that permeates contemporary life. Artists and entrepreneurs, 

driven by aesthetic and/or economic motivations, continue to develop ways to 

encourage people to interact creatively with images. 

How Th is Book Is O rganized 

The book's introductory section, Part One, continues with Chapter 2 ,  which 

offers strategies for embarking on film analysis .  First, i t  considers the kinds of 

expectations that viewers bring to a fi lm and then asks whether or not the film 

satisfies those expectations. Second, it looks at how a film's  use of details and 

repetition can give clues about its underlying structure and meaning. As an 

Chapter 1 :  I n trod u ct ion  



example of film analysis in action , 

Chapter 2 concludes with a short 

essay on the meaning contained in 

historical references in  Carl Franklin's 

Devil in a Blue Dress ( 1 995) . This is 

the first in a series of end-of-chapter 

analyses that the reader will find in 

Chapters 4 through 9 .  Part One con

cludes with Chapter 3 ,  w hich focuses 

on writing abou t  film. The chapter 

presents some ground rules for inter

preting films in four contexts :  the 

scene analysis ,  the  film analysis 

paper, the research paper, and the film 

review. I t  prepares readers to write a 

textual analysis of an individual film 

that  describes, evaluates, and inter

prets the text 's  formal mode of  

organization, sound, and  visual style. 

Part Two introduces the basic tools for performing film analysis. Chapters 4 

through 9 lay out the characteristics of a film 's formal mode of organization, 

visual style, and sound. These chapters help readers recognize film techniques, 

describe these techniques using fi lm studies terminology, and understand the 

part each of them plays in  the film's  overall organization. Each chapter ends 

with a " Film Analysi s "  essay exploring one of the chapter's topics in relation to 

a specific film. The Study Notes that accompany each analysis identify rhetorical 

techniques the writer has used to organize and develop ideas and emphasize 

major points. 

The Study Notes follow a logical approach to writing. The first stage of 

writing involves brainstorming and writing a rough draft, including the follow

ing tasks: taking notes, creating the structural logic of an argument, explaining 

the thought process that connects details to controlling ideas, and conducting 

further research to supplement original ideas. Once the rough draft has been 

completed , the revision stage begins:  tightening organization on the paragraph 

level and crafting an effective introduction and conclusion. Polishing sentence

level problems should be the last step in the writing process. 

Part Three moves from the textual analysis of individual films to examine 

cinema more broadly as a cultural institution, discussing in Chapters 10 through 

12 subjects such as the relationship between social context and film style, the 

connection between movies and ideology, and phenomena such as the star 

system. Chapters 13 and 14 investigate the relationship between films and two 

other important cultural institutions: popular structures for storytelling (genres) 

and the social and aesthetic role of the filmmaker, or auteur (a director whose 

oeuvre reveals a consistent artistic vision) . Part Three concludes with Chapter 

1 5 ,  which discusses film as an industry, focusing on new technologies and 

industry convergence-a term that refers to the blending of cinema with other 

entertainment industries (fig. 1 .5) . 

How This  Book I s  O rgan ized 

1 .5 The Godfather, an i m mensely p o p u l ar 
1 972 fi l m ,  became a video game i n  2 0 0 6 .  
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By the time readers have completed Part Three, they will  be ready to formu

late questions related to cinema as a cultural institution and to conduct inde

pendent research on film studies topics. Together, Parts Two and Three help 

readers develop the analytical, critical reading, and rhetorical skills to describe, 

interpret, and evaluate a film at the textual level and to engage current issues in 

film and media studies by moving beyond the individual text to consider film's  

broader cultural significance. 

�.� . . .�� Technical Ti ps 

• Although interpreting films requires knowledge of visual principles and 

sound design as well as narrative form ,  the discipline of film studies has 

adopted some of the terminology of literary studies, for example, describing 

films as " texts"  and interpretations as " readings. " 

• The first time a technical term is used, it appears in boldface. All  boldface 

terms are defined in the glossary. 

• At the end of every chapter, a " Works Consulted " l ist  provides references to 

material consulted for the chapter and for the Film Analysis. 

• A summary in the form of a bulleted list appears at the end of Chapter 2 and 

Chapters 4 through 9 .  

• Chapters 2 through 9 contain inset boxes on various topics, including the 

terms that describe aspects of film production and personnel . 

• The first time a film is mentioned, its t it le is accompanied by the name of the 

director and the release date. Titles of most foreign-language films appear in 

English first, then in the original language (or as a transliteration) . Subse

quent references are in English only. If a film is more generally known by its 

original-language title, the English translation i s  given in parentheses the first 

time the film is mentioned. 

• Asian names appear according to the name under which the director's work 

has become known: Akira Kurosawa (surname second) and Wong Kar Wai 

(surname first) . When conducting research on film directors, readers should 

consider the fact that book and journal publishers, DVD manufacturers, and 

web masters may use both systems. 

Works Consu lted 
Gorky, Maxim. "The Kingdom o f  Shadows," i n  Gilbert Adair, Movies, pp.  1 0- 1 3 .  London and 

New York: Penguin, 1 999. 
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How can you still enjoy movies, I am often asked 
[. . .  J, when you spend all your time analyzing them 
and researching them ? Ali i can say in response is 
that  I enjoy movies more than ever, but admittedly, in 
a very different way from my very first excursions in to 
the illuminated darkness. 

Andrew Sarris 

When a college student tells a friend about seeing Stanley Kubrick's Dr. 

Strangelove ( 1 964; fig. 2.2) , a black comedy about nuclear deter

rence, what information does he convey? When a film reviewer 

writes about that film,  does she present the same ideas as the friends who infor

mally share their opinions? And when a film scholar writes an essay about that 

film, would he adopt the same approach as the casual viewer or the popular 

critic? 

I t  seems likely that these three viewers would discuss the same fi lm in dif

ferent ways. Is one of them "right" ?  Casual viewers might focus on whether they 

formed a personal connection to characters or enjoyed a particular performance, 

such as Slim Pickens's comic turn. Were the special effects exciting? I f  so, they 

may decide to see more Kubrick films. By contrast, critics and scholars place 

their observations in a specialized framework. They use their knowledge of film 
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to formulate interpretations about what the film 

means, on the level of the story and on broader 

cultural and aesthetic levels. 

A film critic would evaluate the film using 

criteria such as story coherence, technical inno

vations, and notable performances, perhaps 

comparing this film to other work by the same 

director. (Even film critics will d iffer in  their 

approaches: a film critic writing in 2007 would 

probably use different evaluative criteria from 

one writing the year the film was released, 

because Dr. Strangelave has come to be recog

nized as an important classic.) A film scholar 

might write an  essay arguing that Dr. 

Strangelave represents an important moment in 

cinema history when independent fil m  produc

tion blossomed as the Hollywood studio system 

declined. 

Any viewer's ability to find meaning in  a film is based on knowledge, cultural 

experiences, preferences, formal training, and expectations. But the significance 

a viewer derives from a film also depends upon the choices the filmmaker has 

made. For example, a director may rely on genre conventions or she may revise 

them, introducing unexpected characters or situations. The more a spectator 

knows about the pattern, and the significance of  deviating from it, the more he 

will understand and appreciate the film .  

This chapter introduces two ideas that are essential to film analysis. The first 

one is that expectations influence filmmakers ' choices and viewers ' experiences 

of films. Those expectations involve many aspects of a film, including its formal 

mode of organization, genre, stars, and director. The second idea is that film

makers present information, elicit emotions, and suggest ideas by orchestrating 

details in a systematic way. A close analysis of the way such details are used can 

therefore provide clues about the film 's u nderlying structure and themes. 

Another way for a filmmaker to create meaning is  through references to people, 

events, or issues outside the film itself, and this chapter also looks at how 

these references work. The chapter ends with a look at how an understanding 

of a film's structure and themes can form the basis for different sorts of state

ments about it, and, in particular, for making interpretive claims about it. 

Alongside this is a discussion of  how a filmmaker's choices-for example, the 

way he or she uses details to create meaning-all go to form his or her own 

distinctive style. 

�� Understand ing Audience Expectations 

All film viewers bring expectations to their experiences of film.  Someone who 

goes to a Wayans Brothers film for a laugh brings vastly different expectations 

from someone attending an Ingmar Bergman retrospective hoping to be 
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challenged intellectual ly. Viewers form expectations about movies by learning 

about and experiencing film,  visual art, and culture. 

Expectations may be based on labels that film critics or the general public 

give to films such as "art cinema, " " pure entertainment , "  or "chick flick. "  While 

generic descriptions such as " Western " or " horror film" can offer useful infor

mation about a film, labels that make a sharp distinction between art and enter

tainment miss the point that art films entertain because they are challenging, 

and that even an accessible action film requires visual artistry to produce 

stunning effects. In short, the distinction between art and entertainment is an 

artificial one, which wrongly suggests that only art films (which, by implication,  

must be dul l  and academic affairs) are worthy of  serious analysis. Nothing could 

be further from the truth. 

Most viewers form expectations about the kind of film they plan to see. Will 

it tell a story or present an argument , or will it consist of abstract images set to 

a soundtrack? These expectations relate to a fi lm's mode of organization.  In nar

rative fiction films, viewers expect to see stories about human characters whose 

circumstances produce comedy or tragedy, or both. I f  these viewers planned to 

see a documentary instead, they would expect the film to present real-world 

events, and they might expect to be given factual information about a historical 

or contemporary situation .  If these viewers saw an avant-garde film, they might 

not expect to see a story at all, since avant-garde fi lmmakers see film as a visual 

art form rather than a storytelling medium. 

If  viewers expect al l  films to te l l  stories, they may be disappointed or confused 

by documentaries and avant-garde films. As film scholar Scott MacDonald points 

out, " by the time most people see their first avant-garde film, they have already 

seen hundreds of films in commercial theaters and on television and their sense 

of what a movie is has been almost indelibly imprinted in their conscious and 

unconscious minds"  (MacDonald, p .  1 ) .  What's most important, however, is to 

recognize that, despite their differences, each mode of organization is amenable to 

analysis and interpretation using the tools provided in this book. 

Expectations an d M od e s  of O rgan izatio n  

Narrative fiction films are organized b y  t h e  cause and effect logic of storytelling: 

they present characters who encounter obstacles as they attempt to achieve their 

goals. Viewers identify with characters and understand the choices they make, 

even if  they themselves wouldn' t  make the same ones. In  the Austin Powers 

films (Jay Roach 1 997 ,  1 999, 2002) , a 1 960s British spy is resurrected and must 

learn how to navigate the post-Cold War era while foiling the dastardly plans of 

his nemesis ,  Dr. Evil .  Powers is motivated by pride in his  image as a successfu l ,  

swinging, James Bond type. The  fact tha t  he dresses and  behaves according to 

the values and sartorial style of the 1 960s creates obstacles for him and comic 

moments for the audience (see figs. 5 .26 ,  5 . 27) . 

Most filmgoers expect to encounter characters such  as Austin Powers whose 

motivations are clear. But filmmakers may flout the rules, and this may enhance 

or detract from the viewer's enjoyment. For example, a director may present a 

character with unclear motivations. I n  Once upon a Time in the West ("Cera una 
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volta if West" ;  Sergio Leone 1 968) , audiences may 

be puzzled as to what motivates H armonica 

(Charles Bronson) to pursue Frank (Henry Fonda) 

because Leone withholds crucial information until 

the film's conclusion. 

A character with unclear motivations can be 

intriguing. In Michelangelo Antonioni's mystery 

Blow-Up ( 1966) , the audience never learns why 

Jane (Vanessa Redgrave) was involved in a murder, 

or why the victim was killed. That missing infor

mation is consistent with the film's  focus on a self

absorbed photographer (David Hemmings) who 

must learn that his camera does not h elp him see, 

understand, and control reality. Viewers who wish 

to be challenged appreciate the way some films 

provide variations on the standard pattern. 

Viewers generally expect a narrative film to offer 

a conclusion that resolves conflicts .  Some critics 

claim that Hollywood films end happily because profit-oriented studio executives 

refuse to risk alienating audiences. Yet even independent-oriented film produc

ers Bob and Harvey Weinstein of  Miramax forced filmmaker Charles Burnett to 

" substitute a less blunt and despairing ending after some test-marketing" of  The 

Glass Shield ( 1 995) (Rosenbaum, p. 1 61 ) .  Many independent directors work 

against the traditional happy ending. John Sayles 's Limbo ( 1 999) concludes 

without making clear whether or not a family stranded in the Alaskan wilder

ness will be rescued. The conclusion of  Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange 

( 1 970) finds that the criminal protagonist Alex De Large (Malcolm McDowell) 

has not been rehabilitated, but instead seems to have reverted to his initial state 

o f  anti-social aggression. These open-ended conclusions or circular narratives 

may leave audiences with lingering questions, not closure. 

Some documentary films tell stories, although the stories originate in real

world events. These films may satisfy many of the expectations regarding char

acters, conflicts, and resolution that viewers bring to narrative fiction films. Hoop 

Dreams (Steve James 1 994) documents the high school careers of Arthur Agee 

and William Gates, two young African-American men who want to become pro

fessional basketball players. As the stories unfold,  the film raises questions 

about educational opportunity, professional sports, and race in contemporary 

America. Hoop Dreams allows these ideas to emerge from stories connected to 

two individuals who invite the viewer's identification just  as characters in a fic

tional story might do. 

Other documentaries present explicit or implicit statements about the real

world events they depict . Viewers expect to weigh the information presented and 

draw conclusions, rather than simply enjoy the unfolding of a story. Some docu

mentaries inform and persuade audiences by presenting facts and logical argu

ments, while others address viewers on an emotional level through interviews 

and re-enactments, and some do both. In Bowling for Columbine (2002) , Michael 

Moore presents his perspective on gun violence in the U . S . ,  interviews experts 
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and average people, and presents statistics on the number of gun-related deaths 

and injuries in  the U .S .  every year. Many documentary enthusiasts look forward 

to the information they acquire from documentaries and marvel at the real-world 

people and events that sometimes rival the plots of even the most imaginative 

narrative fiction films.  

Other documentaries explore their subject matter through a less direct 

approach. Winged Migration (ULe Peuple migrateur"; Jacques Cluzaud and 

Michel Debats 2001 ) observes a real-world phenomenon-the migration of 

birds-without appearing to persuade the audience to accept an explicit 

message. Even so, the film contains an implicit idea: that birds are a unique and 

interesting life form and may be threatened by human activities such as hunting 

and industrial pollution. 

Avant-garde films move even farther away from the conventions of narrative 

film. Avant-garde filmmakers explore the aesthetic capabilities of the film 

medium itself, seeing i t  as similar to  painting, sculpture, or dance. They rarely 

tell stories or present arguments and, instead, make meaning through symbols 

and metaphors. A viewer of avant-garde films would expect that basic elements 

of the film medium, such as composition (the arrangement of visual elements 

in the frame) , editing patterns, and sound, will carry great significance, while 

characters or events are given less importance. Film enthusiasts who are open to 

a non-narrative exploration of sound and vision may enjoy the experimental 

works of filmmakers such as Stan Brakhage, whose mesmerizing short film 

Black Ice ( 1 993;  fig. 2.3) consists o f  nothing but abstract, pulsating images. 

Whether a filmmaker creates a narrative, documentary, or 

avant-garde film, he or she is aware of audience expectations. 

For their part, viewers bring expectations about the type of film 

they are seeing and may be delighted or disturbed by a film

maker's choices. 

Expectations about G e n res,  Stars, and 
D i rectors 

When viewers plan to see a narrative fiction film, they probably 

arrive with specific expectations based on their knowledge of 

film genres, movie stars, and directors. Filmmakers anticipate 

that viewers have expectations, and they may or may not choose 

to fulfill them. Director Clint Eastwood satisfies viewers expect

ing to see a classical Western when, at the conclusion of Unfor

given ( 1 990) , h e  stages a dramatic, revenge-driven shootout in 

which the film's  hero uses his skill with a gun to subdue an 

entire town. But directors also thwart expectations, as Robert 

Altman does in McCabe and Mrs. Miller ( 1 9 71 ) ,  when he sug

gests that large industrial corporations, not individual pioneers, 

controlled the Wild West .  The film's  setting in the muddy and 

snowy northwest defies the look of  the traditional Western, and 

the shootout at the film's  conclusion does not glorify the hero's  

gunslinging prowess (see f ig .  6 . 104) . 
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Most films satisfy some, but not all, genre expectations. Giving audiences 

what they expect may please them, but i t  also has the potential to bore them. 

James Bond films depend on certain familiar elements (beautiful women and 

megalomaniac villains) but also include innovations (exotic locales, updated 

weapons technologies, and changing political conflicts) . Baz Luhrmann's Moulin 

Rouge (200l ; fig. 2.4) reinvigorated the musical genre by breaking rules and 

pairing contemporary popular music with a nineteenth-century storyline. 

Another important influence on expectations is the star system, a marketing 

process that studios, talent agencies, and the press use to transform actors into 

brand name products. Viewer expectations come into play because fans enjoy 

seeing their favorite actors in the same kind of  role again and again .  Actors may 

be associated with genres: John Wayne is linked to Westerns (fig. 2.6) , Judy 

Garland to musicals, and Humphrey Bogart to detective films.  A movie starring 

Tom Cruise elicits expectations of  an action-packed extravaganza, whereas 

viewers might expect a film featuring Denzel Washington to be a character 

drama involving suspense and action (fig. 2.5) .  A typical Julia Roberts film 

revolves around romance and women 's empowerment,  whereas a film featuring 

Will Smith typically involves comedy and action. 

The public forms expectations about directors as  well .  Alfred Hitchcock is 

known as the master of suspense, whereas Woody Allen films are associated 

with New York City settings, neurotic characters, and self-deprecating j okes. The 

name Busby Berkeley conjures up images of  elaborate musicals, and John Ford 

is synonymous with the Western. James Cameron, David Fincher, and John Woo 

are known for action-oriented films such as The Terminator (Cameron 1 984, 

1 991 ) Se7en (David Fincher 1 995) and Face/Off (Woo 1 997) . Ang Lee, a director 

who made several movies about family crises, including The Wedding Banquet 

("Hsi Yen" ;  1993) , Eat Drink Man Woman (" Yin shi nan nu" ;  1 994) , and The Ice 
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Storm ( 1 997) , combined his background in character-driven films with action

oriented martial arts in Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (" Wo Hu Zang Long" ;  

2000) and with the  Western genre in Brokeback Mountain (2005) . 

In order to analyze a film, one must consider viewer expectations and take 

note of which expectations are met and which ones are modified or rejected. Did 

Clint Eastwood satisfy expectations about the Western genre in Unforgiven, or 

did he modify the standard formula? I f  there are modifications, what are the 

effects of those choices? 

In order to answer questions such as these, the viewer must take note of the 

seemingly minor details that are critical for conveying meaning. Paying close 

attention to patterns of repetition is one way to identify the most crucial details,  

the ones that relate to a film's themes and structure. Just as classical music, a 

temporal art form, is organized by the repetition of musical phrases, so films use 

visual and sound details to organize the flow of  information. 

The O rchestration of Detail  

Certain details seem t o  demand t h e  viewer's attention. Those details may relate 

to a storyline or characters, or they may arise from the visual or sound aspects 

of the film.  Usually, details claim attention because they are prominent. One way 

for a filmmaker to assure that audience attention will be focused on a detail is 

to repeat i t .  

Motifs 

When any detail takes on significance through repetition, it is called a motif. 

Filmmakers may employ any fi lm element to develop a motif, including (among 

others) lines of dialogue, gestures, costumes, locations, props, music, color, and 

composition. 

Motifs have a variety of functions. They can provide information about char

acters and reinforce the significance of an idea. In 

Citizen Kane (Orson Welles 1 941 ) ,  the last word spoken 

by newspaper magnate C harles Foster Kane (Orson 

Welles )-"rosebud "-serves as a motif. The fact that 

nobody knows what Kane meant by the word motivates 

Mr. Thompson (William Alland) to interview Kane's 

friends, ex-wife, and business associates. The repeti

tion of " rosebud" unifies stories that five different nar

rators tell about Kane's l i fe. Finally, the physical object 

the word refers to sheds light on Kane's hidden desires 

(fig. 2.7) . 

Motifs can also encourage spectators to compare 

and contrast characters, p lot  events, objects, or situa

tions. When an eerie black monolith appears in a pre

historic sequence and returns in the second and fourth 

parts of 2001 : A Space Odyssey, viewers compare those 
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moments in space and time. The film questions whether humankind has made 

progress over the span of recorded time, and the recurring image of  the mysteri

ous monolith acts as a concrete object to  use as a point of comparison and a 

potent symbol for generating interpretations. 

Once established, motifs may evolve, suggesting change and development in 

a character or situation. I n  Alfred Hitchcock's Notorious ( 1 946) , Al ic ia  Huberman 

( Ingrid Bergman) is introduced as a party girl . Hitchcock shows Alicia drinking 

to excess in an early scene at her Florida home. When she falls in  love with T. R .  

Devlin (Cary Grant) , she attempts to change her ways. H aving a drink at a cafe 

with Devlin, she declines a second round.  But Devlin ridicules her, doubting her 

ability to leave the past behind.  So Alicia changes her mind and orders a double. 

Throughout the film, Devlin and Alicia both question whether she can change 

her ways. The drinking motif, which evolves over the course of the film, helps 

to develop this theme. 

An analysis of motifs in Brokeback Mountain (Ang Lee 2005; fig. 2 . 1 )  might 

begin with the recognition that the mountain where Jack (Jake Gyllenhaal) and 

Ennis ( Heath Ledger) first meet reappears again and again throughout the film.  

The introduction of the motif  links the mountain to the love that develops 

between the two men. Further repetitions, however, suggest the frustrations they 

experience because they cannot act on their love. Finally, the motif shifts once 

more. In  the final scene the mountain only appears on a postcard, signifying a 

different kind of loss. Ennis can never return to the mountain, and can never 

recapture the love i t  represents, because Jack has been killed . 

Repetition can also serve an important function in documentary films.  Docu

mentary filmmakers may repeat images to highlight their significance, as Albert 

and David Maysles do in Gimme Shelter ( 1 970) , a documentary about the Rolling 

Stones' American tour in 1 969. The filmmakers repeat scenes that show a man 

being attacked near the stage during the Altamont concert. The first time, the 

viewer sees the images as part of the performance. But the images reappear in 

the next scene, where the filmmakers and band members watch the concert 

footage on an editing table. This repetition emphasizes the significance of 

the tragic incident and provides viewers with access to the band's reactions to 

the event. 

Repetition can also create meaning in avant-garde films. Hollis Frampton's 

Nostalgia ( 1 967) is based on the repetition of  a simple, disjointed act: while the 

camera is trained on a photograph, a voice-over describes an image. Over time, 

i t  becomes apparent that the voice-over does not describe the image i t  accom

panies but, rather, the next photograph in the series. At the end of each descrip

tion, the photograph is burned. The burning motif signals the transition to a new 

combination of words and image but also comments on the ephemeral nature of 

photographic images and memories. 

Paral l e l s  

Filmmakers sometimes use the repetition of  details to  create parallels. A paral

lel arises when two characters, events, or locations are compared through the 

use of a narrative element or visual or sound device. When this happens, 
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viewers are encouraged to 

consider the similarities and 

differences. In Steamboat 

Bill, Jr. (Charles Reisner 

and Buster Keaton 1 928) ,  

Bill Jr. (Buster Keaton) goes 

to have his hair cut. At 

the barbershop, a friend of 

his from college i s  a lso 

having her hair  styled. A 

profile shot of Keaton and 

the woman with the same 

haircut draws a parallel 

between the two characters 

(fig. 2 .8) . The joke i s  

meant to  suggest that Bill 

is not manly, a fear his 

father harbors because Bil l  

is a college boy. The comic 

parallel o f  the haircut 

seems to confirm his 

father 's  suspicion. This 

being a Buster Keaton 

comedy, Bill ultimately gets the girl, despite (or perhaps because 00 their iden

tical haircuts. 

A parallel may reveal that characters who seem diametrically opposed to one 

another actually share some underlying characteristics. At the conclusion of The 

Empire Strikes Back ( Irvin Kershner 1 980) , Luke Skywalker loses his hand during 

the light saber battle with Darth Vader. He later has it replaced with an artificial 

hand. The robotic limb suggests a physical commonality between the two: Luke 

has become more like Vader, a robotic figure who is never seen without h is  rigid ,  

artificial outer covering. This  parallel supports the theme that the two Jedi are 

similar in  their mastery of the force, which one uses for good and the other for 

evil .  It also reinforces the fact that Darth Vader is Luke's father, a fact Vader 

reveals during their battle. 

A shot at the conclusion of Akira Kurosawa 's High and Low ( " Tengoku to 

jigoku " ;  1 962) compares two seemingly opposed characters, the wealthy busi

nessman Mr. Gonda (Tashiro Mifune) and a kidnapper whose ransom demands 

have ruined Gonda financially. In the final scene, as the kidnapper screams at 

Gonda, it becomes clear that his motivation for the crime was that he resented 

and envied Gonda's wealth and position. During their interaction, the filmmaker 

captures the two men's faces together in a glass pane. The image suggests that 

the men may be more alike than it seems: they share an ability to pursue a goal 

ruthlessly. Gonda has exercised this abil ity in the business world and the kid

napper has done so as a criminal . Although the viewer's sympathies lie with 

Gonda, the scene adds complexity to this hard-edged businessman who has 

fallen from power. 
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Parallels can also play an important role in non-narrative films. In Walter 

Ruttmann 's Berlin, Symphony of a Great City ("Berlin, die Sinfonie der GrofS

stadt" ;  1 927) , a quick cut between shots o f  dolls i n  a store window and pedes

trians suggests their common physical posture and makes a humorous comment 

on the behavior of the frenzied populace (figs. 2.9, 2. 10) . 
In avant-garde films, parallels may work as metaphors, s uggesting the 

common characteristics of two images. Un Chien A ndalou ( "An A ndalusian 

Dog"; Luis Bufiuel and Salvador Dali 1 929) compares a shot of clouds slicing 

across the moon with one depicting the filmmaker Luis Bufiuel slicing an eye 

(figs. 2.11 , 2. 12) . The shift from beauty to horror functions as a metaphor for 

the way the movie intends to assault its viewers, and the film certainly did shock 

contemporary audiences with its irrational, anti-narrative structure. 

Details and repetition form patterns that contribute to a film's  meaning. In a 

narrative fiction fi lm, these elements may explain a character's motivation, 

present themes, and contribute to the overall flow of the story. I n  documentaries, 

they may encourage viewers to make connections between ideas or to reconsider 

their initial thoughts about an event. In  avant-garde films, repetition can 
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organize the flow of images and sound, and may create connections between 

seemingly dissimilar images. As a result, paying attention to repetition, motifs, 

and parallels can help viewers to recognize a film's  deeper structure. 

Detai ls  an d Stru ctu re 

One way to create a framework for meaning is to pay attention to the way the 

film begins and ends, and the way it unfolds in  sections. Each section forms a 

part of the underlying structure of a fi lm.  A full analysis of the film reunites the 

parts and considers the way they interact to produce meaning. 

Paral l el s  in Openi ngs and Cl osings 

Parallels that invite viewers to compare the beginning and end of a fi lm provide 

information about its overall structure. In Jafar Panahi 's The Circle ("Dayereh" ;  

2000) , the  opening and closing shots are eerily similar, suggesting that events 

have gone full circle. The effort that several characters have expended over the 

course of the film may have been in vain. In Winged Migration, the filmmaker 

begins and ends with scenes of birds in the same location, emphasizing the cycli

cal, endlessly repeated pattern of migration. Rear Window (Alfred Hitchcock 

1954) begins and ends in the same location, but the differences between the 

two scenes convey a great deal about the changes the two main characters 

have undergone. 

Structure and Turning Points 

Just as popular songs conform to a familiar pattern-the alternation between 

verse and chorus-so narrative feature films tend to flow according to a standard 

structure. Analyzing a narrative film involves dividing the story into beginning, 

middle, and end and tracking important turning points. Even before mastering 

the complexities of narrative form (the subject of Chapter 4) , i t  is possible to rec

ognize turning points that signal the end of one section of the film and the begin

ning of another. In the example from Notorious, Alicia's decision to limit her 

drinking signals her desire for change, but Devlin's callous response undermines 

her courage and she experiences a setback. 

Directors signal important moments such as these through camerawork, 

editing, and sound as well as through dialogue and action. The camera may 

linger on a shot to suggest its importance, or dramatic music may underscore 

a particularly significant action. Sometimes an editing transition such as a 

fade-out, where the image slowly recedes until the screen is completely black, 

reinforces the notion that a major shift has taken place. This is the case in The 

Sixth Sense CM. Night Shyamalan 1 999) , for example, where a fade signifies the 

passage of time between the night Malcolm Crowe (Bruce Willis) is shot and the 

day he meets Cole (Haley Joel Osment) . 

In The 40 Year Old Virgin (Judd Apatow 2005 ) ,  Andy (Steve Carrell ) ,  a shy 

and reclusive person who does not drink, agrees to go out after work with his 

co-workers. As the camaraderie of the group makes him more comfortable, 

Andy begins to open up, divulging personal information. He also drinks beer 

with his new friends, an act that signifies the step that he has taken into adult 
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masculinity. The  director calls attention 

to this moment by framing the scene to 

emphasize that Andy is now a member 

of  the group ( fig .  2. 1 3 ) .  Becoming 

attuned to significant turning points 

such as this one, and to how they are 

created , helps viewers gain a better 

understanding of  a fi lm's  structure. 

Documentary films can be divided 

into parts as wel l .  Frederick Wiseman's 

Domestic Violence (2001 ) opens with 

scenes of a man abusing his wife. A 

turning point occurs when the film 

begins to observe several women as 

they arrive at a domestic violence 

shelter and begin their recovery process. 

A sh ift-but not necessarily progress-

signals the film's  conclusion. Wiseman 

returns to yet another scene of domestic abuse:  the police respond to a call 

where a man admits that he is l ikely to become physically abusive to his domes· 

tic partner but refuses to leave his home. 

Repetition and N on-chronological Structure 

In a documentary, a turning point may be based on a change from one topic to 

another. Alternatively, documentaries may be structured according to the 

various points of view brought to bear on an issue: the arguments for going to 

war could be positioned before or after the arguments for avoiding war. One of 

the most famous documentaries about the Holocaust ,  Alain Resnais 's  Night and 

Fog (HNuit et Brouillard" ;  1 955)  can be divided into parts according to certain 

visual attributes. The events occurring in Nazi Germany before and during 

World War I I  are depicted in black and white, while postwar images are fi lmed 

in color. Rather than presenting a straightforward chronology, Resnais inter

weaves the troubling events of the past and the apparent tranquility of the 

present, creating a strong visual contrast that also suggests that the past lives on .  

Avant-garde films can be divided into sections as well. The turning points 

may be subtle, however, signaled by changes in the photographic properties of 

images, in the way the images and sound relate to one another, or in editing pat

terns that alter the fi lm's rhythm or pace. Yoko Ono 's NO. 4 (Bottoms) ( 1 966) is 

an SO-minute film entirely composed of images of rear ends walking away from 

the camera . At a certain point, Ono repeats some images, changing the viewer's 

relationship to them. Scott MacDonald argues that " once the fi lm develops this 

mystery of whether a particular bottom has been seen before, the viewer's rela

tionship with the bottoms becomes more personal :  we look not to see a new 

bottom but to see i f  we ' know ' a particular bottom already" (MacDonald, p. 26) . 

The goal of examining the relationship between details and structure is to 

arrive at a comprehensive analysis that takes into account the way seemingly 

minor elements combine to produce the overall design of a fi lm.  Viewers also 
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must consider the details filmmakers include when they make references to 

people or events outside the film .  Recognizing the importance of these refer

ences deepens the audience's understanding of the work. 

�� C reating Meaning Th rough the World 
Beyond the F i lm 

Films can also convey meaning by making reference to people and events that 

exist outside the world of the fi lm.  Viewers may understand plot details ,  char

acter motivation, or themes better because of references to historical events, to 

other films, and to works of art. In  some cases, those references are crucial 

to the audience's full u nderstanding of the fi lm, but in  others, references may 

function s imply as inside jokes. 

H isto ri cal Events and C u lt u ral  Attitu des 

Narrative films convey fictional s tories, yet they frequently make reference to  

actual historical events. A film se t  in  a particular era, for example the  U .S .  Civil 

War, will more than likely include well-known events such as the burning of 

Atlanta (depicted in Gone with the Wind; Victor Fleming 1 939)  or the battle at 

Petersburg (in Cold Mountain; Anthony Minghella 2003 ) .  Similarly, a number 

of movies have been made about epic battles in World War I I ,  the Korean War, 

the Vietnam War, and the Gulf  War. Some fi lms, such as Patton (Franklin J .  

Schaffner 1 970) and Born on the Fourth o f  July (Oliver Stone 1 989) , are based o n  

historical figures. Others, such as The Best Years o f  Our Lives (Will iam Wyler 

1 946) and Three Kings (David O. Russell 1 999) , use war to explore social issues. 

Films such as Hiroshima, Man A mour ("Hiroshima, My Love" ;  Alain Resnais 

1 959) and Plenty (Fred Schepisi 1 985)  depict the effects of war, but not neces

sarily combat, on individuals and societies. 

In  some cases, references to historical events may be very subtle and easy to 

miss, such as the newspaper headline that Jake Gittes (Jack Nicholson) reads 

early in Roman Polanski 's Chinatown ( 1 973 ) .  The film is set in  1 93 7  in Los 

Angeles, and Jake ' s  newspaper 

announces the recent victory of Sea

biscuit, a famous u nderdog racehorse, 

at the nearby Santa Anita racetrack 

(fig. 2. 1 4) . 
Sometimes a director may refer to 

an attitude or a social context rather 

than an event .  The title of A merican 

Beauty (Sam Mendes 1 999) and the 

film's  rose motif  refer not only to a 

particular kind of rose but also to the 

Grateful Dead, a musical group who 

put out an album with the same title. 

The Grateful Dead's music represents 
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a lifestyle that Lester Burnham wants t o  revisit :  rebellion against convention 

during the freewheeling 1 960s. 

In some cases, of course, because of their familiarity with historical events, 

viewers may take issue with a fi lmmaker's dramatization of a historical episode. 

Some filmmakers have been accused of forwarding an interpretation of  events 

rather than an accurate representation of facts, though it can also be argued that 

any set of historical facts is subject to interpretation. Oliver Stone, whose JFK 

( 1 991 ) depicted the 1 963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy, came 

under attack for presenting speculative history. Film historian David Cook shows 

just how complex the question of accuracy is when he writes: 

[ . . .  J many critics accused [JFKJ of attempting to rewrite history. 

But, in addition to some certifiably paranoid speculation,  Stone 

puts more accurate information about the assassination and its 

aftermath on screen in 1 89 minutes than most contemporary 

audiences would have encountered in their lifetimes. (Cook, p. 9 5 3 ;  

emphasis in original) 

A Beautiful Mind (Ron Howard 2000) , based on Sylvia Nasar's biography of 

Nobel prize-winning mathematician John Nash , provoked controversy by avoid

ing certain aspects of its subject's life contained in the book. 

Yet i t  would surely be impossible for any film-especially a narrative fi lm, 

seeking to tell a story-to give an exhaustive depiction of  events. Certain char

acters, events, and issues may be modi fied for dramatic effect, and audiences 

should consider why the filmmaker makes certain choices: to create or avoid 

controversy, perhaps, or to improve the flow of the story ?  

Stars as References 

Films also refer to entities outside themselves through movie stars. Chapter 1 2  

examines the star system, so 

it's sufficient for this discus

sion to observe that actors 

often repeat and reprise roles 

and that directors may expect 

audiences to make connec

t ions with those previous 

roles.  Casting Al Pacino as Big 

Boy in Dick Tracy (Warren 

Beatty 1 990;  fig .  2 . 15) was 

doubly comical, first because 

of  Pacino's  over-the-top per

formance, but second, because 

he parodied his performances 

as gangsters and undercover 

cops in previous films, includ

ing The Godfather films ( 1 972 ,  

1 974, 1 990) , Serpico (Sidney 
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Lumet 1 973 ) ,  and Scarface (Brian De 

Palma 1 983) . In La Femme Nikita 

(Luc Besson 1 991 )  Jeanne Moreau 

plays the woman who teaches Nikita 

to use her feminine wiles in lethal 

ways, possibly reminding viewers of 

Moreau's early roles as a sexually 

adventurous and independent woman 

in The Lovers ("Les Amants" ;  Louis 

Malle 1 959) , Jules and Jim ("Jules et 

Jim";  Fran<;:ois Truffaut 1 962) , and 

The Bride Wore Black ("La Mariee 

etait en nair" ; Fran<;:ois Truffaut 

1 968) . 

P u b l i c  Figures and 
Celebrit ies as References 

Films can a lso make reference to public figures. Steven Soderbergh's Traffic 

(2000) includes scenes with U .S .  Senators Orrin Hatch and Don Nickles in order 

to add another layer of meaning to a story line concerned with the U .S .  war on 

drugs (fig. 2 . 16) .  Sinead O 'Connor, a well-known I rish pop musician, plays the 

Blessed Virgin Mary in The Butcher Boy (Neil Jordan 1 997) . Director Neil 

Jordan's choice may remind viewers of O'Connor's public attack on  the Catholic 

Church in a controversial 1 992 television performance on "Saturday Night Live, " 

where she ripped apart a photograph of the Pope. Casting O 'Connor as a 

Catholic icon adds irony to the fi lm.  

I ntertextual Refe re n ces 

Films also sometimes make intertextual references, or references to other films 

or works of art. Films of the French New Wave are known for their numerous 

references to French and American films. [n Jean-Luc Godard 's Band of Out

siders ("Bande a Part " ;  1 964) , the filmmaker playfully references Jacques 

Demy's Umbrellas of Cherbourg ("Les Parapluies de Cherbourg" ;  1 964) and 

Charlie Chapl in 's  The Immigrant ( 1 91 7) .  Run Lola Run ("Lola rennt" Tom 

Tykwer 1 999) makes a pointed visual reference to Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo 

( 1 958) . [n a scene where Lola (Franka Potente) gambles at a casino to earn the 

money her boyfriend needs, the camera comes to rest on a painting of a woman. 

The shot resembles a scene in  H itchcock 's film where a blonde Madeleine Elster 

(Kim Novak) sits before a portrait of the raven-haired Carlotta Valdez ( figs. 2. 1 7, 

2 . 18) .  The woman's hairstyle-a spiral French twist-is a prominent detail that 

may help viewers to connect the two fi lms. 

I t 's  reasonable to ask whether this, or any, intertextual reference functions 

merely as a visual trick, designed to gratify viewers who recognize the portrait 

and distinctive hairstyle. [ n  this case, the reference to Vertigo has several in ter

pretations that make it meaningful .  The hairstyle contributes to a visual motif in 
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2.17 (above) Kim Novak and the portrait 
in  Vertigo. 

2.18 (right) The portrait in Run Lola Run 
references H i tchcock's Vertigo . 
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the film involving a spiral pattern. As she hurries down the stairs of her apart

ment building and through the Berl in streets, Lola's path creates spirals (fig. 

2. 19) . Furthermore, the film's  structure resembles a spiral. Physically, Lola 

begins at the same point in each segment, performs the same actions, but always 

ends up at a different point, which suggests the idea of slightly imperfect circle, 

or spiral .  In some versions, Lola and her boyfriend are killed , but they return to 

l ife when the story begins again. The spiral moti f and bringing characters back 

to l ife l ink the film to Vertigo, which has a repetitive structure in which charac

ters seem to die and come back to l i fe. 
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Avant-gard e an d Documentary 
References 

Avant-garde films also make references to the 

world outside fi lms and to other fi lms.  Bruce 

Conner's A Movie ( 1 958) and Chick Strand's 

Cartoon la Mousse ( 1 979) are compilation films 

composed entirely of  scenes from other films 

(see figs. 9 . 3 5 ,  9 . 3 6) . The film segments con

tribute meaning based on their look, their origi

nal content and context, and the way they are 

juxtaposed with new images. 

In one sense, al l  documentaries make refer

ence to the world beyond film because they are 

based on historical events. Michael Moore 's  Roger and Me ( 1 989) documents the 

closing of a GM plant in Flint, Michigan.  Errol Morris 's The Thin Blue Line 

( 1 988) looks at a Texas murder and its aftermath .  Rock Hudson 's Home Movies 

(Mark Rappaport 1 993)  looks at cinema culture by examining Rock Hudson's 

Hollywood career and h is  gay identity. The filmmaker suggests that Hudson's 

success depended on the public's ignorance about his sexuality w hereas gay 

viewers saw Hudson as a gay icon from his earliest screen roles. 

Mean i ngfu l References with O bjects 

Films also refer to real-world objects. Characters may drive a particular kind of 

vehicle, wear clothing made by a specific designer, and consume popular brands 

of beer and soft drinks. Often these references are the result of lucrative busi

ness deals called product placement. Corporations agree to pay film studios a 

fee to feature products in a fi lm.  In Steven Spielberg 's  E. T The Extra-Terrestrial 

( 1 980) , the script called for the alien to become hooked on M&Ms. But the Mars 

corporation was anxious about linking its product to a repulsive alien, so the 

production company turned to the makers of a new product, Reese's Pieces. E. T 

caused a tremendous sensation, sending the demand for Reese's Pieces soaring 

and paving the way for a wave of prod uct placement agreements (Monaco, 

p .  589 ) .  

The important question t o  ask is whether o r  not familiar products serve a 

purpose in terms of the film's meaning: do they help to form motifs, do they add 

significance? [n Men with Guns ( 1 997) , a John Sayles film about peasants caught 

between warring guerril las and government troops in an unnamed Central 

American country, ubiquitous Coke machines suggest that this large u .s.  cor

poration has found a way to make a profit even from very poor people 

(fig. 2.20) . And in this region of  the world the company may be the face of 

the U.S .  The Coca-Cola company also plays a role in creating satire in Kubrick's 

Dr. Strangelove, when an army colonel refuses to steal the machine's change 

for another officer to make a pay telephone call to the U.S .  President to avert 

a nuclear disaster (fig. 2.21 ) .  H e  is reluctant to raid the coin box because 

the machine is the property of an American corporation. Such references to 
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2.20 (top) Coke as social commentary i n  
Men with Guns. 

2.21 (bottom) A Coke mach i n e  as social 
sati re i n  Dr. Strange/ave. 
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name-brand products should not 

be rejected out of hand as mean

ingless ; they may serve a function 

in terms of  character and story. 

The Goal of 
F i lm Analys is :  
A rticulating 
M eaning 

The purpose of fi lm analysis

breaking a film down into compo

nent parts to see how it  is put 

together-is to make statements 

about a fi lm ' s  themes and 

meaning. Those statements take three differ

ent forms, each one related to a different level 

of meaning. The first type of statement is 

descriptive: a descriptive claim is a neutral 

account of the basic characteristics of the film. 

Most descriptions of narrative fiction fi lms 

involve plot events .  " I n  The Matrix 

(Wachowski Brothers 1 999) , Neo (Keanu 

Reeves) is jolted out o f  his everyday existence 

as a computer programmer and exposed to the 

reality that  powerful computers control 

human existence. He learns to master physical 

combat to fight the computer program that 

keeps humans ignorant o f  their plight . " By 

putting together a series of descriptive claims, 

this viewer has arrived at a plot summary, a 

sequential account of the important events in 

a fi lm. Descriptive statements do not present j udgments or discuss the signifi

cance of events. But descriptions may go beyond events and refer to genre: " The 

Matrix seems more like a Western than a Sci-Fi film , "  or "The action sequences 

in The Matrix look like those in Hong Kong action  films " (fig. 2.26) . 

An evaluative claim presents a j udgment. An evaluative statement expresses 

the author's belief that the film is good, bad , or mediocre: he or she may give it 

a grade of "A, "  "F, "  or "C . "  The " two thumbs u p "  formula of Ebert and Roeper 

and the four- or five-star, or A, B ,  C, D scales used by other film critics present 

evaluative claims (fig. 2.27) . An example of an evaluative claim is the statement: 

" The Matrix is  a great fi lm. " But this is a weak evaluative claim because the 

speaker has not established any criteria for the evaluation: the listener does not 

know why the speaker th inks The Matrix is great. Without that information,  

does the evaluation have credibility? 
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Film Style 
For fi l m  critics who distinguish content from style, style is 

defined as the way the conte n t  of a fi l m  is p resen ted to the 

aud ience. A ro mance story can be p rese n ted as a 

heartbreaking, melodram atic o rdeal ,  with scenes of cras h i ng 

ocean waves set to cl assical music,  o r  as a whi msical rom p  

that i nvolves r ides o n  Ferris wheels a n d  1 9 60s p o p  music .  

For many fi l m m akers and critics, h owever, the story is 

i n separable from the way i t  is to l d ,  and style cannot be 

easi ly d i sengaged from s u bject m atter. 

Fi l m  sch ol ars h ave long d ivided n arrative fiction fi l m s  

i n to three styl istic categories: classical, realist, and 

formalist. The c lassical style i n c l u d es the type o f  fi l m s  m ade 

u nd e r  the H o l lywood stu d i o  system ,  i n  which the story is 

paramou nt. The various e lements o f fi l m  art ( i nc l u d i ng 

l ighting, ed i ti ng, and s o u n d )  do n o t  cal l atte n ti o n  to 

themselves as aesthetic devices: instead, they contri b ute 

u n o b trusively to the s m ooth flow of the story. The goal is to 

i nvite viewers to become a part of the story, n o t  to rem i n d  

t h e m  t h a t  they are watc h i n g  a fi l m .  M ost commercial 

releases adopt a classical style, seeki ng to entertain 

aud i e n ces by i m mersing them i n  a fi ctiona l  worl d .  

Real ist fi l m s  reject some o f  t h e  rules of cl assical n arrative 

in terms of ch aracters, stories, and structure. Fi l m s  m ade i n  

a real ist style d o  n o t  privi l ege t h e  story a t  t h e  expense o f  

detai ls that evoke characters, p l aces, and eras. Their  stories 

general ly  i nvolve average, everyday people .  The i r  p lots m ay 

seem to d i gress, as fi l m m akers strive fo r spontaneity and 

2.22 (above) In  Umberto 0, De Sica captu res everyday l ife 
without obvious i n tervention on the part of the fi l m maker. 
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i m mediacy rather than a h igh ly  crafted structu re. I n  Vittorio 

De Sica's Umberto 0 ( 1 95 2 ) ,  an I ta l ian n eo real ist fi l m  that 

chronicles the everyday l ives o f  o rd i n ary I ta l ians  after World 

War I I ,  a scene m u ch d iscussed by fi l m goers i nvolves a m aid 

goi ng through her  m o rn i ng ro utine ( fig. 2.22) .  Her actions 

have no real conse q u e n ces for the story; so, i n  a cl assical 

fi l m  that scene wou l d  b e  "wasted ti me."  In this fi l m ,  the 

scene esta b l ishes the textu re o f  this m i n o r  ch aracter's da i ly  

l ife . I ro n ical ly, a real ist style m ay b e  experienced as  a m o re 

obtrusive style because it a l l ows ch aracter and enviro n m ent 

to take p recedence over storyte l l i ng. Despite i ts  name, 

real ism is not rea l i ty. L ike c lass ic ism,  i t  is  a style p ro d u ced by 

a com bi n ation of tec h n i q u es. Real ist fi l m s  m ay adopt a 

d i fferent  approach than cl ass ical fi l ms,  b u t  they do not 

necessari ly  p resent a "truer" visi o n  o f  real ity. A case i n  point  

is the J u les Dassi n  fi l m  Naked City. H ai led for i ts gritty 

real ism when it was released in 1 947, a u d i e n ces sixty years 

l ater can't h e l p  b u t  notice the artific ia l i ty of the talky voice-

over. 

Fo rmal ist fi l m s  are se lf-consciously i n terventi o n ist. They 

exp l o re abstract ideas through stories and ch aracters. As 

such , these fi l ms gen eral l y  rely on u n usual  visual  tech n i q ues 

that cal l  attention to themselves as artistic exp l o rati o n .  

Fo rmalist fi l m s  s u c h  a s  Resn ais's Last Year at Marienbad 

( "L'anmfe derniere cl Marienbad"; 1 9 61 ) ,  And rej Tarkovsky's 

Solaris ( 1 9 6 8 ) ,  and A merican Splendor ( S h ari Spr inge r  

Berman a n d  Robert P u l c i n i  2 0 0 3 )  se lf-consciously d i stance 

viewers from ch aracters and plot. They raise p h i l osoph ical 

q u esti ons about the n atu re of i d e n ti ty and real ity and 

represent d ra m atic d epartu res fro m cl assical styl e .  

Some fi l ms d raw o n  m o re than o n e  style. A notable 

exam p l e  is Good Night And Good Luck ( G e o rge Clooney 

2 0 0 5 ) ,  whose b l ack-and-w h i te c i n e m atography o ffers a 

real ist i m m e d i acy that is consistent with i ts s u bject m atter: 

the p u b l i c  chal l enge that televis ion j o u rnal ist Edward R. 

M u rrow issued to Senator J oseph M cCarthy d u ri n g  the 

latter's Com m u nist  witch h u n ts o f  the 1 950s.  Yet the 

d i rector also carefu l ly composes a n u m ber o f  s hots, taking 

advan tage of the heightened visual contrast between l ight  

and dark, cal led chiaroscuro, to create i m ages with a formal 

beau ty. N ote the su btle con trast between sh ots from two 

fi l m s  that d raw from the real ist  traditi o n :  Umberto 0 and 
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2.23 The heightened contrast between b lack and white lends a 
formal ist q ual ity to Good Night And Good Luck. 

Good Night and Good Luck ( fig. 2.23). Whereas both fi l ms 

seek to reveal the h u m an i ty of the ir  h ard-working 

characters, the former presents an u n adorned look at a 

maid's  dai ly  rout ine whereas th e l atter offers a rigorously 

com posed and somewhat m o re pol ished i m age of actor 

David Strath airn as Edward R. M u rrow. 

To nal s h i fts in a fi l m  are i m po rtant as wel l :  M arti n 

Scorsese's The Aviator ( 2004) recou n ts the l i fe story of 

airplane magn ate and fi l m  producer H oward H ughes. 

C h anges in c i n em atography provid e  a tonal  sh ift from early 

scenes that portray H ughes at the height of h is  power ( fig. 

2.24) to scenes that dep ict H ughes's emotional  d i ffi cu lties 

i n  his increasi ngly so l i tary l ater years ( fig. 2.25) .  The styl istic 

s h i ft contrasts the vita l i ty of H ughes's early adulthood 

(which visual ly references H o l lywood's own "gl o rious 

Tec h n i co l o r" )  and h i s  somber, s h ad owy o l d  age. 

2.24 (top) I n  The Aviator bright colors show Howard H ughes in  
his heyd ay. 

2.25 (bottom) H ughes's sol itary later years are depicted i n  
shadowy, dark colors. 

A stronger evaluative claim includes the reasons why the evaluation is posi

tive or negative. " The Matrix is a great fi lm because it includes exciting scenes 

of physical combat . "  This statement is more convincing than the first assertion 

because it provides the basis for the judgment .  Evaluative claims are always 

based on the evaluator' s criteria, even if they remain unstated. Here, the 

unstated but implicit criterion is that exciting action scenes make a fi lm great. 

Given the tremendous diversity of viewer preferences, i t ' s  important to be clear 

about evaluative criteria. Transparency helps to prevent disputes arising from 

di fferent beliefs and underlying assumptions. 

An interpretive claim presents an argument about a film's  meaning and sig

nificance. Interpretive claims address a film's  themes and abstract ideas. They 

do more than simply identify a film ' s  themes ; they go further, making an argu

ment about what the film does with those themes. For example, after careful crit

ical analysis, a filmgoer might conclude that one theme in The Matrix relates to 
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technology. An interpretive claim might 

suggest: " The Matrix questions the notion 

of technological progress by showing that 

technology actually controls people 

rather than the other way around . "  

Another theme o f  the same fi lm is the 

importance of individuals working 

together to accomplish goals. Are the two 

themes related to one another? They may 

be. So a more complex interpretive claim 

might be: "Although an over-reliance on 

technology proves dangerous ,  the fi lm 

finally assures viewers that a small group of people united by a common purpose 

can defeat the most powerful technological system. "  

This statement is by no means the only interpretive claim someone might 

make about The Matrix. There can be many descriptions and interpretations of 

any one film.  The v iewer who appreciates the fi lm's  action sequences might 

make this interpretive claim: " The Matrix uses Hong Kong cinema-style action 

sequences to show that ultimately, resistance to an oppressive technological 

system is based on physical strength . "  (Note the difference between this state

ment and the descriptive statement that s imply compared the film to Hong Kong 

action films. )  Another viewer might not agree that the film presents physical 

might as the only means of  resisting dehumanization, claiming instead: " The 

Matrix suggests that the powers of the mind and body must be integrated in 

order for humans to overcome obstacles . " 

How should a third person listening to these statements determine which inter

pretation is correct? Although fi lms support multiple interpretations, they do 

not generally support d iametrically 

opposed claims. Some claims have 

greater validity than others. To be con

vincing, any interpretive claim must be 

well supported by details from the fi lm.  

And constructing valid interpretive 

claims is not a simple matter: a serious 

interpretation demands a thorough 

consideration of al l  aspects of the film 

that support or weaken the claim. 

To determine which i nterpretive 

claim about The Matrix is strongest 

(that is, which claim is best supported 

by the film) , consider the way the film 

depicts the relationship between ideas 

and physical prowess. I s  it true that 

Neo 's physical skills (along with those 

of Morpheus and Trinity) are the only 

basis for their  success? Are there 
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suggesting that action must  be combined wi th  analysis or contemplation? A film 

like this one may look simple, but a careful examination of details, structure, and 

tone may reveal implicit or hidden ideas that are not obvious at first. 

�ID The Importance of Develop ing 
I nterp retive Claims 

One of the most challenging and rewarding aspects of studying film is develop

ing interpretive claims. Whereas a brief description may be helpful when decid

ing whether or not to see a film, interpretive claims move the conversation to a 

new level . Interpretation takes into account the complexity of films, capturing 

the way films affect viewers long after they have left the theater or turned off 

their DVD player. Because interpretive claims grow out of description and analy

sis, they take account of the way that stories, characters, camera angles, sound 

effects, and other elements of film art interact to produce intense emotional and 

thought-provoking experiences. 

Interpreting films also helps to develop logical thinking and writing skills 

which is the focus of Chapter 3. Making an interpretive claim about a favorite 

film is fun,  but it also demands organization and keen insight.  Finally, interpre

tations link films to larger issues. For example, the question implicit in the two 

conflicting interpretations of The Matrix-the film's view of the proper relation 

between physical action and contemplative thought-ought to generate discus

sion about subjects that are important to the world outside the movie theater. 

lI�� t'i!J S ummary 

• Viewer expectations about formal organization, stars, directors, and genre 

influence their experience of fi lms. 

• Filmmakers anticipate expectations and may satisfy some expectations and 

offer novel approaches to others. 

• Paying careful attention to repeated details helps to uncover important 

aspects of character, story, and structure. 

• Motifs (any significant repeated element) and parallels (which ask viewers to 

compare and contrast two distinct characters, situations, or locations) are par

ticularly important instances of  repetition that, among other things, signal 

turning points and overall structure. 

• Films produce meaning by making reference to history, to real-world loca

tions, objects, or people, to other art forms, and to other films. 

• Film style emerges from the interaction of a film's  formal mode of  organiza

tion, its subject matter, and its visual and sound elements. Three styles are 

differentiated according to specific traits :  classical (invested in clear story

telling) , realist (interested in exploring characters and capturing life) , and for

malist (overt intervention that calls attention to the process of representation) . 

• Three types of written statements provide information about a film's meaning: 

descriptive, evaluative, and interpretive statements. 

Ch apter 2: An A p p roach to Film Analys is  



Film Analy'sis 

Reading Significant  Details 
To analyze a film, viewers must be active, which means 

paying attention to details, asking questions, and not taking 

anything for granted. I f  possible, viewers should watch a film 

twice before analyzing it  in writing or in discussion, using the 

first viewing to simply watch the film and taking notes the second time 

through. I f  only one screening is possible, take notes during the first screen

ing and watch a scene or listen to an exchange of dialogue more than once 

if  it seems significant. Develop a system to chart the way motifs are estab

lished and developed. 

The essay below looks at the ways that Carl Franklin's Devil in a Blue 

Dress uses historical references to add significance to the story. To compre

hend references fully, viewers must first take note of them and then follow 

up by asking questions and conducting research. 

Study Notes offer tips about note-taking and paying attention to details. 

H istorical References in Devil in a Blue Dress 

Carl Franklin's Devil in a Blue Dress tells the story of Easy Rawlins (Denzel 

Washington) , an African-American man living in Los Angeles in 1 948 who 

has recently been laid off from his job. He agrees to do some private inves

tigation work for a white man named Allbright (Tom Sizemore) ; his job is 

to find a woman named Daphne Monet (Jennifer Beals) . Over the course of  

the  film, the  director includes several references to  actual locations and his

torical events that help viewers to understand the racially segregated world 

Easy Rawlins must navigate. 

The fi lm's locations reflect historical patterns of racial separation in Los 

Angeles. Easy has returned from World War II and, under the auspices of the 

G.l .  Bill, bought a home in Watts. Several times in the film, he goes to 

Central Avenue, a lively urban area with shops and nightclubs. Easy has 

friends in the bars on Central Avenue and fluid tracking shots show that he 

is comfortable enjoying the lively nightlife among the throngs of people. ] 

By contrast, when Easy meets Allbright at the Malibu Pier, a tracking shot 

depicts him with his j acket zipped up, obviously uncomfortable in a pre

dominantly white area of town. Furthermore, a static camera and cuts 

emphasize the way two young white men harass and physically trap Easy 

because he is talking to a white woman. Later, when Easy meets Daphne 

Monet at the Ambassador Hotel ,  there is a " white only " section. The film's 

references to historical locations inform viewers about segregation in 1 940s 

Los Angeles. They show that Easy lives in a divided city: he is comfortable 

and welcome in some areas, but not in others.! 

The film also contains a historical reference to African-American visual 

culture during the 1 940s. As Easy drives down the street, a theater marquee 

visible behind him bears the title of the film The Betrayal,  made by the 

Film An alys is :  Reading Significa n t  Details 

1 Develop a shOl'tha n d  notation system 
fo]- taki n g  notes. Use acronyms such as 
"TS" for a tracking shoe.  Buy a l ighted 
pen co take notes i n the d ark. 

2 In order  co trace a motif throughout a 
fi l m  (such  as Easy's d iscomfort i n 
certa i n areas of the c i ty) , m ake a grid co 
track the pattern . Does it ch ange i n  
i m portant ways? Does i t  ga in  i n 
s ign i fi ca n ce? 
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2.28 A su btle a l lus ion  to African
American c i n e m a  h istory i n  Devil in a Blue 
Dress. 

3 Take note of h i stmical locations or 
figures such as Oscar Mi cheaux. 
Cond uct research to determ i n e  whether 
the reference is s ign i ficant. On - l i ne 
sou rces m ay p o i n e  you to general 
i nformatio n ,  whereas essays i n scholarly 
fi l m jou rna ls develo p i n terp retati ons 
that bea r' on the fi l m's themes.  

4 The keener the  atteneion to detai l ,  the 
better the analysis.  For exam p l e ,  the  
author of the journal  a r-t ic ie cited 
i nterprets a h istorical reference based on 
a character pretend i ng to forget another 
character's name. M any viewers wou l d  
n o t  q u estion the s ign i ficance of the  
(( Iil i stake . "  
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pioneering black filmmaker Oscar Micheaux in 1 948 (fig. 2.28) . In  

creating Easy's worl d ,  director Carl Franklin makes evident the 

thriving culture of the predominantly African-American South 

Central section of L.A 3 This movie theater is part o f  Easy's terri

tory: along with his own home, this neighborhood is the area 

where he is most relaxed. 

Devil in a Blue Dress also calls attention to another historical 

event of the late 1 940s that relates to the theme of racial segrega

tion. As Mark Berrettini points out in his essay on the film, Easy 

intentionally misstates Daphne Monet's name when he asks 

friends about her, calling her " Delilah " and " Dahlia " so as to 

appear casual about his inquiry (Berrettini ,  p. 76) .4 The first name 

is a biblical reference to a dangerous woman, which Daphne 

seems to be. But the second name refers to a shocking and real 

L .A.  crime, the " Black Dahlia" murder, unsolved since 1 947 

(Berrettini , p .  76) . The victim,  Elizabeth Short, was presented as 

a woman of loose morals who deserved her tragic fate. Easy's mis

naming attaches those same associations to Daphne Monet. And 

most of the characters see Daphne this way, although Easy and the 

audience eventually learn that she is not what she seems to be. 

Daphne is dangerous not because of loose morals, but  because 

she represents a challenge to the strict segregation of black and 

white people. 

In  Devil in a Blue Dress, references to historical events, loca

tions, and people add layers o f  meaning to the story. The refer

ences not only create a fuller picture of postwar L .A . ,  but also help viewers to 

understand more fully the crucial role racial segregation plays in Easy's story. 
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The best critic is one who illuminates whole provinces 
of an art that you could not see before. 

Stan ley Kauffmann 

T:1e proliferation of  independent zines and the varied assortment o f  film

related sites on the internet, not to mention the continued prevalence of  

newspaper and magazine reviews, mean that casual and avid film buffs 

alike now have access to a wide array of film writing on a daily basis. Reviews, 

biographies, box office statistics, behind-the-scenes gossip, and production 

information are all readily available in print and on-line. Even the descriptive 

blurbs on the back of video sleeves and DVD jewelboxes are examples of 

film writing. 

Writing 
About Fi l m  

3.1 Appearances are deceiving: the 
p hotographer exami nes h is  work i n  
Blow-Up. 
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Clearly, reading about fi lm is  an indispensable part o f  fi lm cult ure. But this 

chapter builds on the assumption articulated in Chapter 1 that writing about 

cinema can profoundly enhance one's appreciation of  i t .  When instructors ask 

students to write about film in an academic setting, they expect students to 

consider how a film (or a group of films) functions as a complex artistic and 

cultural document, in the hope that students wil l  more fully appreciate the 

medium's  social significance, artistic potential, and diversity of forms. 

Writing assignments also prepare students to  take their interpretive skills 

beyond the classroom. The act of writing can transform the spectator from 

passive fan to actively engaged participant in the dialogue taking place among 

cinephiles in academia, on the internet, in print media, and in the liner notes in 

DVD packaging. 

Chapter 2 introduced students to  basic strategies that filmmakers employ to 

create meaning in their work. The chapter concluded by arguing the importance 

of studying these strategies and formulating interpretive claims about films 

based on your observations. This chapter emphasizes the importance of pursu

ing the next logical step: getting those ideas down on paper. 

I t  begins with a discussion of strategies for preparing to write. Then it 

explores the four most common genres of  writing about film: the scene analysis, 

the film analysis, the research paper, and the popular review. 

�� Getting Started 
I<eepi ng a Fi l m  J o u rnal  

The Study Notes accompanying Chapter 2 ' s  reading of Devil in a Blue Dress 

discuss the importance of taking notes during screenings. This is the first step in 

any type of fi lm writing, be it a popular review or critical analysis. Some film 

enthusiasts and scholars also find it helpfu l  to keep a screening journal

a cinephile ' s  version of a diary. 

A typical journal entry should include the film's  title and important produc

tion information: its release date and studio, its director, its cast, and a brief plot 

summary. Because journals explore an  individual 's  response to films, entries 

tend to vary significantly from one film to the next . Some entries might make an 

evaluative claim ("this film is great") and explain the reasons for it. Others could 

include interpretive observations, noting among other things a fi lm's  motifs and 

parallels, references to other films, or significant scenes. Some entries might 

document details of the filmgoing experience: did the spectator see the film in a 

new venue or while traveling? How did the audience respond to the film? Was 

going to the movie part of a memorable date? 

Because they document a person 's  most (and least) enjoyable experiences at 

the movies, film journals provide opportunities for personal exploration and cre

ative thinking and writing. Furthermore, keeping a journal helps film students 

study for exams (by providing detailed information that prods the memory) and 

generate ideas for papers. 
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Formulating a Thesis 

Whereas fi lm journals encourage the spontaneous flow of ideas, formal writing 

demands that authors stay focused on a central , clearly defined argument. 

Because i t  articulates a central point in a sentence or two, the thesis statement 

is the most crucial element in any written analysis of a film.  Consequently, most 

writers try to develop a working thesis before they start to write. Writing a formal 

analysis of a fi lm (as opposed to an informal , personal journal entry) requires 

multiple viewings of the film (s) under consideration.  Defining the main idea of  

a paper before undertaking these repeated screenings imposes order on the 

process by helping clarify what to look for. Obviously the thesis can and will 

evolve over the course of  several viewings of a fi lm.  Nevertheless, crafting a pro

visional thesis statement i s  a crucial first step in writing a strong essay. 

Many writers assume that drafting a thesis is a daunting task. Often students 

do not know what constitutes a strong thesis, or what a particular instructor 

looks for in a thesis. While a plot summary is appropriate in  newspaper blurbs 

announcing the movies playing at the local theater, thesis statements go beyond 

superficial descriptive claims. A strong thesis for an academic paper does more 

than simply stating what would be obvious to anyone who watched the fi lm;  it 

organizes and interprets the information gleaned from analysis .  A strong thesis 

proposes a debatable argument about a film and reveals the writer's under

standing of themes and appreciation of the way cinematic techniques coalesce 

into a coherent artistic expression. 

In the table on the following page are four common types of thesis state

ments: each makes an interpretive claim about a single film (fig. 3.2). The left

hand column briefly summarizes each rhetorical approach, while the right-hand 

column offers sample thesis statements. This list is far from exhaustive; in fact ,  

sophisticated claims commonly fuse elements from two or more of these rhet

orical approaches. 

Four Types of Writing About Film 

The scene analysis is designed to help students identify narrative, visual , and 

sound elements and to establ ish the link between minute details and broader 

patterns of development in a film.  With this assignment, the film i nstructor asks 

students to analyze one scene from a film carefully, discussing the specific qual

i t ies of each individual shot .  

The purpose of this assignment is academic,  s ince i t  requires students to 

demonstrate that they can read significant details and describe them using the 

language of film studies .  In most cases, evaluative claims are irrelevant in this 

assignment .  Rather, the scene analysis relies heavily on descriptive statements.  

I n  fact, some instructors require students only to describe the details of each 

shot's setting, cinematography, edit ing, and sound . Others ask students to 

develop interpretive claims, by analyzing how the scene contributes to moti fs 

and themes developed over the course of the entire fi lm. 

Four Types of Writing About Film 3 5  



3.2 Common rhetorical approaches for writ ing on a s i ngle fi lm.  

Rhetorical Approach Sample Thesis Statement 

Expla in the s ignificance of a s ingle scene with i n  a fi l m 's In the scene in Fight Club ( David Fincher 1999) when Jack d iscovers Tyler's 
overall design. Cons ider what th is scene contr ibutes to affair with Marla, it becomes c lear that he fee l s  d istu rbed by a woman's 
the fi lm 's narrative deve lopment  and/or central theme. presence. Marla threatens Jack's i n timate relationsh ip  with Tyler  and 

undermi nes the very th ing " Fight C lub" promises to the partici pants: the 
restorat ion of male power. 

I l l ustrate how a character (or  group of characters) In The Incredibles ( Brad Bird 2004) the over-protective adu l ts in a fam i ly of 
undergoes physical and/or emotional changes to attain wou ld-be superheroes must learn to trust thei r ch i l d ren's ab i l i t ies. In it ia l ly 
a goal . Inc lude visual and/or sound e lements as Mr. Incredib le and E lastigirl try to suppress the ir  ch i ldren 's  powers so they 
contri but ing to the fi l m's emphasis on  character wi l l  lead a normal l ife. But when a new chal lenge arises, they a l l  learn that 
change. they must work together as a team and embrace what d i fferen ti ates them 

from normal society. 

Explore how a character's psychological or emotional In Capote (Bennett M i l l e r  2005) ,  to obtain the i nformation he needs to 
makeup defines the fi lm 's pr imary confl ict. Incl ude write In  Cold Blood, Truman Capote capital izes on  the fact that  he  and 
visual  and sound e lements as  factors that  enhance the k i l ler  Perry Smith are both soc ia l  outcasts. But  the writer's n eed for social 
fi lm 's presentation of psychology and emotions. and professional val idat ion drives him to exp lo i t  th is  connection to attain 

l i terary celebrity. 

Discuss how a fi l m  consistently employs a particu lar The dominant styl ist ic techn ique  i n  Crash (Pau l Haggis 2004) is  i ts re l iance 
styl i st ic device to deve lop its story and themes. on mu l tip le ,  overl apping p lot l i nes. This i ntricate i n terweavi ng of 

characters' l ives transforms Los Angeles i n to a m i crocosm of  American 
society, where peop le  of al l  races and ethn ic i ti es i n termi ngle, and where 
i ntolerance and racism persist. 

Argue that a fi lm  explores a cu l tu ral phenomenon; In Dawn of the Dead (Zack Snyder 2004), the m i nd l ess zombies who keep 
consider whether or not the fi l m  adopts a posit ion on the protagonists trapped ins ide a suburban mal l  contribute to a wicked 
this phenomenon.  
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sat ire of American consumer cu l tu re .  Like the d azed ,  grotesque "undead," 
the average American is  both m ind l ess and obsessed with a des ire to 
consume anything and everyth ing. 

The essay below forwards an interpretive claim about a scene from Fritz 

Lang's The Big Heat ( 1 95 3 ) ,  a particularly brutal film nair. Film nair, a French 

term meaning " dark film,"  describes a genre of American films with a downbeat 

tone that emerged in the 1 940s. These films focused on  social outcasts-crim

inals,  private detectives, and losers-trapped in violent circumstances. Because 

this essay addresses an audience of film scholars, i t  relies on  the vocabulary 

filmmakers and academics use to describe cinematic techniques. These terms 

may be unfamiliar to many readers, but they wi l l  be discussed in context 

in Section Two .  All of the specialized film terms in bold are also defined in  

the Glossary. 

"The Divided Human Spirit in Fritz Lang's The Big Heat" 
Like many examples of film nair, Fritz Lang's The Big Heat focuses on an urban 

criminal underworld in order to explore the darker side of human existence. In 

the film, Detective Bannion (Glenn Ford) is an honest, hard-working cop inves

tigating the mysterious suicide of one of his colleagues. As he delves into the 

case, he discovers a connection between the local crime syndicate and high

ranking members of his own police force. When a bomb meant for Bannion kills 

his wife instead, Bannion quits the force in a fit of anger and becomes a brood

ing, increasingly violent vigilante. During the course of his investigation,  
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Bannion finds an unlikely compatriot in Debbie Marsh (Gloria Grahame) , a 

gangster's moll brutalized and betrayed by her lover, Vince Stone (Lee Marvin) . 

In one critical scene, Debbie commits murder to help Bannion. This scene is 

especially important because i t  underscores the duality of human nature. In the 

twisted moral logic of this nair world,  an upstanding member of society reveals 

herself to be a moral reprobate, and a woman of questionable values redeems 

herself via an act of murder.! 

Recognizing the scene's positioning within the film's overall narrative struc

ture is critical for understanding what motivates Debbie. Before this scene, the 

film has emphasized Bannion's wil lingness to rely on violence in  his  quest for 

revenge. He is investigating Bertha Duncan (Jeanette Nolan) , the widow of  

Bannion's dead colleague, and  discovers tha t  Bertha's husband had written a 

confessional letter prior to his suicide, detailing the connection between the 

police force and the crime syndicate. Bertha, who is using the letter to extort 

money from the syndicate, refuses to give the information to Bannion. In his 

frustration, Bannion begins to strangle Bertha and nearly kills her, but he is 

stopped by two police officers. Bannion has grown b i tter over the course of his 

investigation and there i s  very little that distinguishes him from the gangsters he 

is investigating. 

In a subsequent scene, Bannion tells Debbie about his investigation, com

plaining that Bertha's stubbornness has effectively put a halt to his pursuit o f  

justice. At  one  point he confesses, " I  almost killed her  an hour ago. I should've. " 

To this Debbie replies, " I f  you had,  there wouldn't  be much difference between 

you and Vince Stone. " Herein l ies the motivation for t he scene at hand: Debbie 

kills Bertha to prevent Bannion from becoming like Vince Stone. In doing so, she 

redeems herself.2 

The scene begins with an establishing shot of Bertha walking down the stairs 

as the doorbell rings . The long shot captures Bertha's  flowing mink coat as well 

as the spaciousness of  the house in  genera l .  Together these two elements estab

lish that Bertha Duncan is wealthy; her il l-gotten wealth provides her a lavish 

lifestyle that the honest Bannion has never been able to afford. The camera pans 

right as Bertha answers the door, further underscoring the size of her house. 

Lang cuts to a medium close-up of Debbie's profile. This shot simulates 

Bertha's point of view as she looks through the window in  the door to see half  

of Debbie's face. Debbie's face is the most important element of the mise en 
scene, as half of it appears normal, but the other half is covered with gauze. 

Earlier in the film, Vince Stone had thrown a pot of boil ing coffee at Debbie in  

a f i t  of rage, scalding the left side of  her  face. Debbie's  face is l i terally two-sided, 

becoming a visual representation of  duality. Half of Debbie's personality has 

enjoyed the wealth and glamour afforded by her participation in the gangster 

l i festyle, but the other half-the pure, untainted half-befriends Bannion and 

acknowledges the immorality of Vince Stone's world .  In  this shot, Debbie's 

"good half" shows. Her scars are turned away from the camera, suggesting her 

desire to renounce her scarred past.3 

Lang cuts to a medium long shot as Bertha opens the door and i nvites 

Debbie inside. Hard l igh ting emanating from the streetlights outside casts 

shadows on  t he wall, contributing to the film's dreadful nair atmosphere. Debbie 

Four  Types of Writ ing About  F i lm 

1 Th is i ntroduction i nc l udes a b r' ief p lot  
s ummary and concl u des with a thesis 
statement that argues why this scene is  
im portant to the fi l m .  Notice that the 
p lot su m m ary isn ' t  merely fi ller'. It 
establishes the them atic context for the 
scene by emphasizi ng Bann ion 's 
transition from honest cop to 
"brood ing" ou tlaw. Focusi ng on these 
detai l s paves the way for the thesis 
statement's clai m about the d ual i ty, or 
two·s ided natu re, of the character·s . For 
more advice on wri ti ng i n troductions, 
r'efer to the Study Notes that accom pany 
the end of chapter essay i n  Chapter 8. 

2 At fi rst glance these paragraphs seem 
l ike another' detai led plot su m mary But 
the author' is m aki ng an inter'pretive 
po int  about the fi lm 's narrative. The 
pat'agt'aph begins wi th a c la im about the 
i mportance of notici ng when th is scene 
occurs. The details that fo l l ow i l l ustrate 
that studyi ng the sequence of events is 
uucia l  to u nderstand i ng character 
behavior. For m ore advice on organizing 
paragt'aphs,  refer to the s idebar notes 
that accom pany the end of chapter essay 
i n Chapter' 7. 

3 Thi s essay comb i nes desuiptive clai ms 
with i n terproetive cl aims. Where i n  th is  
paragraph does the author l i nk 
descri ption to an interpretive idea? 
Wh ich ph rases m ake the con nection 
between descri ption and anal ys is  clear? 
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4 Here, an analysis of d ialogue supports 
the mai n idea i n th is  analysi s . To extend 
the analysis of fi lm sound, compare the 
voices of G loria Grahame ( Debbie) and 
Jeanette Nolan (Bertha) i n th is exchange. 
Do vocal d i fferences suggest d i fferences 
in character? 

3.3 "Sisters u nder the m i nk" i n  The Big 
Heat. 
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enters the house, and,  as  the two walk s ide by s ide in a medium long shot, 

an obvious parallel develops: both Debbie and Bertha wear long mink coats 

(fig. 3.3). Debbie's dialogue confirms the s imilarities apparent in  the mise en 

scene: " I ' ve been thinking about you and me . . .  how much al ike we are. The 

mink-coated girls . " Her words reveal Debbie's regret that she, like Bertha, has 

led an immoral l ife, pursuing material wealth via corrupt means. Bertha is 

clearly frustrated by Debbie's opaque pronouncements, and she demands that 

Debbie explain herself more clearly. She takes an aggressive step toward her 

visitor. Lang cuts to a medium close-up of Debbie to emphasize the importance 

of her words: "We should use first names. We're sisters under the mink . "  Again, 

Debbie's words reveal her own recognit ion that she has led a corrupt l ife just 

like Bertha's. 

A reverse shot reveals Bertha's increasing ire in  a medium close-up, as she 

accuses Debbie of not making any sense. The camera pans to the right to follow 

Bertha as she moves to the desk on the other side of  the room. Ironically, i t  was 

a t  this desk that Bertha's husband shot himself, plagued by guilt and shame. 

Now Bertha, perturbed and perhaps frightened by Debbie's presence, uses the 

phone on the desk to call Vince Stone. Her use of  the desk expresses her com

plete indifference to her husband's death and her calculated refusal to  sever the 

mob ties that killed him. Bertha stands behind the desk in  a medium long shot 

and, as she picks up the phone, she tells Debbie, " You're not wel l . " 

The cut to a close-up of Debbie emphasizes the power of her reply: "I've 

never felt better in my l i fe. " Her hands fumble for something in her coat. She 

draws a gun and fires at Bertha. Crucially, this medium close-up includes 

Debbie, but the gun remains offscreen. Had the image been a medium or 

long shot ,  some attention would have been drawn to it .  Instead, Lang keeps 

the camera 's attention on Debbie's 

face so that the audience focuses 

on Debbie 's  self-proclaimed moral 

redemption rather than on the act 

o f  violence she i s  committing i n  

Bannion's  name.4 

The final  shot o f  the scene i s  a 

medium long shot of Bertha, wincing 

as the stil l  unseen gun fires. She starts 

to slump, and the camera tilts down, 

following ber collapse to the floor. 

Debbie has done Bannion 's  dirty 

work for him. She preserves what i s  

left of h is  moral rectitude by killing 

Bertha. She also helps him with his 

investigation: now Bertha's husband's 

letter will be made public, and the 

thugs responsible for Bannion's wife's 

death will be arrested. In performing 

such a selfless act ,  Debbie-who 

earlier had no moral qualms about 
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using mob money to supply herself with fancy clothes and a penthouse

redeems herself. When she kills Bertha, her sister under the mink, Debbie 

destroys the vanity and selfishness in herself that Bertha represents. 

At the end of the shot, the gun falls into the frame. The framing distances 

Debbie from the violence she has j ust committed. However, Debbie makes no 

attempt to hide the gun or her fingerprints; she accepts her guilt and, conse

quently, confirms her redemption. 

Because of her actions, Bannion rids himself of the anger and resentment fes

tering inside him. In the film's  resolution, he rejoins the police force, no longer 

needing to stand apart from society 's rules and obl igations. Still, the resolution's 

optimism is qualified by Debbie 's  death during a climactic shootout and com

plicated by Bannion's use of violence to seek vengeance. Yes, Debbie and 

Bannion redeem themselves. But Lang's film suggests that redemption may be a 

temporary state of being, because even the most honorable men and women are 

capable of committing horrific acts when they are pushed far enough .5 

The Film Analysis 

Like the scene analysis ,  the film analysis is a form of academic writing. This 

assignment demands that students trace an idea as it  develops over the course 

of an entire film. Unlike the scene analysis, the film analysis doesn ' t  require stu

dents to analyze every single shot-otherwise, the paper might be hundreds of 

pages long. I nstead, this assignment requires students to develop a thesis about 

a fil m  and then isolate passages from the film that illustrate that thesis. 

In  most cases, evaluative claims are irrelevant or inappropriate for this assign

ment. Usually i nstructors want students to focus on an interpretive claim . As 

with the scene analysis, the fi lm analysis should util ize the vocabulary of 

film studies. 

This essay explores how Buster Keaton's Steamboat Bill Jr. l inks questions 

about Bi l l 's  masculinity to two important themes: the conflict between father 

and son and Bill Sr.'s unwillingness to accept change. 

The only plot summary occurs in the introduction .  The summary consists of 

only a few sentences and functions solely to prod the memory of the reader who 

has not seen the film recently. 

The author develops her ideas not through the detailed analysis of any one 

scene, but by revealing the patterns evident in four scenes from the fi lm: the 

opening shot, Bill Jr.'s arrival ,  the barbershop scene, and the climax. These dis

cussions function as the structural foundation of  the essay-they il lustrate the 

most crucial ideas the author wants to convey. The author refers to a number of 

minute details scattered throughout the fi lm that supplement the essay 's claims 

about how the characters develop in  these four scenes. 

"The Anxieties of Modernity in Steamboat Bill Jr. " 
Buster Keaton's last great comedy, Steamboat Bill Jr. ( 1 928) , might at first glance 

appear to be a variation on  Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. But in fact, the film 

is more interested in the troubled relationship between father and son. Bill Jr. 

(Keaton) visits his estranged father (Ernest Torrence) in  a small Southern town. 
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5 The  essay's concl us ion i nd i cates the 
importance of the scene under 
d iscuss ion [Q l ater events in the fi lm. 
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1 Notice that this essay, l i ke the previous 
scene  ana lysis, i s  structured around  an 
i nterpretive c la im . The thesis that 
concludes th is paragraph does not 
s imply describe Keaton's fi l m , nor  does i t 
eva l uate it. 

2 Each of these paragraphs i nc ludes p lenty 
of descriptive detai l .  But the author uses 
these deta i l s to i l l ustrare an i n terprerive 
c la im, which in turn supports rhe essay's 
central thesis. In rh is  specific paragraph 
she descri bes rhe detai l s associated with 
J.J. King and argues that these dera i ls 
l i nk h i m to contemporary cu l tu re . 
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Coincidentally, Bill Jr. bumps into a college sweetheart, Marion (Marion Byron) . 

Unfortunately their romance is temporarily put  on hold when they discover that 

their fathers are business rivals and mortal enemies. The film's primary con

flict-and the source of tension between Bill  Jr. and his father that keeps the 

lovers apart-is Bill Sr.'s fear of modernity. For Bi l l  Sr. , his son's longing for 

the daughter of the local business magnate represents the boy's abandonment 

of  traditional values and his failure to be a real man. However, by the end of 

the film, Bi l l  Sr. learns to accept that his son lives in  the modern world and to 

recognize that it has some advantages. I 

The first image in the film establishes the film's concern with the inevitable 

passage of time. A high-angle long shot of two fishermen in a canoe on the Mis

sissippi River opens the film. The pastoral image at first appears to be a roman

tic depiction of the pre-industrial South. But the camera pans left, past a stand 

of  trees, and finds the dogleg of the river. Here a modern riverboat, not a canoe, 

belches smoke as it  moves upstream. The mise en scene and the camera move

ment in this establishing shot suggest the film's dominant theme: the conflict 

between past (the canoe) and present (the mechanized boat) . 

As the scene cuts to closer shots of i ndividual characters, it becomes appar

ent that past and present are embodied by Bill Canfield (Torrence) and his rival 

J .J .  King (Tom McGuire) . Bill is stuck in the past. He wears a ratty sailor's 

uniform, smokes a corncob pipe, and his ship is called the Stonewall Jackson, all 

signifying his connection to the nineteenth century and the heyday of riverboat 

navigation. Furthermore, he suffers from an inabil ity to adapt. His boat, as the 

rest of the film will make clear, is a decrepit relic that is slowly fall ing apart. 

Bill has not amassed the wealth he needs to compete with his rival in the steam

boat business. 

King, on the other hand, has his eyes set on  the future. In contrast to Bi l l, 

whose attire l inks him to a rustic past,  he wears a shiny top hat and black 

tuxedo. His fashionable clothing indicates that he i s  a modern man of wealth

wealth earned not in the field or on the river, like Bil l 's ,  but in the city. The film 

makes this point clear several times, as it emphasizes that King has his hand in 

many of the town's business operations. He is a modern entrepreneur who 

doesn' t  specialize in any one field .  Instead, he has invested in everything. At one 

point in  the film, King is seen operating a newspaper stand selling "out of town 

papers . "  This detail emphasizes how he is not established in town. He is  more 

cosmopolitan, and represents a world where people, goods, and capital can 

move across an entire nation quickly and efficiently.2 

Despite Bill 's stubborn adherence to the past, the rest of his family subscribes 

to King's modern approach. When Bill receives a telegram from his son, who is 

coming to visit during his vacation from college, the audience realizes that Bill 

Sr. is estranged from his family. In  fact, the Canfields haven't lived together since 

Bill Jr. was a boy. When the family does communicate, the interaction is made 

possible by the very technology that Bill seems to fear: the telegram and the rail

road, symbols of America's movement into the modern era. 

When Bi ll Jr. arrives, his father doesn ' t  even recognize him. I n  one of the 

film's comic set pieces, Bil l  Sr. tries to identify Bi l l  Jr. by looking for a young man 

with a white carnation on his lapel (fig. 3.4). But it's Mother's Day, so every 
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male getting off the train is wearing a 

carnat ion .  The incident  speaks 

volumes about the modern family. 

Family members are so detached from 

one another that int imacy is lost,  

replaced by a mass-produced senti

ment propagated by the greeting card 

and flower industry. 

Once father and son meet, the 

two begin to act out the confl ict 

between past and present, usurping 

the Canfield-King conflict. Bill Sr. is 

displeased with his son's a ll-tao-cozy 

connection to the modern world .  Bi l l  

Jr .  is the anti thesis of his father. His 

attending college in  Boston clearly 

goes against his father's stubborn 

idealization of the rural Southern 

lifestyle. As the two i nteract ,  i t ' s  

evident that Bil l  Sr. thinks a l l  o f  h i s  

son's so-called "book smarts"  have 

prevented him from learning any real 

skills, such as running a steam engine or punching a man out .  Much of the 

fi lm's humor derives from Bi l l  Jr.'s awkwardness on board his father'S ship. 

He wears a formal sailor's uniform, much to his father's displeasure; he repeat

edly runs into the ship's guidelines; he knocks the l i fe-preserver into the 

water below (where it promptly sinks); and he accidentally hits a lever that 

engages the paddle and drives the boat into King's. Bil l  Jr. is clearly out of 

his element .  

The film repeatedly draws attention to Keaton 's small stature to emphasize 

Bil l  Jr.'s sense of displacement. He is dwarfed by the engine and by the numer

ous coils of wires and ropes. And, in one tel l ing shot, Bill Jr. stands between his 

father and an engineer. He  i s  dwarfed by the two hulking men,  i l lustrating how, 

from his father's perspective, the boy is hopelessly ineffectual (fig. 3.5). 
In fact, many of the film's gags center on the father's fear that his son is too 

effeminate. At the train station ,  when Bil l  Sr. finally spots his son, the boy is 

prancing about, trying to appease a crying baby. The father turns to his chuck

l ing first mate and says, " If you say what you ' re thinking, I'l l strangle you . "  Bil l  

Sr. fears that his effeminate son is gay. To make the boy more masculine, the 

father tries desperately to change his look: he makes Bill Jr. trade in  his striped 

jacket , baggy pants, and polka-dotted bowtie for working clothes; he demands 

that Bill Jr. trade in his beret for a new hat;  and he makes Bill Jr. shave his 

pencil-thin mustache. 

The scene in the barbershop emphasizes Bill Jr.'s supposed lack of masculin

ity. Instead of lathering Bill Jr.'s entire face, the barber disdainfully dabs just a 

little bit  of shaving cream onto the minuscule display of facial hair. He removes 

the mustache with two quick swipes of the razor blade, and then yanks out one 
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3.4 B i l l  Jr. d i sp lays h i s  carnation to the 
wrong men in Steamboat Bil/Jr. 
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3.5 Bil l  Jr. dwarfed by h i s  father i n  
Steamboat Bill Jr. 

3 A strong essay wi l l deve lop i ts thes is 
usi ng a Few emphatical ly stated 
supporting ideas. Th is sentence m arks 
the begi nn i ng of th is paper's th i rd and 
final po int .  In th is  case the author 
argues that, at the c l imax of the fi lm , 
sign ificant motifs change. These 
changes, in turn, s ignal i m portant 
deve lopments i n the characters. Can you 
identifY the other two central supporting 
poi nts stated earl ier i n th is essay? 
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remaining hair with a pair of tweez

ers, as if p lucking a woman's eye

brows. The scene then cuts to a long 

shot  of the  establ ishment 's  two 

chairs. Bil l  Jr.  is in one, and a woman 

(who will later turn out to be Marion) 

is in th e  other (see fig. 2.S). The mise 

en scene establ ishes a parallel 

between the two, clearly suggesting 

that Bi l l  Jr. is effeminate: both face 

screen right; both have their head 

bowed at the same angle; and both 

wear s imilar styles of b lack hair. The 

parallel i s  underscored when the two 

look up and recognize one another 

from Boston. The fact that Bill Jr:s 

sweetheart is J .J .  King's daughter infu

riates Bill Sr. ,  confirming his assump

tion that his  long-lost son has been 

corrupted by his urban education. 

But Bill Sr. comes to realize that his 

son's embrace of the modern does not necessarily mean a rejection of the father 

and his old-fashioned values; nor does it  mean that his son lacks bravery and 

mechanical know-how . .l After catching his son trying to arrange a midnight ren

dezvous with Marion, Bill Sr. gives up trying to rehabilitate his son and abruptly 

sends the boy back to Boston. Immediately afterwards, Bill Sr. is arrested when 

he gets into a fight with King. Bill Jr. hears that his father is in jail and vows to 

help him escape; rather than bearing a grudge against the man who disowned 

him, Bil l  Jr. remains committed to the family. 

Despite his mousy demeanor and small stature, Bill J r. proves to his father 

that being an intellectual doesn ' t  mean he can ' t  throw a wallop of a punch . After 

his initial escape plans fail (he bakes a file into a loaf of bread) , Bi l l  Jr. surprises 

his father and himself when he punches the prison guard and knocks him 

unconscious. The father's pride in his son is evident later when,  after having 

escaped from prison, he returns to defend his son's  honor. He  winds up back in 

jail, thus sacrificing h imself for the boy he had previously rejected . 

During the climactic moments of the fi lm, Bil l  Jr. also shows his father that 

his education (and the modern world that it represents) doesn 't mean he is 

incapable of operating machinery. In  fact, Bi l l  Jr .  proves to have an even greater 

capacity with machinery than his father. When a giant cyclone levels the town 

(and King's boat) , Bill Jr. is the only man able to rescue his father, who is stuck 

inside his prison cell as the entire jail floats down the gushing Mississippi .  Bill 

Jr. takes charge of the Stonewall Jackson, stepping into his father's shoes. 

Because there are no engineers around, he concocts a comically elaborate device 

for operating the boat. Using a convoluted web of ropes and levers, Bill Jr. is able 

to control the boat's speed and steer simultaneously. Through his ingenuity, Bill  

is able to rescue both his father and King. 
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To his father, Bil l  Jr. represents the threat of moderni ty. But his clever use 

of ropes seems to define modernity as a more sophisticated and refined use of 

machinery, not the useless or abstract knowledge that Bill  fears. Bi l l  Jr. embod

ies the idea that the conflict between past and present is predicated on  a false 

dichotomy. Even King's entrepreneurial gumption doesn ' t  negate Bi l l  Sr.'s 

unrefined machinery-it depends on i t .  The film ends on a suitably romantic 

note, as the two fathers share a laugh on  the deck of the Stonewall Jackson while 

Bill Jr. rescues a preacher, who will ,  of course, perform an ad hoc wedding cere

mony. In establishing a union between Bill Jr. and Marion, the film's romantic 

conclusion also unites symbols o f  the past and present. 

The Research Paper 

Unlike the scene analysis or the film analysis, whose primary function is to show 

that the author has mastered the materials in a professor's course, the research 

paper is designed to teach students important academic skills. The assignment 

asks students to read beyond assigned materials to broaden intellectual horizons 

and generate new ideas; to summarize and synthesize others' ideas to support 

their own; to acknowledge perspectives that contradict their own; and to argue 

against these perspectives with i ntellectual integrity and respect. 

When a professor asks students to write a research paper, she wants them to 

participate in an ongoing scholarly conversation about the subject matter. The 

research paper requires the writer to draw ideas from a broad array of materials,  

Taking Notes 
After establishing a working thesis, writers should gather 

details and examples to support the main point. For film 

scholars, this means watching a movie several times, taking 

note of how narrative, mise en scene, cinematography, 

editing, and sound contribute to, complicate, or contradict 

the ideas associated with the working thesis. 

Most film scholars rely on a shorthand system as they 

take notes during screenings. Developing a series of 

abbreviations helps viewers quickly note the basics of a 

shot's visual details without taking their eyes off the 

screen. Consider using the list of common abbreviations 

below: 

Camera placement: 

Is = long shot 

ms = medium shot 

cu = close-up 

xcu = extreme close-up 

ha = high-angle 

la = low-angle 
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Camera movement: 

ts = tracking shot 

t = tilt 

ps = pan shot 

cr = crane 

hh = handheld 

z = zoom 

sl = screen left 

sr = screen right 

Editing: 

diss. = dissolve 

sirs = shot/reverse shot 

ct. = cut 

f i/fo = fade-in/fade-out 

w = wipe 

hkl and Ikl = high-key lighting and low-key lighting 
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including original documents, scholarly books and articles, newspapers , maga

zines, and websites. 

A good research paper does not merely collect and repeat the information 

contained in these sources. Serious research involves a process whereby the 

writer gathers information and ideas that may support and contest the working 

thesis; the writer then reassesses the persuasive power of  his working thesis in 

l ight of the evidence gathered. 

Topics for research papers vary widely. A research paper might make an argu

ment about the importance of an individual film's production history or remark

able style. It might analyze one fi lm in relation to other fi lms of the same genre. 

Some research papers might connect films to other cultural phenomena, or 

discuss a fi lm in relation to the director's oeuvre. Scholars can easily incorporate 

research to help support an argument that uses any of these approaches and 

those outl ined in fig. 3.2. Figure 3.6 outl ines several approaches writers use 

when they pursue research and synthesize ideas taken from multiple texts 

(including more than one fi lm, book, article, etc. ) .  

The sample research paper below compares Francis Ford Coppola 's  The Con

versation ( 1 974) and Tony Scott's Enemy of the State (1998), two films made in 

di fferent historical and industrial contexts. I t  argues that each film represents a 

specific era in film history. The author assumes that by comparing and con

trasting these films, readers will gain a better understanding of how the eras 

d iffered from one another. 

Notice the sources this essay relies on .  The author cites academic journals or 

books published by university presses, not popular magazines or books pub

lished at popular presses. An academic journal decides to accept (or reject) 

articles on the basis of the peer review, a professional selection process. One or 

3.6 Common rhetorical approaches for papers i nvolving research. 

Rhetorical Approach Sample Thesis Statement 

Compare and contrast two fi lms that exp lore a simi lar  Both Mean Streets (1973 ) and The Godfather (1972) exp lore l i fe i n  the 
subject matter. What factors might account  for the ir  mob, but where the fo rmer focuses on  the da i ly rou tines of  sma l l-time 
similarities or d ifferences? The h i storical and cu l tura l  hoods passi ng time, the l atter focuses on the grandeur of mafia bosses 
c ircumstances of production? The artists respons ib le  and their attempts to sustain power. The rough-hewn, independent 
for their production? Different source materials? approach of Mean Streets i s  the resu l t  of d i rector M artin Scorsese's quest 

to make a personal film about a l i festyle he witnessed growing up in the 
streets of New York Ci ty, whereas The Godfather's more c lassic narrative 
results from a major studio's quest to produce a popu lar  ep ic  fi lm by 
adapting an a l ready popular novel. 

Situate a film wi th in  a l arger group of films, such as a Many scholars have argued that Stan ley I<ubrick's l ast fi lm, Eyes Wide Shut 
genre (horror), h i storical movement (the French New (1999) ,  with its focus on contemporary urban married l i fe, represents a 
Wave) or a d i rector's oeuvre. How does the fi lm departure from h is  previous work. But analysis of  the fi lm in  re l at ion to 
compare to the other fi lms in th is  group ing in terms of the d i rector's oeuvre reveals that his sati rical view of  human bei ngs and the 
i ts themes and style? systems they design is  in fu l l  evidence in th is  fi lm. 

Research the production h i story of a fi lm. What Francis Ford Coppola encountered so many d i fficu l ties when making 
obstacles d id  the filmmakers have to overcome to Apocalypse Now (1979) that the production  nearly col l apsed on  i tself. 
produce the ir movie? How did these obstacles inF luence Nevertheless, the d i rector trudged onward ,  riski ng fi nancia l  and mental 
the F ina l  film? ruin i n  an obsessive quest that c losely resembled the war story he was 

F i lmi ng. 
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two scholars in the field read and evaluate the integrity and sophistication of an 

essay submitted for publication. University presses use the same process, 

approving a manuscript for publication only after several readers have consid

ered its intellectual merit. Manuscripts are generally chosen for publication 

based on their originality and intellectual rigor. While popular criticism has its 

place in film scholarship,  rarely do successful research papers rely solely on 

popular materials such as popular books, newspapers, magazines, and websites. 

In  general, websites receive even less editorial scrutiny than magazines and 

newspapers. Much of the web 's original content consists of self-published fan 

summaries or reviews. Consequently, serious scholars should be wary of relying 

on the web. This is not to say that the internet cannot be a valuable tool . Many 

major newspapers now provide electronic access, as do scholarly journals.  In 

short, writers who want to take advantage of the web must evaluate the in tel

lectual integrity of electronic sources. 

A simple litmus test to evaluate the intellectual rigor of a website involves 

three steps. First ,  determine whether or not the website is affiliated with a uni

versity (a sign that the material has serious scholastic credentials) , a profes

sional film association (such as the Society for Cinema and Media Studies) , or a 

reputable press or publicat ion .  Second, notice if the source provides details 

about the professional background of its authors; are they legitimate authorities 

on film and film culture? Third, determine when the website was last updated. 

A website that has not been up updated for months or years may lack technical , 

editorial ,  and financial support, which should make scholars cautious. 

The essay below begins by referring to published commentary on Enemy of 

the State. The rest of the essay expands and comments on the init ial idea pre

sented.  This is a common and effective rhetorical strategy in research papers 

because it "guides " the reader into the topic. Put another way, it mirrors the way 

one might be inspired to reflect on a film after reading someone else's perspec

tive. Research often begins with casual reading; in this case, the review has sent 

the author to another film (which , in turn, will send the author to a third film) . 

Furthermore it demonstrates that the author is participating in an ongoing public 

dialogue about the film. The essay doesn' t  just rehash ideas appearing in the 

quoted article ;  instead, i t  develops and adds to them. 

"The Evolution of an Idea: The Changing Hollywood Aesthetic in 

The Conversation and Enemy of the State" 
In her review of Tony Scott ' s  paranoid thriller Enemy of the State, about an inno

cent lawyer running for his l i fe because he has inadvertently received a survei l 

lance tape that documents a Senator's m urder, Kim Newman notes the film 's 

connection to Francis Ford Coppola's The Conversation:1 

Gene Hackman's appearance as [ . . .  J Brill/Lyle makes it a 

continuation of The Conversation ( i t  even uses a st i l l  from The 

Conversation for Lyle's NSA file photo) . [ . . .  J He provides a 

welcome physical l ink to what went before but is also shuttled off 

to one side so Smith can carry the whole thing in an uncomplex 

'90s way. (Newman) 
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1 I n  the i ntroduction ,  the author uses a 
popu lar sou rce, rather than an academic 
one .  Is there a reason why he might have 
chosen to use popu l ar sou rces here? Is 
h is deci sion appropri ate? Why or why 
not? 
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Resources for Film Scholarship 
Libraries and the internet now contain a wealth of 

resources for film scholars. H ere is a selective bibliography 

that includes some of the materials that may prove helpful 

to begin a research project. 

Bibliographical resources: 

Academic Search Premier: An electronic database that 

indexes articles from over 3,100 scholarly journals. 

The Film Literature Index. Indexes academic and 

popular articles written on film since 1 973. 

MLA Bibliography. Indexes academic articles written on 

l iterature and film since 1 964. Available in an 

electronic version. 

New York Times Film Reviews. Collection of the 

newspaper's popular reviews from 1 9 1 3-1 968.  

Project Muse. Electronic index of scholarly journals in 

the hum anities since 1 993.  

Scholarly journals: 

Cahiers du Cinema (in French) 

Camera Obscura 

Cineaste 

Cinefex 

Cinema Journal 

Film Comment 

Film Quarterly 

Journal of Film and Video 

Literature/Film Quarterly 

Screen 

Sight and Sound 

Velvet Light Trap 

Wide Angle 

Popular and industry magazines: 

American Cinematographer 

Entertainment Weekly 

Photoplay ( a  Hollywood fan m agazine, no l onger published) 

Variety 

Indeed, Enemy of the State is chock full of references to Coppola's fi lm: 

one scene mirrors The Conversation's opening moments in San Francisco's 

Union Square. In another, actor Gene Hackman (as Brill) dons the same 

translucent raincoat worn by the character he played in The Conversation, 

Harry Caul. Finally, Bril l 's cage-like workshop looks identical to the one in 

The Conversation. 

2 The Study Notes that accompany the 

The Conversation, directly inspired by European art cinema and, more specif

ically, by Michelangelo Antonioni's Blow-Up ( 1 967) , is a prime example of Holly

wood filmmaking in the late 1 960s and early ' 70s. In  that period,  the industry 

rejuvenated itself by funding small, independent projects with lower production 

costs that also challenged an increasingly sophisticated younger audience. 

According to film historian David Cook, "Hollywood was strapped for cash and 

relied on low-budget, independently produced films. Because these films cost 

less to make, they could take more risks in terms of content and style that bor

rowed from European art cinema's emphasis on character psychology and 

complex themes " (Cook, pp. 91 9-20) .2  

end of chapter essay i n Chapter 2 
d i scussed the importance of gathering 
evidence d rawn from a fi lm w make 
convinc ing points. Research papers a l so 
gather evidence fl"Om films, but 
supplement this i n formation  wi th 
material d t·awn from other sou rces. The 
author does not treat th i s i n formation 
about fi lm h iswry as an end i n i tse l f, nor  
does he use th i s  research to "fi l l  up 
space" i n h i s  paper. Instead , th is quote 
he l ps the author develop h is own ideas 
about two fi lms that in fl uenced Enemy of 
the State. 
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By contrast, Enemy of the State exemplifies Hollywood's emphasis on big

budget blockbusters during the 1 980s and '90s. After the massive success of 

Jaws (Steven Spielberg 1 975) and Star Wars (George Lucas 1 977) , studios 

began to "bank on high-budget pictures crammed with stars and special effects. 
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The big money was to be found in ' home runs ' "  (Thompson and Bordwell ,  

p .  683) . Because such big-budget f i lms have to draw huge crowds to guaran

tee profitability, they must appeal to a large, general audience. This, in turn,  

inhibits complexity and innovation.  Ironically, Enemy of the State's many 

references to Coppola's film only emphasize how intellectually neutered the 

1 990s blockbuster is,  compared with the stimulating films of Hol lywood 's 

renaissance. 

Before examining The Conversation and Enemy of the State, it's important to 

understand the way European art films chal lenged Hollywood filmmaking and 

how those chal lenges inspired Coppola. The theme of Antonioni's Blow-Up is, by 

conventional Hollywood standards, remarkably abstract :  the film explores the 

possibili ties and l imitations of art and perception. Blow-Up depicts a self

absorbed fashion photographer who,  after enlarging a series of photographs he 

has taken in a park, discovers he has unknowingly photographed a murder ( fig .  

3.1 ,  p. 3 3 ) .  The more the photographer investigates his p ictures as a way to 

solve the murder, the more inexplicable the mystery becomes. The fi lm is a medi

tation on the limitations of perception ,  whether associated with the human eye 

or its mechanical equivalent in photography. " In  [Blow-Up ]  I said that I do not 

know what reality is , "  stated the director. " Reality escapes us, changes con

stantly; when we believe we have grasped it ,  the situation is already otherwise " 

(quoted in Chatman, p. 14) . 

Blow-Up develops the theme of the l imitations of photography (and by exten

sion, cinematography) through an unconventional narrative structure. Antonioni 

departs from cause-and-effect logic. A good deal of the film-approximately half, 

in fact-follows the photographer as he wanders about London, casually taking 

pictures and avoiding would-be fashion models who want his attention. He has 

no clearly defined goals or objectives. [n fact ,  he doesn' t  discover the m urder 

until nearly two-thirds of the way into the film, and even then he flits about with 

no clear objective. By the time he gets back to the park to take a picture of  the 

body, it has disappeared. The fi lm's narrative design confounds the logic of 

cause and effect because several events in the plot (such as the initial tr ip to 

the park, or the photographer's pictures taken there) gain significance only 

in retrospect. 

The fi lm's visual style contributes to the idea that no camera can capture 

reality or show what is truly important. Antonioni ' s  framing frequently obscures 

important visual information. At one point, the photographer is taking photo

graphs of a lone model standing behind a pane of Plexiglass. Then the camera 

slowly tracks to the right and reveals several models standing behind the first 

one (fig. 3.7). The layering of the mise en scene and the deliberate camera place

ment and movement point to Antonioni 's idea that no single image can ever 

capture all the information of a given space. As film scholar John Orr observes, 

when the corpse is visible onscreen, " the spectator is never cued in by either 

[the photographer] or the director to what is clearly visible"  (Orr, p. 62) . Only 

when audiences revisit the film will they notice the body. Antonioni's cine

matography actually draws attention to its own l imitations J 

Blow-Up ends with the photographer's failure and a profound lack of closure. 

Neither the main character nor the aud ience has a clear understanding of 
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what transpired in the park. Ulti

mately the photographer l i terally dis

appears from the screen (via a 

dissolve) l ike the corpse in the park. 

Neither the photographer nor Anto

nioni the filmmaker solves any of 

life's mysteries. 

Like Blow-Up, The Conversation is 

a self-consciously "arty" film, which 

o ffers audiences an opaque main 

character, an open ending, and an 

intentionally obfuscating style, all in 

the service of an abstract theme. In 

Coppola's film a professional surveil

lance expert, Harry Caul ,  records a 

conversation between a woman and 

her lover. Caul fears that the tapes 

he has made wil l  lead to her 

murder, since the woman's husband 

hired him. In an ironic twist of fate, 

the two lovers use Caul's tape to 

murder the husband. Caul actual ly becomes an u nwi lling accessory to a differ

ent crime from the one he imagined. Rather than providing audiences with an 

emotionally satisfying happy ending, in which the hero saves the day, Coppola 

challenges his audience with a protagonist who is somewhat u nlikeable and 

a downbeat ending that reiterates the moral accountability o f  the " hero" in 

the murder. 

Like Blow-Up, The Conversation revolves around a character's spying on  

others and h is  fundamental misinterpretation of  the  details o f  their lives. 

Whereas the photographer in Antonioni's film misinterprets his pictures, Caul 

misreads a key line of dialogue; he hears the lovers say, " He 'd  kill us i f  he had 

the chance, " but the climax's revelation is  t hat the proper intonation was actu

ally " He 'd  kill us i f  he had the chance. " His misinterpretation of  the line u nder

scores a solipsistic worldview that allows him to spy on others without feeling 

any moral qualms: "The error committed by H arry Caul was to fail to understand 

the position of the speaker [ . . .  J Locked into his own subjectivity [ . . .  J he read 

things as if  they had been articulated as pure denunciation, devoid of shading 

and nuance of discourse" (Turner, p .  1 2) .  Finally, like Blow-Up, Coppola's 

film explores an abstract theme: a character's moral responsibility for someone 

else's murder. 

As with many European art films, The Conversation abandons standard nar

rative strategies. For one thing, Caul is far from being an active protagonist. 

Although he is aware of the ethical problems inherent in his profession, he fails 

to alter his behavior. The knowledge that his recordings have contributed to a 

brutal slaying- in the past plagues him, and he is aware that his surreptitious 

involvement in a love triangle wil l  probably result in yet another murder, yet he 

refuses to erase the tapes he has made or to alert the police. 
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Although Caul senses immediately t hat his recording wil l  cause someone 

harm, he obsessively continues to remix the layers of tape to achieve the 

optimum fidelity (fig. 3.8). When his tapes are stolen, he goes to the hote l  where 

he thinks the murder will take p lace. But when t he violence erupts, Caul turns 

up the television set and covers his ears so he won't have to hear the noise. His 

inability to  erase the tapes and his subsequent passivity point to his own moral 

culpability in the murder, and his anguish in the hotel room "springs from a 

deep well of shame; such violence could and should have been prevented by 

him, Harry Caul.  The woman i s  his victim" (Cowie, p.  91) . Harry Caul's guilt 

derives from his i naction. 

The film's visual style also resembles the tendency i n  Blow-Up to obscure 

visual information to develop a theme. In this case, the theme is surveillance and 

control. When Caul returns home and calls his landlady to complain about her 

breaking into his apartment to leave a birthday gift, the camera is placed at a 

long shot to watch him as he walks across the room. But  Caul walks offscreen: 

the camera doesn ' t  follow the primary action. There is no narrative justification 

for the static camera-no character remains in  the room he has left.  The camer

awork seems to ask, what if there was a spy camera looking at Caul? Are viewers 

spying on Caul? The technique appears at the end of the film as wel l ,  when a 

high-angled pan "sweeps p ast [Caul] i n  his l iving room like a surveillance 

camera at work in  some supermarket " (Turner, p. 6) . The cinematography con

tributes to the film's theme of  surveillance and also aligns the audience with 

Caul. Like him, viewers spy on an  individua l 's  private l i fe-his moral downfal l  

could be ours as well .  L ike Antonioni ,  Coppola raises questions about the cine

matic medium itself. 

The Conversation offers some sense of  closure: t he audience knows who 

killed whom and how. Yet the closure is qual i fied and indefinite, again reflect

ing European art cinema's influence. The movie shows us the murder scene, but 

it is played out i n  Caul's mind,  so " it could be argued that what we are seeing 

is only what he imagines-in his guilty paranoia-to be taking place" (Turner, 

p. 8) .4 More noticeably, the movie con

cludes with Caul himself u nder sur

veillance. He receives a mysterious 

phone call, warning him that he is 

being l istened to. He responds by 

tearing up his apartment, looking in 

vain for a bug. The movie ends with 

Caul alone in  his ransacked room. The 

dismal ending, quite unlike a Holly

wood happy ending, addresses a 

psychological and social issue-the 

invasion of privacy-with i ntel lectual 

and aesthetic complexity. 

The period of the Hollywood renais

sance quickly came to an end, and 

Hollywood began to attract larger audi

ences by selling a more homogenized, 
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less challenging, style of "blockbuster" filmmaking. When compared with The 

Conversation, Enemy of the State's conventional narrative and its kinetic but 

vacuous visual style reflect Hollywood's  shift toward the entertainment-oriented 

action/adventure genre and away from intellectual films. 

While Tony Scott's Enemy of the State makes gestures towards carrying The 

Conversation's questions about surveillance into the age of the microchip, i t  ulti

mately lacks the complexity of Coppola's film. Enemy abandons art film ambi

guity in favor of Hol lywood-style closure and a plot-centered style. 

On the most obvious level ,  Scott's film replaces the slow pace and ominous fore

boding of Blow-Up and The Conversation with non-stop action scenes, revealing 

itself as the antithesis of the Hollywood renaissance. I t  is the embodiment o f  

what film scholar Michael Allen calls, a "blockbuster without personal vision"

a large-budget film " lacking any intention of examining serious issues or sub

jects" (Allen, p. 95) . 

More specifically, Enemy of the State offers a tightly constructed narrative, 

complete with goal-oriented characters, clearly defined antagonists, and a 

reassuring closure that circumvents most of the ethical questions the film raises. 

In  the beginning of the film, a friend slips an incriminating computer disk into 

the bag Robert Dean (Will Smith) is carrying. Soon afterward, Dean finds 

himself hounded by a government agency that wants to cover up the murder 

captured on the disk. The agency uses its ubiquitous surveillance equipment 

(including security cameras, computers, satellites, and bugs) to  terrorize Dean 

and his family to get i t  back. Dean can shake the agency only after he enlists 

the help of Brill (Hackman) , a former agent and surveillance expert who has 

gone underground. 

Enemy's narrative structure follows the classical Hollywood model ,  as 

opposed to  the experimentation with narrative organization that characterizes 

Blow-Up and The Conversation. The exposition establishes a main character 

(Dean) and the central confl ict  he wi l l  have to overcome: how will Dean escape 

the clutches of the men who want the disk he now possesses? The film's reso

lution also offers closure. The group of operatives that antagonized Dean are 

caught and punished. Dean and his wife are nuzzling on the sofa and send their 

precocious son up to play in his room so they can be alone. Bri l l ,  a wanted man, 

has escaped to the tropics and taps into Dean's cable signal just to  say hello. 

Thus, while the film raises questions about the possible systematic misuse of 

surveillance technology and stresses how pervasive this technology is-a theme 

that could be every bit as complex as that of The Conversation-the film's tidy 

resolution suggests that one heroic person can orchestrate an operation to  eradi

cate any corruption. The film loosens some of the tight closure when a senator 

appears on TV and promises that he is going to fight for a " security bi l l "  that 

will allow government agencies more legal access to wire tapping and o ther 

forms of  covert surveillance. But the film also emphasizes that the operatives 

pursuing Dean were a rogue group, now being thoroughly interrogated by 

honest government agents. 

Even the film's characterizations reduce questions of surveillance to a simple 

question of good and evil. Whereas Blow-Up's photographer and The Conversa

tion's Harry Caul are complex characters whose flaws contribute to their 
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failures, Dean is above reproach. Though he is implicated for having spied on 

others (he is a lawyer and has access to a tape that will help him get leverage in 

a labor dispute) , the film makes it  clear that his use of surveillance tapes is 

morally justified.  I n  other words, whereas Blow-Up and The Conversation 

explore the moral and psychological complexities of each of their main charac

ters, Enemy presents a simply drawn character with little emotional or psycho

logical depth. He commands the audience's uncomplicated admiration. Whereas 

Coppola took pains to distance viewers from Harry Caul, Scott encourages the 

audience to identify with Dean by casting Will Smith, the strikingly handsome 

and immensely popular star of Independence Day (Roland Emmerich 1 996) and 

Men in Black (Barry Sonnenfeld 1 997) . In short, the fi lm's narrative doesn' t  offer 

philosophical musings along the l ines of Blow-Up,  nor does it  delve into the 

psychological richness of its main character as The Conversation does. 

The film's cinematography also lacks the visual poetics of Blow-Up and The 

Conversation. Cinematographer Dan Mindel employs a wide range of  flamboy

ant techniques, shifting from color to b lack-and-white film stock, using disori

enting canted angles and swish pans, and employing long overhead shots. But 

these techniques are directly l inked to the plot: they do not contribute to self

reflexive questions about the film medium or philosophical concerns with 

human perception, surveil lance, and visual representation, as similar techniques 

had done in Blow-Up and The Conversation. 

When an array of satellites and cameras documents Dean's movements, 

camera angles suggest their point of view. Whereas The Conversation mysteri

ously suggests that there might be someone watching Caul, Enemy of the State 

takes pains to make it clear who is watching Dean and how they are doing i t .  

During the chase scenes, Mindel 's  use of canted angles and rapid swish pans 

veers away from strict causality. But whereas the disconcerting visual style of 

Blow-Up was linked to an abstract idea, here these deviations simply contribute 

to the emotional impact of the action. In  other words, j ittery handheld camera

work evokes the fear and excitement Dean feels, and little else. 

[n short, Enemy of the State's self-conscious references to The Conversation 

allude to its supposed affinity w ith Coppola's film and, by extension, Anto

nioni's Blow-Up. But the d i fferences among the three films are more revealing 

than their similarities. The variations in  the films' narrative and visual styles are 

indicative of the broader changes in the American film industry s ince the 1 970s.  

The Conversation is the product o f  an industry that briefly courted the intel lec

tual rigor of European art films such as Antonioni's Blow-Up. By the 1 980s, this 

period was more or less over as Hollywood invested more time and money in 

trying to recreate the blockbuster success of Jaws, Star Wars, and E. T Enemy of 

the State reflects Hollywood's abandonment of complexity in favor of the b lock

buster's crowd-pleasing mentality. 
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Conducting Archival Research 

The research in the essay above is culled exclusively from published scholarship, 

or secondary sources. But film scholars also seek out primary sources such as a 

director's notes, internal studio memos, contemporary press materials, or private 

correspondence. Such archival materials can i l lustrate how a film was made, or 

explain what circumstances determined the final look of  a film.  Finding these 

rare materials can be a challenge, however, since scholars may need to obtain 

special permission to use the archives and must travel to film studios and col

lections. Below is a list of some major film archives: 

• Black Film Archive at Indiana U niversity 

(http://www.indiana.edu/ N bfca/) 

• British Film Institute (BFI) National Fi lm and Television Archive 

(http://www.bfi.org.uk/nftva/) 

• George Eastman House (http://www.eastmanhouse.org) 

• Library of Congress Motion Picture and Television Reading Room 

(http://www. loc.gov /rr/mopic/) 

• Margaret Herrick Library at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences (http ://www.oscars.org/mhljindex .html) 

• The Museum of Modern Art (http ://www.moma.org) 

• National Center for Film and Video Presentation (The American Film 

Institute) (http://www.afi . com) 

• The New York Public Library (http ://www.nypl .org/branch/collections/ 

dmc.htm!) 

• Pacific Film Archive (http ://www.bampfa .berkeley.edu/) 

• University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) (www.cinema. ucla.edu/) 

• University of Southern California (USC) 

(http ://www.usc.edu/libraries/subjects/cinema/) 

• Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research 

(http://www. wisconsinhistory.org/wcftr /) 

A more complete list of archives can be found at the Library of  Congress Listing 

of  Public Moving Image Archives and Research Centers (http : //www. 

loc.gov /film/ arch .htm!) 

Scholars wanting to do research at an archive should first check its website, 

for two reasons. First, some materials may be available online. Second ,  many 

archives require researchers to make reservations to see materials in advance 

and do not allow walk-ins. 
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The Popular Review 

Of the genres of film writing that students are commonly asked to read and/or 

write, the popular review i s  the one that is not strictly academic. Even the most 

casual f i lm buffs actively seek out and read popular reviews as they determine 

which movie they should go see over the weekend. 

The primary function of the popular review is to encourage audiences to see 

a particular film . . .  or to stay away at all costs. At its simplest, the essence of  

any popular review is one  of two evaluative claims: "This is a good movie, " or 

" this is a bad movie. " More than just  rating the entertainment value of movies, 

film critics also participate in a long tradition of public discourse on film and 

culture. By debat ing the relative worth of individual films in  widely read publi

cations, critics raise their readers' awareness of fi lm as a serious art form worthy 

of careful considerat ion.  This tradition has thrived on a diversity of opinions, 

including those of such notable figures as James Agee (The Nation) , Edith Oliver 

(The New Yorker) , Andrew Sarris (The Village Voice) , Pauline Kael (The New 

Yorker) , Stanley Kauffmann (The New Republic) , Richard Schickel (Time) , and 

Peter Travers (Rolling Stone) . 

To support a claim, the popular reviewer must measure the film against a set 

of standards, or criteria. Effective reviewers are conscious of what criteria they 

use to evaluate films, and they make these criteria clear to their readers. [n other 

words, readers should understand why a reviewer liked a film,  so they can deter

mine whether or not to trust the reviewer's judgement. In turn, a reviewer must 

carefully consider whom she is addressing, and evaluate a film using criteria her 

audience will recognize and might accept. Reviews in Rolling Stone magazine, 

for example, target the magazine's primary readership: males in their late teens 

and early twenties. [n  contrast ,  readers of The New Yorker tend to be older, 

middle-class intellectuals, and the magazine's film reviews generally address the 

values of that specific audience. Reviews in political magazines such as The 

Weekly Standard or The A merican Prospect evaluate fi lms in large part based on 

their political  values. 

The reasons for liking or disliking a film have to be considered carefully. 

Anyone who has had the experience of l iking a film only after a second viewing 

understands that one cannot always trust an initial response. Any number of 

factors may l imit a viewer's abi l i ty to appreciate a movie after j ust one viewing. 

Perhaps the theater's environment or other patrons inhibited enjoyment ; 

perhaps the fi lm was simply too complex to comprehend fully after j ust one 

screening. When writing a review, try to avoid knee-jerk reactions. Instead,  

begin by considering what a f i lm is trying to accomplish and how it  tries to 

accomplish these things. The most convincing evaluative claims follow careful 

interpretive analysis. 

While most popular reviews are easier to read than academic papers, they are 

not necessarily easier to write. In fact ,  since effective popular reviews usually 

take into account a fi lm's thematic concerns and its aesthetic techniques without 

assuming that the reader has any formal training in film aesthetics, the popular 

review can be more difficult to write than an academic argument. 
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Consider the following review 

of Robert Rodriguez's controver

sial Sin City (2005 ; fig. 3.9) , by 

Cynthia Fuchs. Notice how the 

review begins by acknowledging 

the critical buzz generated by the 

countless editorials and reviews 

that lambasted the film for its vio

lence and misogyny. But Fuchs 

defends Sin City by situating it  

w ithin the specific  cinematic tra

dition of film nair. In fact, reading 

this  revi ew should provoke a 

comparison between The Big 

Heat and Sin City. Fuchs mea

sures the aesthetic value of the 

film only after considering its the

matic ambitions as an entry in the 

film noir genre. The concluding 

paragraphs of this review don't merely praise the film-they interpret Sin City 

and consider how effectively Rodriguez's stylistic choices complement its theme. 

"Old Days" 

'There's no trumped-up realism here. It 's more like a pure fever 

dream.'-Frank Miller 

Mickey Rourke gets electrocuted, Bruce Willis i s  hung, Devon 

Aoki kicks ass, Jessica Alba dances on a pole. What else do you 

need to know? 

The pulpy excesses of Sin City are gaudy, gorgeous, and in some 

corners, already renowned, as they are seized more or less whole 

from Frank Miller's noiry graphic novel series. Indeed, the fi lm's 

dedication to its source is notorious in its own way: when Robert 

Rodriguez learned that DGA (Directors Gui ld of America) rules 

prohibited him from sharing directing credits with M iller, he did the 

right thing. He quit the organization and made the movie he 

wanted to make, with Miller and his friend Quentin ("Special Guest 

Director") Tarantino. Fuck the man. 

And long live the man, too. For, at the ghastly, desolate, 

silhouetted heart of Sin City, drawn from three of Miller's books 

(The Hard Goodbye, The Big Fat Kill, and That Yellow Bastard) are 

men of all shapes and sizes, variously desperate, cruel, frightened , 

and ferocious, not precisely seeking redemption, but willing to take 

it. Their patter is hardboiled ( "Don't  scream or I ' ll plug ya") , their 

bodies beaten down ("You're pushing sixty and you got a bum 

ticker, " Willis's Hartigan tel ls  himself) , their  perspectives ravaged 

by one bad knock after another. Marv (Rourke) , face deformed and 

soul destroyed by the murder of his one night 's  true love, the 
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hooker Goldie (Jamie King) , pauses in his vengeful killing spree to 

wonder, "What if I ' ve imagined all  of this? What if I 've turned into 

what they always said I would, a maniac, a psycho killer? " Ah well,  

next cadaver. 1 

The three major stories all concern revenge: Hartigan wants to 

protect Nancy, the traumatized kidnap victim he saves from certain 

grisly death (Makenzie Vega as " skinny little Nancy, " Jessica Alba as 

her grown-up stripper self) ; Marv seeks the annihilation of everyone 

even slightly associated with Goldie's murder, including the 

cannibalistic Cardinal Roark (Rutger Hauer) and his Senator brother 

(Powers Boothe) ; and ex-con/ex-photojournalist Dwight (the 

supremely brooding Clive Owen) runs into trouble in  the form of  a 

rogue cop (there's no other kind here) named Jackie Boy (Benicio 

Del Toro) , who gleefully abuses his ex, who happens to be Dwight's  

recently acquired, huge-eyed waitress girlfriend Shellie (Brittany 

Murphy) . 

Distraught ,  ornery, self-critical, these heroes are certainly more 

"anti " types than straight-ahead. At the same t ime, their targets are 

unambiguous. In  Sin City, the villains are outsized. The Cardinal 

and his spastically effective boy-toy assassin Kevin (Elijah Wood) 

eat corpses (and keep the heads as wall-mounted trophies, a detail 

observed by a victim-to-be) . The cops, who are purportedly mad 

about Jackie Boy 's death in Old Town,  actually want to regain 

control of that lucrative turf: hookers in thigh boots and jangly 

chains run the streets without oversight by male pimps; they see 

themselves as free, and the undifferentiated cops see them as 

money to be made. And poor Hartigan is up against a re-engineered 

child molester, now l iterally a Yel low Bastard (Nick Stahl as a 

spitefully rejiggered sort of Gollum) , and spawn of Senator Roark, 

which means he's just about u ntouchable, at least by anyone who 

plans to stay alive. 

On some level , the film is about looking-long and hard-at pop 

culture, those self-reflections that are most t i t i llating, traumatizing, 

and repulsive. And the film is quite aware of what's at issue here, 

the pain of looking and the cost of not looking. As Hartigan warns 

the child he saves, " Cover your eyes, Nancy l I don't  want you to 

see this . "  Its panics and calamities are dazzling, its rei nventions 

less straight-up new than innovations on t hemes. But these 

themes-men beating their chests, men legitimizing their violence, 

men fearing each other-could not be more relevant 2 

So, while tales are broadly bril l iant and colorful in their grand 

outlines, they are also familiar and repetitive. Strangely and maybe 

luckily, the players are as cartoonish as their parts, as if to redouble 

the excess and the irony at every turn. Mickey Rourke seems-very 

unnervingly-born to play Marv, all wrecked lumps and beat-down 

countenance, and Owen makes his own dour, battered beauty 

subordinate to Dwight 's  devastation. And Willis, b less him, is almost 
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1 Fuchs begins  he r· r·eview by  a l l ud i ng to 
the controversy sparked by the fi lm. Th is 
rhetorica l strategy bri ngs readers i n to an 
ongoing conversation  about the fi lm 
and ,  before that, the graph ic nove l s  i [  
was based on .  Of cou rse , no t  a l l  fi lms 
are comroversi a l ,  and so not al l 
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2 Even when a fi lm is not controvers ial ,  a 
review can eval uate i [ with i n  a pa rTicu l ar 
context. Reviewers often acknowl edge a 
fi lm's production  h istory, the leve l of 
pub l ic anti ci pat ion regard ing i ts rel ease, 
or b iograph ical i n formation  about the 
person ne l  i nvolved . Here Fuchs makes a 
subt le reference to the h istori ca l events 
co i ncid i ng wi th [he rel ease of the fi lm: 
[he u .s . war i n  Iraq and the struggle 
aga inst [errorism . Does th i s  comment 
revea l the va lues she bri ngs to the 
review? What assumptions is  she making 
abou[ her  readers here? 
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3 As with more formal modes of wri ti ng, 
the review requ i res the wri ter to gather 
" evidence"-to descri be and comment on 
detai l s  d rawn from the fi l m . In most 
cases, the fi lm  reviewer faces inflexi b le 
word count l im its, so th is detai l is used 
spari ngly. In this revi ew Fuchs focuses a 
good deal of attention on the mal e 
actors-a strategic move on her part, 
s ince her review interprets the fi l m  as a 
commentary on mascu l in i ty. 

4 Fuchs's I'eview employs a th ree-part 
structu re common to popu l ar fi l m  
crit ic ism. The first section p ith i ly evokes 
the author's op in ion-i t  sets the mood, 
so to speak.  The second sect ion offers a 
succinct p lot summary-just enough to 
give the reader an impression of the fi l m 
without spoi l i ng i t. The th i rd section 
goes i nto more detai l about  why the 
reviewer praises or condemns  the fi lm . 
Fuchs begins the th i rd section of her 
review he re . Notice how she pu l l s  various 
strands of thought together, l i n ki ng her  
appreciation of the fi l m's unusual vi sual 
style with its portrai t of mascu l i n i ty. 
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his own comic book character by  now, even aside from the  scowl . 3  

You don't  come to Sin City for i l lumination or transformation ;  you 

come for reinforcement. You know how these things go, and the fi lm 

delivers. The backdrops are stark (mostly black-and-white-and-gray, 

with splashes of color, in cars, neon signs, and blood) , the guys 

brooding, the dames bodacious, including Marv's best pal, the 

"dyke "  Lucile (Carla Gugino, a long way from Mrs. Spy Kids) , whose 

first appearance in her apartment, wearing only a thong as she 

saunters to her bathroom and soothes the once-again shattered Marv, 

doesn't t i t i l late so much as it astounds. 

The exhaustive transliteration of Miller's baleful graphic novel 

provides a nerdish satisfaction: the panels have become 

storyboards, and the film often l i fts them as if  right off the page, 

with actors shot against green screens and depth reduced to 

shadows and light.4 But the movie offers other rewards. Primarily, i t  

complicates masculinity, that seeming bedrock of the genre. Though 

these guys look like basic dark-comic-book heroes, they're also 

quite miserable. Yes, they haul their asses into action to rescue or 

avenge ladies, the blondes in particular (Goldie,  Shellie) incarnating 

classic "motivation. " But they 're sad too. Like, do we have to do 

this all again? This even as the Old Town girls seem at first self

sufficient: Gail (Rosario Dawson) and Miho (Aoki) are deadly 

accurate with assorted weapons. Like the guys, though, they're 

undone by a traitor within their ranks, and so need a little help 

from Gail's ex, Dwight. (The cross-referencing of exes and relations 

is almost enough to demand a chart.) 

But the boys' burden here is not j ust female or even moral, 

though they complain of both mightily. It 's more complicated, born 

of tradit ion, ambition, and inertia. These big lugs can 't  imagine 

their way out of predicaments without the usual recourse to some 

version of balls-out violence or the always gratifying sadism. 

Occasionally they make this load seem poetic ( "This is the old 

days, the all or nothin '  days , "  observes Marv, "They're back") , at 

others frustrating (Marv again: "It really gets my goat when guys 

rough up dames") or fun.  As Dwight explains, " You gotta stand up 

for your friends. Sometimes that means dying. Sometimes it means 

killing a whole lotta people. " 

But the masculine prerogative is always a load. I t 's  painful and 

costly and seductive. Men are damaged no matter what they do

by betrayal, disillusionment, experience and revelation. And that's 

the story of Sin City, the one it tells insistently, horrifically, and 

over and over again. I t 's hard to be a boy. 

-originally published in Popmatters.com, 1 April 200S . Reprinted 

courtesy of the author. 

This chapter concludes Part One of this book. Chapter 1 explained the con

nection between film analysis and film appreciation, and Chapter 2 introduced 
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strategies for taking the first steps toward film analysis .  This chapter has shown 

how interpretation and writing go hand in hand, and both are activities that 

engage scholars and film enthusiasts al ike. Despite the obvious differences 

between formal academic analysis and popular film reviews, both approaches 

demand an appreciation of how films systematically use narrative, visual, and 

sound details to evoke characters, themes, and abstract ideas.  They also demand 

that attention be paid to the writing genre and its audience. 

Part Two of  this book builds on  the materials covered in the first three chap

ters by providing the vocabulary and intellectual tools needed to describe cine

matic techniques, begin ning with a discussion of narrative form, and moving 

through visual elements and sound. Developing the ability to notice-and the 

vocabulary to describe-specifi c  visual ,  sound , and storytelling techniques and 

their potential effects on viewers is critical to constructing clear and thoughtfu l  

interpretive claims. B y  the end of Part Two,  readers should be able t o  write in  

each of the  four modes outl ined in Chapter 3, using the  proper terminology to 

construct cogent arguments about cinema. 
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P
art Two provides readers with the analytical tools needed to 

interpret films. These tools include identifying the elements of 

film art and the terminology that film scholars and filmmakers 

use to describe film techniques. Part Two also helps readers to develop 

the skills necessary to write a comprehensive textual analysis. 

Chapters 4 through 8 offer readers a thorough understanding of five 

components of film: narrative form (the way the story is structured) , 

mise en scene (or cinematic staging) , cinematography, editing, and 

sound. These chapters explore a wide variety of films, yet they all 

emphasize narrative as a mode of organizing visual and sound 

elements. Chapter 9 focuses specific attention on documentary and 

avant-garde films, emphasizing the fact that these films, even 

if they do not tell a story, also orchestrate visual and sound details to 

produce meaning according to definable organizing principles. 

Part Two also offers several opportunities for readers to build on the 

writing skills developed in Chapter 3 .  Film analyses at the end of 

Chapters 4 through 9 offer examples of film writing and provide useful 

tips on topics such as logic and organization and incorporating outside 

research. 

Part Two: Fil m  Analysis 



One should not tell stories as straight-line narratives. 
There are so many other possibilities, and film would 
only enrich them. 

Peter Greenaway 

�e opening scenes of the animated feature Finding Nemo (Andrew 

Stanton and Lee Unkrich 2003; fig. 4. 1 )  depict a devoted pair of clown

fish named Marlin and Coral. Marlin persuades Coral to lay their eggs i n  

a n  underwater cave that is both beautifu l  and dangerous. I t s  proximi ty t o  a drop

off makes the clownfish vulnerabl e  to the larger fish from deeper waters that 

prey on them. Sadly, a tragedy occurs when an ocean predator consumes Coral 

along with the entire collection of unhatched eggs, except for one, whom Marli n  

names Nemo. A s  N emo grows u p ,  Marlin becomes an overprotective father, sure 

that, because one of his fins is damaged, Nemo cannot survive without constant 

N arrative 

Fo rm 

4.1 M arl i n  and Dory navigate through 
a dangerous je l lyfish colony in Finding 
Nemo. 
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care. When Nemo rebels and ventures out past the drop-off, he i s  captured by 

humans who transport him to an aquarium in a dentist's office in  Austral ia .  The 

remainder of the film is devoted to Marl in 's  quest to rescue Nemo from these 

dangerous humans. 

The events that take place in the opening moments of the film are critical to 

the viewer's understanding of the characters. In particular, Marlin ' s  fears about 

the drop-off and his insistence that Nemo play i t  safe are motivated. That is ,  

Marlin 's behavior is shown to have a cause in  his earlier experiences. Marlin was 

not born a kil l joy, taking pleasure in squelching everyone's fun: to the contrary, 

in the opening scenes with Coral he is ebullient and daring. The attack has 

taught Marlin to be wary of the world, so, as a way of  keeping him safe, he 

impresses on his son that untold dangers lurk beyond the drop-off. 

If the filmmakers had not chosen to present Marlin 's  predicament in  the 

exposition-the opening scenes of a film ,  during which a great deal o f  infor

mation about the characters and situation is imparted-then viewers might find 

him an unsympathetic character and might question why he won't  allow Nemo 

to have any fun.  This story is about Marlin learning to enjoy l i fe again as much 

as it is about Nemo discovering his own abilities; therefore it is important that 

viewers connect emotionally with both father and son. One way to  encourage 

audiences to warm up to characters who have l imitations and quirks is to use 

the exposition to show that there is a reason for their id iosyncrasies.  Another is 

to imply subtly that a character has faced difficulties in the p ast-in his or her 

backstory, the story events that take place before the film begins-and suggest 

that those experiences continue to shape that character's behavior. Choices 

regarding how and when to present information about characters contribute to 

the overall storytelling framework of the film. That organizing framework is 

called a f i lm's narrative form. 

Becoming familiar with the rol e  of narrative as a structuring device allows 

viewers to grasp character change and development, to recognize parallels and 

motifs and, most importantly, to synthesize these details to build an  interpreta

tion of a film's themes. 

Although most feature films are organized according to principles of narrative 

form, there are other types of films which are organized differently. Chapter 9 
examines some alternatives to narrative fiction film.  This chapter offers a defin

ition of narrative and looks at some of the key concepts employed when ana

lyzing narrative form. I t  then goes on  to examine the structure that most 

conventional narrative films take and some alternatives to  that structure. The 

chapter ends by looking at some of the perspectives from which a film can be 

narrated, or appear to be narrated. 

D efin ing N arrati ve 

A narrative is an account of a string of events occurring in space and time. 

Not merely a cluster of random elements, a narrative presents an ordered 

series of events connected by the logic of cause and effect. For example, in The 

Matrix (Andy Wachowski 1 999), when Neo learns that the Matrix controls 
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human life (cause) , he decides to jo in Morpheus and Trin i ty i n  their quest to  

defeat i t  (effect) . Neo's character traits ,  i ncluding his values and beliefs, con

tribute to his decision. A different character might refuse to get i nvolved, pre

ferring the false sense of security the Matrix provides. Narratives piece events 

together in a l inear fashion that c learly shows the audience the reasons for, and 

the consequences of, character behavior. This logic of cause and effect t ies 

together character traits, goals, obstacles, and actions. 

Narrative films generally focus on  human characters and their struggles. 

Characters possess traits, face conflicts, perform actions, and undergo changes 

that enable or h inder their pursuit of a specific goal. The goal may be concrete 

or abstract, lofty or banal: in some cases it may be finding love; in o thers it may 

be saving humanity or arriving safely at a destination. Russian narrative theorist 

Tzvetlan Todorov argued that all  narratives i nvolve the disruption of a stable s i t

uation, which makes restoration of equilibrium an important goal. Even when a 

conclusion restores equilibrium, chances are good that characters attain stabil ity 

only after u ndergoing important changes: for example, after reconsidering 

goals and the means of attaining them and facing down internal demons or 

external challenges. 

Characters encounter obstacles to attaining goals: these obstacles arise from 

within, from other characters, from non-human characters (in horror and science 

fiction) , and from forces of nature. They may be concrete physical challenges 

(scaling a mountain) , the actions and desires of others (a lover's rejection) , or 

internal psychological or emotional issues (fear of commitment) . I n  some cases 

the characters may not achieve the goal they are pursuing: events, or their own 

failings, may conspire against them. 

Many narrative fi lms i nvolve characters overcoming obstacles on more than 

one level. The Lord of the Rings tri logy (Peter Jackson 2001, 2002, 2003) offers 

an example. The primary obstacle the Fel lowship faces is the physical challenge 

posed by the Dark Lord Sauron and his Orcs, yet each character also faces inter

nal challenges as the group moves toward its collective goal. Frodo, for example, 

must resist the lure of the ring. 

Filmmakers orchestrate story details in a systematic way to produce a mean

ingful and enjoyable experience for the audience. They establish and explore 

characters and their conflicts using the panoply of cinematic techniques avail

able, including dialogue, music,  visual effects, locations, costumes, colors, and 

editing. This chapter focuses specifically on  the narrative choices available to 

screenwriters and fil m  directors and helps readers to recognize the conventions 

of classical narrative form as well as alternatives to those conventions. The next 

section discusses how filmmakers often combine elements that do not exist in 

the story world with their fictional narratives. 

Framing the Fict ional World : 

Diegetic and N on- Diegeti c  Elements 

Narrative films often include elements t hat exist outside the fictional world of  

the  story-such as the  opening or closing credits, or background music. The 

implied world of the story, including settings, characters, sounds, and events, is 
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The Screenplay 
The process of making a feature film begins with an original 

or an adapted screenplay, written by a screenwri ter, based 

on fictional events or non-fiction source material. A 

screenplay that has not been commissioned-one that a 

screenwriter submits for consideration-is called a spec 

script. Screenplays usually go through a number of 

revisions, modified by script doctors, specialists in a 

particular area, such as dialogue. During pre-production, 

the d irector adds information (numbering scenes, 

determining camera placement, cuts, and sound cues) to 

produce the shooting script, which is the day-to-day guide 

the director and cinematographer use during production. 

After each day of shooting, the script supervisor m aintains a 

detailed log of the scenes fi l med that day. 

4.2 The book device i n  The Royal 
Tenenbaums. 

the diegesis. Elements that exist outside the diegesis are called non-diegetic or 

extradiegetic devices. The audience is aware of  these non-diegetic components 

o f  the film, but the characters, of course, are not .  

Filmmakers use non-diegetic elements for several reasons: they may draw 

attention to aspects of the narrative from a position outside the story, they 

communicate with the audience directly, and they engage viewers on an emo

tional level . 

Most narrative films tell a story by simply showing a sequence of actions, but 

others include a narrator, who may or may not be  one of  the characters in the 

film.  A non-diegetic narrator, one who i s  not a character i n  the story, may 

not seem to have a vested interest in explaining events a certain way and thus 

may appear to be objective. Non-diegetic narrators address the audience in 

Band of Outsiders, in Babe (Chris Noonan 1 995) , and in  Doguille (Lars Von 

Trier 2003 ) .  

A non-diegetic voice-over narrates The Royal Tenenbaums (Wes Anderson 

2001 ) .  In the same film, a non-diegetic visual device creates an analogy between 

the narration and the act of reading stories aloud to children. A large printed 

page opens new "chapters" o f  the film (fig. 4.2 ) .  

The opening of Star Wars consists of a written explanation of the history 

behind the film's events. Those words reeling off into space are not a part of 

the diegesis. 

THE ROYA L T E N E  B A U M S  3 7  

Narration by  a character from the 

fictional world ,  such as Holly (Sissy 

Spacek) in Badlands (Terrence Malick 

1 974) or Lovelace (Robin Williams) in 

Happy Feet (George Miller 2006) is a 

diegetic element, even if the character 

narrates from a point in time that is 

earlier or later than the events 

depicted . (A ful l  treatment of this 

diegetic technique appears in the dis

cussion  of character subjectivity later 

in  this chapter.) 

CHAPTER ONE 

Royal's suite at the Lindbergh Palace Hotel. There are shelves full of law books 

and hundreds of spy novels in stacks on the floor. There is a set of Encyclopedi� 
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Music may function as a diegetic or a non

diegetic element. Often filmmakers use non

diegetic music (that is,  music without a 

source in the story world) to accompany 

action or romantic scenes. The music com

municates directly to viewers on an emo

tional level ,  enhancing the actions depicted. 

The distinction between diegetic and non

diegetic elements can be played for comedy. 

In I'm Gonna Git You Sucka (Keenen Ivory 

Wayans 1 988) , a spoof of 1 9 70s black action 

films, macho hero John Spade (Bernie Casey) 

is accompanied by a theme song. Audiences 

may assume that, like Issac Hayes 's wildly 

popular theme music for Shaft (Gordon Parks 1 971 ) ,  Spade's theme is non

diegetic. Yet in this parody, the music is part of the diegesis: a live band follows 

Spade wherever he goes and plays his song. By the end of the fi lm, Spade's son 

and protege Jack (Keenen Ivory Wayans) has h ired a hip hop ensemble to 

produce his own live soundtrack (fig. 4.3) . 

Contemporary screenwriter Charlie Kauffman blurs the line between the die

gesis and non-diegetic elements in Adaptation (Spike Jonze 2002) , where a 

writer named Charlie Kauffman gets help from his brother Donald in concocting 

an outlandish screenplay based on  a non-fiction book. The relaxation of  this 

boundary means that Donald 's  cockeyed story ideas actually become part of 

the fi lm that viewers are watching,  b lurring the boundary between art and l i fe 

as well. 

Non-diegetic narration and music accomplish several things: they frame the 

diegesis (providing information from a vantage point unavailable w ithin 

the story world) , interrupt the diegesis (distancing viewers or creating humor) , 

and enhance the mood of the diegesis (reinforcing moments of danger or 

romance) . 

Within the Diegesis: Selecting and Organizing Events 

Feature films typically have a running time, or screen time of between 90 and 

1 80 minutes. But the stories they tell rarely take place in that amount of time. 

" Real time" fi lms such as Nick of Time (John Badham 1 995) or  Cleo from 5 to 7 

("Cleo de 5 a 7"; Agnes Varda 1 961 ) ,  in which the events take exactly as long as 

the film's running time to unfold,  are rare exceptions to this rule. 

How do filmmakers tell stories that span entire lives in this short period of 

time? Buck Henry, screenwriter of The Graduate (Mike N ichols 1 967) and To Die 

For (Gus Van Sant 1 995 ) ,  explains:  " the secret of a film script is compression " 

(Peacock, p. llI ) .  That is,  films do not depict every moment of their characters' 

lives; in fact, they omit a great deal. Days, months, or even years may pass in 

the blink of an eye, or during a fade-out .  

Simply put ,  filmmakers choose to present certain events and leave others out .  

This seemingly obvious principle o f  storytelling is so important to narrative form 
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6 6  

that Russian l i terary theorists created two terms to describe the fact that a writer 

(or, in  this case, a screenwriter) transforms a complete, chronological story (the 

tabula) into an abbreviated, reorganized version of  events that plays out on 

screen for the audience (the syuzhet) . 
The syuzhet refers to the selection and ordering of the actions explicitly 

presented on screen. The fabula is the chronological narrative, in its entirety, 

that implicitly stands behind the events depicted. The fabula includes events that 

take place during the span of time of the syuzhet that are implied but not overtly 

represented. The fabula also incorporates a character's backstory (a character's 

formative experiences before the beginning of the syuzhet) . Some film scholars 

prefer the terms plot (syuzhet) and story (fabula) . But,  because viewers typic

ally use "plot " and "story" indiscriminately to mean "narrative, " these admit

tedly unusual Russian terms are better suited to the precise terminology of 

film analysis. 

In  Citizen Kane, viewers do not see the events of Charles Foster Kane 's l i fe 

between about age eight and age twenty-five; the syuzhet omits these details. 

But the young man's activities during that decade are not simply left to the imag

ination. Mr. Bernstein ,  Jed Leland, and Kane himself all mention the fact that 

Kane was expelled from several universities. Kane's mischievous pranks and 

subsequent expulsions are never shown, but the viewer is aware of  them. In this 

complex film, many fabula events are eliminated from the syuzhet. For example, 

a newspaper headline announces the deaths of Emily Norton Kane and Junior, 

but the tragic event is not dramatized. 

The significance of the d ifference between fabula and syuzhet is  not simply 

that events are left out. Instead, the important question is :  what is the effect of 

these choices? Does i t  change a viewer's perception of a character or the flow of 

action that certain events are represented while o thers are not? 

The syuzhet entails more than simply eliminating events from the fabula-it 

also involves re-ordering events. The syuzhet can begin at any point within the 

fabula, including the end. Citizen Kane and The Prestige (Christopher Nolan 

2006) begin at the end of the fabula and move backward in time. Filmmakers 

may use flashbacks and flashforwards, scenes from the past or future that 

interrupt the film's present tense, to rearrange the chronology of the fabula. 

Repositioning events influences the way the audience understands them. 

In Out of the Past (Jacques Tourneur 1 947) , Jeff (Robert Mitchum) tells his 

fiancee, Ann (Rhonda Fleming) , about his former l i fe of crime in  several long 

flashbacks. Those flashbacks appear after the film's opening scenes have pre

sented Jeff as an ordinary man living in a small town. By manipulating the order 

of events-showing his present l ife first and then showing his past-the syuzhet 

encourages viewers to sympathize with Jeff. They see him as an upstanding 

citizen before they learn he was a criminal . 

The flashbacks emphasize the fact that Jeff 's past intrudes into his current 

l ife. The re-emergence of his past d isrupts Jeff's equilibrium, and he takes action 

to prevent his former associates from coming back into his life. But no matter 

how hard he tries, Jeff cannot escape the consequences of his past. In  this 

example, the screenwriter reorders the fabula in  order to control viewers' 

engagement with the main character. I t  also leads viewers to the central theme 
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of the film, which is signified by the title and underscored by the flashback struc

ture. The notion that Jeff cannot escape his criminal past marks this film as a 

film nair. 

Fabula events that are omitted from the syuzhet may have a strong bearing on 

the narrative. In Orson Welles's Touch of Evil ( 1 958) , a late film nair, a criminal 

suspect finally confesses to a crime. Prior to the confession, he had maintained 

his innocence, even though police captain Hank Quinlan (Orson Welles) had 

framed him for the crime. The confession is not presented in the syuzhet but is 

mentioned in  an aside to Mike Vargas (Charlton Heston) , another official who 

opposes Quinlan and his corrupt methods. Oddly enough , the confession vindi

cates Quinlan. True, he violates ethical principles and breaks laws by framing 

suspects. Yet ,  after the suspect confesses, Quinlan's repeated claim that he only 

frames the guilty rings true. 

What might have been the consequences of including the confession in the 

syuzhet? Would giving that moment dramatic emphasis cause the audience to 

admire Quinlan's flawed approach? By leaving the confession out of the syuzhet, 

the film balances the discovery of the truth with Quinlan's violation of laws and 

procedures. Quinlan is not applauded for having the right instincts about the 

suspect. The tension between following procedures (associated with Vargas) and 

doing whatever is necessary to apprehend criminals (Quinlan's approach) is a 

central conflict in the film. The decision to leave the confession out of the 

syuzhet contributes to the ambiguous nature of  the conflict. 

The syuzhet may also manipulate the frequency of events (how many times 

an act occurs) . A single fabula event may be depicted more than once, some

times from the perspective of several characters, as with Susan Alexander's 

opera debut in Citizen Kane. The film presents the debut twice, once from 

Susan's perspective and once from Jed Leland 's. 

In Jim Jarmusch 's Mystery Train ( 1 989) , three narratives are connected by 

the repetition of three sounds: a OJ's introduction to Elvis Presley's  "Blue 

Moon, " a train whistle heard as the train crosses a bridge, and a gunshot inside 

the Memphis hotel where the characters are staying. Each of these events 

occurs once in the tabula (where events are chronological and can only take 

place once) but three times in the syuzhet. Using a sound repetition makes this 

device subtle, but i t  sti l l  may jar viewers because it ind icates that , although the 

viewer experiences the syuzhet as three separate stories unfolding sequential ly, 

they are happening simultaneously. 

The distinction between the fabula and syuzhet makes clear that each event 

represented in a film has been selected for dramatization and has been ordered 

systematically-there are no accidents. The syuzhet may distill ,  condense, and 

expand on fabula events, giving writers and directors great latitude in  portray

ing characters and events. The syuzhet need not chronicle every moment in the 

fabula, and it  usually emphasizes the importance of some moments relative to 

others. When analyzing a narrative film, take note of the fabula events that have 

been left out of the syuzhet, changes in chronology, and events that may occur 

more than once; they often reveal important aspects of structure, character, 

and theme. 
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�� N arrative Structure 

The standard pattern that shapes narrative fi lms is the three-act structure. Act 

One introduces characters, goals, and conflict (s) and ends with a first turning 

point,  which causes a shift to Act Two .  A turning point, which may be signaled 

through dialogue, setting, or other visual  or sound techniques, represents a 

moment when an important change has occurred that affects a character or situ

ation. Generally, at this point the main character (the protagonist) modifies the 

methods by which she plans to attain her goals, or changes those goals 

altogether. In  Act Two ,  the protagonist meets obstacles, possibly arising from the 

actions of another central figure who opposes her, called the antagonist. The 

conflicts increase in number and complexity, leading to a major turning point, 

referred to as the climax. Act Three presents the denouement, a series o f  events 

that resolves the conflicts that have arisen-not always happily. When the con

cluding moments of the film tie up all the loose strands, leaving no u nanswered 

questions, the film is said to provide closure. 

However, film scholar Kristin Thompson has recently argued that both classi

cal and contemporary Hollywood films actually exhibit a four-part structure 

(fig. 4.4) . The parts, which are of roughly equal length, are demarcated by 

turning points linked to character goals. The main difference between the three

act model and Thompson's four-part structure is that she locates a critical 

turning point at the midway point-the "dead center" of the fi lm. 

I n  the four-part structure, the introduction leads to an initial turning point, 

which is followed by a complicating action. This leads in  turn to the central 

turning point at the halfway mark. After that shift ,  a period of development takes 

place; this is where the protagonist clearly struggles toward goals. That struggle 

leads to the climax, followed by the resolution and epilogue. 

At the beginning of a fi lm, audiences find themselves thrust into a fictional 

world of  characters and actions they cannot fully understand.  To help orient 

viewers at the opening of a film, filmmakers often impart a great deal o f  infor

mation in a relatively short period of screen time. The very opening of the film, 

dense with narrative detai ls ,  i s  called tbe exposition. The exposition brings 

viewers "up to speed " on place, time, characters, and circumstances. The expos

ition is not synonymous with the first act, however. The first act includes the 

exposition but generally is longer, because it  also sets up the film's primary conflict. 

4.4 Three- and four-part narrative structures. 

Three-Act Structure Four-Part Structure (Thompson) 

Act One: Exposition leads to turn ing po int  1. Exposit ion l eads to turn i ng po int  

Act Two: Compl ications lead to c l imax 2. Com pl i cating action  leads to major 
turn i ng point at halfWay mark 

3 .  Deve lopment: struggle toward goal 
leads to c l imax 

Act Three: Action  leading to reso l u tion 4 .  Epi logue 
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The exposition of Rear Window 

introduces the audience to a group of 

people l iving in  the New York apart

ment building where protagonist L .B. 

Jeffries (Jimmy Stewart) lives. The 

cast of characters includes a dancer, a 

sculptor, a couple with a dog, a com

poser, and some sunbathers. After 

panning across the courtyard , taking 

note of these neighbors through Jef

fries's open window, the camera cuts 

to a large thermometer and then 

tracks backward into Jeffries's apart

ment .  The camera sweeps through 

the interior, as if  examining its contents with curiosity. In  a brief amount 

of screen time, Hitchcock conveys a good deal of information: Jeffries's 

name (written on his leg cast) , his profession (adventure photographer) , his 

physical state (explained by the photograph of the automobile accident) , and 

his ambivalence about romance (the positive and negative photograph of  a 

glamorous woman) . 

Spectators may absorb some of this information without even being aware of 

doing so. This dialogue-free exposition-Jeffries is asleep-lays the groundwork 

for all the events that occur in  the film .  It introduces Jeffries's physical predica

ment , his voyeuristic tendencies, and the stifling summer temperatures which 

bring people and their secrets out into the courtyard. Introducing details in the 

exposition and exploiting them later is an example of the conscious placement 

and repetition of information .  

The exposition of Memento (Christopher Nolan 2001 ) orients audience 

members to the fictional world in a different way. The exposition does not 

provide information about characters or motivation, but,  instead, offers a clue as 

to how to read this unusually structured film. The sYU2het reverses the chrono

logical sequence of most of the events in the fabula. The sYU2het begins with the 

final fabula event and works backward in time (though flashbacks ensure the 

sYU2het is not simply a reversal of the chronology of the fabula) . In the opening 

scene, the erasure of an image on a Polaroid photograph conveys to the audience 

the fact that time is moving in  reverse (fig. 4.5) . This moment draws on viewers ' 

knowledge about the way Polaroid cameras work and inventively presents the 

fi lm's time frame in purely visual terms. 

Narrative details are important throughout the fi lm, not only in the expos

ition. Typically, critical transitions between acts are marked by l ines of d ialogue, 

changes in setting, or major events that suggest a shift in character or circum

stance. In  The Wizard of 02 (Victor Fleming 1 939 ) ,  Dorothy's now legendary line 

"We're not in Kansas any more" draws attention to the dramatic shift in her cir

cumstances at the end of Act One, after the cyclone has carried her to the land 

of Oz. In  V for Vendetta (James McTeigue 2005) , after Evey Hammond (Natalie 

Portman) is arrested, her captor shears her hair completely (fig. 4.6) . This phys

ical transformation is a turning point that signifies the beginning of a process of 
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internal change, as Evey rejects the author

itarian culture in which she lives and joins 

an underground resistance movement. 

In the screwball comedy Bringing Up 

Baby (Howard Hawks 1 938 ) ,  the setting 

demarcates a classical three-act struc

ture. Would-be lovers Susan (Katharine 

Hepburn) and David (Cary Grant) meet in 

New York in Act One, then drive to Con

necticut, where, in the second act, they 

face a n umber of  complicat ions that 

prevent them from attaining their diver

gent goals .  One of Susan 's goals is to be 

with David,  so she ach ieves a partial 

victory by getting him to Connecticut and 

keeping him there. They return to New 

York in the fi lm's very brief third act for a 

resolution of their romance. 

Narra tive Structure in Stagecoach 

John Ford's Stagecoach ( 1 939) is an example of a film with 

a conventional narrative structure. Based on "Stage to Lords

burg , "  an Ernest Haycox short story published in Collier's 

magazine in 193 7 ,  the film's three-act structure is marked by events and 

shifts in geographical setting. The film follows a group of people traveling 

by stagecoach from the town of Tonto to Lordsburg. The syuzhet contains 

several lines of action (or pJotiines) that converge. Many conventional nar

rative films combine two narrative paths, with one involving romance and 

the other concerned with a professional goal ,  a civic duty, or the attainment 

of a long-held dream. Here, the two lines of action that assume prominence 

are the stagecoach journey and Ringo Kid 's quest for revenge. 

The exposition introduces eight residents of Tonto as they prepare for the 

journey. Director John Ford makes it clear that each one of this diverse 

group of stagecoach passengers has an individual motivation for the trip. 

Dallas (Claire Trevor) is a prostitute who has been expelled from Tonto by 

the self-righteous Law and Order League. The pregnant Lucy Mallory 

(Louise Platt) intends to join her husband, a cavalry soldier, while Gatewood 

(Berton Churchill) , a banker, has stolen money from his bank and is using 

the trip to make his getaway. The gambler Hatfield (John Canadine) has 

a personal reason for making the trip (be recognizes Lucy Mallory) . 

Doc Boone (Tbomas Mitchel l ) ,  an amiable drunkard , has been evicted by 

his landlady. 
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Although each character has a specifi c  motivation for going, they all 

share the goal of reaching Lordsburg. The central conflict facing the travel

ers emerges when a cavalry report comes in that Geronimo has been active 

in the area. The threat of hostile Indians-a stereotype and staple of the 

classical Western-represents an external obstacle to the achievement of 

that goal. 

The first act concludes with an important turning point .  Ringo Kid flags 

the stagecoach down after i t  has left Tonto. He  wants to ride to Lordsburg 

to find the Plummer brothers and avenge the deaths of his brother and 

father. Although he appears later than the other characters, Ringo 's desire 

for revenge becomes a central line of action. (In fact, Sheriff Curly Wilcox 

anticipated Ringo's appearance early in the first act, when he tells coach 

driver Buck that, because Ringo b roke out of jail and might be looking for 

the Plummers, the Sheriff must accompany the stage.)  Curly, who sympa

thizes with Ringo because he knew his father, takes R ingo into "custody. " 

Ringo's goal is clear, and his obstacles are external (Sheriff Curly, the 

P lummer brothers, the law) . Goals and conflicts are well established as the 

stage heads toward Dry Fork, the first stop on the journey. 

The second act i nvolves complications for both lines of action. The geo

graphical journey west is complicated by the Indian threat and clashes 

among the travelers. At the first stop i n  Dry Fork, Lucy Mallory, Hatfield,  

and Gatewood make their distaste for Dallas apparent. Furthermore, the 

travelers are divided on whether they should forge ahead to Lordsburg, 

given the threat of attack. They travel to Apache Wells ,  where, with the help 

of Doc Boone and Dallas, Lucy Mallory gives birth. The baby's arrival is an 

added complication, but the event forces R ingo to acknowledge his feelings 

for Dallas. After leaving Apache Wells,  the stagecoach must ford a river 

because Geronimo and his men have ransacked the next town, Lee's Ferry. 

Reminding them of t heir vulnerabi lity, the event tests 

their physical ability and builds tension around the 

increased possibil i ty of an attack. 

Throughout the second act, Ringo encounters an inter

nal obstacle because he develops romantic feelings for 

Dallas. Their relationship threatens to interfere with his 

plan for revenge and introduces suspense: can R ingo sti l l  

carry out his plans, or will he run away with Dallas? I f  he 

goes after the Plummers and survives, what  kind of 

future coul d  R ingo and Dallas have i f  he is arrested? 

The climax occurs when Geronimo attacks the stage

coach between Lee's Ferry and Lordsburg (fig. 4.7) . The 

passengers ward off the Indians j ust long enough for 

the cavalry to rescue them. This resolves the line of 

action associated with the stagecoach journey : the 

denouement traces the arrival of the stage in  Lordsburg 

as various characters meet their fates. H atfield has 
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4.8 (left) Gatewood is arrested near the 
end of Stagecoach: j ustice is served. 

4.9 (right) Ringo and Dal l as head for the 
border, provid i ng closure .  
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been killed in the attack, Lucy and her baby wil l  be reunited with her 

husband, and Gatewood is arrested (fig. 4.8) . But director John Ford defers 

the climax of the second line of action, which involves Ringo's revenge. In 

Lordsburg, Ringo faces down t he Plummers and kil ls them. The conclusion 

offers closure on all levels: Ringo exacts his revenge, and then he and Dallas 

(with t he help of Doc Boone and Sheriff Curly) escape to his ranch in 

Mexico (fig. 4.9) . 

Stagecoach may be examined in terms of Thompson's four-part structure. 

The primary difference lies in the analysis of Act Two.  After the exposition, 

the first turning point (Ringo's arrival) signals the start of the complicating 

action for both lines of action. What event marks the major turning point 

halfway through the film? What goals do the characters dedicate themselves 

to achieving after that turning point, in  the section Thompson calls devel

opment? How are the lines of action resolved? 

Alternatives to Conventional Narrative Structure 

Not all  narrative films conform to a three-act or four-part structure. Remaining 

attentive to narrative, visual, and sound details t hat signal turning points makes 

i t  possible to discern alternative narrative structures. In unconventional narra

tives, turning points signal narrative shifts, even though they do not form the 

basis for a three- (or four-) act structure. 

In Full Metal Jacket (Stanley Kubrick 1 987) , a two-part structure is reinforced 

by a change in setting and a parallel .  An abrupt transition from training camp to 

combat takes place when, after a fade, the fi lm moves the action from Parris 

Island, South Carolina, to Da Nang, Vietnam. The geographical shift represents 

an important change in the protagonist 's goal: in the first half of the film ,  

Joker (Matthew Modine) must learn how to  survive marine training camp both 
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mentally and physically. In the second ,  he must learn how to survive his tour of  

duty in Vietnam. Several parallels signal the  two-part structure: each segment 

begins with a popular song and ends with a protracted scene of violent death . 

Another variation on structure is the use of frame narration. This technique, 

used in The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari ("Das Kabinett des Dr. Ca/igari " ;  Robert 

Wiene 1 91 9) ,  consists of a character who narrates an embedded tale to onscreen 

or implied listeners. This allows for the creation of two distinct diegeses, and 

there may be complicated interactions between the two. The narrator may or 

may not be a character within the embedded tale, and may or may not appraise 

the events with objectivity. 

In Caligari, Francis (Friedrich Feher) tells a rapt listener the fantastic tale of 

the mysterious Dr.  Caligari (Werner Krauss) , a man who travels with a som

nambulist (sleepwalker) , whose mind he controls. Under Caligari 's spell the 

sleepwalker, Cesare (Conrad Veidt) , terrorizes an entire town, kil l ing Francis's 

best friend and kidnapping his fiancee. As Francis narrates this bizarre story, the 

embedded tale unfolds i n  flashbacks. The fi lm's shocking conclusion returns to 

the circumstances of Francis's narration and casts doubt on his reliability: he is 

a paranoid madman living in  a mental institution. Caligari is actually the bene

volent hospital director. 

Citizen Kane also uses a frame narration. Thompson's search for Rosebud 

(which involves four different living narrators in addition to Thatcher's memoir 

and the opening newsreel) represents the frame. Kane 's complex, multilayered 

life story is the embedded tale. Generally, the frame narration does not evolve 

into as detailed a story as the embedded tale. But Bryan Singer's The Usual Sus

pects ( 1 995)  merges two narratives that carry equal emotional weight :  the frame 

narration's cat-and-mouse game of the interrogation of Verbal Kint (Kevin 

Spacey) and the embedded tale's depiction of the doomed heist .  

Another important alternative is the episodic narrative. In  episodic narratives, 

events are not tightly connected in a cause-and-effect sequence and characters 

do not focus on a single goal. Character actions may appear to be unmotivated, 

with hours or days unfolding in a spontaneous flow, and the movie may seem 

to digress. These films are sometimes referred to as "a day in the l i fe of . . .  , "  

which suggests the way they equalize the importance o f  many events, rather 

than singling out dramatic turning points and climaxes. An .episodic structure 

emphasizes the repetition of everyday events rather than the dramatic accu

mulation of tension toward a moment of crisis. Some episodic narratives 

conclude without resolving the conflicts; if  this is the case, the fi lm is said to be  

open-ended. 

The 400 Blows ("Les Quatre Cents Coups " ;  Franc;:ois Truffaut 1 959)  is an 

episodic film that revolves around the daily experiences of a young boy named 

Antoine Doinel (Jean-Pierre Leaud) . The routine of  the boy's school and home 

life are elaborated in scenes of  school , home, and time with friends. Although a 

conflict exists between Antoine and his parents, Antoine's goals are unclear. 

Instead of setting up the characters and conflicts, the film's  exposition estab

lishes a state of mind. I t  shows schoolboys passing around a provocative calen

dar of women, establishing Antoine's age-somewhere within the traumatic 

stage of life known as puberty-and his boredom and restlessness at school. The 
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film chronicles Antoine's daily l ife without highlighting important events. He 

goes to school ,  he does chores at home, he runs errands, overhears a conversa

tion about the horrors of childbirth, and gets ready for bed. The next day he does 

not go to school, an obvious break in  his routine t hat acts as a turning point, 

although the reasons for i t  are obscure. Antoine wanders aimlessly with his 

friend Rene (Patrick Auffray) , riding a carnival centrifuge, seeing a film ,  and 

playing pinball. 

While out in the city, Antoine sees his mother kissing a stranger, a shocking 

moment whose significance is not immediately clear. Nothing in Antoine's life 

changes overtly because of this act, though a conventionally structured fi lm 

might emphasize this traumatic moment as an important turning point through 

camera or sound techniques, which Truffaut avoids. In a conversation shortly 

afterward, Mme. Doinel speaks to Antoine about keeping secrets from his father, 

and offers him money should he do well in school.  He labors over an essay but 

is accused of plagiarism and suspended. Antoine moves into Rene's apartment 

and the boys ' high j inks ultimately land Antoine in  ja i l .  

Although cause-and-effect relations are in evidence in this  sequence of 

events-Antoine's misbehavior has consequences-the protagonist 's motiva

tions and goals are not c lear. He is inarticulate and engages in bad behavior 

without a specific target; when he does have a target, it seems inappropriate. For 

example, he steals a typewriter from his father's workplace, even though his 

father has played a benign and positive role in his life (fig. 4. 10) . 

Sent to an observation center for j uvenile delinquents, Antoine opens up to 

the psychologist, revealing an underlying emotional conflict that explains, in 

retrospect, much of his anti-social behavior. His parents married because 

his mother was pregnant , and Antoine learned from his grandmother that his 

mother wanted to have an abortion .  When Antoine defies the family code of 

secrecy and writes a letter home 

that contains the truth about the 

kiss he witnessed, his mother 

visi ts him and informs him that 

he will be sent to Labor Detention 

(a boot camp) . Antoine runs away, 

but officials pursue him. At the 

film 's  conclusion,  Antoine finds 

himself at the beach, making an 

earlier line of  d ialogue significant 

in retrospect . Antoine had told 

Rene he would like to j oin the 

navy so he could see the ocean. 

Another case where dialogue is sig

n ificant only in retrospect is the 

conversation Antoine overhears 

about childbirth .  

The fi lm defies conventional 

narrative form in a number of ways. 

The film focuses on Antoine 's  
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relationships rather than his actions. For example, he and Rene care more 

about one another than do any adults in the film .  Scenes do not build conflict, 

but defuse it . Antoine does not respond to the i ll icit kiss he witnesses, but 

avoids the matter. The escape to Rene 's apartment serves as a digression, a 

way to avoid the confl ict at home. But these scenes also show the boys 

having fun.  

Antoine and Rene's carnival r ide suggests the cyclical character of Antoine 's  

life: little forward progress is made.  When he finally does name the conflict 

within his family, the information only retrospectively explains the tension 

between Antoine and his mother. Finally, while the events of the conclusion are 

clear-his parents assert their authority to send him away and Antoine 

escapes-their significance is not. Antoine resists the imposition of parental and 

governmental authority and runs away. At the end of the film, his future is 

uncertain (see f ig.  5 . 1 4 ) .  

Variations on N arrative Conventions : 
Beyond Structu re 

The two-part, frame/embedded tale, and episodic structures of Full Metal Jacket, 

Dr. Caligari, and The 400 Blows offer alternatives to standard narrative con

struction .  But there are a number of  other ways films sometimes resist and 

rewrite the rules of narrative. 

The principles of narrative that govern commercial feature fi lms emerged 

from the practices and preferences of Hol lywood filmmakers in the early part o f  

the  twentieth century. Commercial Hollywood 's studios established a formula 

for making popular films that tell stories and refined these rules over several 

decades. The "rules "  for classical Hollywood narrative film include: 

• Clarity. Viewers should not be confused about space, time, events, or charac

ter motivations. 

• Unity. Connections between cause and effect must be direct and complete. 

• Characters. They should invite viewer identification, be active, and seek 

goals. 

• Closure. Third acts and epilogues should tie up loose ends and answer all 

questions. 

• " Unobtrusive craftsmanship" (Thompson,  p .  9) . Stories are told in a manner 

that draws viewers into the diegesis and does not call attention to the story

telling process. 

A number of narrative filmmaking traditions have modified or rejected the 

rules of the dominant Hollywood method of storytelling. Art films, independent 

fi lms, non-Western fi lms, and unconventional Hollywood fi lms represent 

alternatives to the standard form, to the delight of many and the d ismay of 

others. The ways that they challenge convention are suggested below. Any 

film may exhibit one or more of these features, and may do so in a subtle or 

dramatic way. 
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• Lack of clari ty. Multiple, conflicting l ines of  action, inconsistent characters, 

extreme degree of character subjectivity. Examples: Citizen Kane, The Con

versation, Mystery Train, Raslwmon (Akira Kurosawa 1 950) , Run Lola Run, 

The Thin Red Line (Terrence Malick 1 998) , Fight Club (Fincher 1 998) 

• Lack of unity. Broken chain of cause and effect. Examples: Last Year at 

Marienbad, Memento, Mulholland Drive (David Lynch 2001 ) ,  Reservoir Dogs 

(Quentin Tarantino 1 992) 

• Open-endedness. Questions are left unanswered or conflicts u nresolved. 

Examples: The 400 Blows, L'avventura ( " The Adventure" ;  Michelangelo 

Antonioni 1 960) , Funny Games (Michael Haneke 1 997) , The Italian Job (Peter 

Collinson 1 969) , Blow-Up,  The Break-Up (Peyton Reed 2006) 

• Unconventional characterizations. 

- Audience is distanced from characters rather than i nvited to identify. 

Examples: Badlands, The Conversation, Dead Man (Jim Jarmusch 1 996) ; 

Persona (lngmar Bergman 1 966) 

- Characters contemplate or talk about action rather than taking action. 

Examples: Cleo from 5 to 7, My Dinner with Andre (Louis Malle 1 9 81 ) ,  

Slacker (Richard Linklater 1 991 ) ,  Stranger than Paradise (J im Jarmusch 

1 983) , Waking Life (Richard Linklater 2001 ) 

- Character goals are unclear. Examples: The Graduate, The 400 Blows 

- Narrators may be unreliable. Examples: Dr. Caligari, Rashomon, The Usual 

Suspects 

• Intrusions, direct address to the audience and other devices call attention to 

narrative as a process. Examples: A merican Splendor (Shari Springer Berman 

and Robert Pulcini 2003 ) ,  Just Another Girl on the IRT (Leslie Harris 1 993 ) ,  

The Nasty Girl ("Das schreckliche Miidchen" ; Paul Verhoeven 1 990) , Dogville, 

Persona (Ingmar Bergman 1 966) , The Usual Suspects, Natural Born Killers 

(Oliver Stone 1 994) 

�� Perspective and Meaning 

A narrator can play a crucial role in novels and short stories. By establishing a 

position or angle of vision on the story events-a perspective-the narrator 

determines whether the reader has access to the same information that charac

ters possess. Stories narrated in the first person use the pronoun " I "  and limit 

readers to a single character's knowledge and understanding of events. Third

person narration refers to a story conveyed from a position outside any s ingle 

character's experiences. I n  literature, the use of  "he"  and "she" signals the nar

rator's third-person perspective. A third-person narration can be relatively 

limited-where the reader's access to information is limited to that of a few 

characters-or omniscient ("all -knowing") , where the reader has more informa

tion than any character. 

Films treat narration differently. Although characters occasionally address the 

audience using the first person " I "  in a voice-over, films rarely use a first-person 

narration throughout an entire film .  Lady in the Lake (Robert Montgomery 

1 947) , a film nair featuring Philip Marlowe (played by Montgomery) , adopts a 
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first-person narration throughout (fig. 4_11 ) .  The camera l i terally points at every

thing the protagonist sees. But the viewer's inabil ity to see the main character 

inhibits identification ,  despite the first-person voice-over. Seeing everything 

that Marlowe sees (including a glimpse of himself in the mirror) is not suffi

cient to ensure viewer engagement with the character or immersion in the 

unfolding story. 

Most films employ a system of restricted narration, which conveys external 

events as well as the knowledge, thoughts, and feelings of one or two major 

characters without the intervention of  an explicit narrator. The story seems to 

unfold rather than to be narrated to the aud ience. Viewers experience the story 

from the perspective (s) of a few major characters. They become aligned with 

those characters because the film imparts the information ,  knowledge, and 

experiences that those characters have. 

Within an overall framework of restricted narration, directors sometimes 

provide viewers with information that main characters do not possess. These 

selective moments of omniscience-where viewers gain more knowledge than 

major characters-usually occur in scenes that do not include the protagonist (s) . 

Viewers consider the story details presented in such scenes as well as the 

significance of the uneven distribution of information among the characters in 

their understanding of the narrative. 

Perspective and Mean i ng  

4.1 1 The  use  of  a m i rror i n  Lady in  the 
Lake fai l s  to make the first-person 
narrative convinci ng. 
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In  Hitchcock's North By Northwest ( 1 959) , the audience grows perplexed 

along with advertising executive Roger Thornhill (Cary Grant) as he is p lagued 

by an apparent case of mistaken identity. Thugs who believe he is a man named 

Kaplan repeatedly terrorize him. At the end of the first act , a brief scene clarifies 

the situation for the audience, but not for Thornhil l .  Kaplan is a fictional gov

ernment agent, a decoy for a real spy positioned within an enemy organization, 

and Thornhill is an innocent bystander caught up  by mistake. The audience now 

knows more than Thornhill about the bizarre events o f  the past few days and 

may worry that he is somewhat defenseless against the trouble that undoubtedly 

awaits him. Yet viewers sti l l  do not possess complete omniscience. What is the 

nature of the government operation? Whom can Thornhill trust? And who is the 

agent on the inside? 

Filmmakers play with restricted narration through these shifts in perspective 

for several reasons: to explain story events of which the character is unaware, to 

align viewers with other i mportant characters, and to create suspense. The fact 

that the audience has more information than Alicia Huberman and T.R .  Devlin 

in  Notorious is  critical to building the suspense of the film 's  second half. Over 

the course of several scenes, viewers learn that Alex Sebastian (Claude Rains) 

and Mrs. Sebastian (Madame Konstantin) -Alicia 's husband and mother-in-law 

and the targets of her investigation-have discovered that Alicia is a government 

agent and have begun poisoning her (fig. 4. 1 2) . Neither Alicia nor Devlin (her 

supervisor and love interest) suspects her cover has been blown, so they are 

u naware of any danger. The 

audience may despair of Alicia 

making it ou t  alive and 

wonder whether Devlin will 

catch on in time to save her. I f  

Hitchcock had  li mited t h e  

viewer to Alicia's perspective, 

the audience would be just as 

unaware of the danger as she 

is and the suspense would 

have been eliminated. 

Furthermore, by providing 

the audience with more infor

mation than his two protag

onists possess, Hitchcock ties 

the spy and the romance plot

l i nes together. Viewers are 

l i kely to become frustrated 

when the lovers clash over 

Alicia's i l lness, which affects 

their relationship as well as 

their mission. Devlin misinter

prets Alicia's sickness as a 

hangover, th inking she has 

reverted to her old drinking 
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ways. Alicia responds rebel l ious ly ;  she 

encourages him in his misperception, angry 

that he refuses to see that she has changed. 

Because the omniscient perspective makes 

the audience aware of the actual jeopardy 

that Alicia faces, i t  casts a different light on 

Devlin's treatment of Alicia .  Not only is he 

petty and unfair, but his inability to control 

his personal feelings seems l ikely to cost 

Alicia her l ife. By manipulating perspective, 

Hitchcock lays the emotional groundwork 

that prepares the audience for Devl in's final 

confrontation with the Sebastians and his 

reconciliation with Alicia (fig. 4. 1 3) . 

Character Subjectivity 

"Point of view " is a term sometimes used in 

a literary context to describe the overall 

system of narration in a novel, poem, or 

short story. But in film,  the term designates a 

very specific and limited use of camera to 

indicate perspective. A point-of-view shot 

occurs when the audience temporarily shares 

the visual perspective of a character or a 

group of characters. Simply put ,  the camera 

points in the direction that the character 

looks, simulating her field of vision. 

Point-of-view shots do not necessarily 

result in the audience u nderstanding or 

sympathizing with a character. Subjective 

engagement may result from a simple point

of-view shot, but usually a deeper connec

tion is accomplished through a pattern of shots or a combination of narrative, 

visual, and sound elements.  

A scene in which the camera adopts a character 's point of view but does not 

offer much in the way of subjective i nsight comes in the final sequence of Full 

Metal Jacket (Stanley Kubrick 1 987) . Several shots are presented from the point 

of view of  the unseen sniper who shoots two American marines, Eight Ball 

(Dorian Harewood) and Doc (Jon Stafford) . But the scene does not invite 

viewers to share the sniper's thoughts and feel ings; i t  merely shows the audience 

what the sniper sees. The shot portraying the sniper's point of view is followed 

by extreme close-ups of  the two marines the sniper has shot. The close-ups are 

in  slow motion, exaggerating their pain, which further undermines any C0I1I1eC

tion to the sniper. 

Still, point-of-view shots can align viewers with characters (see figs. 4 . 1 8 , 

4. 1 9) .  They help to explain the way characters experience the world, validate 

Perspective and M ean ing  

4.13 Dev l i n  and Al ic ia are reconci led i n  
Notorious. 
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4.14 (left) Battl i ng  approaches Lucy i n  
Broken Blossoms. 

4.15 (right) Cheng approach ing Lucy i n  
Broken Blossoms visual ly recal l s  the earl ier 
scene. 
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characters' interpretations of events, and provide information about motivation. 

In Broken Blossoms (D.W. Griffith 1 91 9 ) ,  shots from the point of view of  Lucy 

(Lill ian Gish) communicate the young girl's fear of men. The camera adopts the 

girl 's point of view when she is about to be kissed by Cheng (Richard 

Barthelmess) , who loves her and has saved her l i fe, but Lucy nevertheless rejects 

him. The reason becomes clear later, when the camera once again adopts Lucy 's 

point of view as her abusive father, Battling, who has repeatedly beaten her, 

approaches her in a sexually menacing manner. In addition to point-of-view 

shots, the director uses the actors and setting to create a physical paral lel  

between the two men (figs. 4.14, 4. 1 5 ) ,  thus suggesting that Lucy's fear of 

Cheng i s  the result  of years of parental abuse. 

Point-of-view shots can inform audiences about characters even if they 

reveal a misinterpretation. In Days af Heaven (Terrence Malick 1 979) , Bil l  

(Richard Gere) kisses his former lover Abby (Brooke Adams) on t he cheek as 

a gesture of farewel l .  The next shot reveals that Abby's husband, The Farmer 

(Sam Shepard) , is watching. His point-of-view shot (from a great distance) 

emphasizes his misunderstanding: he interprets the kiss as a threat to his rela

tionship with Abby. Here a point-of-view shot allows viewers to understand a 

character's thoughts but does not l imit their knowledge to that character's 

misinterpretation. 

Diegetic sound techniques such as voice-over narration or a character's direct 

address to the camera can be used to place audiences more firmly w ithin a 

character's subjectivity. Voice-overs, when characters step outside the flow of 

events to talk to themselves, to an implied listener, or to the audience, expose 

audiences to a character's thoughts. Voice-overs are a distinctive characteristic 

of film nair, and are featured in The Big Sleep (Howard Hawks 1 946) and Lady 

from Shanghai (Orson Welles 1 947) . Voice-overs allow characters to reflect back 

on their lives in Badlands, Gaadfellas (Martin Scorsese 1 990) , and Fight Club. 
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In Just Another Girl on the IRT, 

Chantel (Ariyan Johnson 1 992) tells 

the audience in  no uncertain terms 

who she is and what she stands for, 

speaking directly to the camera as she 

would to one of her friends (fig. 

4. 1 6) . The direct address also serves 

a thematic purpose, because Chantel 

want to tell her story in order to coun

teract the culture's stereotyped 

images of young African-American 

women. 

Sound may align viewers with a 

character at a less conscious level 

than point-of-view shots .  In the 

opening shot of The Conversation, 

viewers hear odd, scrambled sounds 

that do not correspond to the images 

in front of them, which depict a 

crowd in San Francisco 's  Union 

Square. Several moments into the 

scene, i t  becomes clear that  the sounds are d istortions produced by recording 

equipment .  They are diegetic  sounds, but they are heard only by the characters 

taping the conversation of two characters in the square. 

TECHNIQUES IN PRAcrlCE 

Noticing Shifts in Perspective 

Some films, such as Hitchcock's Psycho, contain significant 

shifts in perspective. The film's early scenes focus on Marion 

Crane (Janet Leigh) , her relationship with Sam (John Gavin) , 

and her theft of $40,000 from her workplace. The importance of Marion 's 

perspective is reinforced when Marion encounters a Highway Patrol officer. 

The scene, composed of several point-of-view shots, emphasizes the idea 

that the fi lm is concerned with Marion ' s  thoughts and actions (see figs. 

7. 1 , 7 .8) . 

The audience soon learns that the film wil l  not continue to privi lege 

Marion's perspective, however, because she is murdered. This aspect of the 

film shocked audiences at the time. Rare is the fi lm in which the protagonist, 

the character whose perspective the audience has shared, is killed at al l ,  

much less a third of the way into the film!  

But  the transition from Marion's perspective to that of Norman Bates 

(Anthony Perkins) does not occur simply as a result of Marion's death . 

Several scenes prior to the famous shower scene where Marion dies, the 

Perspective and Mean i ng  

4.16 Chante l  addresses the  audience 
d i rectly i nJust Another Girl on the IRT. 
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4.17 (top left) Norman spies on Marion i n  
Psycho. 

4.18 (top right) A poine-of-view shot 
reveals what Norman sees. 

4.19 (bottom left) Marion's car s lowly 
s inks, seen from Norman's point of view. 

4.20 (bottom right) A close-u p  of Norman 
watching anxious ly. 
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camera has already begun to adopt Norman's po in t  of view. When Norman 

reads Marion's pseudonym in the hotel register, the audience shares his 

point of view and understands that he knows Marion has lied to him. When 

Norman looks through a hole in the wall to spy on Marion ,  the audience 

also shares his point of view (figs. 4. 1 7  and 4. 1 8) . 

After Marion's death ,  when Norman hides the evidence, point-of-view 

shots may evoke audience sympathy for h im.  The scene alternates between 

point-of-view shots that align the audience with Norman as he watches 

Marion's car stubbornly refusing to sink into the pond (fig. 4.19) and close

ups of Norman, at first worried (fig. 4.20) , and then , when the car goes 

under, relieved. 

The remainder of the fi lm departs from an exclusive focus on Norman, 

adopting his perspective as well as that of Marion 's sister Lila (Vera Miles) , 

who has come to investigate her disappearance. So,  the fi lm asks viewers to 

make the shift not only from Marion's  perspective to Norman's but also to 

Lila's. Furthermore, in order to prolong suspense and close the film with a 

twist, Hitchcock makes masterful use of restricted narration, preventing the 

audience from learning one critical aspect o f  Norman's story-the true 

nature of his relationship with his mother-until the end of the film .  

Figure 4.21 summarizes the  elements of narrative form covered in this 

chapter. Like all narrative art forms, narrat ive films depend on characters, 
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confl icts, and cause-and-effect logic. But ,  unl ike stories, novels, and plays, 

narrative films uniquely depend on visual and sound elements to establ ish 

place and t ime, develop characters, suggest themes and ideas, and create 

mood. The next chapter examines a fi lm's integrated program of visual 

design, which determines the overall " look of the fi lm, " a complex element 

of film art referred to as mise en scene. 

4.21 N arrative Form. 

Elements of narrative Characters, actions, time, place, causality 

Selection and ordering of narrative Syuzhet: events selected , arranged, and p resented 
elements on screen ; {abula: al l  events that expl ic i tly and 

imp l i cit ly underl i e  the syuzhet, i n  chronological 
order  

Presentation of the  fictiona l  world D iegetic: part of  the imp l i ed story world; non-
d iegetic: exists outs ide story world 

Dramatic structure Three-act, fou r-part, frame/embedded, episod ic 

Perspective Fi rst-person ,  th i rd-person ( restricted , omni sc ient,  
or  a combination )  

• The diegesis consists of the world of the story. Non-diegetic elements allow 

the filmmaker to communicate with the audience directly, rather than 

through characters or other aspects of the fictional world. 

• The distinction between the syuzhet and the fabula is  critical for understand

ing the significance of the order and selection of events. The syuzhet contains 

all represented events whereas the fabula consists of a complete and cllrono

logical accounting of all represented and implied events. 

• Many narrative films conform to a three-act or four-part structure. Alterna

tives to this model include two-part structures, frame/embedded tale, and 

episodic narratives. 

• Some films adopt, and others discard, conventions of narrative form, such as 

unity, clarity, sympathetic, action-oriented characters, closure, and unobtru

sive craftsmanship. 

• Most narrative films use restricted narration,  providing objective and subjec

tive information to viewers. When viewers know more than characters about 

an event, that knowledge affects their response to the character and may gen

erate suspense. 

• Point-of-view shots may or may not align viewers with characters. They may 

encourage viewers to understand and sympathize with characters, as do char

acter voice-overs and direct address (both diegetic elements) . 

• Narrative films tend to privilege the perspective of one or two main charac

ters. As they unfold, they may shift between or among characters. 
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Fi lm Analxsis 

A nalyzing Narrative Structure 

The essay below analyzes narrative form in Akira Kuro

sawa's Rashomon ( 1 950) . The author argues that the struc

ture, characters, and conclusion of the film depart from the 

classical model. 

Before beginning any writing assignment, it's important to make an 

outline. An outline is a blueprint: i t  should contain the main idea and indi

cate the structure of ideas that supports that main point. An outline of the 

essay below identifies the thesis statement and traces the writer's organiza

tional logic. 

Thesis: Ras/lOmon offers an alternative to traditional narrative form 

through its structure, characters, and lack of closure. 

1. Structure 

A. define conventional three-act structure so reader understands basis for 

comparison 

B. identify structural departures in Ras/lOmon and explain how they differ 

from traditional structure 

1 .  Rashomon is composed of a frame story and an embedded story 

2. the embedded story unfolds through repetition,  whereas frame story 

proceeds with conventional beginning, middle, and end 

II. Characters 

A. define the two salient features of classical model for comparison pur

poses: characters are action-oriented and invite identification 

B. present details that show the ways characters in Rashomon function 

differently 

l .  frame story emphasizes contemplation over action (it consists of 

telling stories to pass the time) 

2. the film offers opportunities for identification and distancing (the 

audience may not identify with the woodcutter when his point of 

view is challenged; characters in the embedded story are inconsis

tent) 

I I I .  Closure 

A. conventional narratives generally answer all questions 

B. here, questions are left unanswered: thwarting viewer's ability to 

determine " the truth" 

C. the embedded story is not resolved, though the frame story achieves 

partial resolution 

The Narrative Complexity of Rashomon 
Based on a 1 921 story by Ryunosuke Akutagawa entitled " In  a Grove, " Akira 

Kurosawa's Rashomon is notable for several reasons. One is its importance 
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to film history. It was the first Japanese film to gain international recogni

tion when it won the Grand Prize at the Venice Film Festival and the 

Academy Award for best foreign film. The second reason is the film's strik

ing narrative organization. One critic states that the film is "as brilliant in its 

multifaceted plot as a cut gem" (Zunser, p. 37). Rashomon represents an 

alternative to traditional narrative form in three ways: through its structure, 

characters, and conclusion. This approach to storytelling helps the film 

develop its central theme: the impossibility of comprehending the truth. 

Rashomon departs from a traditional three-act structure, organized in a 

linear fashion with a beginning, middle, and end. instead, Kurosawa's film 

has a layered structure composed of a frame narration and an embedded 

story. The events are set in twelfth-century Japan, at a time when, the film 

states, "famines and civil wars had devastated the ancient capital." The 

frame story focuses on three men-a woodcutter, a Buddhist priest, and a 

commoner-who wait out a thunderstorm, sheltered by the ruined Kyoto 

city gates (fig. 4.22). The woodcutter tells the others of an incident that he 

has witnessed three days earlier. The other two men listen to the embedded 

story, which describes a violent encounter between a samurai, his wife, and 

a bandit. 

The embedded tale unfolds in flashbacks. But the woodcutter's version of 

the story is not the only one depicted. A total of four flashbacks show the 

same events from different perspectives: that of the woodcutter, the samurai, 

the wife, and the bandit. (The samurai Takehiro, who has been killed, 

communicates his version through a medium.) 

Whereas the frame story is structured by cause and effect (the men wait 

for the rain to let up and tell stories in the meantime), the embedded tale is 

structured differently. Because the same 

events are repeated four times, from dif

ferent perspectives, the cause-and-effect 

logic becomes confusing. Each narrator 

tells a different story, raising the follow

ing questions: what were the motivations 

of the samurai, wife, and bandit 

(causes), and what actually happened 

(effects)? 

The second way in which Rashomon 

offers an alternative to traditional narra

tive form is through its characters. In 

conventional Hollywood narratives, 

characters rarely spend time contemplat

ing the world; they are more likely to 

take action. But the "actions" of the three 

characters in Rashomon's frame story are 

storytelling, sharing opinions, and 

waiting for the rain to end. Rashomon 
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4.22 The woodcutter, priest, and 
commoner find shelter at the city gates in 
Rashomon. 
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4.23 The woodcutter provides just one 
version of events in Rashomon. 
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highlights the importance of abstract ideas more than action. The frame 

story points to the ambiguous nature of reality and the human capacity for 

altruism. The embedded story has its share of action, including robbery, 

sexual assault, and sword fighting. Yet, as those actions are reported over 

and over again by the four narrators, they become secondary to the philo

sophical questions raised about the nature of reality. 

Rashomon confounds the classical narrative model by making it difficult 

to identify with its characters. In traditional narrative films, the main char

acter, generally a complex but likeable figure, attracts the sympathy and 

identification of the audience. In Rashomon, the woodcutter resembles a 

conventional protagonist in that he does state a clear motivation for his 

storytelling: he seeks clarity. His first line in the film is " I  can't understand 

it," expressing his desire to make sense of the events he has witnessed (fig. 

4.23). But the commoner calls that motivation into question, and undercuts 

audience identification with the woodcutter when he accuses the woodcut

ter of lying to protect himself. 

Furthermore, the characters in the embedded story are inconsistent. With 

each telling, their traits, goals, and motivations change, which makes it dif

ficult for the viewer to develop a stable sense of identification with the 

samurai, his wife, or the bandit. 

Finally, the film's conclusion offers a stunning example of open-ended

ness rather than the closure typical of traditional narratives. While the frame 

narration offers a sense of resolution (the rain subsides, the men find a baby, 

and the woodcutter decides to adopt the child), the clashing flashbacks 

provide no obvious way to ascertain the truth of the embedded story. It is 

difficult for the audience to determine which version (and which narrator) 

to believe. The truth about what actually happened in the embedded story 

remains in doubt and thus unresolved. 

In these three aspects-narrative structure, characters, and conclusion

Kurosawa's Rashomon departs from classical narrative form in innovative 

ways. The layered narrative, unusual characterizations, and open-ended 

conclusion have all contributed to the film's ability to fascinate viewers for 

many decades, and to inspire films such as Hero (Zhang Y imou 2004). 
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What matters is the way space is cut up, the precision 
of what happens within the magical space of the 
frame, where I refuse to allow the smallest 
clumsiness. 

Federico Fellini 

F
rancis Ford Coppola's The Godfather (1972) opens with a wedding. Connie 

(Talia Shire), the daughter of Don Vito Corleone (Marlon Brando), marries 

Carlo Rizzi (Gianni Russo) at the Corleone estate outside New York City. 

About halfway through the film, Vito's son Michael (AI Pacino), who is hiding 

from enemies in Sicily, marries a young woman named Apollonia in the small 

town of Corleone. Although both scenes depict Corleone family weddings, they 

look very different. The first scene is a lavish reception held on the lawn of the 

Mise en 

Scene 

5.1 Connie's lavish wedding in The 
Godfather. 

• 
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5.2 Michael's humble village wedding in 
The Godfather. 
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imposing Corleone mansion. Connie 

wears an extravagant wedding gown 

(fig. 5.1) while hundreds of guests 

drink copiously and feast on lasagne. 

By contrast, in the scene of Michael 

and Apollonia's wedding, the actual 

ceremony is shown at the small 

village church (fig. 5.2). The wedding 

party parades through the dusty 

streets of the rustic countryside. The 

bride and groom circulate among 

their guests, serving them candy, 

before dancing together in the town 

square. This comparison raises a 

question related to the use of visual 

details: what significance can be 

derived from the fact that these two 

weddings look so different? 

Narrative and visual elements 

work together to establish differences 

between the two Corleone weddings. Connie's wedding emphasizes the secular 

(non-religious) aspects of the event. First, the scene does not depict the marriage 

ceremony itself. Also, Vito takes care of business matters during the reception, 

as well-wishers ask him for favors. Costumes and props-including the fancy 

automobiles parked near by-tell viewers that the guests are affluent. By con

trast, the scene of Michael's wedding foregrounds the marriage by showing the 

priest blessing the couple in the church. A small number of people attend their 

reception. Everyone is dressed simply, including the groom, who wears a black 

suit instead of a tuxedo. As they serve their guests, the wedding couple, not the 

ostentatious display of wealth, takes center stage. These details of setting, 

costume, and props imply that, in America, wealth and business take prece

dence over family and community. This conflict between business and family 

assumes great significance over the course of the Godfather trilogy, becoming 

one of its major themes. 

This chapter explores the way filmmakers carefully orchestrate visual details 

such as these to develop characters, support themes, and create mood. The 

chapter focuses on the integrated design program, called mise en scene, by exam

ining four major components: setting, the human figure, lighting, and composi

tion. It then looks at two specific styles of mise en scene: that associated with 

German Expressionist cinema of the 1920s and the French style of the 1930s 

known as Poetic Realism. These distinctive approaches suggest different ways in 

which mise en scene creates fictional worlds that viewers find compelling. 

The term mise en scene (pronounced "meez ahn sen") originated in the 

theater and literally means staging a scene through the artful arrangement of 

actors, scenery, lighting, and props-everything that the audience sees. In a film, 

the mise en scene is designed by a production designer, working in collaboration 

with the film director. In a narrative film, mise en scene creates the look of the 
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Designing the Look of the Film 

The mise en scene is determined during pre-production and 

production and involves the work of many people. The 

production designer's careful planning contributes greatly to 

the coherence of the mise en scene. The director and 

production designer make decisions about how the story 

world will look well before principal photography begins. 

The art director supervises the construction of scale models 

and computer graphics to preview possibilities. Location 

scouts travel to find locations. A construction coordinator 

directs carpenters who build sets according to the 

specifications in blueprints drawn up by set designers; set 

decorators find the appropriate materials to make the space 

a plausible environment and translate the production 

designer's themes into visual details. Set dressers work 

during shooting, arranging the items on the set. 

Casting directors audition actors and extras. Costume 

designers present sketches to the director for approval, and 

wardrobe supervisors acquire and manage costumes. 

Makeup artists and hairdressers work with actors to 

achieved the desired physical appearance for the characters. 

The property master is responsible for finding and 

maintaining props. The director runs rehearsals with actors 

before shooting begins to work on blocking (the plan for 

actors' movements), choreography (in action sequences or 

song and dance numbers), and the subtleties of each actor's 

performance. 

world of the story. In documentary films, directors do not usually control their 

environment, but they can choose which elements to focus on. Avant-garde film

makers may dispense with a story altogether, yet they still arrange the elements 

in the frame according to aesthetic principles described in this chapter. 

Each element of the mise en scene-the setting, the human figure, lighting, 

and composition-influences the viewer's experience of the story, characters, 

space, and time. Filmmakers use details in a systematic, integrated manner not 

only to create a world on screen, but also to indicate character development, 

present motifs, amplify themes, and establish mood. 

°ID Setting 

Setting refers to the places where the film's action unfolds. These places may be 

general or specific locations, real or imaginary places. In Notorious, events occur 

in two cities: Miami, Florida, and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In each city there are a 

number of specific locations as well: the Miami County Courthouse, Alicia 

Huberman's house, and, in Rio, Alicia's apartment, the race track, the govern

ment offices, and Alex Sebastian's house. The change in setting from Miami to 

Rio marks a turning point in the narrative when Alicia commits to changing her 

life by becoming a government agent. 

Alicia's apartment and Alex's house are sets built on a studio soundstage (a 

large, warehouse-like structure that houses sets and provides optimum control 

over lighting and sound when filming). Constructing a set provides filmmakers 

with the maximum degree of control over their shooting environment. On an 

indoor set, directors and cinematographers do not have to contend with bad 

weather, noise, and unreliable lighting conditions. These are precisely the con

ditions that pose challenges to documentary filmmakers. 
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5.3 (top) Constructed set of a city street, 
from Children of Paradise. 

5.4 (bottom) Planet of the Apes relies upon 
a familiar monument to establish a setting. 
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A constructed set can be built to the filmmaker's precise specifications. For 

Marcel Carne's Children of Paradise (ULes Enfants du Paradis"; 1945), an 

outdoor set was constructed on a studio back lot to simulate a nineteenth

century Paris street. In order to use the small space to convey the feel of a 

bustling city block, the builders constructed a line of two-story buildings that 

diminished in size from the foreground to the background (fig. 5.3). To maintain 

proportions, Carne had small-scale carriages built and employed dwarves as 

extras in the distant areas of the shot. This production technique is called forced 

perspective: filmmakers construct and arrange buildings and objects on the set 

so that they diminish in size dramatically from foreground to background. 

Because the human eye uses the relative size of objects as a gauge of depth, the 

large disparity in size between foreground 

and background objects creates the illusion 

of greater depth. 

Most commercial films contain scenes 

shot on location; for example, in Ridley 

Scott's Blade Runner (1982) the Bradbury 

building grounds the film's futuristic Los 

Angeles setting in a familiar, present-day 

structure. Locations may contain recogniz

able physical landmarks, such as the Grand 

Canyon in Thelma & Louise (Ridley Scott 

1991) . 

Whether shooting on a soundstage or on 

location, filmmakers may carefully craft a 

recognizable Ustoryworld ". They can make 

reference to familiar, human-made objects to 

convey the significance of place. One 

example is director Franklin Schaffner's use 
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of the Statue of Liberty in Planet of the Apes (1968; fig 5.4) to reveal for the pro

tagonist George Taylor (Charlton Heston) the fact that human civilization has 

been eclipsed by the society of the apes. The destruction of this statue, and all 

it symbolizes, drives home the grim reality of this futuristic dystopia, where 

human liberty has been buried. Shooting on location does not necessarily mean 

filming where the story is set. Francis Ford Coppola filmed his Vietnam War epic 

Apocalypse Now in the Philippine rainforest. 

Filmmakers also use computer-generated imagery (CGl) to create settings: 

the ocean in Titanic (James Cameron 1997) was generated by computers. Scott 

Ross, of Industrial Light and Magic, says "the role that we need to play, and we 

really try hard to do so, is that we help define what the director is trying to get 

across on film" (Arden). Deciding whether to construct sets, to use locations, 

and/or to take advantage of newer computer technologies is part of the creative 

challenge of filmmaking. These decisions also relate to the business of film

making, as location shooting is often complex, time-consuming, unpredictable, 

and more expensive than shooting on a set. 

Describing Setting: Visual and Spatial Attributes 

The visual characteristics of a setting evoke responses from the audience. Do 

events take place inside buildings or outdoors? Are settings living spaces, work 

places, or public spaces? Are they spacious or cramped, sunny and bright, or 

dim and shadowy? Are they full of bits and pieces or empty? 

At first glance, an open, bright, exterior setting might suggest limitless possi

bilities, as in the rock climbing scene that opens Mission:Impossible 2 (John Woo 

2000), whereas a dark, cramped interior, like that in the opening of Memento, 

may connote entrapment. But open space can also serve as the site of banality 

or dread, or both, as it does in the rural Kansas setting of Capote, where writer 

Truman Capote investigates a shocking murder (fig. 5.5). The contextual use of 

setting is important to interpreting mise en 

scene. The context for interpretation includes 

the actions taking place there as well as the way 

the setting relates to other settings used 

throughout the film. 

The director or location scout chooses partic

ular spaces for their visual and spatial attrib

utes. Those qualities inevitably transmit 

cultural meanings as well as emotional implica

tions. The stately but hollow beach house in 

Interiors (Woody Allen 1978) reflects material 

wealth and emotional distance. The nondescript 

apartments in Office Space (Mike Judge 1999) 

convey the central characters' sterile, homoge

neous home environments, which mirror their 

gray work cubicles. Settings need not be 

ornately decorated or breathtakingly beautiful 

to offer insight into the lives of characters. 

Setting 

5.5 In Capote, the barren, ominous Kansas 
landscape contrasts sharply with lively 
scenes set in New York. 
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5.6 Dancing in the streets in Billy Elliot. 
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The Functions of Setting 

The primary functions of setting are to establish time and place, to introduce 

ideas and themes, and to create mood. In a period film, the setting recreates a 

place and time; visual details are especially important when the time period is 

essential to the film's story and themes. Historical research contributed to the 

meticulous depiction of New York City in the 1870s in Martin Scorsese's The Age 

of Innocence (1993) , a film about the struggle between love and obligation in 

high society. The settings, which speak to the ritualized behavior of this group 

of people, were integral to the representation of the protagonist's decision to 

remain with his wife and suppress his passionate love for another woman-a 

choice that might be difficult for contemporary audiences to understand. Direc

tor Scorsese said, "the setting's important only to show why this love is impos

sible" (Cocks and Scorsese, p. vii). Even the most "accurate" representations are 

subject to creative license. In the case of The Age of Innocence, the city of Troy, 

New York, was used as an exterior location for action set in Manhattan. 

Daughters of the Dust (Julie Dash 1990) , filmed on location on the Georgia 

and South Carolina Sea Islands, accurately depicts the places where the Gullah 

culture thrived. The ocean setting introduces ideas and themes: it reinforces the 

connection between the Peazant family and their African ancestors and their 

separation from the world of the mainland U.S. 

Certain genres are linked to settings and time periods. Westerns are located 

in the American Southwest in the late nineteenth century, whereas gangster 

films typically evoke a modern, urban environment. Other genres, such as 

romantic comedies, are less dependent on geography or historical period. 

As with any element of filmmaking, directors sometimes choose to use set

tings that work against expectations. Although musicals can take place any

where, the singing and dancing that define the genre often take place in stylized, 

theatrical settings. But musicals such as Dancer in the Dark (Lars von Trier 2000) 

and Billy Elliot (Stephen Daldry 2000) contain 

numbers choreographed amid urban neigh

borhoods (fig. 5.6), factories, and prisons. 

These films inventively test the genre's 

boundaries by emphasizing the incongruity of 

bleak settings as the backdrop for musical 

extravaganzas. 

Settings need not refer to existing locations 

or actual historical periods: instead they may 

evoke a generic sense of place or stand for 

implicit ideas. The large, bustling, but 

unspecified city in F.w. Murnau's Sunrise 

(1927) is important mainly because it pro

vides a contrast to the bucolic countryside 

where the main characters live. The city is 

never named. In this film, it is less important 

to know the specific location of the city than 

to recognize it as a source of excitement that 
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ultimately allows a husband and wife to redis

cover their love for one another. 

Settings help to determine the mood of a 

scene or an entire film. In Crash, a film about 

the damaging effects of racism in the United 

States, dusty roads and car-clogged freeways 

set the stage for numerous hostile interactions 

among residents of Los Angeles (see fig. 6.24). 

In Memento, a character named Leonard 

(Guy Pearce) struggles to remember his own 

past. Production designer Patti Podesta devel-

ops a motif of wavy glass and translucent plastic throughout the film's mise en 

scene (fig. 5.7). One critic writes that "the ideas behind the question of memory 

are reflected through her design" ( Mottram, p. 137) . Leonard's constant confu

sion is conveyed through visual details of setting. 

TECHNIQUES IN PRACTICE 

Same Film� Different Settings 

The significance of any setting derives not only from its 

visual and spatial qualities, but also from the way it functions 

in relation to other settings in the film. In Full Metal Jacket, the 

dramatic contrast between the film's two primary settings generates ideas 

and develops themes. In the first section, the rigid order of the Parris Island, 

South Carolina, marine training camp is emphasized by geometrical com

positions, including the precise right angles formed by the men when they 

run in formation and formed by the vertical columns in the barracks. The 

columns look rigid, upright, and homogeneous-mirroring the appearance 

of the two lines of men standing in front of them, all wearing identical white 

underwear (fig. 5.8). This physical parallel compares the men with archi

tecture and suggests at least two ideas. The first is that 

these men form the structural support of the entire mil

itary organization. A second idea hints at the purpose 

of the rigorous and dehumanizing training: like the 

blank, faceless columns, the men must sacrifice their 

individuality to become marines. 

This ordered setting contrasts sharply with the set

tings in Vietnam. The latter suggest the breakdown of 

military discipline and social order. As the marines 

move into Hue City, the men are neither geometrical 

nor precise: they amble in ragged clusters, moving hap

hazardly, not in straight lines (fig. 5.9). The frame is full 

of diverse objects arranged in a random fashion: sol

diers, tanks, trash, and hollowed-out burning buildings. 

Setting 

5.7 Translucent plastic plays a key role in 
the mise en scene of Memento. 

5.8 Columns visually reinforce the lines of 
men in Full Metal Jacket. 
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5.9 (left) In combat, the lines of marines 
fall into disarray. 

5.10 (right) The temporary restoration of 
order is reflected by the linear formation of 
the marching marines. 
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The buildings stand in direct contrast to the pristine interior and supporting 

columns of the Parris Island barracks. Under fire, in the field, the hierarchi

cal chain of command breaks down, and the marines take actions and make 

decisions in the heat of the moment. The changing mise en scene reflects and 

enhances the shifts between order and chaos. 

After the battle, the film's final scene shows the soldiers marching toward 

the river, singing the Mickey Mouse theme song. Private Joker's voice-over 

tells of his relief at being alive. These closing moments show the soldiers 

marching toward the same destination. They are not in perfect geometric 

formation, but they are moving in an orderly way in the same direction (fig. 

5.10). Because they are then shown in silhouette, they all look the same. The 

men are anonymous, as they were in their underwear in the barracks. The 

sense of a temporary restoration of order comes not only from the cessation 

of combat and the voice-over, but also from a mise en scene that subtly rein

troduces some visual attributes from the first half of the film. 

TECHNIQUES IN ' PRACTICE 
�� ,.1 

Same Setting, Different Film 

Another way to evaluate settings is to consider the way that 

one setting is used to achieve different effects in different 

movies. Ideas and feelings that viewers associate with a setting 

in the abstract may not apply to any specific film's use of that setting. 

For example, the beach may spur associations of light-heartedness, leisure, 

and freedom. But the significance of that environment in a film depends 

on the way it functions in the narrative and relates to other visual tech

niques. Beach settings have played important yet very different roles in the 
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following films, to name only a few: From Here to Eternity 

(Fred Zinnemann 1 95 3 ) ,  10 (Blake Edwards 1 979) , Chariots 

of Fire (Hugh Hudson 1 98 1 ) ,  Local Hero (Bill Forsyth 1 983) ,  

Glory (Edward Zwick 1 989) , Cast Away (Robert Zemeckis 

2000) , Whale Rider (Niki Caro 2002 ) ,  and Troy (Wolfgang 

Peterson 2004) . The following examples illustrate the impor

tance of  context. 

In The Piano (Jane Campion 1 993)  Scottish settler Stewart 

(Sam Neill) leaves the piano that his mail-bride Ada (Holly 

Hunter) has brought with her from Scotland behind on the 

New Zealand beach after she arrives there with her belong

ings. When she returns to that spot with Mr. Baines (Harvey 

Keitel) and her daughter Flora (Anna Pacquin) , her joy at 

being reunited with her beloved instrument (fig. 5 . 11 )  is 

enhanced by the setting. The beach's bright open space 

offers a visual contrast to  the dense, green forest and the 

dim, wood-walled interiors o f  the settlers' homes (fig. 5 . 12) . 

Ada smiles and moves fluidly as she plays the piano and 

Flora dances wildly to the music. Ada and Flora's move

ments and smiling facial expressions u nderscore feelings of 

openness and provide insight into their emotions. In this 

film, the beach represents, among other things, the intense 

pleasure of creative self-expression . 

Bhaji on the Beach (Gurinder Chadha 1 994) also features 

a beach setting. Its inclusion in the film's  title signals its central importance. 

The story follows a diverse group of South Asian women as they take a day 

trip to Bristol, England. In comparison to the cramped bus ride in the 

opening of the film, the beach offers freedom of movement and privacy (fig. 

5 .13) . These are thematically important because the mature women in the 

group, who adhere to Indian traditions, often disapprove of  the younger 

women, who have grown up in Britain and have adopted Western behavior. 

But the beach is not a space of vast, wild, unspoiled beauty as it is in The 

Piano; alongside expanses of sand, fast food restaurants 

and a strip club appear. The women exhibit various 

levels of comfort with the informality of  the beach and its 

tourist attractions, highlighting the theme of  the genera

tional and cultural differences that divide the women. 

The final scene of  The 400 Blows finds the troubled 

young protagonist, Antoine Doinel, running from a juve

nile detention center to the beach .  The setting seems 

incongruous after the urban streets that have served as 

the character's usual environment .  The beach does not 

promise the unfettered freedom conventionally associ

ated with that setting. Instead, the slowness of  Antoine's 

movements and a final freeze frame render the scene 

Setting 

5.1 1 (top) Ada expresses herself by playing 
the piano on the beach in The Piano. 

5.12 (bottom) The brown-toned interior of 
Stewart's house in The Piano. 

5.13 The beach provides a setting for a 
clash of generations in Bha)i on the Beach. 
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5.14 Antoine contemplates his future in 
The 400 Blows. 

5.1 5 Diouana mopping the floor in 
Black Girl. 
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ambiguous (fig. 5 .14) . Will he escape to freedom? Does the ocean 

signify an opportunity for rebirth, or does it represent yet another 

boundary? The uncertainty of the final moment on the beach con

tributes to the film's non-traditional narrative structure. 

In the opening scene of Black Girl ("La Noire de . . .  "; Ousmane 

Sembene 1 966) , a young Senegalese woman named Diouana (Mbis

sine Therese Diop) leaves Senegal, a former French colony, and 

travels to France by ocean liner to work for a wealthy family. Once 

in Nice, however, she realizes that her function there is not to care 

for the children, as she had been told, but to  serve as maid and 

cook. The family neglects to  pay her salary and their constant 

demands make her a virtual prisoner in the stifling apartment (fig. 

5 . 1 5) .  She has few opportunities to leave the apartment, much less 

explore the beach. Depressed and desperate, Diouana decides to 

take her own l ife. 

Under the circumstances, a beach scene depicting carefree vaca

tioners who sun themselves and read newspapers (fig. 5 . 16) must 

be interpreted ironically. Only the privileged are permitted to frolic 

on the beach ; their servants remain inside. The scene of the beach 

highlights Diouana 's exploitation and her invisibility. 

In these examples, beach settings produce meaning within a spe

cific context. In Black Girl, the beach represents a dead end rather 

than a site of transcendence, as it seems to be for Ada in The Piano. 

In Black Girl and Bhaji on the Beach, the beach setting highlights cul

tural conflicts. In The 400 Blows, the beach setting and the freeze 

frame raise more questions about where Antoine is headed than 

they answer. 

5.1 6 Carefree vacationers on the beach in Black Girl. 
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lit;) The Human Figure 

As the above examples suggest, actors ' performances contribute a great deal 

to a film's meaning. Most narrative feature films tell stories about human 

beings and the conflicts they face. Casting (the selection of actors) , acting 

style, and the placement and movement of figures influence the viewer's 

response to fictional characters, their strengths and weaknesses, and their hopes 

and fears. 

Casting 

Choosing actors is one of the most important decisions a director can make. 

Usually a casting director organizes auditions, but "A-list" actors are generally 

cast without the indignity of an audition. Their agents negotiate with directors 

and studio executives, sometimes discussing the star's wishes regarding the 

casting of other actors and desired changes in the script. 

Well-known stars can earn more than $20 million per film, but they may be 

worth it because attaching a popular celebrity to a project helps to secure financ

ing. Some prominent actors occasionally work "for scale" (the minimum wage 

for professional actors) i f  they like a particular script or because they enjoy the 

experience of making low-budget films. 

Filmmakers may be limited in their casting choices for commercial reasons. 

Alfonso Cuaron-director o f  Y Tu Mama Tambien ("And Your Mother As Well" 

200l)-was hired to direct the third Harry Potter film,  Prisoner of Azkaban 

(2004) , but was not permitted to hire d i fferent actors or alter the production 

design because that would have risked alienating the fans of  the popular Harry 

Potter series . The practice of typecasting-repeatedly casting an actor in the 

same kind of role-offers benefits to stars and studios. Stars sometimes prefer 

roles that will play to their strengths and reinforce their image. At the same time, 

because actors ' fees represent a large percentage of production costs, and 

because audiences often go to movies to see favorite stars, studio executives 

prefer to minimize risk and to stick with a "sure thing" in terms of casting. 

So, for example, Harrison Ford portrayed an ironic swashbuckler in both the 

Star Wars and the Indiana Jones series in the late 1 9 70s and early 1 980s. Hugh 

Grant became a star playing the upper-class, aloof, but self-deprecating roman

tic hero in Four Weddings and a Funeral (Mike Newell 1993) and Notting Hill 

(Roger Michell 1999) . 

Sometimes actors deliberately choose roles that work against type. This 

can be a risky proposition, since fans may refuse to accept this shift from their 

familiar frame of reference. Meg Ryan,  who became a household name playing 

winsome romantic leads in comedies such as When Harry Met Sally (Rob 

Reiner 1 989) , Sleepless in Seattle (Nora Ephron 1993) ,  and You've Got Mail 

(Nora Ephron 1998), found it difficult to depart from that image. Her When 

a Man Loves a Woman (Luis Mandoki 1994) , where she played an alcoholic, 

Addicted to Love (Griffin D unne 1 997) , a black comedy, and Proof of Ufe 

(Taylor Hackford 2000) , an action-adventure film, were box office failures. This 
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is not to say that actors are incapable of moving beyond typecasting, but that 

commercial considerations may limit their opportunities to do so .  

Acting Style 

Actors bring a public image and their previous roles with them, but they also 

bring training in a particular acting style. In early cinema, stage acting tech

niques influenced film acting and a highly emotive, almost pantomime style pre

vai led. In silent films, facial and bodily expressions were the primary means of 

conveying the story. Whereas actors on the stage rely on physical presence and 

projection to a live audience, film actors contain their expressiveness for the 

camera to pick up. 

The most influential school of film acting is method acting, a style based on 

the theories of Russian theater director Constantin Stanislavski, who brought a 

new, psychological realism to character depiction in the early twentieth centu ry. 

"The Method" was further developed by the Group Theatre of the 1930s, com

mitted to presenting plays to promote social awareness and activism. Many 

Group Theatre practitioners went on to become stage and film actors and direc

tors associated with the Actors' Studio, founded in New York in 1 947 by Lee 

Strasberg. Method actors inhabit the psychological reality of their characters. 

They immerse themselves in the feelings of the character and then connect those 

emotions to their own experiences to realize the performance. Prominent 

method actors include Marlon Brando, James Dean (fig. 5 . 1 7), Julie Harris, and 

Robert De Niro. Contemporary actors continue to use method acting techniques. 

In order to prepare for a role as a non-drinking cop in L.A .  Confidential (Curtis 

Hanson 1 997) , notorious boozer Russell Crowe (fig. 5 . 1 8) stopped drinking 

alcohol for six months. Christian Bale lost 63 pounds to play the role of a man 

who never sleeps in The Machinist (Brad Anderson 2004) , and H ilary Swank 

reportedly lived as a man to prepare for her role in Boys Don'£ Cry (Kimberly 

Peirce 1 999) . 

Film scholar Barry King identifies several categories of actors, based on the 

way their performances are perceived by audiences. Impersonation describes the 

work of actors who seem to disappear into their roles: actors with this ability to 

transform themselves include Meryl Streep, Sean Penn, and Julianne Moore. Per

sonification refers to the work of actors who remain themselves or always play 

themselves and may have scripts written specifically to exploit their particular 

attributes. Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Reese Witherspoon, and Tom Cruise 

belong in this category. Technical acting refers to the mastery of external details 

of a character such as an accent or physical trai t ,  as evident in Peter Sellers' and 

Jim Carrey's work. 

Actors' performances also depend on the narrative: protagonists are presented 

in lead roles; their sidekicks, friends, and other lesser personages are played out 

in supporting roles. Character actors often play tbe same supporting roles in 

many films, but they generally do not achieve the widespread recognition 

enjoyed by lead actors. Examples of character actors include Franklin Pangborn, 

Steve Buscemi ,  Thelma Ritter, Phillip Seymour Hoffman, and Maggie Smith . 

Extras are hired to appear anonymously, often in crowd scenes (although 
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computer graphics allow special effects technicians to create crowd scenes in 

post-production) . Cameos are brief appearances by well-known actors playing 

themselves. Ensemble acting is based on an equitable distribution of the work 

and the glory. Directors such as Robert Altman, Woody Allen, Mike Leigh, and 

Christopher Guest often collaborate with large ensemble casts. 

Acting Brechtian: Distancing the Audience 

An actor's skill in bring a character to l ife-his ability to make audience 

members believe in the character-is essential to involving viewers in a realist 

film.  But some filmmakers reject the conventions of realism. Directors such as 

Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Jean-Luc Godard ,  and Alain Resnais have explored 

the film medium as a process of representation .  Uninterested in the psychologi

cal believability o f  characters, they draw on German dramatist Bertolt Brecht's 

ideas about acting, which emphasize the artifice, not the authenticity, of perfor

mance. Brecht's Epic Theater was an attempt to stimulate the audience's critical 

thought processes, not their emotions, by calling attention to the aesthetic and 

political frameworks that produce stories and characters. Brechtian distancia

lion refers to the destruction of the theatrical illusion for the purpose of eliciting 

an intellectual response in the audience. 

An example of a Brechtian approach is David Lynch's Mulholland OrilJe 

(2001 ) .  The actors ' performances are intentionally opaque: they do not reveal 

their characters' inner thoughts or emotions. Rita (Laura Harring) is a blank 

slate because a car accident has robbed her of her identity. Betty (Naomi Watts) 

assumes the role of  a Nancy Drew detective to help Rita. Adam (Justin Theroux) 
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5.17 (left) James Dean, a leading exponent 
of "The Method". 

5.18 (right) Russell Crowe adopts method 
acting techniques. 
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5.19 In David Lynch's Mulholland Drive, all 
the world's a stage. 
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acts the role of a film director as scripted by powerful 

movie moguls. Ironically, in the one scene where 

viewers might feel connected to Betty, she is reading 

for a part in a film.  In the audition-a performance

Betty expresses more emotion than she does in the rest 

of the fi lm. Lynch's use of anti-realist acting, combined 

with a fragmented narrative that originates in one char

acter's dreams, forces viewers to pull away from the 

story and constantly to ask questions about the 

"reality" of the characters and events. Even a simple 

home or office setting is treated like a theater stage 

(fig. 5 . 1 9 ) .  

Actors' Bodies: Figure Placement 

In rehearsal, directors work with the actors to block the 

action, establishing movements that change their physical relationships with 

other actors and with the camera. Figure placement and movement-what 

audiences see on screen-can produce artful compositions, provide information 

about characters and their relationships, develop motifs, and reinforce themes. 

Directors treat actors' bodies as elements of the visual field. Figures who 

tower over other characters, for example, may dominate them in some other way 

in the film,  whereas characters who meet each other on the same physical level 

(high/low) and plane of depth ( foreground/background) may exhibit a more 

equitable relationship. Characters who occupy the foreground gain visual promi

nence through their apparent proximity to the viewer. They may assume a 

greater narrative importance as wel l .  The analysis below looks at how figure 

placement in Orson Welles's Citizen Kane conveys the ongoing predicament of 

the film's central character. 

TECHNIQYES'IN PRACTICE 

Figure Placement in Citizen Kane 

A scene in Citizen Kane i l lustrates the way the careful pos

itioning of actors produces meaning. In the Colorado board

ing house scene, characters are positioned in ways that 

provide insight into their relationships and suggest Charles Foster Kane's 

motivations later in his life. 

As the Kanes and Mr. Thatcher (George Coulouris) discuss Charles's 

future, Mary Kane (Agnes Moorehead) sits very close to the camera. The 

banker Thatcher is seated behind her, while her husband, Jim Kane (Harry 

Shannon) , moves between the foreground and middle ground of the shot. 

Charles, who can be heard as he plays outside in the snow, is visible through 

the window. The prominence of Mary Kane underlines her position of 
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authority. She makes the decision to send her son Charles away to grow up 

as Thatcher's ward , believing that she is acting in his best interests. 

Mary and Jim Kane d isagree about the decision. Their difference of 

opinion on this matter is signified by dialogue as well as figure placement. 

Moving around in the middle ground, Jim mutters his opposition to Mary's 

plan. After he learns that the agreement with the bank will provide him with 

a sum of money, however, he decisively walks away from Mary and 

Thatcher. He resigns himself to the decision Mary has made with the state

ment, "It 's all for the best . "  His movement is closely linked to his self

serving line of dialogue. He closes the window, severing his relationship 

with his son Charles, who can no longer be heard . 

Mary immediately stands up ,  moves to the window, and opens i t .  She 

calls to Charles as she tells no one in particular that she has had his trunk 

packed for a week. Opening the window reverses the action Jim has taken, 

suggesting the tension between them. Mary is troubled by her decision to 

send the boy away, a fact that becomes evident when she re-establishes the 

connection to her son. These movements and dialogue contradict her earlier 

stoicism , providing insight into her mixed feelings. The viewer gains access 

to Mary's emotions through her movement and proximity to the camera . 

Similarly, Charles ' s  movements compellingly narrate the early years of 

his life in visual terms. Even when Charles can be seen through the window, 

he is positioned between the other characters. When the scene moves outside 

the boarding house, he moves back and forth between the three adults as each 

one of them claims his attention ( fig. 5 .20) . Ultimately, after thrusting his 

sled at Thatcher (an act repeated symbolically throughout the film) , Charles 

ends up in his mother's arms, but that 

protection will be short-lived . He will 

leave with Thatcher that afternoon.  

The figure placement and move

ment convey the idea that Mary is the 

most powerful figure in the boy's l i fe. 

As a child, he has no say in  his own 

future. As an adult, Charles 's desire 

for power and control is l inked to his 

powerlessness in this life-changing 

moment .  When Charles perceives 

that others are exerting control over 

him, he reacts strongly, as he does, 

for example, when political rival Jim 

Gettys (Ray Collins) , his wife, Emily 

(Ruth Warrick) , and his friend Susan 

Alexander (Dorothy Comingore) try 

to convince him to withdraw from 

the governor's race. Useful compar

isons can be made between the figure 
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5.20 The three adults vie for the young 
Charles's attention in Citizen Kane. 
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5.21 Joe Gillis is ficced for an expensive 
suic in Sunset Boulevard. 
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placement in the two scenes, beginning with Charles's location in the depth 

of the frame, surrounded by others. Recurring patterns of figure placement 

visually convey one of the important questions concerning Charles Foster 

Kane: is he in charge of his l i fe, or are other people making decisions 

for him? 

Actors' Bodies: Costumes and Props 

In the Colorado boarding house scene, the clothing that Mary, Jim ,  Thatcher, and 

Charles wear helps to define each of  them. There are obvious differences 

between Jim's homespun vest and trousers and Thatcher's formal attire and top 

hat. Costumes provide information about time and place, but,  more i mportantly, 

they express social milieu and personal style. 

Costumes cannot be simply taken at face value, but must be interpreted in the 

context of the film. In Bhaji on the Beach, the older women wear traditional 

Indian dress and the younger women wear contemporary English garments; 

thus, clothing visually demarcates the generational divide (see fig. 5 . 1 3) .  

In The Royal Tenenbaums, the three Tenenbaum children wear the same 

clothing as adults as they had when they were growing up, humorously sug

gesting their arrested development. Ritchie (Luke Wilson) , the tennis prodigy, 

wears tennis sweatbands, and Margot (Gwyneth Paltrow) wears a fur coat. Chaz 

(Ben Sti l ler) wears a warm-up suit all the t ime and dresses his two sons the 

same way. 

Clothing is a highly personal matter. Characters wear their clothes on their 

bodies; they are literally attached to their wardrobe. In the modern gothic Sunset 

Boulevard (Billy Wilder 1 950) , down

and-out writer Joe G i llis (William 

Holden) undergoes a sartorial transfor

mation when he meets the Hollywood 

has-been Norma Desmond (Gloria 

Swanson) . Desmond sti l l  dresses the 

part of a glamorous film star and buys 

expensive suits for Joe so he can 

accompany her around H ollywood. 

Joe's apparent rise in status occurs at 

the expense of his integrity, however. 

His new clothes are a symbol of eco

nomic dependence. His costume transi

tion i ndicates not a sudden stroke of 

good fortune but a loss of control over 

h is  own life. One store clerk treats Joe 

like a gigolo, snidely telling him to 

choose the more expensive coat, since 

the lady is paying for it (fig. 5.21 ) .  
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Finally, clothing (and the lack thereoO carries cultural implications. Iranian 

director Tamineh Milani's films about the effects of the Islamic revolution of the 

late 1 970s depict women wearing the veil (fig. 5 .22) . While many women at that 

time wore the veil to show support for the Islamic cause, just as many women 

preferred to continue wearing Western-style clothing. But Milani could not 

depict the diversity of the era because government restrictions in place when she 

made her film prevented filmmakers from showing women without veils. 

Like costumes, props establish character and hint at change and develop

ment. Props are moveable objects owned or used by characters and range from 

automobiles to a child 's  teddy bear. The degree of narrative or symbolic impor

tance of props varies: six-shooters, parasols, and lassos are standard props 

for Western films, just as machine guns and getaway cars are central to the 

gangster genre. None of  these items necessarily carries any symbolic weight .  

Some props are purely functional a n d  do not 

enrich the exploration of character or contribute 

to a motif. 

But in Vittorio De Sica's Bicycle Thieves 

("Ladri di biciclette"; 1 948) (long mistranslated 

as Bicycle Thief), the bicycle is a not only a 

means of transportation for Antonio Ricci (Lam

berto Maggiorani) , but also a symbol of the 

desperate situation facing the people of postwar 

Italy. When Ricci's bicycle is stolen , he loses his 

job. Similarly, in The Station Agent (Thomas 

McCarthy 2003) , Fin 's (Peter Dinklage) most 

prized possession-his pocket watch-repre

sents more than simply a functional tool. I t  sym

bolizes his slightly old-fashioned affinity for 

trains as well as his desire for punctuality, pre

dictability, and order (fig. 5 .23) . 

The Human Fig u re 

5.22 Veiled women in The Hidden Half 
(2002). 

5.23 In The Station Agent, Fin's formal 
attire distinguishes him from his friends. 
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5.24 (left) In The Hours a prosthetic nose 
changes Nicole Kidman's face. 

5.25 (right) The novelist Virginia Woolf. 

1 04 

Actors' Bodies: Makeup 

Makeup and hairstyles establish time period,  reveal character traits, and signal 

changes in characters. Makeup was used in early cinema simply to make actors' 

faces visible. But improvements in film stock and lighting mean that makeup is 

now used to enhance or minimize an actor's prominent features or to simulate 

youth or advanced age. 

Makeup and prostheses (three-dimensional makeup that is attached to 

actors' faces and bodies) can alter an actor's appearance so that he or  she resem

bles a historical figure and enhance a film's claim to historical accuracy. This 

was the case when Nicole Kidman played the role of novelist Virginia Woolf  in 

The Hours (Stephen Daldry 2002) . Kidman was fitted with a prosthetic nose (fig. 

5 .24) to evoke Woolf's unique facial characteristics. Woolf's face may be famil

iar to many viewers because photographs of  the writer have been published in 

books she wrote as well as i n  books others have written about her (fig. 5 .25) . 

In Monster (2003) , Patti Jenkins 's drama about serial killer Aileen Wuornos, 

actress Charlize Theron sat for several hours of makeup application every day. 

Makeup artist Toni G applied liquid latex to Theron's face to create the look of 

sun-damaged skin. Theron recreated Wuornos emotionally and physically, and 

she earned an Academy Award for her performance. 

Makeup and prostheses ( three-d imensional makeup attached to faces and 

bodies) may produce comical or frightening effects. For his role in Roxanne (Fred 

Schepisi 1 987) , Steve Martin wore a huge prosthetic nose, an essential physical 
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5.26 (above left) Mike Myers as Aus(in Powers. 

5.27 (above right) Myers as Dr. Evil in Austin Powers: International 
Man of MystelY· 

5.28 (below) Boris Karloff as (he monster in Frankenstein. 

feature of his  character, C.o. (a reference to Cyrano de Berg

erac, the hero of the original play by Edmond Rostand, on 

which the film is based) . In the Austin Powers films, Mike 

Myers plays several characters (Powers, Dr. Evil, and Fat 

Bastard) with the help of makeup, costumes, hairstyle, and 

prostheses (figs. 5 .26, 5 .27) . 

Horror film monsters and science fiction creatures pose 

great challenges for makeup artists and costume designers. 

To become the monster in  Frankenstein (James Whale 1 931) , 

Boris Karloff sat for many hours while technicians applied 

layers of makeup and prostheses; his bulky costume 

included weights in his shoes, which helped him create the 

monster's distinctive shuffle (fig. 5 .28) . In  Van He/sing 

(Stephen Sommers, 2004) , Shuler Hensley wore at least 

fifteen facial prostheses and leg extensions that added more 

than eight inches to his height to re-create the terrifying 

image of the Frankenstein monster. In The Grinch (Ron 

Howard 2000) , Jim Carrey not only donned a full-body 
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5.29 Lon Chaney's physical 
performance as Alonzo in 
The Unknown. 
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costume that transformed him into a furry green monster, but also wore contact 

lenses that dramatically changed the color of his eyes. 

Digital effects that are added in post-production also modify an actor's 

appearance. In  The Mask (Charles Russell 1 994) , morphing accomplishes Jim 

Carrey's grotesque transformation. Images of actors may be altered in a variety 

of ways using computer graphics programs: for example, an image can be 

scanned into the computer and unwanted elements digitally " painted out" of the 
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image or the background.  

An actor may undertake serious p hysical changes in 

order to play a role. Renee Zellweger gained some much

publicized weight to play the title character in two Bridget 

Jones films. Jared Leto lost weight to p ortray a heroin 

addict in  Requiem for a Dream (Darren Aronofsky 2000) , as 

did Adrian Brody when he played a Holocaust survivor in 

The Pianist (Roman Polanksi 2002) . Silent film star Lon 

Chaney was known as the "man of a thousand faces": he 

earned that reputation because he physically transformed 

himself for each role. In  The Hunchback of Notre Dame 

(Wallace Worsley 1 923) and The Phantom of the Opera 

(Rupert Julian 1925) , he depicts outcasts with physical dis

abilities. As Alonzo in  The Unknown (Tod Browning 1927) , 

he pretends to be armless, then has both arms amputated 

in an unsuccessful and pitiful attempt to win the love of a 

fellow circus performer (fig . 5 .29) . 

Physicality in Raging Bull and Ali 

When Robert De Niro convinced Martin SCOl'sese to film 

Raging Bull (1980) and to cast him as boxer Jake La Motta, 

the actor understood the importance of rendering the psy-

chology and emotions of the character through his physicality. In  the film, 

La Motta is obsessed with maintaining his body at the peak of perfection. 

The film's grueling fight scenes required De Niro to train,  develop his 

stamina, and mold his physique: the actor even entered amateur boxing 

matches. La Motta 's body obsession even extends to experiments with 

sexual temptation. He asks his wife, Vickie (Cathy Moriarty) , to seduce him, 

but then resists in  order to prove he has control over his body. 

As he ages, it becomes evident that La Motta's self-control is a form of 

narcissism: he uses his powerful physique to control others. He begins to 

use his body aggressively outside the ring. When j ealousy overcomes him, 

he physically attacks friends,  his wife, and his brother. He intentionally 

destroys an opponent 's face because his wife admired the boxer's looks. 

Mary Pat Kelly writes that De Niro 's  La Motta is "so unconscious of his own 

feelings and emotions that he can speak only through violence" (Kelly, 
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p. 121) . In the later stages of his life, La Motta indulges himself by drinking, 

smoking, and overeating, all o f  which contribute to his grossly overweight 

body. Both his youthful  physical perfection and his aging decrepitude are 

attributable to his complete self-absorption. De Niro's physical transforma

tion has inspired actors ever since. Commenting on his intensive training for 

his role as Achilles in Troy, Brad Pitt remarked,  "Ever since De Niro put on 

60 pounds for Raging Bull, that set the course. He screwed us all, really" 

("Brad Pitt " ) .  

A slightly di fferent challenge faced Will Smith in  taking on the  role of  

Muhammad Ali , the  former world heavyweight boxing champion. In  Ali 

(2001 ) ,  director Michael Mann decided to limit the plot events to the ten 

years lead ing up to Ali ' s  h istoric "Rumble in the Jungle"-the challenge 

match in Zaire where he recaptured his title from George Foreman. Concen

trating on a shorter timespan in the boxer's l i fe did not necessarily make 

Smith's job simpler, however. Like La Motta, Ali 's self-expression extended 

beyond the physical contest inside the ring. 

Like De Niro, Smith trained physically for the role, putting on 35 pounds. 

But just as important as rendering Al i 's  graceful athleticism was Smith's 

ability to capture Ali 's distinctive manner of speaking and presenting 

himself in public. Famous for his social consciousness and his rhyming 

zingers, Ali was a public figure with an intellectual approach and a polit ical 

perspective on racism and the Vietnam War. Smith paid particular attention 

to Ali's vocal qualities: the slightly raspy voice, the rhythmic manner of 

speaking, and the ironic tone. New Yorker film critic David Denby writes that 

Smith's  performance "gets the right Kentucky music in  [Al i 's] voice" and 

captures the "slow moving meditativeness of  a big bodied man" (Denby, p .  

27) .  De Niro a n d  Smith were successful in  their depictions of boxers not 

only because they undertook physical training, but also because they con

sidered the way each man used his physicality in his boxing career and in 

his l i fe outside the ring. 

Lightin g 

Light is an essential requirement of filmmaking. Without light entering the 

camera lens, no image would be recorded.  Lighting is an element of mise en 

scene because it illuminates the set and the actors and can be designed to create 

certain moods and effects. But it is also related to issues of cinematography, 

since the photochemical properties of film stock, the use of lenses and filters, 

and lab processing techniques all affect the look of a film. Lighting furthers the 

audience's understanding of characters, underscores particular actions, develops 

themes, and establishes mood. 

Light exhibits three attributes: quality (hard or soft) , placement (the direction 

from which the light strikes the subject) , and contrast (high or low) . Hard light, 
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5.30 (top) Harsh lighting emphasizes the imperfections of 
Michael Caine's face. 

5.31 (bottom) Soft, diffuse light minimizes details and flatters 
Jayne Mansfield. 

produced by a relatively small l ight source positioned 

close to the subject , tends to be unflattering because it 

creates deep shadows and emphasizes surface imperfec

tions (fig. 5.30) . Soft light, from a larger source that is 

diffused (scattered) over a bigger area or reflected off a 

surface before it strikes the subject, minimizes facial 

details, including wrinkles (fig. 5.31 ) .  Unless a character 

is intended to appear plain or unattractive, cinematogra

phers use soft light so that the actors' faces appear in the 

most attractive way. Skilled Hollywood cinematographers 

produce flattering renderings of stars by taking special 

care with quality and the positioning of light sources. 

Available light (or natural light) from the sun can be 

hard or soft, depending on t ime of day, time of year, 

angle of the sun, cloud cover, and geographical location. 

I t  may also vary in  color. According to Sandi Sissel ,  Direc

tor of Photography for Mira Nair's Salaam Bombay' 

(1988) , "You can take a lens with absolutely no filtration 

and point it ,  and you'll get footage back from Moscow 

that will be grayish blue and you will get footage back 

from India that will be golden" (LoBrutto , p.  175) . 

One reason why early U . S .  filmmakers settled in 

southern California in the 1 910s was the golden-hued 

quality of the light there. Cinematographers generally 

agree that the most beautiful light falls during what 

cinematographer Nestor Almendros has cal led the 

"magic hour" :  just before sunrise and just after sunset, 

when the d i ffusion of the sun's light produces glowing 

images (fig. 5 .32) . 

The direction of l ight (or positioning of lighting 

sources) also produces a variety of  different effects. A 

light source directly in front of the subject (frontal l ight

ing) creates a flat effect, washing out facial detail and 

creating shadows directly behind the subject (fig. 5.33) . 

Lighting from either side of the subject produces a 

sculptural effect,  rendering three d imensions by 

making volume and texture visible (fig. 5 .34) . Lighting 

from behind separates the subject from the background 

(fig. 5.35) . 

Most filmmakers supplement natural lighting with 

artificial l ight for greater control over the illumination of 
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5.32 (above) Diffused lighting at the "magic hour" in Days of 
Heaven. 

5.33 (below) Frontal lighting washes out facial detail from Greta 
Garbo in Mata Hari (1931). 

the image. Documentary and low-budget feature films, 

however, often favor natural l ight, their choices partly dic

tated by consideration of cost and limitations of the shooting 

environment (particularly important for documentary film

makers who wish to minimize the disruptiveness of their 

presence) . Independent filmmaker Lenny Lipton pithily 

sums up the commercial film industry's  approach to lighting. 

He writes, "If you are interested in  lighting a bottle of cola 

so that it glimmers and glistens, or if your concern is to light 

a starlet's face so that she looks fantastically like a p iece of 

stone, you will go to very nearly insane lengths to control the 

lighting" (Lipton, p .  218) . 

I n  the Hollywood studio era, a system of l ighting was 

developed that would allow cinematographers to do j ust 

that.  Three-point lighting has remained a standard 

approach to lighting. The method is designed to ensure the 
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5.34 (left) Side l ighting scul pts George 
Clooney's face in Good Night and Good 
Luck. 

5.35 (right) Backlighting in Batman Begins 
(Christopher Nol a n  2005) adds d rama to 
Batman's descent down a sp ira l  staircase. 

5.36 (left) Judy Garl and: precise effects of 
three-point  l ighting. 

5.37 (center) Kate Wi nslet is artfully l i t. 

5.38 (right) Vivien Leigh was known for 
her characteristic gleaming eyes. 
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appropriate level of illumination and to eliminate shadows (fig. 5.36) . The 

primary source of light is the key light, the frontal lighting source aimed at 

the subject from a range of positions. The key light can be set up next to 

the camera or moved away from it on either side, approaching a 45° angle 

on the camera-subject axis. The closer the key light gets to 45°, the more the 

subject will be illuminated from the side, which produces sculptural effects 

(fig. 5 .37) . 

The fill light is a light (or light-reflecting surface) positioned on the opposite 

side of the subject from the key light .  Its purpose is to eliminate the shadows 

cast by the key light and to regulate the degree of contrast. The back light (aimed 

at the subject from behind and above) visually separates subject from back

ground. When used with minimal key or fill lighting, the backlight produces a 

silhouette effect . 
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In addition to these three sources of light, eye 

lights are aimed d irectly into the eyes of an actor to 

produce a gleam in the eye (fig. 5 .38) . These are 

also called obie lights, named for Merle Oberon, the 

actress for whom they were developed. Side lights 

or kicker lights model the subject in three dimen

sions by illuminating it from either side. 

Image contrast-one of  the most important 

factors in establ ishing mood-depends on the rela

tive intensity of the key light to the fill light 

(key/fill) , also known as the lighting ratio. High

key lighting refers to a lighting design in which the 

key to fill ratio is 2: 1 or lower. In this configuration, 

the fill light is nearly as intense as the key l ight . 

Thus it eliminates virtually all of the shadows cast 

by the key light and provides an even illumination 

of the subject, with most facial details washed out 

(figs. 5.39, 5 .43) . High-key lighting tends to create 

a hopeful mood , appropriate for light comedies and 

for cheery scenes in musicals such as The Sound of 

Music (Robert Wise 1 965) . 

Natural-key lighting (or normal lighting) is pro

duced with a ratio of key to fill light between 4: 1 

and 8: 1 .  Here the key light is somewhat more 

intense than the fill light, so the fill is no longer able 

to eliminate every shadow (fig. 5 .40) . 

LOW-key lighting is produced by increasing the 

intensity of the key light relative to the fill. In low

key lighting, the lighting ratio (key/fill) is between 1 6: 1 and 32: 1 .  The 

much greater intensity of the key light makes it impossible for the fill to 

eliminate shadows, producing an image with a number of shadows (often 

on characters' faces) and high contrast (many grades of lightness and 

darkness; fig. 5.41 ) .  

Lighting 

5.39 High-key l ighting sets the optim istic 
mood of The Sound of Music. 

5.40 (left) Natural-key l ighting i n  J im 
Jarmusch's Broken Flowers (2005). 

5.41 (right) The somber cone of Cl ine  
Eastwood's Million Dollar Baby (2004) is  
rei n forced by low-key l ighting. 
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5.42 Low-key l ighti ng often sets an 
ominous tone in horror fi l m s  such as Saw 
U ames Wan 2004). 

5.43 Katharine Hepburn in the center of 
the frame in Holiday. 

1 1 2  

Low-key lighting creates a somber or forbidding 

mood and is often used in crime dramas and film nair. 

It is also the favored lighting style for gothic horror 

fi lms because it adds a sense of gloom to any setting 

(fig. 5 .42 ) .  Note that several lighting styles maybe 

used in a single film : as the Von Trapp family escapes 

from the Nazis in The Sound of Music, low-key light

ing helps shift the fi lm 's mood from the brighter 

scenes to s ignify the danger involved.  

Notice that the terminology of high- and low-key 

lighting is counterintuitive: a higher ratio of key to fill 

is in fact a low-key lighting set up. 

Composition 

The last aspect of mise en scene examined in this chapter is composition, defined 

as the visual arrangement of the objects, actors, and space within the frame. A 

filmmaker's treatment of composition may reiterate underlying themes and 

ideas, but may also be chosen to produce a striking visual effect. 

Balance and Symmetry 

The space of the frame can be thought of as a two-dimensional space, where 

principles of visual art can be brought to bear. One important principle is to 

ensure there is balance or symmetry within the frame. The frame can be parti

t ioned horizontally, on a left-right axis, and vertically, from top to bottom. A bal

anced composition has an equitable distribution of bright and dark areas, 

striking colors, objects and/or figures. In classical Hollywood films, symmetry 

was often achieved by centering actors in the shot 

(see fig. 5 .43) . 

In Holiday, the two figures on either side of 

Katharine Hepburn, as well as the play of l ight and 

dark, balance the frame and suggest both harmony 

and order. 

Although the main character i n  The Pianist (fig. 

5 .44) occupies the center of the frame in the scene 

in which he escapes from the Warsaw apartment 

where he has been hiding, the symmetrical compo

sition does not imply harmony. In this case, parallel 

lines lead the viewer's eye into the depth of the 

frame to a vanishing point. Thus, the composition 

emphasizes the overwhelming i mmensity of  the 

destruction. 

By contrast ,  an u nbalanced composition leads the 

viewer's eye in a particular direction by giving 

greater emphasis to a bright or dark area of the 
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frame, to an object or actor, or to an 

area of color. Asymmetry may suggest 

a lack of equilibrium, but, as with all 

aspects of mise en scene, the compo

sition must be interpreted in  context .  

The closing shot of Michelangelo 

Antonioni 's L'Avventura ( 1 960) 

divides the frame into two parts: on 

the right,  a flat wall  appears; on the 

left, a man and woman sit with their 

backs to the camera and stare into the 

distance, where a mountain appears 

(fig. 5.45) . This composition creates 

several contrasts: the wall seems to 

have only two dimensions, whereas 

the left side of the frame offers depth. 

The uniform texture of the wall is at 

odds with the way the couple's dense, 

dark clothing distinguishes them from 

the horizon. The flat surface and right 

angles of the wall contrast with the 

diagonal formed by the seated man 

and the standing woman. These 

visual tensions result in the viewer 

repeatedly scanning the image 

without his eyes coming to rest in 

any one place, a form of visual open

ended ness. 

Lines and Diagonals 

Graphic elements such as lines play a role in composition. The human eye tends 

to respond to diagonal lines, vertical lines, and horizontal lines in decreasing 

degrees of emphasis. All three may be used as compositional elements, but a 

diagonal line carries the most visual weight. 

A startling diagonal composition opens Nicholas Ray's Rebel without a Cause. 

Jim (James Dean) lies sprawled on a street ;  the camera captures him dramati

cally at near-eye level ( fig.  5 .46) . Ray, who had studied with the architect Frank 

Lloyd Wright, drew on I mpressionist painter Edouard Maners Le Torero mort 

(" Dead Bullfighter" ;  1864) to create this intimate yet formally composed hori

zontal shot (fig. 5 .47) . The painting resonates throughout the film on a thematic 

level as well: Maners sense of the bull fighter's romanticism is woven into Ray's 

portrayal of tempestuous and self-destructive youth.  The complex references of 

this visually arresting shot underscore the fact that the opening and closing shots 

of a film carry tremendous significance. 

In Sergei Eisenstein's Battleship Potemkin ("Broneonosets Potyomkin" ;  1 925) ,  

the famous Odessa Steps sequence rel ies o n  the opposition between strong 
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5.44 (top) In The Pianist, bombed-out 
b u i l d i ngs l i ne the Warsaw streets, creating 
a sym metrical com position .  

5.45 (above) The closing shot of 
L'Avventura. 
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5.46 (above) A publ ic ity sti l l  restages the 
open i ng moments of Rebel without a Cause, 
where James Dean resembles Manet's 
bu l lfighter. 

5.47 (below) Edouard Manet: Le Torero mort 
( "The Dead B u l l fighter"), 1 864. 

5.48 (below left) A diagonal l i n e  of marc h i ng 
troops in Battleship Potemkin. 

5.49 (below right) Townspeople on the steps i n  
Battleship Potemkin. 

1 1 4 

diagonal lines, associated with the sweeping advance of the Imperial troops, 

and the horizontal line, associated with the townspeople (figs . 5 .48, 5 .49) . 

Because the human eye reacts more strongly to diagonals, the composition 

exaggerates the movement of  the troops and diminishes the impact of the 

people of Odessa relative to the soldiers (see also fig. 7.52) . In Batman 
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5.50 Batm an's shape, color, and dens ity 
contrast with the d i agonal s u p port beams 
i n  this composition. 

Begins, the diagonal lines created by the 

building's support beams frame Batman 

(Christian Bale; fig. 5 .50) . The compos

ition emphasizes Batman's  organic, 

rounded, asymmetrical form in the fore

ground, which opposes the regular, geo

metrical lines of the building's structure. 

This visual contrast reminds viewers 

that Batman is a primal force operating 

outside the norms of rational society: he 

draws on primal animalistic energies to 

carry out his death-defying acts. 

Framing 

When directors place actors i n  the frame, they make chqices regarding the way 

those actors' bodies will be situated in space. Loose framing refers to shots in  

which figures have a great deal of open space around them-this may suggest 

freedom or isolation, depending on the narrative context and the other elements 

in the frame (fig. 5 .51 ) .  Tight framing describes an image in which the lack of 

space around the subject contributes to a sense of constrittion. Tight framing in 

Red Desert (H II deserto rossa" ;  Michelangelo Antonioni 1 964) depicts physical 

and psychological confinement and suggests in visual terms the impossibility of 

escape (fig. 5.52) . But tight framing does not always imply entrapment. In The 

Composit ion 

5.51 (left) Loose fra m i ng emphasizes the 
open space in Badlands. 

5.52 (right) Tight framing gives a sense of 
constricted space in Red Desert. 
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5.53 (above) Fin  and friends are tightly 
framed in The Station Agent. 

5.54 (below) This scene from Notorious 
continues the d r i n king motif. 

1 1 6  

Station Agent, as Fin, Olivia, and Joe 

timidly develop a friendship, their prox

imity is emphasized because they are 

framed by the physical structure behind 

them (fig. 5.53) . 

Foreground and Background 

Directors distinguish between the frame's 

foreground and background. They may 

place objects or actors i n  the foreground in 

order to highlight their narrative signifi

cance-as Welles does with Mary Kane in 

the boarding house scene. They may also 

make it possible to distinguish important 

details in the background, another feature 

of the Citizen Kane boarding house scene. 

They may direct viewer's attention into the depth of the frame through the use 

of perspective, as Carne does in Children of Paradise. 

In Alfred Hitchcock's Notorious ( 1946) , Alicia's husband, Alex, and her 

mother-in-law discover she is spying on them and they begin to poison her. The 

poisoning becomes part of the film's  drinking motif, 

which repeatedly shows Alicia (Ingrid Bergman) drink

ing substances that harm her (fig. 5 .54) . The suspense

ful series of  scenes culminates in a shot whose 

composition emphasizes the poisoned coffee. Alicia's 

cup is granted an exaggerated visual importance in the 

foreground of the composition: its proximity to the 

camera and its size make it impossible for the viewer to 

ignore, although Alicia is still unaware of its danger. 

Light and Dark 

Arranging light and dark areas in the frame is an impor

tant aspect of  composition. Using contrasting areas of 

lightness and darkness to  create compositional effects is 

referred to as chiaroscuro, after a classical painting 

technique. In The Third Man (Carol Reed 1 949) , Harry 

Lime (Orson Welles) meets his fate in a beautifully lit 

underground tunnel (fig. 5.55) . 

Color 

Production designers develop a color palette, or range of 

colors, appropriate to the subject matter or the mood of 

the film .  I n  doing so, they take into account the way 

audiences respond to the properties of color. When 
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white light is refracted, it produces colors along a spectrum from red to violet, 

each with a different wavelength. Because viewers perceive reds, yellows, and 

oranges as warm (vibrant with energy) , and blues and greens as cool (relaxing 

rather than exciting) , filmmakers choose 

to incorporate colors into sets, costumes, 

and props according to the effect they 

are seeking to create. 

Like any other visual technique, color 

in the mise en scene may function as a 

motif. Nicholas Ray repeatedly uses the 

color red to suggest the fusion of 

existential anguish and sexual urges 

of  the younger generation  in Rebel 

without a Cause. Red appears in J im's  

jacket (fig. 5.56), Judy's coat  and lip

stick, and in the simulated explosion 

of the galaxy at the Observatory. In 

Do the Right Thing (Spike Lee 1 989) , 

the viewer is repeatedly reminded of the 

heat of the summer's day by the red 

and yellow in costumes and in the set 

(fig. 5 .57) . 

Com position 

5.55 Chiaroscuro evokes drama at the 
tense c l i max of The Third Man. 

5.56 A red jacket sets the tone for 
youthfu l  rebel l ion in Rebel without a Cause. 
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Saturation refers to the strength of a 

hue (red, green, blue, yellow, etc . ) . 

Desaturated colors are less pure; they 

contain more white than saturated colors 

and thus they look grayish,  pale or 

washed out .  In Lars von Trier's Dancer in 

the Dark (2000) , desaturated color estab

lishes the dreariness of the characters' 

lives (fig . 5 .58) . 

Wong Kar Wai 's  In the Mood For Love 

("Fa yeung nin wa "; 2000) uses saturated 

hues to depict  the sensual ,  colorful 

dresses and neon lights o f  Hong Kong in 

the 1 960s (fig. 5 .59) . In doing so, the film 

makes visual reference to American films 

about Asia set in that period and filmed 

in Technicolor, including Love is a Many

Splendored Thing (Henry King 1 955) and 

The World of Suzie Wong (Richard Quine 

1 960; fig. 5 .60) . 

5.57 (top) Reds and yel lows e m p h asize the 
s u m m e r  h eat i n  00 the Right Thing. 

5.58 (left) Desaturated color creates a 
wash ed-out look in Dancer in the Dark. 

5.59 (left) Saturated color in In the Mood for Love evokes earl ier 
Techn icolor fi l m s  about As ia .  

5.60 (below) The World of Suzie Wong ( 1 9 6 0 ) ,  fi l m ed i n  Techn icol or. 
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While conventional cultural associations may attach to certain colors that 

appear in the mise en scene-black for mourning, for example-it is i mportant 

in forwarding interpretations to consider the contextual use of color in relation 

to cultural norms, narrative elements, and other visual techniques. 

�� Two A p proaches to Mise en Scene 
The Frame in Two Di mensions: Mise en Scene in 
German Expressionis m 

Several German films released in the decade immediately following World War I 

( 19 18-1928) were so visually distinctive that contemporary critics lauded their 

merits, making the Weimar Republic ' s  fil m  industry one of the first internation

ally recognized national cinemas. Robert Wiene's horror classic The Cabinet of 

Dr. Caligari ( 1 9 1 9) helped make the German film industry Hollywood's  most 

serious competitor. French critics coined the term Caligarisme to describe films 

made i n  this style, but most fil m  critics and scholars use the term German 

Expressionism, named for the Expressionist movement in painting and sculp

ture that began in Germany before World War I. Along with The Golem ("Der 

Golem"; Paul Wegener 1 920) , Dr. Mabuse, The Gambler ("Dr Mabuse, der 

Spieler"; Fritz Lang 1 922) , Metropolis (Fritz Lang 1 926) , Nosferatu (F. W Murnau 

1 922) , The Last Laugh ("Der letzte Mann";  F.W Murnau 1 922) , and Faust (F.W 

Murnau 1 926) , Wiene's film is  recognized as one of the canonical examples of 

German Expressionist cinema. 

Film scholars have debated whether the style was a reflection of  German 

culture and psychology or simply a creative response to financial constraints. 

Lotte Eisner and Siegfried Kracauer argue that Caligari reflects German interests 

in mysticism and ominously foretells the 

coming of Hit ler, whereas Thomas Elsaesser 

contends that the German film studio, Un i

versum Film Aktiengesellschaft (UFA) , was 

strapped for cash during production of Cali

gari and opted to bui ld i ntentionally primi

tive sets. Some argue that the German film 

i ndustry used stylized set designs and cine

matography to distinguish German art films 

from more pedestrian Hollywood fare. What 

no one disputes, however, is that the dra

matic use of mise en scene is  one of  the 

primary reasons German Expressionism was, 

and is, so visually dist inctive and important 

to film history. 

The film 's macabre story (which involves 

a murderous madman and a sleepwalker) , 

chiaroscuro lighting, d iagonal lines, and 

bizarre, artificial sets give the film a distinc

tive look (fig. 5.61 ) .  The combination of  

Two A p p roaches to Mise en Scene 

5.61 Edgy angles and chi aroscu ro l i ghting 
heighten the tension in The Cabinet of Dr. 
Ca/igari. 
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5.62 Caligari is hou nded by text i n  The 
Cabinet of Dr. Ca/igari. 

5.63 Francis's apocalyptic d ream, from 
The Butcher Boy. 

1 20 

visual elements conveys a world out 

of  b alance and suggests extreme 

states of  subjectivity-that is ,  states 

of  feeling rather than being. The 

visual system externalizes characters' 

unbalanced perceptions of the world. 

The sets in  Caligari reflect con

temporary experiments in the visual 

arts, namely the emphasis on distor

tion, j agged shapes, and irregularity 

in Expressionist painting, sculpture, 

and theater. Artists such as Ernst 

Ludwig Kirchner, Max Pechstein, and 

Kathe Kollwitz explored the ways 

distorted lines and shapes convey 

profound emotions in figurative paint

ings, l i thographs, prints, and wood

cuts. H ermann Warm, one of the 

three set designers on Caligari (all of 

whom were Expressionist artists) , felt 

that "films must be drawings brought 

to life" (quoted in Ellis and Wexman, 

p.  54) . The emphasis on the frame as a two-dimensional surface appears 

throughout Caligari, in sets where shadows are actually painted on.  This idea is 

taken to its ult imate extreme in a scene where a deranged character is hounded 

by text that appears all around him on screen (fig. 5 .62) . The screen becomes a 

writing surface. 

Since the 1 920s, many filmmakers 

have used mise en scene to depict 

extreme states of subjectivity, includ

ing Neil Jordan, Terry Gilliam, Tim 

Burton ,  and Michael Gondry. Jordan's 

The Butcher Boy ( 1 997) presents the 

disturbed inner world of  Francis 

Brady, who grows up in a small 

vi llage in post-World War I I  Ireland. 

In a dream, he witnesses the detona

t ion of a nuclear bomb (whose 

mushroom cloud rises above a 

postcard-perfect image of rural 

Ireland) , then roams the gray, charred 

landscape, encountering bizarre pig 

carcasses and space aliens. The mise 

en scene renders Francis's trauma 

with startling and surreal immediacy 

(fig. 5 .63) . Cinematic expression

ism is  not always associated with a 
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tragically disturbed psyche, however. 

In Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

(2005) , Tim Burton renders the 

fantastic and chil dlike world of  

Willie Wonka's candy factory through 

a prism of primary colors, whim

sical costumes, and outlandish sets 

(fig. 5 .64) . 

Combining Mise en Scene 
and Camerawork: 

The Frame in Three 

Dimensions in French 

Poetic Realism 

Andre Bazin ,  one of the co-founders 

of the influential French film journal 

Cahiers du Cinema ("Cinema Note

books ") , celebrated films that made 

dramatic use of three-dimensional 

space. He described this approach as 

a mise en scene aesthetic-one that emphasized movement through choreog

raphy within the scene rather than through editing. 

Although Bazin focused on the importance of mise en scene, he also dis

cussed cinematography. His i deas show that elements of film are inevitably 

interrelated and that analysis and interpretation must take into account the fact 

that film techniques work together, combining to produce an overall experience 

for the viewer. Using Bazin 's  i deas to d iscuss the mise en scene aesthetic and 

French Poetic Realism thus serves as a conclusion to this chapter and an intro

duction to the next chapter on cinematography. 

Bazin celebrated the films of French Poetic Realism because they emphasize 

the space of the story world: the setting and the arrangement of figures. The 

films of three of the most important directors of French cinema duri ng the 

1 930s-Marcel Carne, Jul ien Duvivier, and Jean Renoir-emphasize the complex 

interplay between individuals and society. Whereas Hollywood favored stories 

about individuals transcending social limitations, French Poetic Realist films 

depicted characters whose fates are determined by their social milieu.  

These filmmakers used mise en scene to illuminate the possibilities and limi

tations of characters trapped by social circumstance. In  Pepe le Moko (Jul ien 
Duvivier 1 93 7) ,  the t i t le character, a criminal ,  finds himself psychologically 

trapped in the sprawling casbah of Algiers, the very environment that affords 

him his freedom from the law. Pepe (Jean Cabin) has fallen in love with a 

traveling socialite; he sacrifices his freedom, and ultimately his l ife, when he 

leaves the casbah in order to be with her. A common feature of Poetic Realist 

films was the depiction of characters such as Pepe, whose desires are at odds 

with society. 

Two Approach es to Mise en Scene 

5.64 W i l l ie Won ka (Joh n ny Oepp) i nvites 
Charlie i n to a com pletely d i fferent world i n  
Charlie and  the Chocolate Factory. 
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5.65 A carefu l ly orchestrated shot from 
Renoir's The Rules of the Game, an example  
of Poetic Real ism. 

1 2 2 

Two visual characteristics of 

Poetic Realism convey this theme: 

careful construction of the mise 

en scene and elaborate camera 

movement . Because these films 

explore how environment shapes 

human behavior and destiny, set 

designers paid attention to 

m inute, yet meaningful , details. 

Unlike German Expressionism's 

self-consciously artificial mise en 

scene, that of Poet ic  Real i sm 

depicts realistic and  identifiable 

environments. Poetic Realism's  

set  designs are not  d istorted or 

art i fic ia l ,  yet they i nvest the 

image with atmosphere. In The 

Rules of the Game ("La Regie du 

jeu " ;  1 939) , Renoir repeatedly 

emphasizes the intricately 

adorned rooms and hallways of a 

lavish French chateau (fig. 5 .65) . 

Bazin analyzed The Grand Illusion ("La Grande Illusion";  Jean Renoir 1 93 7) 

in terms of its detailed mise en scene: " [The film's] realism is not the result of 

s imple copying from life; rather, i t  is the product of a careful re-creation of char

acter through the use of detail which is not only accurate but meaningful as well" 

(Bazin, p.  63 ; emphasis added) . Bazin's statement explains how Poetic Realism 

earned its name. The setting is realistic in  that it reproduces the experience of 

the lived world, and i t  is poetic b ecause the careful orchestration of visual 

techniques heightens the characters' psychological reality, making it tangible 

to viewers. 

Technological factors p layed a role in determining the look of Poetic Realism. 

Given the movement's emphasis on detailed, realistic, and atmospheric settings, 

cinematographers were faced with the challenge of capturing the fine details of 

the mise en scene in  three-dimensional space. In  French films during the 1 930s, 

camera mobility rapidly increased. In 1 930,  about one shot in ten involved a 

moving camera, whereas in 1 93 5 ,  one shot in three involved a moving rather 

than a stat ionary camera. 

Camera movements combine with a carefully constructed set to produce emo

tional and intellectual depth in Jean Renoir's The Crime of Monsieur Lange ("Le 

Crime de Monsieur Lange " ;  1 935) . Amedee Lange (Rene Lefevre) works for a 

floundering publishing house, whose owner, Batala (Jules Berry) , callously 

seduces women and swindles his workers and investors. When Batala d isap

pears and is presumed dead, Lange transforms the publishing company into a 

thriving cooperative that treats i ts workers, investors, and readers with respect. 

One night, in  the midst of a celebratory staff party, Batala suddenly returns to 

stake his claim on the now prosperous company. Lange, unwilling to allow his 
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former boss to ruin the cooperative 

spirit of the enterprise, shoots him. 

C O M PO S I N C  H O U M  
� . . . . . . . . .  -D What is most striking about the cli

mactic scene is its choreography (fig. 

5 .66) . The episode begins with Batala 

trying to seduce Lange's new roman

tic interest, Valentine (Florelle) , in a 

dark, cobble-stoned courtyard, while 

the staff revelry continues unabated 

across the way (only Lange and 

Valentine are aware of Batala's pres

ence) . As Batala corners Valentine, 

the camera cranes up to fil m  Lange in 

the company office, two flights above 

the courtyard. He is stunned and dis

traught over Batala 's demands. As 

Lange resolutely marches out of the 

office, the camera tracks his move

ment through the building and down 
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right (fig. 5 .67) , while the camera moves in the opposite direction, panning to 

the left. Ins tead of following Lange's movement, the camera pans across the 

courtyard (fig. 5 .68), nearly completing a circle, until it finds Lange, Batala, and 

Valentine. Then Lange fires the gun (fig. 5 .69) . 

The scene is a potent example of Poetic Realism's use of a mobile camera to 

explore the mise en scene in three dimensions and to establish emotional and 

psychological connections among people and events. The camera's careful atten

tion to Lange 's trek heightens the tension by postponing his inevitable con

frontation with Batala . The camera's sweep of the courtyard symbolically 

collects the neighborhood's  inhabitants, most notably the workers. This camera 

movement and the detailed set are crucial to the film's defense of Lange's char

acter. He does not act out of self-interest-instead, Lange acts on behalf of all of 

his partners. Batala's murder becomes a communal act. 

As this comparison of German Expressionism and French Poetic Realism sug

gests, analyzing a film's mise en scene can be a challenging enterprise, requiring 

Two A p p roaches to Mise en Scene 

E N T H A N C E  

F I \ O M  T H E  STHEET 

FO U N T A I N  W I I E n E  

U A T A i . A  D I E S 

........ . . . . . . . .  
LA J".' C E.'S H O U T E  

(THE C A M E R A  

F O L L O W S  J-l I I\1 
T I- I H O U C J I  T H E  

W I N D O VV S ) 

-- - - - - -
!V! O V EI\1 £ N T  O F  

TI-I E C A l\I E H A  

5.66 A sketch b y  Andre Bazin of the 
complex camera m ovem e n t  i n  The Crime 
of Monsieur Lange. 

5.67 (left) The c l i m ax of The Crime of 
Monsieur Lange: Lange exits screen right. 

5.68 (center) The cl i m ax of The Crime of 
Monsieur Lange: the camera pans across 
the cou rtyard . 

5.69 (right) The c l i m ax of The Crime of 
Monsieur Lange: a three-shot of Lange, 
Batala ,  and Valent ine .  
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attention to details of setting, figure placement, l ighting, and composition, as 

elements of the overall production design. Furthermore, these examples show 

that visual elements work in concert to produce meaning. Rich interpretations 

grow out of the serious contemplation of the interaction of aesthetic elements. 

The next chapter considers another important visual element: cinematography. 

• Mise en scene (setting the scene or staging the action) is an integrated design 

program that establishes the "look" of a film. 

• The setting refers to the location of the action, which can be filmed on loca

tion or artificially constructed on a soundstage. Sets can be digitally 

enhanced. The spatial attributes of settings contribute meaning, often by 

developing characters and their conflicts and suggesting themes. 

• The human figure encompasses actors, including casting, acting style, figure 

placement and movement, and costumes, props, and makeup. 

• Lighting can affect not only the look but also the mood of a film. Hollywood's 

standard three-point lighting produces bright,  clear images with minimal 

shadows, whereas the low-key lighting characteristic of film nair makes use 

of shadows and contrast to convey intrigue and danger. The dramatic lighting 

schemes often used in  horror films contribute to the audience's feelings of 

shock and unease. 

• Composition is the art of using graphic elements such as balance, line, fore

ground and background, light and dark, and color to convey i nformation, 

emotions, and meaning. 

• German Expressionism and French Poetic Realism are d ifferent fi lm styles that 

each depend on a distinctive mise en scene. 

Fi lm A��Jy'sis 

The Functions of Space 
This analysis focuses on the way a single aspect of mise en 

scene (the use of spatial oppositions) performs two functions :  

to develop characters and reinforce themes. 

Learning how to describe specific details that support inter-

pretive claims makes papers more engaging and convincing. These detailed 

descriptions must be clearly and logically linked to each of the paper's major 

ideas. Study Notes point out the way the author uses detailed descriptive 

claims to support interpretive claims. 

Spatial Oppositions in Thelma & Louise 
Ridley Scott's Thelma & Louise employs spatial oppositions to develop char

acters and to further one of the film's primary themes: the women's increas

ing independence. Ini tially, an opposition between settings highlights the 
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differences between the two main characters. Over the course of the film, 

however, Thelma (Geena Davis) and Louise (Susan Sarandon) begin to 

share the same spaces as they drive into the open landscape of the South

west. Their growing independence from the world they have left behind is 

made evident through contrasts between the settings they occupy and the 

settings inhabited by the men who pursue them. The film culminates in the 

two women's decision to keep going into an unconfined space rather than 

be imprisoned by the world they have left behind. I 

The film opens with a contrast between the two protagonists, helping the 

audience to understand their personalities. Each woman appears in a 

kitchen. Louise, at work as a waitress in a bright, noisy, commercial kitchen 

at a diner, calls her friend Thelma. As she talks to Louise on the phone, 

Thelma paces back and forth in her kitchen at home: a dark, confining, and 

messy room in the home she shares with her husband, Darryl (Christopher 

McDonald) . The fact that Louise works and Thelma stays at home is  made 

clear in this spatial opposition and is reinforced by two other aspects of 

mise en scene: costumes and props. Thelma wears a sloppy bathrobe and 

eats a candy bar while Louise wears a white uniform. Louise is associated 

with hard work and discipline while Thelma is  shown as childish and 

disorganized.2 

The scene of the two women packing 

reinforces the contrast between them. 

The camera shows Thelma and Louise 

in their respective domestic spaces: 

Thelma dashes around the bedroom of 

her suburban house, packing everything 

she owns. Louise packs neatly in an 

apartment filled with light and mirrors, 

and free of the clutter that overwhelms 

Thelma's bedroom (figs. 5 .70, 5 .71 ) .  

When the women head out t o  spend 

the weekend at the hunting cabin of 

F i l m  Analys i s :  The Functions of Space 

1 This  i ntroducrory paragraph cover'S the 
ent irety of the fi l m . Because of th i s, the 
reader expects the author ro provide 
detai l ed descriptions of scenes 
throughout the fi l m ro su ppor·t the clai m 
that spati a l oppositions develop 
characters and u n derscore themes. 

2 The author' ca r'efu l ly  d escri bes two 
spaces that provide i n formation about 
the characters in them . The author 
esta b l i shes a context for the com parison 
( fi l m openi ng, two characters) a n d  
provides usefu l  detai l s  such as t h e  candy 
bar' and the u n i form. 

5.70 (above) The l m a's room is fu l l  of 
c l u tter at the begi n n i n g  of Thelma & 
Louise. 

5.71 (left) Lou ise packs neatly i n  Thelma 
& Louise. 
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5.72 Thel m a  takes over at the wheel, l ate 
in Thelma & Louise. 

3 Here the author d raws a contrast 
between early and l ate scenes in the fi l m , 
us ing speci fic vis u al evi dence to argue 
that the use of space changes over ti me. 
Without descri b i ng the d i fference i n  
context ( fol" exam ple, when the detai l s  
appear i n  the n arrative) , the c lai m cou ld 
not be su pported . 

4 The authol" ci tes a speci fic momem and 
visu al deta i l to estab l i sh the tu rn i ng 
poi nt  where the use ohhe space of the 
car changes d ra m atical ly. 

5 Note how the authol" descri bes what th is 
looks l i ke, rathel" than s i m p ly tel l s the 
reader the women spend more ti me 
outsi de. 

6 The author shifts to another c l a i m ,  
focusi ng attention on the d i ffel"ence 
between the women and men characters . 
Thi s is the momem where the essay 
begi ns to presem evidence that the 
spaces men and women occupy d i fFer 
more and more as the fi l m  p rogl·esses. 
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Louise's friend, the spaces they inhabit change a great deal . They stop at the 

Silver Bullet, a Country and Western bar. After Louise shoots and kills 

Harlan (Timothy Carhart) , they stop at coffee shops and gas stations and 

stay in a series of anonymous hotel rooms. These settings are facsimiles of 

the domestic spaces they left behind (kitchens and bedrooms) , but they are 

also public spaces. Importantly, Thelma and Louise share these spaces, 

which they did not do in the opening scenes.3  

As the film progresses, the women spend more of their t ime together in 

the car, a space that  at first differentiates the women but later unites them. 

In the early scenes of  the film, Louise always drives, while Thelma is 

content to ride in the passenger seat and put her feet up on the dashboard. 

After the shooting, Thelma drives the car wildly until Louise asks her to pull 

over. Louise does not trust Thelma with her car. Gradually, however, Thelma 

assumes more of the driving duties, taking some control over the shared 

space and the direction of their journey (fig. 5 .72) . The moment when 

Thelma begins to drive occurs j ust after J . D. (Brad Pitt) robs them; Thelma 

takes responsibility by dragging Louise into the car and driving away.4 

Late in the film, the women no longer bother to stop in hotels. They 

venture into the uninhabited areas of the desert Southwest (fig. 5 .73) . The 

open landscape replaces diners and hotel rooms. This shift becomes most 

apparent after they stop in the middle of  the night .  Louise walks away from 

the car to take in the panorama of the rock formations in the empty desert 

landscape; the loose framing shows that she is surrounded by emptiness.s 

The women spend the night on the road, having freed themselves from the 

confines of their homes and hotel rooms. 

As the women move away from Arkansas geographically and psycholog

ically, the men who pursue them become more confined in terms of the 

spaces they occupy.6 The spatial opposition between Thelma and Louise has 

disappeared, and a new one takes its place: the opposition between the two 

women on the one hand and the Arkansas State Police/FBI and the men i n  

their lives-Darryl and Jimmy (Michael Madsen)-on the other. The men 

are increasingly shown in offices and domestic spaces. Detective Hal Slocum 
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(Harvey Keitel) first appears outside in the parking lot at the Silver Bullet. 

His second scene finds him at the office. Eventually, he moves into Darryl 

and Thelma's  house, along with FBI agents who have set up shop in Darryl 

and Thelma's home, tapping the phone and watching videos (fig. 5 .74) . 

Intermittent rainstorms emphasize the crowded and confining environs of 

the household. The increasing control and freedom the women exercise in 

relation to the bright, open desert landscape contrasts with the men who are 

tracking them-they move from police stations and offices into the tightly 

framed space of  the Dickinson home. 

The final scene uses the Grand Canyon to suggest the independence and 

freedom the women have attained. Rather than go to prison, or even return 

to the homes, apartments, workplaces, or hotel rooms they have left behind, 

they choose to keep driving into the open space. Whether or not viewers 

understand or agree with the women 's  decision , the logic of their flight into 

the canyon is unassailable, given the pattern of spatial opposition developed 

throughout the fi lm.  

Fi l m  A n a l y s i s :  The Functions of Space 

5.73 The l m a  and Louise are s u rrou n d ed 
by space i n  the empty desert landscape i n  
Thelma & Louise. 

5.74 FBI m e n  tightly framed at Darryl's 
h ouse in Thelma & Louise. 
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The history of light is the history of life) and the 
human eye was the first camera. 

Josef Von Sternberg 

Y
imou Zhang's Hero (HYing Xiong" 2002) presents a story structured 

along the lines of Akira Kurosawa's Raslwmon ( 1 950) . In Kurosawa's 

film, three characters narrate a set of events that they have witnessed 

and participated in. Their d i ffering versions of  the event clash, however, so 

i t  seems that they cannot all be telling the truth.  In  Zhang's film, a warrior 

who is referred to as Nameless (Jet Li) is summoned to the palace for an 

audience with Qin (Daoming Chen) because Nameless has defeated three 

assassins who were intent on killing Qin. Flashback sequences depict the 

way that Nameless defeated each warrior. 

Whereas Kurosawa's film is shot entirely in black and white, Zhang uses 

color to differentiate between d ifferent battles and d ifferent versions of 

• 

Cinematography 

6.1 Satu rated red hues in  Hero . 
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reality, as Nameless describes his acrobatic encounters with Sky, Broken Sword , 

and Flying Snow. Zhang and his cinematographer, Christopher Doyle, select a 

color palette for each story. Dramatic tones of cinnamon red shape the story of 

Nameless's defeat of the lovers Broken Sword and Flying Snow, which reflects 

their passionate love and ultimate betrayal of one another (fig. 6. 1 ) . But the 

savvy Qin-who will  eventually unify China-challenges this version of  events 

with a counter-narrative whose dominant color is blue (fig. 6.2) . 

Zhang deliberately produced these effects by his choice of film stock, and by 

manipulating the lighting, using some filters, and processing the film in 

particular ways. These aspects of filmmaking, which involve p hotographic or 

electronic procedures for producing images, fall under the general heading of 

cinematography. 

Most audience members would be able to follow the multiple plotlines of 

Hero without the visual cues Zhang provides, so why would he go to such 

lengths to produce these effects? One answer is that cinematography can do 

more than j ust support the narrative; it also can contribute to the viewer's emo

tional response and aesthetic experience. 

Cinematography techniques work with a film's mode of organization (narra

tive, documentary, or avant-garde) , with its mise en scene and editing, and with 

its sound to produce meaning in an integrated way. The most powerful uses of 

cinematography do more than simply display technical expertise: they provoke 

emotional, intellectual, and aesthetic responses. 

Cinematographers "speak" to the audience in visual terms, using images as 

expressively as writers use words. To grasp the full import of visual expression, 

viewers must move beyond selective vision, which is the tendency to notice only 

those things they want to see, they expect to see, and they are used to seeing. 

Veteran DP Edward Lachman, who worked on The A merican Friend ("Der 

amerikanische Freund" ;  Wim Wenders 1 9 77) , Desperately Seeking Susan (Susan 

Seidelman 1 985) , and The Virgin Suicides (Sophia Coppola 2000) , observes, " We 

rely so heavily on the written word to translate an idea we don't trust how 

images can express an idea" (LoBrutto, p. 1 23 ) . This statement defines the 

challenge of cinematography. Well-respected cinematographers such as Gregg 

Toland, Garrett Brown, and Haskell Wexler have inventively experimented with 

the tools of cinematography. By constantly improving on the art and technology 

of image making, cinematographers expand the possibilities of cinema. 

This chapter examines the ways filmmakers use cinematography to develop 

characters, tell a story, produce a distinctive look, suggest ideas, and evoke emo

tions. Although it  addresses many technical aspects of filmmaking, the chapter 

is not designed to instruct would-be cinematographers in their craft. Interested 

readers are encouraged to consult A merican Cinematographer magazine and the 

A merican Cinematographer's Manual for instruction in filmmaking techniques. 

In this chapter, the effects of a technique (that is,  the way it works in concert 

with other aspects of the film) are more important than the methods used to 

achieve it. When building an interpretive claim about a film, the first order of 

business is to identify a technique using the proper terminology. Second, the 

viewer moves beyond description, developing ideas about the technique as it 

works in relation to other elements to produce meaning. Understanding how a 
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technique emerged and developed, 

and how i t  has been used in various 

contexts, enhances interpretation, but 

is not central to it .  

D uring the  first 100 years of  

cinema, cinematography was synony

mous with photography, a photo

chemical process. As electronic 

technologies such as analog and 

digital video recording have eclipsed 

traditional methods, cinematography 

has come to include many non-photo

graphic processes such as computer

generated imagery, or eGI. Although 

digital technologies now augment 

photography-based p ro cesses and 

may replace them entirely, photogra

phy defined the visual language of  

film's first century. Therefore, this 

chapter examines photographic processes as well as newer digital technologies. 

The next section compares the technologies of  film and video. The remainder of 

the chapter examines four elements of  cinematography: camerawork (the oper

ation,  placement,  and movement of the camera) , lenses and filters, film stock, 

and special visual effects . Lastly, there is a look at the cinematographic effects 

made possible by the advent of digital film technology, and at the broader 

impact of that technology on film style . 

6.2 Cool b l ues and greens in a d ifferent 
scene from Hero. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .  . - . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Film and Video: A Comparison 
Creating fi l m  i m ages i nvolves p hotograph ic  a n d  chem ical 

processes. Exposing fi l m  stock to l ight  pass ing through a 

l en s  aperture (a c ircular o p e n i ng that can be e n l arged or 

constricted) causes a chemical reactio n  i n  the l ight-sensitive 

s i lve r  ha l ide  particles in the fi l m .  Deve l o p i ng the exposed 

fi l m  in a chemical bath produces a negative; o n  b lack-and

wh i te fi l m ,  d ark col o rs wi l l  appear wh i te; o n  color fi l m ,  a 

color wi l l  appear as its com pl e m e n tary color ( fo r  example,  

red wi l l  appear green ) .  The fi l m  n egative i s  then p ri nted to 

another ro l l  o f fi l m  to prod uce a master positive. Unti l  the 

l ate 1 920s, contact p rint ing was used to m ake m aster 

positives: deve loped fi l m  was sandwiched with raw fi l m  

stock a n d  a l ight beam aimed t h ro ugh the l ayers. The 

optical printer, d evel o ped i n  the l ate 1 920s, p rojects the 

Fi l m  and Video: A Comparison 

i m age fro m  the d eve l oped fi l m  o n to raw fi l m  stock and, 

unt i l  recently, was t h e  pr im ary m eans of creati ng special 

visual effects (fig. 6.3) .  M ost m aster positives are used for 

special effects because of the ir  excel lent  i m age q u al i ty. With 

each successive generatio n ,  there is a l oss of q u al i ty. 

Copyi ng a m aster n egative o n to reversal fi l m  p rod u ces a 

negative fro m  which release prints ( used i n  m ovie theaters) 

are struck. 

In exh ib it ion,  p rojectors aim a beam o f  l ight through 

each frame of the release p ri n t  as i t  advances. The l ight  

beam strikes a reflective screen o n  which viewers see the 

i m ages. The fi l m  i s  wou n d  aro u n d  a p l atter, and a c law 

mechanism p u l l s  each fram e  i n to p l ace at a speed of 24 

frames per secon d .  Because projectors are e q u i p ped with a 
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6.3 An optical printer. 

two-bl aded shutter, each fram e  is fl ashed twice, and viewers 

watch 48 i m ages per seco n d  (figs. 6.4, 6.S ) .  The rapid 

success ion of i n d ivid u al i m ages creates the i l l us ion of 

moti o n .  The abi l ity to perceive the seq uence as conti n uous 

is  be l ieved to derive fro m two p roperties of h u man visio n :  

persistence of vision, which argues that t h e  brain h o l d s  an 

6.4 A strip of exposed fi l m .  
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i m age fo r a few seconds after it's gone, and the phi 

phenomenon, whereby the eye perceives two l ights flashing 

o n  and off as one l ight m oving. Not a l l  fi l m  schol ars and 

cognitive scientists agree that persistence of vis ion is the 

mechanism through which fi l m s  create the i l l us ion  of 

movement, o r  that the phi phenomenon i s  relevant. Using 

contemporary research i n  visual percepti o n ,  some schol ars 

argue that viewers process m otion p i ctu res as short-range 

apparent motion, us ing the same cogn i tive system that 

p rocesses actual moti o n .  "We rap i d ly sam p le the world 

aro u n d  us,  n oting the thi ngs th at ch ange and the th ings 

that do not ch ange" (Anderson and Anderso n ) .  Th is 

model  suggests spectators actively seek o u t  and process 

meani ng. 

For aud iences, the advantages of fi l m  over video i m ages 

are many. One is the h igh resolut ion,  or dens ity of the 

i m age. There are approxi m ately 18 m i l l i o n  pixels ( p i cture 

e lements) per fram e  of 3 5  mm fi l m ,  com pared to 

300-400,000 in a video i m age. On fi l m ,  a h igher degree of 

detail  wi l l  be apparen t  in d ark and l ight areas rel ative to 

those of video i m ages, owi ng to its wider exposure latitude 

or dynamic range ( t h i rteen sto ps, com pared to n i n e  o n  

video).  Another d i fference i nvolves color:  colors gen eral ly 

appear flatter and h arsh e r  o n  video than o n  fi l m .  

6.S 35 mm fi l m  projectors. 
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The disadvan tages of fi l m  are p ri m ari ly borne by 

fi l m makers and exh i b i tors. Us ing fi l m  is s low and expensive. 

Storing and s h i p p i n g  35 mm fi l m  p r i n ts is  i n convenient .  For 

non-theatrical viewi ng, fi l m  poses a great p ro b l e m :  it is 

d ifficult  for i n d ivid uals to p u rchase and m ai ntain the 

e q u i p ment  for fi l m  p rojectio n .  

Video cam eras record an el ectro n i c  signal o nto tape; the 

signal is stored either i n  waves ( an alog video) o r  i n  a b i n ary 

code of ones and zeros ( d igital video).  Video i m ages are 

created by charge coupler devices ( CCDs),  s i l icon ch ips  with 

thousands of sensors that convert l ight to an electron ic  

sign al .  Video cam eras use  t h ree CCDs-red,  green , and 

b lue-to create a fu l l  spectrum of color. Digital video can be  

com p ressed and stored o n  computers, where c o m p u ter 

algorithms can encode i n formation about an i m age without  

necessarily stori ng each pixe l .  The code can , fo r example ,  

create a b l u e  sky by d escri b i ng a large n u m be r  of pixels with 

the same color  attrib ute across the top of a specific  i m age. 

Video mon i tors, i nc l u d i ng televis ion sets, h ave three 

e lectron beams ( o n e  each for red ,  green ,  and b l u e )  housed 

i n  a cathode ray rube.  When a signal co m es in (fro m an 

anten na, cable,  sate l l ite d ish ,  VCR, o r  DVD p l ayer), each of 

the three beams scans the i m age across the screen 

horizontal ly one l i n e  at a ti me,  i l l u m i n ating 

l ight-emitting p hosphors.  The frequency of 

the scan a l l ows the i m age to appear as a 

single, i n tegrated frame. U nti l  recen tly, v ideo 

mon itors used interlaced scanning, which 

meant that each frame was scan ned as two 

fie lds :  one consisting of al l  the odd- n u m bered 

l i nes, the other all the even l i n es.  N ewer 

cameras and m o n i tors use progressive 

scanning, meaning each frame is treated as a 

si ngle fie l d .  

The stand ard video format i n  the U . S . ,  

NTSC ( N ational Tel evis ion Stand ards 

Comm ittee),  p ro d u ces 5 2 5  scan l i nes and a 

sca n n i ng rate of 2 9 . 97 frames per secon d ;  PAL, 

used in E u rope and e lsewhere, u ses 6 2 5  scan l i nes 

at 2 5  frames per seco n d .  Telecine machines 

transfer fi l m  to v ideo fo rmats. To convert fi l m  

(shot at 2 4  fps) to video (which i s  exh i b ited at 

nearly 30 fps ) ,  the fi l m  is s lowed d own s l igh tly 

as i t  is run through telec ine ( to 2 3 . 976 fps) and 

an extra fram e  is created. Th is process is cal led 

F i lm and V i d eo: A Compari son 

a 3 : 2  p u l l-down . Th is  is not necessary when co nve rting fi l m  

t o  t h e  PAL format. 

Transferri ng fi l m  to video also can i nvolve i m age 

manipu l atio n ,  such as panning and scanning, a process of 

re-shooting a wid escreen fi l m  i n  order to convert i t  to the 

televis ion aspect ratio, which looks m o re l i ke a square than 

a rectangle (see fig. 6 .86 fo r a com parison of aspect ratios) .  

Pan n ing and scan n i ng selects parts of the i m age fro m  the 

widescreen frame,  and thus  al ters-some wou l d  say, r u i n s

the origi nal  com posit ion and ed i ti ng. The alternative is  

letterboxing, which p reserves the origi nal  aspect rati o,  but  

reduces the overal l s ize of the i m age ( figs. 6.6, 6.7) .  
Letterboxi ng h as become m o re com m o n  o n  DVDs-some 

offer a pan ned and scan n ed and a l etterboxed vers ion of the 

same fi l m .  With the adve n t  of H DTV ( h igh-defi n i tion 

televis ion) ,  with i ts  aspect ratio of 1 . 78 to 1 ,  wid escreen 

fi lms (at 1 . 85 : 1 ) m ay not su ffer as greatly in the process of 

transfer. 

For fi l m m akers, the trad i ti o n al d isadvan tages of vi d eo 

re l ative to fi l m  i nc l u d e  l ower resolut ion and less control over 

6.6 (top) J ack overhears the authorities ta lk ing about h i m  i n  
Blow Out ( B rian D e  Pal ma 1 981 ) .  

6.7 (bottom) Pann ing and scan ni ng cuts Jack out of the frame. 
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depth offield. But n ew video cameras, with variable  frame 

rate capab i l it ies ( i n c l u d i ng 24 fps) and smaller CCDs, are 

better ab le  to s i m u l ate the look o f fi l m  (Wheeler, p. 60).  2 K  

a n d  4 K  d igital p rojectors p rovide horizontal resolut ions of 

2048 and 4096 pixe ls ,  respectively. For consumers, a 

problem arises with video formats because analog video 

i m ages degrade each tim e  a copy is m ade,  and videotape 

d eteriorates rapid ly. The metal oxid e  that i s  cemented 

A l onger- l asting a l tern ative i s  the DVD . The d igital sign al 

can be copied wi thout l oss of q ual i ty, or  easily i m ported 

and exported as a fi le  to a hard d rive. The ease of use of 

d igital cameras, combi ned with the avai l a b i l ity of relatively 

i nexpensive ed iting software, h as m ad e  fi l m m aking 

access ib le  to more people.  D istri but ion can be as easy as 

u p loading a fi l e  to the i n ternet. G iven rap i d  i m provements 

in d igital i m age q u a l i ty, and the  ease of d i stri b u ti o n ,  the 

future of d i gi tal  i m age m aking, storage, and d i stri but ion 

seems ass u red.  

to  the p l astic tape flakes off over t ime and,  with  i t, the  

I m age. 

6.8 A series of storyboards from Gladiator 
( Rid ley Scott 2000).  
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Camerawork :  The Camera in Time 
an d Space 

Creating Meaning in Time: The Shot 

Cinematography involves both the spatial characteristics of the frame and the 

temporal, or time-dependent, character of the film medium. Narrative fiction 

films tell stories, documentaries recount and observe events, avant-garde films 

create new combinations of i mage and sou nds;  all of these di fferent types of film 

unfold in space and time before the viewer. 

The shot, a single uninterrupted series of frames, is fi lm's basic unit of expres

sion: an image whose meaning unfolds over time. Shots vary in length, theoret

ically, from the briefest exposure of a single film frame to the uninterrupted 

exposure of a full roll of motion picture film. In Hitchcock's Rope ( 1 948) , the 

exposure of a roll of film without cuts yielded shots of about eight minutes in 

length. Editing several shots together produces a scene, which is a coherent nar

rative unit: one that has its own beginning, middle, and end. 

In order to use the time they have on the set efficiently, directors and cine

matographers generally plan each shot ahead of time. One method for planning 

shots is the storyboard-a series of drawings that lays out the film sequentially 

( fig. 6.8) . Some directors, such as Brian De Palma, use photographs as story

boards. Others, such as Jim Jarmusch, reject storyboards and even shot lists, 

preferring to improvise (" Interview " 2004) . The DP designs set-ups, positioning 

actors, the camera, and lighting arrangement for each shot. 

Films are generally not shot in chronological order, and , except on very low

budget productions, every shot is filmed more than once. Each version is called 

a take. In post-production, the editor and director choose which takes will 

appear in the film. Those takes not included in the final print are called out

takes. Me, Myself, and [rene (Farrelly Brothers 2000) includes comic out-takes 

showing actors making mistakes over the final credits. A Bug's Life (John Las

seter and Andrew Stanton 1 998) and Chicken Run (Peter Lord and Nick Park 

2000) make this practice doubly humorous by providing out-takes of animated 

characters, who, by definition, do not make mistakes ! 
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Uninterrupted shots of more than one minute are 

called long takes. Orson Welles's Touch of Evil is 

renowned for its opening shot, a long take that 

follows the movements of a newly married couple on 

foot and a car with a bomb in its trunk as they cross 

the Mexico-U.S .  border (fig. 6.9) . The long take 

creates tension as two lines of action merge on nar

rative and visual levels. Robert Altman 's The Player 

( 1992) pays its respects to Welles with an inside joke: 

a continuous shot of  eight minutes in length that 

opens the film and introduces the audience to action 

on a Hollywood studio back lot .  The camera sweeps 

by characters, who reverently describe Welles 's feat 

in Touch of Evil. 

Long takes build dramatic tension, emphasize the continuity of time and 

space, and allow directors to focus on  the movement of  actors in the space of  

the mise en scene. A long take defines the fate of  Irish immigrants in Martin 

Scorsese's Gangs of New York (2002) . A camera sweeps along lines of young Irish 

men disembarking from the boats in New York harbor and eavesdrops on 

transactions taking place at tables where military recruiters offer the men their 

citizenship i f  they join the Union army. The camera reverses its motion,  

following the men as they trudge back 

onto ships, headed for the U .S .  South. 

A final reversal of motion occurs as 

the camera follows the return of  the 

soldiers in  pine coffins,  which are 

removed from the boat and piled upon 

the dock (figs. 6.10, 6 .11 ) .  

Scorsese i s  known for dramatic long 

takes. Another depicts the courtship of 

a young couple in Goodfellas. As Henry 

(Ray Liotta) and Karen (Lorrain e  

Bracco) enter the famous New York 

nightclub the Copacabana, the camera 

moves fluidly, following them i nto the 

pandemonium of  the kitchen and 

through the labyrinthine passages of  

the building on their way to the packed 

club. The relentless continuity of  the 

shot, which takes about three minutes, 

conveys Karen's confusion and exhila

ration as she is unwittingly drawn into 

Henry's world of organized crime. 

Unlike Gangs of New York, where 

the long take collapses time and space 

(and defines the soldiers' fate) , this long 

take exaggerates them. The rapid-fire 

Camerawork: The Camera in T i m e  and Space 

6.9 The celebrated crane shot at the 
begi n n i ng o f  Touch of Evil. 

6.10 (top) A crane shot fro m  Gangs of New 
York: l o ad i ng coffi ns. 

6.11 (bottom) A crane shot of the d ock, 
fro m Gangs of New York: new conscri pts are 
on the l eft. 
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From Stop Motion to A nimation 
Stop-motion photography (pixilation) is  the tec h n i q u e  

u n d e rlying al l  fi l m  animation ( fig. 6.12) .  A s  early a s  1 906-7, 

J .  Stuart B lackton used stop motion to a n i m ate objects and 

hand d rawings i n  one-reel  fi l m s  for Vitagra p h ,  and French 

fi l m ma ker Em i l e  Coh l  com b i n ed an i m ation and l ive action 

( Crafton ,  p. 71 ; Cook, p .  5 2 ) .  A n i m ators soon deve loped a 

p rocess us ing transparent overlays cal led eels ( fo r  

6.12 (above) Stop-motion 
photography animates insects in 
The Cameraman's Revenge. 

6.13 Animals as characters in  
Fantasia, one of Disney's most 
successfu l  animated features. 
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"ce l l u l o i d " )  to separate moving figures fro m  static 

backgro u nds, which avoided the problem of d rawi ng each 

frame i n d ivid u al ly. Sti l l ,  eel an i m ation is a labor- intens ive 

and time-co n s u m i n g  p rocess, and it remained the standard 

tech n i q u e  for a n i m ated fi l m s  u nti l the 1 990s.  

Ani m ated short fi l ms were exh i b ited a long with n ewsreels 

and fiction features, p rovid ing " h u mo r, s lapstick spectacle ,  

ani m al protagon i sts, and fantastic events" ( Crafton ,  p .  72 ) .  

Disney Stu d ios deve loped t h e  icon ic  fig u re of M ickey M ouse 

d u ring the 1 9 20s, and Warner Brothers created Porky Pig, 

E lmer  Fud d ,  DaffY Duck,  and Bugs B u n ny in the 1 930s and 

1 940s. Disney Stu d ios ach i eved co m mercial  success with 

a n i m ated features such as Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 

( David Hand 1937), Pinocchio ( Ben Sharpsteen and Hami lton 

Luske 1 940) ,  and Fantasia ( Ben S h arpsteen 1 940; fig. 6.13) .  
After a l o n g  decl i n e ,  a n i m ation experienced a renaissance 

d uring the 1990s. When it was on the point of el iminating its 

a n i m ation d ivis ion in the 1 990s,  D isney ( h aving m oved i nto 

l ive-action featu re fi lms)  d i d  an about-face and p u rchased 

Pixar Stu d ios ( o rig inal ly  the co m pute r  graph ics d ivis ion of 

LucasFi l m ) .  Pixar's success with Toy Story U o h n  Lasseter 
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6.14 Rotoscoping and com puter graph ics 
animate l ive action in Waking Life. 

1 995) ,  the first computer-an i m ated feature, re-energized 

commercial ani m ati on .  S ince then,  several such fi l m s  h ave 

earned critical acc la im,  i n c l u d i ng Princess Mononoke 

("Mononoke Hime" ;  H ayao M iyazaki 1 997),  Spirited Away 

( "Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi" ;  H ayao M iyazaki 2001 ) ,  

and Toy Story 2 Uohn Lasseter 1 9 9 9 ) .  In  2003,  Pixar's 

a n i m ated Finding Nemo was the h ighest-grossing fi l m  in the 

U . s . ,  earn i ng $340 m i l l i o n .  The increasingly popu lar  

j apanese style of a n i m at ion,  cal led anime, grew out  of the 

fi l m  and televis ion work of Osamu Tezu ka d u ring the 1 9 50s 

and 1 960s. A n i m e  can be d isti nguished fro m  most styles of 

ani mation because i t  is not n ecessari ly aimed at you ng 

audiences. I n  ad d i tion  to the i nfl uence of j apanese a n i  me,  

comic books and grap h i c  n ove ls  of a l l  ki n ds have emerged 

as i m portant sources fo r fi lms .  Not a l l  of the fi l ms 

origi n ating with grap h i c  novels are a n i m ated fi l ms: some 

are l ive action fi l m s  (A History of Violence [ David 

Cronen berg 2005 ] ) ,  wh i l e  others d raw h eavily o n  the 

aesthetic of a n i m ation to p ro d u ce a hybrid visual style 

(Sin City) .  

As part of the revital izatio n  of a n i m ation through 

com p uter graphics, Rich ard Lin kl ater took the artistry of the 

rotoscope to a new level in Waking Life ( 2001 ) and A 

Scanner Darkly ( 2 0 0 6 ) .  The rotoscope p rojects ph otographs 

o r  footage o nto glass so that i m ages can be traced by hand 

as tem p l ates fo r cartoon ch aracters ( Rickitt, p .  141 ) .  After 

Li nk later shot and ed ited a l ive act ion vers ion of Waking Life 

on d igital video, a team of a n i m ators used a computer 

p rogram to trace over and color the enti re fi l m  o n  a 

comp uter m o n itor. Worki ng with a vari ety of an i m ators i n  

t h i s  way m eant that each of the d i fferent scenes in  the fi lm has 

its own visual style (fig . 6.14). 

sequence of greetings and continuous movement into the club dramatize what 

would otherwise be an unremarkable experience for the characters, lengthening 

i t  and marking it as an exciting moment. 

Altering Time: Slow and Fast M otion 
Cinematographers manipulate the speed of  filming to compress or expand t ime.  

Unless special effects are desired,  the standard recording speed is 24 frames per 

second. By reducing or increasing the camera's recording speed, and then pro

jecting the film at 24 frames per second,  filmmakers can affect the viewer's per

ception of  t ime. 

To produce slow motion, the camera records images at a speed faster than 

that at which it  is projected . When the film is projected at the standard rate, 
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6.15 "Trick" photography: Orlock is 
exposed to the sun i n  a doub le  exposure 
from Nosferatu. 
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the action appears to be slowed 

down.  One minute of  film 

recorded at 36  fps has a greater 

number of frames than one 

minute of f i lm recorded at  24 fps.  

When projected at 24 fps ,  the 

36  fps footage will take longer 

than one minute to screen ,  

drawing o u t  the action .  Slow 

motion lengthens the duration of 

an action and seems to break 

down human movement into its 

component parts. 

This effect has been used for 

both comic and dramatic pur

poses. In The Naked Gun (David 

Zucker 1 988) , a parody of police 

action films, new lovers run along 

a beach. When a jogger runs in 

the opposite direction and rams 

into their j oined hands,  slow 

motion exaggerates the physical 

comedy. In this case, slow motion 

has established and undercut the scene's traditional romantic elements. In con

trast, in David Fincher' s  Panic Room (2002 ) ,  Meg Altman (Jodie Foster) tem

porarily escapes from the fortress-like panic room where she and her daughter 

have been hiding from intruders. As she looks for her cell p hone, slow motion 

lengthens the duration of Meg's desperate search and increases the scene's sense 

of urgency, because both Meg and her daughter are vulnerable when the panic 

room door is open. 

To produce fast motion, cinematographers record images at a slower 

speed than the speed of projection. Before cameras were motorized, this was 

called undercranking the camera. Fewer frames are exposed in one minute 

when shooting at a speed of 16 fps than at a speed of 24 fps .  When projected 

at 24 fps, that action takes less than a minute on screen and appears unnatur

ally rapid .  

F. W. Murnau used fast motion in  Nosferatu to indicate the supernatural speed 

with which Count Orlock (Max Schreck) loads a group of  coffins onto a cart as 

he prepares to leave his castle for England (fig. 6. 1 5) . After Orlock climbs into 

one of the coffins, stop-motion photography is used to make i t  appear as 

though the coffin lid leaps to the top of the coffin. The technique involves 

photographing a scene one frame at a time and moving the model between each 

shot. The process was used to animate the beasts in King Kong (Merian C .  

Cooper and Ernest B. Schoedsack 1 933)  and Mighty Joe Young (Ray Harryhausen 

1 949) .  Go-motion, a technique developed by Industrial Light and Magic, builds 

movement into single frames. In this process, the puppet or model is  motorized 

and moves when the camera's  shutter is open, creating a sense of blur. The 
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technique was used for the whales in Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (Leonard 

Nimoy 1 986) . 

Time-lapse photography is a process of recording a very small number of 

images over a long period of time-say, one frame per minute or per day. Time

lapse nature p hotography can present a flower blooming or storm clouds moving 

across the sky in a matter of seconds .  

Contemporary filmmakers have developed sophisticated methods for manip

ulating time. An impressive effect developed during the 1 990s is called a frozen 

time moment, or a bullet-time moment. These terms refer to a shot where a 

single action is viewed simultaneously from multiple vantage points around the 

action. The technique was first used in the martial arts scenes in The Matrix. To 

create this effect, more than 1 22 still cameras were arranged around the action, 

timed and calibrated in order to capture still images of the action at the same 

instant. Those still images were then used as a blueprint in digital post-produc

tion, where technicians " interpolated" additional frames. They create additional 

images to simulate the motion that could occur in between the actual stills. 

Combining the stills with the interpolated frames allowed them to extend the 

duration of the shot. The result is a " time-frozen subject seen from changing per

spectives " (Martin,  p. 70) . The Matrix employed a crew of 40 photographers, 4-5 

computer graphics designers, and 95-100 digital effects artists. Note that this 

stunning effect was created by combining traditional still photography with the 

latest digital post-production technology. 

The Camera and Space: Height , Angle, 

and Shot Distance 

Whereas the length of a take and slow and fast motion influence the viewer's 

sense of time, the positioning and movement of the camera affect the viewer's 

understanding of space. Camera placement and movement determine the way 

viewers perceive characters, events, and objects in the world on screen. Viewers 

can be forced to adopt the perspective of a single character (for example in 

Coppola's The Conversation) , may be implicated in voyeurism (as in Hitchcock's 

Rear Window) , and can be made to see the world through the eyes of a vicious 

killer (as in John Carpenter's Halloween, 1 978) . 

Three important variables for any shot are camera height ,  angle on the action, 

and distance from the action. These choices convey information, form motifs, 

introduce ideas, and create mood. Michael Chapman, DP for Scorsese's Taxi 

Driver ( 1 976) and Raging Bull, feels that "camera angles tell us emotional things 

in ways that are mysterious"  (Schaefer and Salvato, p. 1 24) . Camera placement 

may evoke a wide range of emotions : the position of the camera may compel 

intimacy or establish a sense of distance from characters and situations. I t  is also 

important to remember what the camera placement excludes: offscreen space 

refers to spaces within the world of the story that are temporarily or permanently 

excluded from the viewer's angle of vision. Filmmakers can use character behav

ior, dialogue, and sound to remind viewers that off-screen spaces exist, without 

showing them explicitly. 
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6.16 (top) An eye-level scene from Mildred 
Pierce. 

6.1 7 (bottom) A very d i fferen t  eye-level 
scene from Tokyo Story. 
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Camera Height 
The camera's height most frequently 

approximates an eye-level view of the 

action (fig. 6. 1 6) ,  but eye-level shots 

are usually combined with intermittent 

shots from higher and lower vantage 

points .  This h eight convention can 

assume a variety of forms. Japanese 

filmmaker Yasuhiro Ozu consistently 

places the camera at about three feet 

above the ground. For Western viewers, 

this vantage point may appear unusual, 

but this camera height is at the approxi

mate eye level of the action taking place, 

as characters sit on the floor (fig. 6. 1 7) .  

I n  Stanley Kubrick's The Shining ( 1 980) , 

D P  Garrett Brown used a floor-level 

camera to follow a child, Danny Tor

rance (Danny Lloyd) , as he rides around 

the interior of the sinister Overlook 

Hotel on his Big Wheel. Brown com

ments on the surreal effect of this low 

camera placement :  "The fact that we 

were below the kid and the vanishing 

point toward which we were moving 

was hidden behind him gave this whole 

sequence a fantastic quality" (LoBrutto, 

p .  1 49) . By placing the camera at the 

child's eye-level, Brown h elps the 

audience feel how Danny is over

whelmed by the imposing spaces of the 

haunted hotel .  

Camera Angle 
Another aspect o f  camera position is  

angle. In most shots, the camera is level. 

High-angle shots, where the camera is 

positioned above the character or action 

and aimed downward, tend to minimize 

the subject. One result can be that characters seem less powerful. In Notorious, 

when Alex Sebastian confides to his mother that he has married a spy, the 

camera adopts an extremely high angle in a close-up, emphasizing his panic, 

claustrophobia, and inefficacy (fig. 6. 1 8) . But high angles don ' t  always suggest 

disempowerment; in Brokeback Mountain (fig. 6. 1 9) ,  a high angle on Jack 

allows the viewer to read his casual demeanor as it  is expressed through his 

body language as he leans against his pickup truck, in a classic cowboy pose. 
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Low-angle shots, which posItIOn the camera below the subject, aiming 

upward, often exaggerate the size and volume of the subject, including the 

human body. Characters often appear more powerful ,  as they physically domi

nate the shot. If  a ceiling i s  visible in an interior shot, as is common in the films 

of John Ford, the camera has probably been positioned at a slightly low angle 

(fig. 6.20) . In Sergio Leone's For a Few Dollars More (H Per qualclIe dollaro in 

piu " ;  1 965) , a gunfight early in the film uses the contrast between level shots, 
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6.1 8 (above left) A h igh-angle shot 
suggests Al ex's fear  i n  Notorious. 

6.1 9 (above right) A h igh-angle shot 
captures J ack's casual demeanor i n  
Brokeback Mountain. 

6.20 An i nterio r  
shot, showing t h e  
cei l i ng, fro m  The 
Searchers. 
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6.21 (right) A l evel shot of M o rt imer i n  For 
a Few Dollars More. 

6.22 (below left) A low-angle shot of 
Morti mer in For a Few Dollars More. 

6.23 (below right) A high-angle shot o f  
M o rtimer's victi m i n  For a Few Dollars 
More. 

6.24 A canted angle in Crash. 
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low-angle shots, and high-angle shots to distinguish between bounty hunter 

Colonel Mortimer (Lee Van Cleef) and the man he is hunting. Low-angle shots 

of Mortimer imply his mastery of the situation. Even from a distance, he looms 

large in the frame because of the low angle. Level shots from behind Mortimer 

approximate his perspective, and they neither minimize nor exaggerate the 

wanted man. Finally, high-angle shots of the man tumbling to the ground after 

Mortimer shoots him emphasize his 

defeat (figs. 6.21 , 6.22, 6.23) . 

A canted or Dutch angle leans to 

one side. Generally, the subject 

creates a diagonal line in the frame. A 

canted angle often signifies a moment 

of imbalance or loss of  control. In  a 

scene depicting an automobile acci

dent in Crash (fig. 6.24) , a canted 

angle suggests a breakdown of order 

because the shift in geographical ref

erence points-and, specifically, the 

horizon-disorients the viewer. 

An overhead shot, also called a 

bird's eye shot, gives a unique per

spective on the action from above. In  

Spider-Man (Sam Raimi 2002) , over

head shots depict the boundless 

strength and enthusiasm of  Peter 
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Parker (Tobey Maguire) as he tests his  

new-found spider powers by cata

pUlting himself across New York 

rooftops. In Psycho, H itchcock uses 

an overhead shot to startle viewers 

and maintain the secret regarding 

Mother's identity (see fig. 7 .4) . 

Overhead shots are not always 

explained by plot events, however. A 

director may include these shots in 

order to distance the spectator from 

the characters or action .  After the 

final shootout in  Taxi Driver, when 

police arrive at the apartment where 

Iris (Jodie Foster) lives, a cut to an overhead shot depicts the police and Travis 

Bickle (Robert De Niro) from above. The overhead angle combines with the 

static mise en scene-even the actors are frozen-to distance viewers from the 

action. To realize this shot, Scorsese's crew cut a hole in the ceiling above the 

room where the action takes place and shot the scene through the opening. 

Cam era Distan ce 

Camera distance refers to the space between the camera and its subject, which 

can determine how emotionally involved the audience becomes with characters. 

In an extreme long shot (XLS) the human subject is very small in relation to the 

surrounding environment (f ig .  6.25) . When film techniques encourage specta

tors to step back from the story or characters in  terms of their emotional engage

ment-as this camera positioning does-the effect is said to distance the viewer. 

In a long shot (LS) from Agnes Varda 's Cleo from 5 to 7, the camera captures the 

figure of protagonist Cleo (Corinne 

Marchand) in its entirety. I t  is promi

nent because it occupies relatively 

more space in the frame, but is still 

entirely within the frame (fig. 6.26) . 

A medium long shot (MLS) from 

Old boy captures the human figure 

from the knees up (fig. 6.27) . A 

medium shot (MS) si tuates the  

human body i n  the  frame from the 

waist up (fig. 6.28) ; a medium close

up (MCU) from the chest up (fig. 

6.29) . A close-up (CU) closes in on a 

section of the body, such as the face, 

torso, legs, or hands (fig. 6.30) . An 

extreme close-up (XCU) will depict 

only a body part such as an eye, ear, 

or finger (see fig. 7 .23) . 
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6.25 An extreme long shot in The Birds 
(Alfred H itchcock 1 963) .  

6.26 A l o n g  shot from Cleo from 5 to 7.  
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6.27 (right) A medium long shot 
from Oldboy (Chan-wook Park 
2003 ) 

6.29 (above) A med i u m  c lose-up from The Aviator. 

6.30 (right) A close-up of J o h n  Travolta from Blow Out. 
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6.28 (left) A medium shot from 
Napoleon Dynamite U ared H ess 2004 ) .  

Medium shots  and close-ups tend to  produce a 

greater sense of intimacy by allowing viewers to 

focus on actors ' faces and character emotions, 

whereas long shots tend to emphasize the envir

onment and the space that surrounds the charac

ters. However, the effect of any shot distance must 

be interpreted in context . As with most shots, 
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narrative events, composition, other elements of mise en scene and camera 

distance contribute to the overall effect. Most filmmakers vary shot distance, not 

only to serve the needs of the narrative, but also to create patterns, develop 

motifs, and support themes. John Cassavetes uses close-ups for spontaneity and 

emotional intimacy in character-driven films such as Faces ( 1 968) and A Woman 

under the Influence ( 1 974) . 

Filmmakers can also use shot distance to convey abstract ideas. Carl 

Theodor Dreyer depends almost exclusively on close-ups and medium shots 

of Joan of Arc and her interrogators in  The Passion of Joan of Arc ("La Passion 

de Jeanne d'Arc " ;  1 928) . The narrative focus on Joan's trial and use of close

ups emphasize Joan 's spiritual power, not her mili tary prowess. Dreyer cham

pioned the close-up because he believed the soul is visible in the human face 

(fig. 6.31). 

Ingmar Bergman's Persona uses close-ups of two characters to suggest the 

intensity of their relationship. Emotionally troubled actress Elisabeth Vogler (Liv 

Ullman) and her nurse Alma (Bibi Andersson) seem to trade and merge their 

identities through several of Bergman's visual motifs. The use of tightly framed 

two-shots-in which both women's faces are visible in close-up-creates a 

visual metaphor for that merging (fig. 6.32). 

In contrast, in 2001 Stanley Kubrick uses long shots to de-emphasize the sig

nificance of human beings and their aspirations, symbolized by machines and 

computers. Long shots of astronauts Dave Bowman (Keir Dullea) and Frank 

Poole (Gary Lockwood) show their insignificance in relation to the mechanical 

and computerized environment they have helped to create, especially in the 

context of the vast universe (fig. 6.33). The final shots of the film, which involve 

extreme close-ups of a human figure, produce a startling counterpoint to 

Kubrick's consistent use of long shots. Close-ups of the star child suggest the 

human potential for rebirth. 
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6.31 (left) A medium close-up emphasizes 
sp i ritual transcendence in  The Passion of 
Joan of Arc. 

6.32 (right) A two-shot of Alma and 
El i sabeth i n  Persona.  
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6.33 A l ong shot emph asizes the machine
fi l l ed un iverse i n  2001: A Space Odyssey. 

6.34 The burn ing house in The Life of an 
American Fireman. 
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Camera Movement: 
Exploring Space 

I n  addit ion to height, angle, and shot dis

tance, camera movement i s  another cine

matographic element that can affect the 

meaning of shots and scenes. A camera 

that remains in the same position may 

produce a sense of stagnation, as is the 

case with DP Tom DeCillo's static camera 

in J im Jarmusch's  Stranger than Paradise. 

I n  contrast ,  a moving camera may 

encourage v iewers to become involved in 

a character's p hysical or psychological 

sensations, as in Scorsese's Raging Bull, 

or may act as a counterpoint to the 

action. In Jean Renoir's The Rules of the 

Game, a moving camera transports the 

viewer through a grand French estate. 

The camera reveals parallels between 

wealthy aristocrats and their servants, 

moving across class boundaries that the 

characters themselves cannot transcend. The process of shift ing the camera's 

height, angle, or distance merely to account for changes in character position is 

called reframing. 

Horizontal and Vertical Movement 

Some camera movements are horizontal and vertical .  A pan is the horizontal 

turning motion of a camera fixed to a tripod,  a movement typically used to show 

an expanse of landscape, whether it be a vast canyon or a crowded city street. 

An important moment in film history occurred when 

Edwin Porter included a pan in The Life of an A meri

can Fireman (1 903) . Porter's camera pans to follow 

firefighters as they rush to a fire; the moving camera 

finally rests on the burning house (fig .  6.34). This pan 

integrated camerawork and narrative development, as 

film historians Gerald Mast and Bruce Kawin explain: 

This was not a simple matter of panning 

to cover a wide subject, l ike a city skyline; 

what it did was discover the logic for the 

pan, making a camera movement part of 

the f i lm's dramatic strategy-because it  

followed a moving object and because it  

kept the burning house out o f  the frame 

until the moment Porter chose to reveal it .  

(Mast and Kawin,  p .  39) 
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A swish pan occurs when a pan is 

executed so quickly that it produces a 

blurred i mage, indicating rapid activ

ity or, sometimes, the passage of time. 

In Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing, a 

swish pan adds to the tension 

between Mookie (Spike Lee) and his 

boss, Sal  (Danny Aiello) . Mookie con

fronts Sal with his suspicion that Sal 

is romantically interested in his sister 

Jaye (Joie Lee) . The camera moves so 

quickly from shots of one character to 

the other that the intermediate space 

appears blurred (fig. 6.35). 

A tilt refers to the technique of  

tipping the  camera vertically while it remains secured to  a tripod. The  movement 

can simulate a character looking up or down, or help to isolate or exaggerate the 

vertical dimension of an object or setting. In Citizen Kane, when Mr. Thatcher 

(George Coulouris) presents Charles with a sled for Christmas, the young boy 

unwraps the gift, and then looks up at his guardian. The camera tilts upward, 

exaggerating the fact that Thatcher towers over the boy. This tilt contributes to 

a parallel developed over the entire film between Charles 

and Thatcher. This early tilt shows that Thatcher domi

nates Charles during his childhood. Later in the film, low 

angles on Kane suggest that he dominates others in the 

same way. 

Movement in Three Dimensions 

To free the camera further, cinematographers sometimes 

mount cameras on rolling platforms called dollies, which 

ensure fluid, controlled, motion. A crab dolly has wheels 

that rotate, so the dolly can change direction. Very low

budget filmmakers sometimes use shopping carts as dollies 

and stand or sit inside holding the camera while being 

pushed. A tracking shot is accomplished by moving the 

camera, on a dolly, along a specially built track (fig. 6.36) . 

Tracking shots can trace movement laterally (across the 

frame) or i n  and out of the depth of the frame. In  Stanley 

Kubrick's Paths of Clary (1957) , a tracking shot emphasizes 

the forward momentum of Colonel Dax (Kirk Douglas) as 

he strides through the trenches of World War I, ordering his 

troops into battle (fig. 6.37) . The soldiers stand still as he 

passes, which further emphasizes Dax's vigorous march. 

Cameras mounted on cranes create sweeping, three

dimensional movements (fig. 6.38) . The long takes that 

open A Touch of Evil and The Player are crane shots. A 

crane shot also takes place near the conclusion of Ethan 
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6.35 A canted angle swish pan in Do the 
Right Thing. 

6.36 A do l ly on a track. 
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6.37 (above left) Dax ordering h i s  troops 
i nto battle i n  Paths of Clary. 

6.38 (above right) A camera mou nted 
on a crane.  

6.39 (below) Everett d rops to h i s  knees 
in 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? 

6.40 (center) The camera pu l l s  b ack and 
upward, away from Everett i n  0 Brother, 
Where Art Thou? 
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and Joel Coen's 0 Brother, Where A rt Thou? (2000) , when the three bumbling 

miscreants Everett (George Clooney) , Pete (John Turturro) , and Delmar (Tim 

Blake Nelson) are about to be hanged. As Everett drops to his knees to pray, the 

camera adopts a high-angle position above him and then pulls back and upward, 

as i f  his appeal to the almighty has taken flight (figs. 6.39, 6.40). 

Aerial shots, taken from airplanes and helicopters, allow filmmakers to 

compose shots from great distances. As Thelma and Louise begin to experience 

the freedom of leaving their conventional 

lives behind as they head for Mexico , an 

aerial shot u nderscores the sense of open

ness and contributes to a motif of flight. 

By contrast, aerial shots in Werner 

Herzog's Grizzly Man (2005) create a 

sense of foreboding, emphasizing the iso

lation of the Alaskan wi lderness where 

Timothy Treadwell l ived with grizzly 

bears (fig. 6.41). 

In many instances, filmmakers want to 

capture i n timate scenes and subtle 

camera movements. Conventional motion 

picture cameras are heavy, however; 

without a brace, all the motion of the 

camera operator will be translated into 

shaky images. By the late 1 950s and early 

1 960s lightweight 35 mm cameras used 

for recording newsreel footage during the 

1 940s had found their way into indepen

dent filmmaking. The Eclair Cameflex 

was the favorite of French New Wave 

filmmakers. In the 1 960s, l ightweight 
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1 6  mm cameras able to record syn

chronized sound led to a flowering of 

documentary filmmaking, and,  partic

ularly, the non-interventionist direct 

cinema of filmmakers such as 

Richard Leacock, D.A. Pennebaker, 

Albert and David Maysles, and Fred

erick Wiseman in the U.S .  and Chris 

Marker in France. The sense of imme

diacy produced by handheld shots is  

evident in narrative fiction fi lms as 

wel l ,  including Medium Cool (Haskell 

Wexler 1 969) , Reservoir Dogs 

(Quentin Tarantino 1991 ) ,  and The 

Blair Witch Project (Eduardo Sanchez 

and Daniel Myrick 1 999) . 

Other innovations in camera technology included the small , lightweight ,  and 

quiet Panaflex camera, first used on Steven Spielberg's Sugarland Express ( 1 974) 

to capture handheld shots with dialogue in a moving car. Cinematographer 

Garrett Brown developed a stabilizing device worn by the camera operator that 

he patented as the Steadicam, first used on Rocky (John Avildsen , 1 976) . The 

Steadicam permits fluid camera movement, allows 

greater mobility than tracking shots, and mini

mizes shakiness (fig. 6.42). Brown describes the 

effect of his invention: "the moving camera lets 

you break into the medium itself-the screen 

stops being a wall and becomes a space you can 

play in" (LoBrutto, p. 1 39) . Notable examples of 

the artful use of a Steadicam include the opening 

scene of Bound for Glory (Hal Ashby 1 976) , the 

scene where Danny runs through the hedge maze 

in The Shining, and the Copacabana scene in  

Goodfellas. Brown has gone on to  develop other 

devices that allow filmmakers to incorporate fluid 

movement, such as the underwater moby cam 

and the SkyCam, a system that involves suspend

ing and moving cameras using cables and pulleys. 

As this discussion suggests, discerning the sig

nificance of camera placement and movement 

requires careful consideration of a shot in context. 

Broadly speaking, camera movement can function 

in five ways. I t  may : 

• reveal information in a dramatic fashion, as in 

The Life of an A merican Fireman. 
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6.41 An aerial shot from Grizzly Man. 

6.42 A camera operator wears a 
Steadi cam. 
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6.43 A canted angle close-up emphasizes 
the tens ion in this scene from Do the Right 
Thing. 
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• establish a character's perspective: the tilt in Citizen Kane aligns the viewer 

with the small boy. 

• convey a sense of space: the aerial shot encompasses a vast wilderness in 

Grizzly Man. 

• suggest mood , as in The Blair Witch Project, where a handheld camera trans

lates fear and conflict between characters into a visually upsetting experience. 

• emphasize the continuity of time and space (Gangs of New York) and expand 

time and space (the Copacabana scene in Goodfellas). 

TECHNIQUES 

Patterns of Camera Placement and 
Movement 
In Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing, patterns of camera place

ment and movement establish relationships between the char-

acters. Canted angles, close-ups, and tracking shots communicate the rising 

tensions among residents of a Brooklyn city b lock on a summer day. 

Lee and DP Ernest D ickerson use canted angles to emphasize conflict 

between characters. Canted angles define the confrontation early in the day 

when Mothersister (Ruby Dee) yells at Da Mayor (Ossie Davis) from her 

window. The second time these characters interact ,  Jaye (Joie Lee) is 

combing Mothersister's hair on the stoop and Da Mayor walks by. Once 

again, canted angles are used for both Mothersister and Da Mayor, suggest

ing they are at odds. Their differences are also evident in their contentious 

dialogue. 

A shift in the relationship between these two characters is partially sug

gested by a shift in camera angle. Late in the day, after Da Mayor has saved 

a child from being hit by a car, Mothersister praises his heroism. During this 

conversation, low camera angles on both characters hint that they have 

called a truce. By the end of the film ,  they have become friends. 

Canted angles and close-ups visually define disputes between other char

acters. When Radio Raheem (Bil l  Nunn) buys batteries for his boom box 

from the Korean grocers, canted angles and 

close-ups indicate Raheem's impatience at 

having to repeat himself. Canted angles also 

show the Korean grocers' anger toward his 

superior attitude. The first time Raheem 

enters Sal 's  pizzeria, canted angles and close

ups emphasize the two men's anger as Sal 

(Danny Aiello) bellows at Raheem to turn his 

music down (fig. 6.43). In  the final scene of 

confrontation ,  extreme close-ups combine 

with loud music and raised voices to help 

viewers recognize that anger is spiraling out 

of control. 
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In addition to canted angles and close-ups, Lee uses 

tracking shots to convey tension among neighborhood 

residents. In a startling sequence, Lee films Mookie, 

Pino, a Latino gang leader, a police officer, and the 

Korean grocer as they face the camera directly and spout 

racial epithets. As each character expresses these senti

ments, the camera tracks in toward the character, ending 

the shot in a close-up. At the conclusion of this vignette, 

the camera remains immobile as the love-preaching DJ, 

Mr. Sefior Love Daddy (Samuel Jackson) , rolls toward it 

(figs. 6.44, 6.45). He delivers a very di fferent message, 

asking everyone to "cool out . "  In this sequence, the shift 

from the camera tracking i n  toward unmoving characters 

to Sefior Love Daddy moving toward the stationary 

camera, visually underscores the DJ 's  attempt to reverse 

the unrelenting messages of hate. 

6.44 (top) Senor Love Daddy scares co move coward che 
camera i n  Do the Right Thing. 

6.45 (bottom) Senor Love Daddy closes in on che camera in  
Do the Right Thing. 
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Lenses and Filters: The Frame in Depth 

Although the camera may function like an eye as it records images, the camera 

does not see the world the way that the human eye does. Eyes and cameras both 

use lenses to focus rays of light. The rays converge, producing an image of the 

object being observed. The lens of the human eye focuses light rays on the 

retina. In  the camera, the lens focuses the light rays entering the aperture and 

they converge on the film stock. Camera lenses must be carefully calibrated to 

produce the desired image. On the set, the focus puller carefully measures the 

distance from the lens to the subject being photographed, then marks the focus 

ring with tape and moves the camera 's focal ring to those marks during fi lming 

(focus is precisely determined by measurements, not by looking through the 

camera lens). Keeping images in focus would seem to be a rather basic element 

of filmmaking, but, in fact, DPs use lenses and filters not just to maintain proper 

focus, but also to shape the environment, create mood, and develop themes. 

In Elephant (Gus Van Sant 2003), a motif involving selective foclIs suggests 

the varied ways that the film's teenage characters fit into, or are alienated from, 

their suburban high school environment. The f i lm follows a number of students 

through their day, with numerous scenes where they pass one another in the 

hallway. In two of these scenes, Elias (Elias McConnell) and Michelle (Kristen 
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6.46 (above) Deeper focus in Elephant: 
El ias's perspective. 

6.47 (right) Selective focus in Elephant: 
M i che l le 's  isolated perspective. 
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Hicks) make their way to class by walking down the same hallway. Yet they 

interact with their environment very differently, as the camera reveals. In a shot 

of the popular student Elias, people and objects are in focus, suggesting his 

immersion in  the world of high school and his greater sociabil ity (fig. 6.46). By 

contrast ,  a shot taken from over Michelle's shoulder emphasizes her disaffection 

and loneliness: the world around her seems to be an undifferentiated blur 

(fig. 6.47). 

The Visual Characteristics of Lenses: Depth of Field 
and Focal Length 

Lenses allow filmmakers to shape the space of the story (or, in an avant-garde 

film, the visual field in which images take shape) . Different lenses have differ

ent visual characteristics. Most important is the depth of field, or the " range of 

acceptable sharpness before and behind the plane of focus" (American Cine

matographer's Manual, p. 1 61 ) .  Depth of field describes the space in front of and 

behind the primary subject where objects remain in crisp focus.  Understanding 

the focal properties of lenses helps viewers to assess the frame as a three-dimen

sional visual field that serves as an environment for the action, that creates the 

texture of another reality, or externalizes a character's feelings. 

Lenses may be normal, wide-angle, or telephoto. Each of these different 

types of lens produces a d istinctive look because the focal length of a lens (the 

measurement, in mill imeters, of the distance from the surface of the lens to the 

surface of the film) in large part determines depth of field (figs. 6.48, 6.49, 

6.50). Given the same aperture and focus distance, a lens with a longer focal 

length will produce a shallower depth of field than a lens with a shorter 

focal length. 

The normal lens (focal length: 27 to 75 mm) approximates the vision and per

spective of the human eye. No spatial d istortions are apparent .  The wide-angle 

lens, with a focal length of less than 27 mm, produces a wider angle of view 

than the human eye and exaggerates the frame's depth. Characters (or objects) 

in the foreground appear larger than they are, and characters (or objects) in the 
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background appear smaller than they are. The viewer reads 

this discrepancy as enhanced depth : the distance between 

foreground and background appears greater than it actually 

is. Also, movement toward the camera appears faster than 

it is: a character will appear to make more rapid progress 

through the depth of the frame toward the camera than if  a 

normal lens were used. This lens also accelerates the con

vergence of parallel l ines so they appear to bend more than 

they do when seen through a normal lens (Zettl, 153 ) .  

I n  Fear and Loathing i n  Las Vegas (1998) , Terry G illiam 

makes frequent use of wide-angle lenses to convey the 

drugged-out frenzy of the main characters, Hunter S .  

Thompson (Johnny Depp) and Dr. Gonzo (Benicia del 

Taro) .  One shot illustrates two characteristics of the wide

angle lens: exaggerated depth and wide peripheral vision 

(fig. 6.51). Another shot captures the way the wide-angle 

distorts straight l ines by making them appear to bend: note 

the rounded, bulbous appearance of  actor Johnny Depp's 

face (fig. 6.52). 

An extreme wide-angle or fish-eye lens (focal length 

less than 1 7 . 5  mm) dramatically distorts images so that 

most straight lines appear to be curved. In Darren Aronof

sky's Requiem for a Dream (2000), a fish-eye lens depicts a 

scene in which three friends, Harry (Jared Leta) , Marion 
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6.48 (top left) A shot taken with a normal lens.  

6.49 (top right) The same shot taken with a wide-angle lens: note 
the wider angle of vision .  

6.50 (above) The same shot  taken w i th  a telephoto l ens :  n ote the 
compressed depth and the b lu rring of the background .  

6.51 (below left) The  d istortion of depth and size i n  Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas : the gu n i n  the fo regrou n d  appears u n usual ly 
large. 

6.52 (below right) A wide-angle lens produces the pronounced 
curvature of Depp's face in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. 
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(Jennifer Connelly) , and Tyrone (Marlon 

Wayans) , take drugs. The lens distorts the 

space of  their apartment while fast motion 

distorts the time frame of the conversation; 

these visual effects mimic the effects of the 

drugs (fig. 6.53). 

Telephoto lenses, with focal lengths of 75 

to 1000 mm, compress the distance between 

objects at different distances from the lens; 

that is, the distance between foreground 

and background appears to be less than it 

actually is. These lenses slow down the 

motion of an object or character toward the 

camera (American Cinematographer's 

Manual, p.  1 49) .  The telephoto lens also 

inhibits the convergence of parallel lines, so 

they will not appear to curve (Zettl, p. 1 53). 

A telephoto lens is used in Run Lola Run 

just after Lola's father refuses to help her 

(fig. 6.54). Lola stands in the street in front 

of his  office building. She is in focus, but 

people and objects in the foreground and 

background are not.  This shallow depth of  

field isolates her, separating the  in-focus 

element from background and foreground 

(as i t  did in the earlier example from The 

Graduate). The moment underscores Lola's 

solitary quest to save her boyfriend; she is 

on her own. This moment offers a contrast 

to  scenes depicting Lola's frenetic run 

through the streets of Berl in .  There, a wide

angle lens takes in Lola's surroundings and 

enhances her movement from the back

ground to the foreground, emphasizing her 

speed (fig. 6.55). 

The fact that a telephoto lens slows 

movement toward the camera is used to 

good effect in Full Metal Jacket, when 

marines in training run through a muddy 

6.53 (top) A fish-eye lens  d istorts the sense of 
space in  Requiem for a Dream. 

6.54 (center) A telephoto lens used in Run Lola 
Run. 

6.55 (bottom) A wide-angle u sed in Run Lola 
Run. 
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6.56 (top) In Out of Sight, the guard is in focus in the 
background.  

6.57 (center) I n  the next moment, Jack's face is i n  
focus i n  the  foreground .  

6.58 (bottom) A sp l i t-screen shot  i n  The Thomas 
Crown Affair: getting the signal to proceed .  

puddle toward the camera. The addit ional use 

of slow motion helps exaggerate the men 's 

physical effort. 

Rack focus is a change of focus from one 

plane of depth to another. In Out of Sight 

(Steven Soderbergh 1 998) (figs. 6.56, 6.57), as 

Jack Foley (George Clooney) initiates his plan to 

escape from prison, a guard walks in .  In the 

foreground, Jack is out of focus but the guard is 

in focus, drawing attention to his arrival .  Jack 

intentionally draws the guard 's attention to the 

window where he is standing, and as he does 

so, the focus shifts to the foreground, making 

Jack's facial features clearly visible to the 

audience. DP Haskell Wexler used shifting 

focus artfully in the original version of The 

Thomas Crown Affair (Norman Jewison 1 968) , 

when rich businessman Thomas Crown (Steve 

McQueen) phones five operatives and sends 

them into action , robbing a bank. A split 

screen combines six separate images ( fig. 

6.58). Because several images are out 

of focus, the screen resembles a col

lection of abstract paintings. Each 

man comes into focus only at the 

moment that Crown gives him the 

signal to proceed. 

The Zoom Lens 

Zoom lenses have a variable focal 

length. Zooming changes the size of 

the filmed subject without changing 

the distance between the subject and 

the camera (American Cinematog

rapher's Manual, p. 1 5 5 ) .  By rotating 

the barrel of the lens, cinematog

raphers move from wide-angle to 

telephoto (zooming in, which magni

fies the subject) or from telephoto to 
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6.59 (top left) A wide shot at the 
beginni ng of a zoom in  The Conversation. 

6.60 (top right) A closer shot, l ater in the 
zoom in  The Conversation .  

6.61 (above) A telephoto shot picks out 
the couple ta lk ing in  The Conversation .  
Nore t h e  d i m i n ished depth and selective 
focus.  

6.62 (below left) The begi n n ing of the 
trom bone shot from Vertigo. 

6.63 (below right) I n  the second part of 
the shot, the floor appears to fal l  away. 
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wide-angle (zooming out , which makes the subject appear 

smaller) . When zooming in or out, the subject remains in 

focus. The opening of Francis Ford Coppola's The Conver

sation makes use of an extended zoom from a position and 

angle high above the action. In keeping with the film's 

theme of  surveillance, the slow zoom in magnifies the 

people congregating in San Francisco 's Union Square. The 

telephoto lens's shallow depth of field helps to produce 

selective focus, singling out the couple engaged in the con

versation that Harry Caul (Gene Hackman) has been hired 

to record (figs. 6.59, 6.60, 6.61). 

Combining Camera Movement and Lens Movement 

Filmmakers sometimes combine camera movement and the zoom lens to create 

unusual shots. In Vertigo, Hitchcock created the trombone shot. Initially, the 

camera was trained on a model of a stairwell , with the zoom fully in so that the 

stairwell filled the frame. The camera was tracked in toward the model as the 

lens zoomed out (figs. 6.62, 6.63). This combination produces an unsettling 

physical effect because the stairwell remains the same size (tracking toward it 

would make it larger, but zooming out counteracts the track) , but the apparent 

depth of the stairs increases (the zoom-out increased the depth of field) . 
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Scorsese adapts the same technique in GoodfeLias, d uring a scene where Henry 

meets J immy (Robert De Niro) at a diner and learns that Jimmy is actually his 

enemy. There, the camera zooms in  and tracks out ,  which maintains the s ize of 

the characters, but causes the background to lose depth, to flatten, and go out 

of focus. I t  appears as i f  the world is collapsing in on Henry. 

In  both cases, the dramatic shot reflects a character's visceral, uncomfortable 

sensations. In Vertigo, the effect simulates panicky feelings of acrophobia (fear 

of heights) felt by Scottie Ferguson (James Stewart) . In Goodfellas, Henry real

izes that his relat ionship with J immy has irrevocably changed and that his l i fe 

may be in danger. 

Through the Lens: Filters and Diffusers 

Filters change the quality of light entering the lens by absorbing certain wave

lengths. They affect contrast ,  sharpness, color, and light intensity. Neutral

density filters absorb all wavelengths and permit less light overall to strike 

the film stock. Polarizing filters increase color saturation and contrast in  

outdoor shots. 

Diffusion filters "bend" the light coming into the lens, blurring the image. 

Mesh, netting, and gauze (silk fabric) placed over the lens also reduce sharp

ness. They enhance the appearance of the human face (wrinkles and blemishes 

disappear) and create a filmy, otherworldly look. In Arthur Penn 's Bonnie and 

Clyde ( 1 967) , they are used to create a distinction between the real world and 

an ideal world .  The bank robbers Clyde 

Barrow (Warren Beatty) and Bonnie 

Parker (Faye Dunaway) visit  Bonnie's 

mother after a scene in which Bonnie 

expresses her fear that she will  d ie an 

outlaw (fig. 6.64). Diffus ion f i l ters 

create a soft visual look for the family 

reunion; the scene represents a nostal

gic vision of anonymity and normalcy 

that Bonnie and Clyde can never regain .  

Fog filters have a glass surface with 

numerous etched spots that refract l ight, 

so they create the appearance of  water 

droplets in the air (American Cine

matographer's Manual ,  p. 214) . An 

image also can be " fogged" by applying 

substances such as petroleum jelly to a 

clear filter in front of the lens. This tech

nique was used in The Terminator to 

create the i l lus ion of motion b lur 

around the robot (Rickitt, p. 1 61 ) .  Star 

filters create points of light that streak 

outward from a light source (American 

Cinematographer's Manual, p. 21 5 ) .  
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6.64 A fam i ly reu n ion scene from Bonnie 
and Clyde. 
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Color filters absorb certain wavelengths but l eave others unaffected . On 

black-and-white film, color filters provide contrast control; they can lighten or 

darken tones. On color fi lm, they can produce a range of effects. Jane Campion's 

The Piano makes use of color fi lters in scenes of the New Zealand forest .  The 

Deep Focus Cinematography 
I n  the late 1 930s, "fast" lenses and advances in l ighti ng 

technology helped ci nematographers such as Gregg Toland 

to perfect deep-focus cinematography, i n  which objects 

remain in focus from posit ions very near the camera to 

points at some d istance from it .  Working with Wi l l i am 

Wyler on f i lms  such as Dead End ( 1 937 ) and Wuthering 

Heights (1939), To land experimented with the techniques 

that later became well known as a result  of h is  

col laboration with Orson Welles on Citizen Kane. Toland used 
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wide-angle lenses and stopped down the lens, making the 

aperture smal ler to produce greater precis ion in focus. 

Wyler, Welles, and John Ford , directors who choreographed 

actors and arranged sets with several planes of depth, are 

said to compose in depth. These d i rectors rely on deep

focus cinematography-the techn ique that perm i ts many 

planes to remain in focus-to accentuate the interplay 

among several l eve ls  of meaning. The frame's three

d imensional space helps to depict Kane's im mense power as 

well as h is  l i m ited choices. 

When Orson Wel les composes in depth, he 

creates spatial motifs .  In Citizen Kane, Kane is 

routinely positioned between other people, who 

make decisions for h i m, as i n  the Colorado board ing 

house scene d iscussed in Chapter Four. But Kane 

also frequently occupies the background. 

In the scene where he signs over the management of 

his f inancial i n terests to Mr. Thatcher, Kane stands 

between Thatcher and Bernste in  ( Everett S loane) .  

But I<ane a lso stands near  the  back wal l of the room 

(fig. 6.65) .  His moving forward to sit at the table 

with the two men and sign the documents signals 

that he becomes resigned to his fate. Wel les 

choreographs this scene in three d imensions; 

at f i rst, Kane is trapped between his f i nancial 

advisers, yet he also d istances h i mself from thei r 

values. He moves forward in this scene, as in several 

others, to assert h imself, although the outcome may 

be self-defeati ng. The complexity of the scene-and 

Wel l es' ab i l i ty to develop this spatial motif-depends 

on Toland's mastery of deep-focus cinematography. 

6.65 The paper-signing scene from Citizen Kane: 
Kane in the background. 
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director wanted to achieve the effect 

of being underwater-which con

tributes to an ocean mot i f-by 

drawing out the blue and green tones 

of the forest .  For Moulin Rouge 

( 1 952) ,  director John Huston hired 

the still photographer Eliot Elisofon as 

a special color consultant. He and the 

cinematographer Oswald Morris 

designed a system of  shooting 

through fog fi lters, smoke, and 

colored lights to evoke the 

style o f  a paint ing by 

Toulouse-Lautrec, the subject 

film (fig. 6.66). 

visual 

Henri  

o f  the 

Day for night refers to the practice 

of shooting during the day but using 

filters and underexposure to create 

the i l lus ion of nightt ime. French 

cinema theorists call the technique 

nuit Americain (or "American 

night") . Day-far-night shooting is gen

erally more successful on black-and

white film, using red or yellow filters 

to darken the blue sky. 

TECHNIQUE�J.!N PRACTICE 

Lenses and the Creation of Space 
Stanley Kubrick's Paths of Glory ( 1 957) and Robert 

Altman 's M *A *S *H ( 1 970) chronicle human experiences of 

war, yet the two filmmakers adopt very different approaches 

to this subject . One technical feature that offers insight into their differences 

is the choice of lens. Kubrick uses a wide-angle lens and composes in 

depth to emphasize the hierarchical structure of the army and its vast reach. 

In contrast, Altman uses a telephoto lens and frequent zooms to reveal 

disconnected spaces and to emphasize the chaotic aspects of a military 

organization. 

Paths of Glory concerns three French soldiers during World War I who are 

charged with cowardice, court-martialed, and executed by a firing squad. 

Kubrick and cinematographer George Krause frequently employ a wide

angle lens to depict the hypocritical and power-hungry officers as well as the 

powerless foot soldiers ordered to fight a losing battle. The wide-angle lens 

and composition in depth not only convey the different experiences of 
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6.66 Moulin Rouge uses Techn ico lor, 
a long with fi lters and smoke,  co suggest 
a Tou louse-Laucrec pai nti ng. 
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6.67 An exterior shot of the chateau i n  
Paths o f  Glory. 
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officers and soldiers, but  also 

suggest what binds them together: 

the highly ordered military system. 

The film's  opening scene depicts 

several lines of soldiers marching 

around the grounds of  the stately 

chateau that serves as the head

quarters of General Mireau (George 

M acready) . The wide-angle lens 

takes in the vast expanse of open 

space around the chateau (f ig.  

6.67). Because many planes of 

depth are in focus, the scene high

lights the linear pattern formed by 

marching soldiers. This scene pre

sents the first instance of a motif: 

lines of men whose lives are con

trolled by others. The calm, ordered 

emptiness of the space suggests the 

d istance of the headquarters from 

the deadly trenches where the war 

is being fought. 

The wide-angle lens also shapes the viewer's sense of the chateau's inte

rior. As General Broulard (Adolphe Menjou) manipulates the ambitious 

Mireau into ordering an assault on a well-defended German posit ion, the 

men occupy a room decorated with exquisite antiques and works of  art. The 

details of the room are clear because the lens allows many planes to remain 

in focus at the same time. In this scene, Mireau claims that he feels a sense 

of responsibility for the lives of 8 ,000 men, but agrees to order the attack 

after Broulard makes i t  clear he will earn a promotion if  he succeeds. The 

elegant setting contrasts with the brutal deaths that will result from their 

plans and establishes the generals '  hypocrisy. 

The next scene takes place in the trenches, a space that is the polar oppo

site of the chateau. The trenches are long, snaking pits cluttered with equip

ment and lined with soldiers. What little sky is visible above is hazy with 

the dust and debris from artillery fire. This cramped space is very different 

from the chateau, yet the wide-angle lens is equally effective at presenting 

its characteristics. The motif of powerless men standing in lines reappears 

as General Mireau marches through the trenches on his way to see Colonel 

Dax (Kirk Douglas) to order the attack (fig. 6.68). As the pompous Mireau 

strides through the trenches (accompanied by a martial drumbeat) , the lens 

enhances the General's vigorous movement forward. This movement con

trasts with that of the soldiers he talks to along the way; they are exhausted 

and stand sti l l .  The General repeats the same lines when he greets each 

soldier, which contributes to the sense that he is unfeeling and mechanical. 
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When Colonel Dax orders his 

men into battle, a wide-angle lens 

and slow tracking shot depict the 

trenches as an unending series of 

maze-like passages crowded with 

men. Once again,  the leader moves 

past men who stand still. However, 

Colonel Dax and General Mireau 

are very different military leaders. 

Dax actually leads his men into "no 

man 's land" between the French 

and German barbed wire. The 

futi le attack on the well-defended 

German Ant Hil l ,  however, results 

in  the useless death of  many 

soldiers. 

After the failed attack, Colonel 

Dax valiantly attempts to save the 

lives of three soldiers in his unit  

who are accused of  deserting  

because they retreated or were 

injured. He defends them at their trial, but finally is unable to save them 

from the firing squad. The trial is held in a room similar to the room where 

Mireau and Broulard meet: it is enormous, very bright ,  and full of open 

space. The trial is arranged in a 

very orderly way, with the defense 

and prosecution on either side of  

the judges. The deep space and 

symmetrical composit ion reinforce 

the hierarchical mi l i tary power 

structure and the entrapment of 

the ordinary man within that 

system. As each accused man steps 

forward to be questioned, Kubrick 

positions him very close to the 

camera, yet the wide-angle lens 

maintains in focus the vast space 

behind him (fig .  6.69). Each 

soldier is singled out as an i ndivid

ual, yet each one is also over

whelmed by the space around him.  

Because they occupy the lowest 

position in the hierarchy, the 

ordinary soldiers are doomed to 

die as pawns in the game played 
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6.68 General M i reau in  the trenches in 
Paths ofC/ory. 

6.69 Deep focus in the trial scene in Paths 
ofC/ory. 
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by  the generals, the men who plot the  army strategy from the safety of  the 

spacious villa. 

Robert Altman and cinematographer Harold Stine adopt a very different 

approach in their Korean war comedy M *A *S *H, using telephoto and zoom 

lenses to create a sense of  decentralization and chaos. The use of  the zoom 

lens suggests that the army hospital unit i s  composed of  numerous eccen

tric individuals and that no structure or hierarchy exists to control them. The 

telephoto lens also allows Altman to depict the intimacy among the charac

ters, despite the confusion and clutter of the hospital environment. 

The zoom lens frequently singles out the one emblem of a central author

ity in the film: the camp's public broadcast system. Yet zooms into the loud

speakers turn out to be ironic. The supposedly important messages are 

retracted, corrected, or make no sense. For example, the loudspeaker 

announces that all personnel must provide urine samples, then states that 

no one must do so.  

During the opening credits, repeated zooms isolate injured soldiers 

carried to 4077th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital by helicopters. The zooms 

permit the viewer a brief medium shot or close-up of each wounded man 

before he is whisked away to the hospital, then the lens zooms out and 

moves on to another wounded soldier. The zooms establish the disorder of 

war and the way it threatens to dehumanize soldiers and the doctors. The 

quick, intrusive zooms act as a metaphor for the way the military doctors 

are forced to treat the wounded men . The doctors attend to their injuries, 

usually by cutting into their bodies and then sewing them up. Rarely do 

doctors and patients interact on a personal level because the soldiers who 

survive are sent home or back into combat. 

The telephoto lens allows Altman to suggest the distinctive individuality 

and diversity of the doctors and nurses. In typical Altman style, the cast works 

as an ensemble. Although Hawkeye Pierce (Donald Sutherland) , Duke (Tom 

Skerritt) , and Trapper John (Elliott Gould) occupy center stage, the audience 

also becomes familiar with a number of  minor characters, such as " Painless" 

(John Shuck) , Lieutenant "Dish" (Jo Ann Pflug) , and " Radar" (Gary 

Burghoft) . The telephoto lens singles characters out through tight close-ups. 

The reliance on close-ups adds to the film's sense of decentralization and 

lack of hierarchy. Visually the film presents a world without a clear organ

ization. Aside from the early aerial shot of Duke and Hawkeye driving 

toward the camp, there are no long shots that establish the overall geogra

phy of the hospital. Instead, medium shots and close-ups present a cluttered 

and disorganized shanty town. Visually, space is broken down into small 

units that don 't add up to a coherent whole. The telephoto lens helps to 

create the impression that the space surrounding the mobile army hospital is 

fragmented and chaotic. One scene depicts Henry Blake (Roger Bowen) and 

Painless (John Shuck) as they stand behind a helicopter: they can be viewed 

through the scaffolding of the helicopter's tai l ,  which dominates the 

foreground (fig. 6.70). Behind them, hospital tents and a hillside are visible, 
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although they are not in sharp 

focus. Altman places visual impedi

ments between the viewers and the 

actors, who are generally the focus 

of audience attention, to emphasize 

the way the story space is divided 

and confusing. The telephoto lens 

compresses the distance between 

characters and the objects that 

share their space, subtly creating 

a sense of claustrophobia and 

entrapment. 

These directors and their cine

matographers convey ideas and 

emotions visually through the 

choice of lenses. The wide-angle 

lens and compositions in depth in 

Paths of Glory heighten the contrast 

between generals ,  who are in 

control ,  and foot soldiers, who are 

at the mercy of the system. The zooms and telephoto lens in M*A *S*H 

suggest a lack of order and the difficulty of  making connections in a chaotic, 

decentralized, and claustrophobic environment. 

6.70 Henry and Pain less are physically 
trapped between the hel icopter and 
hospital tents in M *A *S*H. 

Cinematography on the Set 
For most f i lms,  the DP col laborates with the d i rector and 

art d i rector before and during pri ncipal photography to 

th ink  systematical ly about creati ng expressive visual images 

throughout the fi l m .  Prior to the production phase, the 

d i rector and DP confer about camera angles and effects, 

using the script to map out the specif ic set-up for each shot. 

Often ,  they create storyboards, with d rawings, 

photographs, or computer simulations .  Duri ng principal 

photography, the D P  i s  responsib l e  for al l  aspects of the 

photographic process, incl uding camera placement, movement, 

and l ighting set-ups. The crew i ncludes: the camera operator, 

responsib le for the operation and maintenance of the 

camera; the focus pul ler, who measures, marks, and moves 

the focus ring on the camera lens; and an assistant camera 

operator, who records the detai ls  of shots; the gaffer, the 

chief e lectrician, the best boy, and ass istant electricians are 
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respons ib le  for the l ighting equipment. A second unit may 

be used for f i lm ing  at a remote location ,  or for insert shots. 

Di rectors use a video-assist, a video mon i tor that records 

the action and a l lows them to see what the shot looks l ike 

on screen (one of fi lm's greatest shortcom ings is the length 

of time it takes to process the photograph ic  images 

chemical ly). The f i lm  footage exposed in a given day is often 

printed , and dailies are screened to d eterm ine  whether 

changes are necessary. 

While the D P's job theoretical ly is complete at the end of 

shooting, often she wi l l  work with the ed itor during post

production to ensure that the des ired look is achieved . Now 

that visual effects are contracted out to special ized 

companies, such as Industrial Light and Magic, the visual 

effects supervisor often acts as a l i aison between the 

d i rector and DP and the company producing visual effects. 
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6.71 Different gauges of fi l m :  8 m m ,  

1 6  m m ,  35 m m ,  70  mm (65  mm with 
soundtrack) . 
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Film Sto c k  

Another key factor that will influence the final look o f  the film i s  the choice of 

fi lm stock, which wil l  affect, among other things, the color and depth of  contrast 

of the images produced. 

Characteristics of Film Stock 

Film stock is composed of two parts :  the emulsion, a light-sensitive chemical 

layer in which the image is formed, and the base, the flexible support material 

for the emulsion. The base for the earliest films was cellulose nitrate, a highly 

flammable substance that was replaced in the 1 950s by cellulose triacetate. 

The attributes of film stock include gauge, speed, and grain. Gauge refers to 

the size of the film, measured horizontally across the film stock (fig. 6.71). 

Standard feature films are projected on 3 5  mm film.  This has an image area four 

times that of 1 6  mm film, which has traditionally been the province of docu

mentary, experimental, and independent filmmakers because it offers lighter 

cameras and less expensive processing. Super 8 and Regular 8 film, developed 

in the 1 950s, were used for home movies. Since the advent of inexpensive digital 

video cameras, Super 8 is now the medium of choice only for experimental 

filmmakers. 

Speed is a measure of a film stock's sensitivity to light and is measured by an 

index called the ASA or DIN number. The higher the ASA or DIN number, the 

greater the film's sensitivity to light, and the " faster" the film.  Fast film stocks, 

because they are sensitive, require less light to produce an acceptable image. 
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Thus, a fast film stock works well under conditions of low light. A documentary 

filmmaker who cannot control l ighting conditions on the shoot might use fast 

film to make sure the images will register. Fast stocks, however, are prone to pro

ducing grainy images. Slow film stocks are relatively insensitive to light but  

produce high-quality images u nder optimal lighting conditions. I f  a filmmaker 

can exercise a great deal of control over the light, as is the case on a studio set, 

then slow film renders the sharp, fine-grained images associated with the h igh 

production values of most commercial Hollywood films. 

The grain refers to the suspended particles of silver or color-sensitive grains 

in the emulsion layer. After processing, the grains may become visible as dots. 

Finer-grained, slow film stock records more detail and renders sharp images with 

high resolution.  Grainy film, with its lower resolution and fuzzier images, i s  typ

ically associated with fast fi lm stock such as black-and-white newsreel and doc

umentary films. But feature filmmakers may deliberately produce grainy images 

to create a documentary feel, as Welles does in the newsreel that opens Citizen 

Kane, as Woody Allen does i n  Zelig ( 1 983) , and as Robert Zemeckis does in  

Forrest Gump ( 1 994) . 

Li ght and Exposure 

Exposure refers to the amount of light 

striking the light-sensitive emulsion layer 

of the film stock. When the shutter of the 

camera opens, light passes through the 

aperture and strikes the film. The aperture 

size can be varied to let in a greater or 

smaller amount of light. 

"Appropriate" exposure captures suffi

cient detail in both bright and dark areas of 

the frame. Overexposure occurs when 

more light than is required to produce an 

image strikes the film stock; the resu l ting 

image is noticeable for its h igh contrast, 

glaring light, and washed-out shadows 

(fig. 6.72). Steven Soderbergh o ften 

manipulates exposure, as i n  the overex

posed scenes in Miami in Out of Sight 

( 1998) . One reason Soderbergh overex

poses the film is to simulate the harsh sun 

of south Florida, correcting the look pro

duced by the artificial light of the studio. 

Underexposure occurs when too l i tt le 

light strikes the emulsion. Dark areas i n  an 

underexposed i mage wil l  appear very 

dense and dark (including shadows) , and 

overall contrast will  be less than a properly 

exposed image (fig. 6.73). 

F i lm Stock 

6.72 Overexposu re p roduces glar ing l ight 
i n  Insomnia. 

6.73 Underexposure produ ces a dense,  
d ark effect i n  Psycho. 
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6.74 (top left) Earth appears in color in  
A Matter of Life and Death. 

6.75 (top right) H eaven appears i n  b l ack
and-white in A Matter of Life and Death. 

6.76 (bottom left) A h and-painted scene 
from The Life of Christ .  

6.77 (bottom right) An example  of tinti ng 
from The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari . 
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Film Stock and Color 

Directors and cinematographers choose their film stock according to the aes

thetic effects they are seeking to achieve. For example, occasionally black-and

white and color film stock may be used in the same film, to contrast between 

past and present, perhaps, or between reality and fantasy. In The Wizard of Oz, 

black-and-white film depicts depression-era Kansas whereas Technicolor film 

characterizes the fantasy world of Oz. In A Matter of Life and Death (also known 

as Stairway to Heaven; Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger 1 946) , Heaven 

appears in black-and-white and Earth in color (figs. 6.74, 6.75). Black-and-white 

sequences indicate past events in Memento, and sometimes the distinction 

between black-and-white and color is arbitrary, as in If (Lindsay Anderson 

1 968) . 

Filmmaking has always involved color, even before the development of 

color fi lm stock. The black-and-white one-reelers of French film pioneer 

Georges Melies and Pathe Freres were hand-painted ( fig. 6.76), a painstaking 

and expensive process of painting sections of  each frame with one or more 
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colors (Sklar, p. 41 ) .  By around 1 910, most films used color. The most prevalent 

technique was tinting, which involved bathing lengths of developed film (typi

cally one scene at a time) in dye. Conventions developed so that blue was used 

for night scenes, amber for candle-lit interiors, and magenta for scenes of 

romance. By the 1 920s, more than 80 % of film prints were tinted (Salt, p .  1 50) . 

Examples include D .W. Griffith 's The Birth of a Nation ( 1 91 5 ) ,  Wiene's The 

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (fig. 6.77), and Murnau's Nosferatu. Another practice, 

called toning, replaced s ilver halide with colored metal salts so that the dark 

portions of the frame appear in color 

rather than black.  Mordanting 

involved developing the emulsion 

with a silver solution able to fix 

colored dyes (Usai, p. 9) . 

Even unadulterated black-and

white images vary i n  their tonal prop

erties. First , black-and-white film 

stocks possess d ifferent properties: 

the earliest stocks, for example, were 

sensitive to blue and violet only. 

Orthochromatic film-sensitive to 

blue, violet, and green-was devel

oped in the 1 920s. Because it did not 

register the red tones of human faces, 

actors were required to wear heavy 

theatrical makeup. Black-and-white 

film stocks that were sensitive to all 

colors o f  the spectrum (called 

panchromatic) became the industry 

standard in the 1 930s. 

Second, filmmakers make different 

use of the same technologies. When 

Eastman Kodak and Agfa manufac

tured faster film stocks in the 1 930s, 

movie studios responded to them dif

ferently, which resulted i n  distinctive 

visual styles. MGM overexposed the 

film, and then pulled (underdevel

oped) the negative, creating a pearly 

gray look (fig. 6.78). But at Twentieth 

Century Fox, the use of  faster film 

meant DPs could stop down the lens 

(making the aperture smaller) , 

increasing depth of field and con

tributing to deep-focus cinematogra

phy (Sal t ,  p .  1 96) . Fox thus became 

known for the clarity of its images 

(fig. 6.79). 

Fi lm Stock 

6.78 (top) The characterist ic pearly 
appearance of MGM fi lms :  Queen Christina 
( Rouben Mamou l ian 1 93 3 ) .  

6.79 (bottom) Twentieth Century Fox fi l ms 
from the 1 930s were known for the c l arity 
of the i m ages: Slave Ship (Tay Garnett 
1 937) .  
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6.80 (top) Satu rated brown colors evoke 
an e ra in The Godfather. 

6.81 (bottom) H arsh l ight and h igh 
con trast in Salaam Bombay! 
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Although color film processes were developed in the 1 930s, it wasn't until  

after World War I I  that color film developed into an industry standard. Color 

cinematography was a commercial and aesthetic enterprise: color was one way 

u.s.  movie studios could compete with television,  which was broadcast in black

and-white. In the early 1 950s, television viewing cost the film industry 500,000 

tickets per week (Seagrave, p. 5 ) . Studios marketed their color spectacles with 

the phrase "Glorious Technicolor. " Between 1 947 and 1 954,  the number of 

American films made in  color rose from one in  ten to one in  two. By 1 979, 96 % 

of American films were made in color (Cook, pp .  462-3) .  

I n  1 922 the Technicolor Corporation developed a two-strip additive process. 

Two strips of negative film were exposed (using a beam splitter in the camera) , 

printed separately on a red and a green layer of film stock, and cemented together 

for projection .  The process was 

plagued by several problems: during 

screenings the cement melted under 

the high-intensity heat generated by 

projector lamps. Furthermore, over time 

the colors tended to fade to orange. 

In 1 928,  Technicolor perfected a dye 

transfer process cal led imbibi t ion 

printing, which became the basis for 

its three-color dye transfer process, 

the industry standard from 1 935  until 

the mid- 1 950s .  The process used 

three strips o f  negative film from 

which separate color matrices were 

made; then the color images were 

transferred onto a single print. The 

strengths of Technicolor were vibrant 

and stable colors that aged well. But 

Technicolor's de facto monopoly and 

the fact that the process used three 

t imes as much film stock as black-and

white  cinematography meant that 

color films were extremely costly to 

make. Fi lm studios had to rent special 

equipment, use Technicolor labs to 

process the film, and pay for expertise 

directly from the Technicolor Corpora

tion, in the form of color consultants 

to  oversee the color timing (shot-to

shot color correction) . 

The development of Eastmancolor 

also contributed to the widespread 

adoption  of color c inematography. 

Eastmancolor uses a mult i layered 

film stock. Each of the three layers of 
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emulsion contains dye couplers sensitive to a d ifferent color: red ,  blue, and 

green. When developed, the grains to which the dyes have been coupled release 

the dye. This method produces sharper prints than the Technicolor process, but 

its colors are less saturated. The process became popular because film studios 

could use standard film cameras and process the film in  their own labs, saving 

money. But the widespread use of Eastmancolor produced hidden, long-term 

costs. Prints made before 1 983 are notorious for their unstable color; restoring 

these faded prints requires resources and technical expertise. 

Color-as an element of mise en scene and cinematography-allows directors 

to express ideas, themes, and mood. The lyrical use of color in fi lms from every 

cinematic tradition-from Coppola's The Godfather to Mira Nair's Salaam 

Bombay! ( 1 988) , from Jacques Oemy's The Umbrellas of Cherbourg to Zach 

Braff's Garden State, and to Kurosawa 's Dreams ( " Yume" ;  1 990) -attests to the 

fact that color cinematography opened up an entirely new creative aspect of 

cinema (figs. 6.80, 6.81, 6.82, 6.83, 6.84, 6.85). 

When analyzing the use of color in a film, viewers should attend to the spe

cific ways color is used in  relation to narrative, visual, and sound elements. 

Some questions to consider include: 

• Are there strong areas of  color or pronounced contrasts in  the frame that 

demand attention? 

• Are tones uniformly saturated or desaturated , producing a vibrant or somber 

mood? If so, do they act as complement or as counterpoint to the action? 

• What are the effects of the relative saturation and warmth/coolness of colors 

in the mise en scene? 

• Are color motifs developed, perhaps through mise en scene and/or cine

matography techniques such as pushing, pull ing, or flashing (see p. 1 42) ? 

• Do colors bear a particular cultural significance? Be sure to test init ial associ

ations against the full complement of elements at work in any film and to 

conduct research to make sure the cultural context is taken into account. Do 

not assume, for example, that red equals danger in every aesthetic and cul

tural situation. 

Fi lm Stock 

6.82 (left) Prim ary colors create a vivid 
effect in Dreams. 

6.83 (right) An ashen gray is used for the 
apocalypse sequ ence in Dreams. 
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6.84 (right) Bright, otherworld ly co lors 
have a romantic effect in The Umbrellas of 
Cherbourg. 

6.85 (below) Desatu rated co lors suggest 
al ienation in Garden State. 
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Wid e Film and Widescreen Formats 

During the 1 950s, U .S .  movie studios developed widescreen formats as part of 

their campaign to compete with the popular new medium of  television by cre

ating larger, more colorful i mages than TV could. These formats widened the tra

ditional aspect ratio (a measure of the horizontal to the vertical dimension of the 

image) from the Academy ratio of 1 . 3 3 : 1  (also that o f  traditional television) to 

1 . 85 : 1  or 2 . 3 5 : 1  (fig. 6.86). Currently, U .S .  movie theaters project films in those 

two aspect ratios. The aspect ratio for HDTV is 1 . 78 : 1  (also referred to as 16 : 9 ) .  

CinemaS cope and Panavision use  anamorphic lenses to create an aspect ratio 

of 2 . 35 : 1 with standard 35 mm film, cameras, and projectors. When used to 

shoot a film, the anamorphic lens squeezes the image at a ratio o f  2: 1 horizon

tally onto a standard film frame. I f  the film were projected "as is," the image 
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would look stretched from top to bottom and actors 

would look extremely tall and thin ,  but using anamor

phic lenses on projectors unsqueezes the image (fig. 

6.87 B ,  C,  and D) . The first CinemaScope release was 

Twentieth Century Fox's The Robe (Henry Koster 

1 953) . 

Other widescreen processes involve changes in  

cameras and film stock. Cinerama uses three cameras, 

three projectors, and a wide, curved screen. Viewers 

sitting in the "sweet spot" (in the center of the first ten 

rows) feel immersed in the i mage, which reaches past 

their peripheral vision on  either side (fig. 6.88). The 

technique was both novel and expensive; only a few 

films were made in the format, including This is Cin

erama (Merian Cooper and Gunther von Fritsch 1 952) 

and How the West Was Won (Henry Hathaway, John 

Ford, and George Marshall 1 962) . 

One method for producing a wide screen image 

without using special lenses or equipment is masking. 

Cinematographers shoot a film using standard fi lm 

stock at an aspect ratio of l . 3 3 :  1 ,  but block out the top 

and bottom of the frame to achieve an aspect ratio of 

l . 85 : l .  However, masking during shooting is rare 

because it is expensive to modify the camera, and this 

procedure sacrifices 36 % of the image. 

Wide film formats use a larger film stock than stan

dard 35  mm stock. IMAX, Omnivax, and Showscan are 

shot on 70 mm film.  The gauge of the film stock (for 

example, 35 mm versus 70 mm) is its width , measured 

across the frame (see fig. 6 .71 ) .  

Vista Vision was an alternative t o  Cinemascope 

developed by Alfred Hitchcock that uses standard 35 

mm film stock but changes the orientation of  the film 

so that the film moves through the camera horizontally 

instead of vertically. The larger image is of  higher 

quality than standard processes. Though it was largely 

abandoned in the 1 940s, i t  was resurrected for special 

effects work on Star Wars. 

Processing Film Stock 

B 
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6.86 (above) A com parison o f four  
aspecc racios: Academy, 1 . 85 : 1 , 2 . 3 5 : 1 ,  
and 1 . 78: 1 .  

6.87 (below) A squeezed image, creaced 
wich an anamorphic lens.  

Once a fi lm stock has been chosen and exposed, cinematographers can achieve 

unusual visual effects by making choices about processing methods. A number 

of specific techniques have been developed. 

Scratching involves scraping the surface of  the film to achieve the look o f  a 

home movie. Martin  Scorsese's Mean Streets ( 1 973)  includes one of the charac

ters' home movies, which the director shot and then scratched after processing. 
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6.88 The C inerama system . 
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Some avant-garde filmmakers scratch films to create patterns or to remind 

viewers of the material basis of the medium. Stan Brakhage, for example, 

scratched his name into film stock, signing the film the way painters mark their 

work. Brakhage also experimented with paint and other substances, using moth 

wings on the surface of the film and quick cuts to  suggest the motion of flight 

in the three-minute film Mothlight ( 1 963) . 

Pushing a film (also known as overdevelopment) means allowing i t  a longer 

time in development, which increases contrast and density. Pulling a film neg

ative (underdevelopment) reduces contrast. Forced development is a technique 

used when lighting levels are inadequate for normal exposures. Cinematogra

phers deliberately underexpose the film and then overdevelop,  or push, the film. 

This procedure affects contrast but not colors. 
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Pre-fogging or flashing the 

negative desaturates color. 

Before, during, or after shooting, 

the film stock is exposed to a 

small amount of light, resulting in  

an image with reduced contrast. 

This technique was used for 

Altman 's McCabe and Mrs. Miller, 

a film set at the turn of the twen

tieth century, to create the visual 

effect of an old photograph (see 

fig. 6 . 104) . 

Bleach bypass printing is a 

process that involves leaving the 

silver grains in the emulsion layer 

rather than bleaching them out.  

This has the effect of desaturating 

the color because i t  is akin to 

adding a layer of b lack-and

white to a color negative. Steven 

Spielberg used bleach bypass in Saving Private Ryan ( 1 998) , where scenes of sol

diers in combat during World War I I  are rendered in pale hues with si lvery over

tones. The desaturation of the color, combined with the khaki and brown palette 

of the settings and uniforms, recalls the sepia tones that are used in historical 

photographs and thus contributes to the film's emphasis on memory (fig . 6.89). 

Special Visual Effects 

Although they are often associated with sci-fi or action films, special visual 

effects have been part of the film experience since the beginning of cinema and 

are used in all kinds of films. Some of the earliest films, including Georges 

Melies's A Trip to the Moon ("Le voyage dans la lune" ; 1 902) and Edwin Porter's 

The Great Train Robbery ( 1 903) and Dream of a Rarebit Fiend ( 1 906 ; see fig. 8 . 3 ) , 

took advantage of the available technologies of multiple exposures, time-lapse 

photography, and hand painting to make moon-dwelling creatures appear and 

disappear or to enhance the i mpact of a safe full of cash that explodes during a 

train robbery. Special visual effects encompass painting, model building, pros

thetics, photography, and computer graphics. In industry parlance, special (or 

mechanical) effects are created d uring production while visual effects (also 

called optical effects) are created in post-production, but the terms are often 

used interchangeably. 

This section of the chapter presents commonly used visual effects and looks 

at how they are achieved and why they might be used. Digital visual effects are 

created with software programs, and practitioners in the field are constantly 

developing and perfecting new effects with every film project, so any discussion 

of techniques becomes out o f  date very quickly. A list of journals (fig. 6.90) 

Special  Visual  Effecrs 

6.89 B l each bypass prod uces desaturared 
co lor in Saving Private Ryan . 
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6.90 Some of the special effects 
journa ls  and m agazi nes avai lab le  
tod ay. 
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directs readers to publications that explain traditional visual effects and track 

new developments: 

A merican Cinematographer 

Astounding Science Fiction 

Cinefantastique 

Cinefex 

Cinemagic 

Cinescape 

Photon 

SMPTE Journal (Society of Motion P icture and Television Engineers) 

SFX 

Like any element of film, describing these effects, including the way they 

support the narrative system or develop a visual motif, contributes greatly to a 

thorough film analysis. 

Manipulating the I m age on the Set 

Many visual effects are employed during principal photography to create optical 

i l lusions, including models, photo cutouts, make-up ,  prosthetics, front and rear 

projection, and matte paintings. 
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Models and miniatures are built for 

a variety of reasons: to create an 

object that does not exist-such as 

the ship in Close Encounters of the 

Third Kind (Steven Spielberg 1 977)

or to destroy an object that does

such as the exploding White House in 

Independence Day (Roland Emmerich 

1996) and the Capitol building in 

Earth us. the Flying Saucers (Fred 

Sears, 1 956 ;  fig .  6.91). Explosions are 

typically filmed with two cameras at a 

faster than normal rate-between 96 

and 1 20 frames per second.  As a 

result, they look much slower when 

projected at normal speed. Various 

models of the Titanic were built to 

recreate the historic vessel for James 

Cameron's  Titanic: inc luding a 

1 /20th-scale miniature, used for long 

shots, and a large-scale replica, used 

for tighter shots with actors on deck 

(fig .  6.92). 

Special  Visual  Effects 

6.91 (above) The Capito l  u nder attack i n  Earth vs. the Flying Saucers. 

6.92 (be/ow) Titanic used two models  of the famous sh ip .  
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� REAR PROJECTOR 

/ REAR PROJECTION SCREEN 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  , , 
: ' 

BCAMERA 

6.93 (top left, right) Rear and front 
projection systems. 

6.94 (bottom left) Rear projection 
provides the background in  Mamie. 

6.95 (bottom right) Front proj ection in the 
ape sequence from 200 1 :  A Space Odyssey. 
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'------H----Jl-T1�--...J REFLEX SCREEN 

PROJECTOR TWO-WAY MIRROR 

CAMERA 

Common methods for projecting a background behind live actors during 

shooting are photo cutouts, and front and rear projection (fig. 6.93). Rear 

projection (left) requires a projector to be placed behind a screen , onto which 

it projects an image. Actors stand in front o f  the screen and the camera records 

them in front of the projected background (fig. 6.94). Front projection (see fig. 

6 .93 ,  right) uses a half-silvered mirror in front of the camera . A projector aimed 

at the mirror projects the background, which the camera records as being pro

jected behind the actors (fig. 6.95). The camera does not record the shadows 

cast by actors on the background. 

Matte paintings are painted backdrops, typically used in establishing shots to 

convey a location. They are also used to extend the setting beyond the bound

aries of the built set and often incorporate optical illusions, such as forced per

spective, in order to produce the appropriate sense of depth and atmosphere (fig. 

6.96). Because they remain on screen for several seconds, they must be carefully 

planned. " Even the best matte paintings, "  artist Chris Evans notes, "will be 

spotted if  they are on screen too long" (Rickitt, p. 203) . 

Glass shots are a type of matte shot, created by positioning a pane of opti

cally flawless glass with a painting on it between the camera and scene to be 
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photographed. This combines the painting 

on the glass with the set or location-seen 

through the glass-behind i t .  

Traditional matte paint ing has now 

largely been replaced by digital matte paint

ing, using software programs that allow 

artists to paint images on the computer in 

layers, and by digital set extension. For The 

Truman Show (Peter Weir 1 998) , Matte 

World Digital used computer graphics pro

grams to create architectural extensions, 

adding several stories to existing build ings 

on location in Seaside, Florida, to produce 

the look of downtown Seahaven. But Chris 

Evans warns, "software does not replace all 

the knowledge that has been acquired over 

the years about light, color, and composi

tion. The computer can take many hours to 

calculate a realistic lighting effect that a 

good artist can achieve with a single dab of 

paint" (Rickitt, p .  209) . 

Creating Scene Transitions, 
Titles, and C red its: The Optical Printer 

An optical printer is a device that al lows films to be re-photographed and has 

been used for numerous visual effects, including scene transitions such as fades 

and dissolves (see fig. 6 .3 ) . For a fade-out, a scene is copied in the printer, but 

near the end of  the scene, the shutter is closed in increments, reducing the 

amount of  l ight striking the copy. A 

dissolve results from copying a fade

out at the end of a scene onto the fade

in of the next scene (and is usually 

accomplished by rewinding the copied 

film and exposing it twice) . 

With the optical printer, technicians 

can create freeze frames such as the 

famous final shot o f  Butch Cassidy and 

The Sundance Kid (George Roy Hill 

1 969) by re-photographing a single 

frame many times over. Optical print

ers can also be used to copy a series of 

frames in reverse order and to produce 

superimpositions such as the one at 

the conclusion of Psycho (fig. 6.97). 

(Double exposures are achieved in 

camera by exposing film frames then 

Special V isua l  Effects 

6.96 A matte painter at work. 

6.97 A sku l l  is superimposed o nto 
Norman's face in Psycho. 
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6.98 Sp l i t  screen at the opening of 
Requiem for a Dream .  

6.99 (left and right) A matte shot 
dramatically al ters the l andscape. 
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rewinding the fi lm and exposing them 

again: see fig. 6. 15.)  

Another use for the optical printer 

is to create spli t-screen effects, by 

exposing di fferent areas of the frame 

at d i fferent t imes. Often the same 

actor is involved , appearing in the 

image twice. An evocative use of split 

screen occurs in the opening of 

Requiem for a Dream. Harry steals his 

mother's television; as he does so, she 

hides in  the closet (fig. 6.98). The two 

characters ' actions appear on the 

screen side by side-showing that 

they inhabit two entirely d i fferent 

worlds, even though they are in the 

same apartment. 

Finally, optical printers can be used to create titles and credits by superim

posing black-and-white film with title wording over live-action footage. 

Optical and Digital Compositing: Assembling the 

Elements of the Shot 

Compositing refers to the creation of a single image by combining elements 

filmed separately (also called a process shot) . Long the province of the optical 

printer, compositing is now largely accomplished digital ly. 

To combine an actor and a background filmed separately, filmmakers mask 

part of the frame during shooting, creating complementary mattes (sometimes 

called male and female) . The matte allows the film to be exposed in one area 

and prevents exposure in another; the second, or counter, matte then masks the 

area the first had allowed to be exposed (fig. 6.99). Mattes can be drawn by 
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hand (and combined with countermatte footage in an optical printer) or created 

using computer programs. 

Blue and green screen techniques refer to a compositing method that begins 

by shooting action against a blue or green background. This background is 

replaced with an image, called the background plate, through the use of a trav

eling matte (a mask used to cover portions of the image that move from frame 

to frame) . As with most visual effects, compositing is now achieved digitally, by 

scanning the negative into a digital format, creating the composite on a com

puter, and scanning the images back out to film. The blue hue is used for optical 

compositing because there is so little blue in human skin that achieving the 

proper color balance for flesh tones in the live action footage is easier. Green 

screens are used because they provide better resolution on v ideo formats. 

A comic scene in Stuck on You (Farrelly Brothers, 2003) , a film about con

joined twins, shows the blue screen Chroma Key technology used for broadcast 

television. Bob (Matt Damon) wears a blue suit because he is physically attached 

to his brother, Walt (Greg Kinnear) , an actor in the show. Because he is wearing 

blue, Bob does not appear in the scene as (depicted on a monitor in the studio) , 

because the television cameras have been adjusted to tune out that hue. As a 

result ,  Walt appears to have great powers, since the unseen Bob supports him as 

he undertakes extreme physical feats. 

Digital compositing techniques, on the other hand, use any color back

ground, and are used to blend live action footage with computer-generated 

images. An example of what can be done with digital compositing is the closing 

scene of The Matrix, where Neo and Morpheus hang from a rope dangling from 

a helicopter. The actors were shot hanging from a rope in the safety of a studio, 

and the cityscape of Sydney, Australia,  was added later. Ropes and harnesses 

were digitally "erased" from the final print. 

In the opening scene of The Matrix, effects artists used a technique that 

rearranged part o f  an actor's body. Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss) flies through 

space in a corkscrew leap. During production, Moss was twirled around verti

cally in a rig that bound her feet and hands. In  post-production, visual effects 

technicians "cut and pasted" her legs so they appear to kick. Effects supervisor 

John Gaeta called it "Frankensteining" her body-a reference to the classic 

horror story about animating a body composed of dead parts. 

Computer-Generated I mages 

Computer-generated imagery (CGI) , made possible by the rapid development of 

powerful computers during the 1 9 70s, was first used in a feature fi lm in Disney's 

Tron (Steven Lisberger 1 982) and first came to attention after it was used by 

James Cameron to create the watery pseudopod in The Abyss ( 1 989) . CGI creates 

background images and objects using a three-part process: developing the 

spatial characteristics of an object through a 3-D model (also called the wire

frame) , rendering (producing the finished i mage) , and then animating the object 

and simulating camera movement (frame by frame) . Cinematographer Stephen 

Barclay writes, "the basic terminology may be analogous to the usual photo

graphic and lighting phrases, but what is actually being created exists in  an 
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6.100 (top) A m o rphing pseudopod in  
The Abyss. 

6.101 (bottom) The bu l let-ti me special  
effect i n  Blade II. 
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imaginary three-dimensional world, 

where everything i s  based on mathe

matical calculations which attempt to 

simulate reality" (Barclay, p. 1 99) . 

Addin g  and Subtractin g 
Frames 

Morphing is a process that involves 

the interpolat ion of frames using 

a computer program. The process 

begins with the creation of starting 

and ending images (say, a face before 

and after transformation) , with spe

cific areas within the images used as 

anchoring points (eyes, ears, and 

chin) . The program then calculates 

the way the image must change in 

order for the first i mage to become the 

second over a series of frames 

(Rickitt, p. 86) . The object appears to 

stretch as i t  metamorphoses (hence 

the term) into something else entirely 

( fig.  6.100). 

The special effects artists at work 

on Blade (Stephen Norrington 1 998) 

and later The Matrix and Blade II 

(Guillermo del Toro 2002) pioneered a 

slow-motion technique called by a 

number of names, including bullet

time and time slicing (fig. 6.101). The 

shot is achieved by surrounding actors or objects with a ring of still cameras that 

trigger in sequence at a rapid rate (96 frames per second) . When these shots are 

projected at a normal rate (24 frames per second)-in addition to adding and 

subtracting frames-the action appears to be slowed down or frozen, and may 

provide a 3600 perspective. 

�ID Digital C inema: Post- Prod u ct ion 

The first uses o f  digital technology were in post-production, where filmmakers 

replaced chemical processing and optical printing with digital techniques. Por

tions of a film are scanned into digital file format, so that technicians can correct 

color, paint out rigs and wires used in action sequences, and restore scratches 

and imperfections. 0 Brother, Where A rt Thou? was among the first major fea

tures to use " digital answer printing ,"  where the entire original film print was 

scanned into digital format, manipulated, and then reprinted on fil m  stock for 
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exhibition. The scanning process took between fifteen seconds and three 

minutes per frame, with each film frame being exposed three times: once each 

through red , green, and blue color-separation filters. 

For 0 Brother, the digital manipulation mainly influenced the fi lm's color 

design. The directors and cinematographer Roger Deakins wanted to create a 

"dustbowl "  effect to convey the depression-era 1 930s South, with sepia and 

brown tones dominating. Through digi tal enhancement ,  for example, bright 

green grass became amber. I t  is actually possible to compare the look of the 

film before and after digital processing by screening the trailer (the short adver

tising reel for the film) included on the DVD.  A difference in the tonal range 

and saturation of the colors is evident :  in the 

trailer and out-takes, the grass is green and the 

sky is deep blue, whereas in the final cut of the 

film, the grass is brown and the sky is a faded 

gray (figs. 6.102, 6.103) . 

The same idea motivated Vilmos Zsigmond 's 

cinematography for Robert Altman's McCabe and 

Mrs. Miller. Like Deakins, Zsigmond sought to 

create the look and texture of a particular place 

and time through visual means. But  he created a 

faded brown and blue palette and a filmy image 

texture through traditional photographic means, 

including filters and flashing (fig. 6.104). 

As with all new technologies, some visual 

effects artists use digital techniques imagina

tively, pushing the envelope of film art; others 

use them to replace standard practices. Ulti 

mately, digital processes have become integral to 

commercial filmmaking because they are less 

expensive than traditional methods and offer a 

director and art designer greater contro l .  In the 

1 980s and 1 990s, digital visual effects were rela

tively expensive to create, but improvements in 

computer graphics capabilit ies and an increasing 

D igital C i n e m a: Post- Prod u ction 

6.102 (left) A sti l l  from the trai l e r  of  
o Brother, Where Art Thou?  

6.103 (right) T h e  s a m e  s h o t  from t h e  fi na l  
cut of  0 Brothel; Where Art Thou?  

6.104 Fi l my i m age textures i n  t h e  open ing 
of McCabe and Mrs. Miller. 
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number of trained personnel have made digital processes a significant part of 

commercial f i lm production. 

Digital C inematography 
and Film Style 

George Lucas, a pioneer in the development of special visual effects, shot Star 

Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones (2002) digitally, but many theaters screened 

it through conventional film projection .  In 2001 Lucas had planned to make and 

release the final Star Wars film, Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, using only digital 

formats (filming with digital cameras and delivering the film as a compressed 

file via DVD, satellite, or as a computer drive) . But when the film was released 

in 2005 , fewer than 100 movie screens in the U .S .  (out of 3 5 ,000) could accom

modate digital projection (Lieberman) . Delays in moving to digital projection 

were related to disagreements within the entertainment industry over standards 

for digital projection (2K versus 4K and different resolutions) , as well as the 

assumption of the cost of revamping movie theaters. By early 2006 major studios 

in the U.S. had settled on certain digital projection standards and signed an 

agreement with Access Integrated Technologies to use their digital system, 

paving the way for the industry-wide adoption of  digital projection .  Observers 

disagree about whether viewers will be able to detect a difference between film 

and digital projection. But the shift from fil m  to digital images is motivated by a 

desire not to improve on film images as images, but to take advantage of the 

flexibility of digital formats in production and exhibit ion.  

One important question to ask is whether the digital revolution has changed 

the nature of film as a medium composed of expressive images that are, in  

narrative fiction films, linked to stories. Has  an  emphasis on  special visual 

effects in  Titanic, the Matrix trilogy, Sin City, V for Vendetta, and the X-men 

films undercut the importance of character or theme? Is the industry using 

special effects to compete with sophisticated home viewing technologies (broad

band cable, high-speed computer connections, and home theater systems) at 

the expense of thoughtful narratives? Film critic Gary Thompson wrote that the 

latest advances in special effects have left audiences jaded, unable to be 

amazed by the magic of cinema (quoted in  Pierson, p. 1 ) .  In  2004, critic 

David Denby wondered whether three directors whose work focuses on 

emotional connections (Sofia Coppola,  Catherine Hardwicke, and Patty Jenkins) 

might "pul l  at least part of our movie culture away from frantic digital spectacle" 

(Denby, p .  86) . 

Certain trends in filmmaking-what Denby calls the " digital spectacle"-may 

emerge because of these technologies. One trend may be the revival of the epic 

blockbuster, of which the Lord of the Rings films are examples. These were made 

possible by the fact that CGI allows directors to create huge crowds through 

duplication. Digital compositing can also change the way landscapes are 

depicted; in X-men: The Last Stand (Brett Ratner 2006) , for example, Magneto 

(Ian McKellen) moves the Golden Gate Bridge, suggesting the malleability of the 

environment on a grand scale. 
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Yet digital technologies may not necessarily replace human drama with empty 

spectacle. Steven Soderbergh 's Bubble (2005) is a good example of a film whose 

production and distribution depended on digi tal technology-it  was shot on 

digital video and simultaneously released in theaters ,  on Cable TV, and on DVD .  

Yet the film is an extremely intimate portrait of small town life. 

To analyze and interpret individual films, viewers must consider what digital 

technologies contribute to the overall system of meaning. Shock, surprise, and 

delight at optical and digital tricks can make watching films fun. But to unearth 

a greater underlying significance, those effects must be read in relation to story, 

character, theme, tone, and style. 

Cinematography is a powerful visual tool that has always depended on a mix 

of old and new technologies. Whether based on photochemical or electronic 

processes, cinematography works in concert with narrative elements, mise en 

scene, editing, and sound to produce an integrated aesthetic experience. 

, 
o �� S u mmary 

• The camera and time: The long take is a long uninterrupted shot that requires 

the choreography of actors and camera and produces continuity. By exposing 

more (or fewer) than 24 frames per second and projecting the exposed and 

developed footage at 24 fps,  directors can create slow- and fast-motion effects, 

which can extend or shorten the apparent duration of events. 

• The camera and space: by selecting camera height, angle, and di stance, 

fi lmmakers present characters, actions, and locations from a particular visual 

perspective. 

• Camera movement: choreographing camera movements, often with devices 

built expressly for this purpose, permits the camera to explore the space of 

the frame in two and three dimensions, detaching the audience from the 

action or placing them in the midst o f  it .  

• Lenses and filters: lenses affect the perception of the visual field of the frame, 

particularly in terms of depth. Wide-angle lenses increase the apparent space 

between objects in the foreground and background. Telephoto lenses do the 

opposite-they compress that visual distance. Normal lenses approximate 

human vision. Filters manipulate color and l ight .  

• Film stock: gauge, grain ,  and speed affect the overall look of a film. Gauge 

refers to the size of the film, measured horizontally across the strip of f i lm. 

Grain refers to the grains of s i lver halide in the fi lm's emulsion. Fast film 

stocks are very sensitive to l ight,  but may yield images with visible grain.  

S low film stocks are relatively insensitive and produce high-quality images 

when light can be carefully controlled , as on a studio set. 

• Special visual effects involve optical i l lusions and digital techniques used 

during principal photography and in post-production . This aspect of cine

matography includes building models and miniatures, matte paintings or 

glass shots, or digitally enhancing built  sets. I t  also encompasses optical and 

digital compositing, where several elements of the frame are produced separ

ately and brought together using an opti cal printer or computer. 
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1 Paraphrased materi al from Riefenstah l ' s  
memoir  provides h iscorical contexc. 
Writers need co tel l readers where 
paraphrased material begi ns and ends . 
Th i s author- s ignals the paraph rase with 
the words "Accord ing co . . .  " and ends 
the paraph rase with the page nu mber. 
The source wou ld then be inc luded i n a 
footnote 01" a wo,-!(s ci ted l ist. Th is 
source i s :  Len i  Riefenstah l .  Leni 
Riefenstahl. A Memoir. N ew York: Sc. 
Marti n 's  Press, 1 992 . 
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Fi lm Analr.sis 

Cinematography in Documentary Films 
This chapter has emphasized the way cinematography 

creates meaning in narrative fiction films. But cinematogra

phy also plays a critical role in documentaries and avant-garde 

films. The film analysis below discusses the way cinematog-

raphy conveys meaning in two documentaries. 

The author introduces the words and ideas of  others in  direct quotations 

and paraphrases. The comments of  a film's director, film critics, and film 

scholars, and lines of dialogue that come directly from the film, all help to 

clarify descriptive statements about the film,  provide historical context,  and 

strengthen an interpretation. It 's important to make clear to the reader 

which ideas are those of the author and which ideas the author i s  using to 

strengthen her argument or as a contrast to  her own. That way, the reader 

knows who is responsible for the arguments and ideas. 

Study Notes document the sources used, whether they involve direct quo

tations or paraphrases. Writers using a film as a primary text do not need to 

cite it in the bibliography, but should make clear in  the text the director and 

year of the film. I f  the essay draws on  audio commentary or extra features 

on a DVD ,  the DVD must be cited as a source in the manner detailed below. 

Always acknowledge sources, including books, j ournal articles, or websites, 

and use the proper format . Consult The Chicago Manual of Style and the 

MLA Handbook for the correct format for citation. 

Cinematography in Two Documentaries 

Comparing the visual style of two important documentary films, Leni 

Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will ( "Triumph des Willens" ;  1 934) and Alain 

Resnais's Night and Fog ( 1 955)  offers a dramatic contrast in political view

point and cinematic vision. Riefenstahl 's  film, made shortly after Adolf 

Hitler became Fuhrer of Germany, celebrates the National Socialist Workers' 

Party Congress in Nuremberg in 1 934.  Resnais 's film, made ten years after 

the end of World War II, documents the atrocities of the Nazi death camps, 

where Hitler 's regime tortured and killed millions of  Jews and "social unde

sirables, "  including homosexuals and political dissenters. The two films 

were made for vastly different reasons and in different h istorical contexts, 

but comparing them reveals how cinematography can be used to convey 

ideas and feelings. 

Adolf Hitler commissioned Leni Riefenstahl to direct Triumph of the 

Will. According to her memoir, published fifty-three years later, Riefenstahl 

initially refused the project because she was unfamiliar with the subject 

matter and had never made a documentary film before (p. 1 58) . ' Hitler 

insisted, and Riefenstahl, along with eighteen camera operators and a crew 

of more than 1 50 people, produced one of the most controversial films 

ever made. 
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Employing innovative cinematography and editing techniques,  Riefen

stahl succeeded in her quest to transcend the ordinary newsreel. Yet did 

Riefenstahl document reality, or help to fabricate one? Cultural critic Susan 

Sontag has condemned the film because, she argues, Riefenstahl ' s  images 

idealize the Nazi Party, rather than documenting it :  "Anyone who defends 

Riefenstahl's films as documentaries, i f  documentary is to be distinguished 

from propaganda, is being ingenuous" (p.  83) . 2  

In documenting the rally, Riefenstahl 's  images represent Hitler as  an 

exceptional leader who enjoys great popularity among the German people. 

They also emphasize the party's military discipline and u nity. Riefenstahl 's 

camerawork treats the Fuhrer as an exalted figure, and then brings him down 

to earth in order to connect Hi tler, the Nazi party, and the German people. 

Riefenstahl 's camerawork contrasts H itler (an exceptional individual) and 

his admirers (the common people) . She then resolves that tension, showing 

that Hitler is one with the German people. Riefenstahl 's  opening sequence

filmed from Hitler's plane-casts the leader as a god-like figure, surveying 

the city of Nuremberg from above. Overhead shots of the city reveal the 

precise geometry of  marching legions of SA and SS (figs. 6.105, 6.106). 

These opening shots suggest that Hitler is a divine figure and that the party, 

trained and disciplined, resembles a military organization.  

Riefenstahl composes shots of Hitler so that  he appears larger than the 

people around him. She shoots him from behind as he motors along the 

streets, greeting the cheering crowds of  people (fig. 6.107); his proximity to 

the camera exaggerates his physical size. The camera also circles him from 

a low angle (fig. 6.108), magnifying his stature and adding a dynamic phys

icality to his performance. 

Although she at first presents H it ler as a heroic, messianic, figure, Riefen

stahl then uses camera distance and editing to l ink him to the common 

people. Before his arrival in Nuremberg, a tracking shot depicts the crowds 
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2 A paraph rase and a d i rect q u otation 
from Susan Sontag help [0 present the 
a rgument :  that the fi l m constructs a 
rea l ity rathe l' than document ing one . Any 
q uoted mate ri al needs to be 
i ncorporated i n to a sentence; i t cannot 
stand on i ts own. Here the authol' 
i n trod uces the Sontag q u otation with a 
pat"aph rase . Susan Son tag. " Fascinating 
Fascism " [ 1 974J I n  Under the Sign of 
Saturn . N ew York: Vintage ,  1 98 1 , 
pp .  73- 1 0 5 .  

6.105 (left) An overhead c i tyscape shot 
from Triumph of the Will. 

6.106 (right) M arch i ng troops in Triumph 
of the Will. 
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6.107 H i tler  seen from beh ind i n  Triumph 
of the Will. 

6.108 (left) A low-angle shot of H i tler  i n  
Triumph o f  the Will. 

6.109 (right) A fragmented close-up  of the 
crowd in  Triumph of the Will. 
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that await h im,  singling out i ndividual faces i n  

close-ups,  then fragmenting body parts in  a rush 

as onlookers wave and salute their leader when 

he arrives (figs. 6.109, 6.110). The close-ups, 

extreme close-ups, and rapid editing suggest the 

fevered pitch of shared anticipation. 

But rather than maintain the distinction 

between Hitler the individual and the masses of 

the people, Riefenstahl singles out i ndividuals 

and associates them with Hi tler. During his 

address to the SA, long shots o f  the rigidly 

organized troops dominate the scene. But close

ups of one young man are j uxtaposed with 

close-ups of Hitler, an editing choice that reveals 

the emotional impact o f  his presence on his 

devoted followers and forges a mystical con

nection between Hitler, the German people, and 

Germany's  future. 

Depicting H itler as a unifying force makes Riefenstahl vulnerable to the 

criticism that she has constructed an image rather than documenting a 

reality. Sontag raises this issue when she labels the film propaganda rather 

than documentary. The Nazi agenda was not a vision of unity, premised as 

i t  was on  policies of racial division,  including the physical displacement and 

destruction of Jews and other targeted groups. Many historians, film schol

ars, and filmmakers have argued that Riefenstahl staged many of  the i mages 

(thus violating the principle of documentary film) and have challenged her 

one-sided representation of  the Nazi project. 
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6.11 0  A close
up of an 
ind ividua l  face 
from the same 
scene in Triumph 
of the Will. 

One such filmmaker i s  Alain Resnais. The opening shot of Resnais's Night 

and Fog rhymes with the opening of Riefenstahl 's  film. A static shot of a 

cloudy blue sky moves downward i n  a slow ti lt  that brings into the frame 

the rusted barbed wire of a former concentration camp (figs. 6.111, 6.112). 

Whereas Riefenstahl s imulates Hit ler's "god's eye" point of view, Resnais 

recreates the point of view of  Hitler's victims. 

This shot makes a pointed reference to Riefenstahl 's film to suggest one 

of the film's central themes: the simultaneous importance and impossibility 

of representing the point of view of those who experienced the Holocaust. 

Film scholar Annette Insdorf writes that the film contains a dual perspective, 

that of a witness to the horrors of the camps (Jean Cayrol, the film's narra

tor) and that of a visitor (Resnais, who had no direct experience of the 

Fi l m  Analys i s :  Cinematography in Documentary Films 

6.1 1 1  (left) A static shot of the sky at the 
begi n n i ng of Night and Fog recal ls  the 
opening images of Triumph of the Will. 

6.1 1 2  (right) The barbed wi re o f a  former 
concentrat ion cam p in Night and Fog. 
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3 Thi s paraphrase pmvides i n s ight i nto 
visual oppos i t ions . Reserve d i rect 
quolations fOl' [hose passages where the 
original word ing is  im portant; i n al l 
other cases, summ arize and paraph rase . 
Annette I nsdorf Indelible Shadows: Film 
and the Holocaust, 3 rd edn .  Cambridge 
U niversi ty Press, 2003 .  

6.1 13 People  being deported in  Night and 
Fog: a crowded frame.  

6.114 A tracking shot captures the 
em pti ness of the postwar landscape in 
Night and Fog. 
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camps) (p. 201 ) .3 With this opening image, Resnais refuses to allow Riefen

stahl's film to have the last word . 

Resnais uses film stock to create a dialogue of sorts between Riefenstahl's 

world and that of postwar Europe. He di fferentiates past and present, juxta

posing black-and-white footage from Triumph of the Will, black-and-white 

stills from the Nazi period, and color scenes filmed ten years after the war. 

Resnais also contrasts past with present through composition. In scenes 

from the war, the frame is filled with i mages of people being deported (fig. 

6.113), standing behind camp fences, and 

being l iberated by the Allies. In  the color 

footage, Resnais emphasizes the emptiness of 

the postwar landscape ( fig .  6.114). This con

trast signifies an important d i fference between 

the Nazi era and its aftermath:  the haunting 

absence of mill ions of  people, All that remain 

are the historical documents (including pho

tographs and films) and visual reminders, such 

as the indentat ions left from fingernails 

scratching at the concrete ceiling of the gas 

chamber. 

Some of Resnais's most powerful images 

document the mechanisms that enabled the 

horrifying transition from the densely popu

lated prewar images to the empty postwar 

landscape. These shots reveal the way the 

Nazi regime turned people into objects. Resnais 
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presents images of personal items (eyeglasses, shoes) and body parts (hair) 

that the Nazis collected as they conducted mass exterminations (fig. 6.115). 

These images show how living individuals were transformed into and 

equated with inanimate objects; they present a stark counterpoint to Riefen

stahl's i mages of individuals j oyously celebrating Hi tler as their leader. The 

precise camera angle on  a roll of carpeting made of human hair allows the 

viewers to see individual filaments protruding from it-more evidence of  the 

unspeakable horrors of the era Riefenstahl idealized.  

Ultimately, by design, the contrast Resnais establishes between past  and 

present collapses. Past (the memory of the witness) and present (the current 

reality of the visitor) cannot remain radically distinct in an ethical world .  

Resnais focuses on the architecture of the camp,  which narrator Cayrol 

refers to as "a semblance of a c i ty, " to point out the apparently mundane 

and functional aspects of running the camp.4 The image of a so-called hos

pital still standing in 1 955  attests to the continued existence of the architec

ture of the Nazi era, and, by i mplication ,  the survival of the ideology 

underlying the Nazi project of extermination. 

The cries of the victims, the film implies, must be kept alive by revisiting 

the past, no matter how painfu l ,  and by recognizing that aspects of the past 

linger in the present. I t  is not acceptable, the closing narration states, to rel

egate the Nazis to the past. There may well be seeds of genocide being sown 

even as the world of the 1 950s breathes a sigh of relief.S Resnais's cine

matography encourages viewers to compare past and present, to experience 

the perspectives of  witness and visitor, and, ult imately, to  consider 

whether the present has truly freed itself from the terror and trauma of the 

recent past. 
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6.1 1 5  A long shot reveals  the  m agnitude 
of the H o locaust's atroci ti es :  an i m m ense 
p i l e  of h u m an ha i r. 

4 The author uses a d i r'ect qu otation from 
Night and Fog because precise wordi ng i s  
i m po rtant. The nanoator com pares N azi 
death camps to everyday l i fe in a c i ty for 
specific reasons-to suggest that on ly  a 
sma l l  d istance m ay separate norm al cy ( a  
c i ty) from abject horror ( t h e  camps) and 
to h i nt that the ideo logi es th at ueated 
the camps may l i nge r  bu t r'emai n h idden 
wi th i n seem i ngly ord inary structu res of 
existence . 

D i rect q uotati ons from a fi l m  used as a 
pri mary sou r"(e do not h ave to be c i ted 
and documented in a b i bl iography. 
I nc lude  i nfo rmati on on the d i rector and 
year of re lease at the fi rst menti on of the 
fi l m , as fo l lows: (Al ai n Resn ais 1 955 ) . 

I f  the wri ter h ad c i ted a d i rector's 
comm entary track from a DVD, he o r  
s h e  wou ld need t o  i nc l ude a ci tation i n 
the text and l ist  the source i n  the 
b i b l iography. For example ,  the textual 
citation for the d i rector's commentar'y 
for Out of Time wou l d  read: ( Frankl i n , 
" D i roector's Com mentary" ) . The 
b i b l iography entry wou l d read :  Froank l i n ,  
Carl . " D i rector's Commentary. " Out of 
Time. M G M  Home EnterTa inment DVD, 
2004.  The com mentary of a fi l m  cri ti c or 
h istO r ian (o ro c inematographer, ed i tOr, or 
actor) shou ld  be  l i sted under  h i s  or  her  
name,  for exampl e : Kenny, G lenn .  
" Commentary " The 400 B lows . D i r. 
Fran co i s Truffaut. Fox Lorber DVD, 
1 999 .  

Wi th a l l  i s sues  of documentation , 
become fam i l iar  with the standards 
expected , whethero the wri ti ng  i s 
produced with in  an academ ic context or 
fo r a popu l ar pub l icat ion . 

5 The twO proeced i ng sentences summ arize 
the narrati on in the concl usi on of the 
fi l m . 
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One must learn to understand that  editing is in 
actual fact a compulsory and deliberate guidance of 
the thoughts and associations of the spectator. 

V. I .  Pudovkin 

T
hroughout Peter Jackson's Return of the King (2003) , the crusaders trying 

to defeat the evil necromancer Sauron find themselves divided into mul

tiple camps, each isolated from the other. While Aragorn (Viggo 

Mortensen) , Legolas (Orlando Bloom) , and Gandalf (Ian McKellen) each try to 

muster up the forces needed to fight Sauron 's army, Frodo (Elijah Wood) and 

Sam (Sean Astin) fend for themselves in their attempt to destroy the magical ring 

Sauron needs to consolidate his evil powers. When Gandalf fears that Frodo and 

Sam's attempt has been thwarted, audiences too would be left wondering 

Ed iti ng 

7.1 The h ighway patro lman  in  Psycho: a 
subtle low-angle shot. 
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The Kuleshov Effect 

whether or not the brave hobbits were still alive, were it not for Jackson 's  ability 

to reveal Frodo and Sam's whereabouts. 

Jackson's ability to move the audience back and forth among the various 

locations-the Path of the Dead in Rohan, the enclave of Minas Tirith ,  and the 

hills of Mordor, where Frodo and Sam carry out their arduous task-is evidence 

of his mastery of editing, the process of  joining together two or more shots. 

Editing has several practical functions: i t  makes the logistics of crafting feature

length films (involving multiple lines of action) possible; it makes scenes easier 

to choreograph; and i t  cuts down on production costs. 

Because a traditional motion picture camera magazine holds less than fifteen 

minutes' worth of film stock at a time, making a conventionally shot feature film 

would be impossible without editing multiple shots together. Only recently has 

the development of digital video and computer technology made the concept of 

a full-length, one-shot film possible, as demonstrated by Aleksandr Sokurov 's 

Russian A rk (2002)-a celebration of the history of Russia's Hermitage Museum 

filmed in a single 96-minute shot. 

Furthermore, editing allows fi lmmakers to simplify the choreography in each 

shot. Any continuous shot of more than a minute-called a long take-demands 

perfect choreography; actors and actresses must remember their lines of dia

logue and blocking, while the camera operators must move the camera in perfect 

timing with the cast. I f  anyone on the set misses a cue, then the entire shot has 

to be redone, which can be time-consuming and expensive since, unlike video

tape, once film is exposed, it cannot be reused. Editing allows filmmakers to 

choose the best moments from various takes and combine them into one ideal 

scene-even i f  the decision is made out of necessity. 

One of the basic theoretical pr incip les of ed iting is that the 

mean i ng produced by jo i n i ng two shots together transcends 

the visual i n formation contained in each i nd ividual shot. In 

other words, the meani ng of a sequence of shots is more 

than the sum of its parts. I n  1 91 7, Soviet fi l m maker Lev 

Ku leshov, a pioneer i n  edit ing techn iques, began pub l ish ing 

artic les on fi l m  as an art form . Eventual ly he establ ished the 

"Ku leshov Workshop" to study the effects of ed iting on 

aud iences. In one experi ment, he cut back and forth 

to each of the objects on screen . Ku leshov documented their 

comments: 

The pub l i c  raved about the acti ng of the artist. They 

pointed out the heavy pens iveness of his mood over the 

forgotten soup, were touched and moved by the deep 

sorrow with which he looked on the d ead woman, and 

adm i red the l ight, happy smi le with which he  su rveyed 

the girl at p lay. But we knew that i n  a l l  three cases the 

face was exactly the same. (quoted i n  Cook, p .  137)  
between the same found footage of a man 's  ( Ivan 

Mozhukh in )  expression less face and a succession of three 

other images: a bowl of soup, a woman's corpse in a coffi n ,  

a n d  a you ng girl with a teddy bear. When he screened the 

sequence of shots for various aud iences, they c lai med that 

the man's facial express ion registered an emotional response 
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His  d iscovery i l l u strated that the meaning of a shot was 

determined not on ly by the material content of the shot, but 

a lso by i ts association with the preced ing and succeed ing 

shots. Th is general pr inc ip le of edit ing is cal led the Ku l eshov 

effect. 
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Editing also contributes to the aesthetic quality of a film.  In contemporary 

films, rapid,  purely kinetic cutting creates visual dynamism ,  drawing on the style 

of music videos. For instance, much of the momentum in Michael Mann's Miami 

Vice (2006) comes from extended meditations on the characters' movement from 

place to place in snazzy, super-charged vehicles. The editing in these passages 

complements the moody electronic score, stirring the audience's adrenaline with 

a cinematic evocation of speed and glamour. 

But beyond its purely practical and aesthetic functions, editing can also 

convey important i nformation .  In  narrative films, editing emphasizes character 

development and motivat ion,  establishes motifs and parallels, and develops 

themes and ideas. 

At its core, editing involves the manipulation of three things: the graphic qual

ities of two or more shots, the tempo at which these shots change, and the 

timing of each shot in  relationship to other elements of the film.  After examin

ing each of these three elements of  editing, this chapter looks first at how editing 

can be used in narrative films to construct the meaning of the story that the 

viewer sees unfolding on  screen, and then at how editing can produce meaning 

at a more abstract level , by defying audience expectations and by creating visual 

associations. 

{j�� .• C" . 
.. . (' The Attributes of Editing: Creating 

Meaning Through Collage, Tempo, 
and T iming 

Joining Images: A Col l age of G raphic Qualities 

Editing forms a collage, an assortment of i mages joined together in a sequence. 

When images are joined, audiences formulate ideas and derive meaning by com

paring the visual details of each shot. A comparison of two shots can reveal 

important changes in mise en scene, including setting. In Ernst Lubitsch's 

Trouble in Paradise ( 1 932) ,  for example, two thieves find true love when they 

meet one another, and skillful editing suggests the sexual tryst that unfolds on 

the night of their first encounter. In a two-shot, Gordon Monescu (Herbert Mar

shall) casually seduces Lily (Miriam Hopkins) while she reclines languorously 

on a couch (fig. 7.2). In  the following shot, the couch is empty (fig. 7.3) . The 

editing draws attention to important changes in the mise en scene to suggest 

that, as the evening wears on, the couple adjourn to the bedroom. 

Editing can also encourage audiences to compare and contrast the cinemato

graphic qualities of  each shot. Consider the scene in Psycho when Mother 

murders the detective Arbogast (Martin Balsam) . As the attack begins, audiences 

see an overhead shot of the detective reaching the top of the stairs and Mother 

running out to stab him (fig. 7.4). Then there is a cut to a close-up of Arbogast 's  

face (fig. 7.5). According to director Hitchcock, 

the main reason for raising the camera [to an overhead shot] was 

to get the contrast between the long shot and the close-up of the 

big head as the knife came down on him.  It was like music, you 
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7.2 (above left) Monescu and Li ly on the 
couch in Trouble in Paradise. 

7.3 (above right) Th e vacated couch : 
rom ance blooms by night's end. 

7.4 (below) Arbogast and Mother on the 
stairwell in Psycho. 

7.5 (bottom) A close-up o f  Arbogast 
suddenly faci ng terror. 
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see, the high shot  with the violins and suddenly the big head with 

the brass instruments clashing. (Truffaut ,  p. 276) 

Hitchcock's quote suggests how the director was acutely aware of  the way 

abrupt changes in camera positioning can evoke an emotional response. 

Of course, two j uxtaposed shots do not have to be so dramatically different in 

order to be evocative. On the surface i t  may even appear as if a scene involving 

dialogue between two characters does not exploit changes in 

visual information from one shot to the next. In  fact, SLich 

scenes commonly depict participants in a conversation from 

similar vantage points. In a fairly conventional scene from 

Lord of the Rings: Return of the King, the audience sees a 

medium close-up of Frodo as he addresses Collum. In the 

next shot, audiences see Collum in a close-up when he 

responds (figs. 7.6, 7.7) . Because of the lack of graphic dis

tinction between such shots, audiences tend to overlook 

how such combinations powerfully evoke the continuity of 

a conversation,  even when the completed scene may be 

composed of many performances filmed over a week. 

Careful attention to the editing in  what appears to be a 

purely functional scene in Psycho will  demonstrate how 

many elements of  the visual system a director can bring 

into play during a scene that revolves around the restrained 

dialogue between two characters. 

Marion Crane, on the lam after stealing $40,000 from her 

boss, is awakened and questioned by a highway patrolman 

after spending the night in her car. As the officer begins his 

interrogation, we see him via Marion's point of  view. The 

shot is a sl ightly low-angle close-up of the officer as he 

leans toward Marion. He is wearing dark sunglasses, pre

venting the audience (and Marion) from seeing exactly 
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what he is looking at (fig. 7.1, p. 191 ) .  

When the scene cuts t o  a reverse 

shot-a shot taken from the reverse 

angle to the preceding shot-audi

ences see Marion from a slightly high

angle c lose-up ,  emphasizing her 

weakness (fig. 7.8) . She i s  anxious, as 

becomes evident in her sudden 

attempt to drive away and her large, 

frightened eyes. 

In alternating between these two 

shots, Hitchcock encourages his audi

ence to adopt Marion ' s  nervous 

response to the officer's presence. The 

mise en scene in the shots of the 

officer emphasizes his power. He is 

physically imposing, as he leans into 

Marion's space, and coldly imper

sonal: his sunglasses, uniform, and 

stern expression all suggest that he is 

a tough, "by the book" officer. In  con

trast , the reverse shot emphasizes 

Marion 's sense of entrapment and 

helplessness,  thanks to the  t ight 

framing and her wide-eyed stare. 

Taken together, these shots suggest that Marion is helpless prey, trapped within 

the predatory gaze of the authority she is trying to resist .  Likewise, the cine

matography in both shots establ ishes the power dynamic at work within the 

conversation. 

This example illustrates one of the basic principles of editing at work: editing 

is the combination of imagery, creat

ing meaning by the play of one image 

against another. Marion's confronta

tion with the police officer demon

strates how edit ing complements 

dialogue by shaping visual informa

tion to evoke a response from the 

audience on emotional and intellec

tual levels. 

Editing can also emphasize similar

ities between shots, establishing a 

point of comparison between two 

people, places, or things. A graphic 

match is when two shots are juxta

posed in a way that emphasizes their 

visual simi larities. At the end of the 

first segment of Run Lola Run, Lola's 
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7.6 (top) A close-up of Frod o in Lord of the 
Rings: Return of the King. 

7.7 (center) A close-up of Collum creates 
cominuiry in Lord of the Rings: Return of the 
King. 

7.8 (below) A reverse sh ot of Marion in 
Psycho: a high-angle shot. 
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7.9 (top) Graphi c match: the red bag full 
of money thrown in to the air i n  Run Lola 
Run. 

7.10 (bottom) The te lephone recei ver 
th rown in the air, from Run Lola Run. 
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boyfriend throws a red bag full of 

money up into the air (fig. 7.9) . Th is 

shot is followed by a shot of a red 

telephone receiver that Lola tosses 

upward each time she begins her run 

(fig. 7. 10) . The graphic match estab

l ishes a visual connection between 

the two segments of the film. 

Brian DePalma's  Carrie i l lustrates 

how the technique can suggest com

plex ideas. As Carrie prays, a series of 

graphic matches equates the gleam in 

her eyes with the i l luminated bed

room w indows and the glowing eyes 

on a crucifix. The complex editing 

reinforces how Carrie's traumatic 

emotional journey is  motivated by the 

confluence of  her mysterious teleki

netic powers, domestic abuse, and 

spirituality (figs. 7.11, 7.12, 7. 13) . I t  

also foreshadows her supernatural 

connection to inanimate objects. 

Tempo 

Filmmakers also encourage emotional 

and intellectual responses by adjust

ing tempo. The tempo in editing can 

be affected by two factors: the length of each shot and the type of  shot transi

tion-the visual effect used to move from one shot to  the next. 

Shot Length 

The most obvious way that editors adjust tempo is by controlling the length of 

each shot: long takes tend to slow down the pace of a scene, while short takes 

quicken pace and intensity. Most movies combine long takes and short takes to 

allow for more variation and sophistication in the narrative pacing. Action 

scenes tend to rely on very short takes to convey excitement, while romantic 

scenes in the same movie unfold in longer takes at a more relaxed pace. 

Scholars have studied the average shot length in films and discovered that 

the average shot in contemporary films is shorter than the average shot in 

older films. The difference between the rapid-fire editing of a modern action 

film such as The Fast and the Furious (Rob Cohen 2001) and classic romance 

such as Casablanca (Michael Curtiz 1 943) may seem obvious. But recent studies 

have shown that, with the advent of  new digital editing devices, shots are 

increasingly becoming shorter. According to film scholar Michael Brandt ,  "films 

cut traditionally [have] an average shot length of 5 . 1 5  seconds, compared to 4 . 75 

seconds for the electronically cut films, "  a difference of almost 10 %. Brandt goes 
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on to suggest that editing at this rate allows audiences to respond only to 

rhythm, since the brevity of each shot does not allow audiences fully to com

prehend the visual information before them : 

Other studies have shown that it takes an audience anywhere from 

0.5 to 3 seconds to adjust to a new shot .  I f  it takes the audience 

three seconds just to adjust to a cut to a shot , what happens when 

the average shot length is so short that the audience is never given a 

chance to catch up? . . .  Certainly, as each viewer picks and chooses 

the shots he or she pays attention to , there must be shots which 

audience members never fully absorb. (Brandt) 

The tendency to rely on such rapid edit ing in recent films may explain why 

younger audiences are not ini tial ly receptive to older fi lms: 

they seem slow-paced. 

Shot Transitions 

The second way in which filmmakers adjust the rhythm of 

editing is through shot transitions. A shot transition is the 

method of replacing one shot on  screen with a second. The 

most common shot transition is the cut, when Shot A 

abruptly ends and Shot B immediately begins. A second 

common shot transition is the fade-out/fade-in, in which 

Shot A gradually darkens until the screen is completely 

black (or white, or red ,  or some other solid color) and then 

Shot B gradually appears. A third common shot transition 

is the dissolve (sometimes called overlapping, or lap dis

solve) , in which Shot A gradually disappears, while, simul

taneously, Shot B gradually appears. Unlike fades, with a 

dissolve, the two shots will  temporarily be superimposed. 

The viewer sees the two images overlapping one another 

(see fig. 7 .22) . 

Two other shot transitions are less common in contem

porary films:  the wipe and the iris in/iris out. A wipe is 

when Shot B appears to push Shot A off the screen; that is, 

a portion of Shot B wil l  appear on one side of the screen 

and will move across the screen unti l  Shot A disappears 

altogether. Unlike a dissolve, the two images do not 

overlap; instead the screen is divided, as in spli t-screen cin

ematography, and the second shot appears to expand to 

push the first shot out of  the way (fig. 7.14). An iris in/iris 

out occurs when a circu lar mask-a device placed over the 

lens of the camera that obscures part of  the image

appears over Shot A. The circular mask gradually constricts 

around the image until the entire frame is black, at which 

point Shot B appears within a small circular mask. The 

circle, or i ris, expands outward until Shot B takes up the 

entire screen. The iris in/iris out appears throughout The 
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7.11 (top) Carri e prays (0 Jesus i n  Carrie 
(Bri an De Palm a 1976): a fluid disso l ve .  

7.12 (center) Th e exterior o f  the house in 
Carrie: illum i nated windows. 

7.13 (bottom) The Jesus statue with 
i l luminated eyes in Carrie: a graph ic m atch. 
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7.14 (top) A wipe from Hidde n Fortress . 

7.15 (bottom) An iris out from The Cabinet 
of Or. Caligari. 
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Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (fig. 7. 1 5 ) .  This technique 

functions in a similar way to the wipe and dissolve, 

in that iris shots are typically used as a transition 

from one scene to the next. 

One function of these transitions is to help convey 

the passage of time, but they also affect the pacing of 

a scene. Cuts are almost invariably used within 

scenes because they connote an instantaneous 

change. They immediately alter the i mage, quicken

ing the pace of the action. Even in a scene that relies 

primarily on long takes (and, hence, slow pacing) , a 

cut often suggests a sudden change in mood or char

acter dynamic. Such is the case in the scene from 

Notorious when Devl in returns to meet Alicia after 

learning that her assignment is to seduce a Nazi spy. 

While Alicia tries to make the evening romantic, the 

edit ing in the scene emphasizes how Devlin's 

seething jealousy contaminates the inti mate mood. 

In a medium two-shot ,  Alicia embraces Devlin as she 

asks him why he is so distracted (fig. 7. 1 6) .  This 

long take contributes to the scene's relaxed pace and 

complements Alicia's casual playfulness as she ques

tions him.  But after Alicia jokingly suggests that 

Devlin must want to end their affair because he's 

secretly married, he replies bitterly, "['II bet you ' ve 

heard that l ine often enough , "  revealing his jealously 

over Alicia's sexual past. At this point, the scene cuts to a close-up of Alicia ( fig. 

7. 1 7) .  The abrupt change draws attention to the sudden shift in the emotional 

weight of  the scene: Devlin's words have devastated Alicia (fig. 7. 18) . 

Using shot transitions to join scenes affects the pace of a sequence or an 

entire movie. Fades can have an especially pronounced effect on the pace of a 

film because they give audiences a l i teral visual pause in the act ion.  J im Jar

musch's Stranger than Paradise ( 1 984) is a pronounced example of how fades 

can slow the pace of a fi lm. In order to evoke the lackadaisical, meandering 

l i festyle of  his main characters, Jarmusch uses only fades to link each scene-to 

the point of frustration for some viewers. In contrast, Akira Kurosawa uses wipes 

throughout his samurai epic Hidden Fortress ( 1 958; see fig. 7 . 1 4) .  Because wipes 

in the film move quickly across the screen,  the editing maintains a visual 

dynamism ,  enhancing the fi lm's lively action.  Interestingly, Hidden Fortress had 

a profound influence on George Lucas ' s  Star Wars ( 1 977) , right down to the use 

of  wipes to build momentum. 

D issolves, fades, irises, and wipes rarely occur within scenes, s ince most 

scenes take place over an uninterrupted period of time. When they do occur 

within scenes, they usually introduce a memory or a fantasy. On rare occasions, 

these transitions are used within scenes without signaling a shift to a di fferent 

time and place. When this occurs, the transitions dramatically slow down the 

pace of the scene. 
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A scene from Fight Club i l lustrates how fades suggest a more conspicuous 

protraction of time. When Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt) leaves the unnamed narrator 

(Edward Norton) after months of close friendship,  his final words are presented in 

eight shots, the first four of  which are connected by fades. Tyler wakes the narra

tor up in the middle of the night to deliver the news. After Tyler stands up to leave 

the room, the remaining shot transitions are cuts. The effect is hypnotic, convey

ing the narrator's dreamlike state of mind. Interestingly, the scene was originally 

edited using only cuts, but the filmmakers opted for the more narcotic feel of 

fades. The DVD includes both versions and allows aud iences to compare them. 

The scene i l lustrates how the atypical use of fades within scenes slows the pace 

to suggest emotional detachment or a dreamy lack of engagement with the world. 

Adjusting the Timing of Shot Transitions 

The third way fi lmmakers use editing to produce meaning is by placing shot 

transitions so that they coincide with other visual and sound elements. The 

placement of shot transitions in relationship to these elements can punctuate the 

emotional and intellectual content of a scene. I n  narrative films, cutting within 

scenes tends to correspond to l ines of dialogue. As in the balcony scene from 

Notorious, when a cut reveals how Alicia reacts to Devlin 's prickly remarks, 

editing often corresponds with d ialogue to highlight characters' responses. 

7.18 Three attributes of  editing in Notorious. 

Attribute of Editing Technique employed in Notorious 
Col lage (com pariso n/co ntrast Medium two -shot (romantic intimacy) vs. close-up 
of imagery) ( disappointm ent) 

Tem po (shot length and The cut abruptly changes the pace of the conversatio n. 
transitio ns) As  Alicia and Devlin's words become more heated, the 

scene relies on shorter takes. 

Tim ing (coordinating Cut (0 the close-up o f  Alici a co incides with Devlin's 
cutting) line, "I 'll bet you've heard th at line often eno ugh ." 
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7.16, 7.17 Cutting from a two shot (0 

a clo se-up reveal s rom antic tensio n in 
Notorious. 
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7.19 I n  The 400 Blows, Antoine 
experien ces a revelation whi l e  readi ng 
Balzac. 
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In The 400 Blows, juvenile delinquent Antoine Doinel reads a passage from 

nineteenth-century French novelist Honore de Balzac. For most of the scene, 

Truffaut uses a long shot to show Antoine recl ining on a couch, smoking. A 

voice-over reads Balzac 's words, suggesting that the boy is so entranced with the 

book that he can literally hear the author's voice speaking to him. As the story 

moves to its climax and the tone of the voice-over intensifi es,  Truffaut cuts to a 

shot of the book itself from Antoine's point of view. The editing underscores 

Antoine's passionate involvement with the story. As the narrator repeats the 

character's dying words (Archimedes' " Eureka! I have found i t .  " )  Truffaut cuts 

to a medium close-up of Antoine (fig. 7. 19) . As he " hears " the words, his  eyes 

l i ft to the sky in amazement. Cutting on a line of dialogue emphasizes the degree 

to which Balzac moves Antoine. The timing of the cut also adds a layer of 

meaning to the story's last line. Not only have Archimedes and the dying char

acter " found i t , "  but so has the boy: he has d iscovered his love for art, which he 

mistakenly assumes will  help him succeed in school. 

Shot transitions may also correspond to visual cues. The first shot of Citizen 

Kane's boarding house sequence is a long take from inside the room where Mrs. 

Kane signs the papers to send her son away. After she seals her son's fate, she 

walks to the window, which her husband has just closed (a symbolic gesture 

that reveals his willingness to relinquish ties to his own son) . Mrs. Kane opens 

the window, and then the scene immediately cuts to the medium close-up of  her 

in the foreground. These two shots demonstrate how editing can be timed to 

coincide with action; the cut places dramatic emphasis on Mrs. Kane's l ifting the 

sash, encouraging audiences to see the emotional bond between mother and 

son. In  short, editing can also correspond with an action, a character's gaze, a 

simple gesture, or l ines of dialogue. 

Careful analysis of editing demands consideration of how any single edit can 

exploit all three attributes of editing simultaneously for expressive purposes, as 

the balcony scene in Notorious demonstrates (see figs. 7 . 1 6, 7 . 1 7) .  

Chapter  7: Editing 



TECHNIQUES IN �RACTICE 

Using Contrasting Imagery and Timing 
to Romanticize the Outlaws in Bonnie 
and Clyde 

Audiences in 1 967 flocked to see Arthur Penn 's new gangster 

film Bonnie and Clyde. Although the film was panned by a number of  influ

ential film critics, young viewers were drawn to the two characters. In  ret

rospect, the popularity of  the fil m  isn' t  hard to explain, given the fact that 

in  America the 1 960s counter-culture youth movement was in full swing. 

The ad campaign said of  Bonnie and Clyde, "They ' re young! They ' re in love! 

And they kill people ! "  

But the film's depiction of the two outlaws emphasizes their youth and 

romantic ideals far more than their violent acts .  The film makes it  clear that 

the gang of outlaws robs only from the wealthy banks that are foreclosing 

on poor farmers' properties. In contrast ,  the film's authority figures-bounty 

hunter Frank Hamer, Ivan Moss, and the banks-represent a stifl ing system 

that encourages ruthless self-interest. An analysis of two crucial scenes from 

the film il lustrates how Penn uses editing to draw a contrast between the 

honesty, openness, and altruism of  the outlaws and the dishonesty and 

hypocrisy of the establishment.  

Late in Bonnie and Clyde, three remaining members of the gang of 

outlaws-Bonnie, Clyde, and C . W.-recuperate at C .W.'s father Ivan's house 

after being ambushed by the law. Bonnie (Faye Dunaway) , Clyde (Warren 

Beatty) , c.w. (Michael J. Pollard) , and Ivan Moss sit on the porch discussing 

the newspaper's coverage of the police assault on the 

Barrow gang, which left Clyde's brother mortally 

wounded . As c.w. reads the paper, he asks why he is 

always listed as an "unidentified suspect . "  The scene 

cuts to a medium two-shot of Bonnie and Clyde, so that 

we see Clyde's response to c.w.'s question. He tells 

c.w. to be glad " that's all you are. " While Clyde is still 

talking, the scene cuts to a medium close-up of Ivan. At 

this point the audience can see his devilish grin appear 

when he hears Clyde tell c.w. , "as long as they don't  

know your last  name. " The t iming of the cut empha

sizes Ivan's  realization that he can double-cross 

Bonnie and Clyde without jeopardizing his son. Ivan, 

at this point, becomes one of the many authority 

figures that the film condemns for being hypocritical. 

A subsequent pairing of  images underscores Ivan 's 

duplicity. In  one medium long shot, Bonnie and Clyde 

rest in one another's arms on the front porch, enjoy

ing the peace, tranquility, and sunshine (fig. 7.20) . 

As the shot continues, C. W. and his father, Ivan, go 
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7.20 An i mage of  tenderness i n  Bonnie 
and Clyde, as the two outlaws rest on th e 
front porch. 
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7.21 A sharply contras ti ng image from 
Bonnie and Clyde, as I van beats c.w. 
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inside to fix lunch; Ivan stops in the doorway and tells the young couple to 

stay as long as they want. Bonnie and Clyde sit for  a few seconds longer in 

the sun. Then the scene abruptly cuts  to a shot  of the interior of the house, 

where Ivan is beating c.w. and berating his son for bringing such " trash "  to 

his home (fig. 7.21) . The juxtaposition of  the two shots is jolting. Penn uses 

the contrast between the two images (tranquility vs. violence; hospitality vs. 

condemnation; sunshine vs. a dingy i nterior) to  emphasize Ivan 's  hypocrisy, 

and to distinguish his untrustworthiness from the young couple's loyalty to 

one another and their friends. 

Indeed, the use of editing to compare the youthful honesty and innocence 

of the two lovers with the self-interested double-dealing of  authority figures 

is a motif running throughout the film.  The motif continues when a scene 

of Bonnie and Clyde making love in an open field is j uxtaposed with a shot 

of Ivan making a deal with law officer Frank Hamer, sealing the couple's 

tragic fate. The radical shift i n  mise en scene from lovemaking to deal 

making once again emphasizes Ivan's betrayal. The shift in cinematographic 

details also illustrates the difference between the couple's zest for freedom 

and authority's claustrophobic containment. The first shot ends with a 

wide-angle view of two newspapers blowing across the open field, and the 

second begins with a disorienting telephoto shot of  a city wall-a shot that 

slowly pans left until it finds the two men hunched over a table in  an ice

cream parlor. 

The editing throughout Bonnie and Clyde underscores the integrity o f  the 

Barrow gang in contrast to the deceitfulness of  the authority figures who 

pursue them. In linking the couple's innocence and moral i ntegrity with 

images of tranquility and openness, the film romanticizes the two outlaws, 

who are ruthlessly gunned down by a corrupt  establishment. 
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Story-Centered Editing and the 
Construction of Meaning 

All films consisting of multiple shots, even those that do not tell stories, draw on 

the three attributes of editing discussed above. But almost all popular films 

revolve around a story, and, as Chapter 4 emphasizes, stories usually unfold 

over a period of time greater than the screen time and take place in a number of 

different spaces. I n  narrative films, editing's primary functions are to shape the 

audience's sense of time and to draw the audience's attention to important 

details of the story space. 

Editing and Time 

Narrative films tell stories by splicing (joining together) multiple shots to convey 

the cause-and-effect logic of the plot.  The order in which an audience sees shots 

determines how the audience perceives the storyline. At the simplest level ,  as 

editors arrange shots within a scene, they have to create the illusion that the suc

cession of shots depicts continuously flowing action. The arrangement of images 

to depict a unified story time is called narrative sequencing. 

Out of Sight begins with Jack Foley walking out of a building and furiously 

throwing his necktie to the curb of  a busy street. He then proceeds to cross the 

street to rob a bank. Despite the apparent simplicity of the sequence, Soderbergh 

actually used nine different shots ( in 26 seconds) to document Jack's actions. 

Yet viewers of the fi lm perceive the fragmented movement as one continuous 

action because the shots are joined . 

In addition to creating the illusion of chronological time, narrative sequenc

ing allows fi lmmakers to shape the audience's perception of time in three ways: 

to condense or expand time; to suggest the simultaneity of events happening in 

different settings; and to rearrange the order in which audiences see events. 

Condensing and Expanding Time 

The most obvious way narrative sequencing shapes how audiences perceive nar

rative time is by cutting out unnecessary events. The plot in most narrative films 

shows us only those actions and events that directly affect the outcome of the 

storyline. Billy Wilder's Some Like it Hot ( 1 959) illustrates how narrative 

sequencing can simultaneously eliminate extraneous material, focus the audi

ence's attention on the central conflict motivating the characters, and emphasize 

character development. Two musicians, Joe (Tony Curtis) and Jerry (Jack 

Lemmon) , witness a mob hit. Fearing for their own lives because they are eye

witnesses, they don women's clothing and join an all-woman musical troupe 

that is leaving Chicago for Florida. When they call the agent in  charge of hiring, 

we see and hear Joe adopting his best feminine voice as he inquires about the 

job. The shot dissolves into a close-up of four legs in high heels and stockings, 

clumsily walking down a train station 's  loading platform. 

This example illustrates how narrative sequencing often achieves a purely 

functional purpose-it keeps the audience's attention from flagging. In  just two 
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7.22 A di ssolve adds symboli c signi ficance 
to The Seventh Seal. 
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shots,  Wilder efficiently emphasizes how Joe and Jerry are going to get out of 

Chicago. He does not show the audience the two men scrambling for an entire 

wardrobe of women's  clothing. 

But in the process of manipulating time, narrative sequencing can also help a 

film develop emotional and/or intellectual intricacy. Changes in t ime and space 

invite audiences to make an immediate comparison between two distinct points 

in time. Changes in time may mark the presence of central conflicts or empha

size important stages in character development. More careful analysis of Some 

Like it Hot i l lustrates how an apparently simple shift in time yields important 

ideas about the film's character development and themes. 

Wilder's use of editing emphasizes that this is  a turning point for Joe and 

Jerry. Earlier scenes in the film depict them as conniving womanizers. Ironically, 

despite their sudden physical proximity to women (especially to Sugar, played 

by Marilyn Monroe) , Joe and Jerry 's masquerade makes it  difficult for them to 

get physically intimate with them. From this point on, their characters evolve as 

they become more emotionally intimate with their fellow musicians. 

Eliding time can also emphasize more abstract themes. In Ingmar Bergman's 

The Seventh Seal ("Det sjunde inseglet"; 1 957) , Death (Bengt Ekerot) comes to 

claim the life of a knight (Max von Sydow) who has just returned from the Cru

sades. But the knight convinces Death that the two should play a game of chess; 

the victor wins the knight's l ife. Early in the fi lm,  Bergman films a close-up of the 

chessboard the knight has set up on a rock near the ocean. A dissolve makes it 

appear as if  the ocean's tide is washing away the chessboard. In narrative terms, 

the dissolve indicates the passage of time. The sun is setting on the horizon in 

the second shot, and clearly the knight has spent the entire day on the shoreline. 

But the dissolve also carries with it a more profound symbolic meaning. 

Given the significance of the chessboard i n  the film,  the editing emphasizes the 

frailty of life. Human life is as tenuous as 

chess pieces toppled by the sea. The 

editing's emphasis on the movement of 

the sun in this context also lends sym

bolic weight to the imagery; the end of 

the day clearly connotes the ending of 

l i fe (fig. 7.22). 

Sometimes filmmakers use a montage 

sequence to indicate the passage of 

time. Instead of merely excising a period 

of  time altogether via a dissolve or a 

fade-out, a montage sequence empha

sizes the actual process of passing time 

(albeit in a condensed form) . Montage 

sequences consist of several shots, each 

one occurring at a different point in  time, 

and each joined together by an appropri

ate shot transit ion. A montage sequence 

can span hours, one day, a few months, 

or years. 
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In Spider-Man, a montage sequence 

depicts the hours that Peter Parker 

spends dreaming up the costume he 

will wear, which will complement his 

recently acquired powers . The film 

exploits the language of the montage 

sequence for comic effect when, after 

showing the amount of time Peter 

spends fantasizing about a s leek,  

form-fitting body-suit, the film reveals 

what he actually wears for his first 

public performance: a baggy red and 

blue sweatsuit and a ski mask. 

In addition to condensing or eliminating time, editing also allows filmmakers 

to expand time by arranging multiple overlapping shots of a single action, so that 

portions of the action are repeated as i t  unfolds.  In Shoot the Piano Player ("Tirez 

sur Ie pianiste"; Franr;ois Truffaut 1 960) , amateur pianist Edouard Saroyan 

(Charles Aznavour) is invited to his first professional audition. When he arrives 

at the studio, he pauses nervously outside the door, and when he finally decides 

to ring the bell, the film presents his action in three consecutive and overlapping 

extreme close-up shots of his hand as it reaches for the button (fig. 7.23) . The 

editing effectively triples the amount of time it  takes Saroyan to ring the door

bell and, by exaggerating a gesture that would otherwise be an inconsequential 

detail ,  suggests how much emotional investment he stakes in the audition. 

Suggesting the Simultaneity of Events 

Narrative sequencing also involves arranging the order in which audiences see 

events. For example, editing can suggest mul tiple lines of action unfolding simul

taneously. Parallel editing, sometimes called cross-cutting, is when a filmmaker 

cuts back and forth between two or more events occurring in different spaces, 

usually suggesting that these events are happening at the same time. 

Often filmmakers use parallel editing to create suspense. Action fi lms 

inevitably include parallel editing to suggest multiple lines of action that are con

verging on the same space, as in a car chase or rescue sequence. Sometimes a 

filmmaker uses parallel editing to compare two or more lines of action. In addi

tion to suggesting that the depicted events are occurring simultaneously, such 

sequences also help develop themes. I n  Billy Elliot, Billy (Jamie Bell) , the son of 

an out-of-work miner, develops a love for ballet, much to the dismay of his 

father, who has hopes that Bi l ly might pursue boxing. At one point, a parallel 

editing sequence humorously suggests how B illy's entire family, with the 

notable exception of his father, expresses a love for music through movement. 

As the soundtrack plays T Rex 's "Jitterbug Boogie," the sequence cross-cuts 

between four separate spaces: Billy practices his ballet routine in the local gym; 

his brother Tony listens to the same song and plays air-guitar in his bedroom; 

his grandmother practices long-forgotten ballet movements downstairs; and his 

father sits on the toilet gargling. The father's lack of  engagement with the tune

and the fact that he sits on the commode, of all places, while everyone else 
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finger, from Shoot the Piano Player: editing 
exaggerates the gestu re. 
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7.24 (top) The girl's eyes glaze over in 
Walkabout. 

7.25 (bottom) Reality gives way to fantasy 
in Walkabout. 
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dances-points to his preference for unrefined pursuits over the arts and helps 

explain his refusal to allow Billy to continue practicing ballet .  

Arranging the Order of Events 

Editing can also allow filmmakers to rearrange the sequence in which events are 

shown. Editing makes possible the expressive potential of those moments when 

a film ' s  syzuhet reorders chronology to suggest a similarity between two points 

in time or a cause-and-effect relationship. The most common example of this is 
the flashback, when events taking place in the present are " interrupted " by 

images or scenes that have taken p lace in the past. Typically fi lmmakers give 

audiences a visual cue, such as a dissolve or a fade, to clarify that the narrative 

is making a sudden shift in chronology. Usually a flashback is motivated by the 

plot, as when a character-any of the narrators in Citizen Kane, for example

recalls a memory. 

Flashbacks typically emphasize important causal factors in a film's tabula. In 

the exposition of Mystic River (Clint Eastwood 2003 ) ,  two child molesters abduct 

Dave Boyle. He eventually escapes, 

but his life is forever tainted by these 

memories. When the film reveals 

Boyle as an adult (T im Robbins) ,  he is 

a withered, t imid shell of a man, and 

the film repeatedly flashes back to an 

image of him as a child fleeing from 

his abductors as if to suggest that he 

is still trying to evade his own past. 

Editing also allows fi lmmakers to 

reveal a character's dreams or fan

tasies. Like a flashback, a dream is 

usually signaled by a shot transition 

that indicates the boundary between 

reality and fantasy. In  Walkabout 

(Nicholas Roeg 1 971 ) ,  a teenage girl 

from the city and her young brother 

are stranded in the Australian out

back. Eventually they are rescued by 

a young aboriginal male who guides 

them back to the industrialized world. 

Despite the mutual sexual attraction 

between the girl and her guide, they 

never overcome the cuI t ural barriers 

that separate them;  their  desires 

remain unspoken.  The fi lm's resolu

tion reveals that, on returning home, 

the girl has grown up and married a 

young professional. As he babbles on 

about his impending promotion ,  the 

camera slowly zooms i n  to her glazed 
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eyes (fig. 7.24) . Then the scene dissolves into a shot of the aborigine, naked and 

diving into a lake in the outback. He swims over to a small island where the girl 

and her brother are sitting and laughing, also naked (fig. 7.25) . 

The scene of the three characters frolicking together is clearly not a flashback, 

because the girl was never comfortable enough around her guide to express her 

affection for him, much less to take off her clothing in front of him. Instead, the 

scene is a fantasy, a longing for what could have been.  Indeed, the editing in the 

remainder of the sequence emphasizes the sharp contrast between the happi

ness that she fantasizes about and the boredom of her daily routine. The j ubi

lant laughter, unselfconscious nudity, and her playful demeanor are the antithesis 

of the dissatisfied gaze (complete with glassy eyes and blank expression) , made

up face, and lack of interest with which she greets her husband. The idyllic land

scape in her fantasy also contrasts with the blandness of her apartment in real 

life. The clash of the mise en scene in each shot indicates that she realizes she 

bas sacrificed freedom and affection for steri le predictability. 

On rare occasions, filmmakers will insert a flashforward, interrupting the 

events taking place in tbe present by images of events that will  take place in the 

future. By their nature, flashforwards can be disorienting since they can only be 

understood as such after the " future "  event occurs. Sometimes a flashforward 

may be logically explained by the narrative, as when a character has a premo

nition of upcoming events. 

However, flasbforwards are seldom logically justified in terms of  the narra

tive; their significance is usually far more ambiguous. At one point in Easy Rider 

(Dennis Hopper 1 969) , Captain America (Peter Fonda) is interrupted as he talks 

by an inexplicable and brief shot of  burning debris on the side of a road. Only 

later will viewers recognize that the debris they had seen earlier is the wreckage 

from Captain America's motorcycle 

crash, which occurs at the end of the 

film.  

Editing and space 

One of the many distinctions between 

film and theater is film 's ability to 

draw audiences into the story space. 

When viewers see a play, their per

spective is determined and limited by 

the distance between their seats and 

the stage. Early filmmakers relied 

largely on the tableau shot, a long 

shot in which the frame of the image 

resembles the proscenium arch of  a 

stage (fig. 7.26) . The audience's per

spective, in  other words, is consis

tently distanced from the action  

onscreen, as  it would be if  they were 

watching a play. 
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Robbery: the audience observes from a 
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7.27 (top) The Gay Shoe Clerk begin s  with a tableau shot. 

7.28 (center) One of the first close-ups in fi l m  hi story provides 
i m portant information. 

7.29 (bottom) The consequent collapse of social decorum occurs. 
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Edwin S. Porter's The Gay Shoe Clerk ( 1 903) demon

strates the remarkable storytelling potential filmmakers 

harnessed once they began experimenting with alternatives 

to the tableau shot. In  the short comedy, a clerk helps a 

young woman try on shoes while her chaperone watches 

from the background.  Eventually, the clerk's self-restraint 

crumbles, and he stands up to kiss the alluring customer. 

This infuriates the chaperone, who proceeds to bonk him 

over the head with an umbrella. The story is simple, but 

the film uses three shots instead of one to guarantee that 

the audience does not miss a key p iece of  narrative infor

mation .  I t  begins with a standard tableau shot of  all three 

characters sitting in the store (fig. 7.27) . But  Porter cuts to 

a close-up-one of the first in cinema history-of the 

clerk's hands fitting a shoe onto his customer's foot .  As he 

fumbles with the shoe, she raises her skirt, exposing her 

ankle . . .  and then her calf (fig. 7.28) . The film then cuts 

back to the tableau shot, so audiences can see the riotous 

collapse of social decorum (fig. 7.29) . This famous close

up draws the viewer's attention to the most crucial infor

mation of the story space, encouraging empathy for a clerk 

enticed by a young woman whose provocations presum

ably go unnoticed by her chaperone. 

Editing focuses the audience's attention on anything 

from the microscopic-as in Three Kings (David O. Russell 

1 999) , which shows how muscle fiber reacts when a bullet 

enters the body-to the grand-as in Return of the King, 

when editing traces the lighting of pyres across a mountain 

range in a majestic call to arms. As filmmakers cut within 

scenes, they can draw the viewer's attention to a number 

of things, i ncluding the emotional tenor of  a conversation,  

the objects of  a character's gaze, important details in the 

mise en scene, and the group dynamics of  a scene. 

Shot/ Reverse Shot 

One of the most important editing techniques within a 

scene is the shot/reverse shot, a standard shot pattern that 

directors use to film conversations between two characters. 

This method dictates that a shot of a character speaking 

will be followed by a shot of another character's response, 

taken by a camera p laced at the reverse angle of  the first 

shot. The visual effect of this alternating camera placement 

is evident in  shots from Psycho when Marion Crane and 

Norman Bates converse in his parlor (figs . 7.31 , 7.32) . 

Notice that neither character looks directly at the camera. 

In  general , actors avoid speaking directly to the viewer, 

because doing so acknowledges the audience's presence 
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and destroys the illusion of a naturally unfolding story. Fol

lowing standard practice for the shot/reverse shot, Hitch

cock places the cameras slightly angled to the side rather 

than using point-of-view shots, as the overhead diagram of 

the scene il lustrates (fig. 7.30). 

A more detailed analysis of the scene shows two specific 

ways this editing pattern defines the emotional dynamics of 

the scene. First, the timing of the cuts corresponds with the 

dialogue, guiding the audience 's vantage point so that it 

remains focused on the characters' reactions to the spoken 

word. This editing pattern is so common in films that most 

viewers take its expressive power for granted . 

The scene lasts for several minutes, and the camera 

largely volleys back and forth between two shots: an eye-level medium shot of 

Marion eating her sandwich and an eye-level medium shot of Norman reclin ing 

in a chair. The lack of exaggerated camera angles in these shots suggests the con

versation has a pleasantly innocuous tenor. The editing emphasizes how each 

character responds to what the other has said . When Marion asks if  Norman 

goes out with friends, the scene cuts to Norman so the audience can see his 

body 's involuntary withdrawal as he offers his timid response that "a boy's best 

friend is his mother. " When Marion says that she is looking for her "own private 

island" to escape to, the camera immediately cuts to Norman as he leans 

forward and asks, " what are you running away from? " His response marks 

a sudden shift in the dynamics of the conversation: now Marion is put into a 

defensive position ,  and Norman 's leaning into the fore

ground offers a clear indication of his aggression, which is 

beginning to emerge. In other words, the timing of the cuts 

reveals which words affect him most and the specific phys

ical and emotional responses he has to them. 

A second way filmmakers can tap into the expressive 

potential of the shot/reverse shot is to orchestrate patterns 

of repetition and change. Typically, the alternating images 

in a shot/reverse shot sequence create a somewhat repeti

tious pattern . That is, when filmmakers return to a reverse 

angle, they often use a shot that is more or less consistent 

with the previous reverse-angle shot. However, editing can 

signal important shifts in the emotional dynamics of a 

scene by suddenly altering this pattern. 

Through much of Psycho's parlor scene, Hitchcock con

sistently employs the same eye-level medium shots of 

Marion and Norman. But when the undertone of  the con

versation becomes more loaded with Marion 's  and 

Norman's personal baggage, the editing emphasizes the 

(suddenly apparent) unspoken seriousness of the in ter

change. When Marion comments on overhearing Mother's 

vicious critique of Norman, the reverse shot of Norman 

marks a radical departure from the pattern that has been 
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7.30 Camera placement in Psycho ( image 
courtesy of artofal lowance.com ) .  

7.31 (top) Norman tal ks t o  Marion i n  the 
parlor in Psycho.  

7.32 (bottom) A reverse shot of Marion i n  
t h e  same sce n e  from Psycho .  
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7.33 The atmosphere changes in the parlor in Psycho. 

7.34 (top) An example of eyel ine m atch from Oh Brother, Where 
Art Thou?:  Everett looks offscree n .  

7.35 (center) T h e  camera c u t s  t o  t h e  forest. 

7.36 (bottom) The camera cuts back to Pete and Delm ar, looki ng 
offscreen right. Note how editing ( separate shots) and mise en 
scene (they look to the right) separate these two from Everett, 
helping to establish h i m  as the leader. 
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established previously. Instead of shooting Norman from 

an eye-level medium shot, Hitchcock films him from a low

angle profile shot (fig. 7.33) . So, when Norman says he 

gets the urge to " leave her forever, or at least defy her, " the 

audience sees him from a very disquieting vantage point. 

The sudden rupture in the shot/reverse shot sequence hints 

at the dark underside of Norman's submissive relat ionship 

with Mother, which Marion's inquisitiveness has just 

prodded. Moreover, the change in the camera 's perspective 

positions Norman underneath a stuffed owl in the back

ground, as if Norman were the bird's prey. The editing and 

the mise en scene coincide to create a visual metaphor for 

Norman 's  entrapment under Mother's watchful gaze. 

The shift in the shot/reverse shot pattern allows Hitch

cock to reframe the scene's physical space to illustrate dis

ruptions in the scene's emotional space. In a sense, this 

scene paves the way for the more radical fissures in emo

tional space that will appear in  the fi lm's famous shower 

sequence. 

Eyeline Match 

A second key technique editors sometimes use to shape the 

audience's understanding of the geography of a scene is the 

eyeline match. This match cut uses a character's line of 

sight to motivate the cut.  I f  a filmmaker wants to empha

size that a character is looking at a particular prop or 

another person, she will include a shot of the character 

looking offscreen , followed by a shot of the object or 

person that the character observes. This sequence of shots 

makes spatial relationships clear to the audience and 

guides viewers through a character's thought process. 

Sometimes the filmmaker will begin with the shot of the 

object or person, and then follow it  with a shot of the char

acter who is looking at it . In  either case, the editing-via 

the eyeline match technique-allows audiences to under

stand what has captured the character's attention. 

In 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? escaped convicts Pete and 

Delmar face Everett as the three men argue about who 

should be in charge, when the sound of  barking dogs 

begins to intrude upon their conversation. Everett looks 

offscreen, startled (fig. 7.34) . The scene cuts to a shot of a 

forest tree line in the distance (fig. 7.35) and then cuts 

back to a shot of Pete and Delmar looking offscreen toward 

the forest (fig. 7.36) . The eyeline match efficiently tells 

audiences what the barking signifies (that the law is near 

by) and where it is coming from (the forest in the dis

tance) . As the example illustrates, the eyeline match can 
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convey the geography of a scene. The shots of the woods roughly approximate 

the convicts' vantage point .  However, eyeline matches are not necessarily point

of-view shots. Here, the shots of the forest approximate the perspective of  the 

three characters, but do not depict the subjectivity of any one character. 

A scene from the classic romance The Ghost and Mrs. Muir (Joseph L.  

Mankiewicz 1 947) shows how the eyeline match is a powerful storytelling device 

because it draws the audience into a character's thought process and emotional 

state. Just after Mrs. Muir meets the ghost of an old sea captain who haunts her 

new house, she goes to turn in  for the evening. As she is undressing in her 

bedroom, something catches her eye and she turns to look offscreen (fig. 7.37) . 

An eyeline match reveals what has given her pause: a portrait of the captain (fig. 

7.38) . Taken together, these shots wordlessly evoke Mrs. Muir's sudden sense of 

reserve. Seeing the portrait  of  the man she has just met (in his ethereal form) 

makes her feel self-conscious about undressing, as if the picture itself could be 

watching her. After covering the portrai t ,  she proceeds to undress. Later, in a 

comic and rather risque revelation ,  the captain talks to her in bed-making it 

clear that he was watching her all along. Attentive viewers will notice the por

trait in the reflection of the mirror in the first shot of the sequence, but the 

eyeline match guarantees that viewers don ' t  miss i t .  This unusual maneuver 

encourages audiences to share Mrs. Muir 's thought process. Like her, the viewer 

casually notices the portrait,  but does not fully recognize its potential signifi

cance until a few seconds later. 

Cutting to Emphasize G roup Dynamics 

In scenes involving more than one or two characters, filmmakers sometimes cut 

to specific areas of the mise en scene to help suggest complex group dynamics. 

This occurs frequently in scenes where the characters have conflicting goals and 

distinct character traits, where editing can help portray a complex interweaving 

of different emotions, types of  behavior, and physical responses to stimuli .  

One example is the scene in Stagecoach when the passengers gather around 

the table to have dinner in Dry Fork. As all the characters approach the table to 
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7.37 (left) M rs. M u i r  looks offscreen i n  
The Ghost and  Mrs. Muir. 

7.38 (right) Th e eyeline m atch reveals the 
object of her gaze. 
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7.39 (top) A two-shot of Ringo and Dallas 
in Stagecoach establishes them as outsiders. 

7.40 (bottom) A reverse shot in Stagecoach 
reveals a sh ocked respon se. 
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find a seat, a medium long shot frames t h e  three represen

tatives of the American upper class: Gatewood,  Lucy, and 

Hatfield .  Ringo and Dallas-the outlaw and the prosti

tute-are noticeably absent. Then the scene cuts to a two

shot of them on the opposite side of the table as Ringo asks 

Dallas to have a seat facing Lucy (fig. 7.39) . The cut, in this 

context, isolates the two ostracized members of the group 

and establishes the class conflict that wil l  govern the rest 

of the scene. Once Dallas accepts Ringo's offer, the reverse 

shot shows Gatewood's,  Lucy's ,  Hatfield's,  and even Doc 

Boone's shocked response (fig. 7.40) . The shot/reverse 

shot, in other words, makes palpable the disdain Gate

wood, Lucy, and Hatfield feel for Dallas and Ringo. 

Cutaways 

Editing may also draw attention to non-human elements of 

the mise en scene that will i nfluence the plot or help 

develop the theme of  a film.  Shots that focus the audience's 

attention on precise details are called cutaways. Unlike an 

eyeline match, a cutaway is not character-centered; the 

onscreen appearance of an object does not depend on a 

character having to "see i t"  i n  the previous shot.  

In  Dreyer's The Passion of Joan of A rc, an eyeline match 

reveals that Joan sees a shadow in the shape of a cross on 

the floor of her prison cell . She interprets the shadow as a 

sign from God.  Later, Dreyer films a close-up shot once 

again, so that viewers see the feet of a church i nterrogator 

as he enters her cell and steps on the shadow. The imagery 

foreshadows how he will  betray Joan's trust . For the 

second shot of  the shadow, Dreyer uses a cutaway without 

an eyeline match, emphasizing that Joan does not see the 

interrogator tread on the shadow and so does not witness his defilement of her 

symbol of fai th .  

I n  short, editing offers filmmakers a powerful tool  for drawing the audience's 

attention to what is important within the diegetic space. I t  allows filmmakers to 

bring the audience's perspective closer to (or further from) the action that 

unfolds in the story space and tells the audience what it  should notice and when. 

�� Beyond N arrative: Creating Meaning 
Outside the Story 

So far this chapter has focused largely on the ways editing can generate story

centered meaning: how editing helps filmmakers indicate the passage of time 

and how editing emphasizes important narrative details in a scene. But there are 

two significant means by which editing can produce abstract ideas: it can defy 

audience expectations by departing from the " rules" of continuity edit ing, and it 
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can associate two images with one another to produce meaning on the level of  

metaphor. 

Continuity Editing: Conventional Patte rns and 
" Bending the Rules" 

Chapter 2 discussed how audiences carry with them certain expectations when 

they go to see movies: expectations based on the leading actor or actress in a 

movie, expectations shaped by marketing strategies, and expectations based on 

their assumptions of how a story should be told.  

Audiences have expectations about how edit ing should function in a narra

tive film. Most importantly, audiences expect to see editing that is carefully cal

ibrated with the action on screen. Most contemporary viewers might be put off 

by films that advance Bazin 's  mise en scene aesthetic (see pp. 12 1 - 1 24) . Bazin 

advocated the use of long takes so that audiences experience an unmediated 

unfolding of reality, as Jim Jarmusch does in Stranger Than Paradise. Taking 

Bazin's ideas to their logical extreme, Jarmusch refuses to use any editing within 

scenes. Every scene consists of a single long take. One scene, for example, 

depicts a poker game in which two of the main characters are accused of cheat

ing. Instead of relying on eyeline matches, close-ups, and reverse-shots to accen

tuate the tension in  the room ,  Jarmusch uses a static three-minute shot. Some 

viewers may initially find his editing style tedious because they expect editing to 

emphasize the emotional content of  any given scene. 

Western audiences also have very specific expectations about what editing 

should look l ike. These expectations are shaped by the Hollywood standard, 

which is called continuity editing,  or invisible editing, because the cutting is so 

seamless from one shot to the next that audiences in the movie theater are not 

even aware that they are seeing an assembled sequence of images. In their 

attempt to "hide" the hundreds or thousands of shot transi tions that make up an 

average feature fi lm, continuity editors face two central challenges: to depict 

space with a coherent geography, and to create the i llusion that narrative time 

unfolds in a linear fashion. 

One major concern of continuity edit ing is to ensure that audiences have a 

clear sense of the geography of a scene. Because editing is a collage of collected 

images, changing shots can cause confusion. Any time a scene cuts to a new 

shot, the i mage becomes fragmented and the scene 's coherence could potentially 

rupture. Continuity editing works to hide this fragmentation by employing two 

strategies: i t  relies on a systematic order for presenting shots and it maintains 

the consistency of direction on screen . These standard practices help ensure that 

audiences perceive the story space as unified and coheren t .  

Continuity and Space 

To begin, editors usually rely on a standard shot pattern , which helps to orient 

audiences to the setting and spatial characteristics of a scene. Typically a scene 

begins with an establishing shot, which is usually (but not always) a long 

shot designed to clarify when and where the scene is taking place in relation to 

the previous scene and to provide an overview of the entire setting. Once the 
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audience has a clear sense of where the characters are and how they are 

positioned in relation to one another, the filmmaker can cut to closer 

shots to emphasize important details. Continuity editing demands that 

filmmakers rely on standardized techniques-the shot/reverse shot and 

the eyeline match-to ensure that audiences understand why they are 

being shown this information. In  other words, when Marilyn Monroe 

suddenly appears onscreen in Some Like it Hot, the use of the eyeline 

match j ustifies her presence: she has caught the eye of  Joe and Jerry. As 

a scene ends, there is often a re-establishing shot, another long shot 

that reorients viewers to the environment, that offers closure to the 

scene, paving the way for the next scene. Longer scenes often include re

establishing shots midway through to reorient audiences when charac

ters move about the setting. 

In  High Noon (Fred Zinnemann 1 951 ) ,  Marshal Will  Kane (Gary 

Cooper) interrupts a church service to solicit the congregation's help in 

defending the community against Frank Mil ler (Ian MacDonald) , a 

recently paroled outlaw who will arrive in town at noon. The scene 

begins with an establi shing shot of the exterior of the church (fig. 7.41 ) .  

Kane walks into the frame and approaches the building. There i s  a cut 

to the interior of the church, a high-angle long shot of the congregation 

taken from behind the pulpit (fig. 7.42) . Kane enters the background of 

this shot. 

After a Cllt to a medium shot of him addressing the man in  the pulpit 

and an eyeline match that reveals Kane's view of the pulpit ,  the congre

gation on either side of  the aisle turns to gaze at the camera/Kane. The 

rest of the scene depicts the escalating tensions within the room when 

Kane addresses the parishioners via a series of shot/reverse shots and 

eyeline matches (figs. 7.43, 7.44) . Eventually one member of the church 

stands lip and demands that the children should leave the room before 

the discussion continues. At this point there is a cut to a high-angle long 

shot of the congregation as the children get up  to leave. Finally, there is 

a re-establishing shot of the exterior of the church, showing the children 

scampering joyfully out of the bui lding .  As is typical in continuity 

editing, the scene begins with the broadest details before it focuses on 

the more subtle interactions among the various characters involved . 

Another way for filmmakers to ensure that audiences do not lose track 

of the setting's spatial arrangement as the scene moves from shot to 

shot, is to follow the I SO-degree rule. This rule d ictates that, within a 

7.41 (top) An establishing shot of the church in High Noon. 

7.42 (center top) A high-angle shot of the congregation inside the church 
focu ses on the location of the action in High Noon. 

7.43 (center bottom) I<ane add resses the congregation in High Noon: 
tensions arise. 

7.44 (bottom) A point-of-view shot from the p u lpit in High Noon. 
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scene, once the camera starts filming on one side of the 

action, it will continue filming on that same side of the action 

for the rest of the scene unless there is a clearly articulated 

j ustification for crossing " the axis of action. " As the over

head diagram of the parlor scene from Psycho i llustrates 

(see fig. 7.30) ,  Hitchcock films the entire scene from the 

same side of the set. His cameras never fil m  from inside the 

shaded area-they do not cross the imaginary line running 

between Marion and Norman. Crossing the line would 

reverse the direction of the action so that suddenly the 

characters would be facing the opposite direction onscreen . 

Another side effect of crossing the axis of action, or 

breaking the I SO-degree rule, is that the background of the 

scene is suddenly changed. If  H itchcock had filmed Marion 

or Norman from inside the shaded area, the wall, which 

had heretofore been " invisible" in the scene, would have 

appeared in the background.  Audiences might be confused 

if  the window behind Marion suddenly turned into the 

threshold to the parlor. In  short, the I SO-degree rule helps 

maintain consistent screen direction and spatial unity. 

Within a scene, the axis of  action may shift. If characters 

move, or if  new characters enter the scene, the line adjusts 

accordingly, through reframing and, perhaps, a re-estab

lishing shot. Still, most filmmakers conscientiously work to 

ensure that audiences perceive the direction of movement 

as consistent across shots. Spike Lee intentionally breaks the rule in Bamboozled 

(2000) , during the scene in which a television executive (Michael Rapaport) 

berates his staff. One shot shows him sitting at the end of a conference table at 

screen left, facing right (fig. 7.45) , but the next shot is a close-up of him facing 

screen left (fig. 7.46) . The disorientation suggests confusion, and serves as a d is

tancing device to u ndercut the authority of his words. 

Continuity and Chronology 

In addition to maintaining a coherent story space, continuity editing also regu

lates the audience's sense of linear time. Because editing is the art of joining 

images filmed at two or more distinct points i n  time, editing itself jeopardizes 

the illusion of chronological continuity. The best way to establish this i l lusion is 

to present events chronologically. As a rule, events appear onscreen in the order 

in which they occur in the tabula. Any exceptions to this principle are almost 

always motivated by narrative events. For example, Citizen Kane's plot makes 

radical j umps back and forth in time, but this departure from chronological order 

is explained by the fact that Thompson is  gathering the details about Kane's l ife 

from various narrators. So ,  even though Kane's l i fe is presented "out of order, " 

Thompson's quest is presented i n  chronological order. 

Likewise, actions don't  get repeated unless they happen more than once in 

the story, or the repetition is motivated (for example, a character has a flash

back) . In  Do the Right Thing, Spike Lee breaks this rule twice for dramatic effect. 
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7.45 (top) The TV executive faces screen 
right in Bamboozled. 

7.46 (bottom) In the next shot from 
Bamboozled, the TV executive faces screen 
left. N ote the d ifferent backgrounds.  
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When Mookie delivers a pizza to his girlfriend, Tina, he throws the pizza box 

down on the table and moves to embrace her-then the shot repeats itself. To 

u nsophisticated viewers, i t  looks as i f  pizza boxes keep reappearing in Mookie's 

hands. Later, when Mookie throws the trashcan through Sal 's window, an exte

rior shot shows the trashcan shattering the glass. Then Lee shows the same 

event from inside the pizzeria so that audiences see this pivotal moment from 

different vantage points. The unusual use of repetition becomes a motif of sorts, 

and reiterates the film's interest in the opposing forces of love (the embrace) and 

hate (the violence) . 

If the plot requires a flashback or dream sequence, to minimize disruption 

editors will include an appropriate shot transit ion,  such as a fade or a dissolve. 

Such transitions ease audiences into the new location and time. An abrupt ,  inex

plicable shift in  the time and place of an action which is not "announced" by a 

transition results in a jump cut. 

Consider, for example, the difference between two scenes in which characters 

drive a considerable distance in cars. [n the classically edited The Maltese Falcon 

(John H uston 1 941 ) ,  Sam Spade (Humphrey Bogart) takes a taxi cab across town 

to investigate a mysterious address. In the first shot, Spade hires a cab to take 

him to the address. This shot dissolves to a close-up of a car wheel, which in 

turn dissolves into a shot of the cab pulling to the side of a curb in a dark San 

Francisco neighborhood (the address, it turns out ,  is a hoax) . In  three quick 

shots, Huston takes the action across town while maintaining the illusion of 

linear time. As Robert Ray points out ,  the dialogue complements the editing to 

help convey how much story time is being depicted on screen : "Spade's question 

to the cabbie, 'You got plenty of gas ? '  tells the viewer that the forthcoming trip 

is a relatively long one" (Ray, p .  46) . 

By comparison, Jean-Luc Godard's  Breathless ("A Bout de Souffle"; 1 960) rad

ically disrupts continuity in the scene when the thief Michel (Jean-Paul Bel

mondo)-who idolizes Humphrey Bogart (see fig. 1O .6) -flees Paris in  a car he 

has stolen. As Michel drives down the road ,  passing cars and talking to himself, 

several j ump cuts disorient the viewer's sense of  time and space, since there is 

no clear indication of how long he has been driving over the course of the 

sequence or how far he gets from Paris. Michel steals the car on  a crowded street 

in Paris, and as he drives off, a jump cut suddenly places h im in the outskirts of 

the city. Later, surrounding traffic suddenly disappears via jump cuts. The 

scene's depiction of time and space, in  other words, is far more fragmented than 

Huston 's  in The Maltese Falcoll. 

Jump cuts can also occur within scenes taking place i n  a confined setting. To 

preserve visual continuity, filmmakers generally adhere to the 30-degree rule, 

which dictates that the camera should move at least 30 degrees any t ime there 

is a cut within a scene. For example, if a scene calls for a cut from a medium 

shot to a close-up of the same actor for dramatic effect, the camera would need 

to move 30 degrees to either side. Moving the camera at least 30 degrees gives 

the cut dramatic purpose. Fail ure to do so gives the editing a feeling of unneces

sary or random fragmentation. 

Adding to the challenges of an editor working to maintain the illusion of 

linear time is the fact that he is invariably working with footage shot out of order 
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and must choose from multiple takes of the same material .  

Most film crews contain at least one continuity editor 

(sometimes called the script supervisor) , whose job is 

to maintain consistency of action from shot to shot. Shoot

ing a single scene can take several days, and the production 

of an entire film can take months or years. To state the 

obvious, stars get out of  character off camera ; they change 

clothes, grow facial hair, and alter hairstyles . . .  they gain 

weight. Continuity editors ensure that when actors get 

back into character, they resume the physical appearance 

they previously had . Any unintentional discrepancy from 

shot to shot-an inexplicable change in location ,  in 

costume, in posture, in hairstyle-is called a continuity 

error. In John Frankenheimer's Seconds ( 1 966) , "Tony" 

Wilson (Rock Hudson) receives a p illow from a flight 

attendant. The close-up of H udson makes it clear that he 

places the p illow behind his head (fig. 7.47) . There is a 

cut to the reverse shot of the attendant, and then a cut back 

to Hudson-only now the pil low has disappeared (fig. 

7.48) . After another reverse shot of the attendant, the 

scene cuts back to H udson and the p illow is once aga in 

in place!  Some viewers take great pleasure in  finding 

continuity errors. 

Continuity editors also ensure that cutting from shot to shot maintains a 

match on action. If a cut occurs while a character is in the midst of an action, 

the subsequent shot must begin so that audiences see the completion of that 

action, thus guaranteeing the illusion of fluid,  continuous movement.  

" B reaking the Rules" : The French New Wave 
and its I nfluence 

Because continuity editing is the norm, most film scholarship does not concern 

itself with discussing how a film adheres to the Hollywood standard . But crit ics 

and scholars do notice when a film departs from these conventions. Some fi lms 

(such as Seconds) accidentally break the rules. But some fi lmmakers intention

ally break them. Because audiences are used to seeing films that conform to the 

conventions of continuity editing, filmmakers like Spike Lee understand that 

intentionally upsetting these expectations can provoke emotional and intellec

tual responses. In  fact ,  one of the most important movements in  cinema history, 

the French New Wave, is i mportant because it openly defied conventions of so

called "quality filmmaking" such as continuity editing. 

In  an era when audacious experimentation with editing is commonplace in 

the work of fi lmmakers such as Spike Lee or Darren Aronofsky, i t  may be di ffi

cult to imagine the initial shock audiences accustomed to classical fi lmmaking 

might have experienced seeing a film l ike Cleo from 5 to 7 for the first time. The 

film begins with shots from the title character's point of view in  color, intercut 

with reverse shots of her in black and white. In  Shoot the Piano Player, a man 
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7.47 (top) A continu ity error fro m  Seconds: 
the stewardess h as given H u dson a pil low. 

7.48 (bottom) I n  this next s h ot from 
Seconds the pillow h as m ysteriously 
d isappeared ! 
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Con tin uity Editing 

D u ring pr inci pal p h otography, the conti n u ity ed itor ( o r  

script supervisor) mai ntains a record of each s h o t  to 

guarantee consistency fro m  take to take. Her notes wou ld 

spec ifY each actor's costu m e  and positi on ,  and the 

arrangement  of the mise en scene i n  general at the end of 

each take. After the pri nc ipal  p hotography is com pleted,  the 

editor works with the d i rector to combine  and c u l l  the 

footage. To b u i l d  a scene, d i rectors and ed i tors combine 

m aster shots-takes that  cover the  enti re scene-with 

reaction shots, cutaways, and B-roll ( second ary footage 

that m ay depart fro m  the main  s u bject of a scene, such as 

an exterior shot of the b u i l d i ng where a scene takes p l ace) .  

For Cold Mountain (Anthony M i nghe l la  2003), ed ito r  Walter 

M u rch wh i ttled 113 h o u rs of m aterial down to a two-and-a

half- h o u r  fi l m  ( Ce l l i n i ,  p .  3 ) .  

Because any si ngle take m ay be fi lmed fro m  m u lt ip le  

van tage poi n ts s i m u ltaneously, ed itors study footage o n  an 

ed i ting deck that a l lows them to watch several takes at once 

befo re dec id ing which is the best one for the scene. 

Sometimes the ed i to r  wi l l  only use part of one take, selecting 

the best moments of an actor's perform ance fro m  it .  

An assistant e d i tor catalogs a l l  the takes, inspects the 

cond i t ion of the negative, and su pervises the creation of 

optical effects (often contracted out) .  A negative cutter 

assem bles the e n ti re negative and cuts and s p l i ces i t  

together, adher ing to the ed i to r's d ecis ions.  Posi tive p r i n ts 

are then made fro m  the negative. 

As d igital post- p ro d u ction tech n o l ogies h ave become the 

norm, the too ls  avai lab le  to the ed i to r  have changed. Walter 

M u rch cut Cold Mountain o n  Fi na l  Cut Pro, a profess ional  

ed i ting software p rogram which has become an i n d u stry 

standard .  In an i n terview, he notes several d ifferences us ing 

d igital techno logy: he cou ld  show da i l ies to d i rector 

M i nghel la on the set in Ro m a n i a  o n  a l aptop and send a 

DVD of them to p ro d ucer S id ney Pol lock in Los Angeles. 

And the afford ab i l ity of c o m p u ter workstations rel ative to 

flatbed ed i ting machines meant that he had fou r  

workstati ons fu ncti o n i ng s i m u l taneously rath er than two. 

But M u rch also acknowledges certa in  advan tages of 

working with fi l m .  "When you actu al ly h ad to m ake the cut  

physical ly on fi l m ,  you natu ral ly  ten d ed to th ink m o re about 

what you were about to do,"  M u rch states, "wh ich-i n  the 

right proportion-is  a good t h i ng to do."  H e  m isses the 

spontaneity of scan n i ng th rough footage i n  search of a 

specifi c  sh ot. " I n evitably befo re you got th ere, you fou n d  

som eth ing that was better than what yo u h ad i n  m i n d .  With 

random access, you i m mediately get what you want. Which 

m ay not be what you need."  ( Ce l l i n i )  

promises that he's telling the truth b y  swearing o n  h i s  mother's l ife;  a startl ing 

cut shows an old woman clutching her heart and collapsing. This commitment 

to cinematic playfulness is one of the defining characteristics of the French New 

Wave. As the name implies, this movement-which lasted roughly from the late 

1 950s to the mid- 1 960s-rejected the staid tradit ions of French cinema. What 

uni ted the most prominent directors of the New Wave-including Fran<;:ois Tru f

faut ,  Jean Luc Godard , Agnes Varda, and Claude Chabrol-was a commitment 

to exploring the expressive promise of cinema and to tapping its potential to do 

more than simply adapt classic l iterature. 

218 

A willingness to challenge the conventions of  edi t ing is  characteristic of the 

best films of the period. New Wave directors readily used wipes and irises

transitions that were, by that point ,  considered crude relics of  the silent era. The 

fact that New Wave directors flagrantly used these techniques announced their 

desire to investigate the language of the cinema, to experiment with storytelling, 

and to liberate the cinema from the constrictive conventions of  the day. New 

Wave directors routinely discarded rules of continuity. The jump cuts in Breath

less, one of the films that heralded the arrival of the New Wave, earned the fi lm 
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notoriety (see pp .  321 -322 for an in-depth discussion of 

the film) . Films by Alain Resnais and Godard showcased 

seemingly incoherent juxtapositions of images; edited 

sequences appeared more like intellectual puzzles than 

logical narrative strands. The protracted opening sequence 

in Resnais 's Hiroshima, mon A mour ( 1 959) mysteriously 

cuts back and forth between images of lovers ' intertwined 

bodies in close-up with shots of the nuclear decimation of  

Hiroshima. 

Godard 's Band of Outsiders ( 1 964) exemplifies much of 

what defines the New Wave. Like many films of the era, 

Band of Outsiders is  an llOmmage to an American genre: 

the gangster heist film. Godard uses the heist scenario as a 

point of departure to reflect on the very nature of the 

cinema. In the fi lm, Franz (Sami Frey) and Arthur (Claude 

Brasser) meet the beguiling Odile (Anna Karina) in an 

English class and convince her to participate in a second

rate robbery. Repeatedly, the young men re-enact famous 

Hollywood shootouts, a motif that suggests that the men 

are motivated primarily by their desire to emulate their 

favorite movies. In  one famous scene, all three sponta

neously perform a dance routine in a soda shop , trans

forming their daily routine into the stuff of a Hollywood 

musical .  Moreover, playful references to famous works of 

film and literature appear throughout. For instance, Sami 

Frey's character is called Franz because the actor resem

bled the author Franz Kafka. Many critics have argued that 

the film's conclusion is a self-conscious reference to Charl ie 

Chaplin's The Immigrant (though there are even more pro-

nounced similarities to the resolution of Chaplin 's  The Gold Rush) . In short, the 

effects of cinema as a social and aesthetic phenomenon is one of the central 

themes of Band of Outsiders. 

One scene in particular demonstrates the way the film breaks the rules of 

continuity editing to comment on the nature of the cinema. In English class 

the teacher asks a pupil to translate a phrase. Here the scene distinctly breaks 

two rules of continuity editing: the camera violates the I SO-degree rule (as 

evident in  the change in background and the reversed direction of the 

action) , and we hear the student's response to the teacher's question twice (figs. 

7.49, 7.50) . 

Immediately after affirming the student's response, the teacher directs the 

class's attention to the words of poet T.S .  Eliot: " Everything that is new is auto

matically traditional . "  Eliot 's quote comments on how any artistic expression , no 

matter how radical,  becomes i nstitutionalized . Eliot 's quote appears to contra

dict Godard 's stylistic choice: in harking back to early experiments with film 

editing prior to the development of  rules for continuity, Godard makes some

thing old (and traditional) new. In particular, repeating details from different 

vantage points recalls early films such as Edwin Porter's The Life of an American 
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7.49 (top) The teacher p oses a q u esti on in 
Band of Outsiders . 

7.50 (bottom) Band of Outsiders breaks the 
l S0-degree ru le .  
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7.51 Wilson begins his investigation in 
The Limey. 
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Fireman. Godard 's  blatant borrowing creates a 

provocative new statement .  Yet the j uxta

position of Eliot's quotation with Godard's 

s tartl ing appropriat ion of  techniques from 

"primitive" cinema suggests that the act of cre

ation is a cyclical process. Innovation inevitably 

becomes conventional , but the old can be 

made new again .  Godard here acknowledges 

that his appropriation of  early edit ing styles 

can create a " new wave" of  films, and that 

Band of Outsiders (and French New Wave films 

in general) both contribute to and become part 

of  a rich cinematic tradit ion.  

Like 1 970s punk rockers who appropriated 

the crude song structures of  the 1950s and 

1 960s to reinvent popular music and rap artists who sample beats and riffs from 

classic recordings (and even the snap and crackle of worn vinyl recordings) , 

New Wave directors felt that returning to the medium's basic techniques and ele

ments would propel film art forward. The classroom scene can be read as a call 

to arms of sorts-a defiant proposition that ,  to keep the medium alive and 

vibrant, filmmakers must be ready to deploy any and all expressive devices at 

their disposal. 

The devil-may-care philosophy of the French New Wave has had a dramatic 

impact on American fi lmmaking since the 1 960s, especially among i ndependent 

directors. Godard 's influence on independent figurehead Quentin Tarantino 

(Pulp Fiction, 1 994; Kill Bill, 2003) is so pronounced that Tarantino named his 

production company after the French title for Band of Outsiders (Bande a Part ) .  

On t h e  level of stylistic Iwmmage, Stephen Soderbergh 's The Limey ( 1 999; fig. 

7.51 ) offers a clear example of  an American independent film that disregards 

conventional editing strategies in an effort to find a fresh approach to exploring 

character psychology. 

In  The Limey, the British thug Wilson (Terence Stamp) comes to the United 

States to find Valentine (Peter Fonda) , who Wilson bel ieves is responsible for his 

daughter's death. After the opening credits,  which prominently feature a close

up shot of Wilson on an airplane, Wilson settles into his Los Angeles hotel room 

and pulls out an envelope with the return address for Ed Roel (Luis Guzman) . 

Suddenly, in what appears to be a flashforward, Wilson introduces himself to 

Roel.  The scene cuts back to Wilson's approximate point of  view looking at the 

envelope in his hotel room. Shortly afterwards, Wilson takes a cab to Roel's 

house, and Soderbergh shows Wilson introducing himself once again .  In the 

middle of an extensive discussion about Roel 's connection to Wilson's daughter, 

Soderbergh inserts the close-up shot of Wilson on the plane in what appears to 

be a flashback. 

This opening sequence is indicative of  how the first third of The Limey freely 

rearranges the order of events and shows events multiple t imes .  The plot is so 

convoluted that most audiences cannot determine exactly when these events 

take place in relationship to one another: is this all a fantasy that Wilson has 
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on his flight to L .A.?  When he talks to Roel ,  is Wilson suddenly remembering 

his flight? The fi lm's resolution begins with the same close-up shot of Wilson 

on an airplane, which suggests that the entire fi lm is a flashback. But through

out the fi lm Soderbergh has refused to clarify the relationship between past,  

present, and future. By the climax, Wilson realizes that he is partially responsi

ble for his daughter's death.  The film depicts Wilson's agonizing guilt at having 

spent much of his daughter's childhood in prison. One of its major themes, then, 

is that past, present,  and future all interact simultaneously. All of the characters 

in the film are constantly haunted by their pasts, and they allow the past to 

control their actions in the present.  Editing allows Soderbergh to depict the 

mind's process of interweaving past memories with present-day experiences. 

Lem Dobbs, the film's screenwriter, says of its unusually fragmented structure, 

"One of the great cliches of  filmmaking [ . . .  J is  that, unlike novels, in  films you 

can 't  show thinking. [ . . .  J I t ' s  a total lie. I think movies are great at showing 

someone thinking. [ . . .  J I think it's very novelistic to do this kind of fragmenta-

tion" ("Screenwriter Commentary") . 

Associational Editing: Editing and M etaphor 

One of the great challenges of spoken language is finding a way to articulate 

abstract feelings or ideas. Writers run up against the limitations of the word 

when they are faced with having to describe something as basic, yet as abstruse, 

as romantic longing or fear. Authors use metaphors and similes to help their 

readers visualize what would otherwise be an indescribable feel ing. Poet Robert 

Burns compares his love to "a red, red rose, " and Madonna compares the sen

sation of physical desire for a new lover to making her "feel like a virgin. " Both 

examples describe the indescribable by associating it with something that is con

crete and comprehensible. Editing also has the power to encourage audiences to 

meditate on equally abstract ideas. 

In Modem Times ( 1 936) ,  with a simple cut, Charlie Chaplin implies that 

modern l ife breeds blind conformity; he j uxtaposes a shot of sheep herded into 

a corral (toward their ultimate demise?) with throngs of frantic pedestrians 

during their morning commute to work. H itchcock's North by Northwest 

concludes with a shot of Roger Thornhill helping his new bride, Eve, into their 

train berth,  followed by a shot of a train entering into a tunnel. Taken together, 

the shots wryly suggest what censors wouldn ' t  let H i tchcock explicitly show: 

the consummation of the couple's relationship . Both examples point to the 

power of associational editing-an approach favored by the Soviet filmmakers in 

the silent era. 

Soviet Montage 

Whereas the graphic match exploits the visual similarities between shots to 

produce meaning, Soviet montage is a style of editing bu ilt around the theory 

that editing should exploit the differences between shots to produce meaning. It 

was developed and perfected in Russia during the silent film era of the 1 920s, 

when the Soviet regime had just come to power. Soviet leaders believed that 

film was an effective political tool, and filmmakers saw editing as the key to 
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7.52 (left) Faceless soldiers fire in 
Battleship Potemkin. 

7.53 (right) Civilians scatter d own the 
steps in Battleship Potemkin . 
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involving the audience in political and intellectual revolution. Exploiting the 

Kuleshov effect became the guiding principle of  three of the major Soviet film

makers in the 1 920s: v. I .  Pudovkin,  Dziga Vertov (born Denis Kaufman) , and 

Sergei Eisenstein. These filmmakers studied D .W. Griffi th's Intolerance ( 1 9 1 6) ,  a 

film that uses editing to establish thematic parallels between and among three 

unrelated narratives. All three directors experimented with the notion that, just 

as audiences could derive an emotional meaning from the j uxtaposition of 

two completely unrelated shots, so, too , they could understand abstract politi

cal ideas. 

A careful analysis of  four shots from the famous " Odessa Steps sequence" 

from Eisenstein's Battleship Potemkin illustrates how the intentionally jolting 

collision of images elicits both an emotional and an intellectual response. In  this 

scene, set in Russia in 1 905 , the peaceful citizens of  Odessa have gathered near 

the harbor to honor the mutinous sailors on board the battleship Potemkin. The 

sailors have revolted against their officers and , by extension, the Tsar. The Tsar 

sends troops to break up the congregation of citizens at the harbor. The troops 

fire on the civilians, and the peaceful protest turns into a massacre. Eisenstein 

based the scene on an actual historic event, which left 70 dead and 200 injured 

(Figes, p. 1 85) . But rather than filming the sequence as an objective document 

of the event, Eisenstein's use of editing turns the confl ict into a symbol of the 

oppression that only revolution can overturn. Throughout the sequence, Eisen

stein uses editing to expand time, prolonging the impact of  the Tsar's brutality 

by crosscutting among multiple lines of action and by showing pivotal moments 

of violence several times. When the troops begin to fire their guns, Eisenstein 

shows one victim's head snapping backward with the force of  the bullet. The 

same shot is repeated three times in rapid succession to underscore the horror 

of  the moment. 

Four shots appear midway through the sequence. In  the first, a row of face

less soldiers fires down on the civilians, who are o ffscreen (fig. 7.52) . Next, a 

high-angle shot depicts throngs of civilians running scattershot down the steps, 

from screen left to screen right (fig. 7 .53) . A third shot shows the soldiers 
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progressing in a line down the steps (fig. 7.54) . The fourth shot is a medium 

close-up of a woman clutching her son to her chest and walking defiantly 

towards the soldiers (fig. 7.55) . 

A careful analysis reveals that Eisenstein exploits mise en scene to suggest 

opposition, as is evident in the character movement in each shot. While the 

soldiers march in unison, the crowd disperses chaotically. The opposition is 

equally apparent in  the shot composition. The soldiers ' boots create a rigid, 

seemingly impenetrable diagonal line, which sweeps across the screen with 

mechanical precision .  The crowd, on  the other hand, peppers the stairway at 

random as it  scatters so that, instead of  moving in unison, each civilian moves 

as an individual. This clash of opposing imagery suggests Eisenstein's main 

point:  the troops represent a unified and oppressive force, lashing out at a dis

organized array of ordinary citizens. 

An abrupt contrast in shot distance also emphasizes opposition. In the third 

shot, the soldiers are filmed with a long shot . The camera 's perspective leaves 

them faceless, while the medium close-up of  the woman in the fourth shot 

emphasizes her defiant facial expression and her son's drooping body (he has 

been trampled amid the confusion) . In splicing this shot with that of the unidenti

fied soldiers, Eisenstein elicits an intellectual response: the troops represent a 

brutal, callous, and oppressive Tsarist regime which torments helpless individuals. 

At the climax of the sequence, the eponymous battleship rises up in revolt 

and defends the citizens of  Odessa against the oppressive regime. After the bat

tleship fires on the Tsar's troops, Eisenstein adds three consecutive shots of 

statues of lions, each one in a different pose: one is asleep , the second has its 

head raised, and the third lion is standing up (figs. 7.56, 7.57, 7.58) . The effect 

is purely symbolic: the three shots create the effect of a sleeping lion (repre

senting the people of Russia) awakening and rising up (against the Tsar) . 

Eisenstein's 1 928 film October (" Oktober " or Ten Oays That Shook the World) 

is even more bold in its use of editing to stimulate intellectual responses 

detached from any narrative cause-and-effect logic. The film depicts the 

period during the Russian Revolution between the overthrow of the Tsar and 
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7.54 (left) S oldiers m arch down the steps 
in Battleship Potemkin . 

7.55 (right) A m other clutches her son in  
Battleship Potemkin . 
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7.56 (left) The sleeping lion in Battleship 
Potemkin . 

7.57 (middle) The sleeping lion statue . 
awakens in Battleship Potemkin . 

7.58 (right) A statu e of a lion with its 
head raised in  Battleship Potemkin . 

7.59 (left) Kerensky with arms crossed in 
October. 

7.60 (right) The camera cuts to the statue 
of Napoleon in October. 
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the installation of the Leninist government .  During this time, the moderate com

munist Kerensky established an interim government, which Eisenstein clearly 

depicts as obstructionist-a threat to the people's revolution. Late in the fi lm, 

Eisenstein depicts Kerensky ordering the arrest of  the revolution 's  leader Len in 

and then signing a decree reinstating the death penalty. In a subsequent series 

of shots, Kerensky climbs the stairs of the Tsar's palace, where he has taken up 

residence, and pauses to overlook the room below, confidently crossing his arms 

at his chest (fig. 7.59) . The scene then cuts to a shot of a statue of Napoleon, 

likewise represented with his arms crossed (fig. 7.60) . The clear implication is 

that Kerensky, in  signing these orders, has become the new emperor; he is not 

a leader of the people but an egotistical despot .  To emphasize the point, Eisen

stein cuts to a general who turns to salute, then to a naval officer who turns to 

salute. Eisenstein isn ' t  depicting the story space following the standards for con

tinuity, since neither officer is actually in the room (nor is the statue of 

Napoleon) . Instead of functioning l i terally, these officers become symbolic 

of Kerensky's control over the military elite-and not, significantly, the mili

tary's foot soldiers, who, the film makes clear, are suffering i n  the trenches of 

World War l .  
Among the chief practitioners of montage editing there was some contentious 

debate about how editing conveys ideas to the audience. Eisenstein's editing 
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Film Style and Culture: 
The Influence of Marxism on Mon tage Editing 
In keeping with M arxism's  be l ief in co m m u n al actio n ,  Soviet 

fi l m s  d u ring Len i n 's time often avo i d ed valorizing ch aracters 

acting in iso lati o n .  In contrast to H o l lywood's tendency to 

focus on the hero i cs of i n d ivid ual characters, the Soviet 

d i rectors tend to deflate, o r  n egate altogether, the 

i m po rtance of people acti ng in i so lati o n .  

I n  t h e  same vei n ,  one  school  of thought contends that 

the Soviet approach to ed i ting d ismantles the fi l m maker's 

trad itional  authority to govern the aud ience's response to 

the i nformatio n  onscreen.  Soviet m o n tage col lapses the 

h ierarchical relationsh ip  between fi l m m a ker and audien ce 

by demand i ng that the spectator partici pate i n  the 

self-consciously created visual collisions. He advocated 

what he called a " dramatic principle" of editing, by 

which " montage is an idea that arises from the colli

sion of independent shots-shots even opposite to one 

another" (Eisenstein, p .  49) . Eisenstein described how 

Pudovkin, on the other hand, believed in an "epic prin

ciple, " which held that " montage is the means of 

unrolling an idea with the help of  single shots" (Eisen

stein, p.  49) . In other words, Pudovkin maintained that 

editing had the greatest power as an  integral part in a 

series of narrative events. 

Comparing the climactic sequence of Pudovkin's  

Mother ("Mat"; 1 926) with the editing in October i l lus

trates how his approach to editing differs from Eisen

stein's .  In Mother, Pavel (Nikolai Batalov) , a man 

imprisoned for his revolutionary polit ical beliefs, 

prod uction of mean i ng. E isenstei n doesn't  gu ide h is  

aud ience through a cause-and-effect relationsh ip  from shot  

to  shot .  As  the series of s hots fro m  October d e m o n strates, 

aud iences have to be m o re self-co nscious and active in o rd e r  

to grasp the fi l m 's m etaph o ri cal connections between 

Kerensky and Napoleon .  An opposing view h o l d s  that 

ed i ti ng overtly m a n i p u l ates the a u d i ence's attenti o n  and 

response. B u t  Eisenste i n 's fi l m  d e m o n strates how, at i ts 

most am b i tious,  the Soviet theory of dynamic j uxtaposition 

demands the spectator's i ntel lectual i nvolvem ent, and 

aud iences become critical ly i m po rtant to the generatio n  of 

mean i ng. 

7.61 Pavel on the ice in  Mother ( "Mat ") .  
breaks out of his cell  to jo in a parade of revolutionaries. During Pavel 's escape, 

Pudovkin repeatedly cuts away to show images of ice breaking up on the river 

outside the prison .  Like the j uxtaposition of  Kerensky with the statue in October, 

the cutting here conveys a metaphorical meaning; when combined with images 

of Pavel 's escape, the break-up of  the ice and the flow of the river come to sym

bolize the growing revolt and the dissolution of the Tsar's oppressive control .  

But unlike the shots in October, the imagery also has a narrative function: Pavel 

has to leap across the floes to join the protesters on the opposite side of the 

river (fig. 7.61 ) .  The metaphorical power of the editing arises within the cause

and-effect logic of Pavel 's story-not from the collision of  two images with no 

narrative context. 
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TECHNIQ.lJ.ES IN P.RACTICE 

Soviet Montage Aesthetics in 
The Godfathe r 
Soviet montage never caught on as a popular approach to 

filmmaking. I t  eventually fell out of  favor under Stal in's 

regime, and even at the height of his productivity, Eisenstein 's  

films weren't  necessarily popular among audiences in  the Soviet Union. 

Nevertheless, this aesthetic approach has had a lingering impact on  other 

fil mmakers. While Hollywood fil mmaking is still largely wedded to the pri

ority of telling a good, gripping story, some films do i ncorporate Soviet 

montage as a means of offering shorthand commentary on characters, or of 

adding a layer of complexity to theme. 

By and large, Francis Ford Coppola's The Godfather adheres to the stan

dards of continuity editing. Nevertheless, the film provocatively combines 

continuity editing and montage editing to add layers of complexity to the 

story. In particular, Coppola uses montage editing to show that the Mafia 

j ustifies its dishonorable activities (murder) by linking them to honorable 

values (the importance of  family and loyalty) . 

The film's opening dialogue establishes the fi lm's  principal theme: that 

the Corleone family uses violence to buttress the family. An u ndertaker 

explains how two men brought dishonor to his family when they raped and 

beat his daughter, leaving her permanently scarred. He asks powerful Mafia 

boss Don Vito Corleone (Marlon Brando) to deliver j ustice by killing the 

men. Corieone eventually agrees to help (though he refuses to have the men 

killed) as long as the undertaker pledges his loyalty to the godfather and 

promises to return the favor in the future. 

The scene emphasizes the contradiction at the heart of  Corleone's philos

ophy. He agrees to act on the u ndertaker's behalf only after the u ndertaker 

is brought into " the family. " Only then can committing an act of violence 

become synonymous with honor and loyalty. Yet Corleone wants to keep his 

business affairs and family life separate and believes he can do so.  But,  as 

this scene makes clear, violence and family honor are inextricably l inked . 

This contradiction is underlined by the editing. The cut from Don Cor

leone's office to the next scene draws attention to the connection between 

violent business and family life. After the u ndertaker leaves the room, the 

camera cuts to a medium close-up of Corleone as he says to the others in  

the  dimly l i t  room, "We're not  murderers, despite what  th i s  undertaker 

says . "  At this point there is a cut to an establishing shot of the next scene

the wedding of Corleone's daughter Connie, which is taking place at the 

same time the Don was meeting with the u ndertaker. The change of  setting 

emphasizes contrast in a dramatic shift from darkened interior and hushed 

voices to the brightly lit  exterior and noisy h ubbub of the wedding. The 

visual contrast between the two images highlights the opposition between 

the activities taking place inside Corleone's office and those taking place 

outside. The mise en scene of the first shot emphasizes the close confines 
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and soft, low-key lighting of the interior setting, along 

with the slow, methodical movement of Corleone as he 

sniffs the rose on his lapel (fig. 7.62) . The medium 

close-up complements the emphasis that the mise en 

scene places on confi nement. In the next shot the 

bright, natural lighting, exterior setting, festive dancing, 

and camera placement (an extreme long shot) stand in 

stark contrast to the tightly framed shots of COl-leone. 

The disparities between shots suggest Corleone's 

attempt to keep family and business separate. But as 

the movie progresses, the two become increasingly 

indistinguishable from one another, as the wedding 

scene foreshadows. A wedding photographer tries to arrange a family por

trait. Don Corleone refuses to let the picture be taken until his son Michael 

(AI Pacino) arrives. Michael i s  in the army, far removed from the Corleone 

business dealings. After his return, he is pulled into his father's "business " 

just as he is pulled into the wedding portrait. In the end the Dan's attempt 

to keep family separate from business fai ls .  Michael enters the p icture, so to 

speak, and he becomes the new godfather. 

The film's climax, an extended parallel editing sequence, juxtaposes 

images of  another traditional ritual-a baptism-with images of multiple 

mob hits to suggest the final collapse of  the boundary between the family 

and its business: violence. Michael has agreed to become the godfather of 

Connie's son, and s imultaneously has ordered a series of murders to avenge 

those who have betrayed the Corleones. The acts confirm that he has 

replaced Vito as head of  the family and the business. He is a new godfather 

in both senses of the word, but he is less successful than Vito at separating 

family and violence. Despite the apparent di fferences between the act of 

baptism and the act of  murder, the parallel editing suggests an affinity 

between the honorable act of  baptism and the dishonorable act of kill ing. 

As the infant's hood is removed, Coppola cuts to a close-up shot of a gun 

being taken out of its case. As the priest anoints the 

infant with oil ,  Coppola cuts to a barber applying 

shaving lotion to one of the hit men, grooming himself 

for his j ob. The editing continues to cross-cut between 

the baptism ceremony and the killers' preparation, sug

gesting the ritualistic qualities of both. Finally, the 

priest asks Michael,  who holds the baby, if  he 

renounces Satan. Coppola immediately cuts to a shot of 

the first hit being carried oLit. The scene then cuts back 

to a close-up of Michael as he responds, " I  do . "  The 

scene then cuts to the murder of  the second victim. 

Coppola continues to juxtapose Michael 's  renunciations 

of Satan with images of  the hits that he has ordered 

(fig. 7.63) . 
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7.62 Vito s niffs the rose in  his lapel in The 
Godfather. 

7.63 A ritualistic killing in  The Godfather. 
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Like its opening, the climax of The Godfather i l lustrates how the bound

ary between family honor and corruption collapses. As the priest pours the 

holy water over the baby's head, the camera cuts to a series of shots that 

tallies up all the victims of Michael 's orders. Just as Connie's son has been 

baptized with holy water, Michael has been baptized in blood. 

Editing synthesizes the cinematography and mise en scene of individual shots 

into a series of images that ,  when taken as a whole, transcend the l imitations of 

any one of the images in isolation. 

Editing is the last of film's three visual elements described i n  this book. While 

this chapter has emphasized how a fi lm creates meaning by combining images, 

the next chapter will explore how film creates meaning by combining images 

with sound. 

o�� t'� Summary 

• This chapter has emphasized how all editing, even that used in completely 

abstract films, consists of  three attributes: collage, tempo , and timing. 

• I n  narrative films, editing helps shape the way audiences perceive time and 

space. 

• Editing shapes the way time is presented onscreen in four ways: suggesting 

continuously flowing act ion;  manipulating the length of t ime; suggesting the 

simultaneity of events; and arranging the order of  events. 

• Editing can draw the audience's attention to important details of the narrative 

space by employing three different devices: the shot/reverse shot; the eyeline 

match; the cutaway. 

• Many films follow the standards of continuity editing, a method for clearly 

presenting space and time. 

• Editing can suggest more abstract ideas that transcend the literal scope of a 

film's narrative in two ways: by departing from the conventional rules of con

tinuity editing and by employing associational editing. 

Fi lm Analxsis 

Classical Editing 

This essay analyzes a scene from Alfred Hitchcock's Noto

rious. I t  complements the brief analysis on pages 1 98-9 of the 

patio scene, which explores how tempo can affect the emo

tional tenor of the scene. Notice that this analysis considers the 

way that all three attributes of editing-collage, tempo, and timing-con

tribute to the scene's expressiveness. 
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Study Notes accompanying the essay discuss strategies for writing effec

tive paragraphs. When we begin to read and write, we learn that paragraphs 

are units of  organization that play a pivotal role in helping readers discern 

major ideas and assimilate information. While there i s  no standard or ideal 

length for a paragraph (indeed, variation is an i mportant writing strategy) , 

longer paragraphs run the risk of incorporating too many ideas, which all 

struggle for attention at the same time. Shorter paragraphs, on the other 

hand, may introduce important ideas without offering enough discussion to 

develop those ideas or explain their significance. 

For these reasons, good writers take great pains to organize paragraphs 

around a single idea. The sidebars stress how each paragraph is structured 

in order to foreground the author's most important idea, helping him to fore

ground his interpretive claims, which are supported by his descriptive detai l .  

This helps the reader follow the argument's main points. 

Editing in Notorious 
Ironically, the title to Alfred Hitchcock's Notorious doesn' t  refer to the film 's  

devious antagonist Alex Sebastian (Claude Rains) , the  leader of  a group of  

Nazis actively trying to develop nuclear technology in  the  years immediately 

after World War II. I nstead, i t  refers to the film's heroic protagonist, Alicia 

Huberman (Ingrid Bergman) . Society deems Alicia notorious for two 

reasons: her Nazi-sympathizing father has been convicted of treason, and 

she is a " party girl " who has been romantically involved with a number of 

men . But in  the first act of the film,  this supposedly wicked woman agrees 

to risk her l i fe to infiltrate the ring of Nazis, a patriotic act she hopes wil l  

restore her tarnished reputation and earn the respect of  the man she loves, 

American agent T.R .  Devlin (Cary Grant) . But  when Alicia agrees to Devlin 's  

request to go u ndercover-an assignment that  requires her to rekindle a love 

affair with Alex Sebastian-Devlin repays her with cold resentment .  

Although Devlin loves Alicia, he mistrusts her because o f  her past, and h e  

is overwhelmed b y  jealousy when she becomes i nvolved with Alex. Oddly 

enough, he punishes her for doing the very thing he has asked her to do. 

Ultimately, Alicia becomes a pawn in a dangerous love triangle, with the two 

men vying  for control .  Editing in the famous horse track scene il lustrates a 

pattern of behavior that repeats itself over the course of the film :  

whenever Alicia's masquerade of  a relationship wi th  Alex threatens 

Devlin ' s  masculinity, he retaliates by impugning her reputation . l  

During the scene, collage and t iming emphasize how unguarded 

jealousy motivates Devlin to utter spiteful words that st ing Alicia z 

She has gone to the track with her new faux boyfriend, Alex, osten

sibly to spend a romantic day at the races. But once at the track, she 

leaves his side and goes to the lower deck of the stadium, where she 

has secretly arranged to meet Devlin to discuss the case. As the two 

share information, the camera films them using a medium two-shot 

(fig. 7.64) . To be discreet, both smile gracefully and look offscreen, 
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1 Notice h ow the last sentence of the 
introd u ctory paragrap h  an n o u nces the 
m ain idea that the rest of the essay will 
d iscuss. Ever"yth ing else that follows th i s  
clearly demarcated thesi s statement i s  
su bo r"din ate t o  th is m ain idea. 

2 Th is sentence expresses the m ain idea of 
the paragrap h . I t fun ctio n s  m u c h  l ike a 
thesis statement for the rest of the 
paragraph .  S u ch a sentence is called a 
" to pic sentence." Topic sentences do not 
always h ave to be the first sentence of a 
p aragraph ; nor  do they h ave to be 
li m ited to one sentence. But the 
strongest paragr"ap h s  in an academic 
essay will begin wi th a topic sentence or 
two . The reason wh y skim m ing an article 
or reviewing an assign ment by read ing 
the first sentence of each paragraph can 
be effective is that the m ost im portant 
i deas generally appear" at the begin ning. 
Can you under"stan d how the argu ment 
of th is essay p rogresses b y  read ing the 
topic  sentences? 

7.64 Devlin and Alicia p retend to be 
casual acq u ai n tances in Notorious. 
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3 Notice the overall structu re of the 
paragraph up until this point. After [he 
topic sentence, the author includes some 
descriptive sentences. This serves as 
evidence for the paragraph's  m ain claim 
as articulated in the topic sentence. Here 
the author begi n s to analyze that 
evidence. Analysis explain s  or el aborates 
on the logical lin k s  between the evid ence 
and the m ain claim . Th i s  is a standard 
organ izational pattern i n academ ic 
writing: clai m , evidence, an alysis. 

7.65 A m e d i u m  close-u p captures Alicia's 
anger in  Notorious . 

7.66 Devli n's  po int  of view in Notorious. 

7.67 A cut to a close-u p  emphasizes 
Alicia's pain in Notorious . 
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as if  focusing on the race while exchanging pleasantries. As Alicia concludes 

her report, she reluctantly informs Devlin she h as completed the first stage 

of the investigation by adding Alex to " her list of playmates. " The scene 

cuts immediately to a medium close-up of Devlin, as he straightens his 

posture (as i f  he has been struck) and the smile on his face freezes. The 

collage of imagery-including both the change in Devlin 's  demeanor and 

facial expression and the transition from the two-shot to the emotionally 

freighted medium close-up-emphasizes a sudden shift in  mood. Further

more, the timing of the cut explains why Devlin's professionalism has given 

way to anger. He resents that Alicia has become sexually involved with 

someone else. 

Ingrid Bergman's performance makes it clear that Alicia's affair with Alex 

is the last thing she wants. She begins the affair not out of sexual desire, but 

because Devlin and her country have asked her to do so.  Secretly she hopes 

that Devlin will ask her to quit the case. But Devlin is too self-absorbed to 

see her anguish, and, i nstead of releasing her from her obligation,  he mali

ciously lashes out i n  the next exchange in  this scene. 

After Devlin has a chance to 

digest Alicia's news, he begins his 

attack. The edit ing captures his 

anger as well as Alicia's defen

siveness. His first response is  to 

proclaim wryly that she's made 

"pretty fast work" ;  the phrase 

serves to disparage her sexual 

ethics rather than to congratulate 

her on her skills at espionage. 

The scene then cuts to a medium 

close-up of  Alicia as she defends 

herself: "That' s  what you wanted, 

isn ' t  it?" she asks. Then there is a 

cut to a medium close-up profile 

shot of Devlin (figs. 7.65, 7.66, 

7 .67) . Devlin's response to 

Alicia's question is to tell her to 

"skip i t . ,
,
3 Rather than addressing 

the confl ict between them, Devlin 

avoids it. As they both try to sup

press their emotions, H itchcock 

returns to the medium two-shot. 

During the exchange of vicious 

barbs, the editing l iterally sepa

rates them by framing them indi 

vidually. But  when they try to 

speak amicably to one another-
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before and after the heated exchange-Hitchcock uses a two-shot in which 

they share the same space. 

The editing's tempo also reflects the ebb and flow of  emotions. When 

Alicia and Devlin try to act professionally and remain emotionally detached, 

Hitchcock relies on relatively long takes of  the two-shot. But as tension esca

lates, the cutting speeds up  considerably. When the two spies attempt to dial 

down their emotions and restore an air of professionalism, the tempo slows 

down via a longer take of the medium two-shot . But their efforts are short

lived. Devlin 's jealousy and anger quickly resurface, and the rapid cutting 

from one medium close-up to another repeats itself. 

The scene ensures that the audience's sympathy remains with Alicia and 

not Devlin. As the argument progresses, she pleads with him to understand 

her predicament: she has wanted to temper her "notorious "  reputation as a 

party girl because she has fallen in love with him.  Yet Alicia's assignment 

requires her to exploit the very repu tation she's trying to shirk. When she 

tells him to give her a sign so that she can make the decision to abandon 

the case, he spitefully tells her that, i f  she had really wanted to change, she 

would have made the decision herself. "A man doesn' t  tell a woman what 

to do, she tells herself, " he exclaims. " You almost had me believing that little 

hokey-pokey miracle of  yours that a woman l ike you could change its 

spots . "  Alicia i s  in a Catch-22 situation: she initially accepts the case out of 

a sense of  patriotic duty, hoping to restore her reputation, but Devlin rejects 

her because, in his eyes, accepting the assignment only confirms that she is 

a woman of easy virtue. 

Appropriately, the editing distances the audience from Devlin while 

simultaneously encouraging an emotional identification with Alicia. Repeat

edly, Hitchcock uses an eyeline match to give viewers Alicia's point of view. 

The first shot in the pattern is the medium close-up of  Alicia from the front 

as she turns to look at Devlin . This is followed by a medium close-up profile 

shot of  Devlin. The contrast between the frontal shots of  Alicia and the 

profile shots o f  Devlin allows the audience to see him from her perspective, 

both physically and emotionally. While she is emotionally open (the audi

ence sees and can respond to her facial expression) , he is cold and d istant 

(the audience can only see half of  his face, implying that he is trying to deny 

his feelings for her) . 

The audience 's sympathetic identification with Alicia reaches its cl imax 

when Devlin tells her, " I t  wouldn' t  have been pretty i f  I had believed in you 

. . .  i f  I had figured, 'She'd never be able to go through with i t .' "  Of  all of 

Devlin's comments, these words have the greatest impact on Alicia, because 

Devlin is effectively saying that he's never loved her and that only an 

immoral woman could have accepted the case in  the first place. In  the 

middle of  this line of  d ialogue, there is a cut from a medium close-up of 

Devlin to a close-up of Alicia, her eyes cast downward in  dejection. The 

t iming of  the cut draws attention to Alicia's pained reaction to Devlin's 

hateful words. Moreover, the juxtaposition of  the (slightly) more distant shot 
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4 Once agai n t h e  p a ragra p h  begi n s  wi t h  a 
clai m a n d  then o ffers evid e n ce . Wh ic h 
s e n ten ces are d e sc ri p t ive , a n d  w h i c h  
o n e s  offe t" an alysi s o f  d etai l s? Loo k  fo r 
p h rases w h e re t h e  au tho r bri efly re fet"s 
back to s u bjects descri bed i n m o re d etai l 
earl i e r. Th is is an effective strategy fo r 
e m p h asizi ng i n te rpretive/ a n alyti c al 
c l ai m s;  i t 's a way to reiterate i m portan t 
detai l s b e fore ex p l a i n i ng th e i r  
sign i fica n ce . 
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of Devlin wi th  the  close-up of Alicia underscores the poignancy of the  

moment. As  Devlin continues his diatribe, Hitchcock cuts back and forth 

between medium close-ups of Devlin and close-ups of Alicia, allowing the 

audience to witness the tears welling up in her eyes (a detail that o therwise 

might have been missed) .4 

The heated dialogue comes to an end when Devlin spies Alex approach

ing. Devlin and Alicia begin their affectless charade once again so as not to 

arouse Alex's suspicion, and once again the shift in  tone is accompanied by 

a cut to a sustained medium two-shot. When Alex enters the frame, Devlin 

excuses himself, and Alex begins to interrogate Alicia. The end of  the scene 

thus makes i t  clear that both men are monitoring Alicia for the same reason: 

jealousy. Alex has been watching Alicia to  make sure she "behaves" prop

erly. Crucially, Alex has no reason to suspect she is a spy. Rather, he is 

closely guarding her as his sexual property. This revelation establishes a par

allel between the Nazi agent Alex and the American intelligence officer 

Devlin that will  become more explicit as the fi lm progresses. Both men claim 

to love Alicia, yet they physically and psychologically abuse her because 

neither fully trusts her romantic intentions. 
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A udiovisual analysis m ust  rely on words
) 

and so we 
must take words seriously . . .  Why say «a sound)) 
when we can say «crackling)) or «rumbling)) or 
«tremolo . »  Using more exact words allows us to 
confron t  and compare perceptions and to make 
progress in pinpointing and defining them. 

Michael Chion 

I
n Terry Jones's comedic period film Monty Python's Ufe of Brian ( 1 979) , 

Roman soldiers pursue Brian, a woebegone sad sack trying to shrug off claims 

that he's a messiah.  In  an instant of poor judgment, Brian flees up a set of 

stairs, which dead-ends at the top of a decrepit tower. Terrified , he  falls from the 

top of the tower. As he plunges toward his seemingly inevitable death, he falls 

Sou n d  

8.1 Mechanical mayh em in Serenity. 
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into the seat of a space ship, which is being pursued . . .  by another space ship.  

The chase advances to outer space, and the squeal of tires on pavement rings 

out as the two ships round sharp "corners " in the celestial chase scene (fig. 8.2) . 

This wildly anachronistic, hilarious episode points to how integral sound is to 

the construction of cinematic imagery. The scene parodies the way the sounds 

o f  grinding gears and tires hitting the blacktop are as important in an action 

sequence as the image of automobiles careening around corners. [n this scene 

rubber does not literally touch asphalt, but Jones obl iges-and ridicules-his 

audience's expectation that any good chase sequence will include the sound of 

roaring engines and squeal ing tires. 

The film also i l lustrates how sound in a fi lm does not always correspond to 

what's happening onscreen. I t  is an expressive element of  fi lm capable of  oper

ating independently from images. Often filmmakers encourage intellectual and 

emotional responses by including sounds that do not logically or literally corres

pond to the image. In  this particular scene, Jones encourages laughter by exploit

ing the discrepancy between what the audience sees and what the audience hears. 

But not all sounds differ so dramatically from the image being shown; nor do 

they all stimulate laughter. What emotional response does George Lucas encour

age with the sound associated with the light sabers in Star Wars? What sound in 

this context might have produced laughter? 

Though many film critics and scholars focus most of their attention on the 

narrative and visual elements of films, this chapter emphasizes how sound is an 

evocative element in its own right. As the above example suggests, sound plays 

a critical role in determining how audiences react to images, and so this chapter 

stresses the importance of  learning how to think, talk, and write about sound, 

using concrete, analytical language. 

This chapter begins with a brief history of the use of  sound in films, followed 

by a discussion of the technical aspects of  the soundtrack, which is generally 

created completely independently from the visual image. Then there is an exam

ination of the different relationships that a filmmaker can create between sound 

and image. The last section looks at the three components of film sound in terms 

of the way filmmakers manipulate the relationship between sound and image. 

A film soundtrack is composed of three elements: dialogue, music, and 

sound effects. These components are recorded separately from the images and 

from one another. Mixing is the process of combining the three elements of film 

sound into one soundtrack, which is added to the image track in post-prodUC

t ion.  Although the early years of cinema ( 1 896- 1 927) are referred to as the silent 

era, the next section explains that films have always depended upon the rela

tionship between image and sound, which involves aesthetic principles, techno

logical innovations, and commercial considerations. 

Film Sound: A Brief H istory 

Contrary to popular assumption, movies were never " silent . "  In practice, a 

variety of sounds accompanied the exhibition o f  early films. A piano accompan

ied the first public film screenings on December 28, 1 885 , when the Lumiere 
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brothers projected their work at the 

Grand Cafe in Paris. In 1 908 Camille 

Saint-Saens composed the first fi lm 

score (music specifically composed or  

arranged to  accompany a film) , but in 

general the musical accompaniment 

in the early days of the cinema was 

more off the cuff. Most films weren' t  

scored, so musicians played whatever 

music they wanted to play, and " pro

fessionalism left much to be desired 

since, in many theaters, the orchestra 

would play through a certain number 

of compositions and then simply get 

up and leave the film and the audi

ence" (Prendergast, p. 5 ) . Neverthe

less, music, live narration and sound 

effects devices were all integral parts 

of the theater experience. 

Cinema took a step toward industry-wide synchronization of sound and 

image in 1 91 2 ,  when Max Winkler devised a system of musical cue sheets that 

was subsequently adopted by the Universal Film Company. These cue sheets 

provided specific instructions on what musical pieces should be played during a 

screening and when. In contrast to this method of accompaniment, which was 

based on already existing compositions, big budget films such as D .W. Griffith ' s  

The Birth of a Nation ( 1 91 5) had  original scores. Exhibitors could hire entire 

orchestras for these films and transform screenings into elaborate galas. But this 

was not a uniform practice, since smaller theaters could not afford the large 

orchestras needed to perform such composi tions. In the quest to help musicians 

coordinate their playing with the image, studios even briefly experimented with 

projecting the musical notes of the score with the film (similar to a subtitle) , but 

audiences found this distracting (Prendergast 1 3) .  Thus, from the earliest days 

of cinema, movies incorporated the three elements of film sound : dialogue, 

sound effects, and music. 

Silent cinema, thus, was never silent. The distinction between early "silen t"  

cinema and later sound cinema actually rests on the  difference between live 

sound and recorded soundtracks that were affixed to the image track. 

The idea of combining pre-recorded sound that could be synchronized with 

images motivated many early experiments with sound, but the process of devel

oping a workable system for doing so spanned several decades. 

An early system capable of synchronizing sound and image was Vitaphone's 

sound on disc system, where sound was recorded and played on separate discs. 

But it wasn ' t  until 1 927 that a group of exhibitors (Loew's ,  Universal, First 

National, Paramount, and Producers Distributing Corporation) signed the " Big 

Five Agreement , "  which stated that the signatories would jo intly agree to adopt 

the single fi lm sound system that they decided was the best one for the indus

try. Realizing that the introduction of several incompatible fil m  sound systems 
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8.2 The comic space chase in Monty 
Python's Life of Brian .  
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8.3 Dramatic visual experimencati on in 
Dream of a Rarebit Fiend. 
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would limit distribution and,  ultimately, s tudio profits ,  they wanted to ensure 

technological standardization (Gomery, p .  1 3) .  As a result ,  by 1 929 ,  nearly 75 % 

of Hollywood fi lms included pre-recorded sound (Cook, p .  249) . 

By 1 930 sound-on-film systems replaced sound on disc. Sound-on-film 

systems were based on the conversion of sound to electronic signals that were 

recorded as light impulses on film stock. These optical sound tracks appear as 

wavy lines along the edge of the film print. The sound information is read by a 

photoelectric cell on the projector as light from an exciter lamp passes through 

the soundtrack. 

C ritical Debates ove r Film Sound 

One widely held misperception about early cinema was that the lack of pre

recorded sound crippled its expressive potential . For fi lmmakers at the time, the 

so-called silence was anything but a deficit. Edwin S.  Porter's Dream of a Rarebit 

Fiend ( 1 906) , which uses double-exposure to capture the spatial disorientation 

that accompanies inebriation, demonstrates how, in  its infancy, silent film made 

rapid advances in visual style (fig. 8.3) . By the time " talking pictures " arrived in 

1 927, the cinema had become a highly sophisticated visual medium. F.w. 

Murnau 's The Last Laugh ( 1 924) , a feature-length film,  doesn' t  include any dia

logue. Rather than using intertitles, Murnau relied on mise en scene and camera 

movement to communicate what his characters were thinking and feeling. 

Given the power of cinema 's  visual elements, the shift from live to recorded 

sound was not an unqualified step forward for the art. The need to record dia

logue on the set affected the mobil ity of the camera, which, in turn, negatively 

impacted film style. Motion picture cameras had to be encased in soundproof 

booths so that microphones would not pick up the sound of their motors (fig. 

8.4) . But, in the booth, the camera 

could pan only about 30 degrees to 

the right or left (Salt, p .  38) . Marsha 

Kinder and Beverle Houston write, 

" the three elements that had been 

so crucial to the artistic development 

of the silent cinema-visual compos

ition, camera movement, and editing 

-were severely restricted " (p.  52) . 

The fact that early sound films were 

called " talking pictures " is revealing. 

No longer were they " moving pic

tures " ;  they were static images that 

" talked . "  The new sound technology 

sacrificed visual inventiveness and 

placed a h igh value on the novelty of 

hearing characters talk. 

Murnau 's  fi rst Hol lywood fi lm ,  

Sunrise ( 1 927) , serves as a model of  

how cinema might have exploited 
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sound technology d ifferently, 

had dialogue not become the 

raison d 'etre. Produced on the 

cusp of the sound era, Sunrise 

was filmed silent , allowing the 

camera to perform wi ldly elab

orate movements, including a 

famous tracking shot that follows 

the main character (George 

O'Brien) through a swamp as he 

trudges to meet his  mistress. At 

one point the camera and the 

man's paths diverge, only to 

reunite when he meets his  lover. 

Inventive choreography such as 

this, wherein the camera and 

the actor take separate paths, 

was not possible in the earliest 

talking pictures. 

But Sunrise did reap the 

technological benefits of a pre

recorded musical soundtrack that allowed for the synchronization of sound and 

image. Thus, Hugo Riesenfeld was able to compose his original score for the 

image. The result is a dreamy fusion of  sonic and visual expressionism. While 

there is no recorded dialogue, 

musical instruments occasionally 

stand in for the  characters ' 

voices, as when a French horn 

mimics the sound of a husband's 

wail as he yells out for his wife 

(fig. 8.5 ) .  In every way, the 

fi lm is a visual tour de force 

that uses sound as a complemen

tary element, not as a defining 

one. Today i t  is rout inely her

alded as one of  the master

works of cinema. But  when it 

was released in 1 927 ,  i t  was 

overshadowed by The Jazz 

Singer (Alan Crosland 1 927) 

the first feature-length film to 

include synchronized dialogue 

and musical numbers ,  whose 

success guaranteed the i ndus

try's shift to " talking p ictures . "  

At the time, n o t  everyone i n  

t h e  industry whole-heartedly 
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8.4 A camera in a sou ndproof booth. 

8.S Aud iences hear the mournfu l  wail of 
a French horn when they see this im age in 
Sunrise. 
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embraced the new technologies of  sound . French director Rene Clair argued that, 

with the development of talkies, " the screen has lost more than i t  has gained. I t  

has conquered the world of voices, but it has lost the world of  dreams" (Clair) . 

Soviet filmmakers Sergei Eisenstein, V. l .  Pudovkin, and Gregori Alexandrov 

feared that the use of sound technology would " proceed along the l ine of  least 

resistance, i .e, along the line of  satisfying simple curiosity" (Eisenstein) . In their 

manifesto, these directors warned that,  were filmmakers to rely on sound for 

conveying meaning, the cinema would be robbed of its visual energy and movies 

would be reduced to a medium for recording " ' highly cultured dramas' and 

other photographed performances of  a theatrical sort " (Eisenstein) .  Eventually, 

Clair, Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and Alexandrov all embraced sound technology. 

Clair and Eisenstein in particular directed films (for example, Under the Roofs of 

Paris [ 1930] , Alexander Nevsky [ 1 938 ] )  that became influential precisely because 

of their creative use of synchronized sound. What these directors feared was the 

prospect of  a cinema where sound-specifically talking-impeded the visual ele

ments. In retrospect, the success of The Jazz Singer at the apparent expense of 

Sunrise confirms that, at least for a t ime, these fears were warranted . 

The conversion to sound had more than an aesthetic impact on the film 

industry. The high costs of  conversion to sound film hit independent producers 

particularly hard because it became more difficult to compete with better

financed, vertically integrated studios. Whereas African-American producers 

George and Noble Johnson of the Lincoln Motion Picture Company had lost 

their struggle to maintain their independence from Hollywood by the mid-

1 920s, Oscar Micheaux managed to continue making films into the 1 930s and 

1 940s. Due in part to the cost of sound technology, Micheaux declared bank

ruptcy in 1 928 but re-emerged with new investors in  1 93 1  to make his first 

sound film .  Jesse Algernon Rhines describes the sound films of Micheaux as 

"a miracle of entrepreneurial determination" although "they were not successful 

competitors with white productions even for an African American audience" 

(Rhines, p .  3 1 ) .  Thus, while the advent of  " talking pictures" fascinated audi

ences and promised to be a lucrative i nvestment for Hollywood, some film

makers questioned both the aesthetic and the economic consequences of the 

transition to sound. 

In  the late 1 930s, the practice of re-recording, or post-synchronization,  freed 

sound films from the idea that "everything seen on the screen must be heard on 

the soundtrack" (Cook, p .  271 ) .  The practice of  re-recording allowed filmmakers 

to manipulate sound and to experiment with the relation of sound to image. 

Now almost all commercial films, even those whose aim is a realistic depiction 

of  conversation, use dialogue recorded in post-production. The freedom engen

dered by post-synchronization has allowed filmmakers to transform film sound 

into a v ital component of cinematic expression, completely independent of, and 

at times more weighty than, a film's visual information . 

Repeatedly, advances in film sound technology have promised greater fidelity 

and a heightened sense of audio realism. In the 1 950s (with the advent of 

magnetic tape recording) , films began featuring multichannel soundtracks, 

which allowed filmmakers to add layers of sounds. Dolby and wireless eight

track recording contributed to the complex sound mixes of  the Hollywood 
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Renaissance filmmakers of the early 1 9 70s. Multi -track recording and Dolby 

noise reduction produced sound with better definition and individuation, per

mitting a greater degree of detail . When Star Wars-one of the first major 

releases in Dolby-was in theaters, Dolby-equipped theaters earned more box 

office revenue than non-Dolby theaters (Shreger, p .  353 ) . As a result, the indus

try responded: at the beginning of 1 978 there were 700 Dolby-equipped theaters, 

but during that year the number grew at a rate of 500 per month (Shreger, 

p. 354) . More recently filmmakers have shifted to digital sound reproduction 

in the form of  THX, Dolby Digital, and DTS systems. This latest sound revolu

tion extended to include products for the home viewing market: the Digital 

Video Disc (DVD) and the home theater, complete with sophisticated surround 

sound system. 

Audiences' attraction to the recent proliferation of digital sound systems, 

which promise increased fidelity and more realistic sound, suggests a lingering, 

common misperception: that film sound should replicate the sounds one would 

experience in " real life. " But film sound is an expressive element, as carefully 

composed as the image. Film sounds do not reproduce reality-they provide an 

aesthetic experience, in conjunction with the images onscreen .  

�� Freeing Sound from I mage 

Sound effects (any noise that forms part of the film soundtrack, apart from dia

logue and music) are seldom recordings of the actual events the audience is 

being shown. Otherwise Hollywood would leave an awful lot of corpses in its 

wake, given the popularity of gunfights i n  films ! Instead, Foley artists produce 

many of a film's sound effects by creatively manipulating various materials 

(fig. 8.6) (The position was named for 

Jack Foley, who created the first 

sound effects studio in the 1 950s.) To 

create the sound of  Manny the 

Mammoth's lumbering footsteps in Ice 

Age (Chris Wedge and Carlos Sal

danha 2002) , Foley artists dropped 

logs into pits of mud and sand ( "Foley 

Artists") . The ubiquitous laser blasts 

in Star Wars are actually the sound of 

Ben Burtt banging a hammer against 

an antenna's guy wire. According to 

the famous sound designer for the 

series, "The basic thing in  all films is 

to create something that sounds 

believable to everyone, because it 's 

composed of familiar things that you 

can not quite recognize immediately"  

(quoted in Carlsson) . Even the  sound 

Free ing Sound from I m age 

8.6 Foley artists at work. 
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Sound Recording and Dubbing in Production and Pos t-production 

The sou n d  d esigner p l ans the sou nd for a fi l m  and oversees 

the enti re record i ng p rocess. 

how m uch p rerecorded and origi n al m usic  the fi l m  wi l l  be 

able to i n cl u d e .  Th e com poser o r  arranger scores the fi l m ,  

often watch ing da i l ies for i n s p i rati o n .  When t h e  score i s  

complete, t h e  com poser works with t h e  m usic  e d i to r  to 

record the score. Together they d eterm i n e  when the m usic 

should enter  the s o u n d track, and when it  s h o u l d  l eave. The 

re-record ing m ixer com b i nes and m ixes a l l  three e lements of 

the fi l m 's s o u n d track. The su pervis ing sound ed i to r  

su pervises t h e  enti re process o f  edit ing t h e  s o u n dtrack, 

m aking sure that the d i al ogue,  sound effects, and m usic  are 

synchronized with the i m ages. 

D u ri ng the prod u ction p h ase of fi l m i ng, a boom operator 

extends the m icrophone at the end of a long pole,  or boom, 

to record d ialogue o n  the set. The cab le person m an ages the 

eq u i pment. The location sound m ixer, o r  production sound 

m ixer, controls  the record ing and m ixing d u ring the shoot. 

D u ring post-prod u ct ion,  Foley artists and effects ed itors 

experi ment with m aking and record ing sound effects. The 

ADR su pervisor re-records flawed o r  i n ad e q u ate l i nes of 

d i alogue. Meanwh i le ,  the fi l m 's m usic supervisor d etermi nes 
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of footsteps in film isn't  "real . " In fact, the most common manufactured sound 

effect in  films is walking, which is why Foley artists are often called " Foley 

walkers" (Cook, p. 966) . 

During post-production for Psycho, Alfred Hitchcock famously decided that 

stabbing a casaba melon produced the best sound effect for Marion Crane 's 

murder. Alternatively, Martin Scorsese preferred the sound of  knives puncturing 

slabs of pork, chicken, and beef for simulating the grisly effects of men gett ing 

stabbed in Goodfellas. Filmmakers conceive of sounds differently, even when the 

effects are linked to the same visual event. Thankfully, none of  these sound 

effects literally recreates the noise of a knife p iercing human flesh .  Instead, film

makers choose the sound effect for the emotional effect i t  wil l  have on the 

audience. Even when sound effects are recorded on  location (called direct 

sound) ,  they are remixed and remastered i n  post-production so that they achieve 

the desired result . 

The human voice is s imilarly prone to post-production manipulation .  While 

a scene containing dialogue is usually recorded by the camera and sound equip

ment, if a technical glitch or inappropriate inflection mars the delivery of a par

ticular line, that line can be replaced during post-production using a process 

called ADR, or automatic dialogue replacement. During this process, sometimes 

called looping, actors re-read their lines as they watch footage of the scene that 

needs to be reworked. In fact, the voice that audiences hear is not necessarily 

that of the actor who appears to be speaking onscreen. While David Prowse 

plays Darth Vader onscreen in Star Wars, audiences hear the voice of James Earl 

Jones whenever Vader speaks. 

Finally, the third component of the soundtrack-music-is often quite obvi

ously freed from the image. In  fact, much fil m  music is non-diegetic ,  or played 

outside the world the characters inhabit. Even when songs are part of the die

gesis, as in musicals where characters break out into song and dance routines, 

audiences hear separately recorded orchestrations that transcend the l imitations 
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imposed by the mechanics of film production . Professional singers often perform 

the musical numbers instead of the stars onscreen (whose voices may prove 

inadequate) . 

Because filmmakers have the ability to select and manipulate every sound on 

the soundtrack-dialogue, sound effects, and music-audiences should be as 

attentive to what they hear as they are to what they see, and consider how i t  

contributes to  the  overall aesthetic impact of the  film . 

1I� The Relationship Between Sound 
and I mage 

Filmmakers often take advantage of the fact that sound and image are recorded 

separately. Whenever filmmakers construct a soundtrack, they must consider 

what audiences wil l  hear at any given t ime and whether dialogue, music, or 

sound effects gets the most emphasis. Because dialogue conveys so much infor

mation, speech gets the most emphasis in most mainstream films. Rarely do 

sound effects or music overwhelm the dialogue. Even in action films such as 

Serenity (fig. 8. 1 ,  p. 233 ) ,  which are loaded with explosive pyrotechnics and 

mechanical mayhem, dialogue between characters is still clearly audible 

although the characters may be in  the midst of situations where other sounds 

would, in  reality, overwhelm the human voice altogether. 

Of course, some filmmakers have experimented with intentionally obscuring 

pivotal l ines of dialogue. In Hitchcock's Rear Window, L.B.  Jeffries (James 

Stewart) spies on his neighbors while he spends his days stuck in his apartment, 

recuperating from a broken leg. While his neighbors often appear onscreen 

talking (or arguing) , much of their dialogue is inaudible; audiences can hear 

their voices, but cannot u nderstand their words. Hitchcock's use of sound 

demands that the audience share Jeffries 's perspective. The audience can only 

speculate about what the other characters are saying, based on their tone of  

voice and their body movements. 

In Woody Allen's comedy Bananas ( 1 9 71 ) ,  two thugs assault Fielding Mellish 

(Allen) in  a subway car. In  an u nusual move, Allen does not include any dia

logue or sound effects on the soundtrack, only non-diegetic music. Audiences 

hear a type of music reminiscent of silent movie era slapstick. The inclusion of 

such music rather than the thugs' threatening words or the sound of  the 

subway's roar through the tunnel tells the audience to read the scene as comic 

instead of tragic or exciting. 

These two examples i l lustrate how filmmakers carefully choose which sounds 

to include on the soundtrack, knowing that emphasizing a particular sound 

helps to shape the audience's perspective and to determine the emotional 

dynamics of a scene. 

In  addition to selecting what sounds an audience will hear, filmmakers also 

consider how these sounds will correspond to the imagery. Usually the sound

track will  offer an acoustic equivalent to the visual effect on the screen. For 

example, when the massive ship hits the iceberg in Titanic, the soundtrack 

conveys the sound of ice wrenching and tearing the ship's steel hull .  
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But there are five ways that sound may differ from the imagery onscreen. 

Filmmakers can choose to create contrasts between: 

• onscreen space and offscreen space 

• objective images and subjective sound 

• diegetic details and non-diegetic sound 

• image time and sound time 

• image mood and sound mood. 

Emphasizing the Contrast between Onsc reen and 
Offsc reen Space 

Sound is a powerful tool for helping filmmakers create the i llusion that the world 

of the story extends beyond the boundaries of  the frame. Sound often points to 

action that happens offscreen-details that are u nseen, but  which are important 

factors shaping the storyline. After Marion Crane 

checks into her room at the Bates Motel in Psycho, she 

hears Mrs. Bates berating N orman (fig. 8.7) . While the 

audience never sees their argument, the soundtrack 

clarifies that mother and son are carrying out their 

squabble in the dark, gothic mansion on top of the hill .  

The fact that Mother's voice bleeds into Marion's room 

also reaffirms what the mise en scene has already sug

gested :  that the eerie house and its inhabitant (Mother) 

pervade the hotel below. Crucially, audiences don't  see 

Mother yelling at Norman; i t 's  not the images that 

suggest her dominance, but sound emanating from off

screen space. 

Emphasizing the Diffe rence between O bjective Images 
and Subjective Sounds 

Sound gives audiences access to what a character is thinking, even while the 

images continue to show what the character is doing or experiencing at an objec

tive level. Sound can depict a character's subjectivity without the need to dis

solve to a fantasy or flashback sequence. In  Psycho, as Marion flees Phoenix with 

the $40,000 she has stolen, she imagines what others are saying about her mys

terious disappearance. Onscreen, Marion continues to drive her car, nervously 

but cautiously. But audiences hear, via the use of  a voice-over, the voices she 

imagines, primarily those of her boss and the client from whom she's stolen. 

These voices do not exist in the external ,  objective world of the film.  This use 

of sound to indicate character subjectivity is a motif running throughout the 

film, which suggests an important parallel between Norman and Marion.  Audi

ences u ltimately recognize that both characters act out their guilt in their minds. 

Alternatively, filmmakers can emphasize the subjective experience of sound 

by withholding details. In  the documentary Grizzly Man, director Werner Herzog 

obtains the audio recording of naturalist Timothy Treadwell being mauled to 
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death in a ferocious bear attack. 

Throughout the film, the director 

draws parallels between his experi

ences as a filmmaker and Treadwell's 

obsessive desire to live among the 

bears. Herzog films himself listening 

to the event on headphones, but the 

audience does not hear the tape (fig. 

8.8) . Herzog even warns Treadwell's 

ex-girlfriend never to listen to the 

tape. This unusual decision to deny 

the audience access to an important 

sound implies how Herzog's subjec

tive experience of listening to the tape 

is too profound to be captured on 

film, as if the audience can never fully 

understand the emotional bond 

Herzog shares with Treadwell. 

Emphasizing the Difference between Diegetic Details 

and Non-diegetic Sound 

Sound and image can differ in terms of their relationship to the story world. 

Using the terminology set out in Chapter 5 ,  anything that the characters involved 

in the story can experience can be called diegetic sound, while anything outside 

the story space can be referred to as non-diegetic sound. By far the most 

common non-diegetic sound is music, but non-diegetic sound also includes, for 

example, sound effects that don't actually occur within the diegesis. In Requiem 

for a Dream, for example, a variety of sound effects simulate the experience of 

using drugs. In one montage sequence, the sound of a plane flying overhead 

accompanies fragmented images depicting the process of shooting heroin. While 

voice-overs are usually diegetic-examples include Martin SCOI'sese's Goodfellas 

and George Miller's Happy Feet-some films include a voice-over narration that 

is non-diegetic: that is, someone from outside the world of the story delivers the 

voice-over, as in A.I. (Steven Spielberg 2001) or The Royal Tenenbaums. 

Non-diegetic sounds generally function as a form of direct address, wherein 

the filmmaker offers explicit commentary on the image. By noticing whether or 

not sounds are diegetic or non-diegetic, therefore, audiences can determine the 

degree to which the filmmaker is directly addressing them. In Grosse Pointe 

Blank (George Armitage 1997) , when hired hit man Martin Q. Blank (John 

Cusack) goes to his high school reunion, he discovers that a cookie-cutter con

venience store has been built where his parents' house used to stand. When he 

first realizes that his house is gone, audiences hear the chorus to the rock song 

"Live and Let Die" and recognize its dog-eat-dog philosophy. The music is non

diegetic: no visual cues indicate that Blank is listening to the song on a radio. 

His facial expression upon seeing the store registers his shock, however, and the 

music's lyrics and chords underscore his feelings of anger, cynicism, and dismay. 
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Diegetic sounds, on tile other hand, help define an environment whose traits 

the characters must recognize to some degree. In the same film, when Blank 

enters the store, a silly muzak version of the same song plays over the tinny store 

speakers. This diegetic music helps to define the character of a store that has 

replaced a distinctive dwelling (Blank's home) with a bland, commercial setting 

and an array of cheap junk food. 

Often diegetic music reveals character traits. When a character plays a song 

on a jukebox or listens to music on the radio, that music is an outward symbol 

of her taste or emotional state at a given point in time. In Grosse Pointe Blank, 

Blank's former girlfriend Debi Newberry (Minnie Driver),  whom he jilted in high 

school, now works as a radio OJ. Throughout the film, she plays pop music from 

the 1980s in honor of the upcoming high school reunion-and nostalgically rem

inisces about her high school lover. 

Emphasizing the Difference between Image Time 

and Sound Time 

Combining sound and image allows filmmakers to present two different points 

in time simultaneously, as when a voice-over narration describes past events. In 

Double Indemnity (Billy Wilder 1944), the voice of Walter Neff (Fred MacMur

ray) , speaking from the present, explains the visual images and actions of Neff's 

past. In The Princess Bride (Rob Reiner 1987) , a grandfather (Peter Falk) narrates 

a story to his young grandson (Fred Savage) . Falk's voice-over narration reminds 

viewers that the world onscreen is a fantasy, lovingly concocted by the interac

tion between the author, the storyteller, and the boy. 

Discrepancies in time that are signaled by sound and image also occur during 

transitions between scenes. On occasion, the dominant sound at the end of one 

scene will carry over into the next scene, forming the aural equivalent of a dis

solve called a sound bridge. Alternatively, some scenes end with the gradual 

emergence of the next scene's dominant sound. Such moments suggest the pow

erful aura of an event, as the sound acts as a reminder of its lingering presence 

or anticipates an event's arrival. In Taxi Driver, a pimp, Sport (Harvey Keitel) , 

seduces Iris, a thirteen year-old prostitute (Jodie Foster) . He puts on soft music 

and whispers banal expressions of love, and slowly she succumbs to his over

tures. Suddenly the audience hears the explosive roar of gunfire while Sport and 

Iris are still embracing onscreen. Then the film cuts to the man who will 

"rescue" Iris by the end of the film, Travis Bickle (Robert DeNiro) , as he shoots 

in a firing range. The sound of Travis's gunplay seeps into the preceding scene, 

foreshadowing the climactic, bloody shootout between the two rivals for Iris's 

attention. On an thematic level, the fact that audiences hear a sound commonly 

associated with male aggression while seeing a distasteful seduction equates 

Sport's emotional manipulation with physical violence, and further suggests the 

parallel between Sport and Travis. 

With a lightning mix, sound doesn't overlap from one scene into the next. 

Instead, filmmakers link scenes together by joining different sounds that have 

similar qualities. In Citizen Kane, Orson Welles, who had worked extensively in 

radio, pioneered the cinematic use of this technique. In a brief montage 
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sequence depicting Kane's illicit affair with Susan Alexander and his short-lived 

political career, a lightning mix sonically links Kane's private and public lives. 

At the close of Susan's private recital for Kane, he claps his hands in apprecia

tion. Several hands can be heard clapping as the sequence dissolves to a small 

gathering on a city street, where Jed Leland delivers a campaign speech for 

Kane. Leland's voice grows louder and more impassioned until the scene again 

dissolves to a huge political rally while the soundtrack shifts seamlessly to 

Kane's voice, which seems to take over where Leland's left off. Whereas a sound 

bridge allows a sound to extend beyond a scene, a lightning mix emphasizes 

sonic parallels in adjacent scenes. 

Emphasizing Differences in Image Mood 
and Sound Mood 

Finally, combining sound and image can produce a jolting contrast on an emo

tional level. While typically the soundtrack corresponds to the action and accen

tuates the mood evoked by visual details, sometimes filmmakers will pair an 

image with a sound that seems wildly inappropriate, producing a noticeable 

tension between aural and visual information. Such disjunctures can occur 

within the diegesis, as when Alex (Malcolm McDowell) sings "Singing In the 

Rain" while he rapes Mrs. Alexander in A Clockwork Orange, or when Jules 

(Samuel L. Jackson) talks about fast food before he assassinates a man in 

Pulp Fiction. In both cases, the conflict between comic or absurd sound and 

a disturbingly violent image suggests the perpetrator 's indifference to his 

victim's plight. 

Filmmakers may also choose non-diegetic sounds to work against the 

imagery. The result may be irony, as in the conclusion of Dr. Strangelove, when 

the soundtrack plays "We'll Meet Again, "  to images of nuclear annihilation. 

Told that a Doomsday device has destroyed the world, audiences must realize 

there is no possibility of what the song's lyrics promise: that two lovers will be 

able to meet again. The irony is a fitting conclusion to the film's repeated sug

gestion that the nuclear arms race is one expression of aggressive masculine 

sexuality. 

Filmmakers can and do exploit all five variants of the relationship between 

sound and image. Sometimes the most creative use of film sound goes beyond 

simply trying to mirror the images onscreen or clarifying narrative events; the 

most profound examples of film sound often exploit the soundtrack's ability to 

add intellectual or emotional depth to the visual image. To develop valid inter

pretations of a film, viewers must be able first to define the relationship between 

sound and image and then describe its effect on the film's meaning. 

�ID Th ree Co m ponents of Fil m Sound 

In narrative films, the words a screenwriter gives to his characters, the music 

they listen to, and the sounds in their environment all convey a wealth of 

information. 
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Dialogue 

Dialogue forwards the narrative, giving voice to characters' aspirations, thoughts 

and emotions, often making conflicts among characters evident in the process. 

Text and Subtext 

The primary function of spoken dialogue is to externalize a character's thoughts 

and feelings, bringing motivations, goals, plans, and conflicts to the surface. 

Screenwriters are careful to avoid dialogue that reiterates information already 

made clear by the image. Clunky dialogue that states the obvious is called on

the-nose dialogue. 

The most effective dialogue works on several levels to suggest character moti

vations, even when characters are not fully aware of those feelings themselves. 

Dialogue makes meaning through the text (the words a characters says), the line 

reading (the way an actor says the line, including pauses, intonation, and 

emotion), and the subtext (the unstated meaning that underlies spoken words) . 

Dialogue often works in a roundabout fashion and depends upon audiences to 

discern the subtext (what isn't stated directly) which eloquently reveals a char

acter's complexity. In the character drama In the Bedroom (2000) , written by Rob 

Festinger and Todd Field, Ruth Fowler (Sissy Spacek) grieves over the death of her 

son Frank, who was shot by his girlfriend's estranged husband. In a brief scene 

where Ruth talks with her priest, the two characters communicate through both 

text and subtext. At the textual level, Father Oberti (Jonathan Walsh)-renamed 

Father McCasslin in the film-reminds Ruth that she isn't the only woman to 

have lost a child and Ruth asks questions about another grieving mother : 

FATHER OBERT! 

Louise McVey lost a child a few years back. Maybe you remember. 

RUTH 

(searching) 

Mmm she had four-it was the youngest girl, wasn't it? 

FATHER OBERT! 

Yes. She told me about a vision she had when she found out her 

daughter had died . . .  she saw herself at a great distance from the 

earth-and encircling it, an endless line-as she got closer she saw 

that it was made up of mothers-traveling forward. [ . . .  J She said 

she knew-that all the millions of women on her side-were the 

mothers who had lost children . . .  she seemed to find great 

comfort in that. 

Ruth doesn't react 

RUTH 

How did she die? 

FATHER OBERT! 

A drowning-some kind of swimming accident. 

RUTH 

Oh. 

(Festinger and Field, pp. 61-2) 
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At the subtextual level, Ruth's questions defy the priest's attempt at consolation. 

By reminding him that the other mother had four children and asking "How did 

she die? ", Ruth refuses to equate her loss with that of Louise McVey. Frank was 

an only child, killed in a violent encounter. Ruth believes that his tragic death 

sets her apart from everyone else, although she never states this belief directly. 

By refuSing to compare Frank's death with that of the McVey girl, Ruth also 

rejects any association with Louise McVey, a woman who is comforted by the 

realization that she is not alone. Without using words, Ruth powerfully asserts 

her commitment to her solitary suffering. 

Although the dominant sound in most narrative films is that of the human 

voice, most viewers don't consider in specific terms what it is that allows 

the voice to convey so much information so quickly. Listening to dialogue 

involves more than noting what words are spoken. Characters in books 

"speak " as well-but films allow audiences actually to hear qualities of speech, 

making the experience far more dynamic than that of reading words printed on 

the page. 

Dialogue plays an important role in establishing character. It can also be used 

to emphasize setting, or a character's cultural background. It can define a char

acter's relationship to others in terms of age, authority, or class. It can also reveal 

a character's level of education, or portray the level of a character's emotional 

and intellectual engagement with the story events. Finally, the voice can define 

a character's environment, and his relationship to that environment. 

The human voice has four sonic attributes that invest words with emotional 

and intellectual depth: volume, pitch, vocal characteristics, and acoustic quali

ties. Each of these is examined below, along with one particular use of the voice 

that deserves special attention: the voice-over. 

Volume 

It almost goes without saying that volume reflects the level and the type of a 

person's engagement with her surroundings. Generally, the louder a person 

speaks, the greater the emotional intensity of her words. Sigourney Weaver's 

vocal performance as Ripley in Alien (Ridley Scott 1979) is restrained. Through 

much of the film, she delivers her lines softly, conveying her calm, rational 

demeanor. After the alien has killed the captain, leaving Ripley in charge, she 

meets with the remaining crew members to decide what they should do. 

Tempers flare, and for the first time in the film, Ripley raises her voice to 

command the others' attention. Once her authority is established and the 

others calm down, she lowers her voice again, conveying her methodical, care

fully considered approach to solving the crew's dilemma. Only after the remain

der of her crew is killed and she fails to stop the ship's self-destruct sequence 

does Ripley scream out in frustration, implying a momentary lapse in confidence 

and resolve. 

Volume suggests the emotional vigor of dialogue. Loudness usually connotes 

a character experiencing intense emotion, such as anger, fear, or passion. 

Softness, on the other hand, usually connotes a more timid or carefully 

considered emotional response : tenderness, diffidence, sophistication, fear, or 

even guile. 
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Pitch 

A sound's pitch refers to its frequency, or its position on a musical scale. In 

music, the lowest (or deepest) pitch is bass, and the highest pitch is soprano. 

While one immediately thinks of pitch as being a musical term, it can also be 

used to evaluate the quality of the speaking voice. 

Typically, audiences associate deep voices (basses or baritones) with power 

or authority. Inspector Vargas (Charlton Heston) in Touch of Evil, Sean Connery's 

James Bond, and Marsellus Wallace (Ving Rhames) in Pulp Fiction are all char

acters whose deep voices convey dignity, restraint, and authority. However, deep 

voices can also be associated with evil or duplicity, such as the killer's menac

ing (and electronically altered) voice in the Scream series (Wes Craven 1996, 

1 997,  2000) . 

Characters with high-pitched voices, on the other hand, are often associated 

with weakness or indecisiveness. Consider how the difference between Charles 

Foster Kane's booming voice and Susan Alexander's piercing voice helps to 

define the nature of their relationship: Kane treats Susan like a little girl. Fur

thermore, Emily Kane's lower pitched voice emphasizes the age and class dif

ferences between Kane's wives. In Bonnie and Clyde, Blanche Barrow (Estelle 

Parsons) spends much of the film shrieking in an undecipherable, shrill voice, 

which helps to convey her fear of the outlaw existence and her lack of commit

ment to the group. Bonnie, meanwhile, speaks in a lower pitch, conveying her 

self-confidence and honor. 

Speech characteristics 

The way a character speaks does more to define her individual persona than 

perhaps any other characteristic of the human voice. Her cultural background, 

her class, her interests, her aspirations, and even her limitations can all be 

revealed by subtle qualities of the voice such as accent, diction, and vocal tics. 

A character's accent is a powerful indicator of background and social status. 

Through language, audiences readily recognize a character's nationality, for 

example. Meryl Streep has earned a reputation for her ability to adopt the accent 

of her characters, and the national identities of her broad array of roles include 

Italian American (The Bridges of Madison County [Clint Eastwood 1995]) , Irish 

(Dancing at Lughnasa [Pat O'Connor 1998]) , Polish (Sophie's Choice [Alan J. 

Pakula 1 982]) , and Danish (Out of Africa [Sydney Pollack 1 985]) . Some audi

ences may not initially recognize that, in Dr. Strangelove, Peter Sellers plays 

three different roles: Mandrake, a British officer; Muffley, the American presi

dent; and the German scientist Dr. Strangelove. Sellers's stellar performance in 

the film relies on his ability to adopt three distinct accents so flawlessly. Actors 

train with dialect coaches to perfect their pronunciation. For his role as Viktor 

Navorski in Steven Spielberg's The Terminal (2004), Tom Hanks and his coach 

chose Bulgarian as the root language for the fictional country of Kracozhia. 

Hanks practiced for several months, perfecting the sounds a speaker of a Slavic 

language would make when speaking English. 

But a character's accent usually contributes more to a film's storyline than 

just indicating where a person was raised. Often this background information 

plays a crucial role in helping audiences to understand a character's motivations 
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or in helping a film explore broader themes. In British films, especially those 

about the effects of class-bound culture, such as The Loneliness of the Long Dis

tance Runner (Tony Richardson 1962), This Sporting Life (Lindsay Anderson 

1963), and Sleuth (Joseph L. Mankiewicz 1972), cockney accents are an imme

diate mark of the urban working class and a symbol of the characters' social and 

economic entrapment. In Wong Kar-Wai's Chungking Express ("Chongqing 

Senlin" ;  1994), a lonely, heart-broken Cop 223 in Hong Kong tries desperately to 

start a conversation with a stranger in a bar. When she doesn't respond to his 

pick-up line, he repeats the same phrase in several different dialects, drawing 

attention to Hong Kong's multi-cultural makeup, which Cop 223 must negotiate 

if he is to establish an emotional connection. 

American films frequently use accents to define characters according to 

regional background. In Junebug (Phil Morrison 2005), Madeleine (Embeth 

Davidtz) , an urbane art dealer from Chicago, and her new husband visit his 

family in North Carolina. The film's humor and pathos center on the awkward

ness and joy Madeleine discovers on being immersed in a strange culture. 

The film exploits the marked contrast between Madeleine's accent (Davidtz 

is from South Africa) and the other characters' Southern accents. Linguistic 

differences work as a shorthand for communicating the class and cultural dif

ferences that make Madeleine an outsider. In Finding Nemo, Crush (Andrew 

Stanton) , a sea turtle, speaks with a Los Angeles Valley inflection that links 

him to the surfer lifestyle, contributing to the audience's perception of his laid

back persona. 

American movies rely on accents to link characters to specific locales across 

the U.S., from the Midwest (Fargo) to Louisiana (Eve's Bayou [Kasi Lemmons 

1997]) to Brooklyn (Do the Right Thing) . Of course, when filmmakers rely on 

accents to flesh out two-dimensional, stock characters, they run the risk of per

petuating stereotypes, as when Southern accents are equated with a lack of intel

ligence and sophistication. 

A character's diction-his choice of words-can also reveal his economic 

status or level of education. Consider how the foul language that spills out of 

the mouths of the thugs in Quentin Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs or Pulp Fiction 

distinguishes them from the more elite and sophisticated criminals (who rarely 

curse) , such as Le Chiffre in Casino Royale (Martin Campbell 2006) or 

Thomas Crown in The Thomas Crown Affair (Norman Jewison 1968; John 

McTiernan 1999). 

A character's inability to find the right words can also speak volumes. In 

Michael Cimino's Vietnam War epic The Deer Hunter (1978), a group of friends

all of them steelworkers in industrial Pennsylvania-go on one last hunting trip 

together before going off to war. When the careless Stanley (John Cazale) forgets 

his boots, the leader of the group, Michael (Robert De Niro) , reprimands him for 

his irresponsibility. But words fail Michael as he tries to explain to Stanley the 

importance of responsibility. The only way he can impart his knowledge to 

Stanley is to hold up a bullet and say, "Stanley, see this' This is this. This ain't 

something else. This is this. From now on, you're on your own. " Michael is 

unable to articulate his code of honor, which dictates that men have to take care 

of themselves. For him, actions are more important than words. 
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In Rushmore (Wes Anderson 1998) , tenth-grader Max F ischer (Jason 

Schwartzman) tries to rise above his blue-collar background by becoming the 

renaissance man of his private academy. Max's diction clearly separates him 

from his peers, as he tends to speak in formal, seemingly erudite phrases, 

although the occasional misuse of words points to his limitations. Early in the 

film Max meets with his best friend's mother. When she thanks Max for taking 

care of her son, Max replies, "Dirk's a great kid, and I'm just trying to impart 

some of the experiences I've accrued to help him. " Max's elaborate language 

here clearly implies that he sees himself on the same level as his elder. He too 

sees himself as a parental figure, more mature than his peers in school. 

Finally, the human voice can be characterized by vocal tics particular to spe

cific individuals. Marilyn Monroe, for example, is famous for her high, breathy 

voice, which audiences have associated with sensual fragility. In contrast, 

Katharine Hepburn in films such as Holiday (George Cukor 1938) , The African 

Queen (John Huston 1951) , Rooster Cogburn (Stuart Millar 1975) , and On Golden 

Pond (Mark Rydell 1981) has a gravelly, quavering voice that helps to connote 

her characters' independence and strength. 

Jimmy Stewart's voice is recognizable for its slow drawl, and its propensity 

to get higher in pitch as his characters become agitated. Stewart's unique voice 

complements his tendency to play characters notable for their humility and 

honor, as in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (Frank Capra 1939) , in which Stewart 

is an idealistic but na·ive politician who combats corruption when he arrives in 

Washington. The contrast between Stewart's "aw-shucks " delivery and Grace 

Kelly's more crisp and refined voice helps suggest the class differences that 

divide the couple when they appear together in Rear Window. 

In contrast, Humphrey Bogart tends to speak through his teeth and pursed 

lips without much modulation in his voice, contributing to the macho image 

that he projects in films such as The Maltese Falcon,  Casablanca (Michael 

Curtiz 1942) , The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (John Huston 1948) , and The 

African Queen. 

Some actors' voices are immediately recognizable for their rhythm. Jack 

Nicholson (The Shining [Stanley Kubrick 1980], The Departed [ScOI·sese 2006]) 

and Owen Wilson (Meet the Parents [Jay Roach 2000], The Royal Tenenbaums) 

speak in slow, fluid phrases. The carefully paced rhythm of their delivery often 

suggests quirkiness or lackadaisical menace. In contrast, Woody Allen (Manhat

tan [Woody Allen 1979]) and Ben Stiller (Meet the Parents, The Royal Tenen

baums) speak in quick bursts, suggesting their characters' hysterical anxiety. 

Bette Davis (Jezebel [William Wyler 1938], Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? 

[Robert Aldrich 1962]) is noted for the staccato or percussive quality of her 

voice, which often conveys overwrought emotions or maniacal hostility. Julia 

Roberts (Mystic Pizza [Donald Petrie 1988], Erin Brockovich [Steven Soderbergh 

2000]) is famous for a boisterous laugh that suggests her characters' self

confident love of life. 

Acoustic Qualities 

Manipulating the acoustic quality of the human voice can help filmmakers 

convey perspective and details about the surrounding environment. The way 
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voices sound can suggest the distance between char

acters, or the mood, aura, or atmosphere of a place

its ambience. The quality of a sound's movement 

through a particular space-what might be called a 

sound's acoustic properties-can help determine 

whether that space feels cozy and intimate, or sterile 

and alienating. 

Sound engineers can toy with the acoustic qualities 

of voices by adjusting microphones (for example, 

placing microphones away from an actress to suggest 

distance) , and by making adjustments during mixing 

after the primary shooting is completed. At this point, 

the sound editor can freely manipulate the volume, 

balance (the relative volume coming from each 

speaker) , and other acoustic properties of each 

sound, including the dialogue. When mixing the 

sound, the sound editor may add reverb (an echo) 

to the voices in a scene. This effect usually encourages audiences to imagine 

that the setting is expansive, and that the sounds are reverberating from some 

distant walls. 

In The Conversation, Harry Caul (Gene Hackman) and Meredith (Elizabeth 

McRae) retreat from a group of revelers to have a one-on-one conversation. They 

wander into the middle of Caul's mammoth workshop-a large, vacant ware

house. At first Caul is unable to overcome his reclusive tendencies, and he 

responds to Meredith's questions perfunctorily. The camera films them in a long 

shot. Their voices echo, emphasizing the vast emptiness of the setting and the 

loneliness of Caul 's self-imposed isolation. Soon Caul begins to open up to 

Meredith, and the scene cuts to a series of medium close-up tracking shots. As 

the scene becomes more intimate, sound engineer Walter Murch reduces the 

reverberation considerably, using the acoustic qualities of their voices to draw 

attention to the couple's temporary sense of physical and emotional closeness. 

When drunken revelers interrupt their conversation by revving a motor scooter, 

the scene cuts to a rapid reverse tracking shot that ends on an extreme long shot 

of the couple and the circling scooter, suggesting the sudden loss of intimacy. 

Conversely, a sound editor may also dampen (or muffle) vocal reverberation 

and remove other background, or ambient, noises to imply a tightly enclosed 

space, to evoke intimacy or create a claustrophobic ambience, as in George 

Sluizer's The Vanishing ("Spoor/oos "; 1988) . At the climax of the film, Raymond 

Lemorne (Bernard-Pierre Donnadieu) finds himself trapped in an extremely con

fined space-a coffin (fig. 8.9) . Sound editor Piotr van Dijk completely removes 

any reverberation and amplifies the character's breathing. Complementing the 

scene's tight framing, the soundtrack emphasizes Lemorne's entrapment. 

Through the mixing process, sound editors are able to conjure a broad array 

of audio illusions. By manipulating the acoustic characteristics of voices, a 

sound editor can create the effect of a character speaking from across a great dis

tance, on the telephone, broadcasting via radio, speaking from behind a wall, 

and so on. 
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Addressing the Audience: the Voice-Over 

Because of its ability to encourage audience identification with characters 

onscreen, the voice-over deserves special attention. Diegetic voice-overs may 

function as a character's meditation on past events, as in Billy Wilder's Sunset 

Boulevard. Wilder's film begins with a third-person discussion about a corpse 

floating in a swimming pool. The film then launches into a flashback, at which 

point the voice-over switches to Joe Gillis's first-person account of the series of 

events that led to his own murder. Gillis's voice-over focuses the audience on 

him as the point of identification during the flashback. Only at the film's con

clusion does the audience realize that he is the corpse. The film demonstrates 

how voice-overs can guide viewers through a series of events they might not oth

erwise understand. Interestingly, the voice-over contributes to the audience's 

surprise upon realizing that the main character dies. Because Gillis speaks in the 

third person during the exposition, he directs the audience's attention away from 

himself as the corpse. 

Voice-overs can also allow audiences access to a character's immediate 

thoughts, as in Mean Streets, when audiences hear Charlie (Harvey Keitel) 

praying in several voice-overs throughout the film. Again, such voice-overs allow 

audiences to experience a more profound level of engagement with that charac

ter. And voice-overs in the present tense grant access to the character's immedi

ate thoughts, feelings, and perspective. 

Voice-overs aren't necessary delivered by the central character, however. 

Eddie Dupris (Morgan Freeman) narrates Million Dollar Baby, even though 

the tragic plot focuses on Frankie Dunn's (Clint Eastwood) relationship with 

boxer Maggie Fitzgerald ( Hilary Swank). Eddie's voice-over provides audiences 

with a distanced, yet inexplicably omniscient vantage point on the events. (In 

fact, Eddie confesses he isn't quite sure what becomes of Frankie Dunn at the 

end of the film.) The voice-over allows audiences to have it both ways: they 

become intimately involved with Dunn's emotional collapse, yet in the end he 

remains the iconic image of the stoic American male, isolated and shrouded 

in mystery. 

Narrators can be non-diegetic as well, offering what might seem to be an 

objective point of view. The post-production history of March of the Penguins 

(Luc Jacquet 2005) illustrates the fact that non-diegetic voice-overs shape the 

audience's response. The soundtrack to the French release featured voice-over 

dialogue "spoken" by the penguins themselves, accompanied by trendy Euro

pop music. Fearing that American audiences might not appreciate such a whim

sical approach to a tale about life and death in the Antarctic, executives at 

Warner Brothers (the U.S. distributor) asked screenwriter Jordan Roberts to re

write the script with a more conventional approach to the voice-over. The Amer

ican version features an academic voice-over, delivered by Morgan Freeman, 

which "explains" the birds' behavior, and includes an orchestral score by Alex 

Wurman. Though the two films contain more or less the same imagery, the 

French version is more akin to a family-oriented adventure film, while the U.S. 

version is a conventional documentary that presents the penguins' story from an 

overtly educational perspective. 
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Some filmmakers upset the audience's expectation that a voice-over will 

offer a stable point of identification. Terrence Malick's films, for example, tend 

to emphasize that the voice-over narration may not offer the most accurate or 

perceptive account of the events onscreen. In Badlands, Kit (Martin Sheen) and 

Holly (Sissy Spacek) go on a killing spree across the American Midwest. The film 

is narrated by Holly after her arrest, and her delivery of the lines is detached and 

riddled with romantic cliches. Their killing spree begins when Kit kills Holly's 

father. Holly expresses no real regret over her father's death. Instead, she tells 

the audience in a deadpan, affectless voice how she "sensed that her destiny 

now lay with Kit, for better or worse, and that it was better to spend a week with 

someone who loved [her] for what [she] was than years of loneliness." Rather 

than understanding and regretting the violence she has participated in, she 

sounds numb and ignorant. 

The New World (2005), Malick's retelling of the Pocahontas myth, uses 

multiple voice-overs that prevent the audience's attention from settling on any 

one character. When Captain John Smith's (Colin Farrell) boat lands in the 

Americas, his voice-over offers moody ruminations on being in such a strange 

and wondrous land. After he and Pocahontas (Q'Orianka Kilcher) initiate their 

legendary romance, the voice-over alternates between Smith and Pocahontas, 

who offer sometimes complementary and sometimes competing perspectives on 

their relationship. When Smith leaves for the Indies, Pocahontas reluctantly 

marries John Rolfe (Christian Bale), whose thoughts are communicated to the 

audience in his voice-over. These interwoven voices befit the film's depiction 

of the personal and cultural clashes between European colonists and Native 

Americans. 

Voice-over narration, whether diegetic or non-diegetic, can be unreliable. In 

Stanley Kubrick's picaresque Barry Lyndon (1975) a third-person narrator relates 

the tale of a wayward rogue's travels across Europe as he stumbles on adven

ture, romance, fortune, and, ultimately, a series of tragic reversals. Film scholar 

Mark Crispin Miller argues that, although Lyndon is a morally complex figure, 

the narration-which repeatedly passes judgment on the hero-is intentionally 

superficial. The narrator's "interpretations of his hero's motives are simple

minded, and his moral observations often jarringly intolerant" (Miller). The 

intentional discrepancy between sound and image contributes to a parallel 

between the intolerant narrator and viewers who "fail to watch closely and sym

pathetically " (Miller). 

Malick's and Kubrick's experiments with sound demonstrate why viewers 

shouldn't assume that voice-overs promise the authoritative interpretation of 

events unfolding onscreen. Rather, audiences should recognize the often 

complex interplay between sound and image. 

Sound Effects 

Because dialogue is the element of film sound that usually receives the most 

emphasis on screen (and in spectators' minds), some viewers may be tempted to 

think that sound effects are a minor, cosmetic component of a film's soundtrack. 
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However, sound effects play an important role in shaping the audience's under

standing of space and in characterizing an environment. 

Functions of Sound Effects 

Sound effects can contribute to the emotional and intellectual depth of a scene 

in three ways: they can define a scene's location; they can lend a mood to the 

scene; and they can suggest the environment's impact on characters. 

Define Location Sound effects play an important role in helping audiences 

understand the nature of the environment that surrounds the characters. From 

the beeping car horns of an urban thoroughfare in Manhattan to the swirling 

wind of a North African sandstorm in The English Patient (Anthony Minghella 

1 996) , sound effects can suggest a wide array of environments. 

Usually, sound effects define location rather 

generically. Urban films rely on the constant 

buzz of traffic in the background to evoke the 

hustle and bustle of the city, for example, while 

Westerns rely on the jangle of spurs and the howl 

of a coyote to connote the lonely, arid plains 

where the action will unfold. 

In some films, however, sound effects define 

the setting more specifically, alluding to particu

lar places at specific points in time. In Raging 

Bull, the pop of flashbulbs dominates the sound

track, evoking an era when sports coverage was 

largely limited to newspapers rather than televi

sion. The sound of whirling helicopter rotors 

plays a crucial role in depicting the American 

conflict in Vietnam (The Deer Hunter, Apocalypse 

Now, Platoon [Oliver Stone 1986]) because the 

war marked the first time that helicopters were 

used extensively in combat. 

The Scent of Green Papaya ("Mui du du xanh" ;  

Anh Hung Tran 1995) ,  is  a film set in  Vietnam 

between 1951 and 1961 ,  just before the entry of 

American troops into the country. The sound 

effects at the beginning of the film are limited to 

rustling leaves and chirping birds (fig. 8. 10). 

Eventually these natural sounds are disrupted, 

and careful viewers will hear the sound of air

planes flying overhead, suggesting impending 

military activities. This subtle use of sound 

effects adds a layer of complexity to a seemingly 

na"ive romantic story, transforming the film into 

an ode to a family's tranquility that will soon be 

ravaged by war. 

These examples of sound effects do not have 

an immediate bearing on the plot. They do, 
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however, give audiences a greater 

sense of the physical environment 

and historical circumstances that 

surround the characters. 

Lend Mood to an Environment As 

Chapter 5 explored, the visual attrib

utes of a setting can create the emo

tional tenor of a scene. Sound effects 

can likewise contribute to the mood 

established by the mise en scene. 

Perhaps the most obvious examples 

of this effect can be found in horror 

films, where a common device for 

evoking fear is a pronounced clap of 

thunder. For example, in the scene in 

Frankenstein where Dr. Frankenstein 

creates life, his laboratory comes 

alive with crashes of thunder and 

the persistent buzz of electric trans

formers (fig. 8.11 ) .  The justifiably 

famous sound effects in the scene 

help create an eerie atmosphere, and 

the parallel between the lightning and the electrical current in the machinery 

provides a potent symbol for the doctor's ability to harness nature in the name 

of science. 

Of course, sound effects can produce a wide variety of moods. The persistent 

clinking of dishes and rattle of silverware in the exposition of Thelma & Louise 

evokes the hectic, working-class environment of the diner where Louise works. 

The sound of the rushing elevated train in The Godfather suggests Michael's 

intenSifying nervousness as he prepares to commit his first murder. The sounds 

of rustling wind and babbling brooks in Brokeback Mountain evoke an idyllic 

world far removed from the constraints of society. Sound effects can help to 

create a romantic environment or a terrifying one, establishing an intimate 

setting or an alienating one. 

Portray the Environment's Impact on Characters Sound effects can help illus

trate how the environment has a direct impact on characters. Action/adventure 

films, which typically feature characters being bombarded by hostile forces 

around them, provide some fruitful examples. In a famous sequence from North 

by Northwest, Roger Thornhill (Cary Grant) finds himself alone near a desolate 

cornfield, hoping to meet the mysterious George Kaplan. Shortly after he arrives, 

a crop duster appears in the distance. At first, the small, single-engine plane 

hums innocently in the background, but soon it approaches Thornhill, its engine 

growing louder and louder until it begins firing bullets. Then the sound of the 

engine starts to fade as the plane flies past. But, when the sound begins to grow 

louder again, audiences know before they see it that the plane has turned 

around and is once again flying toward Thornhill. 
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But this function of sound effects is certainly not limited to action films. In 

Antonioni's drama Red Desert, the sound of  approaching boats is  an important 

motif. The characters associate the sound with two potential threats that ocean 

liners present: disease (which the international ships transport, along with their 

cargo) and loneliness (the film implies that the male characters are frequently 

absent because of their business travel) . This motif demonstrates the way sound 

effects are a powerful and sometimes subtle device for establishing how s ur

roundings have a direct impact on people. 

To suggest that sound effects have these three functions, however, is, in some 

cases, to impose an artificial distinction between the roles sound plays in films. 

Particularly expressive sound effects may serve all three functions simultane

ously, defining location, creating mood, and portraying the environment's rela

tion to characters. 

Characteristics of Sound Effects 

A crucial component of any analysis of a sound effect is a careful description of 

how that effect is created. To write with precision, film scholars take particular 

note of four characteristics of sound effects: acoustic qualities, volume, regular

ity, and verisimilitude. 

Acoustic Qualities In order to analyze sound effects it is important to be able to 

describe exactly what the audience hears, and to write about it with precision. 

As an example of subtly differing sound effects, consider the noises made by the 

opening and closing doors in Alien and the Star Wars series. When Captain 

Dallas (Tom Skerritt) pursues the alien in the former film, circular hatches close 

behind him one by one, sounding like sheets of grimy steel grating against one 

another. The clunky, mechanical sound effect befits the industr ial aura of the 

starship Nostromo. In contrast, when doorways open and close on the Death Star 

in Star Wars, the only sound is of decompressing air (fig. 8 . 1 2) . The hydraulic 

sound conveys the space station's effi

cient and sterile environment. Given 

the contexts in which these sounds 

appear, the difference between them 

is also entirely appropriate. 

As they do with the human voice, 

sound editors can also adjust the 

acoustic qualities of a sound effect 

to help characterize the surrounding 

environment. For example, when the 

soldiers jump into the water as they 

assault the beach in Saving Private 

Ryan, a series of underwater shots 

combined with the muffled sound 

of explosions evokes the experience 

of being submerged. At one point 

the camera breaks the surface of 

the water and then goes under 

again (repeatedly) , and the acoustic 
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properties of the sound effects change accord

ingly. When the camera is above the surface, 

the sound effects are clear and piercing; when it 

is underwater, they are dampened. The result 

is to give the audience a vivid sense of 

the horror of having to struggle onto the beach 

at Normandy. 

Volume Because dialogue tends to overwhelm 

sound effects, those rare moments when sound 

effects do compete with dialogue are particu

larly important. They suggest an environment 

that engulfs the characters within it. 

Sometimes, however, filmmakers will dimin

ish the volume of sound effects for expressive 

purposes. When Captain Miller (Tom Hanks) lands on the beach in Saving 

Private Ryan, the cacophony of explosions and shouting nearly disappears. The 

sonic frenzy is replaced by ominous white noise, which sounds like air blowing 

through an empty corridor. Because the shift in volume accompanies a medium 

close-up of Miller, audiences recognize that the soundtrack expresses the 

soldier's subjectivity. The horror of war has left him dazed. When one of Miller's 

subordinates asks him, "What do we do now sir? " audiences have to read the 

soldier's lips, because Miller does not hear the words. A whistle appears on the 

soundtrack. It grows louder and higher in pitch until it gives way to the sound 

effects of explosions and gunfire, and thus functions as an audio symbol of 

Miller's being "snapped back into reality. " The experimentation with volume 

(which reappears in the climactic battle scene) develops the film's central 

theme: the importance of duty and self-sacrifice. Miller cannot let himself retreat 

from the horror he has witnessed; his subordinate 's question reminds Miller that 

he has an obligation to guide the younger, inexperienced soldiers. 

The expressive potential of adjusting the volume of sound effects goes well 

beyond war films, however. Kubrick's sci-fi epic 2001 employs restrained volume 

to suggest the emptiness of space, as when Dr. Frank Poole (Gary Lockwood) 

conducts a space walk and all audiences can hear is the sound of his breathing. 

When the ship's computer cuts Poole's life support, the breathing suddenly gives 

way to a disturbing silence. In The Conversation, Harry Caul is riding an eleva

tor when he encounters the woman whom he thinks is going to be murdered. 

Rather than warning her, he cowers in the corner (fig. 8. 13) . During the scene, 

the whoosh of air rushing through the elevator shaft grows louder, signifying 

Caul's paralyzing fear. 

Regularity By and large, sound effects occur sporadically and without regular

ity, because in real life most sounds do not follow a set, repetitive pattern. Thus, 

when a sound effect does appear with rhythmic consistency, its persistence 

draws attention to a rigid order that runs counter to more sporadic rhythms of 

daily life. Consider how in films such as Paths of Clary (Stanley Kubrick 1 957) , 

the sound of soldiers' marching feet brings a mechanical precision that stands in 

contrast to the more irregular noises of  warfare later in the film. 
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Rosemary's Baby (Roman Polanski 1 968) uses repetitive sound effects to 

suggest that the main character is suspended in time, unable to effect change. 

Indeed, the inexorable unfolding of time itself becomes a theme in the film. 

Rosemary (Mia Farrow) learns about, and unwillingly becomes involved in, a 

devious plot to deliver Satan's offspring to the world. Repeatedly, Polanski draws 

attention to the sound of a clock ticking mindlessly in the background. The 

sound effect complements other motifs in the film involving the passage of time 

and natural cycles: Rosemary and others monitor her pregnancy; and the film 

emphasizes the changing seasons, thus drawing attention to the passage of time. 

The film's emphasis on time wryly suggests that the delivery of Satan's child 

isn't supernatural. On the contrary, it is almost routine, and the ticking of the 

clock casually counts down the minutes until the end of the world. As with 

many sound effects that occur with regularity, the clock's preternatural rhythm 

emphasizes the contrast between the main character's hardship and the indif

ferent, business-as-usual mentality of her environment. In other contexts, 

however, repetitive sound effects may offer comfort .  

Verisimilitude Typically Foley artists and sound editors try to produce sounds 

with a high degree of verisimilitude. That is, audiences assume that the sounds 

that accompany images are true to life-that the creaking timbers in Master and 

Commander: The Far Side of the World (Peter Weir 2003) accurately represent the 

experience of life in the hull of a British frigate in the Napoleonic era, for 

example, or that the light sabers in Star Wars sound like what a light saber would 

sound like in that faraway world. But on occasion, filmmakers will disregard 

verisimilitude altogether, and provide instead a sound that strives to be more 

expressive than representative. 

For example, in After Hours (Martin Scorsese 1 985) , staid computer program

mer Paul Hackett (Griffin Dunne) goes on a blind date in New York's funky Soho 

district, but the evening goes dangerously awry. By the end of the night, he 

is running for his life from a 

violent mob. When he first 

arrives at his date's apartment, 

her roommate tosses Hackett 

the keys from several flights 

up, so he can let himself into 

the building. But rather than 

hearing the innocent jangle of 

keys hurtling through the air, 

audiences instead hear the men

acing rumble of thunder. Scors

ese abandons verisimilitude, 

and thus transforms the image 

into an ominous portent of 

things to come. 

In the animated film The 

Triplets of Belleville (Sylvain 

Chomet 2003) , exhausted cyclists 
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in the Tour de France whinny like horses (fig. 8. 14) . The joke reaches a grue

some conclusion when one rider, abducted by gangsters, gets murdered. The 

gangster pulls out his gun and then the film cuts to an exterior hallway as audi

ences hear a shrill, startled neigh and the sound of a gunshot offscreen. The 

departure from verisimilitude-the substitution of a horse's neigh for a human 

shriek-introduces some black humor into the scene. The sound effect creates a 

metaphor equating the cyclists with animals: both are "disposed of" when they 

become injured and no longer useful. 

As these two examples suggest, departures from verisimilitude have the 

potential to transcend representations of physical reality. They can allude to meta

phorical or psychological truth rather than the sounds of everyday experience. 

TECHNIQUES IN PRACTICE 

Sound Effects and the Cons truction of 
Class in Days of H eaven 

American literature and film usually portray the plains of the 

Southwest as a rugged landscape that offers a liberating alter-

native to the Midwest's noisy, claustrophobic, and industrialized urban 

areas. In Terrence Malick's Days of Heaven ( 1 978) , lovers Bill (Richard Cere) 

and Abbey (Brooke Adams), along with Bill's younger sister (Linda Manz), 

flee Chicago. The three abandon the crowded city in favor of the spacious 

plains of the Texas panhandle, but they soon discover that the lush farmland 

too is industrialized. As in the city, Bill and Abbey find themselves at the 

very bottom of the class ladder. Rather than pastoral escape, the working

class lovers find only hard labor in the wheat fields of the Southwest. 

The film's portrayal of industrialized spaces as noisome is apparent in the 

opening scene, in which Bill assaults his foreman at a Chicago foundry. The 

two men argue, but their dispute remains a mystery because the sound of 

pounding metal completely overwhelms their speech. The volume, acoustic 

characteristics, and regularity of the sound effects all work to convey the 

idea that Bill is consumed by this industrial space. The metal (an industrial 

material) clangs loudly and monotonously, evoking the maddening repeti

tion associated with factory work. As the argument becomes more heated, 

the noise becomes louder, linking Bill's anger and frustration with mecha

nization. The pounding of steel also parallels the pounding of men's bodies 

in the fight, thus connecting the brutality of the argument with the brutal

ity of the work space and the modern, industrialized world. 

Later, when the three characters arrive in Texas, they find the migrant 

lifestyle anything but tranquil. One sequence depicting a day's work on the 

farm begins with the faint rustle of a breeze and the soft chirp of crickets. 

But the sound of a blacksmith banging a horseshoe soon disrupts the seren

ity. The rhythmic noise is a motif that establishes a parallel between the two 

spaces. Eventually the sound of the blacksmith gives way to the louder 
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sound of the thrasher harvesting the wheat. Once again, the sound 

of machinery overwhelms the dialogue, and the characters are swal

lowed by their work environment (fig. 8. 1 5) .  Later, a close-up shot 

reveals a shovel feeding coal into the engine of the thrasher. This 

image mirrors an earlier shot in the foundry, confirming the paral-

lel between Chicago and Texas. 

By contrast, the unnamed Farmer (Sam Shepard) is associated with tran

quility. His prosperity allows him the privilege of avoiding the industrial 

noise and spaces, thus establishing the class conflict that propels the film's 

main storyline. In one scene, the Farmer reclines on a divan in the middle 

of one of his fields while he listens to the foreman (Robert J. Wilke) tally up 

his profits (fig. 8. 16) .  The only sound effects in the scene are the faint rustle 

of wind through the wheat and the "ka-ching" sound of the adding machine. 

The sound of the machine situates the Farmer as part of the industrial 

system that engulfs Bill and Abbey, but the relative quiet clearly suggests his 

comfortable position in the upper class. 

Both sound effects and images in Days of Heaven suggest that, by the 

turn of the century, the American West was already an industrialized region. 

While the Farmer can enjoy the privilege of a pastoral experience on his 

farm, Bill, Abbey, and the Girl remain trapped in their industrialized, 

working-class milieu. 

Music 

On the set of Lifeboat ( 1 944) , Alfred Hitchcock questioned the logic of scoring a 

film set entirely on a lifeboat in World War I I. Hitchcock wryly asked, "But 

where is the music supposed to come from out in the middle of the ocean? "  

Hearing of the director's reluctance to include a score, composer David Raksin 
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suggested that Hitchcock should be asked " where the cameras come from" 

(quoted in Prendergast, pp. 222-3 ) .  

The exchange between Hitchcock and Raksin points to the central challenge 

film composers face. Most narrative films rely on music to engage the audience's 

attention, yet the same music threatens to make the artificiality of any film 

obvious. The composer's charge is to add soundtrack music that complements 

the imagery on screen without calling attention to itself. In fact, film scholar 

Claudia Gorbman calls this music "unheard melodies " because audiences 

should not be too aware of the composer 's work for fear of interfering with 

the story. 

Functions of Film M usic 

In many cases, the only function of a score is to provide background music, 

which sustains audience attention and lends coherence to a scene as it moves 

from shot to shot. Composer Aaron Copland said that this music "helps to fill 

the empty spots between pauses in a conversation . . . .  [It] must weave its way 

underneath dialogue" (quoted in Prendergast, p. 2 18) . 

But, like the other elements of a film, music can develop systematically. It can 

establish motifs and parallels, and it can evolve with narrative context. In The 

Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (Peter Jackson 2001 ) ,  when audi

ences first see Frodo Baggins (Elijah Wood), the soundtrack plays a faintly Gaelic 

tune, which represents the bucolic life in the Shire where Frodo lives. Later, 

when Frodo and Sam (Sean Astin) leave the Shire, Sam comments on how he 

will be going farther from home than he has ever gone before. While he talks, a 

melancholy French horn repeats the musical theme (a melody that becomes a 

motif), signaling their departure and Sam's impending homesickness. During the 

film's resolution, when Frodo and Sam agree to travel together on a quest to 

destroy the ring, a flute plays the theme. The instrumentation, with its Gaelic 

flair, conveys how the communal spirit of the Shire follows these two friends as 

they vow to work together to combat evil. Shore chose Celtic music, "one of the 

oldest [forms of] music in the world" to give the score "a feeling of antiquity " 

befitting the bygone era of the Shire (Otto and Spence D). 

Such systematic use of film music can contribute to the emotional and intel

lectual complexity of a film in five ways: it can establish the historical context 

for a scene; it can help depict the a scene's geographical space; it can help define 

characters ; it can help shape the emotional tenor of a scene; and it can provide 

a distanced or ironic commentary on a scene's visual information. 

Establish Historical Context Music offers filmmakers an efficient means of 

defining a film's setting. Audiences should associate diegetic music with the 

story's time period, since, in the name of historical accuracy, most filmmakers 

will try to ensure that the music characters listen to would have been popular 

during the time when the story takes place. Throughout The Last Picture Show 

(Peter Bogdanovich 1 9 71 ) ,  the music of Hank Williams seeps out of car radios 

and jukeboxes, evoking the mood of a dying Texas town in the 1 950s. The 

country music legend's lyrical emphasis on broken relationships and loneliness 

reflects the character 's alienation. In Saving Private Ryan , the soldiers enjoy a 

brief respite from battle listening to the love songs of Edith Piaf. The choice of  
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music is  highly evocative of  the story's setting in France, since Piaf had been an 

unofficial symbol of France and its resistance against Germany during World 

War II. The use of intentional anachronisms in Marie A ntoinette (Sophia 

Coppola 2006) , in which popular rock songs from the late twentieth century 

appear on the soundtrack even though the story is set in the eighteenth century, 

is rare in popular films, partly because music plays such an important role in 

situating the audience in the narrative's place and time. 

Shaping space Diegetic music can be used to help audiences perceive the geog

raphy of the setting. Consider how, in Notorious , Hitchcock underscores Alicia 

and Devlin's precarious situation as they investigate the wine cellar, spying on 

Alicia's suspicious husband. By lowering the volume of the party music on the 

soundtrack, the film emphasizes the cellar's proximity to the festivities upstairs. 

By using diegetic music to remind audiences of the geography of Sebastian's 

manor, Hitchcock invests the scene with a considerable amount of tension. 

The loud dance music in a bar in The 40 Year Old Virgin emphasizes the 

crowded, boisterous singles scene that Andy Stitzer finds so daunting. In con

trast, the soft music playing in the background through much of Rear Window 

contributes to the audience's understanding that Jeffries's open window looks 

out onto a busy courtyard. The barely perceptible music points to the fact 

that, although he is surrounded by neighbors, Jeffries is simultaneously cut off 

from them. 

Music can even suggest the specific cultural makeup of a setting 's location. 

The celebrated opening tracking shot in the re-released version of Touch of Evil 

contains an eclectic assortment of diegetic music, whereas the studio's original 

release included only a non-diegetic title song by Henry Mancini. An elaborate 

crane shot begins a tour of the streets of a town on the U .S./Mexican border. As 

the camera passes various buildings, the soundtrack music changes, establish

ing that the town is full of bars playing loud music. Moreover, by having each 

bar play a different style of music, the soundtrack highlights the multicultural 

makeup of this border town. 

Defining Character Just as many people express themselves through the music 

they listen to, so filmmakers use music to define characters. A particular song, 

artist, or type of music may function as a motif that informs audiences of a char

acter's taste, demeanor, or attitude. In music terminology, the leitmotif (leading 

motif) was first used to describe the compositional strategies of Karl Maria von 

Weber and Richard Wagner, who used distinctive musical phrases and themes 

to define character and present ideas. Fritz Lang's thriller M ( 1 93 1 )  offers one of 

the cinema's first (and most disturbing) examples of how music can define a 

character. The child killer (Peter LOlTe) whistles Edvard Grieg's sinister "In the 

Hall of the Mountain King " from Peer Gynt. In Billy Elliot, young Billy spends his 

days listening to the songs of the rock band T Rex while he fantasizes about 

becoming a ballet dancer. Given Billy's rejection of traditional gender roles and 

his ambiguous sexuality, T Rex is an appropriate choice, since the band's lead 

singer, Marc Bolan, was noted for his glam-rock androgyny. 

Composers can also score non-diegetic musical motifs for specific characters. 

Howard Shore integrated more than forty motifs in his score for Peter Jackson's 
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Lord of the Rings: The Return of the 

King (2003 ) . "It's based on Wagner's 

storytelling, " says Shore. " It's okay to 

feel something when you hear music 

and to attach motifs to characters" 

(Otto and Spence 0) . 

For Once upon a Time in the West, 

Ennio Morricone composed a haunting, 

almost tuneless song built around the 

lone wail of a harmonica. Throughout 

the film, this song is associated with 

the character called, appropriately 

enough, Harmonica (Charles Bronson) . 

The theme is intimately connected to 

the character's personality. He plays 

the instrument himself, and a flash

back eventually reveals that a harmon

ica played a pivotal role in a traumatic 

childhood event, which has haunted 

him ever since (fig. 8 . 1 7) .  

Harmonica's nemesis, Frank (Henry Fonda) , is associated with an electric 

guitar that suggests the character's methodical menace. But submerged under 

the main melody of Frank's theme is the wail of the harmonica, suggesting the 

sadistic past these two men share. When the two characters finally meet for a 

climactic shootout, the two musical themes compete for audio space, represent

ing the central conflict between two strong wills. While most scores are com

posed after shooting is completed, Morricone composed the score before 

shooting on the film began. Leone then p layed the score on the set during 

filming, so that each actor could move to the music. The unusual process Leone 

and Morricone adopted indicates how closely they tied the characters to the 

score's musical themes (Frayling, pp. 280-81 ) .  

Shaping Emotional Tenor Music p lays an important role in helping audiences 

know how to interpret the mood of a scene. Consider how the score for the 

famous opening scene of The Sound of Music (Robert Wise 1 965)  differs from 

the first chase scene from Terminator 2 (James Cameron 1 991 ) .  The comparison 

of such wildly divergent films may seem ludicrous, but remember that the 

primary visual image in both scenes is of people running. However, there is a 

dramatic difference of mood between the two scenes. As Maria (Julie Andrews) 

begins singing the second chorus of "The Sound of Music, " an expansive swell 

of the orchestra accompanies her movement as she gallops across the Austrian 

mountain range, establishing the sense of liberation and happiness that music 

offers her. In contrast, the more sparsely orchestrated, urgent, uptempo, and per

cussive score for Terminator 2 appropriately contributes to the scene's emphasis 

on action and suspense. 

John Williams's score for Jaws (Steven Spielberg 1 975)  offers a good example 

of how music can help a filmmaker emphasize dramatic shifts in emotional 
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tenor from scene to scene within a single film. The famous main theme-a sin

ister melody played primarily by low strings and based on an eerie, two-note 

progression-precedes each of the shark's attacks, and thus contributes to its 

horrific menace. But later, when Sheriff Brody (Roy Scheider) hits the high seas 

with two compatriots in pursuit of the shark, Williams's score is often more 

uptempo (fast) and lushly orchestrated to suggest the sheriff's sense of excite

ment and adventure. 

Distancing the Audience Music sometimes exploits a contrast between sound 

and image. The effect of such a contrast is to distance the audience-to sever 

the connection between sound and image, so that the audience sees the images 

from a more critical perspective. 

Sometimes, filmmakers use this technique to offer wry, satirical commentary. 

Dr. Strangelove begins with images of bomber planes refueling in mid-flight, a 

process that requires one plane to release fuel through a long tube into the tank 

of the bomber. Instead of using military music to accompany the image, Kubrick 

uses the airy, romantic tune "Try a Little Tenderness." The odd juxtaposition of 

sound and image transforms the military operation into a mechanical mating 

ritual, pointing to one of the film's central tenets: that weaponry is an absurd 

substitute phallus and that the arms race between the Soviet Union and the 

United States is a dangerous contest to see who has the biggest "equipment." 

On other occasions, filmmakers exploit the juxtaposition of music and image 

to suggest the world's complete indifference to a character's plight. In Face/Off 

(John Woo 1 997) , a child listens to the song "Somewhere over the Rainbow" on 

headphones, oblivious to the bloody shootout taking place around him. At Club 

Silencio in Mulholland Drive, a torch singer collapses while performing a 

Spanish version of Roy Orbison's haunting ballad "Crying," but the vocals con

tinue even while she lies on the stage unconscious. The strange discrepancy

whereby the music plays without regard to the singer's distress-makes it clear 

that the "live" performance wasn't what it initially appeared to be. The 

chanteuse was only lip-synching. And in Sam Fuller's Naked Kiss ( 1 964) , a 

woman discovers her fiance sexually molesting a child while a record of children 

singing a lullaby plays in the background. According to Claudia Gorbman, such 

instances "testify to the power of . . .  music which blissfully lacks awareness or 

empathy; its very emotionlessness, juxtaposed with ensuing human catastrophe, 

is what provokes our emotional response" (Gorbman, p. 24) . In other words, 

such blatant inappropriateness draws attention to the contrast between the 

music's complete lack of response and the audience's (hopefully) more empa

thetic response to these characters' predicaments. 

Obviously, a piece of film music can carry out more than one of these func

tions simultaneously. To help recognize how a piece of music functions, audi

ences should train their ears to recognize five characteristics of film music. 

Five Characteristics of Film M usic 

Film music is notoriously difficult to write about. Despite a song's uncanny 

ability to sweep audiences up into the romantic (or exciting, or tragic) sentiment 

unfolding onscreen, few people have the ability to describe how the music 

accomplishes this. Those who have formally studied music are perhaps best 
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equipped to describe and analyze film music. For those who haven't spent years 

training their ears to dissect a tune into its individual components, the danger in 

trying to write about music is that the discussion will be too imprecise to inform 

or convince other readers. Vague adjectives such as "romantic" or "scary " are of 

little value when describing a melody. 

Still, it is possible for non-musicians to talk and write concretely about film 

music. In order to think and write about film with specificity, begin by concen

trating on these five attributes of film music: patterns of development; lyrical 

content; tempo and volume; instrumentation; and cultural significance. 

Patterns of Development Like other elements of film, music develops system

atically. Musical themes are often repeated, establishing motifs and parallels. 

And as musical motifs evolve, they signal important changes in the story. Con

sequently, perhaps the most important strategy for actively listening to and 

thinking about film music is to notice when a musical theme appears. Does the 

theme come to be associated with particular characters or settings? With partic

ular emotions? With particular visual imagery? 

In his score for Star Wars , John Williams developed two distinct melodies. 

The film's familiar main theme is associated with the idealism of the Rebel 

Alliance, whereas a more foreboding and militaristic theme (the tune is in a 

minor key and its plodding rhythm sounds like bootsteps) signals the presence 

of the evil Empire. In the James Bond cycle, the distinctive brassy notes of John 

Barry's famous theme song introduced in Or: No (Terence Young 1962) often 

punctuate Bond's dramatic triumphs onscreen. The musical motif accentuates 

the character's cocky bravado. In He Got Game (Spike Lee 1998) , several 

montage sequences depicting basketball games are accompanied by Aaron 

Copland compositions, including "Appalachian Spring, " and "Fanfare for the 

Common Man" from Symphony no. 3 .  The repetition of music and image ele

vates games of street ball to the status of high art. Copland's music famously 

refashioned " folk " melodies into high art just as Lee's film presents basketball 

as a vibrant urban art form. In each case, the musical theme is repeatedly linked 

to a particular character, environment, or event. 

Musical motifs can function in more abstract ways as well, helping viewers to 

draw connections between characters, settings, or ideas. In Jules and Jim,  the 

two title characters become fixated on a mysterious statue. When they see the 

statue for the first time, the sound of a melancholy flute accompanies the image. 

Later, when Jules (Oskar Werner) and Jim (Henri Serre) see Catherine (Jeanne 

Moreau) for the first time, the same tune plays in the background. The motif 

thus points to the mysterious opacity that Catherine shares with the statue, and 

which will fascinate the two men for twenty years. 

Lyrics Since the late 1960s, soundtrack music has relied more on self-contained 

popular songs instead of scored material. Often (but not always) filmmakers 

choose songs whose lyrics are relevant to the image on screen. Consequently, an 

analysis of film music should consider the possible significance of any lyrics. 

For example, Public Enemy's " Fight the Power" plays over the opening credits 

of 00 the Right Thing and occurs throughout the film whenever Radio Raheem 

emerges with his blaring boom-box. In general, the song's militant sentiment 
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reflects the escalating racial tension among the neighborhood's residents and 

foreshadows the riot that erupts after the police kill Radio Raheem. Moreover, 

the lyrics' emphasis on American culture's refusal to commemorate important 

African-American leaders and artists reflects one of the central conflicts in the 

film: Buggin' Out's demand that Sal put pictures of African-American heroes on 

the wall of his pizzeria. 

Lyrics can be powerful indicators of mood or turning points in plot. In Thelma 

& Louise, after Thelma finally gathers the courage to ignore Darryl's orders and 

accompany Louise on a weekend getaway, the soundtrack plays Van Morrison's 

"Wild Night." The lyrics mirror Thelma and Louise's actions as each packs her 

bags in a parallel editing sequence: 

As you brush your shoes, you stand before your mirror 

And you comb your hair, grab your coat and hat 

More importantly, the lyrics speak to the giddy anticipation both women feel 

over the prospect of escaping their humdrum daily routines. : 

And every thing looks so complete 

When you're walking down on the streets 

And the wind, it catches your feet 

Sets you flying, crying 

Ooh ooh-ooh wee, wild night , is calling 

©1971 WB Music Corp. , and Caledonia Soul Music. All rights 

administered by WB Music Corp. All rights reserved. Used by 

permission of Alfred Publishing Co. , [nco 

Importantly, the soundtrack plays Martha Reeves's version of the song, empha

sizing how this moment captures the excitement of women's liberation. Fur

thermore, the lyrics' emphasis on flying establishes one of the central motifs in 

the film: flight into open space as a metaphor for empowerment. In short , the 

use of the song effectively ends the film's exposition, as both women have made 

the first step away from their gender roles as housewife and waitress. 

Tempo and Volume Tempo (speed) and volume are two attributes of music 

that are readily describable even to the untrained ear. They also play a signifi

cant role in determining the emotional intensity of a song (and, by extension, 

a scene) . 

Uptempo, or fast, melodies tend to convey frenetic energy and rapid move

ment. Chase scenes in action films, for example, usually rely on non-diegetic 

uptempo melodies. Slow melodies, on the other hand, suggest a more relaxed 

pace, or a lack of energy. Perhaps no scene exemplifies the distinction as 

effectively as when Benjamin hurries to prevent Elaine's marriage in The 

Graduate. As he drives from Berkeley to Santa Barbara-frantically stopping 

along the way to ask directions-a quickly strummed acoustic guitar COITes

ponds to Benjamin 's speed and anxiety. But soon the tempo of the music slows 

considerably, telling the audience exactly when Benjamin's car starts to run out 

of gas. Eventually the music putters out altogether, suggesting that his quest may 

be futile. 
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Like tempo, volume can also affect the intensity of a scene. But whereas 

tempo usually comments on a character's movement, volume usually character

izes the aura of space surrounding characters. Loud music seems to swallow 

characters, whereas soft music connotes more intimacy. 

One scene in Apocalypse Now exemplifies how altering volume can radically 

modulating the dynamics of a scene. A squadron of helicopters on a bombing 

raid approaches the target village, led by the demented racist Lt. Kilgore (Robert 

Duvall). The soldiers blast Wagner's "The Ride of the Valkyries" on an elaborate 

speaker system designed to terrify the enemy. The choice of music is an inter

textual reference to The Birth of a Nation, whose original score featured 

Wagner's music accompanying the Ku Klux Klan's triumphant charge. The 

choice of music emphasizes Kilgore's racism and bigotry. Wagner dominates the 

mix on the soundtrack and offers audiences a sense of the soldiers' simultane

ous fear and excitement. The music transforms what would otherwise be the 

confined space of a helicopter into a position of authority and dominance; the 

blaring music is an act of aggression that exceeds the physical space of the heli

copter itself. 

The sequence then cuts to the targeted village, whose silence is disrupted by 

the comparatively quiet ringing of a bell. Eventually Wagner's music can be 

heard on the soundtrack accompanying images of t he village (fig. 8 . 1 8 ) .  It grad

ually gets louder, culminating in the helicopters' attack. The abrupt movement 

from loud to soft shifts t he audience's identification, so that the excitement audi

ences might otherwise share with the soldiers onscreen gives way to empathy 

for the villagers. Sound editor Walter Murch's manipulation of volume in this 

scene puts audiences in the position of the attacked, as well as the attacker. 

The tempo and volume of non-diegetic music can also help paint internal 

space. In Psycho, as Marion leaves Phoenix, the score is played quite loud and 

establishes her nervousness. Moreover, multiple melodic lines unfold in differ

ing rhythms and suggest t he dual facets of Marion's personality. At a lower 

pitch, the strings play a rapid progres

sion of notes characterized by their 

sharp, distinct (staccato) sound. It is 

the dominant strain in the melody, 

which begins immediately after 

Marion's boss crosses the street in 

front of her car; his perplexed look 

makes it clear t hat he wonders why 

Marion is not home sick in bed, as 

she said she would be. As Marion 

continues her drive the next night, the 

plucking of the strings corresponds to 

the blinding rain and slashing wind

shield wipers, which clearly distract 

Marion, leading her to t he Bates 

Motel. This line is clearly associated 

with Marion's fear as she leaves town 

and evades the law. 
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The second melodic line is higher pitched. The violins play a legato (notes 

that are smooth and connected) melody at half the speed of the lower notes. 

Given the narrative context, this upper melodic line seems to correspond with 

Marion's attempt to remain calm-or rather, to act calm when under the surface 

she is almost paralyzed with fear. In this regard, the two distinct melodic lines 

reflect one of the film's most important motifs: personalities torn asunder by 

conflicting desires. The volume and tempo of Bernard Herrmann's score are, in 

other words, a musical representation of psychosis. 

Instrumentation It is not difficult to make generalizations about what instru

ments are used to perform a piece of music. Does an orchestra play the music? 

A brass ensemble? A string quartet? Do the musicians use electric or electronic 

instruments? Do the musicians sample and manipulate pre-recorded sounds? 

Bernard Herrmann's score for Psycho would have had a very different effect 

had he included brass instruments to temper the sound of the strings, especially 

during the piercing notes that accompany Marion's violent death. Different 

instruments create different moods, so the choice of instrumentation can play a 

dramatic role in creating an environment for a scene. 

Instrumentation can suggest a film's time period and setting. For example, 

when Bill, Abbey, and the Girl flee Chicago at the beginning of Days of Heaven, 

an acoustic guitar accompanies images of the three riding southwest on a train. 

The instrument's association with folk music (and rural space) is an efficient 

way to emphasize the film's early twentieth-century time period and to signal 

the characters' movement from an urban to a rural locale. In contrast, Howard 

Shore's score for the opening credits of Se7en helps to establish the urban setting 

and grim tone by utilizing distorted electric and electronic instruments and 

sampled sound effects. 

Some instruments may also portray more subtle emotional states. In Wong 

Kar-Wai's In the Mood for Love (2002) , Su Li-zhen (Maggie Cheung) and Chow 

Mo-wan (Tony Leung) turn to one another for comfort after discovering their 

respective spouses are having an affair. On the verge of becoming romantically 

involved themselves, the would-be lovers separate, leaving their tentative love 

unrequited. Michael Galasso's score suggests the couple's unspoken longing for 

one another through the use of a cello "because it is such an evocative instru

ment, able to express strong emotions" ;  a low bass drum accompanies the cello, 

sounding like a "subliminal heartbeat" (Galasso, quoted in Lee) . 

Instrumentation can also suggest important character traits. John Carpenter's 

score for his slasher film Halloween ( 1978) is notable for its spare arrangement, 

revolving around the rapid repetition of two notes on the piano. The ominous 

simplicity reflects the terrifying incongruity that opens the film: the stalker/killer 

in the exposition is a child. The rudimentary piano sounds like a child doodling 

on the keyboard, but the staccato notes and rapid tempo suggests the character's 

violent, insistent energy. 

Marx Brothers' films offer many comic examples of how instruments can be 

associated with a character. In these films, Harpo Marx never utters a word. His 

primary means of communication are his mischievous smile and an oversized 

bicycle horn, which he frequently honks in exclamation (fig. 8 . 19) .  Yet the 
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chaotic frenzy of a Marx Brothers' film is 

always tempered by Harpo's romantic side, 

which appears when he tenderly serenades the 

audience with a harp. The character's quirky 

humor arises from the bizarre juxtaposition of 

low-brow (the honking horn) and high-brow 

(the harp). 

Cultural Significance F inally, filmmakers can 

add complexity to a film by using music that 

bears a specific cultural significance. A specific 

song or type of music may conjure up shared 

cultural knowledge, as in Stagecoach , when 

John Ford uses a familiar musical theme to tell 

audiences that Native Americans are near. 

According to Claudia Gorbman, the film's 

"Indian music" produces meaning in part 

because of its "cultural-musical properties

[the] rhythmic repetition in groups of four with 

accented initial beat . . .  [which] already signify 

' Indian ' in the language of the American music 

industry" (Gorbman, p. 28). 

Music that functions in this way often relies 

on stereotypes to produce meaning. The music 

in Ford's film is not authentic Apache music ;  it 

is a cliche that became a substitute for the 

authentic artifact because of its repetition in 

film, radio, and eventually TV. 

In contrast, Office Space intentionally upsets 

cultural assumptions about music for comic 

effect. Throughout the film, three beleaguered office workers-Peter, Michael, 

and Samir (Ron Livingston, David Herman, and Ajay Naidu)-suffer through the 

mind-numbing tedium of their white collar jobs. When the management down

sizes Michael and Samir, the trio plots its revenge against the corporation: they 

exploit a computer glitch to embezzle money from the company. Gangster rap 

by Canibus, Ice Cube, and the Geto Boys plays throughout the soundtrack, 

articulating the friends' growing frustration and their subsequent resistance. The 

film trades on the irony that, while most viewers immediately associate rap with 

the so-called "urban experience, " this trio of angry misfits is suburban and 

decidedly middle-class-quite the opposite of the gangsters romanticized in the 

lyrics. One riotous scene combines the Geto Boys' " Still" with the visual cues 

from gangster rap videos-canted, low-angle shots and slow motion-as the trio 

unleashes all its wrath on the company (fig. 8.20) . But instead of torturing 

somebody, as celebrated in the lyrics, Peter, Michael, and Samir demolish the 

thing they hate most: the office printer. The ironic use of music, and the fact 

that it infiltrates the film's visual style as well, points to a larger theme in the 

film: how far removed these men are from the "street" problems described in 
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the songs they worship. Yet it also evokes 

how rap's vitriolic expressions of disaffec

tion transcend cultural, racial, and class 

barriers. 

Filmmakers may also use songs whose 

production history holds some cultural sig

nificance. I n  The Royal Tenenbaums, after 

Richie Tenenbaum (Luke Wilson) unsuc

cessfully attempts to commit suicide, Nick 

Drake's recording of "Fly" plays softly in 

the background. The fact that Drake com

mitted suicide adds poignancy to the scene 

beyond the melancholy of the actual tune 

itself (fig. 8.21 ) .  

In Chungking Express,  the soundtrack 

includes a hefty selection of music of 

various national origins: reggae, Indian 

raga, and American pop music all become sound motifs. In most cases, these 

motifs are diegetic music. The music pours out of jukeboxes and portable radios, 

suggesting the eclectic mix of ethnicities in Hong Kong. At the time of filming, 

Hong Kong was a bustling hub for multinational trade, destined to become rein

tegrated with mainland China when Great Britain relinquished control on July 

1 ,  1 997.  But residents greeted this change with skepticism since Hong Kong had 

been a British colony for over 1 50 years. The assortment of diegetic music under

scores the territory's fluid cultural makeup and its pronounced diversity. 

Even the non-diegetic music evokes Hong Kong's troubled concept of nation

hood. Faye Wong's adaptation of the Cranberries' song "Dreams" plays twice on 

the soundtrack, and the choice of music resonates on a number of levels. The 
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Cranberries are an Irish rock band, so the song alludes to Hong Kong and 

Ireland's shared history as British colonies. But the concept of national identity 

is further undercut by the fact that Wong uses an adaptation of the song, rather 

than the original; is the song British? Irish? Cantonese? The music, in other 

words, explores the way Hong Kong's identity is no longer defined by place 

or history. 

TECHNIQU�� IN P.RACTICE 

Bernard Herrmann 's Score and Tra vis 
Bickle 's Trou bled Masculinity in Taxi 
Driver 

In Martin Scorsese's Taxi Driver, Robert De Niro plays Travis 

Bickle, a lonely New York cab driver who is simultaneously sickened by the 

moral decay he sees everyday and obsessed with 

political campaigner Betsy (Cybill Shepherd) . When 

his romance with Betsy fizzles out, Travis tries 

unsuccessfully to assassinate the political candidate 

Betsy works for. After he fails, Travis murders a pimp 

and several street hustlers in order to rescue the thir

teen-year-old prostitute Iris (Jodie Foster) (fig. 8.22) . 

He becomes a local hero in the process. Travis's 

obsessions seem paradoxical: on one hand, he's a 

hopeless romantic, and on the other hand he's an 

explosive cynic who can only see the city's decay. 

But Bernard Herrmann's score emphasizes that 

Travis's romantic and violent sides are interrelated. 

Herrmann's score for Taxi Driver (his last score in 

a career that began with Citizen Kane in 1 941 ) intro

duces two dominant themes during the opening 

credits. The soundtrack alternates between the two, 

seemingly antithetical, non-diegetic themes. The first 

theme is spare and militaristic. It is built around two 

low, descending notes. Often the tonal progression is 

punctuated by the tapping of a snare drum, whose 

tempo gradually increases until the high note gives 

way to the low note. The second theme is a slow, 

lilting jazz tune played on a tenor saxophone. 

Onscreen, the image cuts back and forth between 

extreme close-ups of Travis's eyes and blurry, over

saturated point-of-view shots of New York City. This 

suggests immediately that the music reflects two 

halves of his personality, and that Travis's perspec

tive of the city is distorted. 
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Throughout the film, the militaristic theme is associated with Travis's 

seething anger. The foreboding theme, largely played on low brass instru

ments, reflects his military background in Vietnam, and his voice-over 

emphasizes that Travis will eventually use this background on the domestic 

front. As he contemplates how sordid the city has become, Travis's voice

over speaks of his hopes for a "real rain [tol come and wash all the scum 

off the streets. " The militaristic theme typically accompanies these thoughts, 

suggesting that he, the lone stalwart against the "scum and the filth" of the 

city, might just be the "real rain" to clean up the street. 

Yet ,  from the opening credits, the film clearly emphasizes that his con

demnatory view of the city is a distorted and destructive one. Several scenes 

emphasize that Travis directs most of his hostility toward African-Ameri

cans. Also, Travis repeatedly points weapons (or his fingers, as if they were 

a weapon) at innocent strangers: people walking on the streets, dancers on 

television ,  and women onscreen at the local porno theater. 

Coming on the heels of Travis's fuming over the moral decay of the city, 

the romantic theme initially suggests that love could, perhaps, alleviate 

some of his anger and cynicism. It appears more frequently in the first half 

of the film, whenever Travis thinks longingly about Betsy. For example, 

when he sees Betsy for the first time, the music plays and Travis's voice-over 

explains, "She appeared like an angel out of this filthy mass". I n  his 

eyes, she stands apart from the rest of the city. Audiences may assume 

that her love, then, could save Travis from his anger. Once she rejects him, 

the theme is associated with Iris, suggesting that she becomes a substitute 

for Betsy. 

But the film makes clear that Travis's psychotic ranting and his romantic 

longing, far from being opposites, are actually complementary. Travis's 

tirades against the city's culture, his love for Betsy, and his desire to rescue 

Iris are nothing more than means for him to prop up a wounded ego. What 

Travis really desires is to assert his dominance, by acting as the supreme 

moral force over an entire city and by protecting two women whom he sees 

as too helpless to defend themselves. His first thoughts of Betsy are notable 

for their misguided chivalry, and when he asks Betsy out ,  he promises to 

protect her. When Betsy rejects Travis, he turns his attention to Iris, 

someone who, he thinks, is in need of rescue. To underscore that Travis's 

motivations are selfish, the film depicts how Travis decides to rescue Iris 

only after he has failed to assassinate the politician Palantine-Travis's rival 

for Betsy's attention. Travis's attitude toward Betsy and Iris is rooted in 

insecurity and is thus closely linked to an undercurrent of male retribution 

and violence. 

After the film's bloody shootout, the two musical themes fuse, drawing 

attention to this connection between romance and violence. As the camera 

slowly tracks down the hallway of the hotel, tallying up the carnage Travis 

has left in his wake, the non-diegetic romantic tune once associated with 

Betsy is played by low brass instruments and accentuated by pounding 
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percussion. The romantic has combined with the militaristic. The film's 

producer, Michael Phillips, says that Herrmann "explained that the reason 

he did it was to show that this was where Travis's fantasies about women 

led him . . . .  His illusions, his self-perpetuating way of dealing with women 

had finally brought him to that bloody, violent outburst" (quoted in S. 

Smith, p. 1 5 ) .  

The film's score emphasizes that Travis's romantic longing for Betsy, his 

hatred for the city, and his rescue of Iris are all interrelated. His romantic 

ideals are essentially violent, since they require the subjugation of every

one's will to Travis's ego. The fact that the public lauds Travis as a hero at 

the end of the film is a crucial ironic twist. Scorsese suggests that Americans 

still valorize chivalry-a value system the film shows to be outdated, 

violent, self-serving, and destructive. 

This discussion of sound concludes our book's coverage of the five technical 

aspects of film art (narrative, mise en scene, cinematography, editing, and 

sound) . By and large this chapter (along with chapters 4 through 7) has explored 

how these elements function in narrative films. Because sound lacks shape and 

form, writing about its use in cinema is in some ways more difficult than writing 

about narrative and visual content, but it is no less important. 

Yet even films that don't tell stories can use sound to complement images 

onscreen, even when those images are abstract. While sound in such cases 

won't contribute narrative information such as historical context or a character's 

upbringing, the characteristics of the human voice, sound effects, and music will 

still be relevant. The next chapter takes up in more specific detail two such alter

natives to narrative filmmaking: documentary and avant-garde cinema. 

{J� Sum m ary 

• The history of  sound technology has seen several major developments, each 

one an attempt to provide higher fidelity. 

• Because sound is added or altered during post-production, it is freed from the 

image. 

• There are five common image-sound relationships: onscreen vs. offscreen 

sound; subjective vs. objective sound; diegetic vs. non-diegetic sound; image 

time vs. sound time; image mood vs. sound mood. 

• The three components of film sound are: dialogue, sound effects, and music. 

• In addition to the content of an actress's lines of dialogue, the four charac

teristics of her voice contribute to film's overall impact: volume, pitch, speech 

characteristics, and acoustic qualities. 

• The voice-over is a powerful storytelling technique that can help maintain 

narrative coherence and provide a point of identification. 
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• Sound effects have three common functions in narrative films. They can 

define location, lend mood to an environment, and portray the environment's 

impact on characters. 

• To be precise when describing sound effects, film scholars pay attention to 

four characteristics of sound effects: acoustic qualities; volume; regularity; 

verisimilitude. 

• Five common functions of film music are: to establish historical context; to 

shape the audience's perception of space; to define character; to shape the 

emotional tenor of a scene; to distance the audience. 

• It is possible to write concretely about music in film by noting these five char

acteristics: patterns of development; lyrics; tempo and volume; instrumenta

tion; cultural significance. 

Fi l m Anab:sis 

Sound and Language . 

The essay below examines the way sound emphasizes a 

common humanity among the prisoners and guards occupy

ing a P.O.w. camp in Jean Renoir's The Grand Illusion ("La 

Grande Illusion" ;  1937) . 

The Study Notes that accompany this film analysis focus on strategies for 

writing introductions and conclusions. These paragraphs are notoriously dif

ficult to write, largely because writers fear they may be redundant. However, 

introductions are important since they establish what the rest of the paper 

will cover, and conclusions often summarize the main argument. From the 

reader's perspective, these paragraphs aren't repetitive-they clarify. Intro

ductions guide the reader into the argument, letting her know what main 

point(s) will be addressed in the body of the paper. Conclusions reiterate 

this main point in light of the ideas that have been developed throughout 

the paper. 

Instructors look to introductions and conclusions to gauge how well stu

dents have synthesized their ideas. Researchers look to introductions and 

conclusions to help weed through piles of material quickly, since they offer 

a good indication of the scope of the essay. If a scholar doing research stum

bles across a poorly written introduction or conclusion-one that fails 

clearly to delineate the specific issues covered in the article-there's a good 

chance he could ignore the whole piece, assuming that it doesn't address 

relevant topics. 

How does the introduction in this essay prepare the reader for the main 

argument that follows? How does the conclusion reiterate the logic that con

nects the essay's major claims? 
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Language, N ationality, and Class in The Grand Illusion 

Jean Renoir's drama The Grand Illusion depicts the hardships and occa

sional pleasures in the lives of French soldiers in two German prisoner of 

war camps during World War 1. 1 The French prisoners include an aristocratic 

officer, Captain de BoYeldieu (Pierre Fresnay); a mechanic turned pilot, Lieu

tenant MafE�chal (Jean Gabin) ; and a Jewish schoolteacher, Rosenthal 

(Marcel Dalio) .2 Thrown together by the war, the three men learn to respect 

and cooperate with one another while trying to escape from the camps. 

Renoir uses sound-especially dialogue-to depict prison camps riven by 

national, ethnic, class, and religious partitions. His use of language repeat

edly emphasizes how the camp allows such superficial barriers to over

whelm the common bond of humanity that should unite the men.3 

The opening sequences use sound to establish parallels between the 

French and German officers. The opening shot begins with a close-up of a 

gramophone and tilts upward to introduce Man�chal, who is standing in a 

French officers' mess enjoying the music (fig. 8.23) . Minutes later, after a 

brief sequence explaining that Ma[(�chal will fly his superior officer Captain 

de BoYeldieu on a reconnaissance mission, the setting changes to a German 

officers' club. Here the audience is introduced to Commandant von Rauf

fenstein (Erich von Stroheim) , who has just shot down the two French 

pilots (fig. 8.24) . The mise en scene and sound in the German officers' 

mess are remarkably similar to their French counterparts: a gramophone 

plays diegetic music in the background, the officers enjoy drinks, and the 

camera surveys a collection of posters on the wall. The parallel underscores 

a central irony running throughout the film: the French and German 

soldiers share similar tastes and appetites, but arbitrary national differences 

divide them. 

This point is emphasized in the dialogue moments later, after Man�chal 

and de BoYeldieu's captors invite the French prisoners to dine with them. 

F i l m  A n a l ys i s :  Sound and Language 

1 Even though i ntrod uctory paragraphs 
begi n a n  essay, many autho rs actual ly 
write them afte r' the  body of the 
a rgu m en t has  been com pl eted . Th is i s 
because , du ri ng the wri t ing p rocess, a 
writer's argu m e n t  usu al ly evo lves , or 
ch anges a l together, a n d  i t's d i ffi cu l t to 
i ntroduce a n  argu m e n t  that hasn't  been 
com pl ete ly form u lated yet. So,  m a ny 
stu dents fi nd that, when they h ave 
d i ffic u l ty getti ng sta r·ted on a paper', the 
best strategy is  to ski p wri ti n g  the 
i ntrod u ction u n ti l a rough d raft i s  
fi n is h ed . 

2 The gene r'a l  pu rpose of an i ntrod uction 
i s  to establ is h  a genera l fo u n dati on on 
wh ich  to b u i ld the  rest of the argu ment.  
Save the specifi c detai l s and c l a i m s  
(except for yo u r  thes is statement,  o f  
cou rse) fo r the b o d y  of the paper. Th is 
author' adopts a fai rly common strategy: 
he offe r's a b rief p lot s u m m ary, which 
l eads to the thesis state me n t. But  notice 
how th is p lot su m m ar'y e m p h asizes each 
ch aracte r" s backgro u n d . The reader's 
awareness of these c u l t u ra l  d i fferences 
p l ays an i m portant ro l e  in s h a p i ng the 
r'est of the pape r'. The plot s u m mary isn 't  
just  "fi l l er" or e m p ty i n formati on for 
readers who h aven 't seen the fi l m ; 
r"ather, it is prepari ng the reader fo r' the 
thesis,  wh ich fo l lows.  

8.23 (left) French officers and a 
gram ophone i n  The Grand Illusion . 

8.24 (right) Th e German officers' mess i n 
The Grand Illusion: p aral le l  s p aces. 
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3 Thesis statements al most always 
conc l ude i ntrod u ctory paragt'ap hs i n 
academ i c wri ting. Readers , at least i n 
Western cu l tures , are trai ned to l o o k  at 
the end of i ntrod ucti ons  for these al l 
i mpOl"tan t sentences. Th is is why it is 
cru ci al for wri ters to spend so m u ch ti me 
crafti ng p recise thesis statements and to 
pl ace these  sen tences at the end o f  the 
i n tmd ucti o n  ( not i n the begi n n i ng,  and 
not i n the  mi dd le ) . Be aware that an 
i n tmd ucti o n  d o e s  not h ave t o  be l i m i ted 
to o n e  paragraph . I n  longer papers ,  an 
i ncmductio n  m igh t be severa l 
paragraph s-o r even several pages-long. 
Bu t i n  gen eral ,  sh o rt papers ( fi fteen 
pages or  less) requ i t'e short 
i ncmducti o ns . 
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One of  the German officers tells Man�chal that he used to work in France as 

a mechanic. Just as Man�chal is about to say that he shares the same pro

fessional background, he is interrupted in mid-sentence by the arrival of a 

wreath commemorating a fallen French pilot. As both men are discovering 

their shared humanity, the war intrudes; the moment of intimacy is lost. 

Throughout the film, language defines and divides characters according 

to nationality. Many of the French prisoners cannot communicate with their 

German guards. In one poignant scene, Man�chal has been in solitary con

finement for several days when a guard enters the cell to try and comfort the 

French prisoner. When the guard speaks German, Marechal explodes in 

anger, frustrated that he hasn't been able to hear anyone speak French in so 

long. Despite the guard's attempt to forge a bond, Marechal feels alone. 

Eventually the guard exits, but he leaves a harmonica with Marechal, who 

begins to play when the guard is out of the room. The following shot reveals 

that on the other side of the door, unbeknownst to Marechal, the German 

guard listens to the offscreen sound and begins humming along. The two 

men are drawn to the same tune, which becomes a non-verbal form of com

munication not bound by national identity. The thick cell door that divides 

the two men qualifies this connection, however. Once again, the symbols of 

warfare interrupt camaraderie. 

Linguistic differences even isolate allies from one another. On the eve of 

having successfully completed a tunnel out of the prison camp, one group 

of French prisoners is informed that they are immediately being transferred 

to another camp. Not wanting their efforts to go to waste, Marechal attempts 

to tell an incoming prisoner about the nearly completed tunnel. But the pris

oner is English and fails to understand his comrade's French. The tunnel 

will be forgotten. This moment points to how arbitrary boundaries such as 

nationality divide men who otherwise share a common humanity. 

But national boundaries aren't the only impediments to fraternity. 

Renoir 's film emphasizes that Europe is rife with other social systems that 

produce conflict. In The Grand Illusion, class has the most profound impact 

on how the men relate to one another. Two officers in the camp, BO'ieldieu 

and von Rauffenstein, are aristocrats. They are fighting on opposing sides in 

the war, yet they respect one another because they are of the same class. 

Language is an important symbol of their upper-class background, as both 

men are multilingual. The fact that they both speak French, German, and 

English implies their camaraderie and further underscores the absurdity of 

warfare, since these two men are able to overlook cultural differences. 

Ironically, however, their multilingualism and the aristocratic status that 

it represents separate them from the other soldiers in the camp. Early in the 

film, the other French prisoners doubt whether they can trust Bo'ieldieu 

because of his position in the upper class. They are surprised that he will

ingly participates in their efforts to tunnel out of the camp. Dialogue under

scores these tensions between Bo'ieldieu and the other men. Film scholar 

Jeffery Alan Triggs points out, for example, that BoYeldieu is separated from 
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the other officers by the particular highly formal French dialect he employs. 

His strict adherence to formality is particularly evident when Marechal asks 

why, after eighteen months in prison together, Bo'ieldieu still addresses 

Marechal with the formal "uous . "  Bo'ieldieu replies, "I say vous to my 

mother and my wife." He cannot get beyond the courtliness of his upper

class dialect to verbalize his emotional connection to Marechal. Such 

tension is evident throughout the film, alluding to the way that class, like 

nationality, is a barrier that isolates people from one another. 

The last third of the film emphasizes how people can transcend the pain 

and horror of war if they learn to overlook nationality and class. In a pro

found act of charity, Bo'ieldieu sacrifices his own life so that Marechal and 

Rosenthal can escape. The pair 's escape is further facilitated by a widowed 

German, Elsa (Dita Parlo) , who lies to a patrol of German soldiers to protect 

them. Elsa also offers the men shelter and food and is obviously pleased to 

have their companionship (she and Marechal share a romantic relationship) . 

In other words, only the spirit of cooperation across class and national bar

riers helps the two men escape the war. 

But this camaraderie is short-lived, and the film ends on a profoundly 

bittersweet note. Their sense of national obligation lures Marechal and 

Rosenthal away from Elsa's secluded farm-back to the war from which 

they had managed to escape. As the men flee across the snow-covered 

mountains, a German patrol spots them and one soldier aims his gun at the 

escapees. But another soldier stops him and says, "Forget it. They're in 

Switzerland." On the one hand, the ending is happy, since the two men have 

escaped with their lives. On the other hand, the dialogue emphasizes how 

the soldier's decision not to fire is predicated on his honoring arbitrarily 

defined national borders. Ironically, the very system that saves their lives 

also serves as the philosophical underpinning of war. 

Renoir's film suggests that the forces dividing humans are nothing but 

"grand illusions."4 The film's use of diegetic music and dialogue illustrates 

how class and national differences are at best superficial. But Renoir does 

not casually propose that people are able to overlook these differences. 

Marechal and Rosenthal's escape points to the possibilities of benign 

human interaction, but the film's resolution implies, as if with a sigh of 

resignation, that the hope of a permanent esprit de corps is also little more 

than a "grand illusion."s 
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The logic of a work of art is the result of re-relating 
elements selected from reality in to a new relationship 
so that a new reality is created which) in turn) 
endows the selected elemen ts with a new value. 

Maya Deren 

M
any moviegoers regard Hollywood films as the 'real' cinema, much in 

the same way as an American tourist abroad might ask: ' How much is 

this in real money?'"  (Stam, p. 5) . But alternative filmmaking practices 

such as documentary and avant-garde cinemas are very real, and a sound grasp 

of their history and formal organization is crucial to understanding film art and 

culture. This chapter explores the formal characteristics of documentary and 

avant-garde films and emphasizes the way they differ from narrative, feature

length commercial fiction films. 

9.1 March of the Penguins, o n e  of the top grossing documentary fi lms in h i story. 

Alternatives 
to N arrative 
Fiction Fi l m :  

• 

Docu m entary 
and Avant
gard e Fi l ms 
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Th ree M od es of F i l m m a ki n g :  
A Co m par ison 

Documentary and avant-garde film depart from commercial fiction films in 

several ways, including their purpose, mode of production, exhibition venues, 

and their formal organization and visual style. Commercial films (whether 

screened in theaters, on video or DVDs, or purchased on cable or satellite) are 

designed to appeal to a mass audience in order to make profits for the compa

nies that produce, distribute, and exhibit them. The parties involved-including 

writers, directors, actors, producers, studio executives, distributors, and 

exhibitors-treat films as products that entice the viewing public to spend 

money on films, concessions, and related toys and games. Not all commercial 

films turn out to be financially successful, of course, but profitability is the 

primary goal of the large corporations that produce, distribute, and exhibit them. 

By contrast, documentary films present contemporary or historical events, not 

fictional stories. Documentary filmmakers may be motivated by many reasons 

unrelated to profitability: they may be interested in educating viewers about a 

pressing social issue, in introducing viewers to extraordinary people and their 

achievements, in capturing the humor and pathos of everyday life, or in using 

the tools of their craft to create a profound experience. Most documentary film

makers do not treat profits as a primary objective; usually they are pleased if 

they can just make a living as filmmakers !  

The goals of avant-garde filmmakers, like those o f  documentary filmmakers, 

vary widely, but two principal concerns dominate the cinemas gathered under 

this heading. The first is the desire to explore the artistic and technological capa

bilities of the medium, usually by rejecting the conventional use to which film 

has been put: telling stories. Like many modern artists, avant-garde films high

light the medium's "materials" (film, light, sound) and technology; these films 

often draw on connections to painting, sculpture, dance, music, and photogra

phy. The second major concern of many avant-garde, experimental, and under

ground filmmakers is to question orthodoxies beyond the realm of aesthetics. 

Avant-garde films often challenge conventional thinking about politics, culture, 

gender, race, and sexuality. These filmmakers are not focused on profits. Instead, 

they use film as a means of personal expression to address important social 

issues and to expand the aesthetic vocabulary of film art. 

Another way to differentiate commercial film from documentary and avant

garde film is to consider their methods of production and exhibition. Documen

taries are not produced in the industrial context of Hollywood, where corporate 

executives, stars (and their management companies) , guilds, and unions inter

act as part of a complex, profit-oriented system. Instead, individuals or small 

groups of people work together, raising funds, renting equipment and space, and 

managing restrictive budgets. Documentary filmmakers spend weeks, months, 

or even years conducting research, doing interviews, and recording sound and 

images. Documentary films often have lower production values than commercial 

fiction films, owing in part to their having smaller budgets. Also, unless a doc

umentary filmmaker works exclusively with archival materials, the spontaneity 
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of real-world events often prevents him from taking a " perfect "  shot or record

ing flawless sound. 

Typically, only a select few documentary films are granted theatrical release 

in art house cinemas or multiplexes. Several international film festivals are 

devoted to documentaries, including the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

in Durham, North Carolina, and the IDFA in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The 

peripheral status of documentary filmmaking relative to the Hollywood industry 

is reflected by the fact that there are just two Academy Awards for documen

taries: one for short films and one for feature-length films. 

In recent years documentaries have gained ground, as mainstream audiences 

have flocked to a new generation of movies from directors such as Errol Morris 

(The Fog of War [2003 ] ,  Mr. Death [ 1999] , and Fast, Cheap and Out of Control 

[1997] ) ,  Michael Moore (Roger and Me [1988] and Fahrenheit 9/11 [2004]) , 

Morgan Spurlock (Super Size Me [2004] ) ,  and Rachel Boynton (Our Brand is 

Crisis [2005]) . These films address a broad spectrum of subjects, from politics to 

the fast food industry. The vigor with which audiences have embraced docu

mentary filmmaking was evident in 2006, when March of the Penguins ("Marche 

de l 'empereur"; Luc Jacquet 2005) not only won the Academy Award for Best 

Documentary but also outgrossed each of the narrative feature films nominated 

for Best Picture. 

The commercial viability of recent films has made documentary filmmaking 

a somewhat more lucrative proposition within the film industry. As film exhibi

tion moves further away from traditional theatrical venues, documentary films 

will become even more accessible. In the spring of 2006 ClickStar, a company 

that plans to capitalize on broadband technologies to offer entertainment pro

gramming, announced the launch of a documentary channel called Jersey Docs, 

headed by actor Danny DeVito. 

The popularity of two documen

taries that deal with the natural envi

ronment, but which adopt radically 

different stylistic approaches, sug

gests that audiences now crave a 

wider array of documentary experi

ences. March of the Penguins docu

ments the death-defying acts o f  

emperor penguins as they undertake 

their annual migration in order to 

mate ( fig. 9. 1 ,  p. 279) . A n  Incon

lJenient Truth (Davis Guggenheim 

2006) , which earned much acclaim at 

the 2006 Cannes Film Festival, 

focuses on the devastating effects of 

global warming. The film is based on 

a series of public lectures given by 

former U.S. Vice-President Al Gore. 

Both films focus audience attention 

on aspects of the natural world, but 

Three Modes of Fi l m m aki ng:  A Compar ison 

9.2 I n  An Inconvenient Truth, AI Gore 
p resents facts, figures, and i m ages related 
to global  warm ing.  
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each has a slightly different approach and uses slightly different effects. March 

of the Penguins offers a glimpse into a frozen world that most people will never 

see-Antarctica-while A n  Inconvenient Truth informs people about a reality 

that they may witness every day-the deleterious effects of the human reliance 

on fossil fuels on the environment. March of the Penguins uses actor Morgan 

Freeman's voice-over narration and breathtaking images of penguins' struggles 

for survival to both enlighten and enchant audiences, whereas An Inconvenient 

Truth relies on AI Gore's direct narration, supplemented by photographs, scien

tific research, and statistical evidence, to inform viewers about human behavior, 

to assess its negative impact on the environment, and to issue a call to action 

(fig. 9.2) . 

Interestingly, a third recent documentary film-one that did not garner a com

mercial release-also focuses on the natural world, but does so in a startling dif

ferent way from these two films. Site Specific: Las Vegas 05 (Olivo Barbieri 2005; 

see fig. 9.33) is a short film that offers images of Las Vegas taken with a long 

lens from a helicopter and edited with a soundtrack composed of the sounds of 

helicopter blades whirring and a water fountain spraying. This documentary

avant-garde hybrid film invites viewers to take a closer look at the effects of 

human culture on the landscape. Ironically, the distance afforded by the heli

copter shots renders the familiar details of cars and gambling casinos strangely 

haunting. Such creative experimentation suggests the vast possibilities of docu

mentary filmmaking, although the public's continuing investment in feature

length films severely restricts the commercial venues for seeing short 

documentary films. 

Avant-garde films are made in an artisanal mode, often by just one person. 

Although many avant-garde filmmakers use technology in unconventional ways 

to produce new visual and sound experiences, the goal is not necessarily to 

make conventionally beautiful images, but, rather, to create thought-provoking 

sensual and aesthetic experiences. Experimental filmmakers may eschew syn

chronized soundtracks, sets, and even actors. The prospects for screening avant

garde films are very limited: their unusual subject matter, short length, and 

limited distribution channels mean they are only rarely screened in commercial 

movie theaters. Most experimental films are screened in art galleries, on univer

sity campuses, at cinematheques, film clubs, and theaters devoted to art and 

avant-garde cinema (such as the now-defunct Cinema 16 in New York) and at 

film festivals such as Madcat in San Francisco and Flicker (an organization with 

chapters around the U.S. devoted to Super-8 filmmaking) . Two important insti

tutions devoted to preserving and distributing experimental films are the Film

makers' Cooperative in New York and Canyon Cinema in San Francisco. Because 

high-speed internet connections make it possible to view trailers and short per

sonal films with ease on the iFilm Network or through the microcinema.com 

website, access to experimental and avant-garde films may improve. 

Avant-garde films should not be confused with independent film, although 

filmmakers working in both of these modes may self-consciously reject the 

commercial film production process. Independent feature filmmaking is not 

always synonymous with an anti-industry perspective, however, as avant-garde 

filmmaking almost always is. During the Hollywood studio era, independent 
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producers such as Samuel Goldwyn and David O. Selznick circumvented the 

studio system and worked with directors such as Hitchcock, William Wyler, and 

William Wellman to make popular films. American directors Stanley Kubrick, 

Robert Altman, Alan Rudolph, John Sayles, Charles Burnett ,  Julie Dash, and 

Steven Soderbergh have made feature films without studio involvement, often 

by forming their own production or distribution companies. But these directors 

are not experimental filmmakers. Although they sometimes challenge Holly

wood conventions, they produce feature-length narrative fiction films for wide 

distribution. Although some documentaries depict characters and stories, and 

some avant-garde films are interested in the way narratives work, neither type 

of film is primarily concerned with telling stories. Thus, they do not obey the 

rules of narrative form discussed in Chapter 4 .  

After looking at the  history and motivation behind the rise of the documen

tary as a genre, the remainder of this chapter focuses on documentary form and 

conventions. It then discusses one type of documentary, the ethnographic film. 

This is followed by a discussion of issues relating to avant-garde cinema. 

Because documentary and avant-garde films have a lower commercial profile 

than mainstream narrative films, they can prove difficult to track down. The last 

section of this chapter therefore gives some tips on research in this area. 

D o c u m e n t a ry F i l m :  "Th e C re ative 
Tre at m e n t  of Act u a l i ty" 

Most films made before 1907 were not narrative fiction films but short docu

mentaries. These actualites, as they were known, were "shot around the world, 

nominally 'unstaged,' although many 

were documents of performances, 

dances, processions, and parades" 

(Russell, p. 52). Moments from daily 

life, as well as trips to foreign locales, 

were the frequent subject of the earli

est films, including the works of 

Auguste and Louis Lumiere from the 

1890s. The novelty of moving images 

meant that simple vignettes of every

day activities such as a train leaving a 

station fascinated audiences. 

As non-fiction films based on real 

world events, these actualites were 

precursors to the documentary film. 

Yet these films vary in the way they 

present their images :  some early 

Lumiere films record everyday acts, 

such as workers leaving a factory at 

the end of the day (fig. 9.3) . In others, 

subjects self-consciously acknowledge 

Documentary Film: "The Creative Treatment of Actuality" 

9.3 Workers l eaving a factory, an early 
Lu m i e re brothers actualite . 
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9.4 A gardener is d istracted by a young 
boy i n  The Waterer Gets Watered. 

9.5 A m i n e  owner's agent  shoots at 
picketers in Harlan County USA . 
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the camera, and the filmmakers develop rudimen

tary narratives. The Waterer Gets Watered ( 'TAr

roseur arrose " ;  1 895) , for example, depicts the 

travails of a gardener attempting to do his job, while 

a young boy plays tricks on him (fig. 9.4) . The film 

has a beginning, middle, and end, and a comic 

twist. The legitimate question arises: at what point 

does a documentary film cease to be a document of 

reality and become instead a fictional creation?  

The term "documentary " was coined by John 

Grierson ,  founder of the British documentary move

ment in the 1920s, who famously described docu

mentary film as "the creative treatment of 

actuality. " In his work for government agencies in 

Britain, Grierson argued that documentary film was 

superior to fiction film because it presented the real 

world, not a fantasy, but that it should do so with 

greater imagination than a standard newsreel. His deceptively simple phrase 

suggests the double-edged nature of documentary form. Filmmakers inventively 

shape the material of "real life " by selecting the subject matter, choosing angles 

and shots, making editing decisions, creating re-enactments, and adding music 

or voice-over narration. The outright scripting or staging of events during shoot

ing is precluded. But a tension remains between an ideal-that documentaries 

capture unmediated reality-and the practical fact that making a film about a 

topic may well affect the behavior of subjects and the outcome of events. 

The purpose of documentary film is to engage viewers by showing them some 

aspect or aspects of the real world. A documentary filmmaker captures and orga

nizes visual images and sound to convey some truth of that real world situation. 

Barbara Kopple's Harlan County USA ( 1 977) , for example, depicts a struggle by 

coal miners who want to unionize and mine owners who oppose the union (fig. 

9.5) . In one dramatic scene, Kopple captures the mine owner's agent driving 

through the picket line at night shooting at pick

eters. Without any commentary, the scene effec

tively makes the argument that the mine owners 

disregard the lives of the miners and explains why 

the miners need the union to protect themselves. 

Kopple captures and presents this moment of 

heightened reality in a way that encourages viewers 

to draw certain conclusions about the mine owners' 

unfair and dangerous labor practices, and to take 

sides. Kopple, whose many non-fiction films cover 

subjects from the U.S. labor movement to celebrities 

such as Woody Allen and the singing group The 

Dixie Chicks, received the American Film I nstitute's 

Lifetime Achievement Award in 2004. 

A documentary film director's choices regarding 

organization and editing influence the conclusions 
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viewers may draw. Unlike Kopple, the director of Capturing the Friedmans 

(2003) , Andrew Jarecki, edits interviews in a way that makes it difficult for 

viewers to form conclusive judgments. The film concerns a family whose lives 

are irrevocably changed when two family members are accused of sexually 

abusing neighborhood children. Jarecki repeatedly interrupts the flow of indi

vidual testimonies and juxtaposes conflicting statements made by other inter

viewees. Because of the subtle editing of the film, viewers constantly question 

the truthfulness of statements that the family members, victims, police officers, 

and experts make. 

Some documentaries trace the lives of individuals, such as the Friedmans or 

the coal miners, and as a result they resemble stories with characters, goals, and 

obstacles. But even such narrative documentaries do more than simply present 

a good story. They also say something about the real world. 

Narrative Documentaries 

Narrative documentaries rely on cause-and-effect logic and present subjects who 

seem like characters. But story elements are based on real-world events, and any 

powerful narrative documentary ultimately refers the viewer not just to a satis

fying story but also to a complex reality. Lost in La Mancha (Keith Fulton and 

Louis Pepe 2002) tells the story of a grandiose but failed film production :  Terry 

Gilliam's Don Quixote. The documentary treats Gilliam as a character with a 

primary conflict: he faces an uphill struggle to realize his dream of making the 

film (fig. 9 .6) . 

The filmmakers shaped this narrative of heroic failure after the fact; this was 

not the story they had intended to tell. When they began production,  they had 

every intention of completing a "making-of" documentary about Gilliam's suc

cessful production .  The finished 

documentary draws parallels between 

Gilliam and the fictional Quixote (both 

are men who try to do the impossible) 

as well as between Gilliam and Orson 

Welles (famous for his strong directo

rial vision and his own failed Quixote 

project).  These parallels add to the 

building sense of doom as the pro

duction gradually falls apart. 

In this narrative documentary, 

Gilliam's story serves the filmmakers' 

argument that visionary artists such 

as Gilliam and Welles-idealistic, 

romantic figures-face insurmount

able obstacles in realizing their 

visions because the industry is driven 

by finance and insurance interests. 

This is the complex reality behind the 

story the directors present. 

D o c u m e n tary F i l m :  "The Creative Treatm e n t  of Actu a l i ty" 

9.6 Terry G i l l iam's frustrated attempts to 
m ake a fi l m  become the s u bject of Lost in 
La Mancha. 
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9.7 A d i fferen t  k ind of " m usical" 
performance o n  d isp lay i n  Air Guitar 
Nation.  
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D o c u m e n tary Fo r m  

Film scholar Bill Nichols has developed a useful framework for evaluating the 

documentary's formal mode of organization. Nichols writes, "the logic organiz

ing a documentary film supports an underlying argument, assertion, or claim 

about the historical world" (Nichols 2001 , p. 27) . The simplest argument a doc

umentary film can make is that the images depicted in the film are real: that the 

film has captured some aspect of existence that is worthy of contemplation. Doc

umentaries may also make other arguments: they may assert that the subject 

matter of the documentary is worthy of greater scrutiny (the issue has more 

sides than have been represented) ; that a social or economic practice has 

caused, or is causing, problems that need to be addressed; that a subculture is 

of interest because it resonates with culture at large (or, conversely, because it 

represents the profound diversity of humanity) ; that a forgotten but important 

cultural or historical figure needs to be given her or his due ; that previous expla

nations of a historical event have not fully captured its 

complexity, or have deliberately ignored certain facts and 

some viewpoints. 

Documentaries present this wide variety of arguments 

through rhetorical devices that appeal to logic, ethics, and 

emotions. Some documentaries use obvious strategies for 

argumentation, such as charts, facts, and expert witnesses. 

Others address viewers on an emotional level, encouraging 

them to see aspects of the world differently because they 

identify with a subject of the documentary. Some docu

mentaries do both. 

Viewers may be surprised to discover that even docu

mentaries whose sole purpose seems to be light-hearted 

entertainment are presenting arguments of some kind. The 

spirited energy of A ir Guitar Nation (Alexander Lipsitz 

2006) derives from the comic irony of seeing individuals 

perform rock music without an instrument as they compete 

for the honor of representing the U.S. in the Air Guitar 

World Championship in Finland (fig. 9.7) . Contestants 

assume bizarre alter egos-renaming themselves Bjorn 

Turoque, C-Diddy, and Red Plectrum-and go all out with 

costumes and wild stage antics to win the approval of the 

judges and audience members. On a deeper level, however, 

the film explores the power of rock music to bring together 

diverse groups of people and suggests that one crucial way 

the music inspires such a devoted fan culture is by offering 

possibilities for fans to share their intensely personal 

identifications with rock stars by transforming mimicry 

into performance. 

Documentary filmmakers employ a number of rhetorical 

strategies to support their assertions about the world. The 
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rest of this section examines four of those 

strategies-the voice of authority, talking 

heads, direct cinema (also known as cinema 

verite) , and self-reflexivity-and the way they 

are mocked in the popular style of pseudo

documentary called the mockumentary. 

Voice of Authority 

One of the most basic strategies employed by 

documentary filmmakers is to combine voice

over narration with images (which function as 

evidence) in order to convince the audience of 

a particular claim about the world. Well

known political figures, respected celebrities, 

and actors with commanding vocal qualities 

may be employed to narrate these films in an 

authoritative style. Examples include Ken 

Burns's televised documentaries on baseball, 

jazz, and the U .S. Civil War. Burns gathers still photographs, archival footage, 

and other visual evidence, sewing these images and sounds together with voice

over narration. 

Films that rely exclusively on this strategy include nature documentaries such 

as March of the Penguins and combat films in the Why We Fight series. Directed 

by Hollywood director Frank Capra during the 1940s, these newsreels offered 

American audiences images of World War II battles combined with scripted nar

ration that persuaded Americans of the appropriateness of the military campaign 

(fig. 9.8) . 

Documentaries made with the sole intent to persuade of the rightness of a 

single view are referred to as propaganda films because they advertise a single 

position without any allowance for competing perspectives. Some documentary 

filmmakers attempt to offer a balanced perspective by including competing 

views, while others feel that their own deeply held beliefs justify them in making 

the strongest argument possible for one point of view. In any event, it is always 

useful for viewers to consider the precise claim to authority represented by the 

narration. Is the author of the textual information an expert on the subject, or 

does the narrator's commanding voice alone convey authoritative knowledge? 

Talking Heads and Director- Participant 

A second rhetorical strategy combines images with verbal testimony from indi

viduals affected by or interested in the subject matter of the documentary. This 

strategy allows real people, not a designated off-screen authority, to make asser

tions about the subject. Documentaries that rely exclusively on interviews are 

often called "talking heads" documentaries. 

Interviews allow for a range of ideas to be presented and may convince the 

viewers that the reality the filmmaker has presented is as complex as the real 

D o c u m en tary Fo rm 

9.8 The Why We Fight series was h ighly 
i n fl uemial  d u ri n g  World War I I .  
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9.9 The rad ical activist Bernard i n e  Dohrn 
from The Weather Underground. 

9.10 (left) Robot sc ientist voi ce-over i n  
Fast, Cheap, and Out of Control: 
"Someti mes I feel  l i ke Yod a-I  h ave to say 
'I feel the force, don't  try to control the 
robot.' " 

9.11 (right) M o l e-rat expert voice-over i n  
Fast, Cheap, and  Out of  Control: "To me,  it 's  
this i ncred i b l e  m a m m al t h at breaks a l l  the  
ru les .  A mammal  with  a q u e e n ,  k ing,  
sold iers,  workers, a l l  p l aying ro les." 
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world. It also captures the personal feelings of interview sub

jects, which may invite viewer identification. Store Wars (Micha 

Peled 2001 ) uses interviews with engaging subjects who discuss 

the disruptive impact of the attempt by the large discount chain 

Wal-Mart to build a store in their community. The Weather 

Underground (Sam Green and Bill Siegel 2003) combines archival 

footage from the 1960s and 1970s with contemporary interviews 

of Weather Underground radicals, along with activists who dis

agreed with their tactics, providing a vantage point from thirty 

years after the events (fig. 9.9) . 

A documentary film director may edit images and sound to 

corroborate or to call into question the statements made by sub

jects. Fast, Cheap, and Out of Control (Errol Morris 1 998) looks 

at four individuals and their work. Each of the four subjects 

works with animals or animal facsimiles: one is an animal 

trainer with the circus, another is a mole-rat expert, one is a 

topiary gardener who fashions enormous animals from shrub

bery, and another is a scientist who creates robotic machines. 

Morris adopts a bemused perspective on his subjects: his 

ironic distance is made evident through editing. He juxtaposes images of one 

subject with sound from interviews with another, so it  seems as if  the people he 

interviews are making comments about the lives and work of others. During 

shots of circus performers, the sound that accompanies the images comes from 

statements made by the mole-rat expert and robot scientist (figs. 9.10 ,  9 . 11 ) .  By 

pairing a subject's statements with seemingly unrelated images, Morris adds 

depth and dimension to the interviews, introducing ideas that none of his sub

jects has voiced. Morris gets at one truth by allowing the interviewees to tell 

their own stories, yet his editing encourages the audience to make unusual con

nections. For example, are human and mole-rat societies similar, because they 

both have sharply delineated roles such as king, queen, soldier, worker? Are 

circus performances akin to robotic movements? Are the robot scientist's con

cerns that he is too controlling relevant to other social contexts? 

Unlike Morris, who presents complex ideas subtly, Michael Moore includes 

his own pointed commentary as well as interviews with others. Moore's contro

versial Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004) , which won the Palme d 'Or at the 2004 Cannes 
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Film Festival (a prize rarely bestowed on documentary films) , is an 

unapologetic critique of American foreign policy since the terrorist 

attacks of September 1 1 ,  2001 . In the film, Moore makes clear his feel

ings toward government leaders through antagonistic encounters with 

politicians. In one scene, he accosts members of Congress, asking 

them to volunteer their children for active duty in the ongoing mili

tary operation in Iraq. His actions imply that politicians may find it 

easy to pursue military options because they don't make the personal 

sacrifices that ordinary citizens make. Moore acts as narrator and par

ticipant, making his point of view clear to the audience (fig. 9 . 1 2) .  

Super Size Me (2004) follows a similar strategy of directorial par

ticipation combined with interviews. Interested in dramatizing the 

health effects of fast food, director Morgan Spurlock meets with his 

doctors before embarking on a month of an all-McDonald's diet. Spur

lock humorously narrates the changes in his body, interviews people 

ranging from Big Mac addicts to his own girlfriend, and returns to his 

doctors for periodic check-ups (fig. 9.13) . A little more than halfway 

through the month, all have grave concerns about the diet's health 

effects, which include weight gain, high cholesterol, elevated blood 

sugar, and liver distress. In this film, the director, his friends, and his 

doctors testify to the fact that fast food is unhealthy. The argument lit

erally is presented through the director's body as well as in interviews 

and images. 

Direct Cinema 

A third rhetorical strategy represents a radical shift from talking heads docu

mentaries, especially those that feature the personal involvement of the director. 

Observational documentaries (also called direct cinema and cinema verite, 

which means "cinema of truth ") present events without any evidence of the 

director's perspective or judgments. In short, filmmakers attempt to make them

selves invisible. They shoot events with minimal intrusion (lighting, cameras, 

microphones) and do not supply voice-over commentary that might influence 

the viewer's interpretation. The development of this intentionally unobtrusive 

style of documentary during the 1960s owed a great deal to the introduction of 

lightweight 1 6  mm cameras and the portable Nagra tape recorder, which helped 

directors capture unfolding events with as little intervention as possible. A 

number of important observational films emerged from that decade, including 

David and Albert Maysles's Salesman ( 1 966) , D.A. Pennebaker's Don '/ Look 

Back ( 1 967) , and Frederick Wiseman's High School ( 1 968) . 

Two of direct cinema's visual techniques-the static camera and the long 

take-strongly connote the idea that viewers are invisible observers watching 

events unfold. The Maysles brothers' classic cinema verite documentary Sales

man uses long takes and a static camera to depict Bible salesmen in the North

eastern U.S. The camera captures the boredom of some salesmen at district 

meetings as well as the anxiety of those whose sales figures have not been ade

quate (fig. 9 . 14) .  A scene immediately after the district manager's "pep talk " 

Documentary Form 

9.1 2 M ichael  M oore. 

9.13 S p u rlock prepares to conduct h i s  
experi ment  i n  Super Size Me. 
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9.14 The district manager gives a pep talk 
in Salesman. 

9.15 (left) Inmates perform in Titicut 
Follies. 

9.1 6 (right) Staff members perform in 
Titicut Follies. 
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shows the manager storming out of the room, repeating 

some of the phrases from his talk. The camera becomes 

mobile as the filmmakers follow the subject down the 

hallway, eavesdropping on his conversation, which 

involves a somewhat misappropriated quotation of civil 

rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer's famous line about 

fighting for social justice: ' 'I'm sick and tired of being sick 

and tired. " 

Despite the desire of some verite directors to make them

selves invisible during production, they do make choices 

and employ techniques in production and post-production 

that convey implicit ideas. Directors choose the subject 

matter, select the framing of shots, and juxtapose scenes 

through editing. In many regards, editing is the cinematic 

technique that offers the documentary filmmaker the great

est influence over the material. In Wiseman's controversial Titicut Follies ( 1 967) , 

for example, the editing and framing make it difficult to distinguish between the 

staff and inmates at a mental institution (figs. 9 . 1 5 , 9 . 1 6) .  Wiseman's camera

work and editing thus present a subtle argument that those deemed mentally 

unstable may not be so different from the rest of society, or that such institutions 

force the sane and insane to behave the same way. 

Self-reflexive Documentary 

A fourth rhetorical strategy departs dramatically from direct cinema by includ

ing the process of filmmaking as part of the subject matter of the film. Bill 

Nichols calls this "self-reflexive documentary"  because, like formalist narrative 

films, these films refer to the process of filming and expose the way the medium 

constructs reality. They challenge audiences to reconsider the relationship 

between documentary images and reality. Werner Herzog's Grizzly Man is a doc

umentary that questions the nature of cinematic truth. Its subject is Timothy 

Treadwell, who spent thirteen summers in the Alaskan wilderness living with 
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grizzly bears and who was ultimately 

killed by one of them. Herzog inter

views people who knew Treadwell 

and makes liberal use of  Treadwell's 

extensive video footage of  himse l f  

( fig .  9.17) . Treadwel l ' s  numerous 

films and Herzog's implicit compari

son between Treadwell and h imself

both are obsessive individuals who 

take risks to capture what  they love 

on film-present the audience with a 

dilemma. Can viewers accept at face 

value the way Treadwell represents 

himself simply because he appears on  

film? I f  not, does tha t  suggest that 

Herzog's own project of uncovering 

truth through cinema is doomed? The film 's self-reflexivity-the way it refers to 

the film medium-is apparent in shots of  Treadwell positioning his camera and 

in a scene where Herzog himself appears in the frame, listening to the audio tape 

that documents the death o f  Treadwell and his girlfriend. 

The Mockumentary 

Mockumentaries are not documentary films but fiction films that pose as doc

umentaries by using fami liar conventions. Comic examples include This is 

Spinal Tap (Rob Reiner 1 984) , Fear of a Black Hat (Rusty Cundieff 1 994) , Waiting 

for Guffman (Christopher Guest 1 996) , Best in Show (Christopher Guest 2000) , 

and A Mighty Wind (Christopher Guest 2003). These films adopt documentary 

strategies-primarily interview and cinema verite techniques-but their " real

world" subject matter is fictional and their interviewees are characters played by 

actors. Humor derives partly from strict attention to detai l s :  the fil mmakers not 

only parody the documentary conventions precisely (as in the use of  faux 

historical footage of  the mock rock band Spinal Tap or the understated 

observational style of  Waiting for Guffman) but also capture the historical and 

cultural details of clothing, behavior, and musical styles (as in  the fashions of 

A Mighty Wind) . 

Eth ics and Eth nograp hy 

Ethical dilemmas arise within all types of documentary filmmaking. Whose 

vision of  reality is represented in  a documentary fi lm,  and how can filmmakers 

ensure fairness and accuracy? I mage ethicists question the relationship between 

the filmmaker, the subject matter, and the people whose lives are being repre

sented. The ethnographic films of Robert Flaherty, one of the earliest and most 

influential documentary filmmakers, have been reconsidered in light of  what is 

now known about Flaherty 's methods. 

Eth ics a n d  Eth nography 

9.17 Ti mothy Treadwell's fi lms are a 
central focus of H erzog's Grizzly Man. 
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9.18 (above) Al lakari l l ak fe igns awe at the 
sight of the gramophone in Nanook of the 
North . 

9.19 (below) Vietnamese-born women i n  
Surname Viet, Given Name Nam. 
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Flaherty's Nanaak af the Narth ( 1 922) , about the Inuit  people in 

Canada, and Man af A ran ( 1 937) , about the Aran Islanders off the 

west coast of Ireland,  are voice-of-authority documentaries organized 

by a series of  i ntertitles that explain the images and activities depicted . 

In his zeal to valorize what he considered the blissfully primitive cul

tures of the Inuit and the Aran islanders, Flaherty misrepresented the 

cultures he intended to document. In  Nanaak Revisited ( 1 988) , Inuit  

commentators point out t hat Flaherty gave the name Nanook (which 

means "bear" in Inkituk) to a man whose actual name was Allakaril

lak. Flaherty also clothed Allakarillak in polar bear leggings not typi

cally worn by the Inuit ,  staged a seal h unt. and contrived a scene in 

which Allakarillak appeared to be ignorant about the new technology 

of the gramophone, although he was not ( fig .  9.18) . 

In Man af Aran, Flaherty staged a shark hunt and depicted the 

islanders gathering seaweed . Harry Watt, who worked with Flaherty 

on the film, stated : 

the film was a phoney [ . . .  ) They hadn ' t  caught those 

sharks for seventy- five years. They hardly ever took the 

seaweed up,  and they took it up on donkeys; they didn 't  

carry it  on their backs [as the fi lm depicted) . (Sussex, p .  3 1 )  

Flaherty 's films capture t h e  fi lmmaker's romantic idea of  the 

Inuit and the Aran islanders rather than t heir reality in the 1920s and 

1 930s. They highlight as a result the ethical complexities of docu

menting a culture, whether that culture is one to which the filmmaker 

belongs or one he visits. 

Flaherty's filmmaking practices were extreme. Yet ,  even filmmakers who take 

pains to avoid the staging of reality must recognize that their choices-includ

ing subject matter and style-imply underlying ethical principles related to the 

subjects fi lmed and the audiences who will 

watch the film.  

Some filmmakers use self-reflexive strate

gies to highlight the ethical di lemmas of docu

menting any culture and to make clear the 

director's role as observer-participant. For 

example, Minh-ha Trinh 's Surname Viet, Given 

Name Nam ( 1 989) questions the process of  

docu menting exotic " others "-Vietnamese 

women-in political and philosophical terms. 

The first half of  the film depicts women telling 

stories about their experiences of  the war with 

the U .S .  in the 1 960s and 1 9 70s ( fig. 9.19) . But 

the second half  of  the film reveals that the sub

j ects are not women in Vietnam telling their 

stories. Instead, they are Vietnamese-born 

women who live in the U . S .  and agreed to act 

in the fi lm.  They have been reciting firsthand 
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accounts of other Vietnamese women. Trinh plays on U .S .  audience expectations 

about the traditional characteristics of Vietnamese women. She also plays with 

documentary conventions regarding the nature of testimony, because she uses 

performers to tell other women's stories, then she asks the actors to comment 

on their role-playing. Who and where are the actual " subjects " and where is the 

truth? Trinh also tests the audience's willingness to consider film as a medium 

that constructs, rather than depicts, a reality by layering text with images and by 

incorporating poetry and abstract camera work in the film (fig. 9.20) . 

As these examples suggest, documentary fi lmmakers can and do make cre

ative use of  reality for a number of purposes: to inform viewers about extraor

dinary or mundane aspects of  reality, to encourage viewers to draw conclusions 

about world events, to change the audience's understanding of  social issues, and 

to question the way the film medium constructs reality. 

Avant-garde Film 

Like documentary film,  avant-garde film-called experimental film in the 1 940s 

and '50s and underground cinema during the 1 960s and 'lOs-represents an 

extraordinarily diverse array of  filmmaking practices. Some avant-garde films tell  

bizarre stories, others focus on the abstract qualities of  the fi lm images, while 

sti l l  others may choose to explore one particular technical aspect of  film,  such 

as slow motion, and to exploit its effects to the ful l .  Many avant-garde fi lmmak

ers have been associated with art and social change movements, including Sur

realism, Minimalism, feminism, and gay and lesbian liberation.  

lf viewers think of  cinema solely in terms of  narrative fi lm,  then avant-garde 

films may put them off. These fi lms ask viewers to interpret images and sounds 

that are not organized according to narrative form and thus require a di fferent 

set of skills for interpretation.  Scott MacDonald argues that avant-garde films 

may evoke frustration because " these films confront us with the necessity of  

redefining an experience we were s ure we understood "  (MacDonald,  p .  2) . 

What kind of redefined film-going experience does MacDonald refer to? 

Avant-garde films rarely present straightforward stories or characters. I nstead, 

they approach the film medium as an  aesthetic, philosophical, and/or political 

means of expression.  They often isolate elements of film art-including cine

matography, sound, and editing-and subject them to intense scrutiny. Avant

garde films often reject traditional methods for combining images and sound, 

startling the viewer with new possibilities. They may explore such things as :  the 

way light achieves certain photographic effects; the influence of abstract shapes 

and color on emotions; how superimposition connects two images; how repeti

tion inspires certain thoughts; how rapid editing overwhelms perceptual capac

ities; and whether an image means the same thing to viewers when it  is paired 

with an unlikely soundtrack. 

Avant-garde filmmakers self-consciously break new ground in fi lm aesthetics 

and cultural politics. The techniques experimental filmmakers use to challenge 

convention include time-lapse photography, fast, slow, and reverse motion, 

negative images, scratching and painting on the emulsion, superimposition ,  
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9.21 (left) A bal ler ina becomes a man i n  
Entr'acte. 

9.22 (right) The fragmented perspective o f  
a runaway hearse i n  Entr'acte. 
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electronic soundtracks, and non-synchronized sound. Fi lm scholar William 

Wees considers these devices "gestures of rebellion against the conventions of  

popular cinema [ . . .  J They confront the viewer with a more complex and 

dynamic experience of visual perception than is normally the case in fi lm 

viewing" (Wees, p .  4) . In other words, they ask viewers to pay close attention to 

images and sounds as sensual ,  emotional ,  and aesthetic experiences, meaning

ful on their own terms, not because they obey the logic of character development 

and cause and effect. 

The sections below examine several important styles and tradit ions in avant

garde filmmaking, including Surreal ism, abstract film ,  the city symphony, struc

turalist film,  and the compilation film. This examination is suggestive rather 

than comprehensive; an annotated list of resources for further research directs 

readers to sources for exploring the gamut of avant-garde filmmaking practices. 

Surrealist Cinema 

One film convention that early European avant-garde filmmakers rebelled 

against was narrative form. Surrealist film culture, centered in Paris, grew out of 

Dada and Surrealist currents in  performance (Hugo Ball and Tristan Tzara) , pho

tography (Man Ray) , and literature (Andre Breton) . Surrealist filmmakers 

explored the irrational, unconscious mind "beneath" the surface of reality. 

Surrealist films are rife with humor, sexuality, and scandalous images. They 

reject conventional morality and poke fun at bourgeois values through form and 

content .  Un Chien andalou; Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dal! 1 929) , Entr'acte 

(Rene Clair 1 924) and Ballet Mecanique (Fernand Leger, Man Ray, and Dudley 

Murphy 1 924) are Surrealist films that subvert chronological t ime and narrative 

causality. In Entr'acte a series of  loosely connected scenes includes a dancing 

ballerina who becomes a man (fig. 9.21 ) and a runaway hearse that incites an 

absurd chase scene (fig. 9.22), commenting on World War I as an out-of-control 

race toward death .  
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Un Chien andalou vigorously 

mocks narrative form. The sequence 

of events is not organized in a coher

ent fashion; viewers cannot make 

sense of the events through cause

and-effect logic. While i ntertitles offer 

cliched phrases apparently designed 

to orient viewers to a timeline, the 

film renders the information useless. 

Although several in  terti ties announce 

that the action is moving backward or 

forward by years or hours ,  the events 

seem continuous.  Unnamed characters have few clear goals or conflicts 

(although motifs include gender fluidity and sexual aggression) . The soundtrack 

parodies the way non-diegetic music is  used in commercial narrative cinema to 

invoke emotions, pairing Wagner's Tristan and Isolde with bizarre vignettes that 

have little to do with romance. Slow motion is used merely for its own sake. One 

character shoots his double from across the room, and an inexplicable happy 

ending is tacked on at the conclusion, when a single cut permits a woman to 

move from an urban apartment location to join her lover on the beach (figs. 

9.23, 9.24). Surrealist fi lms need not abandon narrative altogether. One of the 

most powerful early surrealist films was The Fall of the House of Usher (James 

Sibley Watson and Melville Usher 1 928) , which uses an Expressionist mise en 

scene and superimpositions to turn Edgar Allan Poe's story into a radical visual 

evocation of gradual madness and decay (fig. 9.25) . 

During World War II, a number of 

European artists and fi lmmakers left 

occupied Europe and came to the U . S . ,  

where a n  American avant-garde devel

oped, in  New York and San Francisco. 

Within the American avant-garde, some 

filmmakers expanded on the Surrealist 

tradition, dismantl ing narrative by 

working in a poetic form.  Maya Deren 's 

poetic 1 6-minute fi lm Meshes of the 

Afternoon explores the dream state, sus

pending the notion of chronological time 

while relying on characters, settings, and 

the semblance of a narrative. Deren and 

her husband use domestic interiors as 

the dreamlike and nightmarish location 

for the dreamer' s  vivid and 

self-destructive imagination. (See Film 

Analysis,  p. 304 . )  Another American 

avant-garde fi lmmaker whose work 

deals with trance-like states is Kenneth 

Anger, who describes cinema as "a 
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9.23 (left) A woman l e aves her  u rban 
apartment i n  Un Chien andalou. 

9.24 (right) The eye l i n e  m atch renders 
story space i llogical  in Un Chien andalou. 

9.25 A su rreal evocation of m ad ness i n  
Fall of  the House of  Usher. 
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magical weapon" (Le Cain) . A child actor, Anger began making short experi

mental films at age seventeen, and his body of  work, though small, has influ

enced filmmakers across categories of  avant-garde, underground, gay and 

lesbian, and mainstream cinemas. Anger's distinctive style relies on characters 

that represent archetypes and symbols, on compilation soundtracks incorporat

ing popu lar music (a technique that influenced Martin SCOl"SeSe, who in turn pio

neered the use of popular rock music in feature films) , fragmentary narratives 

that focus on ritualized violence and eroticism (reflecting his interest in occult) , 

and lovingly ironic treatments of popular culture. Fireworks ( 1 947) and Scorpio 

Rising ( 1 963) are two of his best-known works. In Fireworks-a film highly 

praised by Maya Deren and Jean Cocteau-a man Anger called a "dissatisfied 

dreamer" (Hal ler) awakens from a dream in which he has seen himself in the 

arms of a sailor. He wanders in the night, is roughed up by a crowd of sailors ,  

and ultimately finds his dream lover. When his lover unzips his pants, he  pulls 

out a burning Roman candle. 

While contemporary filmmaker Sadie Benning does not focus on the dream 

state per se, her intensely autobiographical films depict every day l i fe as surreal. 

The meditative tone of many of  her films reflects her isolation:  one response to 

a world that is hostile to women and lesbians. In her earliest films, made at age 

fifteen, "her main subject was herself, coming to terms with a pervasive 1 980s 

cultural of junk TV and mindless consumerism" (Morris) . In  Flat is Beautiful 

( 1 998) , the actors all wear masks. The characters ' "authentic feelings and desires 

continuously strain to break through these rigid, unforgiving, literally constructed 

identities" (Morris) . Benning's work is notable because of her facility with the 

low-resolution Fisher Price Pixelvision camera (originally marketed as a toy for 

children), her complex examination of gender and sexuality, and her ability to 

integrate drawings, masks, video, and film in menacing and poetic ways. 

Abstract Film 

At the same time as the Surrealists were exploring irrationality, filmmakers such 

as Man Ray, Walter Ruttmann, and Hans Richter established a very di fferent tra

dition, one of abstract filmmaking. Their films abandoned human figures alto

gether. Opus I-IV (Walter Ruttman 1 921-5)  and Rhythmus 21 (Hans Richter 

1 921 -4) pay attention to graphic form and rhythmic editing. Their animated, 

geometrical forms reflect their creators' idea that filmmaking was painting with 

motion. Man Ray's Return to Reason ("Le Retour a la raison"; 1 923) made use of 

h is  signature technique, called rayography, which involved laying objects on 

unexposed film and exposing them to light briefly, creating contact images 

without the use of a camera. 

Ralph Steiner's H20 ( 1 928) , which comprises shots of water in a variety of 

manifestations, from raindrops to ocean waves, expresses the film medium's 

capacity for rendering movement both sensual and abstract ( fig .  9.26) . At times 

the images of water appear to be two-dimensional compositions of  light and 

shadow, formed by undulating lines. 

San Francisco-trained filmmaker Stan Brakhage made a number of  abstract 

films that reflected his interest in the philosophy and physiology of  vision . 
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Brakhage sought to l iberate human perception 

from a "'practical ' view of experience in which 

the goal of amassing material wealth requires 

conformity in how we see and how we act " 

(MacDonald, p. 6) . Abandoning goal-oriented 

perception in favor of "open, 'receptive' seeing, " 

Brakhage painted on, bleached, and scraped the 

film surface to produce "closed-eye" vision; that 

is, the things people are capable of  seeing when 

their eyes are closed (Wees, p .  126) . Brakhage 

believed that the untutored eye absorbs and 

creates its own visual field before it learns to rec

ognize familiar objects. Brakhage thought he 

was, "the most thorough documentary filmmaker 

in the world because I document the act of  seeing 

as well as everything the l ight brings me" 

(quoted in Wees, p .  78) . 

Film scholar David Curtis wrote that Brakhage 's fi lms defy all conventional 

notions of filmmaking. They have " no story, no symbolism, no acting, no posed 

photographic beauty; the drama is [ . . .  J the drama of vision, a vision that 

implies a belief that the first priority is to see and record, the second to structure 

and interpret"  (Curtis, p .  86) . Although described within the abstract tradition 

here, Brakhage has been called a personal and visionary filmmaker because his  

work is both poetic and self-referential . Two of his later films are pure abstrac

tions, which the filmmaker called "bits of  paint painted on film"  (" Remarks") . 

TECHNIQU.�S IN P.RACTICE 

Interpreting Abstract Films 

Stan Brakhage's films can be challenging to interpret. But by 

attending to the principles that inform avant-garde film

making, and especially, the idea that avant-garde filmmakers 

often focus on the basic materials of the film medium, i t ' s  possible to gain a 

greater understanding of even the most abstract of his films. As with any 

analysis, the first step is simple description. 

Two of Brakhage's later works call attention to the basic elements of  the 

film medium, namely, images and movement. He orchestrates color, light ,  

movement, and tempo in different ways in Black Ice ( 1994) and Dark Tower 

(1999) to invite different aesthetic responses. In Black Ice, Brakhage creates 

the illusion of depth in order to convey a sense of unease, whereas in Dark 

Tower he develops a motif of conflict and opposition. 

In Black Ice, splashes of  red, white, green, blue, and yellow paint appear 

to advance toward the viewer as they revolve around the periphery of  the 

frame (see fig. 2 . 3) . Brakhage creates the illusion of movement-one of 

cinema's most elemental functions-by subtly changing the size, shape, and 
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9.26 H20 captu res the visu al beauty o f  
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9.27 Refracted light prod u ces a sta i n ed
glass effect i n  Dark Tower, b u t  an omi nous 
b lack l ine  looms over the d ance of colors.  
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hue of the paint from one frame to the next . The careful 

editing simulates shimmering movement. 

The division of the frame into sections of  bright color 

versus sections of blackness contributes to the illusion of 

depth. The color daubs at the outer areas of  the frame 

create a bright foreground against the color-swallowing 

black in what appears to be the deeper center of  the frame. 

Also , the splashes of paint that appear to move forward do 

so at a slower speed than the splotches rotating around the 

periphery. This discrepancy adds to the perception of depth, 

but it also creates sense of unease because it  disrupts the 

viewer's spatial references and implies a kind of vertigo. 

Spectators may feel they are falling toward the screen . This 

sensory response can be related to the film's title-Black 

Ice-to suggest a tangible real world reference. Black ice, 

something that is both invisible and dangerous, causes 

people to lose their balance. 

In Dark Tower, Brakhage also relies on the most basic elements of film

color and editing rhythms-but uses them to create different effects. This film 

unfolds in five distinct sequences: in the first section, a tapered dark shape 

occupies the center of the frame, with bright colors on either side. Those 

splashes of  color become tinged with light in  the second section of the film, 

creating a stained-glass effect. In  the third section, the slices of  l ight and color 

move against one another horizontally across the frame as if they are swords 

clashing. In the fourth section, a vertical strip of  black dominates the center 

of the frame, repeating the pattern in the first section of the film but present

ing a much bolder, towering central shape (fig. 9.27). In the final moments of 

the film, the lines of color and light grow larger and give off white haloes. 

Editing and composition in Dark Tower emphasize the division of frame 

into right and left, in contrast to the depth created in Black Ice. Again it 's 

useful to consider the imagery in relation to the film's title. Brakhage's divided 

compositions and clashing colors are abstract versions of  the medieval tower, 

a powerfully iconic structure that may be familiar from childhood fairly tales 

as well as in contemporary films such as The Lord of the Rings. The editing 

emphasizes the physical clash of abstract entities, possibly connoting a 

mythic struggle between good and evi l ,  darkness and light, or life and death. 

The City Symphony 

Beginning in the 1 920s, a number of filmmakers celebrated the vibrancy of  the 

modern city with the city symphony film,  a genre that combines documentary 

and experimental film. Walter Ruttmann's  Berlin, Symphony of a Great City 

and Dziga Vertov and Boris Kaufman 's Man with a Movie Camera ("Chelovel< 

s kinoapparatom ";  1 929) are organized by the chronological timeline of a 

single day. They open with images depicting early morning, and then proceed to 
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document people as they work and carry out leisure activities before concluding 

in the darkness of  the evening. 

Ruttmann and Vertov' s  f i lms present ideas through visual association: images 

are combined and produce meaning based on their visual attributes, not through 

the logic of cause and effect. Both filmmakers are fascinated by the movements 

of modern urban l i fe and edit  their films to establish visual comparisons. 

Ruttmann films a sequence of  bl inds and store windows opening, marking 

the synchronicity of actions taken early in the day. At midday, he  shows the 

way lunch i nterrupts the workday for both wealthy businessmen and 

factory workers. 

Vertov's fil m  reflects his u topian ideas about the machine age. His excitement 

about the modern industrial world can be i nferred from his own assumed name, 

which means "spinning top." Sequences in Man with a Movie Camera transmit 

the aesthetic intoxication of  machines in motion. One series of shots visually 

compares machines that rotate and spin,  from the simple sewing machine to 

huge turbine engines (figs. 9.28, 9.29) . The connection between the images lies 

in the similar circular motion. 

Vertov also uses self-reflexive techniques to call attention to the process of 

making the film.  At one point a woman gets out of bed and washes her [ace at 

a basin. She looks directly at the camera and blinks her eyes (fig. 9.30) . Vertov 

cuts to a shot of Venetian blinds opening and closing (fig. 9.31 ). After cutting 

back and forth between the two images, he introduces a third: a close-up of  a 

camera lens as its aperture opens and closes (fig. 9.32) . The editing requires that 

the viewer take an active part in  i nterpretation: it invites spectators to contem

plate the work of  the filmmaker as an observer of daily l i fe and to note the par

allels between the fluttering motion of the eyes, blinds, and the lens as they all 

let light in  and out .  

Vertov also includes images of  a man with a movie camera traveling around 

the city and shows the editor ( Kaufman 's wife) selecting strips of  film to splice 

together. The images she handles appear later in  the film.  Vertov believed that 

filmmaking should be a collaborative enterprise made by and for the mass 
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9.28 (left) A n  i m age o f  ro tatio n  fro m  Man 
with a Movie Camera: a sewi ng m ach i n e. 

9.29 (right) Another i m age of rotat ion 
fro m  Man with a Movie Camera: a turbi ne 
engine. 
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9.30 (left) F l uttering i m ages of eyes i n  
Man with a Movie Camera. 

9.31 (right) B l i n d s  in Man with a Movie 
Camera. 

9.32 A camera-eye d o u b l e  ex posure, from 
Man with a Movie Camera . 
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public. For him, the ideal film would consist of many amateur artists shooting 

footage that would be assembled without regard to realism or continuity. Editors 

would create visual associations and metaphors that captured the underlying 

reality of  the exciting modern world .  

Two short experimental films of  the 1 950s that grow out of  the city symphony 

tradition are Shirley Clarke 's Bridges Go Round ( 1 958) and Marie Mencken 's Go 

Go Go ( 1 963 ) .  Clarke's film offers an interesting lesson in the relationship 

between image and sound. In  this non-narrative 3i/,-minute film,  Clarke plays 

with images of bridges in New York City. She records the city skyline while 

driving across bridges, and then repeatedly superimposes the structural steel 

bridges against the sky. Clarke made two versions of the fi lm; the images are 

identical, but the musical scores differ. In one, a jazzy score by saxophone player 

and jazz producer Teo Macero accompanies the images; in the second, Bebe 

Barron's  electronic score plays (Barron scored Forbid-

.� den Planet [Fred Wilcox 1 956] with her husband, 

Louis) . Watching the two versions of  Clarke' s  f i lm can 

create vastly different impressions because each score 

emphasizes different elements of  the images: the jazz 

score underlines the pace of editing and the camera 

movement, whereas the electronic score highlights the 

abstract patterns created by the images of  bridges. 

New York filmmaker, painter, and poet Marie 

Mencken made films that were an extension of  her 

many talents. In them, surface, texture, and rhythm 

(including camera movement ,  editing, or fast motion) 

became central elements. Go Go Go uses a handheld 

camera and stop-motion photography to record activ

ities of  New Yorkers. The experimental documentary 

Site Specific Las Vegas: 05 contributes to the trad ition 

of  the city symphony by defamiliarizing the everyday 

experience of Las Vegas (fig. 9.33) . 
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Structuralist Film 

In the 1 960s, filmmakers, l ike painters and Conceptual 

artists, developed an interest in  "a 'metaphysics'  of  the 

cinematic apparatus" (MacDonald, p .  3 7) .  Structuralist 

filmmakers explored the material properties of the 

medium: strips of  film,  sound waves , cameras, and 

lenses. Ernie Gehr's Serene Velocity ( 1 970) is a 23-

minute film of  a classroom hallway at the university 

where Gehr taught .  By filming the hallway four frames 

at a time and then readjusting the zoom lens (working 

from the midpoint to either end of  the lens's focal 

range) , he makes the image appear to pulsate rhythmi

cally. Scott MacDonald describes the film as both 

violent and contemplative (MacDonald , p .  41 ) .  

I n  Wavelength ( 1 967) , Michael Snow also manipu

lates a zoom lens in an attempt to examine film space and time. For Snow, as 

for Gehr, " the camera is fixed in a mystical contemplation of a portion of  space " 

(Sitney, p .  350) . Throughout the film's  45-minute zoom,  the shifting focal length 

reconfigures the space of  a New York loft, from three-dimensional deep space to 

a two-dimensional flat surface. The shot slowly closes in on a photograph on the 

wall (fig. 9.34) . The soundtrack is a sine wave that rises in pitch , its own wave

lengths shortening over the duration of  the fi lm. 

Wavelength is a reflection on cinematic form, not an exploration of  character 

or action . Initially, the fi lm appears to offer a narrative: women move a book

case into an apartment; a man enters the room and falls down; a woman makes 

a telephone call to report the dead body to someone. But, finally, no story coa

lesces around these events. Instead, the film invites viewers to focus on the way 

their perception of  time and space shifts as a result of  cinematic acts of  obser

vation. Scott MacDonald calls the final irony the fact that the long, slow zoom 

ultimately delivers the viewer to "the absolute nemesis of the conventional 

cinema: to a still photograph viewed in silence for several 

minutes" (MacDonald, p. 36) . 

The Compilation Film 

The compilation fi lm reuses pre-exist ing film footage in an 

entirely new context to generate i nnovative ideas. Bruce 

Conner's A Movie (1 958) i s  a classic example of  compila

tion filmmaking. Conner worked as a collage sculptor 

before turning to film.  The use of  found footage to stimu

late new ideas recalls Marcel Duchamp's subversive aes

thetic of  ready-mades and objets trouves (" found objects ") . 

The compilation film offers many opportunities for irony: 

since the images all originate in another context, a d istance 

exists between the images and the viewer's experiences of 

them (Sitney, p. 298) . 
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9.35 (left) A s u b m ariner  and periscope i n  
A Movie. 

9.36 (right) An i m age of M a ri lyn M on roe, 
from A Movie. 
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In  compilation films, themes and ideas emerge from the careful sequencing 

and juxtaposition of vastly d ifferent images. Conner's film exploits irony by jux

taposing shots of a submariner looking through a periscope (fig. 9.35) with 

images of  a Marilyn Monroe fi lm (fig. 9.36) . The editing suggests the seaman 

sees the sexy images. When the submarine fires a torpedo, the explosion yields 

a mushroom cloud. The sequence turns on the humorous connection between 

war and sexual aggression but also o ffers some sobering implications. In Chick 

Strand's  Cartoon La Mousse ( 1 979) , footage from classic cartoons forms the cen

terpiece for an eerie meditation on romance and solitude. 

A more recent film, Decasia (Bill Morrison 2002) , hypnotically j uxtaposes 

decaying archival footage from The Last Egyptian (L. Frank Baum 1 91 4) with an 

original symphonic score. The film evokes the cultural importance and neglect 

of  the film medium as well as the ghostly beauty of  degraded i mages. 

�1!J Conducting Research on Docum entary 
and Avant-garde Film s: Locating Sources 

Locating avant-garde and documentary films may pose a challenge. Documen

tary and avant-garde films can be d ifficult to obtain; generally, most DVD and 

video rental outlets will offer a small selection at best. Some films are available 

only on film,  not in electronic formats. Thus, the research process for scholars 

pursuing an interest in these fi lms often begins with a detective story: finding 

film prints or locating an outlet to rent or purchase a video copy or DVD. 

Conducting an on-l ine search for a director or  fi lm is  one p lace to begin ;  but 

a great deal of  information about alternative fi lmmaking, including articles and 

reviews, does not appear in  on-l ine indexes. A university library may o ffer access 

to print sources that may not be available on-line. And a university reference 

librarian may be able to locate film,  video, and digital materials through interli

brary loan. 

The list below is another resource. Many o f  these sites and organizations 

make documentary or avant-garde films available through rental and purchase; 

in some cases, materials do not circulate but may be viewed on the premises. 
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l. Filmmakers' Cooperative: www.film-makerscoop.com 

Created by filmmakers in 1 962,  the Filmmakers' Coop is the largest archive 

and distributor of independent and avant-garde fi lms in the world. 

2. Anthology Film Archives: www.anthologyfilmarchives.org 

Established in 1 9 70 ,  Anthology Film Archives sponsors exhibits and 

screenings o f  important avant-garde films. In  addition to its many public 

programs, the archive has a fi lm study collection of  films to serve the film 

student and film scholar. Use of  this collection is by appointment only. 

3. Women Make Movies: www.wmm.com 

Established in 1 972,  Women Make Movies is a multicultural, multiracial, 

non-profit media arts organization that facilitates the production, promo

tion, distribution, and exhibition of independent films and videotapes by 

and about women. 

4 .  Canyon Cinema: www.canyoncinema.com 

Originally a San Francisco Bay Area cinematheque, Canyon Cinema is one 

of the largest distributors of  independent and experimental films from the 

early part of  the twentieth century. Canyon also carries more than 100 t i tles 

from new emerging filmmakers. 

5. First Run/Icarus Films: www.frif .com 

A major distributor of documentary films. 

6. DocuSeek: www.docuseek.com/wc.dll?docprocess OJ startsearch 

"Film and video finder . " A search site for documentary films that includes 

the collections of several large film d istributors. 

7. California Newsreel: www.newsreel.org 

Founded in 1 968, California Newsreel is a center for documentary produc

tion and distribution. I t  has the largest North American holdings of films 

by and about Africa and African-Americans. 

fI� Summary 

• Documentary and avant-garde films d iffer from narrative fiction films in their 

purpose, mode of  production, exhibition venue, and formal organizat ion.  

• While some documentaries and avant-garde films may use certain elements 

of  narrative form, their primary purpose is not storytelling and they are not 

bound by the conventions of  narrative form.  

• Documentaries and avant-garde films ed i t  sound and images to  create irony, 

establish visual association ,  and develop metaphors. 

• Documentaries deal with some aspect of  the real world , depicting or recreat

ing historical or contemporary events. 

• Documentaries can be grouped according to the following rhetorical strate

gies: a voice of authority approach; the talking heads approach, which 

involves interviews and allows for multiple and possibly competing perspec

tives, including that of the director; cinema verite techniques that efface the 

filmmaker's presence; and self-reflexive techniques that expose and often 

question the act of  documentation.  
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• Ethical concerns are critical to documentary: issues of  balance and perspective 

arise whether a filmmaker is documenting the culture she lives in or a d iffer

ent culture. 

• Avant-garde films (also called underground,  subversive, or experimental 

films) explore the aesthetic properties of the medium and often challenge 

aspects of the cultural and political status quo .  

• Techniques commonly used in  avant-garde fi lms include: slow, fast ,  and 

reverse motion; superimposition; rapid editing; scratching or  painting the 

surface of the film; and non-synchronized sound.  

• Some traditions within avant-garde film include Surreal ist ,  abstract films , city 

symphony, structural fi lms, and compilation fi lms. 

Film Anil;!r.sis 

Interpreting Avant-garde Films 

Maya Deren's haunting experimental films have had a 

visible influence on everything from music v ideos by 

Madonna and Milia Jovovich to contemporary horror films. I n  

1943 Deren 's relationship with her husband, Alexander 

Hamid, was disintegrating. The couple made a film together that suggests 

their emotional turmoil ,  and the resulting Meshes of the Afternoon i s  surely 

one of the most important American Surrealist films. Some readers may 

assume avant-garde films defy any semblance of logic. But the analysis 

below illustrates that viewers can analyze and interpret experimental films 

such as Deren's using the terminology and approaches covered in  Chapters 

2 through 8. 

The Study Notes point out s trategies for constructing effective sentences. 

Current scholarship in rhetoric and composition recommends that polishing 

sentence-level problems should be the last step in the writing process. 

This chapter covers the last step in  revis ion (excluding proofreading, of 

course) : fine-tuning the prose. Many writers find that i t ' s  more efficient to 

worry about sentence-level problems after all t heir ideas are in place and 

in order. 

Analyzing Meshes of the Afternoon 
Maya Deren's short experimental film Meshes of the Afternoon (1943) 

depicts what would otherwise appear to be the most i nnocuous sequence of  

events. A woman returns home on a sunny afternoon, settles down to take 

a nap, and begins dreaming. But Deren's experimental visual techniques 

transform this everyday activity into a surreal, horrific event, allowing 

viewers to interpret the film as a meditation on the disintegration of her rela

tionship with her husband, Alexander Hamid (who also helped shoot the 

film and who appears in the movie, along with Deren) . Throughout the f i lm, 
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Deren 's visual techniques transform tranquil images of domesticity into 

threatening portents of  destruction,  suggesting how the unnamed main 

character (Deren) feels trapped in  a suffocating relationship. 

The plot of  the film simply repeats and expands on a woman 's  routine 

after returning home: as she walks up the sidewalk toward her house, she 

sees a man in the d istance. ' She fumbles with her key and enters the house. 

After surveying the room (noticing several everyday domestic items: a 

record player, a telephone, a bread knife) , she settles down for a nap in an 

easy chair, which allows her to look out a window and onto the s idewalk 

below. Once she falls asleep, this same routine is repeated in her dream state 

three times-with creative variation-suggesting how her subconscious 

is reflecting on and interpreting the psychological ramifications of this 

daily activity. 

Once the woman enters her dream state, Deren exploits the conventions 

of  continuity editing to undercut the apparent normalcy of  the activities .! 

Each new cycle in the film's  repetitive progression begins with an eyeline 

match of  the woman looking out of  her window to the image of  her

self below (fig. 9.37) . In other words, she sees herself running up the 

sidewalk after a mysterious, 

cloaked figure that resembles 

the Grim Reaper and which 

has "replaced " the anonymous 

male figure she saw at the 

beginning o f  the f i lm (fig. 

9.38 ) .  At one point, the woman 

enters the house and, in 

another eyeline match , sees 

two other images of her

self gathered around a table. 

Repeated eyeline matches create 

the il lusion that the woman is looking at herself and emphasize how 

detached she is from her own identity '" In her dreams, she sees herself in 

the third person repeating her daily activities, as if her domestic identity is 

disembodied from other aspects of her personality. 

More dramatically, Deren's 

use of  col lage reveals how the 

woman's dream reinterprets 

tokens o f  domesticity as  

ominous portents of  death and 

destruction. At one point in the 

film, three apparitions o f  the 

woman gather around a table 

and take turns picking up the 

key to the house from the 

center of  the  table. When the 

F i l m  Analys i s :  In terpreting A vant-garde Films 

1 Some studems h ave d i fficu l ty 
i ncorporating fi l m  swdies  term i n ology 
i mo semences.  Most  fi l m terms are first 
a n d  foremost n o u ns . Wri te,'s can u se 
them anywhere they use  n o u n s ,  so they 
can be the s u bject of the semence. Prose 
gets u n necessari ly wordy when wri ters 
on ly  u se people  as the s u bj ect of a 
semence . I n stead of sayi ng " M aya Deren 
constructs a plot that s i m ply repeats 
. . .  , "  th is author s i m p l i fi es her p rose by 
mak ing fi l m  tech n i q u e , the p lot, the 
thing that does the action . 

2 I n  most c i l-c u m stances, people  nawral ly 
speak in active vo i ce ;  there i s  a s u bject 
that does an acti on to someth i ng or 
someone ( that IS ,  su bject+verb+object) : 
"the  boy k icked the  ba l l . " Passive voice i s  
w h e n  the object of the acti on becomes 
the s u bject of the semence:  "the b al l was 
k icked by the boy. " Notice that the 
passive voi ce m a kes the  sentence sou n d  
c l u n ky-u n necessari ly wordy. There i s  
noth i n g  grammati ca l ly wrong w i t h  u s i n g  
the pass ive vo i ce . I n  fact, several 
ex a m p l es appear in th is  essay. B u t  most 
wri ters try to avoi d  u s i ng it .  How wou l d  
th i s semence sound i n the passive voice? 
I t  would begin " Once the d ream state is 
en tered by the woman . .  " 

3 P lenty of sentences i n  t h i s  essay make 
M aya Dere n ,  the fi l m 's d i rector, the 
s u bject who is  responsi b le for everyth ing 
i n  the fi l m . B u t  are  we rea l ly s u re that 
Deren made a l l  of these dec i si ons? The 
fi l m was a col l aboration between two 
people . What i f Alexander  H am id mad e  
s o m e  of the tec h n ical choices? These 
q u est ions i l l ustrate why it's i m portam to 
p ractice u si ng fi l m swd ies  tel'ms as 
active agents i n semences; a l most a l l  
fi l m s  a r e  col l abol"ative efforts a n d  
ass ign i ng cred i t for each visua l 0 1" s o u n d  
effect t o  e a c h  i n d ivid ua l wou ld 
u n n ecessari ly b u rd e n  the writer. I n  th is  
case ,  " Re peated eye l i ne matches" 
perform the  acti on . 

9.37 (above) The woman looks out  of the 
wi n d ow i n  Meshes of the Afternoon. 

9.38 (below) The wom a n  sees h erse l f  
p u rs u i ng the  s h ro u d ed figure i n  Meshes of 
the Afternoon. 
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9.39 (top) The symbol ic  key in Meshes of 
the Afternoon . 

9.40 (bottom) A kn ife replaces the key i n  
Meshes of the Afternoon. 

4 Whi le most of the terms i n th i s book 
funct ion as nouns,  some can a lso 
fu nct ion as verbs. For example, 
audiences can see "a zoom" ( noun ) 
onscreen ,  wh i le  a camera opel'ator can 
"zoom in" (verb) on a face . Audiences 
can see "a  d i ssolve" ( no u n ) ,  whi le  i mage 
A " d issolves" (verb) to i m age B. Here the 
author uses th is ed it ing term i nology as a 
verb. How could the author rewrite the 
same sentence us i ng " cut" as a noun? 
WI'iters should we igh a va l'iety of 
approaches that express the same idea; 
th is  wi l l i n troduce variety i nto the 
sentence struc[U re, i mprovi ng readabi l i ty. 
Wel l-crafted prose develops a rhyt h m :  
notice, for example t h a t  t h e  sentences i n  
th i s  paragraph vary i n  length from n i ne 
words i n the final  sentence to th i rty-one 
words i n  the second sentence. 

5 Because effective writers want  to make 
thei r prose c lear and concise, they avoid 
using mod i fiers that don't  convey any 
in formation such as "very," H exrremely,lI 
or " i ncredi bly." Here the author uses 
"extreme" because it i s  a legitimate fi l m  
term . B u t  do you th i nk  "extremely 
i n teresting" offers greater precis ion than 
j u st saying " i n teresting"? Writers shou l d 
use modifiers for poetic emphasis, b u t  
they also shou ld try to avoid c l i ches.  
Wou l d  you rather see a movie about a 
"very i n teresting I'elationsh ip" or an 
"exceptional ly  i n teresting relationship"? 
Perhaps you wou l d  be more i n trigued if 
i t  were a " sadistic relationsh ip "? 
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third figure picks up the key and turns her hand over, the key rests in her 

outstretched palm (fig. 9.39) . Deren then cuts to the same outstretched 

hand in the same position, but 

the palm holds a knife instead 

of the key (fig. 9.40) .4 The 

editing makes it appear as if 

the key, a quintessential image 

of domesticity since it con

notes a shared personal space, 

magically transforms into the 

knife, an image of violence. 

This graphic match equates 

marriage with violence or 

destruction. 

This film's intimation of violence becomes much more explicit at this 

point, as the figure with the knife in her hand stands up from the table with 

the weapon drawn in attack mode. She approaches the reclining woman, 

and the film's use of eye line 

match and point-of-view shots 

makes it clear that the standing 

woman is intent on stabbing 

her sleeping self-image. At this 

point, the editing's collage once 

again encourages viewers to 

associate domesticity with vio

lence. One shot is a close-up 

profile of the reclining woman 

as the shiny knife blade slowly 

approaches her mouth. Deren 

then cuts to an extreme close-up of the reclining woman's eyes as they open 

in shock; the glare of the knife blade is reflected in her face. The editing here 

makes it clear that the sleeping woman is about to be stabbed by the image 

of herself. But then Deren cuts to an extreme close-up of a man's face (pre

sumably the husband, played by Hamid) retreating from the camera, sug

gesting that the shot is the woman's point of view of her husband, who has 

awakened her with a kiss.s More importantly, the sequence of shots draws 

a parallel between the imagined murder/suicide and the husband's tender 

kiss, once again associating domesticity with violence and destruction. 

Some may be tempted to interpret the film as a depiction of domestic vio

lence, but careful analysis of the imagery reveals that the film is really inter

ested in the psychological trauma of marriage rather than physical abuse. 

After all, when the husband appears, he seems quite benevolent (carrying a 

flower, kissing the woman , tucking her into bed) . Moreover, the figure that 

does appear threatening to the woman is herself. But Deren's use of an 

intentionally jolting collage of images transforms the couple's domesticated 
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relationship and the husband's seemingly tender actions into harbingers of 
death. The suggestion is not that the woman in the film feels physically 
threatened by her husband, but that marriage itself has led to something just 
as terrifying: the loss of her identity. 
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P
art Three moves readers beyond a focus o n  textual analysis to 

. consider the relationship between film and culture. These 

chapters present conceptual frameworks that approach cinema 

as a cultural, economic, and social institution. The topics of Chapters 

10 through 1 5  do not exhaust potential areas of inquiry, but instead 

introduce several important fields within film studies. These chapters 

examine the relation between social context and film style, ideology, 

stardom, genre, auteur theory, and film as an industry. Each one 

explores ideas and questions that filmmakers, film enthusiasts, critics, 

and scholars contemplate when they investigate cinema's role in 

culture. Each chapter also includes examples of writing about cinema 

as a cultural institution. 

By the time readers have completed Part Three, they will be 

prepared to formulate original questions related to cinema as a 

cultural institution and to conduct independent research on film 

studies topics. 

Together, Parts Two and Three help readers develop the critical 

reading, analytical, and rhetorical skills to describe, interpret, and 

evaluate a film at the textual level and to engage current issues in film 

and media studies by moving beyond the individual text to consider 

the broader cultural significance of film. 

Part Three: C i n e m a  and Cu ltu re 



Hollywood was the place where the United States 
perpetuated itself as a universal dream and put 
the dream into mass production 

Angela Carter 

A
t the turn of the twentieth century, New York City was the center of 

commercial filmmaking. But  by 1 910,  filmmakers began to move 

west from New York to Hollywood, drawn to the area's climate, 

cheap real estate, and the opportunity to avoid paying equipment licensing 

fees to Thomas Edison's Motion Picture Patents Company. By the end of the 

decade, film production was a lucrative industry and Wall Street investors 

helped Hollywood dominate the international film market .  Ever since the 

1 920s, many people have equated Hollywood with moviemaking. 

Social  
Context and 
Fi l m  Style 

1 0.1 M arlene D i etrich on set with Josef von 
Stern berg. 
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But Hollywood is not the world 's only major fi lm industry, and its preference 

for larger-than-life, escapist fantasies represents only one approach to filmmak

ing. This chapter discusses several cultural contexts for filmmaking: the Holly

wood studio system, international art cinema, Italian Neoreali sm,  and Third 

Cinema. Each context is associated with an economic, political , and cultural 

approach to fi lm, and the types of films that have emerged from each of  these 

contexts reflect these differences. 

H ollywood's I ndustrial Context: Th e 
Studio System as Dream Factory 

American fi lm production and reception were at their height during what has 

become known as the Hollywood studio era. Though film historians debate the 

exact dates, Illany pinpoint 1 9 1 5  as its beginning. This was the year that D .W. 

Griffith released The Birth of a Nation, one of the first feature-length narrative 

fi lms to demonstrate the medium's artistic and commercial potential. The end of 

the Ho llywood studio era, though hard to define precisely, was signaled by a 

1 948 Supreme Court decision. That decision, called the Paramount Consent 

Decree, ordered the major Hollywood studios to cease their monopolistic busi

ness practices. 

Between 1 9 1 5  and 1 948,  five major studios (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer [MGM] , 

Paramount, Warner Brothers, Twentieth Century Fox, and RKO) and several 

minor studios (Universal, Columbia, and United Artists) perfected a mode of 

filmmaking that, in turn, generated a standardized fi lm style. H ollywood 's effi

cient mode of production, distribution, and exhibit ion, known as the studio 

system, gave rise to an instantly recognizable type of fi lm. The next section 

briefly describes the classical Hollywood style before examining the economic 

and social practices that gave rise to it .  

Classical Style 

Classical Hollywood narratives exhibit four important traits, as discussed in 

Chapter 4 .  Those traits include c larity (viewers should not be confused about 

space, time, or events) , unity (cause and effect connections are direct and com

plete) , goal-oriented characters (they are active and invite identification) , and 

closure (loose ends are tied up, often through romantic union) . All other com

ponents of a classical Hollywood film are subservient to narrative. In  fact,  the 

classical Hollywood style is often called " the invisible style, " because narrative 

considerations dictate choices involving mise en scene, cinematography, editing, 

and sound. This style relies on "unobtrusive craftsmanship " (Thompson, p .  9) , 

ensuring that viewers will become absorbed in the narrative. 

More specifically, in  this style of  filmmaking, the mise en scene depicts an 

external world that adheres to the norms of  " realism " determined by the condi

tions of  the story. The mise en scene offers spectators a seemingly objective pre

sentation of the story space, as opposed to the subjectivity of Expressionism. 
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Similarly, the cinematography is unobtrusive; the 

style eschews exaggerated angles or flamboyant 

movement. 

On those occasions when a fi lm does employ 

obvious visual distortions, there is almost always 

a narrative justification. In Notorious, when Alicia 

realizes that Alex knows she is a spy, he and his 

mother suddenly appear as undulating silhouettes 

(fig. 10.2). At this moment the cinematography 

threatens to remind viewers they are looking 

through a lens. However, the distortion is moti

vated by the narrative: Alicia is hallucinating 

because she has been poisoned, and this is her 

point of view. 

Classical editing follows the rules of continuity 

editing, as outlined in Chapter 7 .  I t  functions pri

marily to excise events that aren' t  immediately 

relevant to the plot, to create a unified sense of space and time, and to punctu

ate the emotional content of a scene by drawing attention to characters and 

their actions. 

Finally, a classical Hollywood film privileges dialogue over other sounds 

because dialogue carries the narrative forward. Dialogue expresses character 

traits and motivations, helps to explain cause-and-effect logic, and emphasizes 

the emotional content of a scene. Because narrative information is the most 

important element in these fi lms, and because dialogue is the sound most 

directly responsible for moving the plot forward, dialogue tends to be audible 

above all other sounds. When directors such as Robert Altman began to experi

ment with overlapping dialogue in M *A *S *H and Naslwille ( 1 975) , viewers 

accustomed to the classical style may have been frustrated by their inability to 

discern everything the characters say ( fig. 10.3) . 

In short, the classical Hollywood style attempts 

to guarantee that "at any moment in a movie, the 

audience [is) to be given the optimum vantage 

point on what [is] occurring on screen " (Ray, p. 

33) . The perspective it  creates is so ideal that 

audiences forget they are watching a carefully 

orchestrated fict ional representat ion.  Indeed,  

some critics ca l l  the classical s ty le  escapist 

because it creates the il lusion of stories unfolding 

in real space and time and takes audiences away 

from their own lives. 

It might appear that the classical Hollywood 

style is the only logical way to approach narrative 

filmmaking. But as the following sections illus

trate, the invisible style was as much a product of 

economic and political circumstances as i t  was a 

set of conscious aesthetic choices. 

H o l lywood's  I n d u str ia l  Co n text: The S t u d i o  System as D ream Factory 

1 0.2 This rare m o m e n t  of visual  
d istortion ( from Notorious) h as n arrative 
j ust i ficat ion.  

1 0.3 I n Nashville, a fi l m  that featu res one 
of Robert Altman's famous ense m b l e  
casts, the  characters often speak 
s i m u ltan eous ly. 
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Economic Practice and H ollywood Convention 

The profit-driven studio system was designed to deliver products to consumers 

as quickly as possible. Its mode of  production was, to  a large degree, the assem

bly line of  the modern factory system. Studios relied on  a division of  labor to 

generate products rapidly and cheaply. At the beginning o f  the process, produc

ers conferred with studio heads to generate ideas and to determine which pro

jects to pursue. Once they had decided on  a project, a team of  writers would 

draft and revise the screenplay while the art director designed the sets, the 

costume designer fashioned the wardrobe for the cast, and the casting office 

selected actors. 

The project ' s  producer and assistant director oversaw much of this pre

production process, and when it was completed, the director took over, hand

l ing most of the decisions during s hooting. After shooting was complete, the 

editor assembled the shots, working to ensure continuity. Sometimes the direc

tor was involved in this process, but o ften he was not .  After the final cut was 

assembled, the score was composed . This is a simplified description of the 

process, which evolved and became more complex as the industry grew, but i t  

o ffers some indication o f  how rationalized and compartmentalized fi lm 

production was. 

This compartmentalization contributed to the standardization of Hollywood's 

style in  several ways. When audiences flocked to see a f i lm, producers tried to 

rework the same formulas. Eventually, producers discovered that they could 

reuse production units. At Paramount, for example, Marlene Dietrich, director 

Joseph von Sternberg (fig. 10. 1 ,  p. 311 ) ,  screenwriter Jules Furthman, and cine

matographer Lee Garmes collaborated on a series of four successfu l  romantic 

melodramas in the early 1 930s :  Morocco ( 1 930) , Dishonored ( 1 931 ) ,  Blonde 

Venus ( 1 932) ,  and Shanghai Express ( 1 932) . Costumes and sets could be reused 

as well, saving the studios both money and time. Relying on stories and pro

duction practices that had succeeded before facil itated rapid output and rela

tively consistent quality. 

The classical Hollywood conventions for continuity and camera placement do 

not constitute an inherently superior method of  conveying narrative in forma

tion, but they became Hollywood's standard partly because they contributed to 

production efficiency. The " rules " provided directors with a predetermined shot 

set-up for each scene. In other words, Hollywood 's visual style was largely 

shaped by a powerful determinant: the logic of industrial capitalism. 

The studios' reliance on stars also reflected the market logic of  capitalism on 

several levels. Stars served as a marketing device, helping the studios to pre-sell 

a picture to fans. But the star system also facilitated the production and distrib

ution of films. Once a star became associated with a particular type of  charac

ter, that star could serve as an economical means of  shorthand character 

development. Screenwriters wouldn't  have to worry about how to establish 

important character traits since, theoretically, audiences would already have 

those traits in mind as soon as the actor walked on screen. Star personas also 

helped the studios distribute their products to the theaters, since theater owners 

would have a clear idea of  what they were getting with a " Marlene Dietrich 
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picture" or a " Lon Chaney movie. " Put simply, in the name of efficiency, char

acter development became typed, or standardized. 

Finally, the h ierarchical structure of the industry itself and its profit-driven 

modus operandi played a key role in determining a fi lm's narrative structure. 

Some producers and studio heads would test screen movies and then re-edit, or 

sometimes reshoot, the films, according to audience response. The practice 

helped guarantee a crowd-pleasing product-but it  also led to the desecration of 

some profound works of  art. Thomas Schatz describes how, on seeing a test 

screening of  Tess of the D'Urbervilies ( 1 924) , MGM studio head Louis B. Mayer 

was disappointed because the film concluded with the heroine being hanged for 

killing the man who had raped her. He demanded a new, happy ending. D irec

tor Marshall Neilan protested and sought out the novel ' s  author Thomas Hardy 

for support, but MGM owned the rights to the novel and Mayer prevailed 

(Schatz, p.  32 ) .  

In  short, t he  filmmaking process affects what audiences see on screen. I n  a 

profit-driven industry, financial considerations play a significant role in deter

mining both what audiences see and how they see it .  

Censorship and H ollywood Convention 

Hollywood's  practice of self-censorship il lustrates how the profit motive, social 

mores, and political pressure combine to shape what audiences see. In  the early 

1 920s, Hollywood found itself increasingly u nder attack from church groups and 

conservative publications,  which denounced the industry because of scandals 

relating to sexual deviance, avarice, drugs, and alcohol. In 1 9 1 5 ,  the Supreme 

Court had ruled that motion p ictures were not part of the press and therefore not 

constitutionally protected from censorship.  As a result ,  the 1 920s protests 

sparked industry-wide anxieties that movies would soon be subject to govern

ment censorship.  

In response, Hollywood established the Motion Picture Producers and Dis

tributors of America (MPPDA) , an  organization designed to help the industry 

regulate its own content. Former Postmaster General Will Hays-a conservative 

who, in  his own words, put his " faith in God, in folks, in the nation, and in the 

Republican party" -headed the organization (quoted in Maltby, p .  238) . While 

not the equivalent of  a state censor, the MPPDA did ensure that the American 

film industry kept subversive content in  check. 

Initially the MPPDA offered little in the way of rules regarding appropriate 

and inappropriate content .  Hays drafted a list of  "Don' ts and Be Carefuls , "  which 

he expected filmmakers to consult as they determined the content of their pic

tures. The " Don' ts"-subjects that Hays deemed unacceptable " irrespective of  

the manner in which they are treated "-included profanity, suggestive nudity, 

miscegenation,  scenes of childbirth ,  and ridicule of the clergy (quoted in Maltby, 

p. 239) . Filmmakers were encouraged to "be careful " when depicting religious 

ceremonies, criminal behavior, the institution of  marriage, and law enforcement. 

The end of  the 1 920s saw another public backlash against Hollywood, in part 

because of  celebrity scandals and the growing popularity of the gangster film. 

The MPPDA responded by turning its list of " Don ' ts and Be Carefuls " into the 
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Production Code, a list of rules prohibiting certain images and scenarios. (The 

entire text of the code can be found on-l ine at www.historymatters .gmu.edu/ 

d/5099 j.) The most prominent addition to the original list was a preamble 

that read: 

1 .  No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards of those 

who see i t .  Hence the sympathy of the audience shall never be thrown to 

the side of crime, wrongdoing, evil or sin.  

2 .  Correct standards of l ife, subject only to the  requirements o f  drama and 

entertainment, shall be presented. 

3. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be 

created for its violation (quoted in Maltby, p .  242) . 

Implicit in the preamble is the assumption that any images outside of the dom

inant value system could have a negative impact on audiences. Crucial ly, the 

moral standards that films were supposed to uphold were defined by conserva

tive groups, including members of the Catholic Church.  

The preamble dictates that  the MPPDA could evaluate and determine not only 

the content, but also the style of a film. That is, a film ' s  approach to  its subject 

matter helped determine whether or not the fi lm was "appropriate. " Films could 

depict criminal activity, as long as the audience is " never thrown to the side of 

crime, wrongdoing, evil or sin . "  As such, the gangster fi lms of the 1 930s 

inevitably end with the gangster suffering his (often brutal) punishment for 

the crimes he committed. Sexuality could be suggested, as long as there was 

enough ambiguity built into the screenplay for only adult viewers to recognize 

the implications. 

Increasingly challenged by directors such as Otto Preminger, who defied the 

code and released three fi lms in the 

1 950s without certificates of approval 

(f ig.  10.4) , the  Production Code 

ceased being enforced by the mid-

1 960s. I n  1 967,  Jack Valenti ,  President 

of the Motion Picture Association of 

America, MPAA (as the MPPDA had 

been renamed) , instituted the ratings 

system, which remains in effect today. 

This system solved some problems, 

but raises other issues, most notably 

controversies over what deserves an R 

or an NC 1 7  rating. Originally meant to 

distinguish adult films from porno

graphic fi lms,  NC 1 7  i s  effectively 

an economic kiss of death for any 

title bearing the rating, since many 

theaters refuse to show films with 

this rating. 

In  the documentary This Film Is 

Not Yet Rated (2006) , Kirby Dick 
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explores the secretive practices o f  the MPAA ratings board,  and argues that the 

board wields tremendous power over the depiction of  sexuality: " In an effort to 

avoid the NC- 1 7  stigma , "  Dick writes, "d irectors are compelled to deliver R-rated 

films, dramatically restricting the exploration of sexuality in American cinema " 

(Dick, p. 5 ) .  Furthermore, he points out,  the board applies a different standard 

when it comes to violence and sexuality. First, scenes of graphic violence are less 

likely to garner NC- 1 7  ratings than scenes of graphic sex . Second, " films with 

scenes of  gay sex receive far more restrictive ratings than films with similarly 

shot scenes of straight sex "  (Dick, p. 5 ) , which , D ick contends, both reflects and 

contributes to anti-gay sentiments in American culture. 

American I deology and Entertainment 

As the discussion of the studio system and the Production Code suggests, the 

social context in which a film is produced has a profound effect on its content 

and style. Critics of  Hollywood film contend that its seamless mode of  story

telling masks its ideological content .  They would claim that even apparently 

apolitical films made purely to entertain are not free from ideology. An ideology 

is a worldview: a set of political, moral ,  and cultural assumptions. An individ

ual or cultural ideology includes, among other things, beliefs about social and 

economic systems,  race, gender, sexuality, identity, community structure, and 

the function of government. 

Much of a culture's ideology remains unspoken or implicit .  The United States, 

for example, officially defines its ideology in the Declaration of Independence, 

the Constitution, and other legal documents. But many of America's dominant 

ideologies-its privileging of competitive individualism , its belief in  capitalism 

as the ideal economic system, and its celebration of progress over stasis-don' t  

appear in these documents, and these are widely held beliefs that influence 

American culture. 

The Production Code provides an example of how an industry can self-con

sciously control its output with rules and regulations that uphold a dominant 

belief system. But not all ideological content is dictated by a licensing authority: 

most ideologies are maintained subtly through everyday practices and conveyed 

through a variety of  media, including film .  A film presents an attitude toward its 

subject matter, and always reflects a particular perspective. As these components 

become conventionalized over a broad array of  fi lms-repeated unselfcon

sciously-the ideology too becomes conventionalized, taken for granted rather 

than questioned. Film scholars, then , sometimes read films as barometers of  a 

culture, or as a "symptoms " of the culture that produced them. 

Popular fi lms usually reflect dominant social perspectives in unremarkable 

ways. For example, watching Harold Lloyd's The Freshman (Fred C. Newmeyer 

and Sam Taylor 1 925) , audiences may unquestioningly accept its celebration o f  

heroic individualism because it  tells a heartwarming tale of  a n  underdog out

sider earning social acceptance. But the film uses sports to reinforce dominant 

ideas about masculinity and individualism. 

Bumbling Harold Lamb (Lloyd) struggles to fit in with his new col lege com

patriots. He fails miserably until he manages to score the winning touchdown in 
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the season's most important football game ( fig. 10.5) . The 

film 's climax revolves around football instead of, say, 

cricket because American audiences readily accept that the 

physical challenge of  scoring a touchdown defines a mas

culine rite of  passage. "Scoring a boundary" in  a cricket 

match might be a cause for ridicule, since many Americans 

would assume the level of athleticism required to achieve 

that goal is limited. By presenting football as a means to 

male adulthood , The Freshman reinforces a dominant 

cultural assumption that football is the pre-eminent mas

culine sport. 

Furthermore, the tendency for Hollywood films to focus 

on one or two characters (a stylistic trait enhanced by the 

star system) is symptomatic of  the way American culture 

privileges the individual over the community. By presenting 

the victory in terms of Lamb's triumph, despite the fact 

that football is a team sport, The Freshman rein forces the 

importance of  competitive individualism.  In focusing pri

marily on individuals,  classical Hollywood narratives 

exemplify American culture's tendency to dismiss commu

nity concerns as mostly irrelevant compared to the rights 

of  the individual. 

Finally, the climax o f  The Freshman, in which Lamb 

" gets the girl , "  is also indicative of how American films 

revolve around heterosexual romance. This was the case 

throughout the twentieth century. Using a survey of 100 randomly selected 

studio films, David Bordwell found that "ninety-five involved romance in at least 

one line of  action ,  while eighty-five made that the principal line of  action"  (Bor

dwell, p .  1 6) .  The conspicuous absence of expl icitly homosexual characters in 

classical Hollywood films points to the fact that the system's definition of love 

was markedly rooted in the dominant Judeo-Christian ethic. In short, The Fresh

man, a seemingly simple tale of an individual overcoming social ostracism to 

become a hero , reflects and contributes to cultural ideologies. 

Reaffirming or Resisting Dominant I deology 

The discussion thus far seems to suggest that the Hol lywood studio system was 

a monolithic institution, so powerful that it could stifle  any dissent. But the 

studios recognized that maintaining the popularity of  its products required more 

than just repeating what had worked previously. According to Janet Staiger, the 

industry strove to balance standardization (relying on tried and true devices) 

with differentiation (experimenting with new plot twists and stylistic maneu

vers) . They were aware that audiences would be bored by movies that had 

become too formulaic, and shocked or confused by movies that were radically 

experimental (Staiger, p .  112) . 

Contemporary film scholars argue that,  consequently, some films from this 

era actually go "against the grain . " That is, some films subtly question American 
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ideology. In his analysis o f  Billy Wilder's Double Indem

nity ( 1 944) , James Naremore argues that this film nair 

presents a pessimistic view of American culture rather 

than reinforcing its dominant ideologies. The film con

cerns an insurance salesman , Walter Neff (Fred Mac

Murray) , who participates in an i l l -fated plot to help 

Phyllis Dietrichson (Barbara Stanwyck) murder her 

husband. Naremore discusses how Wilder's background 

as a German emigre i n fluenced by Expressionism shaped 

the film's visual style and its critical perspective on the 

supposed advantages o f  modern American l i fe, including 

the availability of manufactured consumer products. 

Wilder's take on America transforms the landscape o f  

modern life into a n  alienating terrain :  

The theme of  industrialized dehumanization is 

echoed in the relatively private o ffices on the 

second floor of  the insurance company, which are 

almost interchangeable, decorated with nothing 

more than statistical charts and graphs.  [ . . .  ] The 

public world i s  equally massified: when Walter 

realizes that Phyllis wants to murder her husband, 

he drinks a beer in his  car at the drive-in 

restaurant; then he goes to a bowling alley at 

Third and Weston, where he bowls alone in an 

enormous room lined with identical lanes. 

(Naremore, p .  89) 

Wilder's depiction of a supermarket-the epitome of  a place where American 

goods are on display, readily available for mass consumption-shows it to be a 

space where products and people become anonymous. 

The most surreal instance of  mechanical  reproduction, however, is 

Jerry's, " that big market up at Los Fel iz ,"  where Walter and Phyllis 

plan their crime. Walter and Phyll is hold satta voce conversations 

across aisles filled with baby food ,  beans, macaroni, tomatoes, and 

seemingly anything else that can be packaged and arranged in neat 

rows; they talk about murder in pUblic, but the big store makes 

them anonymous, virtually invisible shoppers. (Naremore, p. 89) 

Finally, Naremore points to the way Wilder's mise en scene likens the femme 

fatale to a manufactured product (fig. 10.6) . 

[Phyllis] is blatantly provocative and visibly artificial; her ankle 

bracelet, her lacquered lipstick, her sunglasses, and above all 

her chromium hair give her a cheaply manufactured, metallic 

look. In keeping with this synthetic quality, her sex scenes are 

almost robotic, and she reacts to murder with an icy calm. 

(Naremore, p .  89) 
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In h i s  detailed analysis, Naremore carefully considers the  film itself, but  also 

moves his discussion beyond the text to consider its relationship to culture. 

When he identifies the theme of industrialized dehumanization,  he is positing 

that Wilder's film is a critique of American culture in the mid- 1 940s. 

Naremore's analysis assumes a certain degree of  intentionality on the direc

tor's part. A di fferent approach to ideology acknowledges that audiences may be 

able to read films against the grain,  rejecting the dominant messages they 

contain. The notion of reading against the grain postulates that some films 

contain inadvertent contradictions that undermine their apparent endorsement 

of dominant cultural beliefs. 

Robin Wood performs this kind of analysis on Frank Capra 's It 's a Wonderful 

Life ( 1 946) , a film that, on the surface, reaffirms small-town American values. 

In the film, George Bailey (James Stewart) spends his whole life sacrificing his 

dreams to help others. Despite his urge to travel the world, George marries, 

spends his life in his small home town of  Bedford Falls ,  and runs his father's 

building and loan business. When he  loses $8 ,000 because of an employee's for

getfulness and a rival banker's duplicity, he becomes despondent, resentful, and 

suicidal. A guardian angel intervenes and shows George what life in Bedford 

Falls would have been l ike without him.  Run by the corrupt banker Potter, the 

town is full of vice, bars, and unhappy people. The angel inspires George to 

return to his family. On his return, he finds that the entire community has 

pooled its resources to help replace the lost money. 

On one level , the film emphasizes George ' s  re-commitment to family and 

middle-class values. But, Wood points out, by depicting an alternative, equally 

viable film noir-style Bedford Falls, the film exposes the unpleasant realities under

neath the idealized small town world that George embraces in the conclusion. 

It 's a Wonderful Life manages a convincing and moving affirmation 

of the values (and value) of bourgeois family l i fe. Yet what is 

revealed , when disaster releases George's suppressed tensions, is 

the intensity of his resentment of  the family and desire to destroy 

it-and with it, in significant relationship ,  his work (his 

culminating action is furiously to overthrow the drawing board with 

his plans for more small-town houses) . [ . . .  J What is finally 

striking about the film's  affirmation is  the extreme precariousness 

of its basis [ . . .  J [The fi lmJ may well be Capra 's masterpiece, but it 

is more than that. Like all the greatest American fi lms-fed by a 

complex generic tradition and , beyond that, by the fears and 

aspirations of a whole culture-it at once transcends its director 

and would be inconceivable without him. (Wood,  pp .  295-6,  

emphasis added) 

Wood ascribes a latent pessimism to the fi lm's surface optimism. In other words, 

he reads the fi lm as a critique of the American middle class because it draws 

attention to suppressed feelings of paranoia and dread that accompany the 

American Dream. This crit ique, he emphasizes, is the product of  cultural forces 

beyond Capra 's control .  The film embodies the anxieties of a culture over its 

dominant ideology-ironically, an ideology the film intends to reinforce. 
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(I� I nternational Art Cinem a 

Not all cinema traditions value Hollywood's  industrial efficiency and emphasis 

on narrative. During the 1 950s and 1 960s, a wave of  European and Asian films 

garnered international reputations because they departed from Hollywood 's 

commercialism, uncomplicated characters , and invisible style. At the height of  

th is  era, filmgoers around the world were drawn to films from Sweden, Japan, 

India, Italy, and France. Many cinephiles referred to these fi lms collectively as 

the art cinema movement. 

The moniker assumes a marked distinction between Hollywood film and art 

film.  Whereas the former is assumed to be escapist entertainment, the latter is 

seen to have a more serious intellectual purpose and a more sophisticated 

approach.  Indeed, the films produced in this era addressed a number of  weighty 

issues, including the discrepancy between memory and 

lived experience (Hiroshima, mon amour) , the plight of the 

financially, but not spiritually, impoverished (Pather Pan

chali [Satyajit Ray 1 9 5 5] ) ,  the relationship between art and 

life (Breathless) , and spiri tual doubt in the face of death 

(The Seventh Seal) . 

These fi lms abandon goal-oriented characters, preferring 

instead to explore the psychology of complex characters 

who often have no sense of what they want out of  l i fe, 

much less how to achieve it. Rather than dedicating screen 

time to action,  these films often dwell on capturing time in 

which little or nothing (physical) happens. Stylistically, 

they flout Hollywood conventions in bold attempts to 

depict subjectivity or to draw the audience's attention to 

film's status as art. By no means is there a consistent nar

rative or stylistic model to which international art films 

adhere. The single trait they have in common is their con

trast from the Hollywood studio model . 

Jean-Luc Godard ' s  Breathless exemplifies the way art 

cinema differs from classical Hollywood fi lms. At first 

glance, the film promises to be a gangster film about 

Michel Poiccard (Jean-Paul Belmondo) , a car thief who 

somewhat impulsively shoots a policeman ( fig. 10.7). But 

Michel is far from the conventional outlaw on the lam . 

Rather than setting to work on a plan to evade the police, 

he fritters his time away in Paris, alternately trying to 

seduce his American girlfriend Patricia (Jean Seberg) and 

take her to the movies. In  one extended scene, Michel and 

Patricia playfully romp half-clothed in bed together, and 

their dialogue is ful l  of sexual innuendo (fig. 10.8). This 

frank depiction of sexuality was in sharp contrast to Holly

wood 's sanitized bedrooms of the same era, where even 

married couples slept in separate beds. In fact ,  one reason 
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for the popularity o f  art films i n  the 

U.s. i s  that audiences, used to the 

rigid moral standards imposed by the 

Production Code, were intrigued and 

titillated by art cinema's open display 

of sexuality, occasional nudity, and its 

characters ' youthful  insouciance. 

By conventional standards,  Michel 

and Patricia's actions are indecipher

able and often self-contradictory. At 

one point Michel inexpl icably follows 

a stranger into a building and up 

several flights on an elevator. He gets 

o ff the elevator and proceeds to steal 

the man's car, but the fil m  makes no 

attempt to explain why he  follows the 

man in  the first place. Patricia is a 

college student, but,  despite her intel

lectual bent, she is  drawn to the 

pointedly vulgar Michel. She con

fesses that she loves him only after 

discovering that he's a wanted man-and then proceeds to alert the police as to 

his whereabouts. 

In keeping with the disjointed narrative and quirky characters, the film 's style 

is playfully fragmented. Most noticeable is its use of jump cuts throughout, 

which excise lengthy chunks of time, as when Michel shoots the officer and then 

abruptly reappears in Paris. Frequently the editing and the soundtrack concep

tualize time differently. For example, as Michel drives toward Paris, jump cuts 

visually interrupt time and condense the amount of t ime spent on the road, even 

while Michel's singing runs fluidly. In other words,  chronological time is 

removed from the image, but not from the soundtrack. 

The film's cinematography resembles that o f  a documentary, complementing 

the film's spontaneous feel. Cinematographer Raoul Coutard relied extensively 

on handheld cameras (then a relatively unheard of approach in fiction films) , 

natural lighting, and an unusual film stock: rol ls of fast film made exclusively 

for still photography spliced together for the 35 mm camera. According to 

Coutard, Godard's goal was to "escape from convention and even run counter to 

the rules of 'cinematographic grammar' "  (quoted in Neupert, p. 210) . 

I n  short, rather than making style subservient to a tightly structured narra

tive, Breathless draws attention to the expressive and aesthetic vitality of cinema: 

the director "wanted to give the feeling that the techniques of  filmmaking had 

just been d iscovered or experienced for the first time" (Godard , quoted in Marie, 

p .  1 62) . Again,  by no means does Breathless define a common sensibility among 

all art films. Whereas it revels in playful spontaneity, other films, such as Alain 

Resnais 's  Last Year at Marienbad or Federico Fellini 's  8'1l, adopt a highly styl

ized, formalist approach (fig. 10.9) . Still others , such as Pather Panchali, strive 

for a heightened and poetic sense of realism. 
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The I deology of "Art" 

To refer to these films as "art cinema " may imply that there were no commercial 

concerns associated with their production and distribution, which is not the 

case. Historians attribute the expansion of art cinema in part to the public 

financing of national cinemas after World War II ,  as government policy in  many 

countries financed productions that would stand as visible and marketable doc

uments of national culture ( Nowell-Smith, p. 567) . While these filmmakers did 

not work in a highly regimented industrial structure, funding still depended on 

a project's potential marketability. Art films were produced in the hopes of gen

erating a profit (and indeed they did, often both domestically and abroad) , and 

they successfully competed against the Hollywood j uggernaut because their self

conscious artistry helped to distinguish them from Hollywood's  more immediate 

accessibility. 

Thus, while many cinephiles appreciate these films as examples of h igh 

culture-sophisticated and highly intellectual art-and Hollywood films as mass 

culture-commercial art appealing to unrefined tastes-the distinction between 

the two is an oversimplification .  In fact, such rote categorization reveals a class

based ideological precept implicit in the art cinema movement: the assumption 

that popular film is too plebian, crude, and unsophisticated to be considered 

worthy of serious consideration .  

The case of I ndia's f i lm industry illustrates how privileging high art  dictates 

that most international audiences overlook indigenous popular cinemas. India's 

f i lm industry is the largest film industry in the world in terms of the number of 

films produced. Dubbed " Bollywood" because of its Bombay location and prodi

gious size, rivaling Hollywood, the industry produces a remarkable 900 films 

annually. Many in the West were introduced to Indian cinema in 1956 ,  when the 

jury at the Cannes Film Festival voted Pather Panchali, "Best Human Docu

ment . "  Director Satyaj it  Ray achieved international fame for his work, and for 

many Western enthusiasts, Ray's fi lms represent I ndian cinema. However, h is  

films represent a departure from the norm in  that  country. 

Popular Indian films are typically an eclectic hodgepodge of styles: 

comic interludes, musical sequences, religion, adventure, fights, 

socio-political considerations-all get mixed up together in 

commercial (pan-Indian mainstream) cinema, often characterized 

by the epithet masala (spicy) . (Thoraval, p. l lS) 

One of the most popular Indian films ever made, the "curry" Western Embers 

( "Sholay" ;  Ramesh Sippy 1 975) , exemplifies how Hindi films distinguish them

selves by fusing competing narrative strategies and visual styles. The fi lm 

includes episodes of extreme brutality: one  man throws glowing coals on  a thief 

covered in fuel;  a gang of outlaws cuts the arms off the policeman .  But i t  also 

contains absurdly comic sequences: when two men can ' t  decide who should get 

to ask a woman out, they flip a coin-which stands on its side instead of falling 

on heads or tails. Bollywood films also rely on elaborate sets and ornate cos

tuming to create a kaleidoscopic visual appeal, which complements the fi lms' 

elaborate narratives and captivating musical numbers. 
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I n  contrast ,  the highly poetic 

Pather Panchali follows the hardships 

of  a poor Bengali family, focusing 

on the young chi ldren, Apu (Subir 

Bannerjee) and his older sister, Durga 

(Uma Das Capta) . Ray's  fi lm consists 

of loosely l inked episodes that por

tray the daily routines of an impover

ished family: Apu and Durga see a 

train for the first t ime; Apu asks his 

father for money to buy candy; Apu 

watches his sister dance in the first 

rains of the monsoon .  When the 

father leaves home for an extended 

period of  time to find work, a series 

of tragic events besets the family, 

culminating in Durga's death from 

pneumonia.  Whi le popular Indian 

films don't  shy away from depicting 

social problems,  their aesthetic 

approach  favors escapist fantasy over 

the melancholic and provocative realism of Ray 's work. 

The visual style of Pather Panchali also stands in sharp contrast to India's 

popular cinema. I t  abandons studio shooting in favor of  locations. Ray uses the 

Indian landscape to capture the family's fleeting pleasures and mounting hard

ships. Animals and insects wander in and out of the  frame to suggest how pre

cariously situated is the family's crumbling homestead ( fig. 10.10) . When Apu 

and Durga experience the excitement of watching a passing train,  they must 

leave the confines of  the forest surrounding their home and wander into an open 

field, enhancing the emotional expansiveness of the incident. 

Following the international success of  Pather Panchali, the Indian government 

founded the Indian Film Finance Corporation to improve the quality and 

heighten the international reputation of  the country's films. The Indian govern

ment hoped to capitalize on Ray 's critical success by subsidizing fi lms that might 

bring more international prestige to the country's  film industry. 

In effect, Ray's international popularity and the government's subsequent 

decision to fund "serious " movies established a two-tier system in which inter

national acclaim is lavished on directors whose films meet certain criteria asso

ciated with high art . Those criteria may include a bias toward Western art: Ray's 

most obvious influences were not other Indian film directors, but Americans and 

Europeans, including David Lean,  Frank Capra ,  John Ford, Sergei Eisenstein,  

Jean Renoir, and Vittorio De Sica. In fact ,  Ray secured government financing 

only after John Huston and representatives from the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York expressed an interest in Pather Panchali (Thoraval,  p. 243 ) .  Perhaps a 

film that was less Western might not have received such lavish praise from 

American critics. Finally, the world premiere of Pather Panchali was not in India, 

but in New York. 
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While a remarkable cinematic achievement ,  Ray's fi lm does not reflect the 

everyday Indian movie-going experience. But the international preference for his 

work demonstrates how art  films often are marketed as more legitimate cultural 

expressions than mainstream films. 

In short, the art cinema movement of the 1 950s and '60s provided aud iences 

with a wide range of cinematic experiences that differed dramatically from clas

sical Hollywood's standard fare. Still, the production and reception of these fi lms 

were profoundly shaped by cul tural, historical, and economic circumstances. 

Fig. 10 . 1 5  at the end of this chapter offers a brief schematic of these two film

making contexts, as well as two others that are discussed below: Italian Neore

alism and Third Cinema. 

I talian N eorealism 

Italian Neorealism was an in fluential postwar cinema whose social and eco

nomic context defined its style in crucial ways. In Italy after World War I I ,  

Roberto Rossell ini ,  Vittorio De  Sica, and Luchino Visconti, actors and directors 

who had trained and worked in the commercial Italian film industry before the 

war, produced startl ing and distinctive fi lms that seemed to capture the reality 

of the physical devastation , the moral degradation, and the human suffering of 

the war years. In  the words of De Sica, " the experience of the war was decisive 

for us all .  Each felt the mad desire to throw away the old stories of the Italian 

cinema, to p lant the camera in the midst of real life" (quoted in Marcus, pp.  

xiii-xiv) . 

Neorealism pre-dated (and in many ways influenced) the international art 

cinema discussed above. Its principles 

and visual style were even further 

removed from Hollywood than those 

of art cinema. 

Neorealist filmmaking grew from 

real-life events-yet the films were 

fictionalized accounts of experiences 

during the war and of the hardships 

of postwar Italy. Although Rossell ini 's 

Rome, Open City ( "  Roma, citta 

aperta " ;  1 945) and De Sica's Bicycle 

Thieves were scripted, they convin

cingly relayed the harsh realities of 

wartime and its aftermath with a 

directness and i mmediacy that  

seemed to be miss ing from the 

escapist Italian and Hollywood films 

of the 1 930s (fig. 10.11) .  

According to the theor is t  and 

screenwriter Cesare Zavatt ini ,  Neo

realism presented everyday life through 

I ta l ian Neoreal i s m  

1 0.1 1 D i rectness a n d  i m med iacy were the 
main characteristics of Rome, Open City. 
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stories involving working-class or  

poor protagonists, the  use  of  location 

shooting, long takes, natural lighting, 

non-professional actors, vernacular 

dialogue, grainy black-and-white film 

stock,  and unobtrusive edit ing 

(Marcus, p .  22) . These dist inctive 

characterist ics derived partly from the 

economic circumstances of postwar 

fi lmmaking-a lack of equipment, 

fi lm stock, and studio soundstages

and partly from the directors' com

mitment to filmmaking with a social 

purpose. 

Neorealist cinema was concerned 

with telling the stories of ordinary 

Italian people struggling to survive. 

Films such as Bicycle Thieves-the 

story of a poor man and his son who 

attempt to recover their stolen bicycle 

because i t  represents the family's eco

nomic future-convey the breakdown of traditional social institutions. In terms 

of narrative form, Neorealist films depict people going about their daily lives. 

They devote screen time to the depiction of mundane details and favor an ellip

tical or digressive storytelling style. Peter Lehman and William Luhr describe the 

d i fference between De Sica's Umberta 0 ( 1 952 ; fig .  10.12) and a H ollywood film 

in terms of the organization of the action: 

De Sica seeks to give a wholeness to the reality he represents. He 

does not break it down into parts, decide what is important and 

unimportant and then only show us the important part .  He shows 

us everything in the belief that we can decide what is i mportant [ . . 

. J The [Classical HollywoodJ style [ . . .  J uses a continuity system 

based on eliding unimportant parts of an action. (Lehman and 

Luhr, p. 2 15) 

Italian Neorealist films appealed to audiences and fi lmmakers around the 

world. Committed to telling stories about the recent past, o ften of spirited sur

vival under grim circumstances, Neorealist fi lmmakers rejected the artificiality 

of films made on sets, starring matinee idols and revolving around contrived 

romantic storylines. Yet despite its success with audiences, the period of Italian 

Neorealism was short-lived. In 1 949 the Italian government passed the Andreotti 

Law, which allowed censors to excise portions of films or to prohibit  the export 

of Neorealist films on the grounds that they did not convey I taly in a good light. 

The government labeled certain Neorealist films "antagonistic to the national 

interest"  (Marcus, p .  26) . 

Nevertheless, Italian Neorealism had a significant influence on many postwar 

cinemas, including Hollywood's film nair and social problem films of the 1 940s 
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and 1 950s, the British New Wave of the 1 960s, and Third Cinema movements 

such as Cinema Novo in Brazil and post-revolutionary Cuban cinema. Its social 

vision and conventions were taken up by politically committed filmmakers in 

Africa, Latin America, and Asia during the revolutionary fervor of the 1 960s. 

Th ird Cinem a 

In 1 969 Argentine filmmakers Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino relabeled 

Third World Cinema-cinema movements emerging from Europe's newly inde

pendent former colonies in Africa, Asia, and Latin America-as Third Cinema. 

Third Cinema as a concept announced its opposition to the First Cinema (com

mercial and industrial Hollywood) and Second Cinema (the i nternational, 

author-driven art cinema) . Rather than designating a specific geographical or 

cultural location, Third Cinema championed a political stance that favored lib

eration and cultural decolonization .  

One extremely important film in t h e  Third Cinema tradition is The Battle of 

Algiers ("La battaglia di A lgeri " ; Gil lo Pontecorvo 1 966) , a film that depicts 

events of the late 1 950s, when Algerians began forcefully to resist French colo

nial rule. The filmmakers wanted to present an experience of political struggle 

that " seemed to embody for so many Third World nations a model for the course 

of liberation from colonial ism" (Bignardi ,  p. 1 6) .  In aesthetic terms, that model 

emphasized collective social experience: " historical struggle is not narrated 

through idealized star actors and heroic characters but 

through the mass movement of peoples" (Shohat and Stam, 

p.  252) . Except for one role-the French General Mathieu 

(Jean Martin) -Pontecorvo used non-professional actors . 

In undertaking this historic and historical project, Pon

tecorvo adopted the visual style of  Italian Neorealism, and 

specifically its newsreel aesthetic, to achieve the " tone of 

truth" (Bignardi, p .  20) . He and cameraman Marcello Gatti 

were so adept at achieving this tone (using handheld 

cameras, location shooting, and fast film stock) that several 

American directors who screened the film suggested that 

Pontecorvo put a disclaimer at the beginning of  the film 

assuring audiences that " not one foot"  of newsreel or docu

mentary film was included (Kruidenier, p. 3 ) .  

The film exposes the reality that both the Algerian insur

gents and the French colonizers perpetrated inhumane vio

lence. Yet it ultimately sympathizes with the revolutionaries, 

led for a time by former petty criminal Ali La Pointe (Brahim 

Haggiag) . The Battle of Algiers depicts the way Algerians used 

their knowledge of Western ideology against the French 

authorities. In one scene, Algerian women don Western 

clothing and dye their hair: they look as if they have assimi

lated Western culture in order to move past checkpoints and 

plant bombs in the French area of the city (fig. 10. 13) . In the 

Th i rd C i n e m a  

1 0.13 An arab w o m a n  dons Western 
d ress in The Battle of Algiers . 
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concluding moments of the film, the  French round up and 

defeat the revolutionary group's leadership, but this is a 

tenuous and temporary victory. Closing shots show the 

streets crowded with people celebrating Algerian indepen

dence in 1 962 .  

Third Ci nema encompasses a variety of cinema practices, 

not all of them influenced by Italian Neoreal ism. During the 

1 960s the post-revolutionary government in Cuba estab

lished the Cuban Film Institute, supporting directors such as 

Julio Garcia Espinoza, who called for the development of an 

" imperfect ci nema, "  his way of  characterizing low-budget 

politically engaged fi lmmaking, Other important Cuban 

directors are Tomas G utierrez Alea, whose 1 968 fi lm Memo

ries of Underdevelopment ("Memorias del subdesarollo") is 

a fragmented collage blending elements of N eorealism and 

art cinema , and Hernando Solas, whose Lucia ( 1 968) tran

scends time to tell stories of three women who experience 

personal and collective h istory through revolutionary cycles. 

According to scholar Paul Schroeder, these Latin American 

filmmakers learned how to produce films with l imited 

resources from the example set by the French New Wave 

(Schroeder, p. 3 ) .  

In  Brazi l ' s  Cinema Novo movement,  Glauber Rocha and 

Neorealist Nelson Pereira Dos Santos examined the material 

realities of poverty among the country 's minorities, indige

nous peoples, and the disenfranchised. Rocha 's  Black God 

White Devil (" Deus e 0 diablo na Terra do Sol " ;  1 963) and 

Dos Santos 's Barren Lives (" Vidas Secas ";  1 963) paint unsentimental portraits of 

oppressed peasants, reflecting what Rocha called an "aesthetics of  hunger" (fig. 

10. 1 4) . After a 1 964 military coup in Brazil curtailed the movement, the Brazil

ian directors remaining in  the country transformed the "aesthetics o f  hunger" 

into Tropicalism, an approach that rejected the opposition between indigenous 

authenticity and Hollywood commercialism (Sklar, p. 3 5 5 ;  Bordwell and Thomp

son, p .  474) . Rather than choose between colonial power and indigenous 

authenticity, Tropicalism "aggressively juxtaposed the folkloric and the indus

trial, the native and the foreign" (Shohat and Stam, p .  310) . 

As these few brief examples suggest , Third Cinema encompassed a wide 

variety of cinematic practices that were concerned with film as both a pol itical 

and an aesthetic medium. Borrowing from both Neorealism and the interna

tional art cinema of the 1 960s, Third Cinema directors used cinema to examine 

the complex relationship between colonial power and indigenous culture during 

a time of revolution . While the overriding concern with cultural decolonization 

drove the theory and practice of Third Cinemas, local economic, political, and 

cultural contexts also informed the unique films produced. 

This discussion of social context and style broadly considers how economic 

and political factors can influence filmmaking. Fig. 10. 1 5  establishes the rough 

historical timeframes for classical Hollywood, art cinema, Neorealism, and Third 
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10.15 Classical Hol lywood, art c inema,  Neoreal i s m ,  and Thi rd Cinema.  

Classical Hol lywood Art Cinema Neorealism 

( 1 920s-1 960s) ( 1 950s-1960s) ( 1 943-5 2 )  

Characters one or two active, one or two everyday i nd ivi d u a l s  who 
goal-oriented psychological ly complex struggle to survive and 
characters characters with u nclear become h e ro ic  i n  the 

goals process 

Narrative cause-and-effect logic ;  loose cause-effect tales of average people 
three-act or  fou r-part rel at ions;  episodic struggl ing i n  postwar 
structure; c losure structure; open-ended I taly; open-ended 

Visual Style studio and location studio and location location shooting, n o n -
and Sound shooting; continu ity shooti ng; emphasis on professional  actors, and 

edit ing;  v isual  and express ion and artistry d i rect sound contri b u te 
sound tech n i q u es rather than storyte l l ing;  to docu men tary 
e n h ance storyte l l i ng sel f-reflexivity i m mediacy 

Mode of Production i n d u stri al stu d i o  auteur-driven stu d i o  a n d  studio-trained d i rectors 
system govern ment-su pported worked o u ts ide i n d u s trial 

fi l m m aking system 

Cinema, and charts the different characteristics of each movement with regard 

to character, narrative, visual style, and mode of production. The next chapter 

focuses on the way ideologies are expressed in American cinema. 
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Film drama is the opium of the people. 
Dziga Vertov 

L
ike Chapter 10 ,  this chapter broadens the scope for fi lm analysi s by con

sidering the relationship between films and their cultural context. More 

specifically, this chapter explores the way that films implicitly or overtly 

present ideologies, which are systems of beliefs, values, and opinions. As 

Chapter 10 implied, ideologies often seem to describe the world in a neutral 

fashion, but,  in fact , they are based on underlying assumptions about the way 

things should be. Ideologies may be invisible, yet they shape the world in impor

tant ways by influencing the actions of individuals and groups. They establish 

Fi l m  and 
I d eol ogy 

1 1 .1 As M a m my, H atti e  McDanie l  
rel uctantly does Scarlett's b i d d i ng i n  
Gone with the Wind. 
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the  parameters for what behavior and  which identities are deemed normal and 

which ones are considered deviant .  

Ideologies derive from deep-seated feel ings about the world and about human 

society, and, therefore, they are not necessarily bound by the rules of  logic. 

Those who fervently subscribe to a particular ideology may not be persuaded by 

scientific evidence that contradicts their v iews. Ideologies operate at an emo

tional level; they are formed and influenced by family and cultural background , 

personal experiences, education, and popular culture, including music,  movies, 

magazines, television, and the internet. 

Ideologies shape the relationship between an individual and culture, in flu

encing her ideas about family structure, gender and sexuality, faith ,  the function 

of work, and the role of government, among other things. Those who advocate 

a particular ideology present it as "commonsensical" or " natural " and, therefore, 

not subject to question, yet ideologies depend on assumptions and assertions 

that remain open to debate. The distinction between what is natural versus what 

is unnatural can be a moving target. Sometimes humans distinguish themselves 

from the natural world, saying, for example, that human beings use reason and 

animals don' t .  In  general, what is considered " natura l "  is not a fixed point of  ref

erence but shifts radically from one culture to another, from one generation to 

the next, and from one group of people to another. For example, one traditional 

ideology of  gender holds that women are uniquely equipped to raise children 

and therefore women ought to devote their time to bringing up a family rather 

than working outside the home. Biological d ifferences between men and 

women-that is, the fact that women bear children and men do not-might be 

used to imply that this arrangement is the only natural one. But  i t  i s  possible to 

question why giving birth to children means that women are suited to taking on 

the majority of the responsibilities for raising them.  Furthermore, the either/or 

logic of this position can be questioned: why can ' t  mothers ( l ike fathers) both 

work outside the home and raise children? The roles of  parent and workforce 

participant are not mutually exclusive. 

Ideologies provide the philosophical threads that weave a community 

together, guiding the actions of  individuals, groups, and even entire societies. Yet 

they can also serve as the psychological and emotional j ustification for the dif

ferential treatment of some within a society, promoting the social dominance of 

one group over another. They have been used to rationalize oppression, vio

lence, and genocide. One ideology that has held powerful sway for several cen

turies in North America, and that continues to influence American culture, is the 

notion of white supremacy, which casts the white race as superior to all others 

and which characterizes those who are not white as lesser beings or even as sub

human. Many used this ideology to attempt to just i fy the profitable system of 

enslaving Africans in the United States, the Caribbean, and elsewhere: scientific 

findings (based on now discredited racist classifications systems) and religious 

texts (including the Bible) were used to defend the notion that slavery con

formed to the natural order of things. Many white Europeans in the U nited States 

relied on this ideology to enrich themselves or s imply to look the other way 

while the h umanity of  Africans and African-Americans was denied . A similar 

system of racial classification-one based on the mythical notion of  a superior 
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Aryan race-was promulgated by the Nazi regime that rose to power in Germany 

prior to World War II ( 1 939-45) . Nazi ideology equated Jewish people with 

vermin: a plague to be eradicated. The ideology of  Aryan supremacy was an 

important propaganda weapon that helped to secure popular support for Adolf  

Hitler's systematic attempt to obliterate all Jewish people in a Holocaust that 

ultimately claimed 6 million lives. 

How are ideologies relevant to cinema? As discussed in Chapter 10,  film 

scholars and critics argue that the ideologies that pervade a particular culture are 

inevitably embedded in the fi lms made by writers , directors, and producers who 

are part of that culture. For example, classical Hollywood cinema-a filmmaking 

style informed by American culture in a broad sense but also influenced by the 

strongly pro-capitalist ideologies associated with the commercial f i lm industry

tended to support ideologies of unfettered capitalism and individualism. The 

notion of the American Dream combines these two ideologies to posit that, in 

America, any hardworking individual will  be able to rise above humble circum

stances and become successful, perhaps even famous. This belief is deeply 

embedded in American culture's idea of itself: it offers an ideal version of  what 

many believe the nation represents. Many Hol lywood films depict stories that 

implicitly or explicitly present American society as a system in which even a dis

advantaged underdog can pull himself up by his bootstraps and rise to the top.  

An opposing view-one that emphasizes that there are destructive aspects to 

capitalism and individualism-treats the American Dream as a myth that serves 

the interests of the wealthy and powerfu l .  From this critical perspective, films 

that validate the American Dream discourage any analysis of the forces that 

work against class mobility, such as the power of  large corporate or government 

interests, or entrenched cronyism and nepotism in many industries. Rejecting 

capitalist individualism, this alternative standpoint presents collective activity, 

including political and economic organization,  as the only way to achieve 

lasting, democratic social change that improves the lot of  all economically dis

advantaged people. 

According to the American Dream, anyone is capable of improving his social 

and economic situation by sheer determination, and those who do not succeed 

have simply not worked hard enough. These ideas have come to define the norm 

in the United States, where striving to achieve wealth (at any cost) through 

work, connections, competition,  and assertiveness is understood to be the best 

possible approach to l i fe. These values, which are not necessarily shared by all 

Americans or by people in other cultures, can serve as a basis for stigmatizing 

those who are unable to pursue or uninterested in pursuing those goals. Because 

ideologies are implicated in  practices of  social power, they are rarely neutral :  

instead, they divide the world into us and them (or, self  and other) by defining 

the normal versus the deviant. 

(j� I deology and Film Analysis 

Studies of cinema and ideology attempt to expose the underlying logic of  ide

ologies at work within films. Film scholars and critics locate ideologies within 
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the narrative, visual style, or sound design o f  a film or group of  films. They also 

trace the material effects of  ideologies by studying the way the film industry 

functions on the basis of ideological beliefs, suppressing or excluding certain 

individuals, groups, and their stories. Scholars may search out and explicate 

instances where the corporate interests that control media conglomerates dictate 

the kinds of  stories that are told and the way they are told. But, recognizing that 

many individuals who work within the Hollywood system do not subscribe to 

dominant ideologies, critics also examine the way specific writers, directors, or 

producers challenge traditional ideologies of  class, gender, or race. Those who 

engage in ideological criticism not only analyze dominant cultural beliefs but 

also identify countervailing world views. 

One way that film scholars identify ideologies is by investigating the way 

films employ stereotypes, which are oversimplified images that stimulate or rein

force beliefs about groups of people. Stereotypes reduce a wide range of differ

ences among individuals to  s implist ic  categorizat ions ;  t hey transform 

assumptions about groups of  people into " realities" ;  they j ustify the position of 

those in power; and they perpetuate social prejudice and inequality. Further

more, groups being stereotyped generally have little influence over the way 

various media represent them ("Media Stereotyping") . Donald Bogle wrote an 

influential study discussing cinematic stereotypes of African-Americans, includ

ing Toms, Coons, Mammies, Mulattoes, and Bucks. Vito Russo's The Celluloid 

Closet does the same for gay men and lesbians, identifying Hollywood cinema 's 

frequent depictions of  gay men as effeminate and emotionally unstable sissies 

and of  lesbians as predatory diesel dykes. 

Film scholars and critics consider ideology an important aspect of the cinema 

primarily because they believe that the ideas conveyed have an impact on 

viewers. Jonathan Rosenbaum, a film critic who regularly incorporates discus

sions of  cultural ideologies in his writing, explains the approach: " What is 

designed to make people feel good at the movies has a profound relation to how 

and what they think and feel about the world around them" (Rosenbaum, p .  3 ) .  

I f  the profit-driven film industry makes money b y  supplying viewers with films 

designed to make them feel good-rather than films designed to challenge 

their pre-existing beliefs-then popular formulas that work again and again 

may simply confirm the way people already think. Analyzing popular films in 

terms of  their implicit ideologies can uncover the ideas and philosophies that 

shape culture. 

Hollywood films have an enormous impact on audiences in the United States. 

From the 1 920s through the 1 950s, movies were a major socializing force in 

American culture, influencing the way people looked, talked, and acted (Kellner, 

p. 1 28) . Popular attitudes and expressions have originated in Hollywood films, 

including "Go ahead, make my day, " from Dirty Harry (Don Siegel 1 971 ) ,  or 

"May the force be with you, "  from Star Wars, along with clothing, hairstyles, 

and music. Although Hollywood seems to have gone global only in the past 

twenty years, in  the wake of  media consolidation, in fact, the industry has 

always exerted an influence on other cultures. Film scholar Miriam Hansen has 

argued that Hollywood cinema provided the first "global vernacular" ;  an every

day language through which people all over the world grappled with the 
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contradictory experiences of modernity (Hansen, p. 68) . American films "not 

only had a leveling impact on indigenous cultures but also challenged prevailing 

social and sexual arrangements and advanced new possibilities of social identity 

and cultural styles"  ( Hansen, p .  68) . 

bt!) I deol ogy and Fi l m  Spectatorsh ip 

A lively debate has  been taking place for  some time regarding ideology and film 

spectatorship. Are viewers simply held in thrall by a "message" that a fi lmmaker 

encodes in his or her fi lm? Are all films the equivalent of propaganda, inten

tionally and systematically disseminating deceptive information in order to 

promote an idea or cause? I nspired by cultural critic Theodor Adorno and the 

Frankfurt School of  critical theory ( 1 930s- 1 960s) , some ideological critics have 

argued that popular films are nothing more than vacuous products of a "culture 

industry. " In this view, films transmit only those ideas that serve the hegemonic 

corporate and government interests that dominate society at large and the film 

industry in particular. During the late 1 960s, with the increasingly public 

protests associated with civil rights ,  anti-Vietnam War, anti-colonial,  student, 

and labor movements, critics associated with British film journal Screen began 

to question this all-encompassing view. They followed in the footsteps of  Marxist 

theoretician Louis Althusser to argue that commercial cinema does not browbeat 

its viewers into submission, but, instead, compels individuals into compliance 

with existing economic and social arrangements. The cinema, along with other 

social institutions such as the media, education, and religion, interpellate 

members of society by defining what it means to be an individual. For 

example, films teach viewers what i t  means to be a man , woman, citizen, lover, 

worker, etc. 

Another group of  critics in  this period ,  including Jean-Louis Baudry and Jean

Louis Como Iii ,  argued that the fi lm apparatus itself confers ideological effects. 

They pointed out that the cinema's physical and mechanical attributes produce 

a specific form of spectatorship.  Individuals sit in a darkened room as images 

are projected; the physical apparatus provides spectators with an all-encom

passing view of  the world: that of the all-knowing, all-seeing, center of the uni

verse. The camera' s  use of  the rules of perspective contributes to this ideological 

effect because it creates a virtual position at the center of  the story world for the 

spectator to occupy. They asked how it  would be possible to counter the ideo

logical effects of the apparatus, to break the spell of cinema's illusionism.  Their 

solution was that films must lay bare the way the apparatus works , in self

reflexive films that constantly remind viewers they are watching fi lms rather 

than allowing them to be caught up in the magical and mythical world of  

the narrative. 

Other critics combine these apparatus arguments with psychoanalytic theo

ries of the human subject to  discuss the way the viewers respond to films on a 

psychological and emotional level. A prominent psychoanalytic film theorist, 

Christian Metz, drew on Sigmund Freud's  theories regarding the critical impor

tance of the sexual drives in human experience and Jacques Lacan's notion 
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concerning the centrality of the gaze to the psychological development of  the 

individual. Metz proposed that f i lm spectatorship induces a regression to a near

infantile state and activates primal desires associated with narcissism (self

regard) and voyeurism (the desire for another, satisfied through looking) . 

Feminist scholars Laura Mulvey and Teresa de Lauretis drew from apparatus, 

psychoanalytic, and Marxist film theorists to propose that the narrative structure 

of popular cinema itself, not merely its subject matter or the physical apparatus, 

reinforces a particular ideology: the male-dominated patriarchal system on 

which Western cultures are traditionally based. Mulvey argued that mainstream 

narrative cinema repeatedly places active male characters at the center of quest 

narratives in which they are rewarded for acting on their desires; by contrast, 

women characters are put on display as visual objects and they are punished for 

expressing their desires. For Mulvey, the cinema supplies the viewer with visual 

pleasure by providing opportunities for narcissistic identi fications with the 

male protagonists, as well as satisfying voyeuristic desires with the spectacle of 

female bodies. 

Since these lively debates of  the 1 9 70s, the range of  topics in ideological crit

icism has expanded to include studies of  race, sexuality, age, national identity, 

and disability, among other subjects. Fi lm scholars no longer characterize the 

cinema as an agent of  total repression and generally reject the idea that there is 

one identifiable "message" that emanates from popular films. Most critics agree 

that even a single film can incorporate contradictory ideologies. 

Furthermore, the scholarly view of  spectators has changed as well . Stuart 

Hall, Dick Hebdige, Jacqueline Bobo, and Angela McRobbie, among others, have 

convincingly argued that film viewers are not passive receptacles but active par

ticipants who help to construct a fi lm's meaning(s) . I deological critics may study 

the experiences of  audience members, to the extent that those experiences are 

accessible through survey techniques or h istorical data. Reception studies 

research clearly shows that not every audience member responds to the same 

film in the same way. Viewers sometimes align themselves with the dominant 

cultural values expressed in a film, but they can and do question ,  resist ,  and 

reject those ideologies. 

When someone analyzes a film in light of  its ideological content, the criteria 

used may well emphasize their own political values along with aesthetic con

siderations. For example, one critic might argue that a technically sophisticated 

Hollywood action film such as M:J3 (J .J . Abrams 2006) promotes an image of 

the U .S .-embodied in the character of  government agent Ethan Hunt (Tom 

Cruise) -as a military powerhouse that resorts to violence not capriciously, but 

only when necessary. Hunt is a highly esteemed agent who has been training 

other agents rather than carrying out operations in  the field. He  returns to active 

duty in order to free one of his former trainees. He remains engaged with the 

case because later, his enemies kidnap his fiancee. The film critic might 

commend the film for presenting a scenario in which violent retaliation must be 

justified by overt aggression, a position that reflects his own political values. 

Another critic might agree with the description of  M:I3 as a technically proficient 

action film. But he might condemn the fi lm for reiterating troubling gender 

stereotypes, contending that the film equates masculinity with physical prowess 
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and femininity with helplessness in a motif in which Ethan repeatedly rescues 

women who are unable to help themselves. These critics may value the film dif

ferently because their political perspectives inform their differing interpretations. 

The discussions of fi lm and ideology that make up the remainder of this 

chapter-encompassing polit ics,  race, gender, sexuality, and disability-make 

specific reference to American cultural history. The scope of  analysis is inten

tionally limited because ideologies tend to be culturally specific and it i s  usually 

inappropriate to generalize across such boundaries. Moreover, the discussions 

presented here are illustrative rather than exhaustive: readers are invited to 

explore additional topics for which ideological criticism is relevant. 

o� Anti-Comm unist Witch H unts and 
H ollywood Cinem a 

Because the u . s .  Constitution guarantees freedom of expression, individuals and 

group are free to develop, propound, and debate competing ideologies related to 

the proper role of government, the advised ness of an unfettered free market, and 

the relationship of the individual to society. Such ideologies underwrite political 

choices and actions. Although those who lead political parties often appeal to 

history to validate their party's views and goals, all political ideologies -

whether they are termed liberalism, conservatism, libertarianism, or something 

else altogether-are informed by contemporary events. 

One case study of the intersection of history, political ideology, and cinema 

was the investigation of the Hollywood film industry by the U .S .  Congress's 

House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) , also known as HUAC, 

between 1 947 and 1 954.  In 1 947 the committee, established a decade earlier to 

investigate Nazi propaganda, began looking into charges that Communist pro

paganda was infi l trating Hollywood films. Members of  the film community were 

called on to testify before the committee and to provide names of  acquaintances 

and co-workers whom they believed to have been Communist sympathizers : 

some of the individuals named were never involved with the American Com

munist Party, others had been members decades earlier, still others were current 

members. Ten Hollywood writers and directors refused to answer questions 

about themselves or their friends and co-workers, citing the First Amendment, 

which protects the right of  American citizens to participate in political organi

zations without penalties or restrictions, regardless of  their ideological bent. The 

committee charged those ten individuals,  who became known as the Hollywood 

Ten, with contempt of Congress and they were sentenced to six months to a year 

in prison.  They were: Alvah Bessie, Herbert Biberman, Lester Cole, Edward 

Dmytryk, Ring Lardner Jr. ,  John Howard Lawson, Albert Maltz, Samuel Ornitz, 

Adrian Scott, and Dalton Trumbo (fig. 11 .2) . 

When the contempt citations were issued, forty-eight film industry executives 

(including Louis B. Mayer of MGM, Harry Cohn of Columbia, Dore Schary of 

RKO, and Samuel Goldwyn) met at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in New York. On 

November 25 , 1 947 ,  Eric Johnston, the president of  the Motion Picture Associa

tion of America (MPAA) , released the Waldorf Statement ,  which named more 
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than 300 employees in the  motion picture 

industry who supposedly were, or had been, 

Communist sympathizers. The list included 

Charl ie Chapl in ,  Leonard Bernstein ,  John 

Garfield,  Lee Grant,  Lillian Hel lman, Bur l  Ives, 

Dorothy Parker, Joseph Losey, Zero Mostel, 

Artie Shaw, Orson Welles, and Paul Robeson. 

The Waldorf statement also declared that each 

member of the Hollywood Ten would be dis

charged or suspended without pay and not re

hired until he was acquitted or had declared 

under oath that he was not a Communist. The 

group of individuals whose careers and lives 

were interrupted or ruined became known as 

the Hollywood blacklist, although the prac

tices of blacklist ing moved beyond the initial 

group of  names. In the Waldorf statement, the 

leaders of the film industry announced: " We will  not knowingly employ a Com

munist or a member of any party or group which advocates the overthrow of the 

government of the United States by force or by any illegal or unconstitutional 

methods" (Waldorf Statement) . Allegations of leftist activities were enough to 

raise suspicions and might cost someone their job .  Moreover, in many cases 

people unconnected to Communism per se, including labor union activists and 

gay men and lesbians, were targeted. The events mushroomed into what many 

historians describe as a witch hunt because the only way to clear one's name 

was to sully the reputation of a friend or col league, whether or not such accu

sations had any foundation in reality. 

The broader social context for these events was the shift in geopolitical power 

after World War I I .  Although the Soviet Union had been a U .S .  ally during the 

war, the Soviet regime was increasingly viewed as a threat to U.S .  interests 

when, during the late 1 940s, the USSR blockaded West Berlin, installed puppet 

regimes in Eastern Europe, and tested a nuclear bomb. This climate of competi

tion and mutual suspicion became known as the Cold War. Cold War ideologies 

played an important role in  determining U .S .  domestic policies well into the 

1 9 80s, when the Soviet Union disintegrated and ceased to be a superpower. 

Throughout the postwar era, some American politicians ,  foremost among them 

Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin,  exploited the anxieties that the Cold 

War provoked to attack their political enemies and to suppress dissent within 

the coun try. 

HUAC's practice of relying on unfounded accusation and innuendo to cast 

suspicion became known as McCarthyism because of McCarthy's relentless and 

unethical pursuit of supposed subversive elements. The fervor of  McCarthy's 

anti-Communist rhetoric was matched by his ability to intimidate those who 

questioned his tactics or sought to expose the way he  destroyed the l ives of inno

cent individuals.  The docudrama Good Night and Good Luck explores one period 

within the era of the McCarthy witch hunts:  McCarthy 's battle with broadcast 

journalist (and staunch anti-Communist) Edward R. Murrow. 
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Along with many other important lessons, this h istorical episode suggests 

that the entertainment industry is hardly immune to politics. Filmmakers, stars, 

and producers have always been involved in politics and current events-from 

Frank Capra 's Why We Fight newsreel during World War II to Jerry Bruck

heimer's Profiles from the Front Line reality television series on the Afghanistan 

war (which aired in 2003) . The powerful executives who control media corpo

rations today have the same vested interest in protecting their brand name as 

those who signed the Waldorf Statement. They are eager to align themselves 

with popular, or at the very least, uncontroversial , political positions. These cor

porate executives are not only dependent on the general public to consume their 

products, but also answer to stockholders, Wal l  Street fi nancial inst i tut ions,  and 

government agencies that have the power to affect their job security and their 

studio's ability to do business. 

Racial I deol ogy and Am erican Cinem a 

The ideology of white supremacy that underwrote chattel slavery and Jim Crow 

laws has been apparent in American fi lms and in the Hol lywood fi lm industry 

throughout its history. Perhaps the most remarked-on example of  a fi lm that 

embodies racist ideologies is D . W. Griffi th 's  The Birth of a Nation, a Civil 

War epic based on the The Klansman and The Leopard 's Spots, written by 

Thomas Dixon. 

While often studied as an important example of early narrative film because 

of Griffi th's masterful grasp of storytel l ing techniques, this melodrama of  two 

families' experiences during and after the Civil War concludes with a celebration 

of the establishment of the Ku Klux Klan by white Southerners during Recon

struction. The view that Griffith 's family saga presents is that Klan violence is a 

necessary response to the growing social and political power of former slaves. 

The rule o f  law has supposedly begun to deteriorate as African-Americans come 

to dominate the South Carolina legislature,  visualized 

in a demeaning " historical tableau " that depicts the 

notion of black poli tical efficacy as utterly inconceiv

able (fig. 11.3 ) .  In Griffith's film ,  the threat o f  Klan vio

lence-and, specifically, lynchings-is the only way to 

protect white Southern women from newly embold

ened African-American men, who are invariably char

acterized as rapists. In general ,  Gri ffith 's film depicts 

African-American characters as fool ish ,  servile, or 

menacing, and the white c haracters, with a few excep

tions, as noble and courageous.  (The one ignoble 

white character in Griffith 's film is a politician who 

advocates racial equality, but has ulterior motives for 

doing so.)  

Owing to the racial segregation in the fi lm industry 

at the time that The Birth of a Nation was fi lmed, most 

of the African-American characters-and al l  of  those 
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who would come into contact with white female actors-were played by white 

actors in blackface. The blackface minstrel tradition itself carries connotations of 

white supremacist ideology because minstrelsy involved the overt representation 

of  blacks-played by white performers with black makeup on-as lazy and 

ignorant. 

Many Hollywood films reinforce the idea of  racial hierarchy in less obvious 

ways. First, most classical Hollywood fi lms revolve exclusively around the con

cerns of  white characters because their struggles are presumed to be both 

appealing and universally accessible to all audiences. Second ,  until the 1 9 70s, 

the depiction of  African-Americans was compromised by racist stereotyping. 

Hattie McDaniel 's roles in The Little Colonel (David Butler 1 935 )  and Gone With 

the Wind, for example, reinforced one entrenched stereotype of black feminin

ity: the nurturing but feisty mammy, a caretaker who unsel fishly ministers to the 

needs of  white folks above all else ( fig. 11 . 1 ,  p.  33 1 ) .  

Despite the fact that the belief in white supremacy was pervasive throughout 

the U .S .  in  the early twentieth century, some audiences did not embrace the 

racism promulgated by The Birth of a Nation.  The NAACP (National Association 

for the Advancement of  Colored People) organized public protests. (Because of 

segregation,  black people were not permitted to attend the fi lm's  advance 

screenings,  so white members of  the NAACP who saw the fi lm reported on its 

content . )  In a radically di fferent venue, the White House, Gri ffith famously 

screened the film for President Woodrow Wilson, a white Southerner who was 

reported to have praised the fi lm's veracity, saying, " i t  is l ike writing history with 

lightning. And my only regret is that it is all so terribly true. " (Recently scholars 

have asserted that Thomas Dixon fabricated the remark for publicity purposes.) 

Griffi th's "history" is an emotionally incendiary melodrama that ratified the 

belief that free African-Americans posed a threat to the white population.  

Reaffirming the argument that ideologies in  films have an impact on spectators, 

the 19 15  release of The Birth of a Nation has been linked to a revival of the Ku Klux 

Klan organization, whose numbers had been languishing for more than a decade. 

Griffi th's film met with a cinematic rejoinder from an African-American per

spective, however. Oscar Micheaux, a former Pullman porter who became a 

novelist and filmmaker, wrote and directed Within Our Gates ( 1 920) . Micheaux 

had directed the first African-American feature f i lm, The Homesteader ( 1 9 1 9) , 

and would go on to direct more than forty fi lms between 1 9 1 9  and 1 948 .  Within 

Our Gates explicitly contradicts Griffi th 's  h istory of the American South with a 

story of a young, educated African-American woman named Sylvia Landry 

(Evelyn Preer) , who returns to her home in the South a fter a failed engagement 

in order to help educate black children.  Micheaux presents a world in which 

white power prevails, to the detriment of  innocent African-Americans. In one 

tragic scene, a white mob composed of  men, women, and children celebrates the 

lynching of  an innocent black man, woman and child ( fig. 11 .4) . (The young son 

manages to escape the horrific fate of  his parents . )  The fi lm not only depicts 

lynching in  a distinctly non-heroic manner, but it also points to the threatening 

aspects of white male sexuality, as Sylvia is nearly raped by a white man who, 

unbeknownst to both of them at the time of  the attack, turns out to be her father 

(fig. 11 .5) . 
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Within Our Gates was shown to predominantly black 

audiences, often at white-owned theaters whose managers 

allowed Micheaux to screen fi lms for b lack audiences at 

midnight; these events were called " midnight rambles." 

Independent fi lms such as these, made by and for black 

audiences, came to be known as race films; they spanned 

a variety of genres and were produced until the 1 950s. Race 

films provided black audiences with images of African

American experiences; they also had the goal of upl ifting 

the race by countering the ideo logies of white supremacy 

and its tangible effects. Yet ,  because many race fi lms rely 

on Hollywood genres and character types, they are not 

always socially progressive, argues fi lm scholar Jacqueline 

Stewart (Golus) . [n other words, the racist ideologies 

associated with American culture and mainstream cinema 

may even infil trate fi lms made by African-Americans 

for African-American audiences-a point that becomes 

salient to the discussion below of the black action films of 

the 1 970s. 

[n keeping with American culture's racial h ierarchy, race 

films have not been valued by most film historians in the 

same way that films by white Hol lywood directors have 

been. As Joseph Worrell writes, they are "d i fficul t to situate 

in history, [sol i t  was convenient to ignore race fi lmmaking 

as an aesthetic or political practice" (Worrell) . Most of 

Oscar Micheaux's films have been lost or destroyed;  Within 

Our Gates was presu med to be lost until a copy was found 

in 1 990 in the Fi lmoteca Espanol in Madrid, Spain ,  and was 

restored by the Library of Congress. 

During the 1 950s and 1 960s, the era of the Black Civil Rights Movement, shift

ing ideologies of racial di fference gradually made an impact on Hollywood cinema. 

Until the 1 9 70s, the film industry denied African-Americans membership in tech

nical guilds and, as Melvin Donaldson notes, the lack of an economic base in 

the industry prevented African-Americans from directing Hollywood films unti l  

the late 1 960s (Donaldson, p .  5) .  [n Hollywood fi lms, the first indication of 

changes in ideologies of race came about through the star system, as black actors 

and actresses began to achieve success in films made for white audiences. 

During the 1 960s, Sidney Poilier broke through the racial barrier in main

stream Hollywood films to become a huge star. He became the first African

American man to win an Academy Award in a competitive category for his 

performance as Homer Smith, a wandering handyman who helps a small order 

of nuns bui ld a chapel in Lilies of the Field (Ralph Nelson 1 963) . 

The elegant Bahamian-raised Poi tier's star persona developed across a series 

of subsequent fi lms. He played educated , middle-class, upwardly mobile profes

sionals in predominantly white cultural  contexts in A Patch of Blue (Guy Green 

1 965) , To Sir With Love (James Clavell 1 967) , In the Heat of the Night (Norman 

Jewison 1 967) , and Guess Who's Coming to Dinner (Stanley Kramer 1 967) . 
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11.4 (top) T h e  lynching of an in nocent  
fam ily i n  Within Our Gates. 

11.5 (bottom) Threate n i ng white male 
sexu a l i ty in Within Our Gates. 
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Kramer's award-winning drama, a social problem fi lm 

depicting liberal white parents' response to their daugh

ter's interracial romance, epitomizes the way Hollywood 

directors represented Poitier in an ideal ized and often 

de-sexual ized manner in order to ensure the accept

ance of white audiences. Poitier plays Dr. John Wade 

Prentice, an accomplished medical doctor from Switz

erland who has pioneered life-saving treat ments in 

Africa and who convinces his fiancee Joey (Katherine 

Houghton) to wait until they are married to begin their 

sexual relationship ( fig. 11.6). Although the fi lm's 

approach to its subject matter may seem tame by current 

standards, interracial marriage was i llegal in seventeen 

U.S. states unti l  1 967,  the year of the film's  release, and 

the film 's liberal perspective was controversial .  

Whereas Poitier's sanitized characters represent an 

attempt on the part of major studios to endorse racial 

integration and to construct a version of black male sexuality that would be 

palatable for white audiences, Paula Massood points out  that televised images of 

black resistance to police brutality during the Watts riots of 1 965 " redefined the 

images of African-Americans on screen for both blacks and whites" (Massood , 

p. 22) . The response of African-American fi lmmakers to this development did 

anything but appease the sensibilities of white audiences. The popularity of 

Ossie Davis 's Cotton Comes to Harlem ( 1 9 70) , which follows the exploits of 

rough and ready Harlem police officers named Gravedigger Jones and Coffin Ed 

Johnson, and Melvin Van Peebles 's Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song ( 1 971 ) ,  

about a black hustler who becomes politicized and resists capture by a corrupt 

Los Angeles police force, ignited a cycle o f  action films featuring African-Amer

ican characters with attitude, including Shaft (Gordon Parks 1 971 ) ,  Superfly 

(Gordon Parks Jr. 1 972) , Cotty (Jack Hi l l  1 973) , Black Caesar (Larry Cohen 

1 973) ,  and Foxy Brown (Jack Hi l l  1 974) , among o thers. 

These blaxploitation films-whose name indicates the combination of black 

characters and the low-budget action aesthetic of earlier exploitation cinemas

celebrated black power and resistance to dominant white culture rather than 

promoting the benefits of racial in tegration. In  this way, the films echoed the 

political program of black activists of the era, including Malcolm X and the Black 

Panther Party. Films such as Shaft ( fig.  11.7) and Superfly depict thoughtfu l ,  sex

ually magnetic African-American men who use their wits and their physical 

prowess to outmaneuver their antagonists. Although blaxploitation grew out of 

the black independent fi lmmaking tradit ion, the popularity of these films 

attracted fi lmmakers whose primary interest was box office receipts. As a result ,  

blaxploitation evolved into a series o f  formulaic fi lms that seemed merely to reit

erate stereotypes of black aggression. In a move that suggests the complexity of 

racial ideologies in cinema, the NAACP (which had , decades earlier, protested 

Griffith's The Birth of a Nation), combined with black civil rights groups l ike 

the Southern Christian Leadership Conference to form the Coalition Against 

Blaxploitation; the coalition protested the fact that these supposedly black-oriented 
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films all too frequently reduced African-Americans to 

outlaws, pimps, drug dealers, and prostitutes. 

During the 1 970s, a new generation of independent 

filmmakers, including Charles Burnett, Julie Dash, and 

Haile Gerima, focused explicitly on countering the ide

ological content of mainstream films.  Col lectively 

known as the L.A. School or the L .A.  Rebellion ,  these 

directors " were interested in  deconstructing Holly

wood 's  ideological Prisonhouse," drawing on the Black 

Arts movement in  the U.S .  as well as various al terna

tive fi lmmaking styles, including I talian neorealism,  

French New Wave cinema, Cuban Cinema, and Brazil 's 

Cinema Novo (Massood, p .  23 ) . Their interest in exper

imenting with the traditional form of narrative fiction 

fi lmmaking-not merely the subject matter-reiterates 

the notion presented earlier that ideologies are perpet

uated by the form as well as the content of narrative 

cinema. Throughout the 1 980s, 1 990s, and 2000s, 

African-American filmmakers have made further inroads into both mainstream 

and independent fi lmmaking, including Spike Lee, John Singleton, Albert and 

Allen H ughes, Reginald and Warrington H udlin,  and Carl Franklin. During the 

1 980s and 1 990s, films focusing on inner city urban neighborhoods, including 

Do the Right Thing, Boyz n the Hood (John Singleton 1 991 ) ,  New Jack City 

(Mario van Peebles 1 991 ) ,  Straight out of Brooklyn (Matty Rich 1 991 ) ,  and 

Menace to Society (Albert and Allen H ughes 1 993)  once again ignited a debate 

about the impact of fi lms that may unintentionally reiterate stereotypes of 

African-American violence. 

As this brief discussion suggests, historical practices of racial exclusion are 

important to consider when examining the way American films represent domi

nant culture and minority cultu res. Ideological criticism now encompasses cri

t iques of Hollywood ' s  representat ion of  Africa n-America n ,  Latino/a,  

Asian-American and Native American people and their cultures. Furthermore, 

scholars have begun to address conventional representations of whiteness as 

well. A 2006 University o f  Minnesota study examining perceptions of racial iden

tity revealed that white Americans are aware of their racial identity and are 

aware that it provides them with advantages relative to individuals of other 

racial groups. Film scholars Richard Dyer and Diane Negra , among others, have 

explored the way that whiteness has been constructed through fi lms, marketing 

campaigns, and the development and promotion of star personas. 

/lID Gender and Cinema 

Just as political and racial ideologies influence the characters, scenarios, and 

narratives that f i lms present but  also affect the way the industry functions, so 

gender ideologies inform the operation of the industry and shape the kinds of 

stories that are told .  

Gender  a n d  C i n e m a  

11.7 The qu i messemi al 1970s b l ack 
actio n  hero :  Shaft. 
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The view that profound differences exist between men and women has influ

enced American culture for centuries, justifying laws and practices that have 

denied women autonomy and barred them from positions of social and eco

nomic power. Whereas some evolutionary biologists claim that male and female 

are not only different, but are the opposite of one another, in reality, men and 

women are more alike than they are di fferent:  they share 99 % of the same DNA.  

Further, there is a great deal of variation within these two groups, not  j ust 

between them. 

H istorically, the notion that men are superior to women, or that masculinity 

is normative and femininity is pathological, has prevailed in many societies. In 

patriarchies-societies whose laws and customs prohibit  women from partici

pating as full citizens-men exercise power and authority over all  others . 

Women are prevented from exercising their rights to self-determination, o ften on 

the grounds that it is "unnatural " for them to do so .  Patriarchal social practices 

range from women's exclusion from political l i fe (women were not permitted to 

vote in the U.S. until 1 91 8 ;  in 2006, a record number of women served in the 

U.S. Congress, but accounted for less than 1 6% of the total ) , to economic 

inequities (women earned 77% of their male counterparts in 2005) , to exclusion 

from civic activities (women were barred from serving in combat in  the U.S. mil

i tary until 1 99 1 ) ,  to the circulation of stereotypes (for example, the common but 

unsubstantiated claim that women are bad drivers) . 

The fact that women are underrepresented in Hollywood became a wide

spread topic of discussion after several studios hired women as executives in the 

early 2000s without a discernible increase in women's overall participation in 

the industry. In  fact , women participated in fil mmaking at  much greater rates 

d uring the earliest years of cinema. More than 100 women directed fi lms during 

the 1 910s and 1 920s; the most notable among them were Alice Guy Blache, Lois 

Weber, and Mabel Normand.  Yet only two women directors emerged d uring the 

Hollywood studio era: Dorothy Arzner and Ida Lupino. As of  2006, only three 

women had been nominated for best director (Lina Wertmuller, Jane Campion, 

and Sofia Coppola) , and no woman has won that award. A study by Martha 

Lauzen of San Diego State University revealed that, in 2005 , women made up 

only 7 % of directors (a decl ine from a historical high of 1 1  % in 2000) and 17 % 

of directors, producers, screenwriters, cinematographers, and editors on the top 

250 Hollywood films (Lauzen) .  

Ideologies o f  gender that adversely affect women 's  participation i n  the fil m  

industry also inform t h e  kind of stories told in H ollywood fi lms. Feminist 

critics Margery Rosen, who wrote Popcorn Venus ( 1 9 73 ) ,  and Molly Haskell ,  who 

wrote film reviews for The Village Voice and published From Reverence to 

Rape, in 1 974, criticized the stereotyped depiction of women on screen. At about 

the same time, Laura Mulvey broke the ground for feminist fi lm theory in 

scholarly circles, arguing that Hollywood films offered narratives centering 

on male protagonists whose primary activities involved investigating and 

punishing women, whose difference from men threatened male spectators 

as well as screen characters. Mulvey's work gave rise to the field of feminist 

fi lm theory-an area whose practitioners continue to forward a critique 

of the representations of women in mainstream films,  to explore forgotten or 
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unacknowledged work by women fi lmmakers, and to develop theories of gen

dered spectatorship.  

The foundational work in feminist criticism may have developed during the 

1970s, but ideologies of gender remain an important subject within fi lm studies. 

Recent accounts by scholars such as Peter Lehman, David Gerstner, and Yvonne 

Tasker examine and critique the way films characterize (and enforce) ideo logies 

of masculinity. 

Another development that accompanied the feminist critique of mainstream 

films-and which grew out of the women 's liberation movement more gener

ally-was the feminist fi lmmaking movement. In 1971, 36 feminist fi lms were 

produced; by the end of the decade, more than 250 were made every year 

(Rosenberg, p .  1 7) .  Documentary films were prized as offering antidotes to the 

unreal women manufactured by Hollywood . Film scholar Julia LeSage argued 

that feminist documentaries incorporate the practice of consciousness-raising in 

their formal organization and poli t icize the personal experiences of the women 

subjects they document. (The work of many independent women fi lmmakers 

is available through Women Make Movies [ www. wmm.com]. a multicu ltural 

non-profit organization that supports women's fi lmmaking and distribu tes 

films.)  During the 1 980s, several women directors began their careers in feature 

films as well ,  including Jane Campion (Sweetie; 1989) , Amy Heckerling (Fast 

Times at Ridgemont High 1982) , Kathryn Bigelow (Near Dark 1987) , Penelope 

Spheeris (The Decline of Western Civilization 1 981) , and Alison Anders (Border 

Radio 1987) . Even singer and actress Barbra Streisand tried her hand at direct

ing ( Yentl 1 983) . 

One important international director to emerge from the feminist film move

ment is the writer, director, dancer, and performance artist Sally Potter. Her for

mally challenging works include her debut fi lm ,  Thriller ( 1 979) a contemporary 

revision of Puccini 's  opera La Boheme that adopts the style of fil m  noir to 

examine the victimization of women in fiction.  Potter's best-known work is 

Orlando ( 1 992) , a fi lm based on Virginia Woolf's novel about a character who 

refuses to conform to the ordinary rules o f  

existence, particularly those of gender. In  

the film,  as in  the book,  Orlando begins 

l ife as a man but is transformed i nto a 

woman (fig. 11.8). Potter has written: " it 

is Orlando's unwillingness to conform to 

what is expected of him as a man that 

leads-within the logic o f  the film-to his 

change of sex. Later, of course, as a 

woman, Orlando finds that she cannot 

conform to what is expected of her as a 

female either" (Potter, " Notes" ) . Like the 

work of  many feminis t  fi lmmakers, 

Potter 's fil m  moves beyond a focus on 

gender to critique the Brit ish c lass system 

as wel l .  Echoing the ideas of feminist fil m  

theorists such as Laura Mulvey regarding 

Gender and Cinema 

11.8 I n  Orlando, the t it le  ch aracter refuses 
to adhe re to society's gender  ro les. 
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the question of visual " pleasure" for feminis t  filmmakers and spectators ,  Potter 

makes a distinction between the intellectual and aesthetic pleasures that cinema 

is rightly able to provide-"hard earned by hard work"-versus "the kind of 

'pleasing' that is dangerous [ . . .  J where we don 't dare say what we really think, 

or don' t  make the work with courage, or don ' t  go far enough or a im high 

enough. Sometimes it is important to accept not being liked, not pleasing with 

niceness, with conformity or even with modesty " (Potter, " Response") . 

�� Sexuality and Cinema 

Ideologies of sexuality attempt to make sense of, and implicit ly to regulate, 

sexual choices and practices. For much of the twentieth century, only two sexual 

orientations were recognized-heterosexual (straight) and homosexual (gay or 

lesbian) ; the former was considered normal and the latter deviant. Being gay or 

lesbian was not only stigmatized,  but also criminalized.  Individuals have been, 

and continue to be, fired from their jobs,  involuntari ly institutionalized ,  jai led , 

physically assaulted, and even murdered because they are, or are perceived to 

be, gay or lesbian, bisexual or transgendered. 

H istorians such as Martin Duberman ,  Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey 

argue that gay and lesbian culture has been hidden from history, and film 

scholar Vito Russo coined the term the "cel luloid closet " to refer to the fact that 

Hollywood fi lms rarely depict gay and lesbian protagonists. During Hol lywood 's 

heyday, the Production Code's section 11.4 stated, "Sex perversion or any infer

ence to it is forbidden " ("Production Code of 1 930") . Throughout the era of 

studio Hollywood, gay and lesbian stars remained in the closet as well , some

t imes dating or marrying members of the opposite sex in order to maintain for 

the public the i l lusion of heterosexuality. 

Yet contemporary fil m  scholarship by Richard Dyer, Patricia White, and 

Richard Barrios reveals that gay and lesbian characters make numerous appear

ances in cinema history, although mainstream films tend to treat characters and 

situations that depart from the heterosexual norm with subtle encoding. Gay and 

lesbian characters often function as p lo t  devices that affirm the heterosexual 

coupling that occurs with great regularity at the conclusion of Hollywood fi lms. 

Frequently, a lternative sexualities and gender play are meant provoke humor or 

pity. A case in point is the American Fi lm Institute's list o f  the 100 greatest come

dies. The first two titles are films whose plots involve male cross-dressing: Some 

Like it Hot (Bil ly Wilder 1 959) and Tootsie (Sydney Pollack 1 982) . 

Although the representation of gays and lesbians in early cinema probably 

seems more obvious to viewers in the twenty-first century than it did in the early 

twentieth century, the humor of many early film comedies depended on the 

audience's abil i ty to recognize gay stereotypes (Gagne) . The Edison fil m  The Gay 

Brothers ( 1 895) , directed by Thomas Dickson, is considered by some to be the 

first representation of gay men in cinema: i t  is a short fi lm that depicts two men 

waltzing. Other films, including those by German d irectors G .w. Pabst 

(Pandora's Box [ "Die Biichse der Pandora"; 1 92 9)) and Leontine Sagan (Girls in 

Uniform ["Miidchen in Uniform"; 1 931 ] )  unapologetically depict fully developed 
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lesbian love stories. Readers (and fi lm scholars) interested in the historical rep

resentation of gays and lesbians thus have a wide range of films to examine, 

including some that subtly encode gay and lesbian desires and some that depict 

them overtly. One consideration for readers pursuing historical research on sexual 

ideologies and practices and cinema is the shifting social understand ing of 

sexual identities; as with racial and gender identities, concepts of sexuality differ 

across historical periods and cultural contexts. In the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries in the U.S . ,  for example, heterosexuality and homosexuality 

were not understood as defining an identity, as they tend to be understood today. 

Because the Production Code strictly limi ted the depiction of alternative sexu

alities during the height of studio Hol lywood ( 1 930-1 960) , it is far more 

common to find explicit references to gay and lesbian sexualities in independent 

and underground fi lmmaking. Kenneth Anger (discussed in Chapter 8) , Gregory 

Markopolous, Jack Smith,  and Paul  Morrissey (who made a number of the fi lms 

that were credited to Andy Warho l ) ,  among others, documented the dreams, fan

tasies, and l ifestyles of people who were consigned to, or in many cases sought 

out,  the margins of  respectable culture. With the breakdown of the studio system 

by the mid- 1 960s, and the abandonment of the Production Code in favor of the 

ratings system in 1 968,  gay and lesbian subject matter slowly infil trated main

stream cinema. 

As with the civil rights and women 's movements, the late 1 960s period rep

resented a watershed moment for gay rights. During a police raid on the 

Stonewall Inn bar in New York on June 28 ,  1969, the bar's patrons-largely drag 

queens-fought back. This rebell ious show of community solidarity ignited the 

movement to assert the rights of gays and lesbians (and often is marked by Gay 

Pride parades during the month of  J une) . The next decade in cinema witnessed 

a spate of feature fi lms in which lesbian, gay, bisexual,  and transgender charac

ters occupy central positions-including Midnight Cowboy (John Schlesinger 

1 969) , Boys in the Band (Will iam Friedkin 1 9 70) , Dog Day Afternoon (Sidney 

Lumet 1975) , Cruising (Wil l iam Friedkin 1 980) , Personal Best (Robert Towne 

1 982) , and Lianna (John Sayles 1 982) . Critics have argued both that these fi lms 

may have upgraded gay and lesbian characters from mere supporting roles, but 

that they also rely heavily on stereotypes. During 1 980s, independent fi lms such 

as Parting Glances (Bi l l  Sherwood 1 986) and Longtime Companion (Norman 

Rene 1 990) , which dealt with the effects of the AIDS epidemic on the gay male 

community, developed into a subgenre of AIDS cinema. One film that was hailed 

as a mainstream breakthrough was Philadelphia (Jonathan Demme 1993) , a Hol

lywood fi lm that starred Tom Hanks as a gay man dying of AIDS who sues his 

law firm for discrimination, with the assistance of his reluctant straight lawyer 

(Denzel Washington). Despite its critical and commercial success, some critics 

saw the film as perpetuating a stereotype of the tragic, helpless gay man. 

By the early 1 990s, fol lowing the explosion of independent fi lmmaking and 

the rise in the number of gay and lesbian fi lm festivals, a new crop of fi lms 

appeared that veteran fil m  critic B .  Ruby Rich dubbed New Queer Cinema. One 

result of political activism around AIDS and around gay civil rights was the 

reclamation of the formerly derisive term "queer, " which became an umbrella 

term of pride designating a variety of non-normative genders and sexualities. 
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11.10 (bottom) Far from Heaven revisits 
the 1950s melodramas of Douglas Si rko 
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Two early directors included Todd Haynes (Poison 1 99 1 )  and Gregg 

Araki ( The Living End 1 992) . New Queer Cinema films are often exper

imental in form and unapologetically assertive in att itude. They explic

itly address queer audiences rather than seeking the approval of straight 

audiences for their characters' sexual and l i festyle choices, dreams, and 

fantasies. The unabashed style of New Queer Cinema inspired a host of 

less experimental ,  but no less risky, feature fi lms dealing with gay and 

lesbian l i fe. Desert Hearts (Donna Deitch 1 985)  o ffered a surprising twist 

to the lesbian coming-out story-a happy ending-and by 1 994 , the 

lesbian romantic comedy Go Fish (Rose Troche and Guinevere Turner 

1 994) moved beyond the issue of coming out to explore an urban,  mul

ticultural lesbian community (fig.  11 .9) . For the main characters in the 

film,  being a lesbian is a source of  pride, not an internal struggle. The 

women take their sexual identities as given; the difficulties they face 

arise from external pressures from an ignorant straight culture (includ

ing their family members) . In Mala Noehe ( 1 985) and My Own Private 

Idaho ( 1 991 ) ,  Gus Van Sant focuses on gay male relationships. Todd 

Haynes 's feature fi lms, including Safe ( 1 995) and Velvet Goldmine 

( 1 998) , explore queer themes without necessarily focusing on al l-gay 

communities. In Far From Heaven (2002) , Haynes reconceptualizes the 

1 950s melodramas of Douglas Sirk (several o f  which starred Rock 

Hudson, a prominent movie star who revealed he was gay when he was 

dying of AIDS in the 1 980s) . In  Haynes 's tale of middle-class boredom 

and marital infidel ity, the u nauthorized desires that Sirk's fi lms 

repressed are brought to the surface. Prominent corporate executive and 

family man, Frank Whittaker (Dennis Quaid) l ives a double l i fe because 

he desires men; ult imately, he chooses to leave his family (fig. 1 1 . 10) . 

A n umber of fil m  critics have observed that,  during the early 2000s, 

the energy of  New Queer Cinema has gone mainstream,  as evidenced 

by the popularity of, and the Oscar nominations garnered by, films such 

as Monster, Capote and Brokebaek Mountain. 

.�� Disability and Cinema 

Fol lowing the civil rights struggles of the disabled, and the i ncreased awareness 

of social issues related to disability brought about by the Americans with 

D isabilities Act of 1 990, fi lm studies has recently begun to address the ideologies 

implicit in  cinematic representations of  disabil ity. Film h istory is rife with 

examples of popular movies in which the disabled are treated as abnormal 

deviants. In  Tod Browning's infamous horror fil m  Freaks ( 1 93 2 ) ,  a trapeze artist ,  

Cleopatra (Olga Baclanava) , and her strongman lover, Hercules (Henry Victor) , 

try to kil l  Cleopatra 's husband, Hans (Harry Earles) -a dwarf who is one of the 

circus sideshow acts. Their attempt fai ls ,  but when the rest of the " freaks" hear 

of the plot, they seek revenge against the " normal " lovers. Browning insisted 

on casting real circus performers in the central rolls ,  including Siamese twins 

Violet and Daisy Hilton, torsoless Johnny Eck, and l imbless Prince Randian. The 
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decision lent the film remarkable authenti

city-but Browning's studio, MGM, feared the 

general public would deem i t  too grotesque. 

MGM quickly pulled the fi lm out of distribution 

and washed its hands of  the project;  the movie 

was banned in Great Britain unti l  the 1 960s. 

Freaks' subsequent cult following and schol

arly appeal make i t  an evocative case study for 

exploring questions relevant to cinematic rep

resentations of the disabled: are disabled char

acters developed with depth and complexity, or 

are they two-dimensional "curios"  that function 

only to provide atmosphere or to act as a con

venient plot device? Is a character's d isabil i ty 

her single defining trait? What assumptions 

does a fi lm make about the impact a d isability 

has on the quality of l ife?  Does the industry 

provide access to disabled actors, and to what 

degree does this access affect the way disabili

ties are represented in fi lm? 

The fact that th is  discussion begins with a description of Freaks points to a 

common and misguided assumption that informs perceptions of disabil ity :  that 

a disability is necessarily accompanied by a pronounced physical marker of d i f

ference. Even fi lms that portray " invisible"  disabilities, such as mental i l lness or 

dyslexia, assign disabled characters physical traits or make them social  deviants .  

Scholar Lisa Lopez Levers identifies more than thirty iconic images that equate 

mental disability with madness. Some of this imagery associates the mentally ill 

with starkly l i t  windows or doors, unkempt physical appearance, cages, hidden 

hands, and flai l ing limbs. Lopez's list details the various ways the visual arts

including the cinema-have stereotyped the disabled for centuries. 

These ubiquitous visual markers of d i fference points to the broader tendency 

in the cinema to represent the disabled as strange, exotic, specimens. Freaks' 

blunt title (a later and more problematic t i t le was Nature's Mistakes) clearly 

identifies the disabled as something less than human and promises audiences 

the cinematic equivalent of a sideshow. MGM's exploitative marketing strategy 

was equally apparent in  taglines that boldly advertised the film's  "half-human 

creatures " (fig. 11 . 11 ) .  

But the story l ine i n  Freaks actually disturbs this tendency t o  identify the dis

abled as "others . "  In Browning's film,  those with conventionally beautifu l  

bodies-the strong man and the trapeze artist-are the unsympathetic figures 

whose behavior threatens social stabi l i ty. Cleopatra agrees to marry (and plots 

to kill) the smitten dwarf Hans because an inheritance has made him wealthy. 

In one of the film 's most famous scenes, Cleopatra and Hans throw a wedding 

party where the sideshow performers welcome the trapeze artist into their com

munity by ritualistically chanting, " One of us,  one of  us. " Their invitation rests 

on the assumption that,  in their society, the able-bodied are in the minority and 

are outsiders. 

Ideologies of Disability and Cinema 

11 .11  Director Tod Browning poses with 
the cast fro m  Freaks. 
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The fil m  challenges traditional representations of  disabil ity in  a nother way. 

Cleopatra is clearly an unsympathetic character. On hearing the chant ,  she 

becomes visibly discomforted. Her fear o f  disability is clearly l inked to her more 

obvious u nseemly behavior: the fact that she is a gold digger and a potential 

killer. The chanting scene thus calls into question normative social att i tudes, 

which brand the physically disabled as social pariahs. According to fi lm scholar 

Sally Chivers: 

[A]udience members are explicit ly physically aligned with Cleopatra 

and are, by implicat ion,  incited to become one of the group .  

Cleopatra 's outright rejection, then,  supposedly mirrors t h e  reaction 

of an ableist viewership,  except that to align o neself with her would 

be to identify with a murderess. (Chivers, p .  61) 

In other words, the film invites viewers to recognize and potentially repudiate 

their moral affinity with one of the film 's  two contemptible a ntagonists. 

By emphasizing the communal orientation of the so-called " freaks " while 

simultaneously alluding to the social pathology of the able-bodied , the episode 

points to the film's challenge to the cinematic stereotype of the disabled. Para

doxically, however, the episode also i l lustrates how Freaks undercuts the human

ity of the sideshow performers by trading on their "otherness " to generate the 

gothic atmosphere so critical to the horror genre. Disability comes to symbolize 

monstrosity itself. The ritualistic mantra "one of us"  resonates with viewers 

because its del ivery is certifiably creepy, and because it  foreshadows the fate that 

is in  store for the unfaithful Cleopatra: she is hunted down by the wrathful 

sideshow performers who mutilate her body and turn her into a circus spectacle 

named "The Feathered Hen . "  Cleopatra l i terally becomes "one of them , "  con

demned to spend the rest of her days as a sideshow act. The film encourages the 

audience to i nterpret the denouement as suitable retribution for Cleopatra 's sins.  

But by encouraging this vantage point ,  the film reiterates dominant assumptions 

that equate disabil i ty with suffering and u nhappiness. Thus, while on  the one 

hand Browning attempts to render the physically disabled with humanity, on the 

other he " reinscribe[s] physical difference as a terrifying spectacle" (Cook ,  

p .  48) . In  th i s  way Freaks demonstrates how a single fi lm can  contain compet

ing ideologies. One dominant theme (the idea that the circus performers are 

more human than those with conventional bodies) is subtly contradicted by 

opposing ideological undercurrents (the presentation of disabil ity as monstrous 

and grotesque) . 

Despite its contradictions, Freaks is except ional  for i ts treatment of the dis

abled as main characters, worthy of  their own storyline.  Most depictions of 

disability i n  the first decades of  American cinema cast disabled characters as 

disaffected and dangerous oddities. The most superficial characterizations 

relied on disabled minor characters to generate eerie atmosphere or comic 

relief. Films that did feature conflicts involving central disabled characters 

focused on their sociopathic inability to " fi t  i n . "  Accord ing to fi lm scholar Martin 

Norden, male characters in fi lms such as The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Wallace 

Worsley 1 923 ) ,  The Unknown (Tod Browning 192 7), and Devil Doll (Tod Brown

ing 1 936) are noteworthy for their destructive tendencies; l ike Captain Ahab 
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and his suicidal obsession to ki l l  the mighty whale that took his leg, these char

acters are irrational and angry about their lack. In their zeal to avenge their 

losses, they take aim at ,  or simply bring down, others around them. On the 

other hand , depictions of disabled women in films such as D. W. Griffith 's 

Orphans of the Storm ( 1 92 1 )  and Charlie Chaplin 's  City Lights ( 193 1 )  emphasize 

the characters' complete passivity and their childl ike innocence (Norden, 

" Hollywood , "  p .  22) . 

With the advent of World War II ,  the fi lm industry's depiction of disabil ity 

grew considerably more complex. Responding to the historical circumstance 

of an entire generation coping with the scars of combat, studios began to 

explore the emotional and physical chal lenges of disabili ty. With a sensitivity 

and maturity virtually unheard of in studio fi lms from previous decades, Since 

You Went Away (John Cromwell 1 944) , The Enchanted Cottage (John Cromwell 

1 945) , Pride of the Marines (Delmer Davies 1 945) , and Till the End of 

Time (Edward Dmytryk 1 946) depict veterans struggling to adjust to a new 

l ife with disabilities. Undoubtedly, the most accomplished and memorable 

film during this era is William Wyler's The Best Years of Our Lives (1 946 ) ,  

which explored the sense of  displacement that a group o f  veterans experiences 

upon returning home from the war along with their fears of rejection (Norden , 

Cinema, pp. 145- 83 ) .  

Though Hollywood trended toward greater sensitivity i n  its portrayals o f  dis

abilit ies after the war, this did not necessarily eradicate stereotypes. Rather, a 

new generation of standardized treatments arose. Film scholar Colin Barnes 

identifies victimization as a common narrative trope of d isability. Disabled char

acters are often the victims of violence, as in What Ever Happened To Baby Jane? 

(Robert Aldrich 1 962) , where wheelchair-bound Blanche (Joan Crawford) is tor

tured by her maniacal sister Jane (Bette Davis) . Such depictions reinforce " the 

notion that disabled people are helpless, pitiable, and unable to function without 

protection " (Barnes, pp.  10-1 1 ) .  Supporting roles for disabled characters tend to 

focus on how they are b urdens for the active, primary characters to shoulder. In 

What's Eating Gilbert Grape (La sse Hallstrom 1 993) , Gilbert Grape (Johnny 

Depp) longs for the adventure of the open road,  but is trapped in his hometown 

because of his obligation to care for his obese mother (Darlene Cates) and his 

autistic brother Arnie (Leonardo DiCaprio) . 

Yet another stereotype depicts the disabled as defeatists who wallow i n  self

pity, making themselves " their own worst enemies " (Levers) . Movies such as 

Born on the Fourth of July (Oliver Stone 1 989) , Passion Fish (John Sayles 1 992) , 

and Girl, Interrupted (James Mangold 1 999) all revolve around self-loathers who 

must learn to " rise to the challenge, " often from others who are not  disabled; 

this narrative strategy uses " disabi lity as a metaphor for dependence and vul

nerability" (Barnes, p. 1 4) .  Rather than addressing the legal ,  social and archi

tectural barriers that contribute to these characters' frustration and hostility, this 

narrative suggests that the most significant struggle the disabled face is their 

own lack of  courage. 

All of these cinematic stereotypes share the assumption that a disability is 

a defining trait .  While other characters exhibit a range of complex emotions 

and reveal demonstrative emotional growth as they pursue their goa ls, disabled 
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characters are frequently motivated only by their perceived physical or mental 

l imitations. In Million Dollar Baby, Maggie (Hil lary Swank) plays a tough-as

nails boxer-but when she is  paralyzed in the ring, the film suggests her only 

legitimate option is to commit suicide. Some critics complain that Maggie's al l 

too-predictable decision to end her l i fe perpetuates t he ideological assumption 

that "the quality of l ife of individuals with disabil i ties is  u nquestionably not 

worth living" (" Million " ) .  In  fact, the plot goes out o f  i ts way to position Frankie 

(Clint Eastwood) as the central figure in the third act. He struggles with the deci

sion whether to end her l i fe, but his internal confl ict is based on a " legal distor

tion , "  since " it would be perfectly legal for [Maggie] to request withdrawal of the 

l i fe-sustaining treatment [ . . .  ] "  ("Mil l ion") . In  short, even though Maggie is a 

dynamic character who shares equal bi l l ing with Frankie in the first two acts, 

once she becomes disabled she no longer invites audience identification but,  

instead, serves as a problem for the main character to solve. 

In contrast, the documentary Murderball (Henry Alex Rubin and Dana Adam 

Shapiro 2005) pulls no punches in its determination to portray the complete 

humanity of paraplegic rugby players, warts and a l l .  They fight with one 

another, play brutally on  the court, have active sex lives, and experience pro

found joys and sadness (sadness which is more often than not provoked by ath

letic defeat . )  The X-Men series features Professor Xavier, whose paralysis is a 

secondary and almost irrelevant character trait. He happens to be paraplegic and 

his disability never functions a plot device. Actor Dan Murphy's roles in  Farrelly 

brothers films incite comedy through plot and performance, not by exploit ing the 

fact that he is a paraplegic (Shannon) . 

These modest advances may well be attributable to the heightened presence 

of disabled persons in film production. Many stars have solidified their artistic 

reputation by playing disabled characters. Lon Chaney, Daniel Day-Lewis, Tom 

Cruise and Angelina Jolie have had breakthrough performances playing disabled 

characters. But critics complain that casting able-bodied actors in such roles 

effectively excludes disabled actors from the industry-the equivalent of casting 

white actors in blackface to play African-American roles. Such casting choices 

contribute to the continuing prol iferation of  two-dimensional characterizations 

of people with disabilities. When an actor who is not disabled garners acclaim 

for portraying a disabled character, it can be a sign that disabil ity is the charac

ter's defining trait .  But,  when a disabled actor plays a role that was not written 

with disability in mind, the casting choice confirms that disability is  not the 

primary determinant o f  a character's experiences. Marlee Matlin and Peter 

Dinklage have become stars by playing some characters whose disabilities 

define them and others whose disabil i t ies are secondary. Their stardom may 

provide them with more opportunities to play roles that are not based solely on 

disability. 

The increased visibility of disabled actors in front of the camera is in  part the 

by-product of advocacy groups and legal reforms that have encouraged a 

growing awareness of disability rights in the industry and among the general 

public. In  2004 Charles Kaplan articulated the charge of California's Access 

Media Office: to change the public's perception of disabi l i ty by changing the film 

industry's hiring practices: 
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We want the entertainment industry to reflect America's true 

diversity-that includes people with disabilit ies as well as people of 

color and various ethnicities. We want disabilities portrayed 

accurately and want people with disabilities to have a chance to 

perform in mainstream roles-not be restricted to roles where the 

disability itself figures into the plot. (quoted in Leotta) 

Kaplan's quote reflects the growing understanding that discrimination against 

the disabled is a front in  the ongoing civil rights struggle, and that gaining 

control of the representation of disability is of fundamental importance in this 

struggle. 

This chapter has explored several ways that ideologies that pervade American 

society also infl uence the economics and cu ltural politics o f  the fi l m  industry 

(including who works in the industry and in what capacity) and shape the 

content of popular narrative cinema. The next chapter discusses one specific 

aspect of the Hol lywood film industry-the star system. Chapter 12 examines the 

way that movie stars do not merely contribute to the cinema's aesthetic appeal 

but also embody cultural ideo logies and serve an economic function within the 

industry. 
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Among the strange characteristics of the tribes 
who populate this continent) North A merica) is 
the one by which its inhabitants choose specific 
stars for themselves and live their lives in worship 
of them. 

Sergei Eisenstein 

T
hroughout the United States, images of James Dean and Marilyn 

Monroe (fig. 1 2 . 1 )  are still ubiquitous half a century after their 

deaths. For audiences of all ages , Dean 's name is synonymous with 

modern angst and youthful rebell ion. Although he starred in only three 

feature fi lms, Dean is such a pervasive component of American popular 

Fi l m  Stardom 
as a Cu ltu ral 
Phenomenon 

12.1 M arilyn M o n roe:  sti l l  an icon of 
beauty and g lamour. 
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12.2 Dreamgirls-a star veh ic le  for 
Beyonce I<nowles. 
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culture that, without a doubt , many who have not seen one of his movies have 

some sense of Dean's magnetic persona (see fig. 5 . 1 7) .  

America's lingering obsession with figures such as Monroe and Dean exem

pl i fies the star culture that is central to the economic success of Hollywood and 

other fi lm industries. As anyone who owns a poster for Dean's Rebel Without a 

Cause can attest, audiences do not just  appreciate a star's performance onscreen ; 

they also consume the public image that a star gradual ly acquires over the 

course of a career. Fans are so drawn to these larger -than-life figures that they 

imitate the attire and mannerisms of their favorite stars, they scour gossip mag

azines looking for them, and they can even vote them into political office. Stars 

represent ideals of beauty, dreams of wealth,  and models of masculinity and 

femininity. Marilyn Monroe's magnetism is  so powerful that ,  decades after her 

death, a string of musicians, including Madonna, Gwen Stefani ,  and Christina 

Aguilera, have gone platinum blonde, self-consciously appropriating her image 

to reinvent themselves and attract new fans. Such image p ilfering works to Holly

wood's advantage, since each act of i1017l17lage 

promises a new generation of Monroe fans .  

To state the  obvious, "actor" is not synonymous 

wi th " s tar. " In fi l m ,  actors p l ay characters 

onscreen, and good actors can create complex 

characters. Bu t  a star's presence transcends the 

performance; a star doesn't just  make her charac

ter believable-a star also possesses a p ubl icly 

acknowledged magnetism that lures audiences to 

the fil m  and lingers in viewers ' memories after 

they leave the theater. While stars may come by 

this magnetism natural ly, in  most cases studio 

heads, talent agencies, publicity outlets, and the 

stars themselves careful ly cultivate the p ublic's 

admiration. 

Stars are an i ntegral part of every major film 

i nd ustry and play a pivotal role in  production and 

marketing. For producers, a star is raw material

talent capable of  producing consistent and worthy 

performances. Occasionally writers, directors, and 

producers design a project specifically with a par

ticular star in mind,  hoping to capitalize on audi

ence expectations and further develop the star's 

growing reputation. Such projects are called "star 

vehicles , "  because they showcase that  star's 

persona-a vehicle to be driven by the star, so to 

speak. Some consider Talladega Nights (Adam 

McKay 2006) a star vehicle for Will Ferrell ,  or 

Drea17lgirls (Bi l l  Condon 2006; fig. 12.2) a vehicle 

for Beyonce Knowles. 

Industry insiders evaluate a star's appeal by 

measuring his box office draw, and today fan 
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magazines such as Entertainment Weekly regularly feature 

analysis of star track records. Of course, Hol lywood isn ' t  

the only film industry to rely on stars. Hong Kong 's fi lm 

industry, for example, has had a number of internationally 

recognized stars, including Bruce Lee, Jackie Chan, Chow 

Yun-Fat, and Maggie Cheung. Britain has made stars out of 

Sean Connery, H ugh Grant,  and Julie Christie, among 

others. France's art cinema turned Brigitte Bardot ,  Jeanne 

Moreau ,  Jean-Paul Belmondo, and Jean Reno into world

renowned stars. 

Stars also represent a significant portion of a fi lm's over

head, and often their status as paid labor is governed by 

complex contracts in which pay comes in the form of up

front fees, percentages of grosses, and/or percentages of 

profits. In short ,  a star can play a significant role in deter

mining the profitability of a fi lm .  

From its early days the  fil m  industry has  recognized the 

importance of the star. A b izarre promotional campaign for 

silent movie "starlet " Florence Lawrence (fig. 12.3) served 

as an early attempt to draw audiences to a fi lm by market

ing the biographical details of its key player. According to 

film historian Richard DeCordova , in 1 910 the St. Louis 

Post-Dispatch supposedly reported that Lawrence had been 

killed by a New York streetcar (although no one has ever 

produced a copy of this original article) . On March 5 ,  

Lawrence's studio, Independent Motion Picture Company (IMP) , purchased an  

ad in Moving Picture World, decrying that " the b lackest and  at the  same t ime the 

silliest lie yet circulated by enemies of ' Imp '  was the story foisted on the public 

of St .  Louis last week to the effect that Miss Lawrence . . .  had been kil led by a 

street car" (quoted in DeCordova, p. 58) . DeCordova hypothesizes that IMP itself 

intentionally began circulating the story of  Lawrence's death. More importantly, 

IMP's subsequent denial of the rumor demonstrates a two-tiered strategy to gen

erate public interest in  Lawrence's fi lms.  By dispelling the rumor, IMP drew 

public attention to the star. And, by painting its competitors as mendacious per

petrators of an outrageous lie, IMP sought to generate public sympathy for the 

primary vict ims of the deception: IMP Studios and,  of course, Florence 

Lawrence. 

This often cited episode in the rise of Hol lywood 's  star culture underscores 

how the film industry relies on stardom to lure audiences into the theater by 

marketing an actor's biography (fictionalized or not) . 

Star studies explores how stardom attracts audiences and affects what audi

ences respond to on screen. The appeal of celebrity is an integral part of music,  

sports, television, and politics in  many cultures. Some of the earliest, best ,  and 

most systematic analyses of celebrity come out o f  fi lm studies approaches. This 

chapter will introduce five basic approaches scholars use to analyze the star 

system: stars and the movie industry; performance; the star persona; stardom 

and ideology; and stars and subcultures. 

Stars a n d  the M ovie I n d u stry 

12.3 Flore n ce Lawren ce: one  of the first 
movie stars. 
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Stars and the M ovie I ndustry 

Stars are so instrumental that they infl uence the economic viability of not just  

individual films but  entire film industries. Some fi lm scholars explore topics 

such as the economic impact of studio contracts versus the " free agency " stars 

now enjoy, and how these trends affect overall industry output and profitabi l i ty. 

For example, the abol ition of lengthy studio contracts fol lowing the d isinte

gration of  the Hollywood studio system in the 1 950s helped facilitate a growth 

in independent productions. Producers were now able to arrange star contracts 

for a single film or for a small  cluster of fi lms (as opposed to the old system, 

where stars were bound to a particular studio for years) . This arrangement

called the package-unit approach to production, since stars were "packaged " 

with individual projects-led to the subsequent pro l i feration of talent agents 

responsible for managing star careers (Thompson and Bordwel l ,  p .  336) . 

Tom Cruise's l engthy and lucrative relationship with Paramount demonstrates 

the fact that even individual stars play a central role within the economic struc

ture of the Hollywood fi lm industry. As late as 2005 , Cruise's l ingering appeal 

secured him a broad sphere of  influence. He wielded so much power that, 

according to press reports, in the spring of  2006 Cruise threatened to boycott his 

own publicity appearances for the upcoming release of  Mission: Impossible 11l i f  

the TV network Comedy Central broadcast an episode of  South Park that 

ridiculed the Church of Scientology, an organization whose tenets Cruise has 

vociferously advocated. Because Comedy Central 's parent company, Viacom, 

owned Paramount Pictures-the company that  produced Cru ise's film-the 

network fl inched, at least temporarily. (They init ially pul led the episode but later 

broadcast it) . The conflict points to how Hollywood's biggest stars cast a wide 

and sometimes tangled web of influence across the entertainment industry. 

Subsequent events undermined Cruise ' s  c lout in the industry. His crusade 

against South Park was one of a string of  unusual public outbursts: Cruise 

ridiculed actress Brooke Shields's bout with post-partum depression and dis

missed the entire psychiatric profession to boot; during an interview with talk 

show host Oprah Winfrey he leapt up on a sofa to proclaim his love for actress 

Katie Holmes; and he purportedly refused to allow Holmes, pregnant with his 

child , to talk d uring childbirth. By the fall of 2006, Viacom Chairman Sumner 

Redstone stated that Cruise 's " recent conduct has not been acceptable, " and 

Viacom subsidiary Paramount Pictures severed its fourteen-year t ies with the 

volatile actor's production company ( "Paramount ") . 

Instantly, entertainment reporters nationwide erupted into a frenzied chorus. 

Some argued that the actor's outrageous offscreen antics affected the way audi

ences responded to him onscreen : 

The essence of Mr. Cruise's appeal going al l  the way back to Risky 

Business [ . . .  J was a fresh-faced , unpretentious exuberance [ . . .  J .  

But i n  the last year his l ife has become a public relations debacle as 

he has gone into fu l l  Scientology mode, and he has come to seem 

self-righteous and intolerant. (James) 
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Others couched the discussion in terms of the industry's narrower economic 

interests: 

Redstone said such displays cost the studio up to $ 1 50 million in 

lost ticket sales for Cruise's last fil m,  Mission: Impossible III. [ . . .  J 

Studios, seeing profits shrink, are trying to dump the long-held 

economic system in Hol lywood that led to stars earning paychecks 

upwards of $20 mil l ion.  (Gentile) 

And stil l others pondered both the aesthetic and economic impact o f  Para

mount's decision: 

The stars [ . . .  J have helped to create an untenable economic 

situation. But even though Redstone wants to bring them to heel , 

he is devaluing the movies' greatest asset [ . . .  J .  The fear in 

Hollywood is that  Mr .  Redstone may be smashing the star-driven 

model without putting anything in its place but financial 

responsibility, and audiences don' t  l ine up to see financial 

responsibility. (Gabler) 

These opinions demonstrate how movie stars must be analyzed as commodi

ties, not merely as actors who perform. Viacom/Paramount banked on Cruise 's 

performances on and off screen to attract an audience; when his behavior 

jeopardized his star image, i t  also affected the studio's financial stabili ty. 

Most importantly, i t  threatened to unsettle the established practices of an entire 

industry. Cruise seemed to resolve this dramatic debacle in late 2006 when he 

and business partner Paula Wagner negotiated an agreement with MGM to 

produce films for United Artists, a studio founded by Mary Pickford , Douglas 

Fairbanks, D .  W. Griffith,  and Charlie Chaplin in 1 91 9 .  

Film scholars (and economists) also question the economic logic o f  a star 

system that pays figures l ike Cruise $20 mi ll ion or more for a single performance. 

Recent studies have suggested that ,  contrary to commonly held assumptions, stars 

are not the thing that l ures audiences to the theaters. Therefore, stars cannot be 

said to provide a decent return on investment.  After studying the box office 

receipts of nearly 200 films released in the early 1 990s, economist S.  Abraham 

Ravid discerned virtually no correlation between a star's presence and a fi lm's 

box office gross: "Stars help to launch a fi lm.  They are meant as signals to create 

a big opening. But they can ' t  make a fi lm have legs" (Porter and Fabrikant 5) . 

The Dynamics of Performance 

One aspect of a star's appeal is, quite obviously, her performance on screen. 

Why are audiences stil l  mesmerized by Audrey Hepburn (and not, one might 

add ,  George Peppard) in Breakfast at Tiffany's (B lake Edwards 1 961 ) ?  Why 

did fans suddenly scour the internet for pictures of Orlando Bloom after 

seeing his performance in The Return of the King (Peter Jackson 2003 ) ?  

Rather than attributing a star's appeal t o  an enigmatic, indefinable talent , fi lm 
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scholars are interested in trying to explain what makes a particular perform

ance memorable. 

Stars create a following by developing a memorable  and recognizable persona 

(fig. 12.4) . Two elements of that persona are the roles a star plays and the tech

niques he uses to create these roles. While character actors play a variety of dif

ferent roles and experiment with various acting techniques depending on the 

type of characters they play, many stars o ften play one type of character and 

perfect one style o f  performance. Audiences automatically associate John Wayne 

(Stagecoach, The Searchers) with his casual, hip-swinging saunter and his half

tempo drawl ,  while Tom Cruise is famous for his wildly gesticulating hands and 

his tendency to snap his head back and grin to suggest frustration and surprise. 

12.5 Charlie Chapl i n 's performance i n  The 
Gold Rush earned p laud its. 

3 6 0  

Charlie Chaplin is one of the few silent fi lm stars s t i l l  recognized by main

stream audiences today, because his signature character, the Little Tramp, sti l l  

appeals to viewers. One of Chaplin's best-loved scenes comes in The Gold Rush 

(Charles Chaplin 1 925) , when, stuck in the 

dead of winter in  the middle of the Yukon with 

nothing to  eat , the Little Tramp dresses a boot 

to eat .  James Naremore considers this scene 

indicative of  Chapl in 's  work, and, in  this 

excerpt from his analysis of Chaplin's acting, he 

argues that Chaplin's performance not only 

evokes both laughter and sympathy from the 

audience, but also resonates for audiences who 

recognize the down-and-out Tramp as a victim 

of capitalism. Naremore argues that the humor 

in the scene arises from the Tramp's meticulous 

attention to formality; even though he is serving 

a boot for dinner, he maintains "extravagant 

table manners . " 

And yet even though this famous 

scene can be used as a definit ion of 

comedy, i t  has another quality as 

wel l .  The situation is pitched near 
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to real horror, and the camera watches Chapl in from a relatively 

close vantage, framing his spot at the table and bringing us near 

to the character's suffering. H i s  makeup is a visible, chalky 

pancake with heavy black circles beneath the eyes, but there is 

an authentically glassy, hallucinated look on his face. [ . . .  J 

The mixed effect is basic to Chapl in 's  work. Although he 

seldom invites the audience to identify with his character in  the 

same way they would with the protagonists of realistic drama ,  

he involves them in a more complex way than the other silent 

comics. The Gold Rush can be read not only as a slapstick 

comedy but also as an allegory of  Capital , ful l  of symbolic 

implications about Greed,  Fate, and the condition humaine; 

hence, the Tramp is designed to elicit the audience's sympathy 

more directly than the typical clown. (Naremore, pp. 1 24-6) 

Naremore's analysis draws attention to particular aspects of the per

formance-his exaggerated mimicry, his facial expression-to explain 

why this is such a powerful performance (fig. 1 2.5) . ( In contrast ,  audi

ences called Chaplin's contemporary Buster Keaton the "Great Stone

face" for his supposed lack of expression (fig. 12 .6) . At first glance, 

Keaton's immobile face appears to be devoid of emotion , but i t  actually 

betrays a determined stoicism. )  When Naremore argues that the 

mixture of comedy and horror " is b asic to Chaplin's work , "  he suggests 

that this approach is  an integral part of Chaplin's persona. It is a rec

ognizable characteristic of Chaplin's career on screen. Naremore's dis

cussion does not just  consider Chaplin's performance; i t  also pays 

careful attention to other elements of mise en scene (the boot,  Chapl in 's  

make-up) and cinematography (the close-up) that complement the 

actor's physical presence. 

This approach to star studies synthesizes much of the material covered in Part 

Two of this book. But  rather than analyzing how a fi lm's  narrative, visual,  and 

sound systems develop themes, this approach emphasizes how these cinematic 

elements help create the screen persona that audiences come to recognize as the 

star's signature. 

;,� The Star Persona 

Richard Dyer argues, " the star phenomenon depends upon collapsing the dis

tinction between the star-as-person and the star-as-performer" ( "Four, " p .  21 6) . 

Jennifer Aniston's and Vince Vaughn's fil m  The Break-Up (Peyton Reed 2006; fig. 

12 .7) is an obvious example of this collapse. This romantic comedy explores the 

increasingly bi tter disintegration of a serious relationship. Prior to the produc

tion of the film,  Aniston herself suffered a humiliating and very publ ic break-up 

with her H ollywood-hottie husband, Brad Pitt. So when audiences flocked to see 

The Break-Up, many viewers read the fi lm in terms of Aniston 's own romantic 

woes. Aniston 's comments at  the height of its publicity onslaught fueled such 
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speculat ion:  " Laughter is  a real necessity i n  

healing, " s h e  said. "An d  to g o  and make [ . . .  J a 

story that 's real ,  and these arguments that are real ,  

[ . . .  J we get to sort of have fun  winking at them, 

and then [ .  . . J  kind of  j ust work through i t"  

(quoted i n  "Aniston  ") . Convenien tly, Aniston 's  

"confessional"  in terviews in  popular magazines 

l ike Vanity Fair helped lure fans to the theaters pre

sumably to see her " real " l i fe played out  on screen . 

The fact that a romance appeared to be b lossom

ing between Aniston and co-star Vaughn during 

production of the fil m  was yet another boon to the 

fi lm's  publicity campaign. One i nterviewer after 

another asked Vaughn what it was l ike to be on the 

set shooting An iston 's nude scene, clearly imply

ing that the couple's romantic sparks would be 

evident on screen. I ntentional or not, these inter

views targeted fans  who would attend the fil m  not 

to see the characters Brooke and Gary, but to 

watch Aniston a nd Vaughn " play "  themselves. 

Dyer argues that a star's image is constructed 

across four d i fferent public arenas: films,  promo

t ion,  publ icity, and commentary. During the studio 

era ,  studios kept stars under contract for years at a 

time. This allowed the studios to craft each star's 

image carefully by developing appropriate movies 

for them and controll ing (in most cases) how audi

ences perceived each star's l i fe offscreen. I n  1 936  

Olivia de Havil land signed a six-year contract wi th  Warner Brothers, a studio 

that repeatedly cast her in  throw-away roles. When she was offered the oppor

tunity to play Melanie in Gone With the Wind, Warners agreed to loan her to 

David O. Selznick's production of the epic Civil War romance. Earning her first 

Oscar nomination for that performance confirmed what de Havil land already 

suspected :  she was good enough to play better parts than her studio was giving 

her. When she demanded stronger material ,  Warners punished her by freezing 

her out of any parts. Eventually de Havilland sued to be released from her con

tract, and i n  1 945 the Supreme Court ruled i n  her favor. Today stars are free 

agents. Through talent agencies such as CAA (Creative Artists Agency) and ICM 

( International Creative Management) , they make deals with studios to make 

individual films, or a cluster o f  films, but they are not bound to a single studio 

for any length of time. Nevertheless, stars, agents, and studios still manipulate 

the star's appearances i n  fi lm,  promotion, publicity, and commen tary to finesse 

public perception .  The image constructed across these outlets makes up what 

critics call the star persona. 

This persona is most obviously shaped by a canon of fi lms: Jodie Foster's 

star persona is that of a rugged, i ndependent woman ,  in part because of 

her past performances as a tomboy, a teenage prostitute, an FBI agent ,  an 
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astronomer, and a single mother 

trying to protect her daughter 

from violent criminals (fig. 1 2.8) . 

In contrast, Scarlett Johansson 

tends to play romantic roles that 

fuse braininess with traditional 

femininity and glamour (Lost in 

Translation [Sofia Coppola 2003 ; 

fig. 12.9) , Girl With the Pearl 

Earring [ Peter Webber 2003 ] ,  

Match Point [Woody Allen 2005] ) .  

While stars wi l l  occasional ly 

expand their range-for example, 

when Tom Cruise shed his whole

some masculinity to  p lay a sleazy 

motivational speaker in Magnolia 

(Paul Thomas Anderson 1 999) or 

a menacing hired killer in Collat

eral (Michael Mann 2004) -by 

and large they tend to choose 

similar roles. 

Promotion refers to those materials intentionally released by a studio in order 

to market a particular film ,  but which often construct a star's image in the 

process. These materials include press packets distributed to theaters and fil m  

critics, ads i n  the press and on  b i llboards, organized public appearances such as 

interviews, and website promotions. I n  

the 1 930s, Fox Studios promoted child star 

Shirley Temple by l icensing her image for 

use in dolls, comics, coloring books, and 

even sheet music (McDonald 2000, p. 60) . 

Whereas promotion is careful ly  

p lanned and disseminated, publicity is  not  

(or  does not  appear to be)  intentional.  

Gossip columnists, paparazzi (photogra

phers who follow celebrities to capture 

their candid moments) , entertainment 

magazines, and web sites like YouTube 

grant fans apparent intimate access to 

celebrities' l ives by capturing stars at  their 

most spontaneous-although, as Dyer 

implies, even these spontaneous moments 

are often staged. In doing so, this p ublic

i ty industry may blur the dist inct ion 

between a star 's roles and his offscreen 

behavior. Actor Russel l  Crowe, for 

example, has gained a reputation for being 

intensely moody, thanks in part to a series 

The Star Pe rso n a  
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of  violent outbursts. These episodes complement his tendency to play brooding, 

ill-tempered outcasts. 

Jackie Chan's career serves as an especially pronounced example of how the 

star phenomenon collapses the boundary between performance and star per

sonality. Chan has become famous for doing his own stunts, and on countless 

occasions he has i nj ured-if  not nearly kil led- himself. Audiences have come to 

expect a b looper reel during the end credits of his films showing the stunts that 

go wrong and , on occasion,  scenes of Chan being rushed to the hospita l .  More

over, much of the publicity surrounding each of his films focuses on when and 

how Chan injured himself during production. When they attend screenings, 

diehard fans try to spot exact moments during the action when Chan injures 

himself, as in Project A ("A gai waak" ;  Jackie Chan 1 983) , where Chan nearly 

died during a tumble from a tower. In other words,  they watch Chan's films on 

two levels simultaneously: on  t he level of the diegesis and in terms of the star's 

physical activities during production. 

Finally, star discourse circulates through criticism and commentaries. Critics 

evaluate and study a star's work, either contemporaneously or  posthumously in 

popular reviews i n  magazines, newspapers, television, 

radio,  fan websites and "blogs " on the internet, and 

academic research . Film criticism can play a crucial 

role in  determining a star's persona, either by reflect

ing public sentiment or by shaping public opinion. 

So precise is the process of creating bankable star 

personas that ,  at the height of the 2004 Oscar race, 

New York Times fi lm critic A.O. Scott proclaimed that 

the craft was dying: " Nowadays, the scarcity of certi

fied movie stars-defined not only as those actors 

who can guarantee a box office return, but as those 

whose presence is  greater than t he sum of their movie 

parts-is often lamented" (Scott, 2A: p. 25) . Scott 

argues that contemporary culture is "awash in more 

celebrities than it knows what to do with," making 

it d i fficult for actors to have the time to cultivate a 

lasting persona (Scott, 2A: p .  25) . This shift away from 

stardom, he argues, al lows audiences, critics, and 

actors to pay more attention to the specifi c  qualities 

of performances. The validity of Scott's argument 

remains to be seen ; however, his position does 

emphasize how stardom transcends the parameters of 

any single performance and speaks to larger cultural 

concerns. 

Academic scholarship in this area typically defines 

the specific dimensions of a star's image and explores 

how her films,  promotional materials, publicity, and 

criticism all converge to create this persona. Film 

scholar Maria LaPlace's analysis of Bette Davis 's star 

persona as a strong, assertive woman (fig.  12 .IO) 
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serves as an effective example of how film criticism can study the way a star's 

persona is constructed via multiple intersecting sources of public information: 

In cinema the Independent Woman falls into two categories: one is the 

"good " strong woman, noble, generous, sympathetic; the other is 

"evil , "  aggressive, domineering, sexual ,  " neurotic . "  Both convey 

strength and take action. 

Davis 's film roles are almost all  one or the other Independent 

Woman. Some of her famous early roles are the latter type-"bitches" 

Dyer calls them: Of Human Bondage ( 1 934) , Dangerous ( 1 93 5 ,  Oscar 

for Davis) , lezebel ( 1 938 ,  Oscar for Davis) and Little Faxes ( 1 941 ) .  I n  

the years just  preceding Now, Voyager, there were a growing n umber 

of "good"  women [ . . .  J :  Marked Woman ( 1 937 ,  which actually 

combined both roles) , The Sisters ( 1 939 ) ,  Dark Victory ( 1 939) , and 

All This and Heaven, Too ( 1 941 ) .  

What l inks these roles i s  Davis's performance style. Characterized 

by a high level of intensity, energy, and charged emotionality, it 

conveys a specific "personality" that interacts with each film role. The 

Davis style consists in  a deliberate, clipped vocal inflection; darting 

eye movements and penetrating stares; a swinging, striding walk; 

gestures such as clenching fists and sudden, intense drags on 

cigarettes; and quick shifts in  mood and register. These connote 

assertiveness, intelligence, internal emotional conflict and strength. 

(LaPlace, pp. 1 35-6) 

LaPlace also i l lustrates how Davis's promotional materials and publicity 

emphasize these same qualities in  her private l i fe. Notice how LaPlace cites orig

inal publicity materials (specifically, b iographical information) to show how 

Bette Davis was presented to the general public :  

[TJ he Davis " story" is of a p lucky, resourceful, "self-made" woman 

whose success is due not to beauty, but to personal qualities of 

talent,  determination, and down-to-earth self-awareness. The product 

of a fat herless, mother-supported ,  lower-middle-class family, Davis 

[ . . .  J meets and surmounts adversity because she knows who she is 

and what she wants [ . . .  J .  Thus, [herJ image is strongly marked by 

attributes of strength and independence, constructed in another way 

through the depiction of Davis as anti-glamour and anti

consumerism, eschewing all the trappings of stardom: 

Davis disl ikes equally the stuffed s hirts and glamour girls of 

Hollywood and makes no effort to please them . . .  Her social 

circle is  made up  of non-professionals, including her sister; her 

closest approach to a hobby is her interest in dogs. Informality is 

her keynote . . .  she no longer dyes her hair and she never diets. 

("Bette Davis, " Life, January 8 ,  1 939) 

Work is the privileged aspect o f  the Davis i mage; she is portrayed 

as completely dedicated to her career. (LaPlace, p. 1 36 ;  excerpts 

reprinted courtesy of BF!) 
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LaPlace begins by describing the common characteristics o f  Davis 's characters 

and identifying the acting techniques that help Davis portray each of  these 

similar characters (her stride and clipped voice) . She then shows how contem

porary publicity painted a picture of  Davis 's personality that is remarkably 

similar to that of her typical character. 

This approach to star studies does not assume that actors play themselves on 

screen; nor does it posit the idea that a star's persona is defined solely by the 

roles she plays. Rather, a star's persona-the image that lures audiences to the

aters, that attracts their attention in fan magazines, that sells products in 

endorsement campaigns-is created by t he interplay between the screen, media 

coverage, and the (selective) biographical details to which audiences gain 

access. In  effect, the real Bette Davis is supplanted by a public image. 

�ID Stard o m  and I deology 

Chapter 1 1  argued that films inevitably bear some relationship to the political 

and social values of the culture that produces and consumes them. Mainstream 

narrative films tend to express popular sentiment and often reflect the dominant 

ideological assumptions of their culture. Scholars in  star studies frequently 

explore how stars function as cultural barometers, embodying the political ,  

moral, and cultura l  assumptions of those fans who consume their i mages. 

At the most obvious level , the idealized star's body-the visible image that 

fixates and arouses spectators-may reinforce dominant ideas about sex and 

gender. Fi lm scholar H eather Addison argues that f i lm culture in the 1 920s 

helped to transform national ideals of sexual attractiveness. During the late 

1 800s, "abundant flesh " in both men and women was desirable because it sym

bolized a l i fe of middle-class ease. But in  the 1 920s, America's first fitness craze 

took hold, suddenly popularizing slenderness and visible musculature. Addison 

l inks this craze to the advance of the Machine Age (as the cul ture began to value 

the sleek efficiency of machinery) and a backlash against the feminist movement 

(as the media countered images of women voting and working outside the home 

by idealizing waifish feminine figures) (Addison, pp. 1 8-20) . 

The film industry reinforced this new ideal .  To attract the audiences who now 

held slenderness as the key physical standard of beauty, filmmakers cast slim 

actors and actresses in lead roles. Actresses in particular were bound by clauses 

in their studio contracts, which required them to maintain a particular weight 

and size. Fan magazines frequently published the weight clauses of particular 

stars, publicizing the importance the new visual culture placed on maintaining 

the "proper" weight .  By implication, i f  a woman wanted to be a star, she needed 

to be slender. 

This escalating spiral of media coverage equating fitness w ith t hinness points 

to how the star phenomenon and the film industry in general compounded 

popular trends. Addison doesn' t  argue that the star system created the new 

standard of beauty. Rather, she i l lustrates how the star system responded to 

these trends;  in doing so, it helped to market slenderness as the physical ideal 

for men and women by effectively excluding any alternatives to the slender look. 
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Assembling a broad array of biographical details, fan magazine articles, and 

industry documents, Addison shows how Clara Bow's career-which rose and 

fell inversely with her body weight-exemplifies Hollywood 's emphasis on repli

cating the culture's feminine ideal: 

At Paramount, where Bow remained for over five years, keeping her 

figure under control became a constant duty, especially at those 

times when she packed on addit ional pounds. In  1 926, Motion 

Picture Classic noted that Bow exercised regularly to keep her figure 

in check: "She h ikes over the hi l ls [ . . .  J .  She rides, too. Exercise 

keeps her slim-for her ambition . "  Bow's weight ballooned in 1 929.  

[ . . .  J .  [WJ  hen her second talkie, The Saturday Night Kid, was 

released, ' [mJ ost critics paid more attention to Clara 's girth than 

her performance. Their verdict :  The " I t "  girl had more " I t "  than 

ever, especially around her midsection. The year ended with Bow 

overcoming all of her obstacles, however. When her doctor advised 

the removal of one of her ovaries [ . . .  J .  Bow's convalescence after 

the operation melted thirty-two pounds from her figure. Then an 

exhibitors '  pol l  named her the top box office draw for the second 

year in a row, a citation which confirmed her success in talkies. 

(Addison, p .  3 1 ) 

While Addison's analysis focuses on stardom's relationship to cultural ideals 

of femininity, scholars also explore how stars reveal cu ltural attitudes toward 

race, class, religion ,  polit ics, and culture. For example, one of India 's  most rec

ognized stars, Lata Mangeshkar, never appears on screen. The nature of her phe

nomenal success can in part be attributed to Hindu spiritual beliefs .  As Chapter 

10  points out, most mainstream Indian films include several musical numbers , 

yet the actors never actually perform the musical numbers-all of the songs are 

lip-synched (fig. 12 . 11 ) .  Lata Mangeshkar is one of a handful of " pl ayback 
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singers " who records female vocals o n  these songs. Even though she remains 

unseen,  she is a cultural icon .  

Neepa Majumdar argues that Mangeshkar's star persona as the  unseen ,  dis

embodied voice represents for Hindu spectators the feminine ideal, unspoiled by 

secular Western culture. In  contrast to Mangeshkar, the stars who appear 

onscreen embody Western values. As with Hol lywood stars, Indian fan maga

zines help shape each actress's star image, and frequently this coverage focuses 

on their decadent l i festyles and tawdry exploits. Thus, when these actresses l ip

synch Mangeshkar's vocals, the musical numbers effectively combine two star 

personas i nto one multifaceted performance. This dual performance al lows 

Hindu audiences to bridge the gap between competing traditional and Western 

value systems: "The attempt [ . . .  J of H ind i  films to negotiate the contradictory 

values of material consumption (associated with the West) and austerity (asso

ciated with traditional Indian values) can be seen as the general principle behind 

the dual star text in  the voice-body split in  female song sequences " (Maj umdar, 

p . 1 74) . 

As the cases of Clara Bow and Lata Mangeshkar demonstrate, star personas 

can embody a culture's social ,  political, and religious ideals. Because the 

star's body serves as the site of an entire culture's fantasies, i t  reveals what that 

culture values.  

ilID Stars and Subcu l tures 

Generally speaking, a star's appeal reaches across a broad spectrum of fans,  gar

nering iconic status in mainstream culture. Riding the wave of the enormous 

popularity of Titanic, Leonardo DiCaprio became America 's hunk du jour. 

Though his fan base consisted primarily of swooning teenage girls, he was, at 

the close of the twentieth century, generally understood by everyone-even 

those who didn't  consider themselves fans-to be America's heartthrob. For 

many male viewers, Marilyn Monroe is sti l l  the quintessential fantasy of femi

nine sexuality. Clint Eastwood ,  Brad Pitt ,  Russell Crowe, and Will Smith have all  

laid claim to representing a mascul ine ideal .  

On  occasion, however, a star can appeal to a discrete subculture, a group of 

fans that defines itself through its position outside of  mainstream society. Al 

Pacino's performance as Tony Montana in Scarface (Brian De Palma 1 983)  is stil l 

heralded as iconic i n  gangster rap circles more than twenty years after its release 

(fig. 1 2. 12) . While Pacino is certainly a mainstream star, rappers latch onto his 

performance in  Scarface (and not ,  say, his role as  a television news producer i n  

Michael Mann's The Insider) , reading h i s  character as  a forerunner of  t h e  gang

ster rapper. Rather than adopting the mainstream i nterpretation of the fi lm as a 

cautionary tale about organized crime, rappers identify with Tony Montana's 

status as a n  outsider who accumulates a considerable amount of wealth and 

prestige despite the odds stacked against him. In fact ,  the 2004 DVD release of 

the film includes a documentary in which Sean "Puffy" Combs, Andre 3000, Big 

Boi ,  Snoop Dogg, and Method Man, among others, discuss the i n fluence the fi lm 

has had on their own stage personas. At one poin t  in  the documentary, Kevin 
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Liles, president of Def Jam Music Group ,  explains, " I  look at Scarface . . .  as a 

ghetto tale. 1 don' t  look at Scarface as a drug movie" (Origins) . 

As Liles 's quote i l lustrates, when a subcu lture appropriates a star's image, it 

often goes "against the grain , "  drawing a significance from that image that may 

be overlooked by mainstream audiences. As Paul McDonald points out, subcul

tures define themselves through a common value system that sets them apart 

from the mainstream, and some star images come to embody this value system. 

To mainstream audiences, singer/actress Judy Garland-star of Meet Me in St. 

Louis (Vincent Minnelli 1 944) , Broadway Melody of 1 938 (Roy Del Ruth 1 93 7) ,  

and The Wizard of Oz-represents virtue and innocence. But gay audiences, 

aware of the discrepancy between Garland 's innocent onscreen image and her 

personal battles with drug and alcohol addiction, consider her an icon because 

she represents the artificiali ty of "all -American wholesomeness " (McDonald 

1 998 ,  p .  1 92) . 

Scholars explore why a subculture reveres a star's image in ways that defy 

mainstream expectations by evaluating the sometimes contradictory details that 
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make up a star's persona, examining historical context 

(of both the period of  image production and the period 

of public consumption of  that image) , and cataloging 

viewer responses to a star's persona . I n  this excerpt 

from her analysis of country music legend, actress, and 

theme park owner Dol ly Parton, Chris Holmlund 

explains how Parton ,  through adroi t  professional 

choices, has posit ioned herself to  be revered by both 

fundamentalist Christians and lesbian fans.  

Holmlund argues that most o f  Parton's films reflect 

traditional attitudes about the importance of heterosex

ual romance and family (fig. 12 . 13 ) .  Best Little Whore

house in Texas (Colin H iggins 1 982) , Rhinestone (Bob 

Clark 1 984) , Steel Magnolias (Herbert Ross 1 989) , and 

Straight Talk (Barnet Kellman 1 992) all culminate in the 

formation or reunification of  nuclear fam ilies. 

But at the same time, most o f  the films are 

overtly feminist and covertly queer. The most 

successful-Nine to Five and Steel 

Magnolias-demonstrate how much fun 

Dolly's uppity, independent characters have 

with other women [ . . .  ] The ability to 

engage audiences interested in " divine 

guidance" and audiences attuned to " queer 

speak" via "straight talk" entails a balancing 

act that Dolly manages better than most : few 

other media personali t ies can please both 

right-wing fundamentalists and drag queens. 

Trust  is key, and [ . . .  ] films and i nterviews 

a like foreground her candor. Yet what Dolly says in interviews 

necessarily depends on what she is asked . In  a recent Knoxville News 

Sentinel article entitled "The Gospel S ide of Dolly, " for example, East 

Tennesseeans [Tennessee is Parton's home state] are assured that she 

repeats the Lord 's Prayer and reads Scripture daily. [ . . .  ] 

[Yet] Her manager, Sandy Gall in,  is gay. Rumors have it her 

constant companion and best and oldest friend, Judy Ogle, is lesbian. 

Judy says nothing; Dolly volunteers merely that she and J udy "always 

sleep in one double bed , "  and that "I am closer to Judy than 1 am to 

Carl [her husband] . "  Periodically she refutes charges that she herself 

is gay, but she vehemently opposes conservative religious edicts 

which hold that homosexuality is a s inful activity: "] believe in . . .  

the Scripture, ' judge not, lest ye be j udged: 1 have many gay friends 

who I love dearly. ] have also lost some very special friends to AIDS . "  

(Holmlund, p p .  1 63-5) 

Holmlund's discllssion makes i t  clear that Parton's straight fans see a differ

ent image from her queer fans-a position that was reinforced when Parton was 
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nominated for an Oscar in 2005 for performing the song from Transamerica 

(Duncan Tucker) , a quirky road movie about a transsexual (Felicity Huffman) 

trying to locate her estranged teenage son. This multifaceted appeal may be 

explained by the fact that Parton, perhaps sel f-consciously, addresses one audi

ence differently from the other. Her image-making acumen has ensured that 

"Dolly emerges as the u l timate media model and pomo-retro mix, a down-home 

sophisticate who is equally comfortable in a shack as in a mansion " (Holmlund, 

p .  1 70) . She is the perfect example of how stars can mean different things to dif

ferent people. 

Fan Culture 

One important element of star system economics is fan culture. In order for 

stars to function as commercial products, a loyal fan base must be cult ivated 

that will consume the fi lms, products, and magazines that relay information 

about their favorite stars. Film scholars have studied the behavior of fans 

and theorized about the emotional investment of fans in film stars and other 

celebrities. 

Fan cultures create communit ies ; they also create further opportunities for 

profit-making, as is the case with a community of fans devoted to the Lord of the 

Rings trilogy organized through TheOneRing. net (TORn) . The site, owned by 

four fans, sponsored parties for the Academy Awards in 2002, 2003 , and 2004, 

inviting fans and stars to attend and using proceeds to maintain the website. In 

2004 a competing party was held by the official Lord of the Rings fan club, which 

was licensed by New Line Cinema (the distributor of the films) and run by a 

private corporation. 

Such fan communities u nderscore how stars help advertise fi lms and may 

make i t  easier for studios to do so.  Market ing campaigns rely on star images to 

differentiate one fi lm from the next .  Stars serve as a kind of shorthand for a 

fi lm's content and style. Audiences wil l  generally assume that a Lindsay Lohan 

vehicle (Freaky Friday [Mark Waters 2003 ] ,  Mean Girls [Mark Waters 2004] , 

Herbie: Fully Loaded [Angela Robinson 2005 ] )  will differ from a film that fea

tures Indie icon Catherine Keener (Being John Malkovich [Spike Jonze 1 999] , 

The 40 Year Old Virgin , Capote) . Film studios seek out a film's  target audience 

with publicity campaigns designed to address the star's fan base, selectively 

advertising in magazines, on television, and on the web. Trai lers can be tailored 

to play up the significance of one star over another: the campaign for Nicole 

Holofcener's ensemble fil m  Friends With Money (2006) prominently featured 

Jennifer Aniston, downplaying Frances McDormand and Catherine Keener, who 

played equally significant roles. 

In addition, given the prevalence of product tie-ins in many Hollywood fi lms, 

stars often help to market products. Weeks before the premiere of the NASCAR 

comedy Talladega Nights, comedian Will Ferrell appeared in character as Ricky 

Bobby to promote, among other things, Sprint Nextel, Old Spice deodorant, and 

Interstate Bakeries. Al l  of these products, in turn, were visibly placed throughout 

Ferrel l 's  film.  Indeed, ads for the movie were virtually indistinguishable from ads 

for the products themselves. 
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This chapter has  focused on what  i s ,  to many viewers, the mos t  i mmediately 

visible and emotionally compelling element of a film :  i ts stars. I t  has emphasized 

that when audiences pay attention to a star, they watch more than a perfor

mance-they see acting technique, an accumulat ion of onscreen and offscreen 

roles that the actor has p layed, and the market force of that  star's persona.  Stars '  

ability to hold audiences in their  sway u nderscores the power of celebrity as a 

cultural and economic institution . 
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Critics have ignored genre films because of their 
prejudice for the unique. 

Leo Braudy 

Most filmgoers choose movies they would prefer to see (and others they 

would l ike to avoid) without reading any reviews. They do so because fi lms 

can be categorized according to genre, and audiences have grown so accus

tomed to what these categories represent that genres play a significant role 

in shaping audience expectations. A musical will feature romance and 

songs; a Western will involve horses and shootouts; a thril ler will contain 

fast-paced action set in big cities; a screwball comedy will depict characters 

Gen re 

13.1 Wi l l  Kane in High Noon-a typical 
Western hero.  
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who get into a tight situation because of a misunderstanding.  Each of these can 

be seen as a distinct genre. 

The origin of the word can be traced back to the Greek philosopher Aristotle, 

who in the fourth century BC defined drama according to three types: epic poetry, 

tragedy, and comedy. Subsequently, genre has become a famil iar tool for classi

fying works of art . In film culture, audiences draw on more precise categories to 

help make informed choices. Distributors and marketers employ genre designa

tions to target specific demographics. Fi lmmakers rely on audience assumptions 

about genres to impart critical character traits and o ther narrative information 

efficiently. 

This chapter explores, first, what makes a genre-what aspects of a movie 

audiences, critics, and filmmakers are looking at  when they categorize it as 

belonging to a specific genre. The chapter then examines some of the major 

American movie genres. It ends with a discussion of  the relation between genre, 

fi lm production, and audiences. 

fJ� What Makes a Genre? 

In  film studies, a genre refers to a group of films that share a set of narrative, styl

istic, and thematic characteristics or conventions. While not every fil m  in a given 

genre will exhibit all  of the genre's conventions, every fi lm in a given genre wil l  

exhibit at least some of them. This allows for a certain amount of ambivalence 

when critics try to define whether or not a particular fi lm is part of a genre, and 

such ambivalence often leads to spirited debates. Despite the slipperiness of 

genre categories, f i lm industry personnel, scholars, critics, and audiences 

inevitably begin any discussion of  genre by considering conventions. 

Dark, rainy nights. B loody knives. Teenagers in peril .  A monster. For many 

readers these dreadful images may provoke fon d  memories of cringing in fear at 

the movie theater. As one of the most important and beloved genres i n  Ameri

can cinema, the horror film exemplifies how conventions define a group of films. 

In  fact, recent horror film cycles, or franchises-such as the Scream ( 1 996-2000) 

and Scary Movie series (2000-06)-trade h umorously on the fact t hat viewers are 

intimately familiar with the "rules" o f  the genre. 

Fi lm scholar Thomas Schatz postulates that narrative conventions are among 

the most important criteria for defining a genre. Fi lms that belong to the same 

genre share character types and plot events. Without a doubt, the most crucial 

character type in a horror fil m  is the monster, a figure that elicits the revulsion 

and fear that make the genre so compelling. I n  some films the source of terror 

is supernatural .  Protagonists find themselves haunted by ghosts from beyond the 

grave or by demon spirits . . .  even demon spirits that come through videotape 

(The Ring [Gore Verbinski 2002 ] )  and wireless technologies (Pulse [Jim Sonzero 

2006] ) .  Some monsters are ghouls, beings that are suspended between two 

biological states: human and animal,  l iving and dead. Society banishes were

wolves, zombies, vampires, mummies, and aliens for their inhuman bloodlust, 

even though the creatures may have good intentions. Monsters can even be 

human,  ranging from truly deranged psychotics driven to murderous rampages 
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by inexplicable emotions (Psycho, Halloween) to sadistic teenagers pulling a sick 

prank (Scream [Wes Craven 2002] ) .  

I f  monsters represent one specific character type, their victims represent 

another. Classical horror films of the 1 930s often featured respectable members 

of society, such as detectives or doctors,  struggling to contain the violence and 

vanquish the monster's threat to the social order. Since the 1 970s it has become 

commonplace for the monster to terrorize teenagers or young adults. Those who 

behave recklessly-often those who are sexually active-are the first to die. 

Those who survive are frequently the ordinary kids or social misfits who prove 

to be both cautious and resourceful. After studying the wave of "slasher fi lms" 

in the 1 970s and 1 9 80s ( The Texas Chainsaw Massacre [Tobe Hooper 1 974] , Hal

loween) ,  film scholar Carol Clover identified a remarkably consistent vict im/sur

vivor, whom she deemed "the final girl . "  This sole survivor is often an 

unassuming young woman who eventually proves herself capable of tapping 

into a primal brutality that al lows her to defend herself against the monster and 

to survive. 

Beyond character types, another important narrative convention of any genre 

is its predictable set of plot events .  The first act in a horror film focuses on 

central characters beginning a venture into a strange and ultimately threa tening 

setting. In  F. w. Murnau 's Nosferatu, Jonathan Harker (Alexander Granach) goes 

into the Carpathian Mountains to make a business deal with the mysterious 

Count Orlock (who, unbeknown to Jonathan, is a vampire) . Three college 

students trudge through a mysterious forest in search of a local legend in The 

Blair Witch Project (Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez 1 999) . Spelunkers 

investigate an inhospitable cavern in The Descent (Neil Marshall 2005) . Stum

bling into a forbidding, and often forbidden, setting un leashes a wave of vio

lence that leaves many (if not most) of the protagonists dead. As those who 

survive the initial onslaught begin to fight back, fear and fatigue provoke dis

sention within the group,  putting them at a 

greater risk. Those who have come in contact 

with the monster may try to warn the larger com

munity, or they go to the authorities to muster up 

support, only to be met with disbelief and deri

sion. The climax of the film generally involves a 

dramatic, sometimes apocalyptic,  showdown 

between the main characters and the monster, 

with varying results. In contemporary horror 

fi lms the resolution of the plot often leaves open 

the possibility of the monster's return.  

In addition to  sharing similar narrat ive char

acteristics, fi lms from the same genre exhibit the 

same visual and sound techniques. Horror films 

borrow from the visual rhetoric of German 

Expressionism: low-key lighting, chiaroscuro, 

extreme camera angles, and distorted l ines func

tion as a visual shorthand for the genre (fig. 

13 .2) . When Marion Crane pulls up  to the Bates 
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13.3 An early monster in King Kong. 
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Motel in Psycho, audiences already know she  should be wary because the  film 

deploys several visual conventions that signify danger: a thunderstorm forces 

Marion to seek shelter in a motel that is cloaked in the darkness of night, and a 

winding path leads from the modern hotel to an isolated and decrepit house with 

decidedly gothic architecture. Because horror fi lm narratives thrust their charac

ters into unfamiliar territory, settings are often barren and isolated-emphasizing 

the hostility of the environment-and may also be labyrinthine-underscoring 

the difficulty of escaping this distorted landscape. 

Moreover, sound often draws attention to the terrifying possibilities that 

neither the characters nor the audience can see: in Psycho,  Marion Crane listens 

to Mother berate her son in the distance; the would-be filmmakers in The Blair 

Witch Project hear mysterious rustling outside their tent at night; in  The Sixth 

Sense (M. Night Shyamalan 1 999) , Cole can' t  escape the faint  whispers of ghosts 

behind closed doors. ' Such examples demonstrate the way horror films evoke 

fear indirectly-by suggesting that danger l urks nearby while withhold ing its 

specific location. 

Wes Craven 's Scream openly satirizes the predictability of the genre 's con

ventions. Teenagers at a party-knowing that a ki l ler is on  the loose-discuss 

famous horror movie scenarios as they jokingly debate how they should behave 

if they want to survive the night. The fil m  is  funny precisely because i t  plays on 

the audience's foreknowledge of what happens in horror films: who will get 

killed first? How will they die? Who will survive? But situating a film within a 

genre is not as simple as Scream suggests. Craven's film parodies a particular 

type of horror film-the slasher movie-but does a movie about a maniacal case 

of blood lust belong in the same category as Rosemary's Baby, a horror classic 

in  which the audience never even sees a monster? Does The Others (Alejandro 

Almenabar 2001 ) ,  a period drama that provides more atmosphere than 

shocks, deserve to be lumped together with a bloody gore-fest l ike Saw (James 

Wan 2004) or a monster film l ike Jeepers Creepers (Victor Salva 2001 ) ?  The 

standard conventions of the horror film,  identified 

above, cannot ful ly account for every single film 

within the genre. 

Paradoxically, genres rely as much on variation as 

they do on repetition . Genres produce pleasure in 

part by meeting audience expectations. After a l l ,  who 

would be satisfied with a horror fil m  i f  it did not 

depict characters who quake in fear? What would a 

musical be without song and dance numbers? Would 

audiences pay to see a Western i f  it didn't have 

horses, six-shooters, and panoramic vistas of wide

open spaces? Yet fil mmakers also understand that 

relying on repetition without "changing the pitch , "  so 

to speak, produces boredom. A genre fil m  that has no 

surprises becomes a cliche. Consequently, film genres 

are always in a state of flux. 

The horror film,  for example, has evolved dramat

ically since its infancy. Early entries delved into the 
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realm of the fantastic. During this era , 

monsters were, by and large, clearly 

not human: vampires, werewolves, 

mutants, aliens, ghosts, and enormous 

apes (fig. 13.3). Michael Powel l ' s  

Peeping Tom (1 960) and  Psycho intro· 

duced the human monster in  the form 

of the mad killer. With these fi lms the 

realm of the horrific wasn ' t  so clearly 

distinguishable from the audience's 

everyday world .  Vampires and were

wolves are distinct from humans

they look and behave d ifferently 

enough to be singled out and eradi

cated. Knife-wielding maniacs, on the 

other hand, look like us.  In fact, 

Psycho was based on the exploits of 

Ed Gein, an actual serial ki l ler who 

lived in the plains o f  Wisconsin 

during the 1950s. A shift in  settings 

accompanied this humanization of 

the monster: subsequent horror films 

make so-called "normal"  spaces al ienating and terrifying: in The Exorcist 

(William Friedkin 1 972) , Satan torments a little girl in a posh Georgetown neigh

borhood; in Dawn of the Dead (George Romero 1 978) , zombies wander the cor

ridors of a Pittsburgh shopping mal l ;  in Halloween and Scream, knife-wielding 

killers wander bland suburban streets (fig. 13.4). 

Because genres change and evolve-often in response to wider cultural con

cerns-it is possible to identify subgenres, smaller clusters of fi lms in which 

additional conventions come in play. For example, early horror films with a para

normal bent tend to focus on  inexplicable, ethereal hauntings. The slasher films 

that  became prominent in  the 1970s are more likely to depict a knife-wielding 

maniac, which dist inguishes them from these earlier monster movies. Likewise, 

zombie movies, which span both the classical and the modern horror cinema, 

are clearly horror fi lms, yet they share conventions that distinguish them from 

their counterparts. 

Further compounding the di fficulty of defining a genre is that some films fuse 

the conventions of two or  more genres into one hybrid. Alien, for example, uses 

the narrative conventions of a horror fil m-a small group is trapped in a con

fined environment and terrorized by a vicious monster-but employs the visual 

iconography of science fiction: the characters are crew members of a space ship 

that has inadvertently picked an al ien l i fe form. Near Dark (Kathryn Bigelow 

1 987) fuses the Western with the vampire tale: an innocent cowpoke is inad

vertently drawn into a band of outlaws/vampires and must go on the lam across 

the American West .  

The fact that such disparate ti tles can a l l  b e  called horror films il lustrates why 

some critics rely on more than visual and narrative characteristics to categorize 
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13.5 A human monster in Peeping Tom. 
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films. Some critics argue that horror 

is defined not by i ts conventions, but 

by the emotional response it  elicits 

from the audience. As its name 

implies , the horror f i lm is  designed to 

make the audience feel fear, revul

s ion,  and disgust.  This i s  why most 

v iewers would defin i t ively label 

Salaris (Andrei  Tarkovsky 1 972 ;  

Steven Soderbergh 2002) a science 

fiction fi lm,  even though it shares the 

same basic premise as Alien. Both 

Alien and Salaris feature astronauts 

t hreatened by an alien presence while 

they are holed up i n  a remote outpost. 

But A lien provokes shock and sur

prise, whereas both versions of Salaris 

are slowly paced, philosophical medi

tations on the nature of memory, l i fe and death . (Even this distinction can be 

murky, as audiences' propensity for shock has evolved since the earliest days of 

the genre. Whereas viewers in 1 931 may have been frightened by F rankenstein's 

monster, contemporary audiences probably respond more to the pathos of  Boris 

Karloff's performance than to the monster's grotesqueness . )  

Some critics argue that the  most effective means of  defining a genre is to 

articulate the common themes within a group of films. For example, film schol

ars Richard Dyer and Robin Wood maintain that the monster has always repre

sented the repressed desires of its potential vict ims . . .  and the audience. The 

monster's appearance in horror films,  therefore, represents the struggle to 

contain unspoken-and socially destructive-impulses. Vampires tend to be 

l inked with unbridled sexual desire:  Count Dracula comes out at night and preys 

on vulnerable women. Those who encounter h im find him s imultaneously 

revolting and captivating. Contemporary slasher movies often equate murder 

with voyeurism; the point-of-view shot that puts the viewer in the kil ler's per

spective as he stalks his victim draws a parallel between the killer and the audi

ence. After all ,  one reason why horror films are so popular is  the twisted 

pleasure audiences derive from seeing victims sl iced and diced. Peeping Tam 

makes this connection explicit ,  as the main character kil ls with a blade attached 

to a camera so he can film each victim's  expression at the moment of her death 

(fig. 13.5). In the documentary film The A merican Nightmare (Adam Simon 

2000) scholars such as Adam Lowenstein, Tom Gunning, and Carol Clover, along 

with fi lmmaker Wes Craven, point to ground-breaking films l ike Night af the 

Living Dead (George Romero 1968) to suggest that contemporary horror films 

portray evil as an integral part of American society since the Vietnam War. 

In  short, the definition of any genre is flu id .  N evertheless, audiences develop 

notions about genre from their movie-going experiences, from marketing, and 

from media coverage. Consequently, a viewer has expectat ions about genre and 

interprets films accordingly, even though these expectations may change over 
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time (Ryal l ,  p. 336) . When a viewer considers a film in terms of genre, she is 

(consciously or not) exploring how i t  creates meaning through its relationship to 

other fi lms. 

The next section of this chapter explores five major American fi lm genres :  the 

Western, film noir, the action film ,  the science fi ction fi lm, and the musical . As 

a survey of American fi lm genres, this l ist  is far from exhaustive. Several of Hol

Iywood 's most noteworthy genres, including the gangster film,  the screwball 

comedy, and the family melodrama, are not analyzed here. But  the discussions 

below offer models for studying the conventions and themes that genres share. 

Major American Genres 

For many, the Western is the quintessential Hol lywood genre. Even while 

younger audiences today see few Westerns at the theater, most recognize the 

genre's narrative and visual conventions because the mythology and iconogra

phy of the Western form an integral part of the way the United States defines its 

character. The staying power of the Western is even evident in the nation's pol it

ical realm: President George W. Bush was applauded in some quarters and pil

loried in others because he borrowed phrases and imagery from Westerns to 

describe the country's struggle against international terrorists. 

Westerns tend to fall in  one of two categories. In the first, a male hero helps 

restore law and order to a community by killing a band of notorious outlaws, as 

in High Noon (Fred Zinneman 1 953;  fig. 13.1, p . 3 7 3 ) ,  A Fistful of Dollars (Sergio 

Leone 1 964) , and Unforgiven (Clint Eastwood 1 992) . The second group ,  which 

includes Distant Drums (Raoul Walsh 1 951 ) ,  The Unforgiven (John Huston 

1 959) , and The Searchers, portrays the bloody struggle between Native Ameri

cans and settlers for control  o f  the land. John Ford 's classic Western Stagecoach 

incorporates both of these p lotlines. 

Perhaps more than any other genre, the Western is  defined by its visual con

ventions. I t  relies on the spacious ,  post-Civil War, American frontier setting to 

emphasize the struggle to survive in an inhospitable environment. The white 

settlers who brave the frontier carry with them the promise (and perils) of U .S .  

territorial expansion and modern industrial society. To th is  end ,  props (six

shooters, horses, whiskey glasses) , costumes (cowboy hats, j angly spurs, dusty 

work-wear) , and location (the arid desert of the American Southwest) play an 

integral role in defining the characters' rugged independence. Appropriately, the 

cinematography relies on extreme long shots,  offering audiences a panoramic 

perspective of sol itary wanderers navigating the craggy terrain.  Even sound 

effects evoke the feel of an inhospitable environment: a bullet's ping, a 

buzzard's caw, and the wind itself invariably echo across vast empty expanses. 

That the cowboy at the center o f  the Western survives in this environment is 

what makes his character so admirable to fans of the genre: he is  resourceful and 

bound to no one, fully capable of roaming the frontier on his own without 

having to rely on the securities o f  civi l ization. Yet he also has a code of honor; 

though he is  ruggedly independent ,  the cowboy respects the rules of society and 
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is unwill ing to exploit others or to condone the careless disregard for human l ife 

exhibited by outlaws and Indians (in classical Westerns, Indians are stereotyped 

Native American figures who embody the savage forces of nature that the set

tlers are attempting to tame) . 

Audiences recognize that not every movie that features horses is a Western. 

Rather, the genre is concerned with the tension between the contradictory 

impulses of individual liberty and communal responsibil i ty. Whether the 

Western hero wards off a gang of violent criminals or  a tribe of hostile Native 

Americans, he does so by getting involved and tempering h is desire to remain 

free from entanglements. As most crit ics have noted, the cowboy acts out of a 

reluctant sense of obligat ion.  In Stagecoach, Ringo helps the passengers survive 

a band of marauding Apaches and, in an act of revenge, kills the Plummer broth

ers, making the sinful town of Lordsburg just a l i t t le less seedy i n  the process. 

But the film makes i t  clear that Ringo's commitment to the  other passengers is 

temporary: he could never be contained by the social order depicted in the 

towns of Tonto and Lordsburg. In  the resolution he rides into the sunrise with 

Dallas by his side, headed for the Mexican border, where they' l l  be, in  Doc 

Boone's words, "safe from the blessings of civil ization . "  

This tension between the longing for the unencumbered freedom o f  the 

wilderness and the physical security promised by civil ization forms the thematic 

core of the genre. Consequently, critics are prone to call some films Westerns 

even when they don ' t  exhibit all the standard visual conventions. John Ford's 

Drums along the Mohawk ( 1 935 ) , set in Revolutionary War-era New York State, 

is a Western precisely because the 

family 's battle with I ndians acts out 

this confl ict  between community and 

individualism. The family's insistence 

on establish i ng their  homestead 

beyond the boundary of  white civi

lization points to  an unspoken desire 

to explore the " wi lderness" rather 

than remain safe within the l imits of 

established society (Altman, p .  3 1 ) .  

More recently, critics rou ti nely dis

cussed Brokeback Mountain as a 

Western, even though the film depicts 

a romance that spans the late twenti

eth century. Once again ,  the remote 

Western landscape represents unbri

dled freedom:  it is the only environ

ment where two men can express 

their love for one another. They spend 

the summer tending sheep in the 

idyllic clutches of Brokeback Moun

tain .  When summer comes to a close, 

they part company. Eventually, both 

start famil ies and get trad i t ional 
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hourly jobs. Though they routinely meet up on Brokeback to rekindle their affair, 

Ennis (Heath Ledger) is unable to commit to a non-traditional relationship but ,  

instead, leads an unfu l fil l ing l ife that adheres to conventional social norms.  He 

doesn't ride off  into the sunset with his  lover. He realizes the emotional cost  o f  

no t  doing so only after d iscovering tha t  Jack (Jake Gyllenhaal) has  been killed. 

The film concludes with the poignant scene of Ennis alone in his claustrophobic 

trailer, looking at a postcard of Brokeback Mountain and clutching Jack's empty 

shirt (fig. 13.6). The dingy and cramped pre-fab abode epitomizes the loss o f  the 

frontier spirit and stands in stark contrast to the liberating expanse of Brokeback. 

The setting clearly reflects the sense of lost opportunity and the st ifl ing of a 

dream. The closing shot looks through the trailer window to the plains beyond,  

metaphorically evoking through the framing the way that  the Western spir i t  has 

been contained. 

An important point to consider in relation to film genres is their cultural 

specificity and their global address. The Western seems to be the quintessential 

American film and i t  is recognized as such around the world .  In the U . S . ,  Broke

back Mountain was widely acclaimed at a point in time when the subject of gay 

marriage was politically controversial; this may partly be attribu ted to the fact 

that the Western genre has deep roots in  the American psyche. 

As a point of comparison,  consider one of the Japanese film industry's impor

tant genres. lidai-geki (jee-dye gecky) , "s tories of the old times , "  are historical 

costume dramas, usually set just before or during the collapse of the Japanese 

feudal system during the late 1 800s. (By contrast ,  gendai-geki (gen-dye gecky) 

feature contemporary stories, from comedies to yakuza gangster fi lms.) lidai

geki depict stories of feudal warlords and wandering swordsmen, or ronin. One 

might assume that the slashing samurai is the equivalent of the gunslinger of 

American Westerns, but an examination of the two character types highlights the 

differences between American and Japanese fi lm cultures. The jidai-geki focuses 

on the warrior's struggle to live up to his  code, or Bushido-which demands 

honor, loyalty, and self-sacrifice-even when this loyalty conflicts with other 

obligations or desires. For example, in  The Hidden Fortress (Akira Kurosawa 

1 958) , General Rokurota (Toshiro Mifu ne) sacrifices his sister and risks his own 

life to guarantee his princess 's  survival. The samurai 's commitment to familial 

and community obligation contrasts sharply with the cowboy's spontaneity and 

individuality. While the cowboy ult imately is swayed by a sense of communal 

obligation, he accepts this commitment begrudgingly, and with the tacit agree

ment that the commitment is temporary. The cowboy hero rides off into the 

sunset alone; Rokurota stays with the princess, a loyal servant for the rest of 

his l ife. 

The cultural resonance of genres such as the Western or the samurai film,  

however, does not l imi t  their  appeal in terms of audience. I f  Westerns seem to 

define something important about American culture for American viewers, they 

may also define American-ness-for better and for worse-for international 

audiences. Furthermore, genres are adapted across national contexts, generating 

fruitful cross-pollination. The John Sturges Western The Magnificent Seven 

( 1960) remade Akira Kurosawa's Seven Samurai ("Shichinin no samurai" ;  1954);  

in turn, Kurosawa 's later f i lm High and Low ("Tengoku to jigoku"; 1 963) borrowed 
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from an American detective novel ,  King's Ransom. The Western genre has 

served as an inspiration for Italian and German directors, who made so-called 

" spaghetti " and " sauerkraut"  Westerns in the 1 960s. In fact ,  Sergio Leone's 

Italian Westerns revitalized the genre for American audiences, and transformed 

television actor Clint Eastwood into a fi lm icon. 

Film Noir and the Hard-boiled Detective Film 

Thanks in part to the popu larity of Sin City and, before i t ,  Pulp Fiction,  the 

loosely defined genre of film nair has experienced a resurgence. Most film his

torians l ink film nair's initial popularity to a specific historical circumstance: the 

suppressed cynicism that followed America's involvement in World War II .  

Having witnessed the industrialized slaughter o f  the war, audiences embraced 

films whose dark moodiness marked a dramatic departure from the lavish spec

tacle and optimism characteristic of Hollywood films in the 1 930s. 

Appropriately, the genre focused on characters who are down and out :  a 

walking corpse who has twenty-four hours to discover who poisoned him before 

he dies (D.o.A [Rudolph Mate 1 949] ) ,  a woebegone hitchhiker biding his time 

before the cops arrive to arrest him for murder (Detour [Edgar G. Ulmer 1 945]) , 

and a second-rate boxer waiting for a match he's  supposed to throw (The Set-Up 

[ Robert Wise 1 948] ) .  These characters face grim circumstances beyond their 

control .  Unlike the Western hero, these protagonists don't always triumph over 

adversi ty; many wind up dead or imprisoned. Furthermore, these protagonists 

wander crowded urban streets ,  not expansive Western plains; rather than 

romanticizing a distant historical past ,  film nair taps into anxieties about con

temporary moral blight .  

Whereas horror films personify evil  through the monster, and the Western 

casts some outlaws and most Indians as vicious savages, film nair embodies 

amorality through the femme fatale, a sexually provocative and dangerous 

woman willing to lie and to use her seductive wiles to exploit others to her 

advantage. Frequently, her sexual advances trap the protagonist in a web of 

deceit where he must compromise his values to remain with her. Duped by the 

femme fatale, he loses his moral compass and must struggle to retain his ethical 

principles. 

The hard-boiled detective film is the most recognizable and consistently 

popular approach to film nair. It d i ffers dramatically from its more genteel pre

cursors, mysteries featuring investigators such as Sherlock Holmes and Charlie 

Chan. Whereas Holmes and Chan project an aura of rigorous, intellectual sophis

tication ,  hard-boiled detectives such as Philip Marlowe and Sam Spade are 

streetwise and brash. Holmes and Chan work through mysteries as if they were 

games of cat and mouse between two foes trying to outwit one another, while 

Marlowe and Spade solve mysteries by relying on physical stamina. Their inves

tigative prowess relies as much on legwork and street smarts as it does on cog

nitive skills (Cawelti, p. 1 85 ) .  

I n  contrast t o  the rational optimism o f  Chan and Holmes, the hard-boiled 

detective embodies the loneliness and alienation of the modern human condition. 

He has few friends, and he works alone. Above all , the hard-boiled detective 
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works apart from the law. In some cases he has worked as a police officer in the 

past ,  but inevitably he has quit the force, either out of self-interest or disgust .  In 

short ,  the hard-boiled detective is a figure of isolat ion who can trust no one. 

Given his asocial  lifestyle and business practices, very l i t t le distinguishes the 

detective from the outlaws he pursues,  save for an abstract (and at times, ques

tionable) moral code. 

The criminals he encounters exacerbate the detective's feelings of distrust .  

These characters tend to be the powerful elite rather than mere criminal thugs; 

often they carry clout in the political or  legal system. The conflict between 

detective and criminal reflects an unspoken class dichotomy between the 

honorable (though imperfect) working class and the maliciously deceitful 

upper class. In  The Maltese Falcon ,  for example, Spade's nemesis Kasper 

Gutman is wealthy enough to squander his time and money looking for the 

eponymous artifact. 

Hard-boiled detective narratives are notoriously convoluted. Just as the detec

tive is confused by a web of deceit ,  so is the audience. Often the film begins with 

the detective accepting a simple case, following a series of false leads, then real

izing that the crime i s  far more complex than he suspected. The plot of Howard 

Hawks 's The Big Sleep ( 1 946) is so convoluted that, when asked whether or  not 

one of the corpses was murdered or committed suicide, the director reportedly 

confessed that he didn ' t  know I (Mellen, p. 1 39) . 

While neo-noirs such as Devil in a Blue Dress and The Black Dahlia (Brian De 

Palma 2006) set their stories in  the 1 940s and 1 950s, others adapt film noir to 

contemporary settings. The eoen Brothers' Fargo ( 1 996) situates the genre in the 

empty, frozen plains of Minnesota, while Brick (Rian Johnson 2005) transposes 

a 1 940s-era hardboiled detective plot by resituating it within a contemporary Los 

Angeles high school ,  where the students ' patois is an odd amalgamation of 

classic noir banter and skateboarder slang. 

The Action Film 

As its name implies, the action fi lm provides audiences with a visceral thri l l .  

Whereas the  horror film depicts the  trauma of  violence, the  action film revels in  

the  excitement produced by mayhem and carnage. The genre encompasses a 

wide variety of approaches, from the super-heroic triumphs in Superman and 

Batman fi lms, to the exploitative combat scenarios of Rambo II: First Blood, to 

the ramped-up adventures of renegade cops in the Lethal Weapon series, Speed, 

Face/Off and Miami Vice. But  action fi lms are united by two defining character

istics: an emphasis on masculine heroics and over-the-top violence. 

Like the Western and the detective film ,  the action film is  predominantly 

about male heroes facing a potent villain who threatens to rupture social stabil

ity. While the action hero is typically male, more recent entries such as La 

Femme Nikita (Luc Besson 1 990) and The Long Kiss Goodnight (Renny H arlin 

1 996) have proffered female leads. The popular X-Men series takes the generic 

evolution of action films a step further by featuring a diverse group of social 

misfits, though some might argue that the films still foreground the youthful and 

rebellious man in the group, Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) , as the most compelling 
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character (fig. 13.7). The third install

ment focuses on a conflict between 

two patriarchs,  Magneto (Ian McK

ellen) and Xavier (Patrick Stewart) , 

with the expectation that  Wolverine 

will assume the leadership of the 

forces of good after Xavier is kil led. 

Action fil m  plots place the hero (or 

a smal l  group of heroes) in  increas

ingly thorny, and violent ,  confronta

tions. Consequently, action sequences 

become the  central organizing feature 

of the genre and violent spectacle 

becomes the vehicle for expressing 

character development: "The [action] 

film pares down i ts  story and the 

interactions between characters to the 

absolute minimum required to suture 

viewers into the rhythm of the action" 

(Gallagher, p. 207) . In  fact ,  the exposition of act ion films typically employs a 

brief action sequence to introduce characters and central conflicts. Crucial ly, 

while the depiction of violent action has become increasingly graphic (reflecting, 

in part, a desire to exploit the latest digital technologies) , the audience reads 

these sequences as merely "cartoonish . "  Because of the generic context , 

"viewers learn to enjoy displays of violence as displays rather than as violence" 

(Gallagher, p .  205) . In other words ,  whereas some viewers might read the elab

orate battle sequences in a combat drama l ike Saving Private Ryan as painful 

reminders that war is hell , most audiences respond to the fights and car chases 

in an action film l ike Crank (Mark Neveldine and Brian Taylor 2006) as choreo

graphed spectacle. Hong Kong director John Woo (A Better Tomorrow [1986], 

Mission Impossible II [2000]) takes the choreography of his action sequences to 

such a height that his bloody shootouts often resemble dance sequences-and 

in fact he has frequently cited the musical as one of  his favorite genres.  

One of most distinctive subgenres of the action film is the paranoid conspir

acy film .  In Alfred Hitchcock's North by Northwest, ad exec Roger Thornhill 

(Cary Grant) raises his hand to call for a waiter in a crowded bar in the middle 

of the afternoon.  His request for a phone is ill-timed, as two goons consequently 

mistake him for an American Secret Service agent they are supposed to eradi

cate. The turn of events leads Thornhill i nto an existential nightmare in which 

he loses his identity (fig. 13.8), is  framed for murdering a U . N .  ambassador, and 

ends up dangling off the face of Mt .  Rushmore. Such i s  the logic o f  the paranoid 

conspiracy fi lm:  in  this world of  Cold War espionage and urban anonymity, 

subtle nuances of everyday behavior may unleash a wave of chaotic and life

threatening repercussions. 

The paranoid conspiracy film focuses exclusively on i nnocent individuals 

who stumble on a devious plot .  These films typically begin by depicting the daily 

routine of a blissfully ignorant citizen. Through a n  arbitrary act ,  he stumbles 
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upon the conspiracy. Those acts include: a young woman befriends a kindly old 

lady in The Lady Vanishes (Alfred Hitchcock 1938) ; a teenager parks his scooter 

in the wrong place at the wrong t ime in Diva (Jean-Jacques Beineix 1982) ; a 

lawyer buys l ingerie for his wife in Enemy of the State. The hero of the paranoid 

thriller differs dramatically from professional spies in other categories of the 

action movie. Unlike James Bond or  Jack Ryan, he is an unwilling participant in 

violent spy games. He is  motivated as much by self-preservation as by any sense 

of obligation toward his country. The fact that the hero 's suspicions are almost 

always j ustifiable underscores a central assumption of the genre: the most 

corrupt members of society are those with power. Ordinary citizens have (or 

develop) more integrity. 

The genre's narrative then unfolds, following a fairly regular pattern. 

Although the protagonist is in itially ignorant of what he has witnessed, he finds 

himself pursued by the conspirators. He runs for his l i fe in a state of befuddle

ment, failing to comprehend why others are trying to kill him (fig. 13.9). When 

he finally does ascertain the truth, he cannot convince the authorities to help 

him. The police either refuse to believe the elaborate conspiracy theory, or are 

actually involved in the plan. 
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The film builds to i ts climax when 

the hero stops passively fleeing 

danger and begins proactively dis

mantling the conspiracy, utilizing his 

u nique skil ls or behavioral idiosyn

crasy. Just as Thornhill employs his 

ad man's adeptness at lying to help 

him manipulate scenarios to his 

advantage, s inger Jo MacKenna 

(Doris Day) uses her voice to prevent 

a political assassination and to locate 

her kidnapped son in The Man Who 

Knew Too Much (Alfred Hitchcock 

1956) . 

The genre 's primary visual charac

teristic is an urban setting, which is crucial for u nderscoring the protagonist 's 

justified paranoia: she is surrounded by people, any of whom might be trying to 

murder her. Complementing the urban setting is the genre's reliance on rapid 

transportation systems: cars, trains, subways, even scooters . The fact t hat char

acters move from place to p lace so rapidly underscores the all-encompassing 

nature of the scheme. The further and faster the protagonist runs, the more it 

becomes apparent that options for escape are ni l .  

From the 1 930s to the early 1 960s, paranoid thrillers reflected a preoccupa

tion with the threat to established order posed by external forces, such as the 

Nazis in The 39 Steps (Hitchcock 193 5) and Ministry of Fear (Fritz Lang 1944) , 

or Communists in North by Northwest and Man Hunt (Fritz Lang 1941) . During 

the politically turbulent 1 960s, the genre began to depict evil emanating from 

within the U.S.  government or the corporate world . Paranoid conspiracy films 

have implicated big business in The Conversation and The Parallax View (Alan 

J .  Pakula 1974) ; the medical industry in Coma (Michael Crichton 1978) , the 

political process in Blow Out and Bullworth (Warren Beatty 1994) ; the secret 

service in Enemy of the State and The Bourne Identity (Doug Liman 2002) ; and 

the international recording industry in Diva. 

The Science Fiction Film 

Of the many popular film genres, science fiction is perhaps the most difficult to 

define through a set of conventions. I t ' s  possible to associate science fiction with 

stories about space travel or futuristic societies-stories that take place in set

tings where technology plays a dominant  role in  the characters ' lives. Yet , such 

a definition excludes films such as Back to the Future (Robert Zemeckis 1985) , a 

comedy in which Marty McFly (Michael J .  Fox) travels back i n  time to 1955 in 

a mad scientist's sports car. 

How can a single genre accommodate Frankenstein (James Whale 193 1) , The 

Fly (Kurt Neumann 1958) , The Thing from Another World (Christian Nyby and 

Howard Hawks 1951) , and Star Wars? The genre does not h ave the visual and 

narrative conventions so readily locatable in the Western. Instead, what l inks 
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the wide array of science fict ion 

films is a thematic interest in the 

relationship between technology and 

humanity (fig. 13.10). Science fiction 

films explore the potential o f  human 

ingenuity and ponder the spiritual, 

intellectual, and/or physical costs of 

technological development. They sug

gest that technology alone is  impo

tent, or worse, destructive, unless its 

development coincides with an 

expansion in the human capacity for 

creativity, empathy, and/or humility. 

In the most general terms, science 

fiction films begin with protagonists 

confronting a problem associated 

with their over-reliance on rat ional 

thought .  In some cases the confl ict  i s  

l iterally the product o f  sc ient i fic  

inqui ry, such as Frankenstei n ' s  

monster or Dr. Jekyll 's alter ego Mr. 

Hyde in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Rouben Mamoulian 1 932) . Sometimes the pro

tagonists are less directly responsible for the source of confl ict ,  as in alien inva

sion films such as Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Don Siegel 1 956) and The 

Thing from A nother World. Nevertheless, the arrival of these alien creatures is 

often associated with society's increasing preference for the rational (and often 

secular) over an instinctive, ruminative, and spiritual imagination. 

The conflict is resolved only when protagonists learn to balance the scientific  

approach with a more humanistic one .  Dr. Frankenstein (Col in Clive) defeats the 

monster (and his will  to power) by joining a community mob and confronting 

his creation face to face. In Star Wars, Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) blows up 

the evil  Empire 's "Death Star" only after he ignores his computer monitor and 

follows his own inner " force. " Often the solution doesn't necessitate completely 

abandoning scientific  thought. Rather, the protagonist must adopt a balanced 

approach that uti l izes rationality alongside spontaneity, emotions ,  spirituality, 

and creativity. 

Science fiction can be subdivided into four subgenres , each of which is  dis

tinguishable by narrative and visual convent ions. Perhaps the most familiar sub

genre is  the exploration film ,  which invo lves a group of travelers exploring 

di fferent worlds. These travelers are driven by their thirst for knowledge. 

The paradigmatic film in this category is Georges Melies 's A Trip  to the Moon, 

about a group of astronauts that departs for the moon. Others include Forbidden 

Planet (Fred M. Wilcox 1 956) , 2001: A Space Odyssey, the Star Trek series, and 

Pitch Black (David Twohy 2000) . By no means is the subgenre limited to fi lms 

about travel in outer space. The travelers might find themselves hurtl ing through 

time-as in  The Time Machine (George Pal 1 960) and La Jetee (Chris Marker 

1 962) -or venturing into other earthly environments in the present .  In The 
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Fantastic Voyage (Richard Fleischer 1 966) , scientists shrink themselves and 

explore the inside of a human body, and i n  Tron (Steven Lisberger 1 982) , a com

puter programmer is sucked into a video game, l i terally becoming one of the 

digital combatants. In most cases, these adventurers d iscover more about them

selves than they learn about the world they visi t .  

Another strain of science fiction i s  more concerned with invaders encroach

ing on supposedly safe territory. On occasion the invaders turn out to be benev

olent, as in  The Day the Earth Stood Still (Robert Wise 1 951 ) ,  E. T, and Brother 

from Another Planet (John Sayles 1 984) . But more often the invaders pose a 

threat to humanity. 

These invaders do not necessarily have to be extraterrestria l ,  as a wave of  

monster movies in the  1 9 50s suggested, including Them' (Gordon Douglas 1954) 

and Tarantula (Jack Arnold 1 955) . These films depict humanity threatened by 

earthly creatures. Typically the monsters demonstrate the destructive folly of 

human ambition. They are the by-products of scientific inquisit iveness and/or 

technological development, as in the Godzilla series, in which the monster's 

destructive rampage is l inked to radioactivity l ingering from the atomic bombs 

the U .S .  dropped on Hiroshima and N agasaki. 

Since invaders, whether alien or not, are physically superior, they can only be 

conquered by luck or ingenuity. In The War of the Worlds (Byron H askin 1 953) , 

bacteria ultimately undo the Martian attack. I n  many cases it is the everyday 

citizen (or people banding together) , not the bril l iant scientist, who succeeds in 

driving off the foes. In The Terminator, a working-class woman defeats a 

destructive robot from the future, and i n  Independence Day, a hodgepodge 

assortment of outcasts launches a counter-offensive on attacking aliens. Inva

sion films value cooperation, ingenuity, and sheer tenacity over advanced tech

nology and firepower. 

The third subgenre explicitly criticizes unbri

dled scientific inquiry. This subgenre grows out 

of the legendary Faust myth ,  in  which an 

alchemist trades his  soul to Mephistopheles for 

knowledge. After he  sacrifices h is  eternal soul 

for fleeting, earthly knowledge, Faust learns that 

knowledge divorced from wisdom is destructive. 

In science fiction, this premise is reformulated in 

stories of reclusive, o ften mad , scientists who 

are so fixated on their quests for scientific dis

covery that they fail to recognize the self

destructive ramifications of their  behavior. 

Notable examples include The Invisible Man 

(James Whale 1 933 )  and both versions of The 

Fly (Kurt Neumann 1 958 ;  David Cronenberg 

1 986) . I n  these films, brill iant scientists are 

threatened or destroyed by their audacious 

experiments. 

The fourth subgenre, films about dystopias, 

suggests how an entire society can be corrupted 
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if "progress " goes unchecked. In Fritz Lang's seminal film Metrop

olis ( 1926; fig. 13.11), industrial technology has run amok and 

workers are reduced to mere drones, ceaselessly providing for the 

towering factory machinery. In Fahrenheit 451 (Fran<;ois Truffaut 

1966) , books are outlawed (fig. 13.12). In Minority Report (Steven 

Spielberg 2002) , the legal system places so much stock in a pro

cedure for predicting crime that people are arrested before they 

have committed any offense. These societies assume that human 

emotions are flawed because they are irrational and impossible to 

control .  But these films question the benefits of technological 

progress by suggesting that societies devoid of emotions are 

devoid of humanity. 

In short, science fict ion is a diverse genre unified by a central 

conceit-to explore the possibilities and potential dangers of tech

nological advancement . 

The Musical 

For some, the Hollywood musical is the most cinematic of genres. 

The musical is the perfect showcase for cinema 's magic, thanks to 

its uncanny ability to integrate character-driven romances with 

visual and aural sensation. The genre's highly choreographed 

dance routines exploit the medium's visual technology to produce 

kaleidoscopic spectacles, and its songs make use of the sound

track's ability to provide lushly orchestrated musical interludes 

that transcend the mundane spoken word. 

Yet the musical 's requisite song-and-dance numbers present an inherent 

problem to Hollywood's standard narrative model: how can a filmmaker include 

a lot of singing and dancing without diverting attention away from the story? 

Early musicals dispensed with narrative logic altogether. During the nascent 

years of the genre, the sheer joy and novelty of sound just ified the emphasis on 

musical numbers at the expense of a coherent narrative. Showcase films such as 

Hollywood Revue of 1929 (Charles Reisner 1929) and Paramount on Parade 

(Dorothy Arzner et al .  193 0) are s imply musical reviews, which abandon narra

tive altogether. Other filmmakers simply plunked musical interludes into the 

middle of genre fil ms, from science fiction (Just Imagine [David Butler 193 0]) to 

comedies (The Cocoanuts [Robert Florey and Joseph Santley 1929]) ,  with l i t t le 

concern for the consequent narrative disruption (Altman, " Musical , "  p.  29 5) . 

But the most important musicals during the Hollywood studio era fused story 

and song by making the struggle to produce music central to the story. In the 

groundbreaking scene from Alan Crosland's The Jazz Singer, Jakie Rabinowitz 

(AI Jolson) performs " Blue Skies " on the piano for his mother. In  between verses 

he stops singing and defends his decision to fol low his musical calling. The 

scene fuses narrative confl ict and music by making performance itself the source 

of narrative tension. 

Many musicals follow The Jazz Singer's lead and depict performers struggling 

to stage a musical show. These so-called "backstage musicals" consistently 
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incorporate two p lotlines: the romantic and the profes

sional. In "backstage musicals " such as Show Boat 

(Harry Pollard 1 929/ James Whale 1 936/George Sidney 

1 951 ) ,  Gold Diggers of 1 933 (Mervyn LeRoy 1 93 3 ;  fig. 

13.13), and Easter Parade (Charles Walters 1 948) , the 

eruption of musical numbers is narratively j ustified by 

the theatri cal plotline. The characters burst into song 

because they are performers, and their deliver their per

formances on stage or to an attentive private audience. 

Yet these musical numbers are not superfluous spec

tacle :  they contribute to the romantic  plot l ine .  

Although the musical numbers are ostensibly per

formed on a stage within the diegesis ,  the lyrics reflect 

the emotional undercurrents circulating offstage. Typi

cally, a performer struggles to express his romantic 

longing for a woman while simultaneously working to 

attain success and fame in the theater. According to 

Thomas Schatz, the genre's most familiar conflict 

" involves a dynamic hero [ . . .  J who compromises his uninhibi ted vitality when 

he falls in love with a talented, domestically oriented counterpart" (Schatz, pp. 

1 96-7) . While these musicals focus on the conflict between professional ambi

tion and romance, the climactic numbers often bridge the gap between emo

tional and professional desires. The closing numbers offer proof that love can 

provide artistic inspiration,  which pays off both romantically and professionally. 

In  contrast, integrated musicals show characters who do not need an audi

ence-or a visible orchestra for that matter-to make music.  Singin'  in the Rain 

(Stanley Donen and Gene Kelly 1 952) , The Sound of Music (Robert Wise 1 952) , 

and Cabaret (Robert Fosse 1 972) a l l  include characters who spontaneously break 

out in  song. Although these three films are not backstage musicals, they mai n

tain the l ink to the theater by foregrounding characters who are connected to the 

performing arts, thereby rationalizing their propensity to s ing at the drop of a 

hat.  Other integrated musicals abandon the theatrical plotline altogether. The 

Hollywood musical is rife with characters who have 

no professional connection to the stage but who 

nevertheless feel compelled to express their joy, 

heartache, and desire through melody: Dorothy in 

The Wizard of Oz; the travelers who stumble on a 

lost village in Brigadoon (Vincente Minnell i  1 954) , 

or the j uvenile delinquents in West Side Story 

(Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins 1 961 ; fig. 13.14), 

who simultaneously rumble and harmonize. The 

integrated musical is taken to its logica l ,  and quite 

fantastic, extreme in Jacques Demy's film about two 

star-crossed lovers, The Umbrellas of Cherbourg, in 

which every l ine of dialogue is sung. 

Since 1 92 7  the popularity of the musical has 

come and gone, with the genre reaching i ts  creative 
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and economic zenith in the late 1 940s and early 

1 950s. Over the course of that decade MGM alone 

produced over thirt y  musicals (Cook 486) . Though 

still a formidable presence, musicals in  the latter 

half of the 1 950s and through the 1 960s were less 

common and less consistently well received, both 

critically and financially. As the major  Hollywood 

studios crumbled in the 1 960s, for every success

ful musical ,  there were several box-office st inkers. 

Despite its lapses in popularity in the United 

States, the musical has shown remarkable resi l i 

ence. Just when critics deliver the genre's obituary, 

new musicals prove to be surprisingly popular and 

revitalize the genre. In the late 1 970s the one-two 

punch of Saturday Night Fever (John Badham 

1 977) and Grease (Randal Klieser 1 978) attracted 

audiences in droves, as did Fame (Alan Parker 

1980) , Footloose (Herbert Ross 1 984) , A Chorus 

Line (Richard Attenborough 1 985 ;  fig. 13.15), and 

Dirty Dancing (Emile Ardolino 1 987) in the following decade. The revival of the 

backstage musical in  the 1 980s attracted new fans in part by abandoning the 

glitzy spectacle of Hollywood in favor of  capturing a sparer, more realistic depic

tion of life on the stage. Again ,  the genre lay dormant for a decade until  another 

wave of fi lms-Dancer in the Dark (Lars von Trier 2000) , Moulin Rouge, Chicago 

(Rob Marshall 2002) , Idlewild (Bryan Barber 2006) , and Dreamgirls-proved that 

the musical remains economically, intel lectually, and aesthetically viable. 

()� Gen re, F i l m  P rod u ction , an d Au d iences 

The proliferation of genres in Hollywood's studio era can be explained , at least 

in part , by the major studios' industrial  fi lmmaking strategies , described in 

Chapter 10 .  Genre films allowed the studios to conceptualize, produce, market, 

and distribute their products efficiently and rapidly. For any given genre film ,  a 

studio might be able to reformulate popular storylines and reuse sets, costumes, 

and even production units. I n  turn, genre films lured audiences into theaters by 

offering them famil iar pleasures. Thus, repetit ion was, and stil l  is ,  a crucial com

ponent of any genre, from both the industry ' s  and the audience's perspective. 

Because genre fi lms depend on repetition and are so closely linked to Holly

wood 's industrial practices, critics overlooked their aesthetic and intellectual 

potential until the 1 960s. Until then , genre automatically connoted mindless, 

homogeneous entertainment. Now genre fi lms inspire a wide array of provoca

tive academic analysis and popular criticism. The remainder of the chapter will 

explore four approaches that critics employ when they contemplate genre films :  

the use of repeated formulae; the social implications of adhering to convention; 

the way genres themselves are prone to change; and the relation of the individ

ual filmmaker to the established conventions of the genre. 

Genre, Film Product ion,  and Aud i en ces 
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Genre Film and Aesthetic Appeal: Cliche or Strategic 

Repetition? 

Popular fil m  critics regularly measure the degree to which a given film relies on 

conventional plot devices and visual details.  Whi le  fol lowing convention is an 

integral part of any genre film,  good genre films rely on more than sheer repeti

tion. Any film that merely rehashes tried and true strategies quickly lapses into 

cliche. Genres thrive when filmmakers find ways to modify the conventions. So, 

while audiences carry a set of expectations with them whenever they attend a 

genre film ,  for most audiences, one of these expectations is that the fi lm wil l  sur

prise them by upsetting some of their expectations.  

For most critics, the most pronounced criterion for evaluating a f i lm is how 

much originality i t  injects into the formula without total ly abandoning the con

ventions of the genre. Genre fi lms shouldn' t  sacrifice the pleasures of  famil iarity 

for obtuseness ;  nor should they mindlessly repeat every property of films past. 

In  his review of the British ghoul-fest The Descent, Andrew O 'Hehir praises 

the fi lm's  ability to marshal a genuinely creepy atmosphere even though it treads 

on familiar terrain. But he qualifies his praise because the fil m  never rises above 

the hoariest of the genre's conventions: the chase scene that dominates the latter 

portion of most horror films. 

Why do horror movies expend almost al l  t heir energy in the first 

45 minutes? I ' m  sure genre theorists have pondered this question,  

but i t  perplexed me again after seeing The Descent, a potential 

smash hit from English writer-director N eil Marshall (Dog Soldiers) . 

Certainly Marshall ' s  premise is golden: A bunch of tough 

adventure-travel chicks go deep into an unexplored Appalachian 

cave, only to learn-surprise ! -that it 's inhabited by something or 

someone who views visitors primarily as dinner. 

I won ' t  get specific about the  plot ,  but  The Descent begins with 

one of the most horrifying shocks I ' ve ever seen in a motion 

picture, and the general mood is [ that of aJ deep, dark u nsettling 

dream. [ . . .  J 
While the women's battle with the cave creatures has fine j u mp

from-your-seat moments, i t  gradually becomes the same chase flick 

horror fans have seen dozens of times. OK, i t ' s  a darn good one in 

most respects. Marshall is a h ighly skilled craftsman, in  the bleak 

Anglo-horror vein that seems to dominate the genre at the moment, 

and writes relatively complicated characters. The ending involves 

the usual horror-movie indecision-save 'em or kil l  'em? Let ' s  try 

both ! -which always pisses me off. 

As a fil m  critic, O 'Hehir values innovation in genre filmmaking. Whereas he 

praises Marshall as a skilled craftsman, he also wants something new and, specif

ically, something to enliven the last half of the fi lm. Were the convention not so 

familiar to him, he might not find Marshall 's "darn good" chase scene quite so tire

some. This review demonstrates how, as a viewer becomes more experienced with 

and knowledgeable about a specific genre, the higher her standards may become. 
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Genre and the Status Quo 

Another approach to genre criticism considers the social implications of a 

reliance on repetit ion.  This perspective assumes that, because genre fi lms are a 

popular, mass-produced form of entertainment, they are a modern version of  

cultural mythology. 

Robert Warshow, for example, argues that the characteristics of the Western 

hero-his solitude, his commitment to unfettered movement across the plains, 

his reluctant but  morally clarified use of violence-make him " the last gentle

man. " Inevitably, the cowboy is presented as brave, independent, and consider

ate, and the reappearance of these qualities in film after film suggests how the 

cowboy functions as a symbol of a national heritage (real or imagined) . 

Warshow argues that repetition in genre fi lms is imperative to reflect a culture's 

value system (Warshow, p. 457) . 

Often a more ideological perspective informs this approach. Marxist fi lm 

scholar Judith Hess Wright ,  for example, argues that genre films lull audiences 

into complacency by their promise to be nothing more than mere entertainment. 

As a result ,  viewers are little more than passive receptacles, mindlessly absorb

ing a reassuring cultural mythology that celebrates the status quo: " Genre fi lms 

produce satisfaction rather than action, pity, and fear rather than revolt. 

[ . . .  TJ hey throw a sop to oppressed groups who [ . . .  J eagerly accept the genre 

fi lm's absurd solutions to economic and social conflicts" (Wright ,  p. 41 ) .  

In  the Western, she argues, such a confl ict arises over the issue o f  whether 

violence is justifiable. The genre na·ively so lves this conflict by boiling its char

acters down into two simplistic types: guilty and innocent. Violence is always 

justified when it  is inflicted on the guilty in the name of justice. The result  is a 

genre that justifies vigilantism, ignoring questions regarding the environmental 

causes of antisocial behavior (Wright, pp. 42-3) . 

These perspectives share the assumption that, at their core, genre fi lms 

contain certain unchanging elements. What makes a genre potent,  in other 

words, is its consistency. By analyzing this consistency one can measure its aes

thetic and social impact.  Both approaches also assume that viewers ' responses 

are standardized-that audiences are only capable of reading a film according to 

dominant cultural values. 

Genres as Culturally Responsive Artifacts 

Another mode of criticism measures how genres gradually change, or evolve. 

While on one level genres retain their basic conventions, over time certain con

ventions will give way to others. An obvious example is the horror film's  depic

tion of monsters. The more obviously grotesque products of nature or science 

have been replaced by serial killers who appear perfectly normal. 

Some critics try to account for and evaluate such shifts in convention by 

exploring how a popular genre at a given point in time reflects the immediate, 

albeit unacknowledged, concerns of its audience. This approach is predicated on 

the assumption that genre films attract audiences because they appeal to popular 

sentiment ,  whether or not viewers are aware of their concerns and anxieties. 
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Consequently, the subtext of a genre at any point in  t ime may grant critics and 

fi lmgoers alike access to a culture's approach to complex social issues. Genre 

fi lms are akin to a mass-produced ritual ,  wherein cultures see their fantasies 

acted out on screen. When the culture's fantasies evolve, so do generic 

conventions. 

For example, the hard-boiled detective fil m  came of age during and just after 

World War I I ,  and some film critics link the genre to the unspoken cynicism of 

a culture that had come face to face with the horrors of industrialized genocide. 

The 1 9 70s saw a new wave of detective fi lms reinvigorate the formula:  The 

Long Goodbye (Robert Altman 1 973) , Chinatown,  and Farewell, My Louely (Dick 

Richards 1975 ) .  Thomas Schatz l inks the nostalgic flair apparent in  this revital

ization to America's  longing for the bygone days of the 1 940s and '50s .  But the 

nostalgia of these fi lms was accompanied by an unremitting pessimism even 

more pronounced than that of their predecessors. This pessimism has been cited 

as evidence of the emotional and psychological by-products of the Vietnam 

War-urban blight, political corruption, and racial strife: 

[TJ he detective-hero necessarily reflected the change in values. As 

did his '40s prototype, the screen detective of the 1 970s accepted 

social corruption as a given and tried to remain isolated from it, sti l l  

the na·ive idealist beneath the cynical surface. But the new detective 

of the ' 70s inhabited a milieu he was unable to understand or  to 

control [ . . .  J .  (Schatz, p. 149 ,  emphasis added) 

When a film such as Chinatown radically modifies a genre' s  conventions, 

critics refer to i t  as revisionist. Deuil in a Blue Dress, with its depiction of 

postwar Los Angeles from an African-American perspective, is a revisionist 

detective film.  Rather than l iving as an outsider by choice, as the more conven

tional detectives do, Easy Rawlins struggles to maintain his position in the 

middle class. He begins to work as a private eye only after he is laid off from his 

defense industry job, and his primary motivation is to earn enough money to 

make house payments. 

Instead of assuming that genres remain static, this approach focuses on the 

way the flexibility of a genre 's conventions ensures i ts adaptability for popular 

culture's shifting interests .  

Genre and Film Authorship 

In his interviews with Franc;ois Truffaut ,  Alfred H itchcock explains how he 

developed the idea for the famous crop-dusting sequence in North by Northwest, 

where Roger Thornhil l  finds himself nearly gunned down in a cornfield by a 

crop-dusting p lane: 

I found I was faced with the old cliche situation: the man who is put 

on the spot, probably to be shot.  Now, how i s  this usually done? A 

dark night at a narrow intersection. The waiting victim standing in a 

pool of light under the street lamp. . . .  Th e slow approach of a 

black limousine, et cetera, et cetera. Now, what was the antithesis of 

a scene l ike this? No darkness, no pool of l ight,  no mysterious 
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figures in windows. Just nothing.  Just bright sunshine and a blank, 

open countryside with barely a house or tree in which lurking 

menaces could hide. (quoted in Tru ffaut ,  p. 256) 

Hitchcock's quote suggests how a fi lmmaker can work within a genre while at 

the same time self-consciously working against its conventions, upsetting audi

ence expectations and providing a richer cinematic experience in  the process. 

A fourth approach to genre crit icism looks at how notable directors or auteurs 

work with genre conventions to assert a personal vision. This approach assumes 

that good genre films distinguish themselves from the rest ,  and that a director 

may be responsible for a particular genre fi lm's  original ity. 

In his review of Martin Scorsese's musical New York, New York ( 1 977) , the 

critic Richard Combs argues that the director brings a unique set of ideas to the 

musical genre. At first glance, Scorsese's decision to fi lm a musical seems l ike a 

radical departure from his usual interest in gangster films and male violence. 

But, as Combs points out, New York, New York is  informed by the director's 

interest in the self-destructive male psychology. 

Situated in fantasy, J immy Doyle (Robert De Niro) . . .  becomes 

uniquely blessed among Scorsese heroes-he is allowed to ach ieve 

h is  ambition, the ful fi l lment of what he calls the " major chord , "  

when you have everything i n  l i fe that you want. But Scorsese plays 

the figure not as fantasy but as a character streaked by the same self

destructive fanaticism, unwavering drive and crippling ambivalence 

as any of his  street punks on the make-and compresses the 

psychology of the character not into the predictable narrative of 

breakdown and break-up ,  but most t ightly into the scenes where one 

most expects relaxation, i . e . ,  the musical numbers. (Combs, p .  252) 

Combs finds consistency i n  the way SCOI"SeSe's films evoke masculine emo

tional and psychological intensity, and this intensity is evident even in a musical .  

His analysis demonstrates how some crit ics value some genre films over others 

because a director created a unique vision while working with a genre' s  

conventions. 

The work of the auteur u nderscores the complexities of genre criticism.  On 

the one hand, definit ions of genres require stasis and consistency. On the other 

hand, economic, cultural ,  and artistic forces inevitably undermine such assump

tions. The next chapter explores in  more detail the theoretical underpinnings 

(and the fallacies) of the auteur theory-the argument that some directors have 

the ability to inscribe their own personal signature on the fi lms they direct. 
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The studio had expected th is to be a nice little 
murder mystery, an ordinary kind of picture. 
Well, you don 't have Orson Welles and have an 
ordinary anything. He could only make it 
extraordinary. 

Janet Leigh on Touch of Evil 

H
OW do people decide which fi lms to see? They read film reviews in 

newspapers, magazines, and journals ,  and on websites. They l is ten 

to their friends. Or they may see a fi lm ,  no matter what friends and 

critics say, because certain individuals are associated with it. Many fans 

flock to see movies featuring their favorite star; others line lip for a fil m  by 

a director whose work they enjoy. These viewers use their knowledge of the 

Fi l m  
Auth o rs h i p  

14.1 One of John  Ford's famous frame 
with i n  a frame composit ions i n  Shenandoah .  
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director's oeuvre as well as historical and biographical information to analyze, 

interpret, and evaluate her latest film .  

The common practice of using a fi lm's  director a s  an organizing principle i s  

based o n  t h e  auteur theory, developed by French cinephiles in  the 1 940s and 

1 950s. At its most basic, the theory proposes that a director is the author of the 

film:  auteur translates as "author. "  The term implies that the director is the 

primary creative source and, therefore, his fi lms express his distinctive vision of 

the world. John Ford was an important Hollywood director with a distinctive 

vision. He i s  rightly associated with the Western genre: as the director o f  more 

than sixty Westerns during a career that spanned six decades, Ford established 

many of the genre's now familiar conventions. In visual terms he made the Old 

West synonymous with the desert terrain of Monu ment Valley on  the border of 

Utah and Arizona. He worked with the same actors again and again,  including 

John Wayne, Victor McLaglen, and Ward Churchil l .  Wayne became a Western 

icon thanks to Ford 's fi lms. Ford 's best-known visual technique is probably the 

frame within the frame composition (fig. 14.1). In terms of theme, Ford 's fi lms 

focus on outsiders who find it difficul t  to fit into a community. Just as " Dicken

sian" might be used to describe Charles D ickens 's  literary style, so " Ford ian " 

would be used to describe a fi lm exhibiting these characteristics and " Wellesian" 

would be used to describe a fi lm that used Orson Welles's signature devices of 

deep-focus cinematography and fluid camera movement. 

The connection between the film director and l iterary author derives from the 

fact that, historically, French fi lm directors wrote or co-wrote the films they 

made. But the French critics who argued on behalf of the auteur did not j ust extol 

the work of recognized French writer-directors . Instead, they argued for the 

artistry of Hollywood directors. Their theory claimed that even commercial Hol

lywood directors (whose fi lms others disparaged as mass entertainment, made 

in an assembly-line fashion) should be viewed as artists. 

More than fifty years after the auteur theory emerged , i t  seems u nremarkable 

to assume that the director is the primary creative force behind a film .  Directors, 

studios, and film critics all encourage this notion. But the customary use of the 

auteur approach to film should be tempered by an understanding of its full 

implications. This chapter examines the idea of  fi lm authorship as i t  developed 

in France and, later, in the U.S . ,  and at the way the idea of the auteur can be 

used as a marketing tool .  Then it  looks at the practical application of this 

approach when writing about film and gives examples of five contemporary 

international auteurs.  This chapter explores both the value and l imitations of the 

auteur approach. 

The I dea of the A u teur :  From Cah iers du 
Cinema to the Sarris- Kael Debate 

The auteur theory emerged from a specific cultural milieu : postwar France. 

During the 1 940s and '50s in Paris, intellectuals who loved cinema u sed it to 

explore aesthetic and philosophical questions. Many of these cinephiles-includ

ing Fran<;ois Truffaut,  Eric Rohmer, Jean-Luc Godard, and Claude Chabrol-also 
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made important films.  Others, including Andre Bazin and Alexandre Astruc, 

contributed to film theory. Their early arguments in favor of the auteur approach 

to film criticism were published in the influential fi lm journal Cailiers du 

Cinema. 

Alexandre Astruc looked at fi lm as a medium of personal expression , l ike l it

erature. He elaborated this idea in a 1 948 essay, where he used the phrase 

"camera-sty/a, "  which l i terally means "camera pen . "  In  1 954 Truffaut published 

"A Certain Tendency of French Cinem a , "  a Cailiers essay that endorsed Astruc's 

ideas by advocating the auteur approach.  In  the essay, Truffaut argued that the 

average, u nremarkable fi lm director merely translates a pre-existing work (a 

novel or screenplay) onto film,  but  an auteur transforms the material .  In  the 

process, he makes i t  his own (an especially remarkable feat when accomplished 

by directors working within the commercial Hollywood studio system) . 

Writer-directors and directors who shape pre-existing material according to a 

distinctive, creative sensibil ity are auteurs. 

Truffaut favorably compared Hollywood fi lms with the French cinema's " t rad

ition of quality. " To him, Hollywood provided models for daring cinematic cre

ativity whereas the latter produced dul l  translations of l i terary works. Truffaut 

and Bazin elevated fi lmmakers within the Hollywood studio system who they 

thought had been neglected, though Bazin warned against making the director 

a cult hero. 

The auteur theory challenged the prevailing view of the aesthetic superiority 

of European cinema over American . As Robert Stam notes: 

Filmmakers l ike Eisenstein ,  Renoir and Welles had always been 

regarded as auteurs [ . . .  J The novelty of auteur theory was to 

suggest that studio directors l ike Hawks and Minnelli were also 

auteurs (Stam, p. 87) . 

The auteur approach focused attention on the artistry of Hollywood, not on what 

many saw as its crass commercial ism. 

The theory not only reconsidered popular films as potential works of art; i t  

also spurred debates about which directors deserved to be called auteurs. In the 

United States the discussion of authorship appeared in the journal Film Culture 

and Tile New Yorker magazine, in a well-known debate between fi lm critics 

Andrew Sarris and Pauline Kael. 

In " Notes on the Auteur Theory in 1 962 , "  Andrew Sarris created a version of 

the auteur approach primarily designed to evaluate directors. Sarris 's criteria are 

meant to determine: ( 1) whether or not an individual director is an auteur; and 

(2) where a director ranks among al l  auteurs. A necessary (but not sufficient) 

criterion for an auteur is  technical competence; a director must be capable of 

creating a well-made film .  Second ,  the director must demonstrate a distinguish

able personality. Finally, Sarris argued that the films in an auteur's body of work 

share an interior meaning, defined as an underlying tension between the direc

tor's vision and the subject matter. 

Sarris did not define this last criterion to the satisfaction of many critics, but 

i t  can be thought of as the continuing elaboration of a director's perspective on 

the world through the treatment of themes. An example of interior meaning 
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would be Stanley Kubrick's ironic v iew of imperfect human beings and the 

flawed technologies they create i n  their own image. Many of his films satirize 

the desire for control and transcendence through technology, but they also reveal 

a grudging respect for the creative potentia l  of human beings. 

New Yorker critic Pauline Kael challenged Sarris. She argued that technical 

competence was a weak criterion: i t  failed to acknowledge the true masters of 

technique, such as Antonioni .  She also pointed out that the distinguishable per

sonality criterion favored repetit ion, penalizing directors who risked venturing 

beyond a familiar genre or style, and she found the " interior meaning" criterion 

impossibly vague. She pointed out that the auteur approach might lead critics to 

overvalue trivial fi lms, elevating them s imply because they had been made by a 

recognized auteur. 

Kael also criticized the auteur approach for refusing to take into account the 

collaborative nature of filmmaking. The theory ignores the fact that many 

people's creative decisions are part o f  the process o f  maki ng films.  Kael claimed 

that in  many cases the director was not the driving creative force. Although she 

argued incorrectly that screenwriter Herman Mankiewicz, not Orson Welles, was 

responsible for the final version of the Citizen Kane script (and therefore should 

be considered its auteur) , most film historians agree with her point that, l ike 

most films, that project was a collaboration. The innovative visual elements of 

Citizen Kane resulted from Welles ' s  collaboration with cinematographer Gregg 

Toland. A number of film scholars have argued that it is  appropriate in certain 

cases to label producers (Val Lewton, Christine Vachon) , actors (Clint East

wood) , and screenwriters (Dudley Nichols) as auteurs .  

One additional l imitation of the  approach should be considered. Auteur criti

cism implies that the director possesses conscious intentions and , perhaps, 

unacknowledged ideas, all of which combine to produce a film,  and, eventually, 

a body of work. The approach views the director as the primary source of  

meaning. But  fil m  theorists such  as Peter Wollen argue tha t  the  meaning of any 

text ,  whether it is a fi lm,  novel ,  short story, television show, or a billboard, may 

exceed the intentions of the person or people who created it. Wollen questions 

whether anyone-even the author-can fix any fi lm's meaning definitively for 

all  t ime. To him, a strict auteurist approach may ignore the complexity inherent 

in  any text by insisting that the only authorized readings be l inked to some 

notion of what a director meant to convey. Wollen cautions against limiting 

interpretation "since there is no true,  essential meaning there can therefore be 

no exhaustive criticism, which settles the interpretation of a fi lm once and for 

al l"  (Wollen, p. 533 ) .  

A simple example il luminates Wollen's concerns. I t  i s  well known that Orson 

Welles was intrigued by the idea of making a film based on the l i fe of newspaper 

magnate William Randolph Hearst. Although pursuing this avenue of research 

may prove fruitful for analyzing Citizen Kane, to constrain an interpretation to 

this single aspect would exclude the many ideas the fi lm generates about Ameri

can culture, aging, and the nature of human relationships, as well as other 

meanings that Welles may or may not have intended . 

Despite many shortcomings, the auteur approach remains central to film 

scholarship and criticism. Moreover, the powerful notion of film authorship 
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exerts an influence on fi lmmaking as a cultural practice, as the next section 

will show. 

A u teur  as Marketin g  Strategy: 
O l d  an d N ew Hol l ywood 

The potential commercial appeal of the auteur drives many marketing cam

paigns. In 2006 Paul Greengrass became the first director to address the fraught 

subject matter o f  the terrorist attacks of  September 11, 2001, in a mainstream 

feature film,  United 93 (fig. 14.2) . 

One strategy with in Un iversal 

Studios' marketing campaign was to 

characterize Greengrass as a "com

passionate and socially aware 

writer/director o f  fi lms that study the 

impact of terrorism in Northern 

I reland in Bloody Sunday and Omagh" 

( " Product ion Notes ") . Two points  

i l lustrate the way auteurism i s  used to 

market the fi lm:  first ,  the films men

tioned deal with the subj ect o f  terror

ism and adopt a near-documentary 

visual style (fig. 14.3) . Thus they 

establish Greengrass 's legitimacy as a 

director of thought-provoking fi lms 

who is able to depict political v iolence 

in a sensitive, rather than an exploita

tive, manner. Second, the promotional 

materials overlooked a popular film 

that, ironically, helped establish the 

director's reputation in  the United 

States : The Bourne Supremacy (2004) . 

One reason for this omission may be 

that the latter fi lm (which, l ike the 

others, foregrounds Greengrass 's  pref

erence for documentary-style hand

held camerawork) is  a spy thriller that 

trades on the excitement generated by 

violence. To appeal to  potent ial  

viewers concerned that a f i lm about 

September 11 would exploi t  the 

events for entertainment, the studio 

touted only the fi lms that helped to 

solidify Greengrass's reputation as  a 

compassionate and conscient ious 

director. 
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14.2 United 93 adopts the style of 
documentary fi l mmaking. 

14.3 Sunday Bloody Sunday also 
demonstrates the d i rector's knack for 
rea l ism. 
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Q & A with Independent Filmmaker Kevin Cournoyer 

Pramaggiore/Wal l i s :  W h y  do y o u  reject t h e  i d e a  of t h e  fi l m  

d i rector a s  an auteur? 

Kevin Cou rnoyer: When you see credits l i ke " a  so and so 

fi l m "  or " a  fi l m  by so and so," you ' re seei ng an ego on 

parade. Noth ing more. To belabor the obvious,  fi l m m aking 

i s  a col laborative e n terprise. There's absol utely no rational  

basis for the possessory cred i t  on any fi l m  i n  the h istory of 

c inema.  

It 's  amusing that this i l l usory precept-director as 

auteur-is  derived , i n  large part, from a gro u p  of fi l m  critics 

at Cahiers du Cinema who aspi red to be d i rectors. Here were 

fi l m  lovers who d reamed of being fi l m makers. You could 

view la politique des auteurs as a form of wish fu lfi l l ment. An 

American critic, Andrew Sarris,  s imply reified this grand 

delus ion by affixing the word " theory" after it.  

No one fi l m maker solely "authors" a fi l m  l i ke a writer 

" au thors" a n ovel .  Fi l m m aking i s  not the p u re, organic  

p rocess of fiction writing. Fi l m  enthus iasts often m ake 

references l i ke "a Hitchcock fi l m "  or an "Altman fi l m . "  Such 

references suggest either an h istorica l ly  exped ient  

convenience o r  a p rofound misu nderstand i ng of 

fi l m m aking-or both. To point  out j ust one demonstrable  

flaw with such a reference: H i tchcock stopped writing after 

1 946. To cal l a fi l m  d i rected by H i tchcock a " H i tchcock 

fi l m "  i s  a deplorable i n s u l t  to everyon e  else who hel ped 

create i t, from the writer to the c inem atographer to the 

prod uction designer to the actors. 

A fi l m m aker who writes, pre-visual izes, d i rects, and edits 

her or h is  own fi l m  comes as c lose as is possi b le  to the 

notion of authori al ident ity. Some h ave cal led such a person 

a "hol istic" fi l m maker. 

P/W: Why has the idea of the auteur h ad such lasting 

appeal? 

KC: One reason why th e auteur i s  so d i ffic u l t  to re l i nq u ish is  

that i t's easy to say Altman's  Nashville (and conseq uently 

consign the writer, Joan Tewkesbu ry, to the cutti ng room 

fl oor of c inema h istory) . Also, c inema studies is an offshoot 

of l i terary stu d i es-born i n  the bowels  of Engl i s h  

departmen ts .  Literary a n d  fi l m  studies' approaches to 

textual analysis and authori al identity are i d entical and 

i ronclad.  That's a shame: there 's a great need for m o re 

accu rate evalu ative criteria with regard to the study of fi l m s  

a n d  fi l m makers. 

As fo r fi l m m akers-o r, m ore to the point, d i rectors-I 

th i n k  they persist in th is d e l usion because it's good fo r their  

egos and i t's good for the ir  careers. And for movi egoers, th e 

auteur theory has become a way to legit imate hero worsh ip .  

Kevi n Cournoyer is a fi l m m aker and teacher. 

He d i rected Olanda 's Wish . 

Other examples point to the ubiquity of using a director to market a fi lm.  DVD 

box sets are packaged by director: Hitchcock, Kubrick, Scorsese, Kurosawa, and 

Tarantino. As film theorist Andre Bazin pred icted, the fi lm director has become 

something of a cult celebrity. 
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But in  fact, commerce has always informed the idea of  fi lm authorsh ip .  The 

next section looks at the careers of Orson Welles and Al fred Hitchcock to 

examine the way the auteur has been used by the commercial industry during 

the studio era and in post-studio Hollywood . 

Studio-era A u teurs : Welles and Hitchcock 

Orson Welles personified the creativity and fierce independence of the auteur. 

When he began making fi lms in the 1 940s, the U .S .  fi lm industry was in its 

heyday. Although the hierarchical organization of the major studios positioned 

directors as mere studio employees, a unit  production system that had emerged 

in the 1 930s offered some latitude to certain directors and producers. The 
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Creating an A u thor- Driven Cinema: Yo ung German Cinema 

I n  postwar West Germ any, the concept o f  the auteur, o r  

Autor, had a specific meaning that reflected that cou ntry's 

historical c i rcu mstances. The concept gave rise to the Young 

German Cinema of the  1 9 60s and the N ew German Cinema 

(das neue Kino) of th e 1 970s. I n  1 9 6 2 ,  h osti l i ty toward the 

h ighly conventional  German fi l m  i n d ustry of the 1 95 0s, a 

rejection of Hol lywood ( aris ing in part from the U . S .  

occupati o n ) ,  a n d  a d es i re t o  b reak com pletely w i t h  t h e  

troub l ed German past led a gro u p  of twe n ty-six critics a n d  

fi l m makers t o  sign the O berhausen M a n i festo, a document 

that set  out  an agenda for a new German fi l m  practice. The 

manifesto rejected " papa's c inema" and cal led fo r an anti

i n du strial cinema where the d i rector wou ld work enti re ly 

free of commercia l  i nfl uence.  Fi l m  h istorian Anton Kaes 

states that the manifesto "poi n ts to a Ro man tic notion of 

authorsh ip  not bound by eco n o m i cs or the expectations of 

an audience" ( Kaes, p. 614) .  

One tangib le  resu l t  o f  the O berhausen manifesto was the 

establ ishment of a govern ment fu n d i ng agency, the 

Kuratorium Junger Deutscher Film . Thus,  "the cond it ions fo r 

an auteur cinema were de l i berately c u l tivated ( i n  

conj u nction with certai n i n d ustri a l ,  p o l i tical ,  a n d  cu ltural 

developments)"  U o h nsto n ,  p .  1 2 2 ) .  Between 1 96 5  and 

1 967, the Kuratorium s u pp o rted twen ty p roductions and 

used as an expl ic it  criter ion the i ndependence of the 

d i rector. D u ring the 1 9 60s, A lexander Kluge ,  Volker 

Schlbndorff, and J ean-M arie Stra u b  and Danie le  H u i l let  

produced " a  c inema of resistance-agai n st the mass

produced entertai n m e n t  i n d u stry o f  the N azi period and the 

1 950s, against the visual  p l easure of l avish p rod uctions, and 

agai nst the ideol ogy of conformism that flo u rished i n  the 

decade of the economic  m i racle" ( Kaes, p .  617) .  A n u m ber 

of remarkably innovative fi l m s  (the  govern ment fi n anced 

about twenty-fo u r  i n  a l l )  dealt with th e pol i tics and 

aesthetics of German h istory, i nc l u d i n g  Kl uge'S Yesterday's 

Girl ( "Abschied von Gestern " ;  1 9 6 6 ) ,  and Artist under the 

Circus Dome: Clueless (" Die A rtisten in der Zirkuspel: Ratios"; 

1 96 8 ) ,  both of which b l ended documentary and fi ction 

elements, and Sch l b n d o rff's Young Tdrless ( " Der Junge 

Tdrless" ;  1 96 6 ) .  But by 1 9 6 8 ,  new l aws tied government 

subsid ies to a d i rector's co m m ercial  success and a fi l m 's 

potential  to b ring in 500,000 Deutsch m arks at the box 

office. 

Despite i ts early d e m ise, the You ng German Cinema l aid 

the groundwork fo r th e New German Cinema of the 1 970s, 

associated with d i rectors Wi m Wenders ( fig. 14.4), Werner 

Herzog, and Rainer Werner Fass b i n der. By 1 98 2 ,  with 

Fassbi nder's d eath and a n ew govern ment m i n ister who 

refused to su bsidize " e l i tist" fi l ms, came the end o f  N ew 

German Cinema.  I n  what m ay be an i nevi table cycle,  

German d i rectors o f  the 1 980s came to see the rad ical 

p ioneers o f  the 1 9 60s and 1 970s as an o l d e r  generation 

against whom they d efi n ed their own " n ew" visi o n .  

14.4 Wi m Wenders's American Friend is an  exam p le of the 
New German Ci nema of the 1 970s. 

demand for features was so great that studios also hired independent producers 

and directors, as RKO did when they hired Welles in 1939 .  

Welles was well known because of h i s  successful Mercury Theater produc

tions (including the legendary radio broadcast of H .C .  Wells 's  The War of the 

Worlds) .  Because of Welles's reputation ,  RKO studios granted him unprece

dented creative control to make three films. His first, Citizen Kane, was well 
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received critically, but did not achieve box office success. During the editing of 

his second fi lm, The Magnificent A mbersons ( 1 942) , Welles was fi lming a docu

mentary in Brazil . In  his absence, studio executives excised 40 minutes of 

footage and appended a happy ending. The film was not commercially 

successful; nor was Welles's third film ,  Journey into Fear ( 1 943 ) ,  and the direc

tor was unceremoniously fired by RKO. Over the course of  the next three 

decades, Welles rejected the notion that studio executives knew how to make 

films, but periodically he submitted to studio discipline (as an actor and direc

tor) in order to make his own fi lms. 

Because his films were formally audacious and challenging, and because he 

clashed with executives who sought to exert their creative control, Welles became 

notorious as an outsider reviled by the Hollywood power structure. No other 

American director before or since has so epitomized the genius who flouted the 

profit-oriented commercial system. He directed fi lms at  B studios and in Europe, 

before returning to Hollywood to make Touch of Evil for Universal in  1 958 ,  yet 

another production that generated conflict between Welles and studio executives. 

One example of  Welles's importance as a marketing tool is the 1 998 re-release 

of  Touch of Evil. As was the case with most of  his studio fi lms, Welles clashed 

with Universal over its decisions regarding editing and sound. He wrote a 

detailed memo urging the studio to make a number o f  changes before releasing 

the fi lm.  Welles's 58-page memo to Un iversal studio head Edward Muhl formed 

the basis for the film's  restoration in 1 998 .  Film critic Jonathan Rosenbaum (who 

participated in the restoration) explained the process: 

Rick Schmidlin concocted a wild scheme: to follow all o f  the memo 's 

instructions for the first t ime and put together the Touch of Evil 

Welles had had in mind. After Schmidlin showed Universal an edi ted 

sample of  one of  Welles's suggestions, the studio saw a way to get 

more value out of  an old chestnut. (Rosenbaum, pp. 1 34-5) 

The impetus for the project was financial gain: Universal would "get more value 

out of  an old chestnut . " Thus, Universal used Welles's reputation as a fiercely 

independent creative art ist  to entice viewers to see the restored film,  one that 

promised to be superior to the original because i t  hewed more closely to the 

auteur's in tentions. The "revamping" project would be a worthwhile endeavor 

in any case, but the Welles name made i t  feasible to a profit-driven corporation. 

A lesser director's work might not receive the same commitment .  

Like Orson Welles, Alfred Hitchcock is a celebrated auteur. Edward R.  O 'Neill 

notes that Hi tchcock's very image is famous and that his name " has passed into 

the vernacular in the word ' Hi tchcockian ' "  (O 'Neil l ,  p .  310) . Like Welles, Hitch

cock clashed with producers and corporate execut ives in Hollywood, and par

ticularly the independent producer David O. Selznick. 

Unlike Welles, however, Hitchcock earned a reputation as a popular and pro

l i fic director. His steady output-fifty-three features between 1 92 5  and 1 976-

seemed to confirm his persona as a craftsman rather than a tortured geni us. This 

reputation was so entrenched that influential critics such as Claude Chabrol ,  Eric 

Rohmer, Franc;ois Tru ffaut, and Robin Wood had to argue forcefully in order for 

Hitchcock's work to be taken seriously. 
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Hitchcock's authorial persona was used to market his fi lms at the 

time they were released. A lengthy trailer advertising his 1 960 film 

Psycho follows the director around the set, mugging for the camera and 

exaggerating his dour personality as he hints at the shocking events that 

take place in the hotel, in the shower, and in the gothic mansion where 

Norman Bates lives (fig. 14.5). In this trail er, Hi tchcock performs h is  

" Master of Suspense" persona to entice viewers to  see  the  film .  In the 

trailer, Universal used the audience's idea of Hitchcock-and not the stars, 

genre, or plot l ine-as the hook. In  other words, even during the studio era, 

some directors were celebrities used as fodder for the studio marketing 

machine. 

Blockbuster A uteu rs : Spielberg and Lucas 

The shift to a corporate entertainment environment in the 1 980s and '90s 

did not eradicate the idea of  the auteur, but modified i ts profile. Jon Lewis 

cites Steven Spielberg and George Lucas as examples of the successful block

buster auteur. This is the director who is j ust as savvy about the financing 

of a film as he is about translating a creative vision to the screen . The fi lm 

scholar Jon Lewis writes: 

corporations began to insist that fi lms be efficiently distributed in a 

variety of forms and format to better exploit the vertically and 

horizontally integrated marketplace. Lucas and Spielberg were the 

first and best at the very sort  of filmmaking designed to succeed 

under such an economic policy. (Lewis, p. 25)  

The auteur is  alive and wel l  and "bound up with the celebrity industry of Hol

lywood " according to Tim Corrigan 

(Corrigan, p. 39) . The director func

tions as a brand name to market films, 

to signify a consistent product. Corri

gan claims that the auteur i s  needed 

to assure blockbuster profits by doing 

interviews and television appearances. 

Another economic and technologi

cal development that explo i ts the 

auteur as brand name is the market

ing of DVDs. The director's cut solidi

fies the director as auteur, part icularly 

on commentary tracks where the  

director describes the  film in detai l .  

Without disputing the value of  a 

director's insight, this practice speaks 

to entertainment conglomerates '  

abi lity continually to reap the finan

cial benefits of the auteur as celebrity 

and brand name (figs. 14.6, 14.7). 
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14.5 Alfred H itchcock i n  a pub l i ci ty sti l l  
for Psycho .  

14.6 (left) As  th is  Star Wars figur ine 
demonstrates, d i  rector George Lucas is  a 
cu l t  figure: eager fans  consume h is  image. 

14.7 (right) George Lucas. 
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14.8 Saturated co lor in Far from Heaven 
represents a homage to Douglas Si rko 

14.9 S i rk's characteristic rust co lo rs i n  All 
That Heaven Allows. 

4 0 6  

Thus far, th is  chapter has concentrated on the origins and implications of film 

authorship.  The remainder of the chapter examines methods of  incorporating the 

approach into film analysis and presents examples of the auteur approach in film 

criticism on established and up-and-coming auteurs. 

c 

�;� U sing the A u teur  Ap p roach to I nter p ret 
and Eval uate Fil ms 

When a film critic adopts the auteur approach,  the director 's l i fe and career 

become the frame of reference for describing, in terpreting, and evaluating indi

vidual fi lms or groups of fi lms. One could look for patterns that recur in Hitch

cock's silent and sound films, assuming there will  be similarities because they 

were made by the same director, despite the differences of historical era, loca

tion (Britain versus Hollywood) , and technology. Scholarly books may examine 

all the films of  an individual director, whereas a popular review would compare 

one or two films in order to give readers a point of comparison. 

A common claim writers make when they adopt the auteur approach is that 

an individual film is typical of  (or an aberration in) the director's oeuvre. This 

process requires that a profile of the director be compiled from a wide sample of 

her other films.  Often, critics treat a director's career as an evolution, with the 

implicit expectation that early work is potentially immature but inspired and that 

a mid-career period of consistency guarantees the director's place in posterity. 

Of  course, the real-world exigencies of fi lmmaking do not 

always conform to this abstract model of maturing artistry. 

Another goal of auteur analysis might be to compare the 

work of two directors, to note similarities and di fferences, 

or to rank them. In  addition to comparing directors, critics 

trace the influence of one director on another. One of  the 

most famous lines in film history is Orson Welles's state

ment that his only preparation for a filmmaking career was 

watching John Ford 's Stagecoach. An earnest critic might 

attempt to explain what Welles meant through an analysis 

of Ford 's and Welles's films. 

A director's work might be reconsidered through exami

nations of in fluence. Todd Haynes 's Far From Heaven, a 

fi lm set in the 1 950s that deals with the breakdown of a 

comfortable suburban couple's marriage owing to taboo 

sexual desires (fig. 14.8), made conscious references to 

Douglas Sirk's 1 950s melodramas, including A ll That 

Heaven A llows ( 1 955)  and Written on the Wind ( 1 956) . 

Criticism calling attention to Sirk's influence on Haynes 

may have educated filmgoers about Sirk's films (fig. 14.9). 

Finally, the auteur approach can be used to strengthen 

the interpretation of a film.  The approach provides a frame

work for locating consistent narrative patterns and deter

mining their rela t ionship to visual  techniques-for 
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example, comparing several Welles films a l lows a critic to recognize that his fas

cination with individuals corrupted by great power informs Citizen Kane as well 

as Lady from Shanghai ( 1 947) and Touch of Evil. Welles's interest in  the inner 

struggle of powerful but flawed figures is  revealed through composition in depth 

and a mobile camera. 

In contrast to the wealthy and powerful men that Welles's films examine, 

Charlie Chapl in's films focus again and again on outsiders, misfits ,  and the mis

treated. They reveal with great admiration the pluck and gumption of down

trodden individuals,  using humor to emphasize the resources that allow them to 

resist dehumanizing situations. His camerawork relies on the static tableau ,  not 

on the sweeping crane shots that characterize Welles's style. These tableaux 

accentuate the fact that Chaplin's characters occupy marginal positions, on the 

fringes or at the bottom of the hierarchy. 

Although considering a film as part of a director's oeuvre may be useful to 

interpretation, it i s  important to remember that no one interpretation-even one 

based on the director-is definitive. I nterpretation always engages both textual 

evidence and persuasion .  Why else would film scholars st i l l  be discussing films 

such as Welles ' s  Citizen Kane, Ford ' s  The Searchers, or Hitchcock's Psycho? 

While a director remains an important source for building interpretations, the 

auteur approach i s  just one of  many frameworks that help writers to move their 

analysis beyond textual interpretation, including genre, historical period, star 

studies,  and national cinema approaches. Combining research on a fi lm 's  direc

tor with one of these methods is l i kely to enrich any film analysis. 

�� Readings in  A u te u r  Criticism 

The examples below offer readers an opportunity to consider five contemporary 

working fi lmmakers in relation to auteurism .  Each brief case study discusses the 

director's fi lmmaking context as well as the essential elements of her or his dis

t inctive style. 

Ousmane  Sembene  ( b .  1 9 23 ) 

In 1 963 , novelis t  and essayist Ousmane Sembene (fig. 14. 10) turned to film

making, partly because he realized that most o f  his fellow Senegalese were i l lit 

erate. He trained at Moscow's Gorky film school. Sembene made the first African 

feature, Black Girl ("La Noire de . . .  "), in  1 966. His style has been infl uenced by 

Italian neorealism and i ndigenous Senegalese tradit ions; his films often critically 

examine French colonialism as well as l i fe in post-independence Senegal . St i l l  

making films at the age of  eighty-one, Sembene took home the Prix un Certain 

Regard at  the 2004 Cannes fil m  fest iva l  for Moolaade, a film about female genital 

excision. 

Sembene's Camp Thiaroye ( "Camp de Thiaroye"; 1 988) concerns the experi

ences of African troops who fought for France in  World War II but are detained 

at a transit camp on their return home to Dakar, Senegal . Caryn J ames identifies 

a common theme in the director's oeuvre: the depiction of Senegalese and 
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14.10 Ousmane Sembene. 
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14.11 I<athryn Bigelow. 
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African histories through a central character. James argues that Diatta, the pro

tagonist of Camp Thiaroye, embodies the complex struggles associated with 

defining postcolonial and globalizing African identit ies .  

Like James, John Pym combines historical context  with the auteur approach.  

He uses biographical details of Sembeme's  l i fe to connect the film's  protagonist 

and its director: 

It is  not reading too much into this character [ Di attaJ to see in him 

[ . . .  J a portrait of the principled young Sembene, the one-time 

union organizer of the Marseille waterfront who went on to write, 

among other books in French, Les bouts de bois de Dieu, a novel 

set against the 1 947-48 French railway strike. (Pym, p .  280) 

Pym educates the audience about Sembene's career as a novelis t  and political 

activist, arguing for the relevance of those biographical details for this fi lm.  

Auteurism can a lso provide a means of discussing a director's influence on 

other filmmakers. Georgia Brown uses the auteur approach i n  this manner: 

Thriving on debate, putting the emphasis on  community and 

identity, Spike Lee seems to be following in the giant foo tsteps of  

the Senegalese master Ousmane Sembene. As polemicist and  

provocateur, Sembene has  a running star t  on  h im,  even though he 

didn' t  begin making fi lms unti l  almost 40. (Brown,  p .  64) 

Brown provides the reader with a new context for th inking about the films of 

another important director, Spike Lee. Generally discussed in the context of con

temporary U .S .  fi lm,  Lee's work can be productively examined in relation to 

African films. 

Select Filmography: Black Girl ("La Noire de . . .  " ;  1 966) ,  The Money Order ( "Mandabi"; 1 968 ) , 
God of Thunder, Lord of the Sky ("Emitai"; 1 971 ) ,  Xala ( 1 974) , The People ("Ceddo " ;  1 977) , Camp 

Thiaroye ( 1 987),  Faat  Kine (2000), Moolade (2004) ,  

Further Reading: She i la Petty (ed . ) ,  A Call to  Action: The Films of Ousmane Sembene ( 1 996) ; David 
Murphy, Sembene ( 2001 ) 

Kath ryn B ige low ( b .  1 9 5 1 ) 

Kathryn Bigelow (fig. 14.11) offers a fascinating case study i n  contemporary 

auteurism. First of al l ,  she is a woman director in a male-dominated profession: 

several recent studies report that only 4-7 %  of Hollywood films are directed by 

women (Goldberg, "Hollywood's") . Second, many of her films are action films, 

a form that does not readily lend itself to  the imprimatur of  an artist-director. 

While the action movie would seem to be among t he most male-dominated of 

genres, Bigelow states, "I  simply don ' t  know why i t  has to be a male domain.  

Character and emotionality don't  always have to be relegated to  quieter, more 

simple constructs " (Webb) . Bigelow claims as one of her insp irations the New 

Hollywood director Sam Peckinpah ( 1 910-2000) , famed for h is  representations 

of graphic violence. And, indeed, one critic sees her as Peckinpah's heir appar

ent, writing " Bigelow is a consummate technician whose balletic action 

sequences remind us how cinematically pure the language of violence can be" 
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(Hultkrans) . For al l  of these reasons Bigelow represents the kind of auteur that 

the Cahiers du Cinema group exto l led when they cast their eyes on Hol lywood 

directors. Bigelow's style has developed within the confines of the post-studio 

Hollywood industry, bound by the strictures of genre fi lmmaking. 

Bigelow began her career as a painter, scholar, and theorist of art and cinema. 

She was trained at The San Francisco Art Institute and Whitney Art Museum, 

then attended graduate fil m  school at Col umbia University. Her first fil m ,  The 

Set-Up ( 1 978) , suggests her ongoing preoccupation with violence and her inter

est in cinematic reflexivity. This 20-minute film depicts two men fighting while,  

in a voice-over, philosophers talk about violence. 

Bigelow's feature films tend to focus on outsiders who navigate social situa

tions defined by issues of law, order, and authoritarianism . Examples include the 

outlaw vampires in Near Dark ( 1 987) , Megan Turner (Jamie Lee Curtis) , the 

rookie woman police officer i n  Blue Steel ( 1 990) , Johnny Utah (Keanu Reeves) ,  

the FBI agent who infiltrates a cadre o f  bank-robbing surfers in Point Break 

( 1991 ) ,  and Lenny Nero (Ralph Fiennes) , a former police officer who uncovers 

a police conspiracy in Strange Days ( 1 995) . Film scholars argue that Bigelow 

attains the status of auteur because "one can find or  discover ' meaningful  coher

ence' across the body of  her fil m  work" (Jermyn and Redmond, p. 3 ) .  Even a 

film that departs from the male-oriented action genre, the art fi lm The Weight of 

Water (2000) , conforms to the formal characteristics that Jermyn and Redmond 

identify in her fi lms:  they are "marked by a play with genre, and by ideo logical 

practices that question and undermine the formation of masculine and feminine 

identity" (Jermyn and Redmond, p .  2) . 

Select Filmography: The Set-Up ( 1 978),  The Loveless ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  Near Dark ( 1 987),  Blue Steel ( 1 99 0 ) ,  
Point Break ( 1 991 ) ,  Strange Days ( 1 99 5 ) ,  The Weight of Water ( 2 0 0 0 ) ,  K· 19:  The Widowmaker 

(2002)  

Further Reading: Jermyn , Deborah and Sean Red mond ,  eds. Hollywood Transgressor: The Cinema 

of KatlllJn B igelow 

Ang Lee ( b .  1 9 54)  

Called " the cross cultura l  cowboy of fi lm"  by Time magazine (Zhang) , Ang Lee 

is an eclectic international auteur. Having directed just ten films to date, Lee's 

oeuvre nevertheless encompasses a variety of fi lmmaking contexts and genres. 

His body of work has evolved from smal l ,  Taiwan-themed films of the early 

1 990s to intimate family dramas adapted from novels ,  such as Sense and Sensi

bility ( 1 995) and The Ice Storm ( 1 997) , to the martial arts epic and international 

blockbuster Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (" Wo flu cang long"; 2000) , which 

won the Academy Award for the Best Foreign Language Fi lm. When Lee won the 

2006 Academy Award for Best Director for Brokeback Mountain (2005) , he 

became the first Taiwanese director to earn that distinction . 

After studying theater at the University of i l l inois,  Lee completed his MFA at 

New York University, where he served as assistant director on Spike Lee 's 

student film.  Ang Lee's first break came in 1985, when two of his original 

screenplays won first and second prize in a screenwriting competition sponsored 

by the Taiwanese government. The prize money helped to fund the production 
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of Pushing Hands ( "Tui shou " ;  1 992) and The Wedding Banquet ( "Hsi yen" ;  

1993 ) ,  the latter o f  which earned both Golden G lobe and Academy Award nom

inations. 

Lee 's first three films deal with issues of  cultural difference and intergenera

tional conflict-experiences Lee has been famil iar with throughout h is  l i fe. 

Born in Taiwan, Lee moved to China when he was young. He describes his 

family as outsiders in  both China and the U .S. : "} trust the elusive world created 

by movies. [ live on the other side of the screen, "  he said in an interview 

( Guardian) . 

Reconfiguring genre conventions has become an i mportant aspect of Lee's 

working method. About Crouching Tiger, he said:  " [ ' m  an established filmmaker, 

known for making family dramas about personal relationships, I cannot go all 

the way and make a purely genre film ,  I 've got to throw everything I know into 

the movie-like a combination p latter" (Guardian) .  He was drawn to the strong 

women characters-"especially in  this very macho genre, which since boyhood 

I 've wanted to do" (Guardian) .  The success of Crouching Tiger can be partly 

attributed to the contributions of an auteur of another kind: m artial arts chore

ographer Yuen Woo-Ping, who has made films with  Jackie Chan and Jet Li, and 

who worked on the Matrix trilogy. 

When he took on the controversial Brokeback Mountain, Lee was aware of the 

challenges involved in making a Western film t hat  revolved around a gay 

romance. " Blending the macho Western genre, Western l i fe, with a gay love 

story, I think in terms of tonality that's hard to do"  (Franklin) . H is  approach was 

to emphasize "universal feelings [about love] whether you ' re gay or straight "  

(Franklin) . 

Fi lm critic Anthony Lane characterizes Lee's style somewhat d ifferently, 

emphasizing the director's ability to de-genericize films, or to p lay it straight, so 

to speak. He praises Lee's ability to depict historical periods and social milieus 

without imposing a contemporary perspective or a particular cultural vantage 

point .  [n an essay lamenting the fascination w ith gadgetry and self-conscious 

parody that now dominates James Bond fi lms, Lane concludes that Ang Lee is 

the only director who could revitalize the 007 saga. Lee would capture the 

essence of Bond-a "refinement not of technology but  of suavity" (Lane, p .  82) . 

Lane speculates that Lee might be able to able to recast the series. 

Select Filmography: Pushing Hands ( " Tui shou" ;  1 992) ,  The Wedding Banquet (" Hsi yen " ;  1 993) ,  

Eat Drink Man Woman ("Yin shi nan nu" ;  1 994), Sense and  Sensibility ( 1 99 5 ) ,  The Ice Storm ( 1 997),  

Ride with the Devil ( 1 999),  Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon ("Wo h u  cang long"; 2000),  Hulk 

(2003) ,  Brokeback Mountain (2005) .  

Further Reading: Cinema Journal, 43/4 (Summer 2004);  M inh-ha T Pham, "The As ian I nvas ion 

(of Mu lt icultural ism) i n  Ho l lywood"; Sheng-mei Ma, "Ang Lee's Domestic Tragicomedy" 
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Wong Kar Wai ( b .  1 9 5 8 )  

Hong Kong director Wong Kar Wai 's  fi lms depict a multicultural world where 

everyone experiences dislocation. Many of his films address cultural anxieties 

surrounding the transfer of Hong Kong from British colonial rule to China in 

1 997 .  Wong is celebrated for the way he integrates popular culture, music,  and 

images into stories about cultural  displacement. He also is known for radical 

camerawork that involves experiments with color and fast and s low motion .  

Wong won Best  Director at Cannes for  Happy Together ( "Cheun gwong tsa sit " ;  

1 997) , t h e  story of two gay m e n  from Hong Kong who try to rejuvenate their 

relationship by traveling to  Argentina. His science fiction fi lm about Hong Kong 

fifty years after the transit ion, entit led 2046, premiered at Cannes in 2004. 

Charles Taylor, writing about the fi lm for Salon.com , sees Wong's repeated 

use of pop culture as a joke about cultural homogenization: 

I t 's one of the recurring jokes in Wong's movies that no matter 

where the characters travel ,  they end up in the same crummy bars 

and apartments and fast-food joints .  That every place looks like 

every place else is both Wong's comment on the way pop culture has 

remade the world and a comic rejoinder to " one world, one people" 

platitudes. (Taylor) 

He also credits the cinematographer's contribution, noting a consistency with an 

earlier Wong film:  

As  he did in Chungking Express, cinematographer Christopher Doyle 

uses s low-motion bursts o f  pixi lated movement. (Taylor) 

Jonathan Rosenbaum also refers to this collaboration, but also argues that the 

art director contributes to Wong's consistency: 

But [Wong's] films, l ike [Woody] Allen 's ,  have a particular " look" 

that derives from his using the same col laborators again and 

again-Doyle and art director Wil l iam Chang. (Rosenbaum 

1 998/2004) 

ironically, while Wong has earned an international reputation as an auteur, 

these critics reveal the fact that the distinctive visual style for which he is known 

results from collaboration between director and cinematographer. 

Select Filmography: Ashes of Time ( "Dong Xie Xi Du" ; 1 994), Days of Being Wild ("A -Fei 

Zhengchuan" ;  1 990) ,  Chungking Express ( 1 994),  Fallen Angels ("Duoluo Tianshi"; 1 99 5 ) ,  Happy 

Together ( 1 997),  In the Mood For Love ( "Fa yeung nin wa " ;  2000) , 2046 ( 2004) 

Further Reading: Poshek Fu and David Desser (ed . ) ,  The Cinema o(Hong Kong: History, Arts, 
Identity 
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J afar Panah i ( b .  1 96 0 )  

Although his first fi lm, The White Balloon ( "  Badkonak-e Sefid " ;  1 995) , won a 

Golden Camera award at the Cannes Film Festival, Jafar Panahi lacks the repu

tation of Abbas Kiarostami, perhaps the best-known contemporary I ranian film

maker and Panahi's sometime collaborator. Reviewers typically locate Panah i 's 

work as part of a recent wave of I ranian cinema and use Kiarostami as a point 

of reference when discussing Panahi 's  fi lms. 

One reviewer mentions the work of several contemporary I ranian directors 

when reviewing Panahi ' s  third film ,  The Circle ( "Dayereh " ;  2000) , which was 

financed by I talian sources and banned in Iran: " Certainly there are earlier 

Iranian fi lms that have dealt with the plight of women, but none that I know of 

approaches the uncompromising bluntness of The Circle" (Johnson) . The 

reviewer goes on to mention fi lms by Dariush Mehrjui (Leila; 1 997) , Ebrahim 

Mokhtari (Zinat; 1 994) , Mehdi Fakhimzadeh (The Spouse; 1 994) , Mohsen 

Makhmalbaf (The Day I Became a Woman; 2000) , and Samira Makhmalbaf (The 

Apple; 1 999) , emphasizing the varied approaches to similar subject matter. 

The same reviewer suggests the work of international directors as points of 

comparison. He describes one scene in The Circle as being "as tense as any in a 

Hitchcock film : "  

The comparison with Hi tchcock is  not arbitrary. When Panahi was 

a student at Tehran 's College of Cinema and Television, he says, " I  

l iked s tudying Hi tchcock t o  see i f  h e  made any mistakes . "  

(Johnson) 

Johnson uses one recognized auteur-Hitchcock-to posit Panahi ' s  status as 

another. The review i l lustrates that,  for critics who subscribe to this approach, 

an auteur's vision can transcend national boundaries. 

Filmography: The White Balloon ("Badkonak·e Sefid " ;  1 995) , The Mirror ( "A'ineh"; 1 997) ,  The 

Circle (2000),  Crimson Gold ("Talaye sorkh " ;  2003 ) ,  Offside (2006) 

Further Reading: Richard Tapper (ed . ) ,  The New Iranian Cinema; Hamid Dabash i ,  Close Up ' 

Iranian Cinema Past Present and Future 
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The movie business is macabre. Grotesque. It is a 
combination of a foo tball gam e  and a brothel. 

Federico Fel l i n i  

W
ell before Titanic hit  screens in 1 997 ,  headlines trumpeted the 

film's  costly special effects and i ts  bloated budget. The publicity 

helped l ure spectators to theaters, and the film became the 

highest-grossing fi lm of all  t ime. By contrast ,  when Richard Rodriguez 

released his first movie, El Mariachi ( 1 992) , publicists emphasized how the 

project was a triumph of low-budget filmmaking (fig. 15.2) . Initial produc

tion costs were reportedly less than $ 10 ,000. The film received an expensive 

overhaul in  post-production, funded by the studio that picked up and dis

tributed it .  The news created a buzz in independent fi lm circles, and the 

movie became a cult hit. For many budding cineastes ( filmmakers) , i t  was a 

15.1 Easy Rider engaged a new generati on  of fi l mgoers. 

Ci nema as 
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potent symbol of how quirky, personal 

filmmaking was sti l l  possible in an age of 

special  effects extravaganzas.  

Though Titanic and El Mariachi seem 

to be polar opposites, the media coverage 

surrounding each fi l m ' s  release was 

remarkably consistent. Stories focused on 

production costs and box office receipts,  

on  the struggle of  one director (Cameron) 

to just ify his extravagance and of the 

other (Rodriguez) to  transcend the limita

tions of "guerri l la"  filmmaking. [n other 

words, the d iscourse  about the two 

fi lms emphasized the fact that cinema is 

an industry. 

Al though economic practices have 

always shaped the fi lm industry, increas

ingly, the business side of fi lmmaking determines the way film lovers and casual 

fans think and talk about movies. Magazines such as Vanity Fair and Entertain

ment Weekly rout inely publish articles on the powerful players in Hollywood, 

many of whom are not movie s tars, but financially successful producers and 

executives. Newspapers, television news, and entertainment magazines all pub

licize statistics on opening box office receipts, promising that a fi lm's  financial 

success or failure gets more public scrutiny than aesthet ic  considerations. 

Whereas Part Two of this book focused on films as texts to be watched, 

studied, and thoughtfully interpreted and Part Three has looked at film and 

culture, this final chapter considers fi lms from a strict ly economic perspective, 

as products to be consumed. I t  looks at films as commodities whose quality, 

appeal, and profitability are shaped by the structure of the industry, by methods 

of production, distribution, and marketing, and by technological developments. 

More specifically, the discussion focuses on important changes in  the structure 

of the fi lm industry and in business practices-notably industry consolidation

that have shaped film and culture  in  the post-studio era. I t  concludes by exam

ining a major technological development that has complemented industry 

consolidation-digital technology-and considers its i mpact on the way viewers 

experience films. 

, (j�� Th e C hangi ng Structure 
of t h e  Fi l m  I n d ustry 

From Oligopolies to Conglomerates 

During Hollywood's golden age, from the 1 920s t hrough the 1 940s, five major 

studios dominated the industry. Vertical integration-where a few powerful 

companies controlled the industry from the top down by making, di stributing, 

and exhibiting films in their own theaters-helped the studios guarantee stable 

box office receipts through practices such as block booking (forcing exhibitors 
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to rent a studio 's less l ucrative films along with the sure box office successes) . 

But the Supreme Court ' s  1 948 Paramount Decree declared that the five majors 

and three minors had been engaged in monopolistic practices, colluding to keep 

independent producers out of their theaters. This decision forced Paramount,  

Warner Brothers, Loew'sjMGM, Twentieth Century Fox, and RKO to divest 

themselves of their theater holdings. But al though the majors relinquished their 

theater chains, they maintained their hold over distribution and began to seek 

methods for increasing profits through distribution.  

The majors began investing i n  and distributing smaller, independent fi lms 

rather than producing their own. This defensive economic practice had implica

tions for film style and culture more generally. Studios used this strategy because 

i t  reduced risk; independent productions with small budgets didn ' t  have to rely 

on huge audiences to turn a profit. At the same time, independent directors were 

emboldened to explore challenging subject matter and to experiment with style. 

During the late 1 960s and 1 9 70s,  American fi lms became more adventurous. 

Films such as Easy Rider, The Wild Bunch (Sam Peckinpah 1 969) , Medium Cool, 

and Woodstock (Michael Wadleigh 1 9 70) shook up the industry and engaged 

younger audiences (figs. 1 5 . 1 ,  p. 4 1 5 ,  1 5 .3) . " Hollywood Renaissance" fi lm

makers addressed social and political issues head-on and rejected the classical 

style in  favor of more daring approaches borrowed from international art 

cinema directors. 

By the early 1970s, Hol lywood studios had made significant headway in 

reviving themselves commercially through the work of independent directors. 

This revival was solidified in 1 972,  when audiences swarmed to Paramount 's  

The Godfather. Director Francis Ford Coppola was,  like many of his peers, an 

independent committed to making personal films .  Coppola accepted Paramount 

Studio's offer to direct a screen adaptation of Mario Puzo's novel The Godfather 

in order to finance his production 

studio, Zoetrope, and his next per

sonal project, The Conversation. Para

mount's gamble paid off, and the 

film surpassed Gone with the Wind as 

the top box office grossing film of  al l  

t ime, taking in $86.2 mill ion (Biskind, 

p.  1 63) . 

The film marked the studios' re

emergence and renewed an emphasis 

on production. That interest was facil

itated by conglomerat ion ,  which 

began in 1 966 ,  when Gul f  and 

Western bought Paramount .  Since 

then, all of the major studios and 

several minors-including Para

mount, Warner Brothers, MGMjUA, 

Twentieth Century Fox, Universa l ,  

and Columbia-have been absorbed 

into larger media corporations as part 

The Changing Structu re of the F i lm  I n dustry 

1 5.3 Woodstock-another fi l m  that 
attracted young aud iences. 
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of a wide array of holdings. Under the laissez-faire economic policies of the 

Reagan administration in the 1 980s, studios were allowed to merge with con

glomerates that also owned theater chains. 

Media conglomeration effectively re-established vertical integration because 

mergers provided studios with distribution and exhibition outlets, including 

cable and satellite television, video and DVD rental chains, and internet service 

providers. For example, Rupert M urdoch , who owns the Fox television network, 

CBS/Fox video distribution, and Deluxe film labs, purchased Twentieth Century 

Fox. In 1 993 , Viacom added Paramount to its list of holdings, which included 

MTV, Nickelodeon, Showtime, and various televi sion stations. Viacom went on 

to buy Blockbuster, "creating for itself an automatic distribution outlet for its 

product" (Allen, p .  37 ) .  Pro-business government policies effectively rendered 

the Paramount Decree irrelevant and encouraged virtual monopolies on produc

tion and distribution, only now on a global scale. 

Horizontal I ntegration and Synergy 

The corporate mergers that began in 1 966 and continued unabated through the 

1 980s and 1 990s not only revived vertical i ntegration ;  they also produced hori

zontal integration, aligning complementary businesses and allowing companies 

to expand "across" the entertainment industry. This industrial shift has influ

enced the way films function as cultural experiences: for one thing, movies 

rarely are seen as discrete aesthetic experiences but ,  rather, are part and parcel 

of large-scale acts of consumption.  

The reason for  this  is that studios take advantage of market synergy: t hey use 

movie releases to make money in many venues simultaneously. Film scholar Jon 

Lewis describes how Time-Warner earned massive profit s  from Batman (Tim 

Burton 1 989) by licensing the DC comic character; taking a share of profits from 

shirts, toys, and other merchandise sold at Warner Brothers outlet stores and 

elsewhere; showing the film on Time-Warner's cable companies throughout the 

country; selling the soundtrack album t hrough Time-Warner record labels; and 

selling videos, DVDs, and laser discs through a Time-Warner label .  Al l  of these 

profits were over and above the film's  $250 million gross from t heatrical exhibi

t ion. Not only did this merchandising add to profits-it also marketed the film. 

Of  course, the film also received free promotional  coverage via Time-Warner's 

news magazines: Time, Life, and Entertainment Weekly (Lewis, p. 103 ) .  

Globalization 

Another effect of the wave of mergers has been the globalization of  the Holly

wood film industry. As of 2006, Universal Studios and its subsidiaries are part 

of NBC Universal (formed by a merger of G . E. and Vivendi, a French media 

company) ; Columbia Pictures and its subsidiaries are owned by Japan's Sony 

corporation;  and Twentieth Century Fox is part of News Corporation, Australian 

Rupert Murdoch's ever-burgeoning empire. Though still based within the 

United States, the other three major studios-Warner Brothers, Disney, and 

Paramount-are part of international conglomerates. Of  course, the nature of 
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corporate structure is transitory. In 2005 , Sony Pictures and Comcast (a cable 

entertainment company) acquired MGM, and Paramount (a subsidiary of 

Viacom) acquired Dream Works, suggesting t he ongoing nature of media 

conglomerizat ion.  

Corporate conglomeration has bolstered Hollywood' s  ability to compete in  the 

domestic and foreign markets; i ts posit ion of dominance is  u nrivaled. Currently, 

American films capture between 80 % and 90% of Continental Europe's box 

office returns (Cohen) . American films took in 90 % of Britain ' s  box office 

receipts in  1 990 (Hil l ,  p. 101 ) .  In Spain,  one of Europe's largest film markets ,  

American films took 78. 9 %  of the  box office receipts i n  2002 (Riambau, p .  56) . 

In country after country, Hollywood gained a foothold thanks to three busi

ness practices. First ,  the studios bui l t  multiplex theaters in  foreign markets to 

guarantee an adequate number of  screens for Hollywood 's products. These 

attracted new patrons by promising them a luxurious setting, allowing the 

studios to raise ticket prices (Thompson and Bordwell, p .  709) . Second, the 

industry 's horizontal and vertical i ntegration gave the major studios economic 

advantages over smaller, local companies who couldn ' t  afford to invest in satu

ration marketing campaigns. Finally, the industry hired lobbyists to negotiate for 

more lenient trade agreements that favored American exports. 

Some nations took steps to check the American j uggernaut .  France, tradition

ally regarded as the purveyor of one of the most in tellectually stimulating fil m  

cultures, has repeatedly led Europe's charge to l imi t  Hol lywood's influence. The 

European Union succeeded in keeping film out of the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade when i t  was finalized i n  December 1 993 ,  yet Hol lywood ' s  

power grew unabated. I n  1 994 the major Hollywood studios earned more money 

abroad than domestically (Thompson and Bordwell ,  p.  709) . 

I ndustry Labor Practices 

As in any industry, the film industry's labor force, its location,  and i ts  wages all 

play critical roles i n  determining the qual ity and profitability of the product . In 

the contemporary Hollywood industry, three trends have emerged as a resul t  of 

the global marketplace for labor and ideas: the outsourcing of labor, runaway 

productions, and the concentration of creative and intellectual control .  

Outsourcing 

In  the studio era, major studios kept production within the confi nes of studio 

back lots, which contained the sets, equipment, costumes, and personnel 

needed to  complete a project .  If  a scene required location shooting, cohesive 

units traveled together to complete the work. Under the unit production system, 

an effective team of technicians would work together on project after project .  

Today, studios outsource much of  the labor involved in  shooting a picture. On a 

given production, one independent firm might handle lighting, while another 

might construct the required sets.  The motivation for sub-contracting the work 

is financial. For example, Asian i nkers and colorists do much of  Disney's ani

mation work at a fraction of  the wages American workers would demand 

(Thompson and Bordwell, p. 707) . 
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Romania were che location used for Cold 
Mountain, a story sec in Norch Caro l i na. 
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The highest proportion of labor costs i s  paid to movie s tars in  the form of 

exorbitant fees and percentages of the profits. Popular s tars cannot be replaced 

or outsourced, and their involvement can make or break a movie at  the box 

office. However, some industry ins iders and film scholars have begun to examine 

the economic, social ,  and psychological implications of digitally rendered per

formers and stars, called synthespians. Will audiences respond to computer

generated characters the same way they respond to human stars? While the 

much reviled Jar Jar Binks of Phantom Menace (George Lucas 1 999) offers one 

answer (no ! ) ,  the enthusiasm with which fans received Gollum in the Lord of 

the Rings trilogy suggests audiences can respond to computer-generated figures. 

Furthermore, the popularity of reality television programming-where ordi

nary people perform rather than movie s tars-is another trend that threatens to 

undermine the traditional star system. Reality TV made its way onto the big 

screen with films such as The Real Cancun (Rick de Oliveira 2003 ) ,  the tagline 

for which reads, " No script ,  no actors, and no rules . "  

Runaway Productions 

For studio executives, runaway productions (f i lms shot outside the U .S . )  make 

economic sense, because it is often cheaper to fly an entire crew overseas to 

shoot in  a one-off set (or on location) using local technicians than i t  is to pay 

the requisite union wages in the United States. In 2002, Canada earned more 

money through foreign-financed productions t han any other country-a total o f  

$ 1 . 7  bill ion (Seguin) . Rather than  shooting t he Civil War 

epic Cold Mountain i n  the hil ls of North Carolina, where 

the novel is set, Miramax opted to film in the Carpathian 

Mountains in Romania (fig. 1 5 .4) . 

But  these decisions put studio executives at odds with 

domestic industries, because the money local economies 

would have taken in duri ng a shoot is instead spent outside 

the U .S .  I f  i t  had been made during the 1 990s, Cold Moun

tain might have been shot in  North Carolina,  which had 

been recognized as a hospitable climate for fil mmaking 

through tax incentives designed to lure production teams 

into the state. 

Creative Central ization 

Although the fi lm industry's labor force is now decentral

ized via the practice of outsourcing, the production of ideas 

has become more centralized, owing to the horizontal orga

nization of the industry. Unless screenwriters work for one 

of the massive media conglomerates, there are fewer and 

fewer markets for their ideas. The expenditures of six media 

companies account for three-quarters of the total spending 

on screenwriting in the U .S .  ("Tangled Webs ") . Fearing the 

intellectual consequences of the conglomerates' increasing 

control of content production ,  The Writers Guild of Amer

ica recently argued that the current market place stifles 
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creativi ty, either by absorbing new, creative talent into impersonal conglomerates 

that churn out standardized product or by ignoring this talent altogether. 

As outsourcing, runaway productions, and creative consolidation illustrate, 

film industry practices that may at first glance seem to have little to do with 

social or aesthetic issues do in fact have a significant impact on film and culture. 

Fi l ms as Prod u cts 

To il lustrate the way industrial practices shape viewers' experiences of film ,  this 

section discusses how fi lm industry practices of the 1 970s and '80s created the 

blockbuster and the high concept film. Those industrial products, and the sat

uration marketing used to promote them, in turn prompted a backlash :  the inde

pendent film culture of the late 1 980s. 

The Blockbuster 

The Godfather taught the studios the importance of the blockbuster: a film that 

swamps all competit ion, in  part by the sheer number of prints in  circulation 

at once. 

The Godfather, Jaws, and Star Wars transformed the way Hollywood distrib

uted and marketed its product to the public. During the 1 950s and '60s, studios 

commonly used a tactic called roadshowing. The film would have a lengthy run 

in a few premier theaters to generate word-of-mouth publicity before being dis

tributed more broadly. With The Godfather, studios began booking prints in as 

many theaters as possible, saturating the market with a single film to make a 

fi lm's opening weekend an event .  Studios realized that they could count on the 

press to cover its opening weekend ,  lur ing audiences into the theater with peer 

pressure: " Everyone else is seeing the film, so I guess I 

should too . "  

I n  fact, one o f  the economic jus ti fications for the multi

plex was not to offer patrons more diversity or convenience 

but, rather, to guarantee that major releases could open on 

more screens simultaneously. Universal opened Jaws in 

495 theaters nationwide. By the year 2000, major releases 

typically opened on two to t hree thousand screens. 

The goal of guaranteeing a blockbuster has had a 

tremendous impact on film style. Ho llywood catered to 

general audiences by producing less risky material, often 

based on novels or television series that have a built in or 

"pre-sold "  audience. The Godfather was based on Mario 

Puzo 's already popular novel. Jaws, also a popular novel, 

appealed to an even broader audience, becoming a family 

event. In fact, a survey of several influent ial blockbusters 

of the 1 970s reveals a steady trend away from intellectual 

and moral complexity and toward fantasy: The Godfather 

( 1 972; fig. 1 5 .5) , Jaws ( 1 9 7 5 ) ,  Star Wars ( 1 977) , Raiders of 

Fi l ms as Products 

1 5.5 The Godfather was one of many fi lms 
that targets an adu l t  audience. 
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1 5.6 (above) E. T was part of a trend toward fantasy in the 
1 980s and targeted ch i ldren .  

1 5.7 (below) Jurassic Park took market synergy to new levels. 
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the Lost Ark ( 1 981 ) ,  and E .  T ( 1 982 ; fig .  15.6). That trend has 

continued in the late 1 990s, with Titanic, and in 2001 -3 with 

the Lord of the Rings tr i logy. 

The High Concept Film 

Hollywood's movement away from complexity and ambiguity 

and toward simple entertainment coalesced in the high 

concept film ,  which fuses star power, genre appeal, and a 

basic scenario into a bankable package. High concept appro

priates and combines the most identifiable trai ts from other 

films, stars, and popular trends into a 25 -word marketable 

pitch that appeals to financially minded studio executives. 

The pitch for Snakes on a Plane (David R. Ell is 2006) was 

"Take two of the biggest fears people have-fear of flying and 

fear of snakes-and throw then together at  30,000 feet and see 

what happens " (Jensen, p. 27) . According to  screenwriter 

Howard Rodman, pitching a screenplay has become tanta

mount to "wri ting a prospectus  for a stock offering" (quoted 

in Maltby, p. 38) . 

The practice allows studios to combine already established 

and successful ingredients into one enticing morsel that the 

domestic and international markets will find easy to digest. 

The appeal of the high concept film i s  that audiences, both 

domestic and foreign, can readily understand its basic premise 

and admire its stars, improving its chances of  profitability. 

Saturation Marketing 

The rise of the blockbuster film coincided with the rise of 

national marketing campaigns.  Studios launched nationwide 

marketing bli tzes, which bombarded the p ublic with ads in 

newspapers, magazines, television, and radio. 

The winning synergetic s trategy for marketing a block

buster, according to MCA/Universal m arketing executive Eliz

abeth Gelfand, is to make merchandising deals in  three 

venues: toys, fast  food,  and video games (quoted in Seagrave, 

p. 242) . Steven Spielberg's  Jurassic Park stil l  s tands tall  as one 

of the monsters of market synergy (fig. 15.7) . By the time 

MCA/Universal released t he film in 1993 ,  the studio had made 

licensing deals with toy company Kenner Products, McDon

ald's,  Sega games, Nintendo games, K-Mart,  Weetabix, Pepsi ,  

Coca-Cola, and Nisson foods;  " sales o f  l icensed merchandis

ing passing $1 bill ion nine months after the film's  release" 

(Seagrave, p .  242) . As fi lm historian Peter Bart puts it , movie 

releases are highly orchestrated events :  "Today a movie is 

unveiled, not with a quietly orchestrated build,  but with a 
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cosmic paroxysm, a global spasm of hype involving 

giant marketing partners l ike McDonald's and a profli

gate network on the Super Bowl or the Olympics " 

(quoted in Allen, p .  5 5 ) .  

Saturation marketing has led t o  the expansion o f  

advertising budgets for most Hollywood productions: 

the advertising budget for A ustin Powers: The Spy Who 

Shagged Me (Jay Roach 1 999) , for example, outweighed 

its production budget (Thompson and Bordwell ,  p. 684) . 

I ndependent Film Culture 

Independent filmmaking has always been a part of 

American fi lm culture, but  in  the 1 980s, audiences and 

filmmakers al ike began to identify a movement opposed 

to corporate fi lmmaking. A number of independent fi lmmakers who debuted 

low-budget, idiosyncratic films in the 1 980s have garnered larger audiences and 

international reputations for their work, including Charles Burnett (fig. 15.8) , 

Joel and Ethan Coen, Todd Haynes, J im Jarmusch , David Lynch, John Sayles, 

and Steven Soderbergh , whose Sex, Lies, and Videotape ( 1 989) was a break

through fi lm for contemporary independent production. The spirit of experi

mentation evident in the American independent fi lms of the late 1 980s and the 

early 1 990s lives on in the films of Wes Anderson (The Life Aquatic [2004] ) ,  

Sofia Coppola (Marie Antoinette [2006] ) ,  and French fi lm and music video direc

tor Michel Gondry (Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind [2004; fig. 15.9] and 

The Science of Sleep [2006] ) .  

In the most li teral sense, a n  independent fi lm is not financed by a major Hol

lywood studio. Independent filmmakers secure funds by seeking out sponsors,  

drumming up investors, or borrowing money from friends and relatives. They 

often present an alternative sensibility, in terms of both their low production 

values and their autonomy from large-scale corporate interests. 

Independent filmmakers are freer to explore complex topics and social issues 

that may be off-limits to major studios afraid of offending their general audience. 

The New Queer Cinema of the early 1 990s offered complex 

representations of gay and lesbian culture in Haynes 's 

Poison ( 1 990) , Paris Is Burning (Jennie Livingston 1 990; fig. 

15. 10), and My Own Private Idaho (Gus Van Sant 1 991 ) .  J im 

Jarmusch's portrayals of foreigners adri ft in American 

culture (Down by Law [ 1 986] , Mystery Train [ 1 989] ) ,  John 

Sayles's exploration of race relations and labor politics 

(Matewan [ 1 987] ) ,  and Mary Harron'S feminist re-evaluation 

of the cult of Andy Warhol (I Shot A ndy Warhol [ 1 996])  are 

far more critical of American culture than mainstream films. 

Smaller independent films can earn a modest gross but still 

make a profi t .  For example, Little Miss Sunshine (Jonathan 

Dayton and Valerie Faris 2006) grossed more than $41 

million against a budget of $8 mil l ion ( ImDb.com) . 

F i lms as Products 

15.8 Charles Bu rnett's The Glass Shield 
was an impo rtant i ndependent African
American product ion of the 1 990s. 

1 5.9 The q u i rky Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind offers aud iences an 
u nconvent iona l  approach to c inematic 
narrative. 
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1 5.10 Jenn ie  Livingscon's Paris /s Burning 
raised new issues related co sexual pol itics. 
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Two Independent I nstitutions:  Sundance and M i ramax 

In 1 981 actor and director Robert Redford founded the Sundance Insti

tute, a non-profit organization providing training and financial 

support for emerging screenwriters and directors. The institute was 

long associated with the Sundance Film Festival in  Park City, Utah, a 

showcase for independent fi lmmaking. The independent movement 

gained momentum in the early 1 990s, when a string of small fi lms 

became box office hits-most notably The Crying Game ( Neil Jordan 

1 992) , Pulp Fiction ,  Clerks (Kevin Smith 1 994) , and Sling Blade (Bil ly 

Bob Thornton 1 996) . 

Audiences in the 1 990s gained greater access to independent fi lms, 

thanks to an increasing number of  film festivals as well as more 

opportunities to see independent fi lms on cable and satellite TV. By 

the end of the decade, independent film was a household phrase, 

familiar even to those with the most conventional tastes. 

Some critics argue that the popularity of the movement has made 

independent cinema just another part of the mainstream, threatening the idio

syncratic approach to filmmaking that attracted a udiences in the first place. 

Large conglomerates now seek to maximize profi ts  by distributing lower-budget 

independent films.  This phenomenon played itself out in  the case of The Blair 

Witch Project. Made for $20,000, the film was p icked up by Artisan entertain

ment for $1 million at the 1 999 Sundance Film Festival and became one of  the 

most successful independent fi lms ever, grossing more than $200 mill ion. 

Connections between Sundance and studio conglomerates have created a per

ception (accurate or not) that the festival showcases only directors with poten

tially profitable films or who are interested in making conventional industry 

films. The philosophy that such corporate connections compromise creativity 

inspired the Slamdance Festival, an alternative to the alternative, whose name 

suggests its derisive attitude toward Sundance. 

The history of Miramax pictures contributes to the perception that truly inde

pendent cinema is a thing of the past .  Disney acquired M iramax, a pioneer in 

independent film,  in the mid- 1 990s, and many critics allege that  the parent 

company's need to promote " family values" soon overshadowed any alternative 

perspectives. Moreover, Miramax became infamous for mounting lavish cam

paigns designed to promote its Academy Award-nominated fi lms. In 2004, the 

relationship between parent company (Disney) and subsidiary (Miramax) had 

frayed to the point of unraveling. At issue was the decision by Disney head 

Michael Eisner not to release Michael Moore 's controversial documentary 

Fahrenheit 9/1 1  and Harvey and Bob Weinstein's desire to distribute the fi lm,  

which they finally did through another company. In  the fall of 2005 , the Wein

stein brothers left Disney (a public statement suggested the break was by mutual 

agreement) , which retained Miramax. Bob and Harvey Weinstein took the 

Dimension film label with them and went on to form the Weinstein Company. 

In  short, the industry's horizontal and vertical integration has filmmakers, 

fi lm lovers, and film scholars alike wondering whether alternative forms of fi lm

making will  continue to challenge Hollywood hegemony in any meaningful way. 
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The advent of digital distribution outlets for feature films (see the last section 

of this chapter) has proven to be a boon for independent filmmaking. InDigEnt, a 

New York-based independent film production company established in 1 999, models 

itself after European innovators such as the French New Wave and Dogme 95 (a 

group of Danish filmmakers, including Lars Von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg, that 

explored a new realism in filmmaking by adhering to strict principles and using 

only digital video cinematography) . Gary Winick, one of InDigEnt's founders, said, 

" I  wanted this movement to be l ike the French New Wave, in  which directors told 

different types of stories and used the language of cinema a little differently, with 

smaller cameras on real locations" (Ross) . InDigEnt draws on the talent of estab

lished screenwriters, directors, and actors such as Richard Linklater, Wim Wenders, 

Rebecca Miller, and Ethan Hawke, who "agree to work within a framework of 

budgetary and technical l imitations in exchange for an innovative financial struc

ture and total creative freedom" (InDigEnt) . InDigEnt made an agreement to 

broadcast i t s  first ten fi lms on t he I ndependent Film Channel :  several of i ts fi lms, 

including Winick's Tadpole (2002) and Mil ler's Personal Velocity (2002) , were well 

received at the Sundance Film Festival and went on to l imited theatrical runs. 

{lID Fi l m  an d N ew Tech nology 

As with any industry, the film industry relies on technological advances to facil

itate production and distribution of  the product. While the impact of digital tech

nology on film style has been discussed in Chapter 6, i t ' s  also the case that 

digital technologies and the convergence of  communication and information 

technologies promise to play an i mportant role in marketing and exhibition. 

Digital technology is l i terally changing films themselves, as well as the circum

stances of their consumption. 

From an economic perspective, films are just one among many entertainment 

commodities in the market place. Whereas early film exhibitors created beauti

ful movie palaces, contemporary studios,  eager to sell movies as both experi

ences and products, have embraced new exhibition technologies such as cable, 

broadband, and DVD. They maximize profits by selling a film many times over. 

However, in the process, they are changing the way the medium is perceived as 

an aesthetic and cultural institution. 

Until the advent of television in  the 1 950s and the VHS tape in the 1 9 70s, 

movie theaters were the primary venues for seeing Hollywood films. In 1 946, the 

average American filmgoer saw twenty-nine films in the theater every year; in 

1984, that number had dropped to five. Although the industry has init ially feared 

that every new development in v iewing technology will undermine profitabil ity, 

these fears repeatedly prove to be unfounded . Audiences haven ' t  stopped going 

to the movies. More importantly, the studios have learned how to diversify and 

capitalize on each new development, for example by selling network broadcast 

rights to their films and repackaging different versions of the same film on DVDs. 

In 1 995 ,  the home video m arket accounted for more than half of the major fi lm 

corporations' revenues worldwide, whereas theatrical releases accounted for one 

fourth and television for around one fifth of revenues (Seagrave, p. 1 92) . 
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The Rise of the DVD 

Home-viewing technology entered the digital age in the 1 990s. DVDs allow 

studios to sell films multiple times: at the theater, with the initial DVD release, 

and with any subsequent releases of " Collector's Editions " that include new 

bonus features. 

For the industry, one significant advantage of the technology is its ability to 

augment synergetic market forces. DVDs allow studios to advertise other prod

ucts better than videotapes. Videotape technology had limited the film industry's 

ability to sell space. The Frito-Lay corporation complained to M PAA President 

Jack Valenti that the company would not pay top-tier advertising rates for ads 

placed on videotapes because the fast forward button allowed viewers to skip 

commercials ! Ever able to use technology i n  the service of  profits ,  the industry 

learned from this experience. DVD technology has " solved" that problem from 

the film industry's standpoint .  D igital encoding can actually prevent v iewers 

from forwarding through the advertising section of a DVD. 

For the viewer, DVD technology represents a significant shift from the video

tape. Unlike the videotape, where moving among scenes requires rewinding and 

fast forwarding, DVDs permit viewers to jump from scene to scene instanta

neously. Furthermore, the immense capacity of disks to store digitized informa

tion means that bonus materials and commentary tracks by directors and 

cinematographers are made available to viewers. These features have now 

become part and parcel of the marketing of DVDs. 

DVD technology has provoked a number of debates. Film scholar Thomas 

Doherty explores the DVD's apparent advantages over videotape as a consumer 

product and argues that,  whether or not the advantages are exaggerated is ,  in 

fact ,  irrelevant. As consumers must do when any industry engages in techno

logical innovation, they are in the midst o f  a conversion cycle and must accept 

the inevitable shift to the new technology. 

Not everyone considers technological change neutral in its i mpact on the film 

medium. Rather than focusing on the DVD as part of a consumer cycle, James 

Morrison suggests that the DVD has adversely affected film culture. The DVD's 

ability to  store vast amounts of information ,  including a " director's cut , "  may 

ultimately compromise a director's vision.  Directors must sign contracts that 

restrict the content of their films when they are screened in theaters, because 

studios expect to "put back in the DVD what was banned in the theatrical 

release, and use i t  as a selling point"  (Morrison,  p. 52) . Morrison also questions 

the value of the supplementary material on  DVDs :  

If  the  advent of DVD has contributed a greater awareness to many 

filmgoers' experience of movies, it's of a very specific kind, a cultish type 

of knowledge, in which localized background detail used to sell the disc, 

or production tidbits commemorated in the filmmakers' commentaries on 

DVDs, turn into a new form of mythology. (Morrison, p .  52) 

In his view, the DVD encourages commodity fetishism (endowing consumer 

goods with mystical qualities) , enabling viewers to think of films as collectable 

items prized only for their connection to celebrated personalities. 
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A case in point might be Fox Studios' 2003 release of The Alien Quadrilogy, 

a collector's set of nine discs containing 58 hours of Alien. Such an overwhelm

ing amount of deleted scenes and "making of" documentaries doesn't attract 

casual fans as much as Alien "completists," bent on owning the latest-and 

longest-version of the films and fixated by the directors' personal accounts of 

production history. Much like an "all you can eat buffet," such DVDs attract con

sumers by selling quantity of material, not quality. 

Film and Digital Technologies 

DVD players and televisions are no longer the only hardware appropriate for 

home viewing. Personal computers provide an array of viewing experiences. 

Beyond playing DVDs, computers grant access to trailers and full-length films on 

the internet. Cinephiles and critics widely tout the internet's ability to democra

tize film culture by providing a means to distribute movies that by-pass com

mercial theaters. 

Initially, the web was used primarily as a marketing vehicle for films, but its 

role in film culture continues to evolve. Film scholar J.P. Telotte chronicles the 

way that the internet marketing campaign for The Blair Witch Project (fig. 15.11) 

blurred the distinction between fact and fiction (a theme that the film itself 

addresses) and between watching films and surfing the internet. The website 

subordinated the film-presumably the product at the center of the project-to 

the marketing campaign by offering links to sites that helped to perpetuate the 

fictional notion that the film was composed of found footage shot by three 

college students who got lost in the Maryland woods. This savvy marketing cam

paign asked viewers to consider the film "one more artifact, along with the mate

rials gathered together at the website, which we might view in order to better 

understand a kind of repressed or hidden reality" (Telotte). The web site 

"point[ed] in various ways away from the film's privileged status as a product 

of the entertainment industry" (Telotte), while, at the same time, the film 

acquired some of the characteristics of the internet. 

This process is a portent of the future: the internet 

"threatens, much as television did, to supplant the film 

industry, in part by offering its own pleasures to a 

young audience that has grown up with electronic nar

ratives" (Telotte). 

The web continues to be an important venue for 

marketing films, but its inherent ability to promote 

interactivity (such as video games that allow viewers 

to determine the ending of a story) gives the web a 

new role to play in filmmaking. A website created for 

the action thriller Snakes on a Plane included a blog for 

fans to contribute ideas that the filmmakers included in 

the finished product. 

Websites also provide an alternative to traditional 

venues for film distribution. Atomfilms.com and 

YouTube permit amateur filmmakers to upload their 

Film and New Technology 

15.11 The Blair Witch Project-a fi lm for 
the internet age. 
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The Dream Palaces 

The earliest venues for watching a program of short 

one-reelers were vaudeville theaters, lecture halls, and 

churches. Around 1905, permanent storefront theaters 

called nickelodeons emerged. Then, after the popular 

success of Italian spectacles such as Quo Vadis? (Enrico 

Guazzoni 1 913) and Cabiria (Giovanni Pastrone 1 914), 

the industry turned to feature-length f ilms. 

As comic shorts gave way to these dramatic feature

length epics, exhibitors built monumental movie 

theaters to attract and accommodate middle-class 

audiences (fig. 15.12). The Regent and Strand theaters 

in New York City, which opened in the 191 Os, were the 

first such "dream palaces." With more than 3,000 seats 

and a thirty-piece orchestra, the Strand's lavish interior 

was appointed with a marble foyer and crystal 

chandelier (Cook, p. 39). By the late 1 920s, most movie 

theaters were air-conditioned and summertime became 

the peak season for film going (Gomery, p. 51). 15.12 A publicity still of a typical early movie palace. 
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own videos for others to watch for free. The fact that broadband allows users to 

download feature films as digital files makes executives who helm entertainment 

conglomerates uneasy. Digital copies are perfect copies: there is no degradation 

of image or sound quality with each subsequent generation. 

Film corporations have responded to the threat of digital piracy by raising the 

technological barriers against duplication (including regional coding on DVDs, 

for example) and by pursuing legal action against unauthorized downloading. 

Another response to the pirating of digital content is to provide legal access to 

films on the internet. ClickStar, a distribution company led by actor Morgan 

Freeman, provides star-branded channels via broadband subscription. 

A further development in distribution is the shortening of the theatrical 

window-the length of time between the theatrical release of a film and the date 

on which it becomes available on DVD or on broadcast on cable channels-so 

that audiences will have authorized access to a major release rather than pirat

ing it. Steven Soderbergh experimented with the complete elimination of the the

atrical window (which is called "the bubble" in the industry) by releasing 

Bubble (2005) in theaters, on cable television, and on DVD on the same day. 

Industry trends had already been slowly moving in that direction and should 

continue to do so: the theatrical window shrank by about two weeks between 

2003 and 2005. 

Two factors militate against the total collapse of the theatrical window, 

however: one relates to film aesthetics, the other to commerce. First, film direc-
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tors such as M. Night Shyamalan have championed the preservation of the com

munal viewing experience that only a movie theater can provide. Second, film 

conglomerates tend to view the theatrical release of a film as a marketing 

opportunity for the DVD of that same film: the buzz created by a release can 

build over time until consumers are ready and willing to purchases the DVD 

release. Ironically, the success of Netflix and other mail order DVD rental ser

vices may be contributing to the shrinking DVD market as consumers purchase 

fewer DVDS for their own collections. It's likely that these rental outlets will 

soon take advantage of the cost advantages of delivering their films via broad

band or satellite. The same digital technologies that have made a plethora of distri

bution options available for home viewing have influenced the theatrical market. 

Digital projection systems began making their way into movie theaters after the 

Digital Cinema System Specification agreement was signed in 2005 by a consor

tium of major film studios (named the Digital Cinema Initiative) and the Society 

of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE). The 176-page document 

(DCl_DigitaLCinema_System_Spec_ v!. pdf) sets out global industry standards 

for digital projection. The first requirement is that digital cinema systems "shall 

have the capability to present a theatrical experience that is better than what one 

could achieve now with a traditional 35mm Answer Print" (DCI, p. 17). 

Advocates of digital projection have long promised unblemished images

computer files cannot be marred by dirt, scratches and other forms of deteriora

tion that plague film prints-and financial incentives for studios. The cost of one 

celluloid print is at least $2,000, not to mention shipping and storage. Digital 

systems allow for the immediate electronic distribution of a feature film via 

broadband, satellite, or a hard drive. Finally, digital film prints can also assist 

studios in cracking down on piracy: the guidelines require that "every five

minute chunk of video must contain a 35-bit 'forensic marker' specifying the 

date, time and location at which the movie is shown" (Captain). With these 

markers the actual time that the piracy occurs can be pinpointed. Christie Digital 

Systems, a company that makes digital projectors, has predicted that 4,000 

screens will be converted before the end of 2007. By mid-2006 about 400 screens 

had been converted in the United States. 

One major sticking point in the conversion to digital cinema has been the cost 

of equipping movie theaters. In early 2005 the British Arts Council announced 

that a contract had been signed with Arts Alliance Digital Media to convert 250 

movie screens in 150 theaters at a cost of fI1.5 million. Pete Buckingham, a 

spokesman for the Arts Council, couched the key benefit in terms of the impact 

on distribution: "Although a genuine variety of films is available in central 

London and a few other metropolitan areas, the choice for many outside these 

areas remains limited, and the Digital Screen Network will improve access for 

audiences across the UK" ("UK Pioneers"). 

As this discussion suggests, digital technologies aren't merely altering the 

logistics of home viewing or changing age-old industry practices of production 

and exhibition. They also have the potential to create entirely new relationships 

between viewers and films. All of these aspects of digital cinema can be relevant 

to film interpretation. Writing about technological issues isn't just the domain 

of industry economists and dull trade magazines. The ever-burgeoning wave of 
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digital innovation is having both an industrial and an aesthetic impact, and 

recent film scholarship and criticism explore how these technological advances 

are changing the art of cinema. 

Articles and reviews about the blog-produced Snakes on a Plane didn't just 

explore whether or not the film was good or bad. Inevitably writers weighed 

how the film's unusual production history might have influenced the audiences' 

responses. Some articles took the discussion even further and evaluated the 

film's production as a historical milestone. For some, Snakes on a Plane repre

sents the democratization of film production; seeing their own web-generated 

ideas played out onscreen gives fans "a sense of ownership over [the film'sJ cul

tural impact" (Klosterman, p. 62). 

While film critic Chuck Klosterman acknowledges that Snakes encouraged a 

new mode of audience involvement, he isn't so sanguine about its artistic 

effects. For him the solicitation of fan feedback reduces film production to the 

level of a focus group meeting: 

If studios start to view the blogosphere as some kind of massive 

focus group, two things will happen: The first is that the movies 

will become idiotic and impersonal [ ... J. But the less predictable 

second result will be that many of those movies will still fail 

commercially [ . . . J. Making artistic decisions by consensus doesn't 

work any better than giving one person complete autonomy [ ... J. 

(Klosterman, p. 62) 

From Klosterman's perspective, the Snakes blog represents the potential corp

orate homogenization of film art as much as its democratization. But in trying 

to appeal to everyone, the film may be doomed to appeal to no one. Films made 

in this manner may lose their thematic and aesthetic integrity in the process. 

Klosterman's discussion illustrates how critics and scholars do not merely report 

on new developments in the industry and its technologies. Many evaluate how 

these developments affect the cinema as an aesthetic, industrial, and cultural 

endeavor. 
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Glossary 

3D-degree rule The convention that the 
camera should move at least 30 degrees any 
time there is a cut within a scene. 

1S0-degree rule A continuity editing rule 
for positioning the camera in  order to 
maintain consistent screen direction. The 
camera does not move across an imagined 
line drawn between two characters, for 
example, because to do so would reverse 
their positions in the frame. 

Academy ratio The aspect ratio of 1 .33 : 1 ,  
standardized by the Academy o f  Motion 
Picture Art and Sciences until the 
development of widescreen formats in the 
1 950s. See also Aspect ratio. 

Actualites Early films that documented 
everyday events, such as workers leaving a 
factory. 

ADR (Automatic dialogue replacement) A 
technique for recording synchronized 
dialogue in post-production, using a machine 
that runs forward and backward. Also called 
" looping," because it i s  achieved by cutting 
several identical lengths of developed film 
and having actors record the dialogue 
repeatedly. 

Aerial shot A shot filmed from an airplane 
or hel icopter. 

Analog video A videotape system that 
records images onto magnetic tape, using 
electronic signals. 

Anamorphic lens A technique for creating a 
widescreen aspect ratio using regular 35mm 
cameras and f i lm.  During shooting, an 
anamorphic lens squeezes the image at  a 
ratio of 2: 1 horizontally onto a standard film 
frame. During projection, an anamorphic 
lens on the projector unsqueezes the image, 
creating a widescreen aspect ratio d uring 
presentation. See also Aspect ratio. 

Animation Creating the appearance of 
movement by drawing a series of frames that 
are projected sequentially, rather than 
photographing a series of still images. 

Anime A style of Japanese animation, 
distinguished primarily by the fact that it is 
not all geared for young audiences. 

Antagonist A character who in some way 
opposes the protagonist, leading to 
protracted conflict. 

Aperture A small ,  variable opening on a 
camera lens that regulates the amount of 
light entering the camera and striking the 
surface of the film. 

Apparatus theory A body of thought 
in itiated by the French theorist Jean-Louis 
Baudry, which argues that the film medium's 
technological apparatus-including lenses, 
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cameras, and projectors-and not only the 
content of films, is inherently ideological. 

Aspect ratio The shape of the image 
onscreen as determined by the width 
(horizontal dimension) of the frame relative 
to its height (vertical dimension) . An image 
with an aspect ratio of 1 .3 3 : 1  (Academy 
ratio) will be thirty-three percent wider than 
it  is high. See also Academy ratio. 

Assistant editor A member of a film crew 
who assists the editor with various tasks, 
including taking footage to the lab, checking 
the condition of the negative, cataloguing 
footage, and supervising optical effects, often 
produced by an outside company. 

Auteur Translates as "author." A term for 
film directors that was popularized by 
French film critics and refers to film directors 
with their own distinctive style. 

Available light Also called " natural light , "  
the process of using sunlight rather than 
artificial studio lights when filming. 

Avant-garde film Also called "experimental 
film" or "underground cinema." The goal of 
avant-garde filmmakers is not commercial 
success, but artistic invention. Avant-garde 
films are generally made by one person or a 
small group, distributed in very limited 
ways, and exhibited at specialized venues 
such as universities, museums, and cinema 
clubs. 

Average shot length The average length in 
seconds of a series of shots, covering a 
portion of a film or an entire film. A 
measure of pace within a scene or in the 
film as a whole. 

Backstage musical A musical film in which 
each song and dance number is narratively 
motivated by a plot that situates characters 
in performance contexts. 

Backstory The details of a character's past 
that emerge as the film unfolds, and which 
often play a role in character motivation. 

Base A flexible celluloid strip that, along 
with the emulsion layer, comprises 35mm 
film stock. 

Best boy A crew member who assists the 
gaffer in managing lighting and electrical 
crews. 

Blaxploitation An action film cycle of the 
late 1 960s and early 1 970s that featured 
bold,  rebellious African American characters. 

Bleach bypass A process of film 
development that involves leaving the silver 
grains in  the emulsion rather than bleaching 
them out. This produces desaturated color. 

Block booking An outlawed studio era 
practice, where studios forced exhibitors to 

book groups of films at once, thus ensuring 
a market for their failures along with their 
successes. 

Blockbuster A large-budget film whose 
strategy is to swamp the competition 
through market saturation.  

Blocking A production term referring to 
coordinating actors' movements with lines 
of dialogue. 

Blue screen A technique used during 
production to create traveling malles for 
special visual effects. Live action is fi lmed 
in front of a blue screen and a matte (black 
mask) created for use when filming a 
separate background. The live-action 
footage is joined with the background 
footage (which essentially has a black hole 
that the live action fills) . See also Green 
screen . 

Brechtian distanciation Drawing allention 
to the process of representation (including 
narrative and characterization) to break the 
theatrical illusion and elicit a distanced, 
intellectual response in  the audience. 

B-roll Secondary footage that is interspersed 
with master shots, sometimes in the form of 
footage shot for another production or 
archival footage. 

Cameo A short screen appearance by a 
celebrity, playing himself or herself. 

Camera distance The space between the 
camera and the subject it is filming. The 
effect of camera distance depends on other 
visual , narrative, and sound details  and 
patterns. While, for example, long shots 
(with a large distance between camera and 
subject) may evoke a sense of a character's 
powerlessness, the specific effect must be 
considered in relation to a fi lm's overall 
ideas and themes. 

Canted angle Also called a " Dutch angle,"  
a shot resulting from a static camera that is  
t i l ted to the right or left, so that the subject 
in the frame appears at a diagonal. 

Cel A transparent sheet on which animation 
artists draw images. The sheet is laid over 
an unchanging background,  allowing 
animation artists to draw only the elements 
that change from frame to frame. 

Character actor An actor whose career 
rests on playing minor or secondary quirky 
characters rather than leading roles. 

Charge coupler device The chip in a video 
camera that converts the incoming light to 
an electronic signal. 

Chiaroscuro The artful use of light and 
dark areas in  the composition in black and 
white filmmaking. 
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Cinerama A widescreen process that uses 
three cameras, three projectors, and a wide, 
curved screen. 

City symphony A type of short film that 
blends elements of documentary and avant
garde film to document and often to 
celebrate the wonder of the modern city. 

Classical style A style associated with 
Hollywood filmmaking of the studio and 
post-studio eras, in  which efficient 
storytelling, rather than gritty realism or 
aesthetic innovation, is o f  paramount 
importance. 

Close-up A shot taken when the camera is 
so close to a subject that it fills the frame. I t  
i s  most commonly used for a shot that 
isolates and encompasses a single actor's 
face, to emphasize the expression of emotion. 

Closure A characteristic of conventional 
narrative form, where the conclusion of the 
film wraps up all loose ends in a form of 
resolution, though not necessarily with a 
happy ending. 

Color consultant A specialist who moni tors 
the processing of color on the set and in the 
film lab. 

Color filter A type of filter that absorbs 
certain wavelengths but leave others 
unaffected. On black and white film,  color 
filters lighten or darken tones. On color film,  
they can produce a range of effects. 

Color timing Because film stock is sensitive 
to the color of light, directors work with film 
labs in post-production to monitor the color 
scheme of each scene in a fi lm, making 
adjustments for consistency and aesthetic 
effect. 

Compilation film A film composed entirely 
of footage from other films. 

Compositing Creating images during post
production by joining together photographic 
or CGI material shot or created at different 
times and places. 

Composition in depth A technique of 
arranging the actors on the set to take 
advantage of deep-focus cinematography, 
which allows for many planes of depth in 
the film frame to remain in focus. 

Composition The visual arrangement of 
objects, actors, and space within the frame. 

Computer-generated imagery (CGI) 
Images that originate from computer 
graphics technology, rather than 
photography. 

Continuity editing Also called " invisible 
editing," a system devised to minimize the 
audience's awareness of shot transitions, 
especially cuts, in order to improve the flow 
of the story and avoid interrupting the 
viewer's immersion in i t .  

Continuity editor A crew member whose 
job is to maintain consistency in visual 
details from one shot to the next. 

Glossary 

Continuity error Any noticeable but 
unintended discrepancy from one shot to 
the next in  costume, props, hairstyle, 
posture, etc. 

Crab dolly A wheeled platform with wheels 
that rotate, so the dolly can change 
direction. 

Crane shot A shot taken from a camera 
mounted on a crane that moves three
dimensionally in space. 

Cut An abrupt shot transition that occurs 
when Shot A is instantaneously replaced by 
Shot B. A cut joins two non-consecutive 
frames of film.  

Cutaway A shot that focuses audience 
attention on precise details that may or may 
not be the focus of characters. 

Dailies Also called "rushes," footage 
exposed and developed quickly so that the 
d irector can assess the day's work. 

Day for night The practice of shooting 
during the day but using filters and under
exposure to create the illusion of nighttime. 

Deep-focus cinematography A 
cinematography technique that produces an 
image with many planes of depth in focus. I t  
can be accomplished by using a small 
aperture ("stopping down the lens") , a large 
distance between camera and subject, 
and/or a lens of short focal length (wide
angle lens) . 

Denouement The fall ing or unraveling 
action after the climax of a narrative that 
leads to resolution. 

Depth of field The distance that appears in 
focus in front of and behind the subject. I t  is 
determined by the aperture, distance and 
focal length of lens. 

Desaturated Muted, washed out color that 
contains more white than a saturated color. 

Descriptive claim A neutral account of the 
basic plot and style of a film,  a part o f  a 
film,  or a group of films. 

Diegesis The imagined world of the story. 

Diffusion filters These filters bend the light 
coming into the lens, softening and blurring 
the image. 

Digital cinema Also called "d-cinema." Not 
to be confused with digital cinematography 
(shooting movies on digital video), this term 
refers to using digital technologies for 
exhibition. 

Digital compositing Creating an image by 
combining several elements created 
separately using computer graphics rather 
than photographic means. 

Digital set extension Using computer 
graphics to "build" structures connected to 
the actual architecture on set or location. 

Digital video A system for recording images 
on magnetic tape using a digital signal, that 
is, an electronic signal comprised of as and Is. 

Direct cinema Also called cinema verite, a 
documentary style in which the filmmaker 
attempts to remain as unobtrusive as possible, 
recording without obvious editorial comment. 

Direct sound Sound recorded on a set, on 
location or, for documentary film, at an 
actual real-world event, as opposed to dubbed 
in post-production through ADR or looping. 

Director The person in charge of planning 
the style and look o f  the film with the 
production designer and director of 
photography, working with actors during 
principal photography, and collaborating 
with the editor on the final version. 

Dissolve A shot transition that involves the 
gradual disappearance o f  the image at the 
same time that a new image gradually comes 
into view. 

Dolly A platform on wheels, used for 
mobile camera shots. 

Double exposure A technique of exposing 
film frames, then rewinding the film and 
exposing it  again ,  which results in an image 
that combines two shots in  a single frame. 

Dutch angle See Canted angle. 

Dye coupler A chemical embedded in the 
emulsion layer of f i lm stock that ,  when 
developed after exposure, releases a 
particular color dye (red, green, or blue). 

Editor A person responsible for putting a 
film together from a mass of developed 
footage, making decisions regarding pace, 
shot transitions, and which scenes and shots 
will be used . 

Emulsion A chemical coating on film stock 
containing light-sensitive grains. 

Episodic A non-standard narrative 
organization that assumes a "day in the life" 
quality rather than the highly structured 
three-act or four part narrative, and that 
features loose or indirect cause-effect 
relationships. 

Establishing shot In  a standard shot 
sequence, the establishing shot is the first 
shot. Its purpose is to provide a clear 
representation of the location of the action. 

Ethnographic film A type of documentary 
film whose purpose is to present the way of 
life of a culture or subculture. 

Evaluative claim A statement that asserts a 
judgment that a given fil m  or group of films 
is good or bad, based on specific criteria, 
which may or may not be stated. 

Exposition Dense accumulation o f  detail 
conveyed in the opening moments of a film.  

Exposure Light striking the emulsion layer 
of the film, activating light-sensitive grains. 

Exposure latitude The measurement of 
how " forgiving" a film stock is. It determines 
whether an acceptable image will be 
produced when the film stock is exposed to 
too little or too much light. 
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Extra An uncredited actor, usually hired for 
crowd scenes. 

Extradiegetic Also called "non-diegetic, " 
any element in the film that is not a part of 
the imagined story world. 

Extreme dose-up A shot taken from a 
vantage point so close that only a part of the 
subject is visible. An extreme close-up of  an 
actor might show only an eye or a portion o f  
the face. 

Extreme long shot A shot that makes the 
human subject very small in  relation to his 
or her environment. The entire figure from 
head to toe is onscreen and dwarfed by the 
surroundings. 

Extreme wide-angle lens Also called a 
"fish-eye lens. " With a focal length of 1 5mm 
or less, th is  lens presents an extremely 
distorted image, where objects in  the center 
of the frame appear to bulge toward the 
camera. 

Eye-level shot A shot taken from a level 
camera located approximately 5' to 6' from 
the ground, simulating the perspective of  a 
person standing before the action presented. 

Eyeline match A continuity editing 
technique that preserves spatial continuity 
by using a character's l ine of vision as 
motivation for a cut. 

Fabula A chronological and complete 
account of all the events in a narrative. Also 
referred to as the "story. " See S)luzhet. 
Fade-out A shot transition where shot A 
slowly d isappears as the screen becomes 
black before shot B appears. A fade-in is the 
reverse of  this process. 

Fast A description of film stock that is 
highly sensitive to light. 

Fast motion Recording images at a slower 
speed than the speed of  projection (24 
frames per second) .  Before cameras were 
motorized, this was called undercranking. 
Fewer frames are exposed in one minute,  
so, when projected at 24 Lp.s., that actio n  
takes less than a minute on screen and 
appears unnaturally rapid. 

Figure placement and movement The 
arrangement of actors on screen as a 
compositional element that suggests themes, 
character development, emotional content,  
and visual motifs. 

Film stock Thin, flexible material 
comprised of  base and emulsion layers, onto 
which light rays are focused and which is 
processed in chemicals to produce film 
images. 

Filter A device used to manipulate the 
amount and/or color of light entering the 
lens. 

First-person narration A story narrated by 
one of the characters within the story, using 
the "I" voice. 

Fish-eye lens See Extreme wide-angle lens. 
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Flashback The non-chronological insertion 
of  events from the past into the present day 
of  the story world. 

Flashing Also called "prefogging," a 
cinematographic technique that exposes raw 
film stock to light before, during, or after 
shooting, resulting in an image with reduced 
contrast. This effect can also be created 
using digital post-production techniques. 

Flashforward The non-chronological 
insertion of  scenes of events yet to happen 
into the present day of the story world. 

Focal length The distance in  mil l imeters 
from the optical center of a lens to the plane 
where the sharpest image is formed while 
focusing on a distant object. 

Focus puller A crew member whose job is 
to measure the distance between the subject 
and the camera lens, marking the ring on the 
camera lens, and ensuring that the ring is 
turned precisely so that the image is in focus. 

Fog filter Glass filters whose surface is 
etched with spots that refract light, so they 
create the appearance of water droplets in 
the air. 

Foley artist A crew member who works in 
post-production in a specially equipped 
studio to create the sounds of the story 
world, such as the shuffling of shoes on 
various surfaces for footsteps. 

Forced development A technique of 
"pushing" the film (overdeveloping it) to 
correct problems of underexposure (resulting 
from insufficient light during shooting) by 
increasing image contrast. 

Forced perspective A system of 
constructing and arranging buildings and 
objects on the set so that they diminish in 
size dramatically from foreground to 
background, which creates the i l lusion of 
depth. 

Formalist style An alternative to classical 
and realist styles, formalism is a self
consciously interventionist approach that 
explores ideas, abstraction, and aesthetics 
rather than focusing on storytelling (as in 
classical films) or everyday life (as in realist 
films) . 

Four-part structure A contemporary 
modification of the standard three-act 
structure that identifies a critical turning 
point at the hal fway mark of  most narrative 
films. 

Frame narration The plotline that 
surrounds an embedded tale. The frame 
narration may or may not be as fully 
developed as the embedded tale. 

Freeze frame Projecting a series of frames 
of film with the same image, which appears 
to stop the action. 

Front projection A technique to join live 
action with pre-recorded background images. 
A projector is aimed at a half-silvered mirror 

that reflects the background, which the 
camera records as being located behind the 
actors. 

Frozen time moment A visual effect 
achieved through the use of photography 
and digital techniques that appears to stop 
time and allow the viewer to travel around 
the subject and view i t  from a multitude of  
vantage points. 

Gaffer A crew member who reports to the 
Director of Photography (DP) and is in 
charge of tasks involving lighting and 
electrical needs. 

Gauge The gauge of  the film stock is its 
width, measured across the frame. Typical 
sizes are 8mm, 1 6mm, 35mm and 70mm. 

Genre A class or type of film, such as the 
Western or the horror movie. Films 
belonging to a particular genre share 
narrative, visual, and/or sound conventions. 

Genre conventions The rules of character, 
setting, and narrative that films belonging to 
a genre-such as Westerns, horror films, and 
screwball comedies-generally obey. 

German Expressionism A fi lm style that 
emerged in the 1 910s in Germany. It was 
heavily indebted to the Expressionist art 
movement  of the t ime and i n fluenced 
subsequent horror films and film nair. 

Glass shot A type of matte shot, created by 
positioning a pane of optically flawless glass 
with a painting on it  between the camera 
and scene to be photographed. This combines 
the painting on the glass with the set or 
location-seen through the glass-behind it .  

Go-motion A digital technique developed 
by Industrial Light and Magic, which builds 
movement sequences from single frames of 
film.  

Grain Suspended particles of  s i lver in the 
film's emulsion, which may become visible 
in  the final image as dots. 

Graphic match A shot transition that 
emphasizes the visual similarities between 
two consecutive shots. 

Green screen A compositing method that 
allows cinematographers to combine live 
action and settings that are filmed or created 
separately. Actors are filmed against a green 
or blue background. During post-production, 
this background is filled in with an image 
through the use of a travel ling matte. See 
also Blue screen. 

Handheld shot A shot taken by a camera 
that is held manually rather than supported 
by a tripod, crane, or Steadicam. Generally, 
such shots are shaky, owing to the motion of 
the camera operator. 

Hard light Light emitted from a relatively 
small source positioned close to the subject. 
I t  tends to be unflattering because i t  creates 
deep shadows and emphasizes surface 
imperfections. 
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High-angle shot A shot taken from a 
camera positioned above the subject, looking 
down at it. 

High concept film A post-studio era 
Hollywood film designed to appeal to the 
broadest possible audience by fusing a 
simple story line with major movie stars 
and mounting a lavish marketing 
campaign. 

High-key lighting Lighting design that 
provides an even il lumination of the subject, 
with many facial details washed out. High
key lighting tends to create a hopeful mood, 
in contrast to low-key lighting. 

Hollywood Blacklist Individuals who were 
prevented from working in the film industry 
because o f  their suspected involvement with 
Communist interests. 

Hollywood Ten Ten Hollywood writers and 
directors cited for Contempt of Congress for 
refusing to cooperate with the House 
Committee on Un-American Activities' 
attempts to root out Communists in  the film 
industry. 

Horizontal integration A term that refers 
to the organization of an industry wherein 
one type of corporation also owns 
corporations in allied industries, for 
example, film production and video games. 

Hue Color. The strength of a hue is 
measured by its saturation or desaturation. 

Hybrid A film that fuses the conventions of 
two or more genres. 

Insert A shot that interrupts a scene's 
master shot and may include character 
reactions or cutaways. 

Integrated musical A musical in which 
some or all musical numbers are not 
motivated by the narrative; for example, 
characters sing and dance throughout the 
film but at least some performances are not 
staged for an onscreen audience. Examples 
include Oklahoma, The Umbrellas of 
Cherbourg, Grease, and Chicago. 

Interlaced scanning A property of older 
television monitors, where each frame was 
scanned as two fields: one consisting of al l  
the odd numbered lines, the other al l  the 
even lines. If slowed down, the television 
image would appear to sweep down the 
screen one line at a time. 

Interpellation Louis Althusser's term for 
the way in  which a society creates its 
subjects/citizens through ideological (as 
opposed to repressive) state apparatuses, 
which include education, media, religion, 
and the family. 

Interpretive claim A statement that 
presents an argument about a fi lm's 
meaning and significance. 

Intertextual reference A narrative, visual ,  
or sound element that refers viewers to other 
films or works of art . 
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Iris in A form of shot transi tion, generally 
concluding a scene, where a circular mask 
constricts around the image until the entire 
frame is black. 

Iris out The reverse of Iris in: an iris 
expands outward until the next shot takes 
up the entire screen. 

Jump cut An abrupt, inexplicable shift in 
time and place o f  an action not signaled by 
an appropriate shot transition. 

l<uleshov effect A mental phenomenon by 
which viewers derive more meaning from 
the interaction of two sequential shots than 
from a single shot in isolation. 

Lens A glass element on a camera that 
focuses light rays so that the image o f  the 
object appears on the surface of the fi lm. 

Letterboxing A process of transferring fi lm 
to video tapes or DVDs so that the original 
aspect ratio of the film is preserved. 

Lightning mix A sound editing technique 
that links several scenes through parallel and 
overlapping sounds. Each sound is 
associated with one scene, unlike a sound 
bridge, where a sound from one scene 
bleeds into that of another. 

Line of action The narrative path of the 
main or supporting characters, also called a 
plotline. Complex films may have several 
lines of action. 

Line reading The way an actor delivers a 
l ine of dialogue, including pauses, inflection, 
and emotion. 

Long shot A camera shot taken at a large 
distance from the subject. Using the human 
body as the subject, a long shot captures the 
entire human form. 

Long take A relatively long, uninterrupted 
shot, generally of a minute or more. 

Looping See ADR. 

Loose framing A technique of leaving 
empty space around the subject in the 
frame, in order to convey openness and 
continuity of visible space and to imply off
screen space. 

Low-angle shot A shot taken from a 
camera positioned below the subject. 

Low-key lighting Lighting design in  which 
the greater intensity of the key light makes i t  
impossible for the f i l l  to eliminate shadows, 
producing a high-contrast image (with many 
grades of light and dark) , a number of 
shadows, and a somber mood. 

Major studios The five vertically integrated 
corporations that exerted the greatest control 
over film production, distribution, and 
exhibition in the studio era: MGM, Warner 
Brothers, RKO, Twentieth Century Fox, and 
Paramount. 

Masking A method for producing a wide 
screen image without special lenses or 
equipment, using standard film stock 

and blocking out the top and bottom of 
the frame to achieve an aspect ratio of 
1 .85 : 1 .  

Master positive The first print made from a 
fil m  negative. 

Master shot A single take that contains an 
entire scene. 

Match on action A rule in continuity 
editing, which dictates that i f  a cut occurs 
while a character is in the midst of an 
action, the subsequent shot must begin so 
that audiences see the completion of that 
action. 

Matte A black masking device used to 
block out a portion of the frame, usually for 
the insertion of other images. See also Blue 
screen and Traveling matte. 

Matte painting A painting used on the set 
as a portion of the background. 

Medium close-up A shot that includes a 
human figure from the shoulders up. 

Medium long shot A shot that depicts a 
human body from the feet up. 

Medium shot A shot depicting the human 
body from the waist up. 

Method acting A style o f  stage acting 
developed from the teachings of Constantin 
Stanislavsky, which trains actors to get into 
character through the use of emotional 
memory. 

Minor studios Smaller corporations that did 
not own distribution and/or exhibition 
companies in  the studio era, including 
Universal, Columbia, and United Artists. 

Mixing A process of blending the three 
elements of the sound track (dialogue, 
music, and effects) in post-production . 

Mockumentary A fiction film (often a 
comedy) that uses documentary conventions 
on fictional rather than real-world subject 
matter. 

Montage sequence A series of related 
scenes joined through elliptical editing that 
indicates the passage of t ime. 

Morphing An animation technique that 
uses a computer program to interpolate 
frames to produce the effect o f  an object or 
creature changing gradually into something 
di fferent. The program calculates the way 
the image must change in order for the first 
image to become the second over a series of 
frames. 

Motif Any narrative, visual, or sound 
element that is  repeated and thereby 
acquires and reflects its significance to the 
story, characters, or  themes of the film .  

Motivation The central  causers) behind a 
character's actions. 

Narrative A story; a chain o f  events l inked 
by cause-and-effect logic. 

Narrative sequencing The arrangement of 
images to depict a uni fied story time. 
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Natural-key lighting Lighting design where 
the key light is somewhat more intense than 
the fill light ,  so the fill does not el iminate 
every shadow. The effect is generally less 
cheerful than high-key lighting, but not as 
gloomy as low-key lighting. 

Natural light See Available light. 

Negative Exposed and developed film stock 
from which the master positive is struck. I f  
projected, the negative would produce a 
reverse of the image, with dark areas 
appearing white and vice versa or, if color 
fi lm,  areas of color appearing as their 
complementary hue. 

N egative cutter A technician responsible 
for splicing and assembling the film negative 
to the editor's specifications. 

Neutral-density filter A filter that simply 
reduces the amount of light entering the 
lens, without affecting the color 
characteristics. 

Newsreel A short documentary on current 
events, shown in movie theaters along with 
cartoons and feature films beginning in  the 
1930s. 

Non-diegetic A term used for any 
narrative, sound, or visual element not 
contained in the story world. Also called 
"extradiegetic. " 

Normal lens Any lens with a focal length 
approximately equal to the diagonal of the 
frame. For 35mm filmmaking, a 35-50mm 
lens does not distort the angle of vision or 
depth. See also Wide-angle lens and 
Telephoto lens. 

Oeuvre A consistent style, theme, and 
subject matter developed over the course of 
a director's body of work. 

Offscreen space A part of the story 
world implied by visual or sound 
techniques rather than being revealed by 
the camera. 

Omniscient narration The technique of 
telling the story from an all-knowing 
viewpoint rather than that o f  one individual 
character. Films that use restricted narration 
limit the audience's perception to what one 
particular character knows, but may insert 
moments of omniscience. 

On-the-nose dialogue Dialogue that re
states what is already obvious from images 
or action. 

Open-ended A term describing a 
conclusion that does not answer all the 
questions raised regarding characters or 
storylines, nor tie up al l  loose ends. 

Optical printer A machine used to create 
optical effects such as fades, dissolves, and 
superimpositions. Most are now created 
digitally. 

Orthochromatic A term for film stock used 
in early cinema that was insensitive to red 
hues. 
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Outsourcing The practice of Hollywood 
studios contracting out post-production work 
to individuals or firms outside the U .S .  

Out-take A scene filmed and processed but 
not selected to appear in the final version of 
the fi lm. 

Overexposure An effect created when more 
light than is required to produce an image 
strikes the film stock, so that the resulting 
image exhibits high contrast, glaring light ,  
and washed o u t  shadows. This effect may or 
may not be intentional on the filmmaker's 
part. 

Overhead shot A shot taken from a 
position directly above the action, also called 
a "bird 's eye shot . "  

Overlapping dialogue Sound design that 
blends the speech of several characters 
talking simultaneously, used to create 
spontaneity, although it  may also confuse 
the audience. 

Pan The horizontal turning movement of an 
otherwise immobile camera across a scene 
from left to right or vice versa. 

Panchromatic A type of film stock that is 
sensitive to (in other words, registers) all 
tones in the color spectrum. 

Panning and scanning Also called " ful l  
screen , "  the technique of re-shooting a 
widescreen film in order to convert it to the 
original television aspect ratio of 1 . 3 3  to 1 .  
Rather than reproduce the original aspect 
ratio, as a letterboxed version does, a 
panned and scanned copy eliminates some 
of the visual information and introduces 
camera movement and editing that are not in 
the original. 

Parallel A similarity established between 
two characters or situations that invites the 
audience to compare the two. I t  may involve 
visual, narrative, and/or sound elements. 

Parallel editing A technique of cutting back 
and forth between action occurring in two 
di fferent locations, which often creates the 
illusion that they are happening 
simultaneously. Also called "cross cutting . "  

Persistence o f  vision An optical effect 
whereby the eye continues to register a 
visual stimulus in the brain for a brief period 
after that stimulus has been removed. 

Phi phenomenon An optical effect whereby 
the human eye fills in gaps between closely 
spaced objects, so that two light bulbs 
flashing on and off are understood as one 
light moving back and forth. 

Pixel A picture element, a measure of image 
density. There are approximately 18 mill ion 
pixels in a frame of 35mm film and 
300,000-400,000 in a video image. 

Pixilation Also called "stop motion 
photography. " A technique of photographing 
a scene one frame at a time and moving the 
model between each shot. 

Plot summary A brief chronological 
description of the basic events and 
characters in  a film. I t  does not include 
interpretive or evaluative claims. 

Plotline See Line of action. 

Point-of-view shot A technique in 
which the audience temporarily shares 
the visual perspective of a character or 
a group of characters. The camera points 
in the direction that the character looks, 
simulating the character's field of 
vision. 

Polarizing filters Filters that increase 
color saturation and contrast in outdoor 
shots. 

Post-production The period a fter principal 
photography during which editing and 
looping take place, and special visual effects 
are added to the fi lm. 

Pre-fogging See Flashing. 

Pre-production The period of time before 
principal photography during which actors 
are signed, sets and costumes designed, and 
locations scouted. 

Product placement An agreement made 
between filmmakers and those who license 
the use of commercial products to feature 
those products in films, generally as props 
used by characters. 

Production values A measure of the visual 
and sound quality of a fi lm.  Low-budget 
films tend to have lower production values 
because they lack the resources to devote to 
expensive pre- and post-production 
activities. 

Progressive scanning An attribute of 
newer television monitors, where each 
frame is scanned by the electron beam as a 
single field .  I f  slowed down, each frame 
would appear on the monitor in its entirety 
on the screen, rather than line by line, as is 
the case with interlaced scanning. 

Promotion Materials intentionally released 
by studios to attract public attention to films 
and their stars. Promotion di ffers from 
publicity, which is information that is not 
(or does not appear to be) intentionally 
disseminated by studios. 

Propaganda film A documentary or 
occasionally a narrative film that presents 
only one side of an argument or one 
approach to a subject. 

Prostheses Devices that attach to actors' 
faces and/or bodies to change their 
appearance. 

Protagonist A film's main character, one 
whose conflicts and motives drive the story 
forward. 

Pulling A technique of underdeveloping 
exposed fil m  stock (leaving it  in a chemical 
bath a shorter amount of time than usual) in 
order to achieve the visual effect of reducing 
contrast. 
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Pushing A technique of overdeveloping 
exposed film stock (leaving it  i n  the 
chemical bath longer than indicated) in 
order to increase density and contrast in  the 
image. 

Rack focus A change of focus from one 
plane of depth to another. As the in-focus 
subject goes out of focus, another object, 
I-vhich has been blurry, comes into focus in 
either the background or the foreground. 

Realist style A fi lm style that ,  in  contrast to 
the classical and formalist styles, focuses on 
characters, place, and the spontaneity and 
digressiveness of l ife, rather than on highly 
structured stories or aesthetic abstraction. 

Rear projection A technique used to join 
l ive action with a pre-recorded background 
image. A projector is placed behind a screen 
and projects an image onto it. Actors stand 
in front of  the screen and the camera 
records them in front of  the projected 
background. 

Recursive action A technique of  shooting a 
scene at a very high speed (96 frames per 
second), then adding and subtracting frames 
in post-production ,  " fanning out" the action 
through the overlapping images. 

Re-establishing shot A shot that appears 
during or near the end of  a scene and re
orients viewers to the setting. 

Reframing A technique of  shifting the 
camera angle, height or distance to take into 
account the motion of  actors or objects 
within the frame. 

Release prints Reels of  film that are 
shipped to movie theaters for exhibit ion. 
Digital cinema, which can be distributed via 
satellite, broadband, or on media such as 
DVDs, may soon replace film prints because 
the latter are expensive to create, copy, and 
distribute. 

Restricted narration A narrative approach 
that limits the audience's view of  events to 
that of the main character(s) in the film.  
Occasional moments of  omniscient narration 
may give viewers more information than the 
characters have at specific points in  the 
narrative. 

Reverse shot A shot in a sequence that is 
taken from the reverse angle of  the shot 
previous to it. 

Revisionist A genre f i lm that radically 
modifies accepted genre conventions for 
dramatic effect. 

Roadshowing A marketing strategy o f  
screening a blockbuster prior t o  general 
release only in premier theaters. 

Rotoscope A device that projects 
photographs or footage onto glass so that 
images can be traced by hand to create 
animated images. 

Runaway production Film productions shot 
outside the U .S .  for economic reasons. 
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Running time The length in minutes for a 
fi lm to play in its entirety (for example, 1 20 
minutes) . Also referred to as "screen time. " 

Saturation The measure of intensity or 
purity of a color. Saturated color is purer 
than desaturated color, which has more 
white in it and thus offers a washed-out, less 
intense version of a color. 

Scanning See Panning and scanning. 

Scene A complete narrative unit within a 
fi lm,  with its own beginning, middle and 
end. Often scenes are unified , and 
distinguished from one another, by time and 
setting. 

Score A musical accompaniment written 
specifically for a film .  

Scratching A technique of  intentionally 
adding scratches in a film's emulsion layer 
for aesthetic purposes, such as to simulate 
home movie footage. 

Screen time See Running time. 

Screenplay The written blueprint for a fi lm,  
composed of  three elements: dialogue, 
sluglines (setting the place and time of  each 
scene) , and description. Feature-length 
screenplays typically run 90- 1 30 pages. 

Script supervisor A crew member 
responsible for logging the details of  each 
take on the set so as to ensure continuity. 

Second unit A production crew responsible 
not for shooting the primary footage but,  
instead, for remote location shooting and B
ro i l .  See also B-raH. 

Selective focus A technique of  manipulating 
focus to direct the viewer's attention. 

Set-up The individual arrangement of  
l ighting and camera placement used for  each 
shot. 

Shooting script The annotated script, 
containing information about set-ups used 
during shooting. 

Shot The building block of a scene; an 
uninterrupted sequence of  frames that 
viewers experience as they watch a f i lm, 
ending with a cut, fade, dissolve, etc. See 
also Take. 

Shot/reverse shot A standard shot pattern 
that dictates that a shot of one character 
will be followed by a shot of  another 
character, taken from the reverse angle of 
the first shot. 

Shot transition The use of  editing 
techniques, such as a fade or dissolve, to 
indicate the end of  one scene and the 
beginning of  another. 

Shutter A camera device that opens and 
closes to regulate the length of  time the film 
is exposed to light. 

Slow A term applied to film stock that is 
relatively insensitive to light .  This stock will 
not yield acceptable images unless the 
amount of  light can be carefully controlled. 

Slow motion A technique of filming at a 
speed faster than projection, then projecting 
the footage at normal speed of 24 frames 
per second. Because fewer frames were 
recorded per second, the action appears to 
be speeded up. 

Soft light Light emitted from a larger source 
that is scattered over a bigger area or 
reflected o ff a surface before i t  strikes the 
subject. Soft l ight minimizes facial details, 
including wrinkles. 

Sound bridge A scene transition wherein 
sound from one scene bleeds over into the 
next scene, often resulting in a contrast 
between sound and image. 

Soundtrack Everything audiences hear 
when they watch a sound fi lm.  The 
soundtrack is the composite of  all three 
elements of  f i lm sound: dialogue, music, and 
sound effects. 

Soviet montage An alternative to continuity 
editing, this style of  editing was developed 
in silent Soviet cinema, based on the theory 
that editing should exploit the di fference 
between shots to generate intellectual and 
emotional responses in the audience. 

Spec script A screenplay written and 
submitted to a studio or production 
company without a prior contract or 
agreement. 

Special visual effects Optical i l lusions 
created during production,  including the use 
of  matte paintings, glass shots, models and 
prosthesis. 

Speed A measure of  a fi lm stock's 
sensitivity to light. " Fast" refers to sensitive 
film stock, while "slow" film is relatively 
insensitive. 

Split screen An optical technique that 
divides the screen into two or more frames. 

Standard shot pattern A sequence of  shots 
designed to maintain spatial continuity. 
Scenes begin with an establishing shot, then 
move to a series of  individual shots 
depicting characters and action, before re
establishing shots re-orient viewers to the 
setting. 

Star filter A filter that creates points of  light 
that streak outward from a light source. 

Star persona Public identity created by 
marketing a film actor's performances, press 
coverage, and " personal " in formation to fans 
as the star's personality. 

Star system A system ini tially developed for 
marketing films by creating and promoting 
stars as objects of  admiration. The 
promotion of  stars has now become an end 
in itself. 

Steadicam A device worn by a camera 
operator that holds the motion picture 
camera, allowing it to glide smoothly 
through spaces unreachable by cameras 
mounted on a crane or other apparatus. 
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Stop motion photography See Pixilation. 

Storyboard A series of individual drawings 
that provides a blueprint for the shooting of 
a scene. 

Studio system A model of industrial 
organization in the film industry from about 
1 9 1 5  to 1 946, characterized by the 
development of  major and minor studios 
that produced, distributed and exhibited 
films, and held fi lm actors, directors, art 
directors, and other technical crew under 
contract. 

Subgenre A group of films within a given 
genre that share their own specific set of 
conventions that differentiate them from 
other films in the genre. For example, the 
slasher film is a subgenre of the horror 
genre. 

Subtext An unstated meaning that 
underlies and is implied by spoken dialogue. 

Superimposition A technique of  depicting 
two layered il]lages simultaneously. I mages 
from one frame or several frames of film are 
added to pre-existing images, using an 
optical printer, to produce the same effect as 
a Double exposure. 

. 

Swish pan A pan executed so quickly that i t  
produces a blurred image, indicating rapid 
activity or, sometimes, the passage of  time. 

Synthespian A computer-generated actor 
that some speculate will replace flesh and 
blood actors in the not so distant fu ture. 

Syuzhet The selection and ordering of 
narrative events presented in a fil m ,  as 
distinct from the tabula, which is the 
chronological accounting of  a l l  events 
presented and suggested. 

Tableau shot A long shot in which the film 
frame resembles the proscenium arch of  the 
stage, distancing the audience. 

Take A production term denoting a single 
uninterrupted series of frames exposed by a 
motion picture or video camera between the 
time it  is turned on and the time i t  is turned 
off. Fi lmmakers shoot several takes of  any 
scene and the film editor selects the most 
appropriate one to use. See also Shot. 

Telecine A machine that converts film 
prints to videotape format. 

Telephoto lens A lens with a focal length 
greater than 50 mm (usually between 80mm 
and 200mm) ,  which provides a larger image 
of the subject than a normal or wide-angle 
lens but which narrows the angle of  vision 
and flattens the depth of  the image relative 
to normal and wide-angle lenses. 

Text The term for a fil m's spoken dialogue, 
as opposed to the underlying meaning 
contained in the subtext. 

Third-person narration Literary narration 
from a viewpoint beyond that of  any one 
individual character. 
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Three-act structure The classical model of 
narrative form. The first act introduces 
characters and conflicts; the second act 
offers complication leading to a climax; the 
third act contains the denouement and 
resolution. 

Three-point lighting An efficient system 
developed for fi lm lighting. In a standard 
lighting set-up ,  the key light i l luminates the 
subject, the fil l light eliminates shadows cast 
by the key light ,  and the back light separates 
the subject from the background. 

Tight framing A visual effect created when 
the subject in the frame is restricted by the 
objects or the physical properties of the set. 

Tilt A vertical , up-and-down, motion of  an 
otherwise stationary camera. 

Time-lapse photography A technique of 
recording very few images over a long period 
of  t ime-say, one frame per minute or per 
day. 

Tinting An early color process, involving 
bathing lengths of processed film in dye one 
scene at a time. 

Toning An early color process that replaced 
si lver halide grains with colored salts. 

Tracking shot A technique of  moving the 
camera, on a dolly, along a specially built 
track. Such shots often trace character 
movement laterally across the frame or in 
and out of  the depth of the frame. 

Trailer A short segment of film used to 
promote an upcoming release. 

Traveling matte A system for combining 
two separately filmed images in the same 
frame that involves creating a matte (a black 
mask that covers portion of the image) for a 
l ive action sequence and using it to block 
out a portion of  the frame when filming the 
background images. See also Blue screen. 

Trombone shot A shot combining two 
kinds of  movement: the camera tracks in 
toward the subject while the lens zooms out .  

Turning point A narrative moment that  
signals an important shift of some kind in 
character or situation. 

Two-shot A shot that contains two 
characters within the frame. 

Typecasting The practice of repeatedly 
casting actors in similar roles across di fferent 
films. 

Undercranking A technique of  running the 
motion picture camera at a speed slower 
than projection speed (24 frames per 
second) , in order to produce a Fast motion 
sequence when projected at normal speed. 
The term derives from early film cameras, 
which were cranked by hand. 

Underexposure An effect created when too 
l i tt le light strikes the fi lm during shooting. 
As a result the image will contain dark areas 
that appear very dense and dark (including 

shadows) and the overal l  contrast wil l  be 
less than with a properly exposed image. 

Vertical integration A business model 
adopted by the major studios during the 
Hollywood studio era, in which studios 
control led al l  aspects of  the fi l m  business, 
from production to distribution to 
exhibition .  

Video assist A device attached to t h e  fi lm 
camera that  records videotape of  what  has 
been filmed, a l lowing the director immediate 
access to video footage. 

Vista Vision A film process that uses 35mm 
fil m  stock but changes the orientation of  the 
fi lm so that the fi lm moves through the 
camera horizontally instead of  vertically. The 
larger image is  of  higher quali ty than 
standard 35mm processes. 

Visual effects Optical i l lusions created 
during post-production. 

Voice-over A direct vocal address to the 
audience, which may emanate from a 
character or from a narrating voice 
apparently unrelated to the diegesis. 

Wide-angle lens A lens with a shorter focal 
length than a normal or telephoto lens 
(usually between 1 5mm and 35 mm) .  The 
subject appears smaller as a result ,  but the 
angle of vision is wider and an i l lusion is 
created of  greater depth in the frame. 

Wide film A format that uses a larger fi lm 
stock than standard 35mm.  IMAX, 
Omnimax, and Showscan are shot on 70mm 
fil m .  See also Gauge. 

Widescreen Processes such as Cinemascope 
and Cinerama, developed during the 1 950s 
to enhance film's size advantage over the 
smaller television image. 

Wipe A scene transition in which the first 
frame of  the incoming scene appears to push 
the last frame of the previous scene off the 
screen horizontally. 

Wireframe The first step in the process of 
creating CGI. The wireframe is a three
dimensional computer model of  an object, 
which is then rendered (producing the 
finished image) and animated (using 
simulated camera movement frame by 
frame) . 

Zoom in A technique of moving a zoom 
lens from a wide-angle position to a 
telephoto position, which results in a 
magnification of the subject within the 
frame, and keeps the subject in focus. 

Zoom lens A lens with a variable focal 
length that al lows changes of  focal length 
while keep ing the subject in focus. 

Zoom out A technique of moving from the 
telephoto position to the wide-angle position 
of a zoom lens, which resul ts in the subject 
appearing to become smaller within the 
frame, while remaining in  focus. 
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Dash, Julie 92 , 283, 343 
Dassin, Jules 27 
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Davis, Bette 250, 351 , 364, 

364-6 
DalUn of the Dead 377 
Day the Earth Stood Still, The 

388 
Days of /-leaven 80, 109, 
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De Niro, Raben 98, 106, 107, 

143, 1 57 , 249, 271 , 395 
de Oliveira, Dick 420 
De Palma, Brian 23, 1 34, 1 96, 
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326 
Dead Errd 1 58 
Dead Man 76 
Deakins, Roger 1 8 1  
Dean, James 9 8 ,  9 9 ,  1 1 3 ,  

355-6 
Debats, Michel 13 
Decasia 302 
DeCillo, Tom 1 46 
deep-focus cinematography 

1 58 
Deer /-Iwlter, The 249, 254 
del Toro, Guillermo 1 80 
Demille. Jonathan 347 
Demy, Jacques 2 3 ,  1 69 
denouements 68 
Depp, Johnny 1 2 1 ,  1 5 3 ,  1 53,  

351 
depth of field 1 52 
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Descent, The 375, 392 
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Desen I-leans 348 
detective films 382-3 
Detour 382 
Devdas 367 
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32,  383,  394 
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post-production 1 80-2 
special effects 1 73-4, 1 77 
see also DVDs 

Dinklage, Peter 103, 352 
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289-90 
Dirty /-IarTY 334 
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Disney Studios 136,  1 79 , 4 1 8 ,  

4 1 9 , 424 
dissolves 1 97 
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Ditla 385, 386, 386 
00 the Right Thing 343 
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D.O.A. 382 
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285 
references in 25 
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dollies 1 47 ,  1 4 7  
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Dos Santos, Nelson Pereira 
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Double Indemnity 244, 31 9,  

3 1 9-20 
Douglas, Gordon 388 
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DreamWorks 4 1 9  
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Duvivier, Julien 1 2 1  
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Easy Rider 207, 415 , 4 1 7  
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shi nan Tt Ll") 1 4  
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Edison, Thomas 5 ,  31 I 
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Eisenstein, Sergei 1 1 3 , 222-5, 
226, 238,  355 

Elephall1 1 51 -2 ,  1 52 
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Ellis, David R,  422 
Embers ("Sholay") 323 
Emmerich, Roland 51 , 1 75 
Empire Strikes Back, The 1 7  
Enchanted Carr age, The 351 
Enemy of the Stare 44, 45-7, 

385-6 
English Patient, The 254 
Entr'acte 294, 294 
episodic narrative 73-5 
Espinoza, Julio Garda 328 
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422, 422 
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Fahrenheit 451 389, 389 
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424 
Falk, Peter 244 
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Fargo 249, 383 
Farrelly Brothers 1 34 ,  1 79 
Fassbinder, Rainer Werner 99, 
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Fast and the Furious, The 1 96 
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Ferrell, Will 356, 371 
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Field, Todd 246 
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Fincher, David 1 4 , 76, 1 3 8  
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Fireworks 296 
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Fistflll of Dol/ars, A 379 
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Fleischer, Richard 388 
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Ford, John 1 4 , 398 

camera angles 1 4 1  
composition 1 58 
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380 
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Forrest Gump 1 65 
Forsyth,  Bill 95 
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Foxy Brown 342 
frame narration 73 
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255,  375, 386, 387 
Franklin, Carl 3 1 ,  3 2 ,  343 
Freaks 348-50, 349 
Freeman, Morgan 252,  282, 

428 
Freshman, The 3 1 7- 1 8  
Friedkin, William 347, 377 
Friends With Money 371 
From Here to Eternity 95 
front projection 1 76 
frozen time moments 1 3 9  
Fuchs, Cynthia 54-6 
FilII Metal Jacket 72-3, 79, 93, 

93-4 , 94, 1 54-5 
Fuller, Sam 264 
Fulton, Keith 285 
Fnnny Games 76 
Furthman, Jules 3 1 4  

Gaeta, John 1 79 
Galasso, Michael 268 
Gangs of New \'ork 1 3 5 ,  135, 
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Capra, Uma Das 324 
Garbo, Greta 109 
Garderr State 1 69,  1 70 
Garfield, John 338 
Garland, Judy 14, 110, 369 
Garmes, Lee 314 
Gatti ,  Marcello 327 
gauge (film stock) 1 64 
Gay Brotlrers, Tlte 346 
Gay Shoe Clerk, Tire 208, 208 
Gehr, Ernie 301 
gerrdai-geki 381 
gender, ideologies of  343-6 
genre conventions 10 
genre films 4, 373-96 
Gerima, Haile 343 
German Expressionism 88, 

1 1 9-20, 375 
Getino, Octavia 327 
Ghost and Mrs Mui/; Tire 2 1 1 , 

21 1  
Gill iam, Terry 1 20 ,  1 53 , 285 
Gimme Slreller 1 6  
Girl, Interrupted 351  
Girl Witlr tire Pearl Earring 

363 
Gladiator 1 34 
Glass Shield, The 1 2 ,  423 
Glot)1 95 
Go Fislr 348, 348 
Go Go Go 300 
go-motion 1 38-9 
Godard, Jean-Luc 2 3 ,  99, 2 1 6 ,  

2 1 8 , 21 9-20, 321 -2, 398-9 
Godfather, Tire 87, 88, 168, 

1 69 , 227, 255 , 4 1 7 , 421 , 
421 

editing 226-8 
mise en scene 87-8 
video game 7 

Godzilla series 388 
Gold Diggers of 1 933,  Tire 

390, 390 
Gold Ruslr, The 2 1 9 ,  360, 

360- I 
Goldwyn, Samuel 283,  337 
Golem, Tire ("Del' Golem ") 1 1 9  
Gondry, Michael 1 20 ,  423 
Gorre with the Wind 2 1 ,  331 , 

340, 362 
Good Niglrt and Good Luck 

27-8, 28, 1 10,  338 

Goodfellas 80, 1 35 ,  149, I SO,  
1 57 ,  240, 243 

Gore, AI 281 , 281 ,  282 
Gorky, Maxim 3 
Graduate, Tire 65, 76, 1 44, 

1 54 , 266 
Grand lllusion, Tire ("La 

Grande lllusion ") 1 22 ,  
274-7, 275 

Grant, Cary 70, 78, 98, 229, 
255,  384 

Grant, Hugh 97,  357 
Grant, Lee 338 
graphic matches 1 95-6 
Great 'Irain Robber)', The 1 73 ,  

207 
Green, Sam 288 
green screen 1 79 
Greenaway, Peter 61 
G reengrass, Paul 401 
Grierson, John 284 
Griffith, D . W. 80, 3 1 2 ,  339, 

340, 351 
Grinc/I, Tire 105-6 
Grizzly Man 148, 149, 1 50, 

242-3 , 243, 290- 1 , 291 
Gtmse l'oi11le Blank 243-4 
Guess Wlro's Coming to 

Dinner 34 I -2, 342 
Guest,  Christopher 99, 291 
Guggenheim, Davis 281 

I-lackman, Gene 45, 46, 50, 
1 56,  251 

/-Ialloween 1 39, 268, 377, 
377 

Hamid,  Alexander 304 
Hand, David 1 3 6  
handheld shots 1 4 9 ,  322 
Haneke, Michael 76 
Hanks, Tom 248, 257, 347 
Hanson, Curtis 98 
Happy Feet 64, 243 
Happy Togetlrer ("Clre1/1l 

gwong tsa sit") 411  
Hardwicke, Catherine 1 82 
Harlan County USA 284, 

284 
Harlin, Renny 383 
I-Ianis, Leslie 76 
Harron, Mary 423 
Harryhausen, Ray 138  
I-laskin, Byron 388 
Hawke, Ethan 425 
Hawks, Howard 70, 80, 383, 

386 
Hayes, Issac 65 
Haynes, Todd 348, 406, 423 
I-lays, Will 3 1 5  
/-I e  Got Gartle 265 
Heckerling, Amy 345 
Hellman, Lillian 338 
Henry, Buck 65 
Hensley, Shuler 105 
Hepburn, K,ltharine 70, 98,  

1 1 2 ,  1 12 , 250 
Hero (', \,ing Xiorrg") 86, 129,  

1 29-30, 131 
Herrmann, Bernard 2 7 1 -3 
Herzog, Werner 148, 242-3, 

290- 1 ,  403 
Hidden Forrress, The 1 98 , 1 98, 

381 
Hidderr Half, Tire 103 
Higlr and LOIU (" Tengoku 

tojigokll") 1 7 , 381-2 
High Noon 214, 214,  373, 379 
Higlr School 289 
Hil l ,  George Ro)' 1 77 
Hil l ,  Jack 342 
i-liroshirna, MOll Amour 

(" /-liroslrima, My Love") 
21 , 2 1 9 ,  321 

historical references 2 1 -2 ,  
3 1  - 2  

History o f  Violence 1 3 7  
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H i tchcock, A l fred 1 4 ,  308, 
402, 404-5 , 405 

The 39 Steps 386 
The Lady Vanishes 385 
Ufeboat 260-1 
The Man Who Knew Too 

Much 386 
North by Northwest 78, 221 , 

384, 394-5 
Notorious 78, 79, 228, 

229-32, 262 
Psycho 143,  1 93-4, 208- 10, 

240, 405 
Rear Window 1 9, 69, 1 39,  

241 
Vertigo 23-4, 1 56 
Vista Vision 1 7 1  

!-I20 296, 297 
Hoffman, Phillip Seymour 98 
I-Ioliday 1 1 2 ,  1 1 2 ,  250 
Hollywood 5 ,  27, 75, 280, 

3 1 1 -20, 323, 4 1 6- 1 8  
I-Iollywood Revue o f  1 929 389 
Hollywood Ten 337 
Holofcener, Nicole 3 71 
!-Iomesteader, The 340 
homosexuality 334, 346-8 
!-loop Dreams 1 2  
Hooper, Tobe 375 
Hopper, Dennis 207 
horror films 374-8 
I-lours, The 104, 104 
!-low the West Was Won 1 71 
Howard, Ron 22, 105 
Hudlin , Reginald and 

Warrington 343 
Hudson, Hugh 95 
Hughes, Alben and Allen 343 
Hughes, Howard 28 
Huillet , Daniele 403 
I-Iunchback of Notre Dame 

106, 350 
Huston, John 159, 324, 379 

Ice Age 239 
Ice Storm, The 1 4- 1 5 ,  409 
If 1 66 
I'm Gonna Git You Sucka 65, 

65 
1m m igrall1 , The 23, 219 
In the Bedroom 246-7 
In the Mood For Love (" Fa 

yeung nin wa") 1 1 8, 1 1 8, 
268 

Inconvenient 'fruth,  An 281, 
281 -2 

Independence Day 51 , 1 75,  
388 

independent film/filmmakers 
282-3 , 4 1 7 , 423-5 

India 323-6 
InDigEnt 425 
Inside Man 1 4 , 363 
Insomnia 1 65 
Interiors 91 
internet, the 6, 427-30 
interpretive claims 28-30 
intertextual references 23-4 
Invasion of the Body 

Snatchers 387 
Invisible Man, The 388 
ir is in/iris out 1 97-8 
Italian Job, The 76 
Italian Neorealism 325-7, 329 
It's a Wonderful Ufe 320 
Ives, Burl 338 

Jackman, Hugh 383 
Jackson, Peter 63, 1 91 , 261 
Jacquet, Luc 252, 281 
James, Steve 1 2  
James Bond films 14,  248, 

249, 265 
Jarecki, Andrew 285 
Jarmusch, J im 67, 76,  1 34 ,  

146,  1 98, 2 1 3 , 423 
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Jaws 46, 5 1 ,  263-4, 421 
Jazz Singel; The 237,  238, 389 
Jeepers Creepers 376 
Jenkins, Pauy 104, 1 82 
Jelee, La 387 
Jewison, Norman 1 55 ,  249, 

341 
Jezebel 250, 364 
JFK 22 
jidai-geki (samurai films) 

381-2 
Johansson, Scarleu 363, 363 
Johnson, Ariyan 81 
Johnson, George and Noble 

238 
Johnson, Rian 383 
Jones, Terry 233,  234 
Jonze, Spike 65 
Jordan, Neil 23, 1 20 , 424 
Judge, Mike 91 
Jules and Jim ("Jules et Jim ") 

23, 265 
Julian,  Ruperl 106 
jump culs 2 1 6  
Junebug 249 
Jurassic Park 422, 422 
Just A nother Girl on the IRT 

76, 8 1 , 81 
Just Imagine 389 

Kael,  Pauline 53, 399, 400 
Karloff, Boris 105, 105 
Kauffman, Charlie 65 
Kaufman, Boris 298 
Kealon, Buster 1 7, 39, 361 , 

361 
Keener, Catherine 371 
Kelly, G race 250 
Kershner, Irvin 1 7  
Kidman, Nicole 104, 104 
Kill Bill 220 
Kinetoscope 5, 5 
King, Barry 98, 1 1 8  
King Kong 1 3 8 , 3 76 
Kluge, Alexander 403 
Kopple, Barbara 284 
Koster, Henry 1 71 
Kramer, Stanley 341 
Krause, George 159  
Kubrick, Stanley 283, 400 

2001 1 45 , 257 
Bony Lyndon 253 
Clockwork Orange 12 
Dr_ Strangelove 9, 25 
Full Metal Jacket 72,  79 
Paths of Glory 147, 1 59,  1 61 
Shining, The 1 40 

Kuleshov Effect 1 92 
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